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Cover image
Many specialists are involved in the manufacture of the traditional Buddha statues in 
Nepal: wax modellers, mould makers, casters, chasers, gilders, and so on. Objects of highly 
accomplished craftsmanship, intended for ritual use in monasteries, temples and shrines 
are finished after casting with much skill and effort, as the cover image showing the master 
chaser Subarna Shakya illustrates (see also figs. 178 and 183).

Back cover:
“Snapshots” of the production of Buddha statues in the traditional lost wax technique  
(see pages 26–138): beeswax model, first clay layer applied to the mould, brass cast,  
breaking open the mould, chasing.
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Fig. 1: Durbar Square (the square of the royal court) has always been 
the centre of Patan. Above, a watercolour by Henry Ambrose Oldfield, 
looking south, around 1855: on the left is the old royal palace, on the 
right various temples and high columns with gilded bronze images of 
Garuda (the bird-like figure, the messenger of the gods, is front right) 
and of King Yoganarendra Malla (1700; centre of the picture). Beneath, 
a photograph taken in April 2015, two weeks before the devastating 
earthquake.



Preface:
My introduction to the community  
of metalworkers and the clan of Shakya families

“Traditional technology is the national heritage of a country.” 
(Gajurel  // Vaidya 1984, VII)

“Nepalese art shows an almost unbroken continuity  
from the earliest times.”

(Ridley 1970, 61)

The wealth of gold in the old Buddhist temples and monaster-
ies across the Himalayas fascinated early travellers1 in a way 
similar to how the European conquerors of the sixteenth cen-
tury were dazzled by the riches of the Aztecs, Incas and other 
ancient American peoples. What avaricious foreigners and 
unscrupulous locals are capable of in the face of such tempt-
ing riches is however, an appalling, reckless tragedy: just as 
was once the case in the New World, the “golden Buddhas” and 
the most beautiful bronze and stone images from Tibet, Ne-
pal and other prominently Buddhist countries were and are, 
even now, being plundered on a large scale, smuggled out of 
the country and sold on the international art market2!

The steps in the production, techniques and materials de-
scribed in this book serve in the first place to manufacture re-
ligious images and figures of gods, to which Buddhism accords 
great importance and ardent worship right up to the present 
day. A Buddha figure is not usually “prayed to” as, for exam-
ple, a mother of God in Christianity. Buddhism does not actu-
ally know any god as creator like Christians, Jews or Muslims. 
Buddhists see in Buddha their great historical teacher and in 
the Bodhisattvas they see beings who help them on the way to 
salvation from the cycle of reincarnations. The goal is Nirvana, 
the end of the reincarnations.

The metallurgist and authority on Tibet, Markus O. Spei-
del, writes the following on the nature of Buddhism and its re-
ligious practice3: “The genuine, traditional Buddhist works of 
art produced in Nepal are not made to justify and continue a 
local or even a national tradition, but rather – as ‘supports’ of 
the ‘inner’ – to allow believers to retreat into themselves, to 
facilitate ‘meditation’”. Whoever beholds Buddhist works of 
art – irrespective of which artisan atelier produced them – in 
the intent in which they were created, sets off on the way to 
enlightenment and so gains religious merit, good Karma, re-
gardless of where he is on Earth. The function of Buddhist im-
ages, thus also of the bronze statue, is therefore not their di-
rect worship, rather to facilitate meditation4 on the way to en-
lightenment. Correspondingly the images are regularly ritu-
ally worshipped5.

The image of a Buddha – whether it be painted on a 

Thangka6, hewed in stone or cast in bronze – should sustain 
meditation. That is why the artists place so much importance 
on the correct, long-defined physical proportions of the body, 
the traditional iconography, the posture of the figure and, 
above all, the perfect representation of the facial expression 
of the Buddha with his delicate hint of a smile. In earlier times 
the Buddhist images, cast or chased in metal, were produced 
with great religious devotion in many specialised metal casting 
workshops in Tibet, western China, northern India or Nepal. 
In the wake of massive political, ethnic and cultural change, 
today this high art form is almost only nurtured in the artisan 
town of Patan near Kathmandu: it is not the goal of our Newar 
wax-modellers and metal casters to merely produce a superfi-
cial impression of subtlety and reverie, but much rather to ex-
press the meditative energy of the enlightened7.

It has long been known that for many generations metal ar-
tisans, and in particular metal casters, have been at work in 
Patan (also known as Lalitpur; fig. 18), a town close to Nepal’s 
capital city of Kathmandu, and that they, up to the present day, 
have been using traditional working methods and materials to 
produce cast metal statues of exceptional artistry. Since time 
immemorial, specialists trained in Patan have been active in 
Tibet, China and Bhutan in order to satisfy local demand. Even 
today, the quality of these artisan products from Patan is un-
contested, as aptly summarised by Alexander Duncan: “Here 
master sculptors . . . produce sculpture of beauty and grace and 
often of a complexity that astonishes Western founders using 
far more sophisticated techniques”9. For this reason, the town 
of Patan is also called the “City of the Arts”10. The metal work-

1 Montgomerie 1868, 159–163 (p. 159: main temple at Lhasa / Ti-
bet, whose gods / idols “are richly inlaid with gold and precious 
stones”; p. 160: “. . . all the temples that contained images in gold 
were covered with silks”). – On the gold deposits see notes 810–
819; on the extraction of gold see notes 820 and 821.

2 Schick 1989 (with an impressive list and photographic docu-
mentation of looted monuments and the sarcastic recognition 
that whoever wants to study ancient Nepalese art can no longer, 
as could have been done some fifity years ago, do so by trekking 
through the Kathmandu valley, but is oliged to go to museums and 
art collectors scattered over the whole world ); Stingelin 1992.

3 Markus O. Speidel, peer reviewer of this volume, in an email to the 
author dated 28.03.2016.

4 See Bose 1926, 29; Hummel 1953, 18 and 74 f.; Dagyab 1977, 24; 
Fraser-Lu 1981, 71; Kagan 1999, 6.

5 Bose 1926, 16 f; von Schroeder 2008, 30 (with earlier sources from 
the fifth–seventh centuries).

6 On the influence of the Newar on Thangka painting in the thir-
teenth century: Kossak 1997.

7 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 46. – On the iconography of Buddhist rep-
resentations of deities: Clark 1937 (with hundreds of different 
statuettes both in photographs and drawings); Chandra 1988 (with 
2503 typological illustrations of Buddhist deities); Shakya 2005.

8 Hagmüller 2003, 22 (further old views of Durbar Square in Patan).
9 Duncan 1976, 46.
10 Lo Bue 1985, 262 (quotation); Singh 2006, 207.
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Fig. 2: The old Newar families in Patan, who have produced images of 
Buddhist deities in copper and brass for generations, still mostly live 
in their traditional houses in the metal casting district of Oku Bahal. 
This view shows the courtyard of the artisans Raju and Umesh Shakya 
(2013).

Fig. 3: Ratna Jyoti Shakya, the author of a chapter in this book in his  
little shop. It is situated directly next to the Mahabuddha Temple  
(on the left of the photograph) in the Oku Bahal district of Patan. Most 
Newar metal casters and metal craftsmen have lived here for genera-
tions.



 

13shops can be found in the Oku Bahal districts, surrounding 
the old Mahabuddha Temple (figs. 2; 3), in Yetkha, Subaha and 
Jhaina as well as in Na Bahal at the other end of the old town11.

In these areas it was, and still is, mainly religious-liturgi-
cal statues and statuettes of various forms of Buddha, as well 
as many later teachers, Lamas, Gurus and Rinpoches, which 
were produced. While the literature on the iconography and 
art history on such “bronzes” is quite extensive12, information 
of a technological nature in the metallurgical specialist liter-
ature is rather scarce and never very extensive13, even if the 
relevant casting technology used in the cire perdue technique 
is sometimes presumed to be a completely familiar process14. 
This state of affairs, and desire to remedy it, has existed for 
over thirty years: “Unfortunately scientific studies of tradi-
tional technologies have not been very popular and more often 
than not foreign scholars seem to dominate over local scholars 
in most cases. The incentives to local scholars for such studies 
are almost non-existent.”15

The author visited the Newar artisans in Patan for the first 
time in September 2013 for just about two weeks and observed 
and documented many of the works presented in this volume. 
Further on-site studies followed in 2015, in the weeks preced-
ing the massive earthquake of April 2015. The author of the 
chapter  “An Insider’s View”, Ratna Jyoti Shakya (fig. 10), is a 
seventh-generation scion of a Buddhist casting family in Patan 
and has been closely familiar with the people, the techniques 
and materials from the cradle.

It was a stroke of luck that my first and key contact person 
was Ratna Jyoti Shakya (born 1957). The Shakyas belong to a 
highly regarded upper caste, and form a kind of professional 
family clan. They belong to the Newar ethnic group (see also 
p. 15 ff.)16. And Ratna runs a small business for bronzes in the 
interior courtyard of the Mahabuddha Temple in Patan (fig. 3). 
He is also the co-author and publisher of a brochure, in which 
a variety of information on the metal casting techniques may 
be read17.

Ratna put me in touch with many of the sources of infor-
mation that will be introduced in the following pages, took me 
to the respective specialist workshops and introduced me to 
them. He and his daughter Shristi acted as translators from 
Nepali and Newari for me18. Apart from the chapter  written 
by him (pp. 150–153), he also contributed a great deal of in-
formation and critical comments to my manuscript. I extend 
my greatest thanks to him for helping me, an outsider to Ne-
pal and the Newar, to avoid misunderstandings and for intro-
ducing me to their present-day traditions, society, culture and 
technology.

Basel, March 2017 – Alex R. Furger

11 Brown 1912, 2; Alsop / Charlton 1973, 27; Sunday 1980, 119 ff.; 
Lo Bue 1981b, 85 (unbroken artisan tradition); Lo Bue 1981c, 
118 ff.; Slusser 1982, Map 8 (detailed town plan with districts and 
shrines); Locke 1985, 97–101 fig. 53 (extensive description of the 
district [my thanks to Reinhard Herdick for this reference]); Mi-
chaels 1985 / 86, 86; I. Alsop in Gellek / Maitland 2011, 42 (for this 
reference I thank Alexandra von Przychowski); Shakya et al. 2013, 
45.

12 For example Getty 1928; Gordon 1939; Ridley 1970, 60–93; Ray 1973, 
29–42; Pal 1974, 103–125; von Schroeder 1981; Chandra 1988 (ico-
nography); Schick 1989, 32–35; Uhlig 1995, 12–34; Fisher 1997; von 
Schroeder 2001; Shakya 2005 (iconography); Singh 2006, 51–53 
(Buddhist art); von Schroeder 2008.

13 Most extensively: Alsop / Charlton 1973; Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 
1–65; Michaels 1985 / 86; Reedy 1997. – Short essays or chapters in 
de Labriffe 1973; Duncan 1976; Krishnan 1976, 29–32; Dagyab 1977, 
47–51; von Schroeder in Uhlig 1979, 57–60; Lo Bue 1981b; Shakya 
1981 (thanks to Axel Michaels for this reference); von Schroeder 
1981, 34–41; Shrestha 1983; Domingo-Barker / Barker 1984a; Hurst 
1996, 157–162; Fisher 1997, 122 f.; Kagan 1999, 11–15; Bonapace / Ses-
tini 2003, 99–113; M. S. Slusser, in Hagmüller 2003, 118–121; 
Gellek / Maitland 2011, 42–79; Brauen 2013; Shakya 2014. Essays 
on bronze statue casting in the neighbouring countries: Nambiar 
1964 (Swamimalai in southern India); Krishnan 1976 (India); Muk-
herjee 1978 (India); Reedy 1989 (Kashmir); Strahan 1997 (Thailand); 
Levy et al. 2008 (Swamimalai in southern India).

14 So, for example, Amita Ray (1973, 39): “Since the methods have 
often been described and are well known, no description is called 
for. Besides, these are still widely practised in Nepal where there 
is still a demand for such images”.

15 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, XII. – Similarly, Höfer 1970, 187: “The tech-
nical processes [of the metal casters in Patan] . . ., which form the 
basis of this art have until now interested but a few . . .”.

16 Snellgrove 1957, 102 f.; Höfer 1973, 5; Krishnan 1976, 29; Slusser 
1998, 176; Lo Bue 2002. – For extensive insights into the very com-
plex Newar caste system, my thanks go to René Herdick (see also 
below pp. 17; 152 f.). – In India the creators of images of the deities 
– in contrast to other metal craftsmen – also belong to a relatively 
high caste: Guy 2007, 56 ff.

17 Shakya et al. 2013; Brauen 2013. – On the Shakya: de Labriffe 1973, 
188 with note 9.

18 All the direct pieces of evidence and the answers given to my ques-
tions by the various sources of information in Nepal are quoted in 
the subsequent text within quotation marks (“. . .”), as are all verba-
tim quotations from the written sources cited in the notes.
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Fig. 4: In the villages and towns of Nepal, there are not only count-
less temples, but “on every street corner” there are also small 
shrines (this example is near Hanumandhoka Dharwar in Kath-
mandu). They are not listed monuments, but all are “full of life”. 
Passers-by are always paying their respects to the shrines with a 
small gesture of their piety. The rich embellishment, with artis-
tically produced metal elements, such as roofs, reliefs, columns, 
bells and so on are typical. The divinity Ganesha, rendered in 
stone and covered with the red votive powder (sindur), inhabits 
this little shrine in Kathmandu and is only worshipped here.

Fig. 5: This is how the painter Hari Prasad Sharma imagines how the 
extremely talented bronze caster A-ni-ko left his hometown of Patan in 
AD 1274 accompanied by a large group of Newar artisans. He went on a 
long working journey which took him first to Tibet and then to China. 
He was held in high esteem by the Emperor for the creation of chal-
lenging bronze sculptures and for transmitting his knowledge. The 
reconstruction of the scene depicts the master (centre-left), who orig-
inally went by the name Balabahu, surrounded by the townspeople on 
the occasion of a solemn farewell from his family and the King.
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15The Newar, their metal-
work and local sourcing of 
raw materials in historical 
times

Nepal fascinates, along with Bhutan and Ladakh – as once 
did Tibet – by virtue of the abundance of Hindu and Buddhist 
temples, monasteries and small shrines lining the sides of 
the roads everywhere. Their opulent decoration is not only 
shaped by their architecture and the many stone sculptures, 
but especially by their rich array of copper, brass and bronze 
works (fig. 4; 242). The two main religions in the country are 
Hinduism and Buddhism. The peaceful coexistence of these 
two religions is typical for Nepal, an aspect that nowadays is 
not to be taken for granted. There are numerous common ele-
ments19 to be found in both their large and small temples and 
the rituals of worship. But before we turn our attention to the 
present-day brass casting processes used in Buddhist sculp-
ture, let us have a brief look at the situation of the artists and 
metal casters, as well as at the metal and raw material supply 
in old, historic Nepal. A few travel chronicles from past centu-
ries provide sparse notes on these topics.

Apart from the surviving visual evidence from the past20, a 
few historic reports on artisans belong to the earliest testimo-
nies on respectively Tibetan or Nepalese bronze artisan pro-
duction; the aim of these reports was to facilitate the exchange 
of knowledge between India, Kashmir, Nepal, Tibet and China. 
Among the best-known writers is the Tibetan scholar Rin-
chen-bzang-po (AD 958–1055), who, on behalf of the western 
Tibetan Buddhist king Yeshe-Ö, travelled three times to Kash-
mir and once to eastern India and then brought, in about 1019, 
several artisans from these lands to western Tibet where they, 
among other things, created numerous bronze statues for 
monasteries and temples21. The other representative was the 
Nepalese artist Balbahu, or A-ni-ko (1245–1306), who, on ac-
count of his artistry, was called to China in 1274 (fig. 5), where 
he was pronounced Head of the Imperial Metal Workers’ Com-
munity in Beijing by the Mongolian ruler Kublai Khan and 
wrote the book “A Canon of Proportions”22. A-ni-ko had previ-
ously been active in Tibet and already then he was neither the 
first nor the only Newar artist. A-ni-ko, for whom the chroni-
cles of the ruler Anantamalla (c. 1274–1308) are the principal 
source23, is regarded today by many Newars as the ancestor of 
all Nepalese metal artisans24.

It is however India, and possibly also ancient China, that 
are to be found at the start of this chain of knowledge25. In In-

dia, the know-how surrounding bronze casting and the cire 
perdue technique (Nepalese: thajya) can be traced right back 
to prehistoric times26.

It seems that bronze sculptors have been established in the 
Kathmandu valley since the seventh century at the latest and 
that the Newar specialists became active very early on in Tibet 
too27. An indigenous local metal casting tradition only devel-
oped there from the thirteenth century onwards28. It appar-
ently never became an independent, autonomous Tibetan tra-
dition, probably because of the permanent presence of Newar 
specialists in the country: “Tibet was probably not an innovat-
ing centre of metallurgy in medieval times”29, although the de-
mand for bronze religious figures, especially in the countless 
monasteries in Tibet, must have been very high.

Ulrich von Schroeder thus estimates that the presence 
of bronzes in Tibet of Newar artisan production was all the 
greater30: “A great number of the thousands of sculptures in 
Tibetan monastic collections were made by Newār craftsmen. 
However, a distinction should be made between those stat-
ues made in Nepal and later taken to Tibet, and those made 
by Newars working in Tibet”. Well into the eighteenth century, 
the Jesuit Ippolito Desideri, who was active in the lands of the 

19 Shastri 1968.
20 For example Ray 1973, 33 ff. figs. 34–40 (5–8 th c.); Slusser 1976, 

81–84 (6 / 7 th c.); Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 12 f. (7–9 th c.); Uhlig 1995, 
43 cat. no. 5 (9 th c.); 127 cat. no. 77 (10 / 11 th c.); 128 cat. no. 78 
(9 / 10 th c.); 154 cat. no. 99 (8 / 9 th c.); Alphen / Alsop 2005, 103 
(“Standing Buddha in the Cleveland Museum, dated AD 591, which 
is the earliest inscribed and dated metal sculpture known to us”), 
and especially von Schroeder 2001.

21 Lo Bue 1981a, 34 (with older literature).
22 Hummel 1953, 17; Ridley 1970, 63; Macdonald 1979, 32; Ga-

jurel / Vaidya 1984, 1 f.; Michaels 1985 / 86, 80 f.; Singh 2006, 16–18; 
I. Alsop in Gellek / Maitland 2011, 42; Shakya et al. 2013, 45.

23 Petech 1984, 96 ff. esp. 100–102.
24 Some of the very few remaining bronzes from the twelfth century 

are even ascribed to A-ni-ko himself or to his workshop, e. g. a 
65-cm-high Buddha Maitreya, cast in copper (analysis: 98,35 % 
Cu) in four sections, “seamlessly joined”, fire gilded and partially 
embellished with turquoises (Uhlig 1979, 168 f. cat. no. 95).

25 Mukherjee 1978, 31 (apparently emanating about 1000 years ago 
from Bengal); Kagan 1999, 3.

26 Among many others on this subject: Alsop / Charlton 1973, 22 f.; 
Michaels 1985 / 86, 78 f. fig. 1.

27 Gordon 1963, 52; Bhowmik 1964, 393; Krishnan 1976, 32; Snell-
grove / Skorupski 1977, 16 f.; Macdonald 1979, 30–37 (chapter “Cul-
tural Exchange with Tibet”); Lo Bue 1981a, 35; Lo Bue 1981b, 70 
(with older literature); Lo Bue 1985, 262 note 4–7; 264 f. note 41–54; 
Reedy 1991b, 37; Lo Bue 1997a, 574; von Schroeder 2001, 434–437 
figs. 7-2; Alphen / Alsop 2005, 105 f.; Singh 2006, 182; I. Alsop in 
Gellek / Maitland 2011, 42.

28 Michaels 1985 / 86, 79 f.
29 Craddock 1981, 1.
30 Lo Bue 1985, 262 and 266; von Schroeder 2001, 442 (quotation). – 

Aesthetic-stylistic characterisation of the nepalese influences on 
Tibetan art, Hummel 1953, 106.
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Fig. 6: Namsangati, Buddha’s philosophical mother, completed around 
1970 by the master craftsman Bodirath Shakya. For the believers, the 
deity still occupies such representations – unlike the profane statues 
in museums and private collections – and they are greatly venerated 
every day by many visitors to the temple. In the Kwa Bahal temple 
(“Golden temple”) in Patan.
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17Himalaya and especially in Tibet as a missionary in the pe-
riod 1715–1721, described how only the metal casting artisans 
from Nepal were exceptional masters of their trade and that 
some of them earned a very high income in Tibet. The skills 
of the Newars as metal sculpture casters were not to be found 
among the Tibetans31. Only about a century ago did the then 
thirteenth Dalai Lama replace Nepalese with Tibetan artisans 
in order to encourage indigenous creative production32. Arti-
san skills “at the old level of quality” and based on Buddhist 
tradition have only survived in an unbroken tradition33 up to 
the present in the Newar community in Patan – in contrast to 
the situation amongst the Tibetans.

Long ago, in medieval times, knowledge of cire perdue 
techniques not only reached Tibet – in part via Nepal and 
transported there by the Newar artisans – but also Kashmir34 
and Bhutan35. So far the question as to whether Chinese metal 
casting expertise also profited from Nepal in medieval times 
or was based entirely on indigenous tradition has barely been 
examined36. The imposition of communism meant that it lost 
its centuries-old religious legitimation at the Chinese invasion 
of Tibet in 1959, and during the Cultural Revolution of 1966–
1976 this craft was forgotten there too. According to Ratna 
Jyoti Shakya, by 1973 there was no longer a single active Newar 
artisan in Tibet (unlike in Sikkim37 for example) even if some 
were still residing there.

We have precise knowledge of the location of but a few of 
these bronze casting workshops which had once specialised 
in Buddhist images of deities. Eastern Tibet was renowned for 
bronze workshops, especially those in Čhab mdo (Čhamdo, 
Qamdo  /  China) and the surrounding area, in the sGar-thog 
monastery (Gartok  /  China), in sDe-dge (Derge) and in rCe 
gdoṅ38. The most important production sites were highly de-
pendent on the Tibetan Government and produced their 
goods, evidently in great quantities, in Lhasa, at the foot of the 
Potala Palace39.

Since time immemorial Patan in the Kathmandu valley has 
been the centre of Newar artisans, the people to whom this vol-
ume is dedicated. The Newar40 are a highly-regarded minor-
ity in present-day Nepal and are active as farmers, tradesmen 
and, above all, as artisans. As early as 1877 written reports tell 
us that “They perform almost all the agricultural and mechan-
ical work of the country” and “most of the trade of the coun-
try too is in the hands of Newars, and a few of them are very 
wealthy”41.

Most Newar are Vajrayana Buddhists with a high affinity to 
Hinduism42 and are also organised according to certain caste 
or clan structures. The Newar are dedicated and active Bud-
dhists of great learning (fig. 643) and “a peaceful and sincerely 
religious people”44. But they were and are primarily known 
for their special skills, especially in the field of metalworking: 
“They are excellent workers of iron, copper, brass etc. . . . They 

export a lot of their copperware to southern regions . . . They 
understand the art of gilding exceedingly well and among 
the bells they produce for the temples and for other religious 
purposes there are some of a considerable size”45. The Newar 
themselves are aware of their historical competence in art and 
metalwork and are rightly proud of it: “Our metal sculpture is 
an integral part of our national art and culture which has en-
hanced our national prestige in the international arena . . .”46.

Whilst today the Newar are found all over Nepal47, in 1800 
they were still mainly at home in the Kathmandu valley. Wil-
liam Kirkpatrick48 described them as an isolated, yet “peace-
ful, industrious and even astute” group of people and doubted 
if they had “ever been of a warlike nature”.

31 Sweet 2010, 279. – On the prospering of the Newar as rich trades-
men and even bankers in Tibet across generations: Ronge 1978, 
125–136.

32 Lo Bue 1997a, 576.
33 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 24 f.; Lo Bue 1981c, 114; Kagan 1999, 11 

(“there are no living lost wax casters of Tibetan descent”).
34 Lo Bue 1985, 271 (from the sixteenth century); Reedy 1989.
35 Lo Bue 1981c, 114; 121 note. 22; 124; Lo Bue 1985, 272 (Bhutan, from 

the seventeenth century); Shrestha 1992, 9 (Tibet); Dhakal 2003, 3 
(Bhutan).

36 Mukherjee 1978, 28 f.
37 Lo Bue 2002, 124 (in the later twentieth century there were still 

about 100 Nepalese statue casters, repoussé artists, goldsmiths 
etc. active in Sikkim).

38 Hummel 1953, 106 (also Sle / Leh in western Tibet, today  
Ladakh / India); Ronge 1978, 118 notes 6–10 and 12.

39 Hummel 1953, 106; Lo Bue 1997a, 576; Ronge 1978, 118 note 11.
40 Charpentier 1973, esp. 77–85; Regmi 1978, 234; Scofield 1979; Lo 

Bue 1985, esp. 262–265; Löwdin 1985, 6–15 esp. 14; Gellner 1986; 
Levy 1991; Alphen / Alsop 2005, 103. – On the Origins of the Newar 
and their first settlement in Lalitpur / Patan: Gajurel / Vaidya 
1984, 13. – Short sketches on the people, religion, culture and 
history of the Newar: Lobsiger-Dellenbach 1954, 55–70; Snellgrove 
1957, 91–120; Hagen 1960, 61 figs. 10 and 65–66; Macdonald 1979, 
9–29 (history) and 38–60 (world of divinities); Becker-Ritterspach 
1982, 30–36; K. Seeland, in Brauen 1984, 59 f. and 69; Toffin 1984; 
G. Toffin, in Brauen 1984, 146–154; Locke 1985, 29–243 (districts in 
Patan); Michaels 1985 / 86, 77–87; Donner 1990, 53 ff. esp. 58–61; von 
Schroeder 2001, 433–437 (historical sketches); Whelpton 2005, 
29–31 and 155 f.

41 Singh / Gunanand 1877, 26 (quotations) and 45 f.
42 Shastri 1968; Singh 2006, 287 f. (Vajrayana).
43 For more on the main Newar temple in Patan, the Kwa Bahal (also 

known as the “Golden Temple”), see also our illustrations 186, 187, 
246 and 362 as well as Deep 1984 in general.

44 Lo Bue 1985, 262 (quotation); I. Alsop in Gellek / Maitland 2011, 42.
45 Kirkpatrick 1818, 150; on copper also 152.
46 Shrestha 1983, 29 (quotation); von Schroeder 2001, von Schroeder 

2001, 434 (early skills of the Newar, e. g. in the working of copper 
or the manufacture of water pipes and fountains, i. e. skills that 
go back to as early as the seventh century, according to Chinese 
sources).

47 Gabriel 1999, XIII (ethnographic maps of Nepal).
48 Kirkpatrick 1818, 129 and 132 f.
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Fig. 8: Not everyone can afford their own brass Buddha statue for their 
private home shrine, not to mention a fire-gilded piece of work. Even 
cheaply made metal casts are too expensive for some tourists. So a  
pottery stall in Kathmandu market sells clay (and elsewhere even plas-
tic) Buddha statues. Still, much work has also been invested by potters  
(or wood-carvers) and painters in these handmade figures of gods.

Fig. 9: A casting day in 1973, in Pushpa Raja  
Shakya’s Patan workshop. Eight medium-sized  
crucibles have just been filled with ingots of brass 
and the cut-off ducts from the last cast. Even then,  
imported industrial crucibles were employed, 
whilst in other workshops traditional, homemade 
crucibles (see figs. 528 and 533) were still in use 
many years later (Erberto Lo Bue archive).

Fig. 7: The silver doors of the great Pashupatinath temple in Kath-
mandu are a masterpiece of repoussé. The silver decorations were  
financed by the Nepalese royal family. Non-Hindus have no access  
to the area.
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19In the 1971 census, the Newar still made up over 50 % of the 
population in the Kathmandu valley and in Patan even 80 %49. 
In the entire multi-ethnic state of Nepal, the 1981 census 
counts 58 % of the population as Nepali but only 3 % as Newari 
speakers50. Ever since the Gorkha regime of 1685 onwards, 
the situation being compounded by a royal decree in 1795, Ne-
pal’s Buddhists (5 % in 1981) have slowly been displaced, both 
in terms of numbers and influence, by the Hindus: “. . . Bud-
dhist art there suffered a severe setback, partially because of 
the economic decline of monasteries, which were deprived 
of their lands, and partially because the new rulers proved 
rather less interested in the fine arts than in martial ones. . . . 
Under the Gorkha rulers the land grant and assignment policy 
favoured particular classes and communities in the society to 
the exclusion of others. The Newars generally did not receive 
such favours”51. The perception of a gradual squeezing out may 
be a social issue even today52, but not with regard to the high 
esteem and value attached to Newar craftsmanship. Indeed we 
must not forget that the Hindu Nepalese royal family has time 
and again placed major orders with Newar artisans, among 
which feature the silver repoussé doors of the Pashupatinath 
temple in Kathmandu (fig. 7)53.

The results of the 2001 census, moreover, showed that not 
many people in Nepal make a living as artisans, in the widest 
sense of the word. Although they numbered almost one million 
across the whole country, their proportion of the total popula-
tion was surprisingly small: in the district of Kathmandu, for 
example, they accounted for 9.8 %, in Lalitpur (Patan) 2.6 %, in 
Bhaktapur 2.2 %, and in the district of Mustang a mere 0.1 %, to 
name only four regional examples54!

Right up to modern times, “the procurement of raw materials, 
processing and merchandising of the products [were] limited 
to the smallest, finite areas which did nothing to change the 
general impression of the country to be a forbidding mountain 
massif, at best inhabited by farmers”55. At the same time, Ne-
pal, and in particular the Kathmandu valley, could indeed ben-
efit today from technological tradition as well as from innova-
tion: “It is no exaggeration to say that traditional technology in 
an improved form can solve most of the problems of a devel-
oping country.”56 Since at least the tenth century, the Newar 
metal casters and goldsmiths have met the great demand for 
statues and artisan works in precious metals, not only in Ne-
pal, but beyond the Nepalese borders, towards Tibet, Ladakh 
and China. At an early stage, even the hollow casting and par-
tial casting of large elements of statues had been carried out 
to perfection. It was thus possible to produce very extensive 
works of over 2 metres in height as stable casts, something 
which had formerly not been possible by using only metal 
sheeting, which was then turned into a three-dimensional ob-
ject by means of the repoussé technique57.

The growing demand for ritual artefacts has always pro-

vided a positive stimulus for trade and this continues right 
up to today (fig. 8). Regarding quality and spirituality, the aes-
thetic tradition of Nepal set the standard and became the chief 
source of Tibetan, Chinese and central Asian art58. This refers 
only to the religiously motivated metal artisan products tra-
ditional for the Kathmandu valley, because the strongest cul-
tural, religious and political influences in the region of the 
Himalaya has for centuries come from Tibet. All these tradi-
tions in Nepal, steeped in history and characterised by a high 
level of craftsmanship and quality, unfortunately do not of-
fer any guarantee for the economically sound survival of 
Newar metal artisan production in the future (see also Outlook 
p. 309 f.); as for craft production in Tibet, which has come to 
a standstill as a result of the Cultural Revolution, it does not 
form the subject of this book.

Today, in view of the changing methods of production, 
prices and markets, Ratna Jyoti Shakya as well as most insid-
ers distinguish between three different levels of quality in de-
pictions of deities (extensively examined on p. 153)59:
1. authentic monastic or temple quality (e. g. fig. 6),
2. private Buddhist devotion (home shrines etc.; e. g. 

fig. 289), and
3. export and tourist quality (souvenirs, export for craft 

shops abroad60; e. g. figs. 291,4–6 and 292).

In historical times – as opposed to the present day with its 
high levels of imports – both Nepal and Tibet were relatively 
rich in metals and other auxiliary materials needed by the 
metalworkers (for details see below, pp. 271 ff.). In the late 
eighteenth century, there are references to many more or less 
“local” opportunities for the procurement of the rarely occur-

49 Michaels 1985 / 86, 85 f.
50 Donner 1994, 209 f. and 707 table 16 fig. 46; Anfinset 2000, 206 

(cited after S. H. Shresta).
51 Lo Bue 1985, 262.
52 Slusser 1982, 16; Brauen 1984, 10 and 166; Donner 1990, 53 f. – 

According to Lo Bue 1985, 262, the Newar live today mainly in 
Patan / Lalitpur and some in Kathmandu and Bhatgaon (Bhakta-
pur).

53 Lo Bue 2002, 124 f. (silver toraṇas, pillars and snakes by Rāja 
Kumāra Shakya).

54 According to http://nepalhandicraft.org.np/?page_id=175 
(01.09.2014).

55 Donner 1994, 455 (456–458 extensively on the international  
influences of the English, Indians and later the Chinese on the 
Nepalese economy).

56 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, VIII.
57 Lo Bue 1981b, 69.
58 Slusser 1982, 50 and 71.
59 Kagan 1999, 15.
60 Shakya et al. 2013, 46.
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20 ring borax (fluxing agent: see p. 305 fig. 101 and fig. 477)61 in the 
Tibet-Nepal region as well as for native antimony and orpi-
ment (arsenic sulphide)62. A similar situation is described for 
acquiring precious metals: “it is remarkable that all the silver 
which by means of trade leaves Tibet ends up in Nepal . . . With 
respect to gold, it is usually a monopoly in the hands of the gov-
ernment who forces the merchants in Tibet to sell it (in Kath-
mandu) in coin form”63.

In view of the practice of the fire gilding of statues (see 
pp. 102 ff.), which is usual right up to the present day, the vague 
references made in 1873 by William Kirkpatrick64 to local mer-
cury deposits would be interesting, but we cannot identify any 
sources which inform us of the early provision of mercury to 
the gilders of Patan (on the sourcing of mercury and problems 
surrounding it today see p. 111, fig. 187).

A completely different situation applies to beeswax which 
today is used in very large quantities in the many foundries 
in Patan (for the use of wax, see pp. 302 ff.). It must have been 
produced in former times in such large quantities as to allow 
Nepal to export part of its wax production65.

Other materials needed in the field of bronze casting were 
and are not found, or are hardly found, in Nepal itself. So, as 
early as 1873, mercury, tin, zinc, lead, coral (for inlays in stat-
ues) etc. had to be imported into Nepal by the East India Com-
pany66. Up to recently, instead of zinc, ingots of ready-alloyed 
brass were imported (fig. 9, also pp. 284 f.), until the import 
prices forced the Nepalese traders to start recycling scrap 
metal once again (fig. 521).

61 For early borax extraction in Tibet, and to some extent also in Nepal: 
see R. Sanders in Turner 1800, 253–255; Hamilton 1819, 212–214; 
Thomson 1852, 166 f.; Cammann 1951, 21 note 79; 41 notes 52; 97; 99 
note 70; 162 (deliveries to Nepal); 164; Jackson / Jackson 1976, 288; 
Rauber-Schweizer 1976, 126 (borax from northern Tibet, as a soldering 
agent); Travis / Cocks 1984, 5 and 16 ff. (thanks to Kijan Espahangizi, 
Zurich, for this reference); Reedy 1987 50 f. (borax from Tibet in a found-
ry in Punjab, on the south-western edge of the Himalaya); Garrett 1998, 
58–67. – In Indian metal artisan production local borax from Jagadhri in 
Haryana in northern India is used (Mukherjee 1978, 157).

62 Kirkpatrick 1818, 146 f.; Hamilton 1819, 212.
63 Kirkpatrick 1818, 151 f.; Regmi 1978, 24.
64 Kirkpatrick 1818, 123.
65 Kirkpatrick 1818, 145.
66 Kirkpatrick 1818, 148 f.
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23Specialisations and work 
stages

Fig. 10 
Source of information: Ratna 
Jyoti Shakya (25.09.2013), author 
of a contribution to this book 
(pp. 150–153), and a seventh-
generation member of a Patan 
Buddhist metal-caster family, in 
his shop in the courtyard of the 
Mahabuddha temple.

The casting technicians of Patan67 work today according to a 
strict division of labour and a corresponding degree of special-
isation. These are the individual professions which have devel-
oped in parallel to the workflow68:
1. Wax modeller (pp. 26 ff.)
2. Clay-mould maker (pp. 48 ff.)
3. Metal caster (pp. 58 ff.)
4. Specialists in cold work applications: grinding, filing, 

sanding and polishing (pp. 86 ff.)
5. Chaser (pp. 89 ff.)
6. (Fire-) gilder (pp. 102 ff.)
7. Painter (pp. 125 ff.).

Whilst the owner (mostly the oldest male member of the fam-
ily) forms the wax models, the women (fig. 69) and children 
(fig. 236) join in the work, along with other relatives and em-
ployees. Among these are unskilled workers who undertake 
the simple, repetitive tasks (fig. 218), but also specialists and 
elderly people who, as family members or distant relatives of 
the “Shakya”, execute the more demanding tasks listed above.

Increasingly, in recent years there has been a growth in 
the numbers of non-Newar carrying out the simplest jobs, 
thus joining the trade, so to speak, sideways (see p. 155). Wom-
en’s work is often limited to boring, repetitive activities (see 
fig. 218) even if the woman concerned is the owner’s wife. This 
was also the case in Tibet69. The only exception I encountered 
is Mrs Ratna Devi Shakya who led a small team of mould mak-
ers (figs. 59; 69)70. In accordance with the current division 
of labour, the diverse tasks are performed today by various 
Newar families and households and even by workshops run by 
incoming Hindus71.

In the early days, the degree of specialisation was less 
marked and the small family companies, with a master crafts-
man, his son, unskilled workers and at most one relative was 
the norm. Thus in 1968, the workshop of Jagat Man Shakya72 

was still very compact and simple: all facilities and furnaces 
were close together (fig. 11) and alongside the master crafts-
man, helpers and an uncle also worked in the business 
(fig. 324).

The unskilled jobs include:
8. Preparation of the modelling wax (p. 302 f.)73

9. Preparation of the moulding clay (pp. 48; 293 ff.)
10. Layering of the casting moulds with clay (pp. 51 ff.)
11. Production of the casting crucibles (formerly; pp. 297 ff.)
12. Firing the furnaces (pp. 301 f.)
13. Filing the rough casts (p. 86)

67 Here, reference is exclusively made to the Shakya. In the other 
castes or clans of craftsmen, other practices apply, e. g. among the 
Thakamis or Tamvkar (coppersmiths; Cajurel / Vaidya 1984, 2) or 
the Kāmi (blacksmiths; Höfer 1976).

68 The metal casting trade in India is similarly specialised and in-
cludes up to eleven different occupations or specalists (Mukherjee 
1978, 31; 136 f. and 418 [Varanasi]), yet today there is a concentra-
tion on family-managed large scale companies where everything 
from the wax modelling workshop to the yard with the foundry 
right up to the computer room can be found under one roof (Levy 
et al. 2008, 44–46 [Swamimalai]).

69 Rauber-Schweizer 1976, 106.
70 Michaels 1985 / 86, 85.
71 About the former tendency to have all steps in the process carried 

out by a single master craftsman and the newer trend to assign 
demanding specialist work and repetitive, tedious jobs to different 
individuals, see Lo Bue 1981c, 125.

72 Lo Bue 2002, 142 f.
73 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 2 and 280; Michaels 1985 / 86, 89 f. fig. 2a.

Fig. 11: The layout of the yard of Jagat Man Shakya’s Patan workshop 
in 1968. Wax modelling, karuwā turning etc. took place on the upper 
floors of the residential building on the left. Not to scale. Based on An-
drás Höfer (see sketches of kilns, fig. 88).
A Dewaxing kiln, sī-lhvaygu-gaḥ (38 × 98 × 75 cm; see fig. 81)
B Crucible furnace, bhõcā-gaḥ (90 × 97 × 71 cm; see fig. 118)
C Mould kiln, sāya-gaḥ (12 × 95 × 100 cm; see fig. 127, right)
D Combination kiln for moulds and crucibles thāyāyagu-gaḥ (height: 

168 cm; width:75 cm; depth: 100 cm; see fig. 127, left)
� Columns (supporting the arcade roofs)
1 Open yard 
2 Roofed areas (arcades)
3 Residential building with access to the yard (1)
4 Street with access to the yard (1)
5 Ditch for rubbish and waste water.
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Fig. 12: Three wax models of Manjushri (Buddha of wisdom) in Raju and Umesh Shakya’s Patan workshop (2013) and two 
finished pieces (D, E). – A) is the completed wax model; B) is a similar model coated with a finer white clay-cow dung mix 
and dried; C) is a third model additionally covered in many layers of the coarse rice husk-yellow clay mix. After melting out 
the wax, the metal is poured from below into the mould, trimmed, chiselled and polished. The “finish” for sale to the indi-
vidual buyer may be polished and lightly patinated (D) or partially gilded and painted (E).

A B C

D E
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74 Michaels 1985 / 86, 87.
75 Höfer 1970, 188 f.; de Labriffe 1973, 189 and Michaels 1985 / 86, 88. 

– The price of 50 rupees per statue. as given by Alsop / Charlton 
1973, 41, is based on an apparently small, moulded mass-produced 
product. Figures from 2015 according to Ratna Jyoti Shakya.

14. Minimalist engraving of articles for export (p. 89)
15. Polishing the bronzes (p. 95)
16. Crushing the gold amalgam with a pestle (p. 108)
17. Polishing the gold-plating (p. 115)
18. Wrapping the painted statue heads (p. 127).

In addition, the casters depend on the supply of a range of 
auxiliary materials such as fuel, clay, wax, metals etc. (see list 
pp. 293–306). These are obtained from or manufactured by 
miners, farmers, craftsmen and tradesmen and delivered to 
Patan. An economic interdependence thus develops between 
the communities of the suppliers and those of the statue pro-
ducers. The suppliers mostly do not belong to the Shakya clan74.

The cire perdue technique

The cire perdue technique is also known as the lost-
wax-technique. The technique itself is quite straight-
forward. Using optimally prepared raw materials and 
a high level of craftsmanship, the simplest workshops 
can produce casts of the highest quality without the 
use of high-tech applications. The raw materials re-
quired are in the first place beeswax, clay and metal. 
In addition, organic aggregates are needed for the clay 
forms, fireproof, pre-manufactured crucibles and 
suitable fuel for the smelting fire.

The procedure is as follows: the figure which is 
to be cast in metal is first modelled by hand using the 
warmed wax (fig. 12.A). Initially thin layers and then 
thicker layers of clay are applied to this wax model and 
are dried, layer by layer. The inner clay layers of the 
casting mould (fig. 12.B) are tempered with cow dung 
and the outer layers with rice husks (figs. 12.C; 523) in 
order to achieve a porous moulding material which 
lets the hot gasses through during casting. When this 
has been completed, the dry form is gently warmed 
and the now liquid wax poured out and collected for 
re-use. The mould now has a hollow inside, in the ex-
act shape of a negative of the wax model. Before the 
actual casting, it is heated in a fire while at the same 
time the exact quantity of casting metal is melted in 
a crucible in an even hotter fire. As soon as the metal 
is molten and hot enough, the crucible is taken out of 
the fire with long metal crucible tongs and the metal 
poured into the form standing ready at hand.

After cooling, which is sped up with water, comes 
the exciting moment of cracking open the clay form. If 
the cast has been successful, there follows the lengthy 
“cold work” phase. This involves the trimming of the 
cast metal, including sanding, polishing and engraving 
or chasing (with punches) and gilding, patination and 
painting until the figure is complete (fig. 12.D and E). 

The division of labour in the production of Buddhist bronzes 
obviously means that the end price is divided up between the 
various specialists. The figures from 1970, 1973, 1982 and 2015 
provide the following comparative information about costs 
(in rupees)75:

Item: 1970 1973 1982 2015

Production of the model by the 
master craftsman:

20 20 50 500

Unskilled workers (incl.  
construction of the form):

20 20 20 200

Metal caster: (incl.) ? 30 300

Metal: 50 50 40 1000

Clay: 5 ? 4 40

Fuel for the furnaces, wood and 
charcoal:

10 10 7 + 3 100

Beeswax: 7–13 7–12 12 400

Cost price in total: 110 ~ 110 ~ 206 2540

Sales price (to the chaser): 135 135 250 3050

From this it becomes apparent that, in comparison to Europe 
and the USA, the cost of labour is relatively low and that the 
cost of the materials has a relatively high impact. Prices in 
general have been increasing significantly for years and more 
recently have even been exploding (pp. 290–292).
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26 Wax model production

Fig. 13 
Sources of information: Raju 
Shakya (master craftsman, left) 
and his brother Umesh Shakya 
(right), wax modellers and metal 
casters from the company “R n U 
Handicraft” (26.09.2013).

Craft and contemplation

The brothers Raju and Umesh live with their families in a won-
derful old house complex with beautifully carved Newar style 
window frames (fig. 2). One brother, Raju Shakya, is a true 
master of his trade whose renown has spread far and wide. His 
work is the most beautiful and demanding work in the pro-
cess: using beeswax, he models the figures by hand with great 
skill. Ratna “warned” me in advance: Raju is small of stature 
but a great artist.

The modest man gradually warmed up during my first 
visit and kept on finding new things he wanted to show me. 
Surprisingly, at the outset, he did not want me to take photo-
graphs of either his works or of him working on them. Ratna’s 
daughter Shristi was of great assistance here. Knowing about 
our superficial Western mentality, she informed me about Ra-
ju’s spirituality and that of his work: he practises his art spirit-
ually, based on a knowledge of Buddhist writing, that is, the 
whole divine canon, and he follows his inspiration through 
long periods of contemplation and sometimes meditation76. 
What the master created in front of my eyes are works with a 
spiritual aura, destined for temples and monasteries (i. e. the 
customer!). His statues, measuring up to 1.4 m in height, can 
be found in Buddha temples and monasteries in Ladakh, Ti-
bet, the USA and elsewhere.

Only later on did I get a signal from both the brothers that I 
could take photographs of simpler works, such as making clay 
casting moulds, and also of the younger men who carry out the 
“cold work”. My hosts and door-openers later explained the 
decisive reason for Raju’s caution: certain “rogues” had previ-
ously secretly copied Raju’s unique statues, cast them in serial 
production and flogged them on the markets without asking 
him. After all, he works for four months or longer on a single 
large Buddha wax model.

The creation of the wax models is the real zenith of artisan 
metal casting, especially in Nepal. The highest degree of dex-

terity and experience, of formal and iconographic skill as well 
as perfection at all stages of work are required of the model-
lers and not of the metal casters: “The most valued task is that 
of modelling”77.

Raju Shakya, Ratna’s nephew, is regarded as one of the 
best contemporary image sculptors (wax modeller) in Patan78. 
He produces exclusively Buddhist “temple-quality” statues on 
order from monasteries and shrines. This is reflected in his 
intense spiritual contribution and religious dedication when 
making models79. Alone the creation of the wax model, for ex-
ample of a sitting Buddha, may, depending on its size, take 
from four months to one year (most “normal” works are 40–
50 cm high)80.

A high-level lama, as found for example in the Tibetan 
monasteries of earlier times, could, based on the monas-
tic feudal system, have had considerable wealth at his dis-
posal, which he was happy to spend on very generous orders 
for gilded statues placed with Newar artisans81. When orders 
placed by temples or monasteries are to be produced, the ob-
servation of proportional and iconographical concepts and 
traditions are of great importance, and this still applies today 
(for details, see pp. 141 ff. and 144 ff.): “unless a statue is made 
with accuracy, according to the scriptures, it will not have the 
power to bless”82. To satisfy the lamas placing the order and to 
avoid a rejection of the finished works on formal iconographic 
grounds, the completed wax model is presented to the cus-
tomer before the mould is constructed and before casting83, in 
a sense deemed “good to cast”, just as we have “good to print” 
in book production. I experienced such an inspection, carried 
out by a delegate from a monastery, in Rabindra Shakya’s large 
repoussé workshop (see below, fig. 392).

Each and every statue, which has been very elaborately 
produced to “temple quality” standards, is, after production in 

76 Bose 1926, 20; Nambiar 1964, 9 (“. . . the preparation of an icon is 
a process involving religious faith. . .” [southern India]); Stingelin 
1992, 62 (“making statues is a religious duty” [Nepal]); Lo Bue 2002, 
130 (inspiration and instruction of a sculptor by a Guru).

77 de Labriffe 1973, 188.
78 Michaels 1985 / 86, 83, mentions, for the 1980s, Siddhi Raja Shakya, 

Boddhi Raj Shakya (Siddhis brother; fig. 23) and Man Jyoti Shakya 
(Ratna’s father; fig. 259) as those “to whom the most individual or-
ders of artistic value go”. – In the same vein, Lo Bue 2002, 126–134.

79 On the spiritual preparation of the artists in Patan see also Al-
sop / Charlton 1973, 30. – In Tibet (Thangka painters, wax model-
lers etc.): Dagyab 1977, 27 f. – On the traditionally binding iconog-
raphy and teaching on proportion see also Dagyab 1977, 29–32; 
Peterson 1980; Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 11. – In India, according to 
the handwritten manual known as the Kasyapa-Jnanakandah, the 
workplace of the metal artisan and the modelling wax were bless-
ed and honoured with prayer (Goudriaan 1965, 165 f.).

80 Michaels 1985 / 86, 97 (“. . . in the case of really big statues, even 
months”).

81 Alphen / Alsop 2005, 105.
82 Kagan 1999, 15.
83 Höfer 1970, 193; Michaels 1985 / 86, 97.
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27the workshop, consecrated by a lama or a priest (see pp. 176–
180), so that it becomes “filled” by the deity and ritually used.

Modelling

Mandatory proportions

When designing and modelling a representation of a divinity, 
the planned size and especially the binding proportions are 
decisive when it comes to the equilibrium of the figure as a 
whole (figs. 14 and 15). Therefore some artists, even today, use 
various written and sketched templates and, given the advent 
of photography and the availability of illustrated books, many 
antique pieces have been copied84.

As early as the time of the Indian treatise, the Mānasāra of 
the fifth to seventh centuries, proportions were determined 
by the unit of measurement known as the aṅgula (pl. aṅguli)85. 
Around a hundred years ago, Gopinatha Rao took the trouble 
to examine ancient teachings on the proportion of Hindu de-
pictions of divinities, measured the proportions of statues and 
compared these with the traditional written texts86.

In the Buddhist Ṡāriputra (see also p. 142), written in the 
twelfth century in southern India or Sri Lanka, the teachings 
on proportion already known from older sources were taken 
to the greatest extremes (fig. 15, left). This misled the publisher 
and German translator Hans Ruelius into making a pointed re-
mark: the teaching on proportion in the Ṡāriputra “is a devel-
opment in the direction of perfectionism, which ultimately 
leads to prescribing even the smallest unit of body mass, so 
that even the height and breadth of the edges next to the toe-
nails and fingernails are exactly determined . . .”. It “ eventu-
ally fossilizes into dogma and becomes the object of number 
games. . .”87. The Ṡāriputra lays down in 139 verses the instruc-
tions for sitting, standing and lying Buddha statues, whether 
they be made of “gold, copper or clay, stone, wood, brick-
work or limestone mortar”; it further stipulates the propor-
tional sizes of statue and shrine, the bodily proportions of the 
whole figure right down to the eye line, the alignment of the 
verticals, and so on. Units of measurement used are the cubit, 
hand, finger width (aṅgula; e. g. fig. 260), “grain of barley” and 
even the “louse”. The textbook concludes thus: “If the statue 
is equipped with all the ciphers which bring salvation, then it 
will augment the religious merit and bring luck. If, however, 
something has been omitted or added, then the sculptor will 
lose all he has and ultimately his life.” (verse 138)88.

Old Indian teachings on form and proportion for images 
of deities had, over the course of the twentieth century and 
until now, become almost forgotten in many workshops. Al-
though priests and local temples know about these Sanskrit 
texts, and they have even been partly translated (e. g. into 

Telugu in southern India), many metal casters apparently do 
not consult them and construct the mostly Hindu statues ac-
cording to their own proportions. On the other hand, there 
was, already around 1970 in the southern Indian metal cast-
ing village of Swamimalai (in Tamil Nadu), a “Centre of Image-
craft”, where young metal casters were being trained in the 
traditional forms and techniques89. Some Indian metal cast-
ers have maintained a sense of responsibility towards the an-
cient teachings on proportion up to today90. The Newar mod-
ellers who follow the classical methods of work also adhere 
strictly to the ancient Buddhist teachings on proportion and 
iconography.

In the museum in Patan there is a manuscript (ṭhyāsaphu) 
from the eighteenth century which, apart from formulae and 
instructions on repoussé techniques (fig. 260), contains some 
sketches on the proportions of stupas and its texts cover many 
written details about length and proportion in aṅguli91. This 
rare document is proof that, not only in India but also in Ne-
pal, books on Buddhist teachings on proportion were in circu-
lation (for more information on such pattern books, see below, 
pp. 144–150 ff.).

Focus on the art of the Newar modellers

We have frequently referred to the Newar and their skills as 
especially talented sculptors or modellers of bronze statues. 
If you compare Buddhist bronzes in the Himalaya region, es-

84 Bose 1926, 38 f.; Hummel 1953, 18; Nambiar 1964, 29–45; Al-
sop / Charlton 1973, 30 f.; de Labriffe 1973, 189; Uhlig 1979, 12 (with 
a template for ideal proportions, similar to fig. 14, centre); Dagyab 
1977, pl. 11; Peterson 1980, pl. B. (= our fig. 14, left and centre), tab. 1 
and 2; von Schroeder 1981, 34 f. (fig. p. 37 = our fig. 14, right); Thaye 
1987, 38–100; Slusser 1998; Beer 1999, 103 f. pl. 69; Lo Bue 2002, 135 
and 149.

85 Acharya 1927, 79–81 and 83–86; Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 8 f. (with ta-
ble of proportions). – On Mānasāra, see Michael 1986, 93 (verse 21). 
On proportions in the work known as the Kasyapa-Jnanakandah: 
Goudriaan 1965, 166 f.; in the Bṛhatsaṃhitā by Varāha Mihira: Iyer 
1987, 286–288. – On applications in India today: Mukherjee 1978, 
34 ff. and 400 ff. (fig. p. 401).

86 Gopinatha Rao 1914, 1–71 (Appendix B. Measurement of propor-
tions in images) and pls. 1–2.

87 Ruelius 1974, 1 (quotation); 6 f.
88 On the Ṡāriputra, see also below, note 107. – Ruelius 1974, 19 (meas-

urements); 120–138 (verses in German translation).
89 Nambiar 1964, 7 and 23; Mukherjee 1978, 34 f. and 402 f. (“every 

mastercraftsman is highly orthodox, and is convinced that he is 
following the Silpasastras in every detail”); Levy et al. 2008, 36. – 
Today, the artisan school is the “Poompuhar Art Metal Center”, 
run by the “Tamil Nadu Handicrafts Development Corporation 
Ltd.” in Swamimalai, and the only training centre of its kind in 
India.

90 Bose 1926, 60; Nambiar 1964, 8 f.; Levy et al. 2008, 53 fig. 24.
91 Slusser at al. 1999, 222–224 figs. 38 and 39, English transcription 

225–232.
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Fig. 14: Buddhist representations of deities are subject to a strict canon of 
proportions and form. This example of a sitting Buddha shows the complex 
teachings on proportion, the kalacara (left) and the samvara (centre)  
according to Kathleen W. Peterson, as well as an anonymous sketch, proba-
bly dating to the seventeenth century with a simple quadratic grid (right).

Fig. 15: The proportions, here seen on the left as reconstructed by Hans 
Ruelius, based on an extremely detailed book of instruction, the Ṡāripu-
tra from twelfth-century southern India or Sri Lanka; in the centre there is 
an idealised diagram according to Helmut Uhlig, based on various instruc-
tional books on proportion; and on the right a drawing from the drawing 
lessons for novices at the women’s monastery in Leh (Ladakh / India).
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Fig. 16: Both of these c. 40-cm-tall Buddhas display very nicely the range 
of Burmese statues: the rear statue is made of plaster, gold-leaf-plated and 
therefore rather lustreless, mottled and the surface worn down in places. 
The figure in front is cast in brass, carefully polished and has inlaid eyes. 
The figures are located at the southern entrance to the Kuthodaw Pagoda in 
Mandalay (Myanmar).
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Fig. 17: The primary form for the wax models for medium-sized and 
larger bronze statues, which are to be hollow cast, is a wax sheet c. 
3–5 mm thick. These are used to make the three-dimensional separate 
parts of a statue, work which requires much time and a high degree of 
artistic skill (e. g. fig. 42) (from the Axel Michaels archive).

Fig. 18: Archaic, but very prac-
tical smoothing stone in Raju 
and Umesh’s workshop. It is  
a quartzite macā loham which 
is used both to flatten the 
sheets of wax (fig. 17) and to 
roll the wax threads (fig. 30).

Fig. 19: A beaten flat sheet of wax, from which the torso or extremities 
of a model for a hollow casting are to be formed, is warmed up over a 
little charcoal stove (milācā) to make it more workable (Axel Michaels 
archive).

Fig. 20: The wax modeller’s tools (from left to right): a small clay stove 
(milācā) to warm the wax and tools (see also fig. 536), a water bowl to 
cool the parts of the model, various spatulas made from buffalo horn, 
a small iron knife, a ladle for the wax, a beating stone (macā loham); at 
the back on the right there is a finished wax model already coated in 
the first thin layer of clay. Photograph taken in a workshop in Patan in 
1982 (Axel Michaels archive).

Fig. 21: The pre-modelled 
lower part of a statue with 
the feet of the Buddha in the 
lotus position is cut into the 
intended shape (fig. 28) with 
a warmed knife. The plinth, 
torso, head and extremities 
will be added later or, in the 
case of large statues, even cast 
separately (Axel Michaels  
archive).

Fig. 22: The individual parts of a twelve-armed and many-headed 
statue of Cakrasamvara with his consort are each made in dark wax 
and then partially assembled. Other elements of this especially com-
plex figure are still being worked on (on the stone slab in the fore-
ground). The photograph was taken in 1973 in the Patan workshop of 
Pushpa Raja Shakya (Erberto Lo Bue archive).

Fig. 23: The numerous individual parts of another, even more complex 
wax model, that of a 24-armed Kal Chakra are being assembled with 
a little liquid wax, after having been individually crafted. Photograph 
from 1977 taken in the workshop of Boddhi Raj Shakya (left), who is 
deaf, and his son Rajes (right) in Patan (Erberto Lo Bue archive).
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31pecially those in Nepal, with those from eastern Asia, for ex-
ample Burma (fig. 16)92 or Thailand, the statues from the south 
and east seem to be somewhat stereotyped and somehow awk-
ward and unsubstantial, whilst the products of the Newar in 
Patan are convincing on many counts owed to their mandatory 
proportions, spiritual aura, contemplative harmony and for-
mal perfection. This is exactly what we admire so much in the 
old pieces of work.

Alexander B. Griswold and co-authors compared early 
Buddhist painting with metal sculpture and came to the fol-
lowing conclusion93: “The art of bronze casting requires . . . a 
greater degree of technical skill [than painting], and for this 
reason their works rarely attain [in Burma, Korea and Tibet] 
the same visionary content we find in the highest painting. In 
this case, the production of good works depended far more on 
the skill of the bronze caster and not on the vision of the mys-
tic, who could lend form to his experience. To a great extent 
there was a much greater reliance on the technical skills of the 
bronze caster, a profession carried out mainly by the Nepalese. 
Even in the oldest reports on the activities of the bronze cast-
ers, Nepalese artists are mentioned by name. Through them, 
the art of the Pāla dynasty in Bengal reached Tibet and un-
til the demise of Lamaism in China they belonged to the best 
specialist workers in this field.” I suspect that the quality gap 
between Nepal and South-East Asia with respect to Buddhist 
metal sculpture is related to the fact that the artistic radiance 
of the Newar towards South-East Asia has long been extin-
guished and that the Chinese annexation of Tibet caused it to 
die out there too. This makes it all the more interesting to ob-
serve that Tibetans living in exile and Buddhist communities 
in the West (p. 167) are the biggest foreign buyers of “temple 
quality” statues from Patan today.

Preparing the wax plates

The dark-brown greyish wax mixture (for more information 
on modelling wax see p. 302 f. with fig. 540) is hammered into 
approximately 3–5 mm-thick plates until it becomes warm94. 
Because of the relatively poor casting properties of pure cop-
per, in the past somewhat thicker wax models were made for 
the production of larger hollow cast copper statues95.

Different tools can be used as a “hammer” (fig. 17). Raju 
and Umesh showed me a handy prehistoric-looking stone 
used for this purpose, one side of which has been worn seri-
ously flat (fig. 18). It is a macā loham96, made of quartz and used 
in this version for generations in various workshops in Patan. 
If required, the plates are cut to size with scissors (fig. 26, left), 
for example into an oval form for the plinth of a statue.

The modeller’s tools

All the wax parts needed are formed from this intermediate 
wax plate. The advantage of this intermediate product is that, 
thanks to the large surface area of the sheets, it can be quickly 
warmed up for shaping (fig. 19). Two pieces of apparatus serve 
as sources of heat: an electrically heated spiral heating wire of 
about 20 cm in diameter and, in the same room, a “bucket” of 
about 40 cm in diameter, half-filled with small, glowing char-
coal. This container, which in the past was used exclusively 
but is still popular today, is called a milācā and consists of a 
clay pot (figs. 19; 20, left) or a little stove with a grate (figs. 80; 
536)97.

In Raju’s milācā, there are two square iron rods with 
wooden handles, on which knife blades can be quickly heated 
for cutting work on wax for example (as in fig. 21). “We actually 
prefer the charcoal basin because it is cheaper than electricity 
and gives off a more even heat than the electric plate. The elec-
tric plate, on the other hand, is fast and efficient.”

Constructing a figure from its component parts

The various parts of a figure are formed separately from dif-
ferent plates of wax (fig. 22) and then joined together to form 
a complete wax model (figs. 23; 24; 37) and covered with the 
moulding clay (see pp. 48 ff. with figs. 59–78). For a Buddha 
statue of a certain size, these may include98:
– The front of the body with the lower arms 
– The upper parts of the legs, if need be with a vajra (San-

skrit, Tibetan: dorje, thunderbolt)
– The rear sides of both arms
– The front of the plinth
– The rear of the plinth.
Depending on the form and size of the figure, the following 
parts may also be separately formed in wax:
– Head and neck (fig. 29)
– Lower arms and hands
– Ankles and feet

92 Fraser-Lu 1981.
93 Griswold et al. 1976, 208.
94 See also de Labriffe 1973, fig. II; Lo Bue 1981b, 72; Domingo-Bark-

er / Barker 1984a, 109 figs. pp. 108 and 109.
95 Lo Bue 1981b, 72.
96 Höfer 1970, 191; de Labriffe 1973, 190; Michaels 1985 / 86, 91 f. fig. 3.
97 Höfer 1970, 192 fig. 2 (“milācā . . .standard measurements: 

45 × 30 × 35 cm”); Lo Bue 1981b, 72 (diameter 28 cm, height 18 cm); 
Shrestha 1983, 33; Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 3; Michaels 1985 / 86, 
89 f. fig. 2b (the same process on the milaayka oven). – A charcoal 
oven found in Thailand with an identical function: Strahan 1997, 
30 fig. 15. – This practical invention can also be found in Indian 
bronze casting or wax modelling workshops: Levy et al. 2008, 54 f. 
figs. 25–27.

98 de Labriffe 1973, 189.
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Fig. 24: A process which demands dexterity, artistry and endurance:  
there are seven stages in the piecing together of the wax model of a Four-
armed Buddha Lokeśvara from pre-made parts: the torso and head, the  
lotus plinth, the head decoration, the first pair of arms with lower arms and 
hands, the second pair of arms, the crown (with side view), and the attrib-
utes. Finally a few connecting ducts are attached to this wax model and  
the whole coated with fine layers of moulding clay (fig. 60) (Patan, 1982,  
Axel Michaels archive).
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33– Plinth (fig. 32)
– Front part of torso and front of the upper arms 
– Rear part of torso and rear of the upper arms99.

For some statues, the front and rear parts of the head can also 
be modelled separately (fig. 495) and, depending on the posi-
tion of the arms and legs and the presence of attributes, fur-
ther wax parts must also be separately formed (fig. 49).

The actual wax modelling process

Making a positive wax model for a Buddha statue is not sim-
ply a lengthy process (fig. 24)100. The delicate modelling in all 
its anatomical details in the correct proportions is regarded 
among the metal casters of Patan as the core skill, as the artis-
tic activity par excellence. It is only recently that the creators 
of the most beautiful statues have also been appreciated as in-
dividuals.

Before a wax part of a future statue can be modelled, ei-
ther a thin slice of wax must be cut to size for the given part 
of the figure (the usual procedure for thin-walled wax parts 
of hollow casts), or a solid piece of wax of the required size 
is warmed over the glowing charcoals in the modelling stove 
(fig. 25), so as to prepare a part of the statue as a solid cast.

The excess pieces of wax are cut away with a small, 
warmed knife (fig. 21). The artist mainly uses his hands for the 
modelling (fig. 25), and for hollows, smooth surfaces and dec-
oration rich in detail he employs a buffalo horn tool (figs. 26, 
right; 29)101. To help the process, the horn spatula is kept wet 
and lubricated with some spit every so often (fig. 55).

Sometimes the work is divided among the workers: the 
apprentice or workmate forms the simpler parts of the statue, 
for example the lotus plinth (figs. 27; 32), whilst the master 
craftsman shapes the “more important” parts himself, for ex-
ample the ears (fig. 28) and especially the face (fig. 29).

In order to join the individual parts together, the model-
ler always has a little bowl containing liquid wax and a small 
wooden rod at hand (fig. 37)102. Using these materials, he can, 
with just a few drops of wax, join the larger parts together to 
form the statue as a whole and at the same time “stick on” the 
rod-shaped connecting tubes (e. g. figs. 64; 256) as well as the 
“tripod”, the upper feeder of the mould, made from three thick 
wax tubes (figs. 67; 77).

Not only must the parts of the body be individually formed 
and then joined together to make a whole figure, but also many 
other elements: Buddhist iconography is rich in symbols, ele-
ments of dress, crowns of deities and attributes103. The richer 
a statue is in such added elements, the greater the amount 
of modelling and assembly involving these elements. Often 
these too are individually modelled in wax. Crowns for exam-
ple (fig. 24), or the ribbons on the robes (fig. 55), must then be 
mounted onto the figures using liquid wax.

Recurring decorative elements are not re-made individually 
every time. That would indeed be much too time-consuming. 
Over hundreds of years simple techniques have been devel-
oped to produce such elements in series.

On the one hand, we have wax threads (thin rods) and 
strings of beads (ribbed rods). The wax threads are made by 
rolling them on a smooth surface with a flat macā loham stone 
(fig. 30). Using a little melted wax, they are stuck onto the mod-
els where fine ridging is present, such as on the forehead of a 
statue (fig. 31) or on a lotus plinth (fig. 32). If the wax threads re-
quire a profile, then they are pressed in a die block (figs. 33; 34). 
Depending on the negative, strings of beads of varying diame-
ters can thus be obtained (examples in figs. 12,D.E; 548).

On the other hand, we have prefabricated individual dec-
orative elements using moulding templates. We will consider 
them in greater detail in connection with the production of 
wax duplicates and serial production (figs. 46–50).

The casting runners used by the wax modellers in Patan 
are usually equipped with three tubes (“tripod”; fig. 35, top 
right; figs. 77; 144), which join together in the actual funnel104. 
The funnel is not made of wax, but directly out of the exter-
nal moulding clay which has been tempered with rice husks 
(figs. 73,4; 84, left and outside right). On the one hand, this has 
the advantage of spreading the molten metal across the fun-
nel, and on the other hand, of letting the liquid flow concur-
rently through three entry points (generally) into the casting 
cavity. Usually whole statues are cast upside down (fig. 35). 
When drying the wax moulds after the first application of the 
white clay / cow dung mix it is quite easy to hang them up from 
the tripod (fig. 67).

In former times, the fact that in copper casting molten 
copper develops many gases and does not readily set into a 
compact mass (fig. 513) was taken into account. For this reason, 
the clay moulds for copper statues, as was standard in earlier 
times in Nepal, were designed, so as “to vent gases, the pour is 
directed first to the lowest point of the casting via a main pour 
channel; the metal, once it reaches the bottom of the mould, 
then moves up through the rest of the sculpture while the gases 
produced by the process escape through vents at the top”105.

99 Höfer 1970, 191.
100 Extensively described in Höfer 1970, 192 ff.; Michaels 1985 / 86, 

92 ff.
101 In southern India modelling spatulas made of sandal wood are 

used: Nambiar 1964, 9.
102 de Labriffe 1973, fig. IV; Michaels 1985 / 86, 94–97 figs. 6–8. – Indi-

vidual modelled wax parts of a statue are illustrated in Alsop 1989, 
130 fig. 84.

103 Bose 1926, 60. – Beer 1999; Beer 2003; Shakya 2005 provide a 
systematic overview.

104 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 38; Shrestha 1983, 33; Alsop 1989, 130 fig. 85, 
bottom.

105 I. Alsop, Metal Image-Casting in Nepal, only on: https://www.
asianart.com/exhibitions/antwerp/alsop.html (05.02.2017).
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Fig. 25: The better the craftsmanship of  
a statue, the more complex the modelling 
work in wax. In Jagat Man Shakya’s work-
shop, a piece of wax is warmed over the 
glowing heat (in the milācā, left) so that 
it can be easily formed and made into a 
part of a statue (Patan, 1968 / 69; András 
Höfer archive).

Fig. 26: Some of the wax modellers’ tools: a hand-forged pair of  
scissors for cutting the wax sheets to size (among other things), 
iron tweezers (fig. 83) and a modelling stick made from buffalo horn 
(fig. 29); from Patan (Ethnographic Museum Zurich; scale: 1:2).

Fig. 27: Forming the lotus plinth in wax (1982, Axel Michaels archive). 
Normally the figure and the plinth are cast at the same time, which is 
why at the end the wax model of the figure of the god is fixed with some 
liquid wax to the plinth. Only in the case of large statues does the mod-
elling and casting take place in sections, which must then be welded 
together (figs. 137; 140).

Fig. 28: Modelling the left ear 
on the wax model (1982, Axel 
Michaels archive).

Fig. 29: When modelling an 
image of a god in wax, the 
greatest care is taken over the 
head and face. Many old in-
structions define precisely the 
form and proportions. This 
centuries-old canon draws on 
tradition and the customers 
from the temples and mon-
asteries make sure it is being 
followed. Work with a buffalo 
horn spatula in a workshop in 
Patan in 1982 (Axel Michaels 
archive).
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Fig. 35: The front (left) and back (centre) body plates of a wax 
model of a standing Buddha (height: 25 cm) from Jagat Man 
Shakya’s workshop, Patan, in 1968 / 69. On the right the raw 
cast produced from them (after making the mould and dewax-
ing). The clay parts of the form have already been broken off 
(fig. 107), the three-armed casting conduit (“tripod”) and the 
little casting funnel (right at the top) have not yet been sawn 
off (fig. 146) and the entire surface still needs to be smoothed, 
polished and chiselled (András Höfer archive).

Fig. 34: The wax thread (production: fig. 30) is either stuck directly onto the 
wax model (figs. 31; 32) or, as shown here, formed into a beaded thread with 
the help of a matrix (fig. 33) with which even finer decorative ribbons can be 
created (Axel Michaels archive).

Fig. 30: A fine wax thread is rolled with a 
smoothing stone or with a buffalo horn 
stick (shown here) on the stone work 
surface (fig. 18) until its dimensions are 
completely even. Then it can be attached 
directly to the casting model with some 
liquid wax (figs. 32; 337) or shaped into 
a string of beads in a metal die (fig. 34). 
Photograph taken in 2015 in the “Nepal 
Dhalout Udhyog” atelier owned by Amir 
Ratna and Pragati Ratna Shakya.

Fig. 31: Putting a wax thread (see fig. 30) 
on the head of the wax model (1982, Axel 
Michaels archive).

Fig. 32: The lotus plinth, which has been 
prepared in wax, is given an additional 
fine, decorative strip which is attached 
to the plinth with the aid of a wax thread 
around it (Axel Michaels archive).

Fig. 33: “Pearl-matrix” made of 
hard brass (c. 20 % Zn), bought 
in a special shop for metal cast-
ing supplies in Patan in 2013. 
The profiled and ribbed grooves 
allow the creation of profiled 
and beaded patterns in wax 
(fig. 34) or even strips of soft 
metal to be hammered in and 
to be made into profiled wires. 
Original size.
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Fig. 39: This life-size or slightly larger statue of a sitting Buddha stands 
at the foot of a modest temple in the centre of Kathmandu. It is nei-
ther carved in stone nor cast in bronze, but well-cast in cement. The 
faithful from the neighbouring lively market (see fig. 8) have adorned 
the statue with a brocade chest cloth, and given it a bowl for offerings 
made of brass, garlands and all sorts of other small offerings.

Fig. 36: A mishap: a bro-
ken-off finger with a thick 
clay core (with visible rice 
husk tempering) and a 
brown layer of wax on top. 
The finger is about 15 cm 
thick – it would fit an  
extremely large statue. 
Example from a workshop 
in Mandalay (Myanmar).

Fig. 37: Anup Shakya is paint-
ing some liquid wax, which 
acts as glue, onto the edges 
so that he can assemble the 
individual beeswax pieces 
(e. g. figs. 27 or 29) of the 
model (1982). When the wax is 
cold, the seams can be easily 
smoothed off (Axel Michaels 
archive).

Fig. 38: Detail of a raw cast of a Buddha statue (see fig. 78, right). 1) red 
colouring on the face; 2) yellow remnants of clay in the palm of the 
hand; 3) remainders of the clay form; 4) various casting conduits;  
5) nails inserted into the outer layers of clay, the wax model and the  
inner layers of clay to serve as spacers (chaplets) so that the thickness 
of the walls remains the thickness intended in the wax; 6) even the  
decorative elements have come out perfectly in the cast and hardly 
need any reworking.
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37Solid casting of small statues

Small “completely cast” figurines are not cast hollow, as large 
statues are106. This means that the wax model as well as the 
resulting metal object are both solid, not hollow as far as the 
head. Very small figures are modelled solid right down to 
the plinth; for middle-sized works, a thin-walled hollow wax 
model is formed and then filled with soft wax in the area of the 
head and upper torso.

In most cases, however, the solid casts are hollowed out to 
some extent in the area of the plinth and torso in order to save 
on metal and weight (examples in figs. 241 and 547). For this 
reason, they are usually sealed underneath the lotus plinth by 
an oval, rebated copper sealing plate (see below, figs. 167 and 
168). Votive offerings may also be ritually hidden behind this 
plate (see pp. 176 ff.).

Hollow casting of larger statues

The old Indian Śilpaśāstras maintain (see p. 143 f.) that solid 
cast figures of deities are more suitable for temples than hol-
low casts and in the Sri Lankan Ṡāriputra hollow cast figures 
of deities were even strictly forbidden. This is why there are 
fewer explanations of hollow casting techniques than of solid 
casting techniques in old manuals, although the technique us-
ing a large clay casting core (figs. 36 and 40) was already well 
known all over India107.

The situation was, and is, quite different in Nepal. Local 
copper sources in Nepal were well used in the past. This means 
that around three quarters of all old Nepalese “bronzes” are 
solid cast, whereas in areas with fewer copper resources, such 
as Tibet or Kashmir, hollow casting predominates108. The deci-
sion whether to “cast hollow or solid” is, and was, of course also 
always influenced by economic factors, where only the cost of 
the metal and not that of the labour was the decisive factor.

In Nepal, as we have seen, the wax models for hollow casts 
are made with the help of thin yet stable wax sheets (figs. 19; 
21). The individual parts are first modelled in wax and then, 
as described above, “stuck together” with a little liquid wax 
(fig. 37). In this way a hollow body is created, whose inner sur-
face is layered with clay, but not filled, in exactly the same way 
as the external clay layers (fig. 75; see p. 55).

In India109, ancient Tibet and across extensive other ar-
eas of Asia, the procedure was different: there, the first step 
was to roughly form a clay casting core (fig. 40)110 over which 
the modelled wax layer was laid. This kind of “hollow cast” is 
only hollow in terms of the metal: inside there is always a clay 
core. At the very most the clay was only removed in the areas of 
the plinth and torso. This procedure corresponds to that em-
ployed in Greek and Roman statuary111.

For the inner clay form to stay in its correct position after 
the wax has flowed out, the modeller inserts spacers (or chap-

lets) into strategic parts (e. g. the arms). These are inserted 
into the wax so as to later reach sufficiently deep into both the 
internal and external layers of casting clay. Thin iron nails are 
used for this purpose (fig. 38,5)112, as is the case in many other 
regions and in the “hollow casting” with a clay core procedure 
(fig. 40)113. After casting and the removal of the clay mould, 
the nails are, if possible, removed from the brass or cut and 
ground down. In any case, brass soldering must be applied to 
these areas because fire gilding will not take on an iron rod. In 
some Tibetan bronze statues the spacers were reportedly po-
sitioned in the context of necklaces and bracelets so as to re-
semble, after trimming the cast, little precious stones114.

Because hollow statues are mostly cast with walls as thin 
as possible, real savings are made on expensive metal and 
weight; but the work of art is far less stable than a solid cast. 
This is why, when required, arms and legs are reinforced with 
iron rods or even a complete iron rod framework is built into 
the figure. Such internal support systems are clearly visible 
on X-ray images and are occasionally found even in relatively 
small figures of 30 cm in height. This method of reinforcement 
seems to be especially frequently used in western Tibet115 and 
is indispensable for the stability of large statues right up to the 
present day (fig. 137).

In the Newar tradition as well as those of other metal casters 
in Asia, the method of production of statues changes depend-
ing on size: “small” sizes are solid cast (e. g. fig. 547), somewhat 
larger statues, up to just over life-size, are hollow cast (fig. 6) 
and “really large” works use the repoussé technique (fig. 375). 
If a large-format metal work is too expensive, then clay116 and 

106 See also de Labriffe 1973, 187 with note 5.
107 Reeves 1962, 31 and 32. – In Sri Lanka, according to Reedy / Har-

lacher 2007, 64, certain regulations enforced this even more 
strictly: “Although there are examples of hollow cast images dating 
from the early Anuradhapura period, by the ninth or tenth-centu-
ry solid-cast images were standard. Hollow-cast images of deities 
were strictly forbidden by a twelfth-century Singhalese text, the 
Sariputra.” (for the same source, see above, with notes 86–88).

108 Reedy / Reedy 1993, 308; Reedy 1996, 167; Reedy 1989, 98.
109 For example, de Labriffe 1973, 187 with note 6; Mukherjee 1978; 

Haas 1987, 34.
110 Reedy / Reedy 1993, 306 f. and 316 describe hollow casts with a 

casting core in Tibet (“a sandy clay core with an organic temper”); 
Reedy 1997, 53–56 figs. 3.3; 276.

111 Lo Bue 1981b, 72 and 74.
112 Reeves 1962, 32; von Schroeder in Uhlig 1979, 57; Lo Bue 1981b, 74; 

Hurst 1996, 159; Reedy 1996, 165 figs. 4 and 5; Bonapace / Sestini 
2003, 104; Brauen 2013, 65.

113 Reedy 1987, 50 (foundry in Chamba, Himāl Pradesh, north-west-
ern India); Reedy / Reedy 1993, 308 (Tibet).

114 Reedy / Reedy 1993, 308; Reedy 1996, 165.
115 Reedy / Reedy 1993, pl. 1 and 313 tab. 1 (19 out of 44 statues exam-

ined were found to have iron reinforcements); Reedy 1996, 167 f. 
figs. 7 (X-ray) and 9; Reedy 1997, 58 fig. 3.5; 63 fig. 3.15.

116 A small example of burnt and painted clay is shown in figure 
8. – For the technique of constructing clay statues in Bhutan and 
Nepal: Kagan 1999, 16–20.
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38 plaster of Paris serve as fall-backs for the modelling of large 
Buddhas and today manufacturers even resort to using ce-
ment (fig. 39). These “building materials” are more or less 
common – depending on the region – and are also used for the 
giant Buddhas who dominate the landscape today, such as the 
32-m-high Maitreya in Diskit (Ladakh). The Swiss writer Franz 
Hohler made the following laconic comment on this trend to-
wards gigantism in Buddha statues: “The longer the time since 
Buddha walked on Earth, the larger and more golden his stat-
ues become”117. This striving towards larger things had already 
caught the metal casters in ancient China and drove them to 
record-size casts. In some Asian countries today ever larger 
statues – often images of living dictators and despots – are be-
ing cast in bronze. Some images from Mandalay in Myanmar 
are intended to reference, in terms of technique, these dimen-
sions (fig. 40; see fig. 36 and below with figs. 136 and 137)118. 

Intricate decoration

Many notches, indentations, lines and patterns destined to 
be chiselled at a later stage are already defined by the mas-
ter craftsman in wax (fig. 41, top), “because he wants to decide 
himself what goes where and how, for example, the eyebrows 
should be delineated” (to quote Raju’s words)119. All these ele-
ments are very finely defined in the wax model and later elab-
orately re-chiselled (fig. 41, bottom). According to Raju and 
Umesh Shakya (see below), such details cannot be delineated 
in the clay mould material as clearly as when using very fine 
chasing tools after casting. As mentioned earlier, a wide vari-
ety of forms of spatulas and rods made by the modellers them-
selves from buffalo horn (silāyaku, fig. 20, centre; fig. 29) are 
exclusively used as modelling tools and in the process copi-
ously moistened with spit (figs. 42; 55)120. Horn is “the best ma-
terial for working in wax”.

Casting in sections

In the case of large statues, casting in sections is practically 
unavoidable (fig. 137). Some parts of smaller figures have 
sometimes been undercut to such an extent that their cast 
“would not come out well, if it was all done in one piece” (e. g. 
the folded hands or crossed legs of the Buddha). That is why 
the extremities are sometimes modelled separately, i. e. sepa-
rately from the stump of an arm or leg of the main body. To 
check the fit, the sculptor places the sections together (fig. 43) 
and makes any necessary adjustments in the wax model until 
a good fit is achieved. After having been moulded separately, 
hands, feet etc. are either soldered or welded (figs. 140 and 141) 
to the statue with a brass solder (fig. 44).

Sometimes, especially in the case of larger statues, the 
figure and plinth are moulded separately. This method is also 
used for small parts, such as attributes or head ornamenta-

tion121. The simplest decorations are cast even as sandcasts 
rather than made in the cire perdue technique (see below, 
figs. 308–320).

Determining the amount of metal required

Bearing in mind the casting of the molten metal into the 
moulds, it is obviously advantageous to calculate the amount 
of metal required in advance. This has been done for centuries, 
and wherever the cire perdue technique is used, by applying 
a simple method: it is sufficient to simply weigh the finished 
wax models and then to multiply the result by a given fac-
tor, allowing a certain amount for the sprues (casting ducts) 
(fig. 384), wax tripods and a contingency. Proportions of 8:1 
to 10:1 for copper alloys are specified as early as in medieval 
northern Indian writings122. Based on these calculations, a 
wax model weighing 1 kg requires 8–10 kg of non-ferrous metal 
for the casting process (fig. 45). The corresponding weight ra-
tios between wax and metal for silver (12:1) and gold (16:1) are 
handed down in the twelfth-century Manasollasa123. The metal  
casters working today in Nepal and India124 work with the 
same weight ratios, as did their historical European counter-
parts125.

How long does it take?

As mentioned above, the time that Raju needs just for mak-
ing the wax model of a large statue for a temple or monastery 
ranges from four months up to one year126. Obviously, the cor-
responding price, despite the low wage levels in Nepal, is un-
affordable for a collector or tourists. Smaller statues of 20–
25 cm in height require much less modelling time for the wax 
model, especially if the individual parts required time and 
again can be produced by using already available templates 
(see below, p. 43).

For example, in around 1970, Jagat Man Shakya needed a 
whole 23 working hours for a 22-cm-high Buddha Ṡākyamuni. 

117 In the volume of stories “Ein Feuer im Garten” [“A Fire in the 
Garden”] (Munich 2015) 36.

118 Koretsky / Koretsky 1991, 33–47 figs. 27–32 and 34–36; S. Fraser-Li 
and C. Bautze-Picron in Noack / de Castro 2014, 109 ff. figs. 5 and 
118 ff. esp. 125 fig. 99.

119 The “correct” form of a particular Buddha’s eyes is already empha-
sised in the ancient Indian Silpasastras: Bose 1926, 21.

120 Höfer 1970, 192 fig. 1; de Labriffe 1973, 190; Lo Bue 1981b, 72; Ga-
jurel / Vaidya 1984, 3.

121 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 39.
122 Sivaramamurti 1963, 16; Lo Bue 1981b, 69 (with several source 

references).
123 Von Schroeder 1981, 38; Wolters 2010, 78 f. tab. 2.
124 Mukherjee 1978, 243 (Bastar, 9:1); Duncan 1976, 50 (Patan, 8:1).
125 Wolters 2010, 70 f. (mappae clavicula, ninth century AD).
126 Domingo-Barker / Barker 1984a, 108 f., show that this is not exag-

gerated.
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Fig. 40: In many countries (but not in Nepal), the wax model is formed 
around a roughly prepared and dried clay core in the case of large-format 
hollow casts. This giant Buddha head is ready to receive a relatively thin 
wax layer (fig. 36), which will later be replaced by the molten metal. The 
many nails inserted into the clay core act as chaplets, reaching through 
the wax layer into the outer clay coating of the mould. They ensure that the 
heavy core does not slip after dewaxing. Workshop example from Mandalay 
(Myanmar).

Fig. 41: A meticulous execution of the wax model (above) allows details, visi-
ble here, of the neck and ear jewellery to be modelled in wax. Raised sec-
tions must be predefined and, in the case of indentations, it is easier to form 
them in soft wax than in hard metal. So that the contours of all the decora-
tive elements come out especially clearly and sharply, they are additionally 
re-worked with a chasing tool after casting (below [ear jewellery]). For cheap 
products for export there is no time for this fine work.
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Fig. 42: Jagat Man Shakya working on a 
wax model of a Tara. After the contours 
have been formed by hand, the fine work 
is continued with a spatula (fig. 29) until a 
perfect surface has been created. The  
polished spatula is carved from buffalo 
horn. The wax surface is then coated in 
a very fine clay slurry (figs. 60 and 66) 
(Patan, 1968 / 69, András Höfer archive).

Fig. 43: Ram Shakya holds both the arms of a Vajrapani casting model in 
front of its head and torso. All parts are made from beeswax formed in  
separate hard wax matrices. The parts must still be joined with liquid wax 
and coated with a multi-layer clay mould so that the whole figure of the  
deity can be cast in metal.

Fig. 45: The casting metal, in this case small pieces of scrap, is being 
weighed on a large set of scales and transferred into the crucible (Patan, 
1982). For hundreds of years, the artists have known the weight ratio be-
tween the wax and “their” metal. For copper alloys, the empirically defined 
ratio is 1:10 to 1:8 (Axel Michaels archive).

Fig. 44: Nowadays, separate cast parts of large brass statues are no longer 
joined with rivets or by soft soldering in Nepal or anywhere else but are 
joined with a welding torch (figs. 140; 141). For this process, long thin weld-
ing rods or wires in the same alloy as the parts of the statue are cast (fore-
ground) or drawn (wires at the top). Of course, small holes and gaps in the 
cast can be closed by using the same method. Using the same alloy ensures 
that there are no differences in colouration and the joints and holes closed 
in this way are simply sanded over (Mandalay, Myanmar).
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other sections127. The same order of magnitude applies to an 
observation from the 1980s, recording that the modelling of 
the wax model of a small statue could easily take three days 
of intensive and concentrated work128. Using traditional and 
modern methods of casting and reproduction (see pp. 160 ff.), 
the wax models of most statues are produced much more ra-
tionally today to satisfy the high demand from the souvenir 
trade and export markets – it goes without saying at the ex-
pense of the artistic quality and individuality of the figures of 
the deities. Just as there is no upper limit for the scale of ra-
tionalisation, there is correspondingly no lower limit for the 
level of quality produced under such time constraints and eco-
nomic pressure (examples on fig. 291, decreasing from 1 to 6).

Copying from a template

If a new statue is to be produced from an existing bronze exem-
plar, then – like the process of pointing used by stone sculptors 
in the West – a number of trajectories are measured with ca-
lipers on the original and reported onto the wax model being 
created. By multiplying the measurements of each segment, 
the statue can be of any desired size because, as we have seen, 
the proportions have been canonically defined since time im-
memorial (p. 27 f. with figs. 14 and 15). These measurements 
are very detailed, especially for the head section, becoming 
less frequent the further down towards the lotus plinth we go: 
“For the rest, the master craftsman relies on his visual judge-
ment”129. The construction of the moulds, the casting and the 
cold work then proceed as for other statues.

“Back-up copy” or second model

Raju revealed a technique to me, which he actually did not 
want broadcast, as it is not in accordance with his professional 
ethics; nevertheless it is used today by very many “mass man-
ufacturers” for products made in series. For pairs of statues, 
which he wants to be identical, Raju makes several negative 
moulds (thāsā) in as many section parts as necessary. For this 
purpose, beeswax is also used, but in a harder, more resistant 
variety than modelling wax!130 The wax mixture, or respec-
tively the form, must be cold and hard so that later the soft, 
warmed positive wax can be pressed in without any risk of the 
form losing shape or, even worse, breaking. Spit is used as a 
separating agent.

It is obvious that by using this traditional thāsā method 
of copying more than two identical figures can be formed in 
wax and subsequently cast, a method used especially in recent 
times for series production (we shall look at this in greater de-
tail in the next chapter).

Serial model making

Further, even more rationalised techniques of mould produc-
tion are applied, on the one hand because the eminently sim-
ple moulds or the small dimensions allow for simpler model-
ling and moulding techniques and, on the other hand, because 
the recent increase in demand and mass export call for ration-
alised, serial production.

From making duplicates  
to mass production

Marie-Laure de Labriffe already noted that for the production 
of duplicates “plates of wax ten times thicker are applied to the 
original model. The artisan applies some water to the section 
of the original model on which he is working at the time and 
presses the slightly warmed wax onto it with his fingers; then 
he unsticks the two sections and obtains the template (thāsā, 
“key”) which will be used to make the wax statues.”131

Originally the primary function of these copies or tem-
plates made from hard wax (fig. 46)132 was not, according to 
Raju, to produce several wax forms from the negative in order 
to make a serial casting, but rather to provide a quick way of 
obtaining a replacement positive, should the casting go wrong, 
without having to re-model the wax from scratch. To this end, 
the artisan or his assistant, as described above by Marie-Laure 
de Labriffe, wets the inside of the waxen, hard (cold!), negative 
imprint and applies with his fingers slightly warmed, soft wax 
sheets to the inner surface. Many section moulds are made 
from these positive imprints (fig. 47; 49) and joined together 
with some liquid wax, to make complete wax models; these are 
then carefully trimmed, covered with the various clay layers 
and finally cast in copper or brass.

127 Höfer 1970, 194.
128 Domingo-Barker / Barker 1984a, 108. – For the production of a 

10 cm-high-bronze statue in India one week’s work is specified; for 
a 25-cm-high figure, one month (Mukherjee 1978, 360 f. [Khalisha-
hi, Orissa]); and for a large statue weighing 120 kg, three artisans 
need one and a half months (Mukherjee 1978, 388 [Mylapore, Tamil 
Nadu]).

129 At length, Höfer 1970, 191.
130 Brauen 2013, 62.
131 de Labriffe 1973, 190; consistent with Lo Bue 1981b, 72 pl. 4; also, 

briefly, Duncan 1976, 48.
132 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 35 f. and 40. – Extensive remarks on this du-

plication process in Höfer 1970, 194 ff. figs. 3 and 4; von Schroeder 
1981, 43–45 (with fig. p. 45).
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Fig. 47: Fresh, light-coloured 
beeswax is pressed with the 
fingers into a small, dark thāsā 
form (negative) made of a hard 
wax mixture, until the form 
defined by the negative mould 
is exactly reproduced in a pos-
itive impression (= casting 
model). To ensure an optimum 
impression, the modelling wax 
is warmed up. So that it can 
be easily removed, the form is 
first wetted with spit.

Fig. 46: The central piece of the crown of a green Tara (as fig. 49) is formed 
(centre) separately in a small thāsā negative mould (right) and built into the 
whole model (left). The positive impressions are made of soft, malleable 
beeswax, and the thāsā negative mould of a harder wax mixture (Ethno-
graphic Museum Zurich; width of head: 82 mm).

Fig. 49: Model parts made from beeswax: half of the lower forearm with the 
back of the hand of a Tara (as fig. 46), made from a thāsā matrix (negative, 
centre). The positive impression (below) is joined to the separately moulded 
other half of the arm and finally joined to the whole figure with drops of 
wax and carefully smoothed off along the joints (Ethnographic Museum  
Zurich; length 125 mm).
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“make use of master moulds for making their images, but 
they are by no means mere copyists. They have the devotion 
of priests, and are fully aware of the essence and structural de-
tails of the forms they create”133.

There are old bronzes which are so similar that it must 
be surmised that this method of duplication, using wax tem-
plates and wax model moulds must have already existed in 
historical times. This method of duplication, long scorned by 
the Newar, Indians and Tibetans, was widespread in China as 
early as in the fifteenth century134.

Taking serial impressions from 
thāsā-matrices

Fig. 48 
Sources of information: Kaji 
Ratna Shakya (25.03.2015) works 
in a family-run atelier in the 
neighbourhood of Oku Bahal, in 
the midst of metal artisans. His 
speciality is the manufacture of 
wax models using hard wax thāsā 
moulding negatives. Further 
sources of information are Raju 
Shakya and Umesh Shakya 
(fig. 13) (26.09.2013).

Today, thāsā matrices made from thick hard wax are used as 
duplication moulds for the serial production of identical cast 
pieces on a large scale. They have indeed become the techni-
cal standard for all those involved in serial production (see 
below for more on mass production, figs. 266–269). Whoever 
does not want to invest in silicone rubber (fig. 273), or refuses 
to use it because it is not traditional, makes extensive use of 
such hard wax matrices (fig. 49).

About 50–100 wax positive impressions or individual sec-
tions can be moulded from one thick-walled matrix (negative) 
made of relatively hard wax. If the hard wax negative form is 
well looked after, then it is possible to produce up to 500 posi-
tive impressions made from soft modelling wax.

To harden the wax for the duplicating matrices, it is mixed 
with roughly the same amount of oil from the shea butter tree, 
which is also used to make the summer modelling wax135. An-
other method prescribes that the wax be mixed with 1/60 
resin136 (for more details on summer wax and the resins, see 
p. 302 f.). 

This serial production technique involves working with 
several individual parts (fig. 49; 50), which are moulded from 
an original and then shaped with soft wax several times. Kaji 
Ratna Shakya would sit in a corner of the large family work-

shop with the main tools of his trade at hand: a flagstone to 
work on, a supply of wax plates, a milācā oven with charcoal 
with a warm pot of wax on top and a basin of water for cool-
ing off the wax sections (fig. 51).When I visited, Kaji was busy 
forming the long tails of rats or large mice which had been 
ordered for a Ganesha statue. The modeller takes one of the 
many thāsā wax matrices (fig. 47) and, using this, forms one 
half of the curved tail from a warm, very soft strip of wax. 
He wets the negative with spit so that nothing sticks inside it 
and gently presses in the soft, warm sheets of wax. He quickly 
cools the form and impression in the bowl of water (fig. 52) and 
can thus easily separate the two parts from one another. With 
the aid of a second thāsā, Kaji forms the second half of the tail. 
Finally, the edges of the two wax sections are trimmed with a 
small warmed knife so that they fit together perfectly and can 
be “stuck together” with a few drops of wax.

The artisan Ram Shakya (fig. 53) carries out himself, as is tra-
ditional, many stages of the work, from the modelling in wax 
right up to casting. He too works with thāsā matrices. His mod-
elling workplace is set up in a manner that is similar to that 
of Kaji Ratna Shakya (fig. 54). He shows me the almost com-
pleted wax model of a Vajrapani, some 45 cm tall (fig. 43): the 
body and head have already been joined, the arms and hands 
are ready.

Now the separate sections only need to be joined together 
(fig. 55) and equipped with three wax casting ducts (tripod) 
and the casting funnel (made of moulding clay), so that ulti-
mately the whole piece can be covered in clay, dewaxed and 
cast in metal as a complete statue137.

The durability and usefulness of the hard wax thāsā neg-
ative matrices depend to a large extent on the skill of the arti-
san and the type and size of the figure. Because of the delicate 
decoration and many indentations, the thāsā matrices tend to 
be moulded from the original wax model (fig. 50) rather than 
from the metal casts, even though the latter are more stable.

It seems that in earlier times auxiliary negatives made of 
stone (lon thāsā) or wax (fig. 56), into which the pattern was en-
graved or incised in negative, were also used to replicate in-
dividual recurrent ornamentations and decorative elements. 
The stones apparently used for this purpose were the hako lon 
(black stone), salan lon (white stone) and naga lon (blue stone). 
By pressing wax into the depressions, a practically unlimited 
number of positives could be produced and applied to the wax 

133 Mukherjee 1978, 29.
134 Von Schroeder 1981, 44 figs. 30 and 31; von Schroeder 2008, 28 

note 30 (China).
135 Michaels 1985 / 86, 91.
136 Höfer 1970, 194.
137 Michaels 1985 / 86, 89.
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Fig. 51: Kaji Ratna Shakya surrounded by his tools and utensils (from left to 
right): various wax models of individual parts made from thāsā matrices, 
a pot with modelling beeswax on a milācā stove, a basin containing char-
coal, a workspace with a flat stone slab in front for kneading and rolling the 
modelling wax, ready-prepared round wax sheets for pressing into the neg-
ative moulds (thāsā), an enamel basin filled with water for cooling off the 
wax parts; behind and in front larger model parts, right in the front round 
sheets of raw beeswax and on the far right, the wax body of a mouse (still 
without its head).

Fig. 50: If a figure has to be reproduced several times, then the original wax 
model is cast. These matrices, or templates (thāsā) are also made of wax but 
with a mixture that becomes very hard. The complexity of undercuts etc. 
demands a corresponding number of individual matrices (shown here). 
Many individual parts of more complex figures must then be moulded with 
soft wax in these little dies and fitted together (fig. 23), coated in clay,  
dewaxed and cast in metal (1982, Axel Michaels archive).

Fig. 52: When a wax model of a section needs to taken out of a negative 
mould (thāsā) it should be cold and no longer malleable. Therefore both the 
negative and positive are cooled in water before they are separated.
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Fig. 56: The 4-cm-high lotus 
leaves are moulded from soft 
wax in matrices (thāsā) such as 
these, which are made from a 
hard beeswax compound; the 
same applies to the separate 
body parts for casting models 
of the most delicate figures of 
deities (fig. 495). The flat wax 
lotus leaves are then arranged 
closely together by the dozen, 
mounted on large wax models 
of bells in a frieze (analogue to 
fig. 337).

Fig. 53: Ram Shakya is another of my informants about the use of the 
auxiliary thāsā negatives, the piecing together of wax models con-
sisting of several parts, and the construction of the melting furnace 
(fig. 120).

Fig. 54: Ram Shakya’s workplace only occupies a small corner of a room. 
Half-finished sections of wax models are lying everywhere; the equipment 
is exactly the same as in other modellers’ workshops (see fig. 51).

Fig. 55: The attributes, perhaps 
a crown and fluttering robe 
sections (shown here), are the 
last sections to be separately 
formed in wax and stuck to the 
statue with a little wax (fig. 24, 
bottom right; Axel Michaels 
archive).
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Fig. 58: Plaster “part-moulds” enable the straightforward production of wax 
models for casting using the lost wax method (the image shows a casting 
workshop in Mandalay, Myanmar, specialising in large-scale bronzes). The 
method is described as “indirect casting”. In Nepal the negatives, if they are 
small, are called thāsā (see figs. 50; 57). For a life-size Buddha statue, several 
such plaster section moulds are required, as can be seen here for the back 
of the head and shoulders. The triangular registration pins in the smooth 
joints prevent any of the parts from slipping. Soft, warm wax sheets are 
pressed into these large matrices, smoothed off and cooled until the wax 
has become hard and then removed. The parts are joined at the seams with 
a little liquid wax and then coated (fig. 75), both inside and outside, in layers 
of moulding clay. Because any number of identical wax models for large  
“serial production” can be made by using these section moulds, this tech-
nique is also more common now in Nepal than in the past.

Fig. 57: A typical hard wax negative form for a scorpion, some 15 cm 
long. These forms can be used to make any number of positive models 
from soft warmed wax. In Buddhism, the scorpion is a symbol of  
malice and maliciousness, of pestilence and plague and serves to fend 
off evil forces.
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“very old”, having seemingly been in use for a very long time, 
some of them having even reached Nepal from Tibet138. Nowa-
days, such stone matrices can only be found in the workshops 
of the water-pot casters in Patan139.

Already over forty years ago, a process of fragmentation got 
underway amongst the modellers and casters of Patan: some 
remained loyal to the religiously motivated clientele and 
right up to today create individual works, whilst the others 
serve the souvenir and export market and deliver “unique 
pieces of work” which have indeed been cast in “one-off” clay 
moulds but have been duplicated from the same master form 
(fig. 57)140. The technique involving the use of matrices made 
of thick, hard wax that we have described is, as mentioned, 
the norm today141 in view of the high demand for figures used 
for non-religious purpose, and it is even being supplanted 
by modern moulding materials such as silicone (fig. 273) and 
heat-vulcanised rubber (fig. 279).

This method of wax model production still requires, de-
spite relatively rationalised copying techniques, at least 
two hours of work for the matrices and each assembled and 
cleaned casting model.

Indirect casting with matrices

In the casting of statues, there is a difference between direct 
and indirect casting. So far, we have been looking at meth-
ods that concern direct casting. For casting technicians, this 
refers to the direct lost-wax technique based on a positive 
model modelled by hand in beeswax. This is then coated in 
several layers of clay, so that the casting form which has thus 
been formed can be dewaxed, fired and ultimately filled with 
molten metal. Because the clay mould is broken up at the end 
of the process, the French term for the process is the “cire per-
due” (lost wax) technique. If the casting carried out in the di-
rect method fails, then the whole work is indeed “lost” because 
nothing of the elaborate preparations survives.

It is a different matter when it comes to indirect casting, 
a procedure used elswhere in Asia (fig. 58) but seldom in Ne-
pal. It is based on an auxiliary negative which is not destroyed 
in the casting process. First the figure is formed as a positive 
model. This does not necessarily have to be done in wax, with 
clay and gypsum being suitable other materials . This positive 
can then be used to take casts of sections. The master form 
is thus preserved. It is mostly complicated undercuts which 
demand the creation of several such partial casts or “section 
moulds”. Nowadays, these negative parts are made from gyp-
sum and cast from the master form142 and not, as is the case for 
the Newar thāsā matrices, from hard wax (see above). In one 

casting workshop in Patan I even saw section moulds made 
of fibreglass (glass fibre fabric with polyester) for large-scale 
bronzes.

Either soft wax sheets are pressed into the moulds, or they 
are filled with liquid wax in the case of small parts. After cool-
ing, they must be taken out, put together and, as for any wax 
model, packed in clay and finally cast in metal143. This process 
of using such sectional matrices (fig. 58) has the advantage 
that they can be re-used to produce new wax positives of the 
same statue time and again.

Casting in bi-valve clay moulds

Martin Brauen describes a simple procedure, only suitable for 
solid casting, which these day is no longer used144: “By contrast 
to the cire perdue methods, this method of production does 
not use a matrice mould, but only an original [model] which 
remains intact. This model, or individual parts of it, is packed 
in clay which is split into two halves in the drying process. The 
original is then removed by the caster so that there is now a 
two-part clay negative. This is then hardened [dried], bound 
together and then filled with a metal alloy through an inlet 
so that a metal duplicate of the original [model] is produced. 
This method is only suitable for simple forms [without under-
cuts] and was apparently very rarely, if at all, employed in Ti-
bet.” I did not observe this technique in Nepal. This function 
– namely the production of the simplest small sections of stat-
ues – is nowadays fulfilled by sand casting (more details below; 
figs. 308–320).

138 Mukherjee 1978, 452 with fig. p. 457 (5C7).
139 Friedmann 2000, 26 fig. p. 15.
140 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 33 f.
141 Höfer 1970, 194 f.; Michaels 1985 / 86, 97–99 figs. 8–10.
142 In India, simple wax models without undercuts, e. g. for the bases 

of small statues, are directly cast in bi-valve gypsum forms: Levy et 
al. 2008, 59 fig. 31.

143 This procedure is described by Mukherjee 1978, 272, for Perum-
lapalle / India. There, the forms are made of either fired clay or 
gypsum; the wax, in soft sheets some 2 mm thick, is either pressed 
into the mould (for larger hollow casts) or poured into the matri-
ces (in the case of smaller solid casts).

144 Brauen 2013, 67 (quotation). – On solid casts, see also Fisher 1997, 
122. – According to Ratna Jyoti Shakya this procedure is unknown 
in Nepal (today).
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Fig. 59 
Sources of information: the 
mould-maker Ratna Devi 
Shakya (photographed) and her 
husband Bekha Ratna Shakya 
(27.09.2013), as well as Raju and 
Umesh Shakya (fig. 13) (26 and 
27.09.2013).

Nowadays, wax artists do not apply the clay casting moulds 
to the wax models themselves (fig. 61, top left); rather, they 
commission “specially hired clay workers” to do this work145. 
Ratna allowed me to observe the construction of clay moulds 
by opening the doors to the workshop of “the boss”, Ratna Devi 
Shakya (fig. 59): she and her husband, Bekha Ratna Shakya, 
and two assistants are commissioned by Raju and Umesh to 
apply the coats of clay to their wax models in preparation for 
casting. The mould makers can count on experience going 
back for centuries, and which are even documented in some 
old Indian writings (for details, see pp. 142–144)146.

The work is hard and time-consuming and breaks must 
be built in to allow the individual layers to dry well. The work 
must also be carried out very diligently, because imprecise, 
and especially incorrect, impressions147 require laborious cor-
rection of the metal end product. Ductile wax and soft clay are 
simply easier to control than hard, cast brass!

Right up to the present day, marked as it is by moves to-
wards rationalisation and mass production, the traditional 
stages of model construction which will now be described are 
used in the same manner for statues of all levels of quality in 
Nepal.

Clays are a science

In Nepal, hollow castings are not carried out using a full clay 
core, but with an inner wall and always a hollow centre. Inside 
the statue, the clay (mould) is applied to the inner wax surface 
by slurrying and spreading. We have already encountered the 
use of spacers between the wax and clay layers (p. 37). The clay 
is worked into a viscous slurry and sticks very well to the wax 
surface (fig. 66), so that no wetting agent need be added.

Both internally and externally, four or more layers of clay 
are applied and allowed to dry (fig. 12, B.C)148:
1. The so-called “slip”, i. e. two preliminary extremely fine 

layers of white clay and cow dung (for details on prepara-
tion, see below, incl. fig. 522). These promote adhesion to 
the wax and provide optimal conditions for the fine de-
lineation of the mould.

2. Rougher and more porous layers, i. e. a third and fourth 
layer made of yellow clay and rice husks (for details on 
preparation, see below, incl. fig. 523). For larger casts, 
more layers are required to guarantee stability.

The centuries-old “trick” of mixing cow dung and white clay 
for the first thin coating layer of the wax model (fig. 60) simulta-
neously fulfils two basic requirements of a casting mould. First, 
the white clay used by the Newar is extremely fine-grained and 
heat-resistant. This guarantees a very precise impression of 
the negative of the model (fig. 61, top right), of a quality that 
comes close to the fine-grained modern gypsum-based filling 
material used by dental technicians and goldsmiths. Some-
times even the fingerprints of the wax modeller are still visi-
ble! Second, after pre-heating, the organic substances in the 
filtered cow dung (fig. 522) lend the clay mixture a degree of 
microscopically fine porosity: the carbonization of the fine or-
ganic particles causes the development of microscopic cavi-
ties through which the gasses which are given off during cast-
ing can dissipate. Because the external clay layers of the cast-
ing moulds are also tempered (with rice husks), the forms as 
a whole are porous enough to make the installation of “risers” 
(vertical ventilation vents) unnecessary. It is only the thin con-
necting ducts (dhwaya), which are already installed in the wax 
model (figs. 61; 64), that facilitate the flow of the molten metal 
to all parts of the mould according to the principle of commu-
nicating vessels149.

The meticulous modelling of the wax models in itself al-
ready seems to us to be an incredibly time-consuming task! 
This effort is, at least in terms of time, surpassed by that re-
quired by for making the clay moulds: “The process of apply-
ing the various layers of clay is the most time-consuming step 
in the entire casting procedure, often taking as long as two 
months”150.

145 Lo Bue 1981b, 74.
146 Von Schroeder 1981, 36 f.
147 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 37.
148 Krishnan 1976, 30 f.; Lo Bue 1981b, 74 pl. 5 and 6; Michaels 1985 / 86, 

99–103 figs. 11 and 12; Hurst 1996, 158; Bonapace / Sestini 2003, 
104. – On the layer structure of clay moulds in Kashmir: Reedy 
1989, 98.

149 Hurst 1996, 158 f.
150 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 37.
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Fig. 61: Details of the heads of four Buddhas with crowns at various stages 
of production: top left the finished wax model. The fine contours (fig. 41) 
and the ducts between the rays of the crown are easily visible. Top right: 
all decorative elements and contours are precisely shaped in the first and 
second clay layers made of an extremely fine clay-cow dung mix (fig. 66). 
Bottom left: the uncut rough cast, as it appears when the clay of the mould 
has just been knocked off (fig. 107). The shining, colourful “casting skin” is 
typical. The last bits of clay and the ducts must still be removed (fig. 146). 
Bottom right: the statue has been roughly smoothed off and the decoration 
punched (fig. 180). The polishing and maybe a partial gilding and painting 
are still missing (fig. 234).

Fig. 60: The wax model of a four-
armed Buddha Lokeśvara (fig. 24) 
has been fitted with thin ducts at 
the bottom left, under the ribbon 
of the robe, and on the attribute 
in the left hand to allow for  
an optimal flow of the brass 
when casting and is shown here 
with the first, very fine clay coat-
ing which, after many more lay-
ers have been added, will form 
the casting mould (Axel Michaels  
archive).
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Fig. 67: The wax models, 
here coated with the first 
two thin clay layers of the 
mould, can, thanks to the 
three ducts which join 
up in the tripod, easily 
be hung up to dry. As can 
be seen, most statues are 
cast upside-down because 
the casting metal spreads 
out better via the base 
(the lotus plinth) than via 
the head.

Fig. 62: A sample of dried 
“white clay”, which is mixed 
with liquid cow dung and 
used for the lowermost, 
finest layers of the casting 
mould, applied to the wax 
model (fig. 77). Original size.

Fig. 63: A sample of dried “yellow clay”, 
already mixed with rice husks (fig. 68). 
This rough mix, which after the pre- firing 
of the casting moulds is very porous, 
forms the many outer layers of the casting 
mould (fig. 72). Original size.

Fig. 64: A statue with many 
limbs requires several con-
necting ducts (below), so that 
the molten metal reaches all 
parts of the mould. Damage 
to the delicate moulding clay 
would inevitably lead to cast-
ing defects which can only be 
offset by additional work on 
the final hard metal product.

Fig. 65: After applying the first 
thin clay coating to the wax 
model, it is left to dry.  
A second dipping in the same 
clay mixture (white clay with 
cow dung) follows. So that the 
coating really covers the wax 
perfectly, the clay mixture is 
packed on with a brush.

Fig. 66: Ratna Devi 
Shakya, the boss of the lit-
tle moulding team around 
Raju and Umesh, carries 
out the first, trickiest task 
herself: the application of 
the first two layers of the 
finest white clay to the 
wax model. To this end, 
the figures are immersed 
in the liquid clay mix and 
carefully gone over with 
a brush (fig. 65). Where 
necessary, the fingers are 
used, so that the wax sur-
face is perfectly covered 
with clay and free of bub-
bles.
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the truckload from the Tamang in the Kathmandu valley. The 
raw clay is prepared and mixed by the mould makers accord-
ing to formulae handed down from generation to generation 
(figs. 62 and 63; see also pp. 293 ff. and fig. 61, top right). The se-
lection of the clays for the casting mould must have been per-
fected over hundreds of years, just as it had been for the black 
clay used in the earlier crucibles. For the heat resistance of a 
clay, it is especially important that the iron content of the clay 
is as low as possible, because iron functions as a fluxing agent 
and lowers the melting point of a clay. The white clay used in 
Raju’s and Umesh’s company contains 5.9 % iron oxide (Fe2O3), 
and the yellow clay, 3.0 %151. For a refractory clay (around 0.1–
2.0  % Fe2O3), this is already almost too high in iron content 
and, for this reason, I suspect that the black clay used for the 
crucibles (p. 295), which are especially subject to heat stress, 
has a lower iron content.

So that the first layer of “white clay” (for detail see p. 48 
and fig. 61) takes on a very fine impression of the wax, the 
slurry must be very fine. It is therefore apparently mainly the 
very finest or chemically soluble substances that end up in the 
semi-liquid moulding material. For the outer layers, the rice 
husks are kneaded into the fairly wet yellow clay (fig. 523).

The first two, inner mould layers (white clay with cow dung) 
must be meticulously and thinly but densely applied to the 
wax model. To this end, the model is immersed in a basin con-
taining the white clay mixture and brushed down. After sus-
pending it (fig. 67) or setting it in position (fig. 76), the mould 
must be dried for a sufficient length of time (fig. 77). Even quite 
complex moulds with many undercuts can, thanks to the “lost 
mould”, be produced using the lost wax technique. Ratna Devi 
demonstrates this to me with a standing figure, whose first, 
fine clay layers are in the process of drying. The connecting 
ducts, wax rods positioned between the limbs of the figure 
and the folds of their robes (fig. 77), guarantee that at a later 
stage the metal can reach all the parts of the complex form. 
It would be impossible to produce such a figure with multiple 
moulds: in this circumstance the lost wax technique with lost 
clay form is unbeatable (fig. 64).

Following this, the process is repeated, once again using 
the fine white clay-cow dung mix: the whole piece with the 
(now dry) first clay layer, is plunged into the clay slurry and 
thoroughly dabbed with a brush to ensure that all hollows, in-
dentations and any dry cracks in the first clay layer are filled 
with a second thin clay layer (fig. 65). Then the figure can be 
taken out, any necessary corrections made by using the fin-
gers (fig. 66) and suspended once again to dry152. All larger 
works are equipped with three ducts for later casting, the so-
called wax tripod, which also makes the suspension on thick 
cords easier (fig. 67). Other statues in the making are placed on 
a drying frame by the window, where ventilation for further 

drying can be easily regulated (fig. 76). The application of these 
two layers of the finest clay requires the greatest diligence and 
is the sole responsibility of the boss, Ratna Devi.

The outer mould layers (yellow clay with rice husks) are mod-
elled onto the figure using the fingers (fig. 70) or applied with a 
brush made of wild boar bristles153. The whole blend is mixed 
when quite wet, presumably to make the organic temper (the 
husks) more flexible (fig. 68). The whole team gets involved 
in this work: the mould makers, whose work I was able to ob-
serve (fig. 69), spread the new layer with wet hands onto the 
dry clay layer previously applied, and in the process make sure 
that the finer layers below are not damaged (figs. 70; 71)154.

After this multiple layering with organically tempered white 
clay and yellow clay, most casters declare themselves satisfied: 
the moulds are ready (figs. 72; 73).

Other professionals, wanting to play it safe and at the end 
of the process, apply a special “final layer”: some do so to en-
sure greater physical protection, others to make sure that the 
work is “sealed”. The highly pressure-resistant mix for the out-
ermost mould coating used to be applied in the past to espe-
cially large moulds over the outer yellow clay layer, to provide 
a final mechanical protection; it consisted of a mixture of one 
part yellow clay, one part black clay (gathi-cā) and one part 
rice husks155. The other procedure possible is, as mentioned, 
to apply a sealing layer over the clay mould. This “sealant” is 
prepared with flour and water, cooked into a viscous sludge 
(“mah-flour glue”) and applied to the mould156. 

Nowadays, instead of applying external stabilising layers, wire 
mesh is built into especially large clay forms. This improves 
the stability of the mould and is often worked into the outer-
most yellow clay layers (fig. 346). It lessens the danger of the 
mould breaking apart during casting157. When the clay is bro-
ken off after casting, these wires must obviously also be re-
moved (fig. 74).

In the case of hollow castings, it is logical that the inner cavity 
of the wax model must also be covered with the moulding clay 

151 I am grateful to Markus Helfert (fig. 546) for the portable X-ray 
fluorescence (pXRF) analyses. It is sadly no longer possible to find 
any samples of the old, handmade black clay crucibles (my thanks 
to Ratna Jyoti Shakya and Raju Shakya for their, unfortunately 
futile, search).

152 See also de Labriffe 1973, 190 f.; Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 5.
153 de Labriffe 1973, 191.
154 See also Höfer 1970, 196 tab. 1,2.
155 Höfer 1970, 196.
156 Shrestha 1983, 31 and 33 f.
157 Clay casting moulds reinforced with wire in India: Nambiar 1964, 

10; Mukherjee 1978, 242; 272; 316 with figs. pp. 317; 361; 371; Levy et 
al. 2008, 65 figs. 35 and 77 fig. 52.
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Fig. 68: Raju shows how it is done: wet yel-
low clay(mahāsụ-cā) is kneaded on rice 
husks (2–3 parts clay to 1 part rice husks) 
until a homogeneous mass for making the 
clay mould has been made (fig. 70). As the 
moisture takes effect, the husks become 
even smoother.

Fig. 71: Making the moulds is a very wet 
business. Both the thin, white clay (fig. 66) 
and the porous yellow clay tempered with 
rice husks (photograph) must be applied 
wet and compacted as much as possible 
without any pores.

Fig. 69: A small team consisting of three women and a young man carry  
out the moulding work in Raju and Umesh’s atelier. Many casting moulds 
have already been completely coated in clay, dried and are now ready for 
transport to the little company’s foundry.

Fig. 70: One of Ratna Devi Shakya’s employees applies one of the outer 
clay layers consisting of a very moist mix of yellow clay (mahāsụ-cā) 
and rice husks (fig. 68) to the casting mould. The wax model is in the 
centre and covering it there are already two layers of the fine white clay 
mixture (mesiṃ-cā) and at least one of yellow clay, all of which have 
been repeatedly dried. Under all the layers of clay the original figure 
modelled in wax can barely be imagined.
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Fig. 72: Finished clay forms. One day they will be used to produce small  
Budhha statues and are standing here, head-down on the floor of the work-
shop. The oval of the lotus plinth is visible, as are the four ducts, each  
leading to two casting funnels (which are also made of clay) per statue.  
Casting thus takes place from below, into the plinth. The next step is the 
melting out of the wax in the foundry (fig. 81).

Fig. 73: A finished mould for two separate divine attributes waiting to 
be cast. An additional casting funnel (4) has been formed in the outer-
most clay layer (1) – recognisable by the rough rice husks which have 
been worked into the mass, into which the molten metal can be safely 
poured. On the base of the mould, the uppermost parts of the embed-
ded wax model can be seen in two places (3), separated by a bridge (2). 
Before casting, this form must be dewaxed and fired.

1

23 3

4
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Fig. 78: Two medium-sized Buddha statues by Raju and Umesh Shakya 
during production (2013). On the left, the completed wax model includ-
ing the wax ducts in the crown, in the stumps of the lower arms and 
lower down, in the lotus plinth. The rest of the underarms with the 
hands are to be cast separately and welded on. On the right, a similar 
statue with characteristic reddish casting marks. The black burnt rem-
nants of the moulding clay have not yet been removed from under the 
legs (detail on fig. 145) and the sides of the neck; the casting ducts on 
the plinth have however already been sawn off here (for details,  
see fig. 61).

Fig. 74: The mould for this Manjushri (Buddha of wisdom; fig. 12) with 
sword is somewhat more jagged than other statues and must therefore 
be strengthened with wire in the outermost clay layer (here after the 
clay mould has been broken off).

Fig. 75: The Nepalese hollow casts do not have a massive clay core.  
Even in the case of large statues, the wax model is freely formed and 
has a cavity inside the relatively thin casting wall. Here, a wax model 
which has already received several external clay layers will be coated 
with a third clay layer inside. The hole in the back provides better  
access (Patan, 1968 / 69, András Höfer archive).

Fig. 76: Various Buddha statues on a drying shelf by the window. The 
dark, shiny surfaces indicate that the clay layer applied last is still wet. 
The piece at the front is for a partial casting with lotus plinth and legs 
only; the corresponding upper body is cast separately.

Fig. 77: A dry crack developed 
in the first clay layer over 
the wax model of this stand-
ing Guru Rinpoche. This was 
closed with fresh, wet clay 
(dark area).
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by yellow clay on top, tempered as usual with either cow dung 
or rice husks. A few decades ago, some observers noted that 
pure yellow clay (mahāsụ-cā) with rice husks was used for em-
bedding the inner wax surface158, others emphasised that “the 
inner coating consisted of the same layers as the outer coat-
ing, . . . but applied somewhat more thinly” meaning that yel-
low clay with rice husks was applied on top of the white clay 
with cow dung in the cavity159.

With the warming of the moulds before dewaxing (fig. 82) and 
especially during the pre-firing and heating immediately be-
fore casting (fig. 124), the organic tempering material in the 
clay is burnt off. This applies to the finest cow dung particles 
in the white clay as well as the coarse rice husks in the yellow 
clay (fig. 73). Many mould makers grind the coarse rice husks 
down to an extent, to give them a finer texture160.

As mentioned, firing causes the clay to become very po-
rous: tiny cavities replace the burnt-off organic temper. These 
capture the gases released during casting perfectly161. As also 
mentioned, this method makes it unnecessary to build addi-
tional air vents (“risers”) into the wax model.

The models and moulds must be thoroughly dried be-
tween each application of clay.

“High-tech” using natural methods

The intermediary drying out of the individual clay layers must 
not be done too fast as drying cracks would appear in the 
moulds. It must be carried out in well ventilated rooms: in the 
winter in the sun, in the summer in the shade and, according 
to Raju, “depending on air humidity, for 1–2 days” (fig. 76). Ma-
rie-Laure de Labriffe notes a drying period of as much as 4–7 
days per layer, depending on temperature, season and storage 
area162; the artisans reported to Erberto Lo Bue a drying pe-
riod for the white clay layers (with cow dung) of some 24 hours 
per layer inside the workshop (i. e. in the shade) and for the 
thick yellow clay layers (with rice husks) a drying period “in 
the sun for a couple of days”163. Therefore, a period covering 
several weeks must be reckoned for the application of all the 
clay layers, not because of the work required to apply the clay 
in itself, but rather because of the long drying phases in-be-
tween164.

The main task is to avoid the formation of fine dry cracks 
in the clay moulds by making sure that the drying process is 
carried out slowly in a controlled environment, is not too fast 
and does not take place in strong, direct sunlight. Molten metal 
would leak out of these cracks (fig. 111), a process which could 
only be halted by the rapid application of wet clay. For this rea-
son, the layers of clay are continually checked and if necessary 

touched up with wet patches of clay (fig. 77, wet[dark] area on 
the neck of the statue).

If an imperfectly dried clay mould were to burst during 
casting, it would be even worse: the cast would be a failure, 
molten metal would flow out onto the workshop floor, possi-
bly even causing injury, and all the effort invested in the wax 
model would be for nothing (for “scrap”, see pp. 70–72).

The casters position diverse wax casting ducts between ex-
posed points of the statue (figs. 38,4; 64; 78, left; 256), which, 
after casting, must be sawn or chiselled off by the engravers. 
One or several sprues (ducts) are also set in the wax165, but 
not the funnel needed right at the top. Such funnels are usu-
ally only moulded in clay (fig. 73,4). Marie-Laure de Labriffe 
describes this procedure as follows166: “For the removal of the 
wax and the pouring of the molten metal a solid wax tripod 
is applied to the base of the statue. To do this, the coating is 
scratched out with a file on the surface at the base of the statue 
in three places, which are then gently heated and the wax tri-
pod fixed onto them”.

158 Michaels 1985 / 86, 102.
159 Höfer 1970,196.
160 Müller-Böker 1996, 113.
161 Alphen / Alsop 2005, 104.
162 de Labriffe 1973, 190 f. – On the drying of the clay moulds, see also 

Höfer 1970, 196; Alsop / Charlton 1973, 37; Shrestha 1983, 34 f.
163 Lo Bue 1981b, 74.
164 Domingo-Barker / Barker 1984a, 109.
165 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 41 (“. . . the image would cast more perfectly 

if several conduits were used . . .”).
166 de Labriffe 1973, 191.
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Fig. 79: In former times, a special little hearth was used to dewax the 
clay moulds (fig. 88,A), in which the fragile moulds were gently heated 
to almost 100° C until the wax melted and could be caught in a water 
basin (left). This example of a kwajhya or sī-lhvaygu-gaḥ was photo-
graphed in 1982 (Axel Michaels archive).

Fig. 80: A small mobile hearth with a hole and grate at the top and a  
firing hole at the front. The clay has been extensively tempered with 
rice husks and fired. This universal source of warmth was fired with 
charcoal from underneath and can be used either as a milācā to warm 
up the modelling tools (similar to figs. 20; 536) or as a sī-lhvaygu-gaḥ 
to dewax small casting moulds (similar to fig. 79); from Patan (Ethno-
graphic Museum Zurich; scale: 1:4).

Fig. 81: A few clay moulds with the wax model still inside are lying 
on the dewaxing hearth or stove (sī-lhvaygu-gaḥ; further example in 
fig. 79). As soon as the wax has melted, they are emptied upside-down 
(fig. 82). Jagat Man Shakya’s workshop, Patan, in 1968 / 69 (András Höfer 
archive).

Fig. 82: After the moulds, still filled with wax, have been warmed in the 
dewaxing hearth (left; further example in fig. 81), they are put upside 
down on the grate so that the wax can drip out and collect in the basin 
below. Because a good proportion of the wax penetrates the porous 
clay on melting and evaporates during casting, a loss of about 50 % is 
reckoned with in the recovery process shown (Axel Michaels archive).

Fig. 83: The warmed casting 
mould has just been removed 
from the dewaxing hearth 
(fig. 81) and the liquid bees-
wax has not been collected 
(fig. 82), but apparently care-
lessly emptied onto the floor 
of the workshop. However, 
because wax is expensive, it 
will be recycled for future wax 
models here too (the crucible 
maker, Bhim Shakya is shown 
here in 1968 / 69; András Höfer 
archive).
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57Preparing the clay mould 
for casting

 
 
 
Sources of information: Raju 
Shakya and Umesh Shakya 
(fig. 13), 30.09.2013; email dated 
13.10.2013.

Dewaxing to create an accurate  
hollow body

The moulds for “smaller statues” are dewaxed in the wax mod-
eller’s workshop before going for casting167. “This can be done 
for small formats up to 18 inches (46 cm). All the same, larger 
statues must be dewaxed in the same kiln (sāya-gaḥ) in which 
they are pre-fired immediately before casting” (see below, 
wood-fired kilns, fig. 88,C)168.

The separate traditional dewaxing kilns (figs. 79; 81; 88,A) 
are called sī-lhvaygu-gaḥ in Newari169. They are made of bricks 
and clay. The dewaxing kiln is fired with normal wood. A grid 
for the moulds is built in on top, its usable surface area meas-
uring around 60 × 75 cm. Nowadays, the dried clay casting 
moulds are sometimes dewaxed in gas kilns170.

In 1968, András Höfer gave a precise description of the con-
struction of such traditional dewaxing kiln-ovens (fig. 88,A)171: 
“The brick walls are plastered inside and outside with a mix 
of mahāsụ-cā clay [yellow clay] and rice husks. [For] the con-
struction of the grid made of gathi-cā clay [black clay], the 
moistened clay mass . . . is cleaned up, kneaded by hand and, 
with the palms of the hand, formed on a wooden board into 
a slab about 3 cm thick. After piercing the slab with closely 
spaced round holes, the clay must dry out for several days. 
Thereafter, the slab is so hard that it can – despite its many 
perforations and not having been fired – be transported and 
placed in the oven. As soon as the oven is started up, the firing 
happens by itself. According to master craftsman Jagat Man, 
such grids can be used in all kinds of ovens for a long time. 
Over the course of time they develop cracks here and there but 
do not break, even under heavy loads.”

The casters in Nepal have built these ovens, the sī-lh-
vaygu-gaḥ, which were developed for the dewaxing of their 
casting moulds, as relatively low, rectangular constructions, 

fitted with a flat clay grate and firing and ventilation holes 
(fig. 88,A)172. There were also very small, mobile versions 
which were also well suited to function as milācā, a source of 
heat for the wax modeller’s tools (fig. 80). 

Some wood or charcoal is used to gently fire up the kiln, 
sometimes above the grate, directly around the dried casting 
mould. These moulds, still containing the embedded beeswax 
model, are placed on the grate. The moulds, warmed up on the 
dewaxing kilns (fig. 81), are turned upside down over a catch-
ing basin as soon as the wax has liquefied (fig. 82), until as 
much of the wax as possible has been recovered for re-use (see 
fig. 540). Depending on the workshop, the wax is sometimes 
collected on the floor after it has solidified, collected and put 
to one side for re-use (fig. 83). According to Raju Shakya, “you 
can expect to lose around 50 % of the wax”173.

After the clay mould has been built and the wax removed from 
inside, a magical cavity is created within the casting mould, 
ready to be filled with molten metal (fig. 84). This interim 
stage in the lengthy process our metal artisans go through may 
be “invisible” but inspires some thoughts, aptly formulated by 
Alexander Duncan174: “All the days of painstaking sculpture 
are gone, having leaked out of the mould’s aperture as drops of 
melted wax, and it is only the empty shell of clay that holds the 
promise of the rebirth of the image in metal. It is this sense of 
emptiness giving birth to form that gives metal casting its pe-
culiar fascination.”

167 Extensively on this process, Lo Bue 1981b, 76 pl. 7. – About dewax-
ing the clay moulds in Thailand: Strahan 1997, 34.

168 de Labriffe 1973, 188 note 11 figs. IX–XI, names the casters’ ovens in 
Patan, originally three, as follows: oven for wax melting (sī lhve-
gu-ga), crucible furnace (bhamca-ga) for melting the metal over 
charcoal, and kiln (tham yaygu-ga) for the clay moulds. Examples 
of these three types of kiln are depicted in Lo Bue’s publication, 
1981b, pls. 7–9.

169 Höfer 1970, 198; Mukherjee 1978, 448 with fig. p. 454 (5C3); Mi-
chaels 1985 / 86, 173 fig. 14. – Lo Bue 1981b, 76 and Gajurel / Vaidya 
1984, 2, call the dewaxing ovens kwajhya (“hot window”).

170 In India, the dewaxing of the dried clay moulds takes place with-
out any special ovens and with much simpler equipment: Levy et 
al. 2008, 66–69 figs. 38–40.

171 Höfer, unpublished (fig. 180). Many thanks to András Höfer for 
granting me permission to use his field notes and reports.

172 Höfer 1970, 198. – There are, or were, similar quadrangular ovens 
with grates for the clay moulds in India too: Mukherjee 1978, 401 f. 
with fig. p. 404 (Swamimalai).

173 Shakya 1981, 34 (50 %); Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 6 (mentioning only 
25 % wax loss); Michaels 1985 / 86, 173 (50 %); Hurst 1996, 159 (also 
25 %, but asking the metal casters directly, 50 %. Because of the ab-
sorption of the wax through the porous clay surface, the loss when 
casting small pieces [= a small amount of wax and a relatively large 
surface area] is probably greater than when casting big statues).

174 Duncan 1976, 49.
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58 Pre-firing the moulds to make them 
heat-resistant

Next, the dewaxed moulds are fired in special kilns. This 
can, depending on size, easily take from two and a half to five 
hours175, until the moulds have been heated to a temperature 
of around 1000° C and glow dark red (fig. 84). On Hera Bahadur 
Mahanjan’s casting day, which I was able to witness in 2013, the 
dewaxing of the moulds took place in the early morning, to be 
immediately followed by the firing of the moulds in the same 
kiln (fig. 95). In other cases, the dewaxed moulds are placed 
“upside-down” on grids and allowed to cool off (fig. 88,B), 
“whereby several days may pass until firing [and casting]”176.

Sometimes firing takes place outdoors, on the periph-
ery of the town. The moulds are however very fragile, which 
makes transport difficult. Months of wax working are lost if 
the mould breaks or if the casting is unsuccessful!

The actual casting process

 
Fig. 85 
Sources of information on 
casting: Hera Bahadur Mahanjan 
(photograph; 30.09.2013, 
13.10.2013), master caster in Raju 
and Umesh Shakya’s company 
(fig. 13).

It should not be taken for granted that an outsider, especially 
if he wants to take photographs and ask questions all the time, 
is a welcome guest when statues are being cast. Casting is a 
very delicate process and does not tolerate any distraction: the 
risk of losing a huge amount of preparatory work on the wax 
model and the clay moulds is very great! Thanks to Ratna’s ad-
vocacy, I was able to witness the process on my visit to Raju, 
Umesh and Hera177.

A well-drilled team

Hera Bahadur Mahanjan is 35 years old and works with his 
smoothly functioning team of half a dozen assistants (fig. 86). 
He works as a specialist for Raju and Umesh Shakya’s company 
“R n U Handicraft”. In Patan it is usual that the wax modellers 
and artists do not contract out their casting work to third par-
ties178, as most Western artists – who often have little idea of 
the craftsmanship involved in the execution of their works – 
do.

Although I have already seen quite a few metal casting 
workshops in Europe and Africa, I am struck by the absolute 
simplicity of the workshops here in Nepal which contrasts enor-
mously with the very high level of artistic and artisan quality of 
the works created in them. The furnishing of the metal casting 
workshop is spartan. It consists of simply a very small inner 
yard and a shed with a corrugated iron roof. The two kilns are 
in the shed (fig. 91) and after casting, the moulds are quenched 

175 Duncan 1976, 50.
176 Michaels 1985 / 86, 173; von Schroeder 1981, 38.
177 It seems that in Nepal casting can take place on any day, unlike in 

India where casting must take place on especially suitable days 
(Guy 2007, 60). In Patan I frequently observed how “the big day”, 
the casting day, had to be postponed for a few days because the 
metal had not been delivered or because not all the moulds had 
been finished on time.

178 Alphen / Alsop 2005, 104.

Fig. 84: View from beneath into a dewaxed and pre-fired clay mould.  
The large hole in the middle shows that it will be a hollow cast, whose inner 
surface must also be coated with all clay layers. The little holes on the sides 
are the casting funnels for the molten metal. They lead first to the oval lotus 
plinth and then, below that (not visible), to the statuette itself.
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59and broken open outside, in the open air. Kilograms of bits 
of scrap metal lie in a very small tool cupboard (fig. 514) and, 
on a shelf on the wall, there are a few utensils such as cans, 
weights, wires and crucibles. Large, industrial crucibles made 
from graphite stand in front and in other corners (fig. 93,A), 
along with long iron tongs for holding the smaller crucibles. 
An old, battered bronze bucket is also typical. It had once been 
the beautiful work of a coppersmith (see fig. 355) but now lives 
the end of its days as a household item, “earning its crust” as a 
container for the clay stocks of the casting workers (fig. 87). In 
a metal casting workshop it is imperative to always have well 
moistened clay at hand! It serves mainly to seal immediately 
any cracks in the moulds and in case a mould starts to break: 
a pat of wet clay quickly slapped onto a hot clay mould in the 
process of bursting may save the day.

Hera stands in the heat wearing a (heat-resistant) pullover 
over his T-shirt and everyone has just flip flops on their feet 
(fig. 101)! Personal protective clothing, as we know it from 
metal casting workshops in the West, are apparently un-
known to the people of Patan (fig. 95)179 and it seems to me that 
the meatalworkers’ skills and experience largely prevents ac-
cidents with spitting molten metal or burst moulds. Such ac-
cidents appear to occur only very rarely: if a crucible or mould 
broke it could cause severe burns to the feet . . . The only pro-
tective clothing used are coarse cotton drill gloves, worn when 
touching or carrying the pre-fired clay moulds (fig. 98).

Up to a few years ago, three different types of kiln (and a com-
bination kiln [item D in the list below]) were used in Patan for 
three specific stages in the work (fig. 88,A–C)180:
A kiln for dewaxing the clay moulds (sī-lhvaygu-gaḥ; 

figs. 79; 81)
B furnace for firing and warming the crucibles (bhõcā-gaḥ; 

figs. 118; 119; 121; 122; 126, left)
C kiln for firing the clay moulds (sāya-gaḥ; figs. 124; 125; 

126, right; 127, right)
D a combination of B and C (thāyāyagu-gaḥ; fig. 127, left).

Type A is described in detail above (note 172) and types B–D 
below (notes 215–228). In Hera’s workshop there is indeed 
a large, old sāya-gaḥ kiln (figs. 89; 90; 95), heated with old 
wooden planks, but today it is used for both dewaxing and fir-
ing the empty clay moulds. The planks or logs must be very dry 
so that they produce high flames capable of reaching the up-
per moulds181. The kiln’s double function means that Hera no 
longer needs the separate, traditional dewaxing kiln (sī-lhva-
ygu-gaḥ; fig. 81) and, since he has been melting the metal in a 
large furnace powered by diesel (fig. 516), he does not need a 
separate crucible furnace (bhõcā-gaḥ; fig. 119) either.

When Ratna and I arrive at the casting workshop at 8 o’clock 
in the morning, both the wood-fired182 pre-heating kiln for the 
clay moulds (figs. 90; 91,A) and the diesel-driven183 melting 
furnace (fig. 91,B) are burning, glowing and hissing. The mas-
ter caster Raju and his brother Umesh are of course present 
too and will supervise the casting procedure and be the first to 
break the mould to evaluate the result (see below, fig. 107). Af-
ter all, many weeks have been invested in working on the wax 
and moulding of the Buddha moulds.

Heavy work: casting

The casting on a late summer’s morning in 2013 lasts around 
three hours. The large melting furnace contains around 150 kg 
of brass ingots of “higher quality”, for which the casters have 
had to wait for several days because the restocking from In-
dia184 does not always go as planned. Possibly the importers 
and dealers were just trying to artificially push up the metal 
prices, as had been done successfully in 1966 for the first 
time185? Ingot brass, Raju tells us, “costs a lot of money these 
days; you can get it in ingots weighing between 1 kg and 25 kg”.

On the day of my visit in 2013, twenty-four pieces are be-
ing cast, all sitting Buddhas (= 24 clay moulds): six 2 kg figures 
and 18 large ones weighing 7  kg (fig. 92). The residual metal 
left in the furmace after casting and weighing an estimated 
20 kg is scooped out of the furnace at the end of the process 
and poured into two old crucible bases (fig. 93,B). These cruci-
ble bases are used as “ingot moulds” for pouring off metal into 
shallow, round ingots of residual metal.

The brass, weighing around 150 kg, consists of an alloy 
containing about 14 % zinc (see table 8). The molten metal is 
kept liquid for approximately two and a half hours until the 
last Buddha clay mould has been filled. During this time some 

179 Duncan 1976, 50 (“. . . he takes no precautions against accidents and 
casts in his bare feet”).

180 Höfer 1970, 198 (sketches in the English version, Höfer 1980, 
fig. 1); Shakya 1981, 34 f.; Michaels 1985 / 86, 177 f. figs. 14 and 16. – 
Extensive, unpublished descriptions (with dimensions and no-
menclature) of the kilns in the workshop belonging to Jagat Man 
Shakya by András Höfer: Goldsmithery and brass casting in Nepal. 
Photographic documentation on the András Höfer collections in 
the Weltmuseum Vienna, VO 148075–148102 and VO 151719–151742 
(Heidelberg 2015, unpublished, kept in the Weltmuseum in Vien-
na).

181 Höfer 1970, 198.
182 On the wood used and on the charcoal which was particularly 

used in earlier times, see below p. 301.
183 On diesel oil as a fuel, see also below p. 302. – Hurst 1996, 159, 

observed different kinds of kilns which were fuelled with “coke, 
wood kerosene, and waste oil”.

184 de Labriffe 1973, 188; Michaels 1985 / 86, 87.
185 Höfer 1970, 190.
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Fig. 88: Diagrammatic sketches of the kilns which were used in Patan by statue casters. A) sī-lhvaygu-gaḥ for dewaxing the 
clay moulds; B) bhõcā-gaḥ for firing and heating the crucible; C) sāya-gaḥ for firing the clay moulds; D) thāyāyagu-gaḥ,  
a combination of B and C; E) a plate for covering the open part (E) of the firing chambers; 1) valve; 2) grating; 3) crucibles;  
4) moulds; 5) fuel; 6) “benches” supporting the moulds; 7) holes for fuel suppply. Not to scale (see fig. 11 for their arrange-
ment in a workshop).

Fig. 86: Hera Bahadur Mahanjan’s metal casting team is interested in the 
history of their craft: Ratna shows them photographic documentation, 
brought by the author to Nepal, of Roman evidence for artisan bronze cast-
ing from Europe 1800 years ago.

Fig. 87: In an old, worn-out, handmade copper basin (fig. 355) a good 
portion of moist clay is kept ready, as in every metal casting workshop 
around the world. Every now and again a mould develops a crack just 
before casting and quickly needs to be “patched up” with some fresh 
clay at the last minute.

Fig. 89: The side wall of the mould oven sāya-gaḥ (fig. 91,A), facing into  
the workshop. The inscription is around 20–30 years old and is a kind 
of respect-commanding company sign (in Nepali): “SHRI / Bhim muni 
Handicraft Phat”.
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F
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Fig. 90: A look inside the old mould kiln, sāya-gaḥ, in Hera’s casting shed 
at the climax of the firing of the mould. Wooden planks provide the fuel 
(fig. 537), because the heat from a wood fire with its high flames reaches 
the entire kiln and the spaces between all the casting moulds better than a 
charcoal fire. A) side wall (fig. 89); B) wooden plank, temporarily serving as 
a barrier; C) at the top, small “transport crucibles” (fig. 97) being warmed; 
D) upright casting moulds with the casting channel pointing downwards so 
that no foreign bodies can get in; E) horizontal casting moulds; F) covering 
sheet metal to keep the heat in.

Fig. 91: The backyard, where master craftsman Hera carries out cast-
ing with his skilled assistants, is an open-air area (fig. 107); only the 
area with the ovens is covered by a simple roof: A) the mould kiln sāya-
gaḥ (figs. 90; 94); B) modern, oil fired melting kiln (figs. 516; 538); C) 
empty area for setting out the casting moulds and for casting (fig. 101).

A

B

C �
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Fig. 92: The hot, pre-fired casting moulds, here a series of ten in a total of 22 
pieces on that day, are leaning against old crucibles and will be immediately 
filled with molten metal (figs. 98; 100; 101).

Fig. 93: At the end of a big casting operation: some of the large crucibles, 
now only used to support the moulds (A), stand unused on the floor of the 
workshop, fragments of crucibles lie around and the workers have put 
down the still glowing small transport crucible (C) to cool off. This was used 
for scooping out the excess brass in the large melting furnace (fig. 516) and 
then for pouring it into the bases of old crucibles (B). After cooling off, these 
round “ingots” will be re-melted on the next casting day.

B

B

C

A
A

A

Fig. 96: Old used industrial crucibles are no longer needed since a large  
oil-fired melting furnace has been installed in Hera’s workshop (fig. 538). 
But the pieces can be assembled to form a support wall against which the 
hot casting moulds can be leant (fig. 92).

Fig. 94: With the worker wear-
ing no protective clothing 
except a pair of thick gloves, 
one glowing clay mould after 
another is removed (fig. 95) 
from the mould kiln sāya-gaḥ 
(fig. 89) and placed ready for 
casting (fig. 98).

Fig. 95: Things must move quickly when the metal in the large melt-
ing furnace has reached the right temperature (fig. 538) and when the 
slightly glowing clay moulds are taken out of the mould kiln (in the 
background) to be filled a few metres away (fig. 98).
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63of the zinc evaporates. I was able to observe this in the form 
of yellow smoke produced while the mould was being filled 
(fig. 100) and as a white crust formed on the moulding funnels 
(fig. 99).

According to my own experiments on this so-called zinc 
burn-off, the loss of zinc incurred until the residual metal left 
in the furnace is poured off (fig. 93, B) must have been 12 and 
20 %186. According to Ratna Jyoti Shakya, the Newar metal cast-
ers offset this loss of zinc during the next round of re-melting 
by estimating the amount of supplementary zinc required and 
adding it to the molten metal shortly before casting. Too high 
a proportion of zinc in brass is, however, not favourable for a 
possible subsequent fire-gilding.

The evolution of the price of raw metals is interesting: even 
just one and a half years after I made these observations, ingot 
brass had become so expensive that in 2015 all the metal cast-
ers of Patan went back to re-melting scrap metal just as they 
had done in earlier years. The Tamarkar quickly recognised 
the potential of the revival of the scrap metal market as a side-
line to their core business as coppersmiths (see below p. 285 f. 
fig. 517, and 290 f. with fig. 521).

The twenty-four clay moulds which had first been dewaxed 
(similar to fig. 82) have now been fired long enough in the kiln 
(sāya-gaḥ) fuelled by long wooden beams and planks. The 
moulds can now be carried around in the thick cotton drill 
gloves and, as I notice despite the lack of light in the darkened 
workshop, are not quite heated to a dark red glow (fig. 90,D). 
However, other practicians in Patan are of the opinion that the 
clay moulds should be pre-heated to a temperature “if possi-
ble, as hot as the molten metal” (850–1050°  C)187, and others 
still advocate even higher pre-heating temperatures (>1083° C) 
for the moulds destined for copper casting188.

At the same time189, the final metal ingots plus the casting 
scraps from last time (e. g. sawn-off casting ducts, fig. 516) are 
being melted down in the melting furnace standing two me-
tres away. The casting can begin!

Now time is of the essence because the melting heat in the 
kilns, crucibles and clay moulds must not drop too rapidly: 
equipped with thick gloves or tongs, several men remove the 
pre-fired moulds from the wood-fired kiln (fig. 94) and take 
them to the casting area (fig. 95). They are set up for filling 
with brass with both pouring funnels facing up, i. e. with the 
Buddha head pointing down (figs. 92; 98)190. The clay moulds 
are leaning against old, unused industrial graphite crucibles, 
which have, prior to casting, all been placed on the floor at 
right angles to each other (fig. 96)191. Sometimes the heated 
clay moulds used to be packed192 in sand, earth or bricks 
(fig. 123) for fear that they would burst and only then was the 
molten metal poured in.

When the last hot mould has been removed, the kiln is no 
longer needed for today. Because firewood is not cheap in the 

larger towns of the Kathmandu valley, all reusable wood is kept 
for the next time: Hera’s workers pull the still burning planks 
out of the kilns and extinguish the fire in the same water bar-
rel in which the casting moulds had been quenched (fig. 537). 
The wood will have dried by the next casting day.

In front of my eyes 120 kg of brass are taken portion by por-
tion out of the smelting furnace (fig. 538) and poured into the 
moulds (figs. 97; 100). That is a lot of work for a single smelting 
cycle and would, in earlier days, hardly have been possible to 
manage in one go with traditional furnaces (fig. 119). The older 
master craftsmen used to smelt and cast 12 dhārni in one go193. 
That is equal to about 60 imperial pounds or some 27 kg of 
brass. Taking into account the reserves which have been cal-
culated in, plus the nowadays small amount of metal left over 
in the furnaces from previous runs and which is melted down 
with the rest (fig. 516), the amount processed today is four 
times as much as the old “normal batch”, that is, 48 dhārni 
(110 kg).

Casting is done with the help of very long tongs with an-
gled “jaws” (fig. 98) with which the small, approximately 18 cm 
high, crucible can be grasped on the edge and used to ladle the 
molten metal out of the diesel-fired furnace (fig. 538).

It requires great skill, experience and especially nimble-
ness to fill the big casting moulds with metal at the right speed 
with relatively small “ladling crucibles”; on the one hand, the 
molten metal must not be cast when it is too hot, and on the 
other, it must not start solidifying in the half empty mould 
(fig. 113). Inexperienced novices may make the most tragic 
mistake especially at this point, because they misread the 
signs and miss the optimum moment, when both the molten 
metal and the clay mould are at the right temperature194! Us-
ing Hera’s little “transport crucible” it is especially important 
to work fast (fig. 98), so that the individual amounts cast into 
the form blend smoothly while still liquid. A prerequisite is 
that the metal has been melted to a high enough temperature 
and that the clay moulds have been sufficiently pre-heated.

186 Furger 2017, experiments 6 and 9.
187 de Labriffe 1973, 192 (quotation); Shrestha 1983, 35; Michaels 

1985 / 86, 177 ff. fig. 16,d.e.
188 Lo Bue 1981b, 76.
189 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 38, also allude to the need for both furnaces.
190 In Kashmir, supposedly in order not to risk any casting errors at 

all in the lower parts of the statue, some of the larger figures were 
not cast vertically, but at an angle, with the head only slightly 
lower than the feet and the sprue in the back of the statue (Reedy 
1989, 98).

191 Höfer 1970, 198, mentions the wall of the workshop and Michaels 
1985 / 86, 180, mentions brick supports on which the hot moulds 
are leant (here fig. 123).

192 Krishnan 1976, 32 (sand); Domingo-Barker / Barker 1984a, 109 
fig. p. 110 top left (earth).

193 Höfer 1970, 197.
194 Duncan 1976, 51; Hurst 1996, 161.
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Fig. 97: Casting itself: with long but narrow crucible tongs a small 
crucible, which has just been filled with well-heated brass (fig. 538) 
in the melting furnace, is held. A steady hand is required so that all 
the metal can be poured as quickly as possible, before it cools down, 
into the openings at the top of the moulds. The slightly yellow smoke 
comes from the vaporizing zinc oxide from the brass alloy. Apart from 
the “wide-mouth” crucible tongs which can fully grasp large crucibles 
(figs. 102; 121; 533), other, smaller tongs like the tongs shown here are 
popular. They have angled jaws with which especially the small cruci-
bles can be easily held and manoeuvred for pouring out by hand. Be-
cause the glowing clay which the crucible is made of is so soft, it would 
not be possible to use large, heavily loaded vessels: the edge pinched 
with the tongs would break away! For very large crucibles, two-man 
crucible holders are even used (fig. 123, in the background).

Fig. 98: Master caster Hera rushes countless times between the melt-
ing furnace (figs. 516; 538) and the casting moulds, in order to repeat-
edly scoop out some molten metal into a small “transport crucible” and 
to pour it into the hot clay mould (photographed), placed at the ready 
by his assistants (fig. 95).

Fig. 99: As soon as the molten metal has been poured into the casting 
form (fig. 100), it rapidly cools down and “settles” into the form, still find-
ing its way into the smallest cavities, at the same time contracting to a 
very small degree while cooling. In the upper example the “mirror” of the 
glowing brass is still visible, but in the lower example, the metal has  
already retreated further (both forms were initially completely filled).
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Fig. 100: Decisive moments: the small transport crucible (above) has 
been filled by the master metal caster Hera in the large melting fur-
nace and is emptied into the heated clay form (below) standing by. The 
poisonous yellow zinc “smoke” indicates that the molten brass has 
reached the right casting temperature. The casting mould at the back 
has already been filled, in the front two further moulds are ready for 
casting.

Fig. 101: Master metal caster Hera (left) has filled the small crucible 
with molten brass in the melting furnace (fig. 538) and pours the con-
tents into the clay moulds standing ready at the bottom right of the 
photograph. The assistant on the right takes a couple of pinches of 
borax powder from his tin plate and scatters it in the liquid stream of 
metal. The borax prevents the formation of oxides during casting and 
the formation of bubbles and cinders inside the mould. Hera is wear-
ing open plastic sandals, gloves to grip the hot casting moulds (fig. 95), 
a cap and a thick scarf to protect him from hot splashes of molten 
metal. These are the only personal protective clothing articles present, 
the individual being apparently left to choose what he wears in the hot, 
dangerous working environment of the foundry. Professional protec-
tive items of clothing or heat-proof shoes are yet to be found among the 
workers. The people are apparently so skilful and experienced that  
accidents occur only very rarely during the casting process.
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66 Once the molten metal is in the casting mould, it may 
contract somewhat in the pouring funnel when it is cooling 
and setting and the mould below has been completely filled 
(fig. 99).

When casting brass, the yellow smoke mentioned earlier, 
which rises from the crucibles and especially from the casting 
moulds, is noticeable now and again (figs. 97; 100). The brass 
contains zinc which begins evaporating at 902°  C and which 
rises in the form of yellow oxide steam. This feature is a reli-
able signal for the caster that the optimum moment with re-
spect to the temperature for casting has been reached.

Every time a mould is filled with liquid brass some pul-
verised borax is added via the vent opening (fig. 101). Borax, 
which has presumably been available for centuries in natu-
ral reserves in Tibet and Nepal (see note 61), acts as a reducing 
agent, binding oxygen and at the same time serving as a flux-
ing agent, hence enhancing the flow of metal in the mould and 
its distribution within the form, “right down to the finger tips” 
of the statue.

In former times little balls of resin, resin powder or little 
lumps of wax were scattered in the mould openings instead 
of borax (although it was relatively easily available): “pea-
sized balls of resin . . . [which] generate a high tongue of flame 
(fig. 102) through which the metal is poured” also create a re-
ductive micro-climate within the casting mould, thus prevent-
ing casts to fail due to oxidation and impurities195.

After casting, the molten metal solidifies very quickly in the 
hot clay moulds, because the metal cools down very rapidly in 
the air when transferred in the little ladling crucibles, when 
being poured and when spreading throughout the mould. You 
can count yourself lucky if the bronze does not solidify too 
early, before the mould is full (for details see below, fig. 112). 
This is why the moulds can be quenched in water very quickly 
after moulding, the metal having already solidified but still be-
ing very hot.

The caster and his assistant pick up the full moulds with 
the crucible tongs or with gloves and throw them for quench-
ing into a large old barrel filled with water (fig. 103)196. The 
moulds give off plenty of steam (fig. 104)!

The casting alloy is not damaged by such rough quench-
ing; on the contrary, the very rapid quenching causes brass, 
but also bronze and silver, to take on a microstructure which 
gives good, stable properties to the cast piece of metal. Cop-
per casts, on the other hand, stay more ductile if cooled 
off slowly197. In Patan in 1978 Erberto Lo Bue observed that 
the “the copper castings are allowed ‘to cool and harden for 
about fifteen to thirty minutes. . .’”, and only then would they 
be quenched in water198. A few decades ago, other observers 
noted that the moulds were only broken up and opened when 
they were “completely cool”199.

The big moment

“Casting is the climax of the process of manufacturing a 
statue”200. All that had been done in the days and months of 
preparation can, in the moment of actual casting, beceome a 
wonderful accomplishment or a total failure, with associated 
great loss of time and work!

Thankfully, all twenty-four moulds on “our” casting day 
withstand their treatment and there are no mishaps and no 
accidents involving the hot molten brass of around 1100°  C. 
After a good two hours, all the casters, especially the master 
craftsman, Hera, who has been working non-stop and in deep 
concentration between the furnace and the mould with the la-
dling crucible, are bathed in sweat (fig. 105).

The breaking open of the moulds is a moment filled with 
tension and curiosity. Everyone is keen to see if the cast has 
been a success (fig. 144) and, in front of my eyes, the moulds 
are quickly broken open, one after another (fig. 107), to check 
the quality of the casts. Indeed, all the intensive preparatory 
work of wax modelling and mould construction is at stake201.

It is most interesting to see how structured and how frag-
ile the multi-layered casting moulds have become after they 
have endured the “punishment” of firing, casting and quench-
ing in water, and in what colours they shine (fig. 106). The out-
side clay is oxidized red, and on the inside, where the oxygen 
did not reach, burnt reductively black. Because it has been ex-
tensively tempered (fig. 68), it is not as hard as would be the 
case for household ceramics (despite the high firing tem-
perature), but porous and crumbly, falling apart with just a 
few hammer blows. After the hasty breaking open of all the 

195 Höfer 1970, 199 (“A piece of wax which develops a bright burning 
flame”); Duncan 1976, 51 (“While the metal is flowing, the son [of 
the master] pitches small bits of wax into the pour, which ignite 
as they touch the hot metal”); Shakya 1981, 35; Shrestha 1983, 35; 
Domingo-Barker / Barker 1984a, 110 (“A small portion of wax or 
phosphate is placed in each mould”); Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 7 and 
45 (instead of borax also wax or khoto [Neplalese] respectively 
thakura [Newari]. The latter is, after Ratna Jyoti Shakya, a simple 
non-specific tree resin); Michaels 1985 / 86, 180 (quotation); Hurst 
1996, 160 (wondering about the lack of deoxydising agents like 
borax and observing the dusting of pulverised tree resin [sal dhup; 
see also below, with note 910] in the funnels of the clay moulds 
instead). – Bauer 1973, 1 f. sample 4 (evidence of borax in the flux 
material for hard soldering from a Nepalese village smithy).

196 Thus also Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 7; Michaels 1985 / 86, 180 fig. 18,a. 
– Casters in other places consciously let the fresh casts cool down 
by themselves and do not break open the moulds which have 
cooled slowly until a day after casting: Strahan 1997, 36 (Thailand); 
Swearer 2007, 47 (Thailand).

197 Furger in preparation.
198 Lo Bue 1981b, 77 (quoting Alsop / Charlton 1973, 39).
199 Krishnan 1976, 32.
200 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 38.
201 U. von Schroeder in Uhlig 1979, 58.
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Fig. 102: To generate a reductive climate in the casting mould, small lumps 
of resin or wax used to be scattered in the molten stream of metal. This 
caused jets of flame to shoot up (Jagat Man Shakya’s workshop, Patan, 
1968 / 69, András Höfer archive). Nowadays borax, which is easier to handle, 
is used (fig. 101).

Fig. 103: The distance from the casting area to the large barrel of wa-
ter for quenching may only be about two metres (fig. 96), but the casts 
have already set in their clay moulds, so quickly does the temperature 
of the metal drop from the casting temperature to its solidification 
point, even though the moulds have been heated up. The immersion of 
several hot moulds into the water at once brings it to the boil!

Fig. 104: The full casting moulds, now cooler on the outside, are fished 
out of the water with a hook (fig. 103) and set down at random on the 
floor of the workshop to cool off completely. The water which has pen-
etrated the porous clay layers steams out for a long time because plenty 
of heat is still emanating from the hot metal core.
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Fig. 105: The whole casting 
team around the master caster 
Hera Bahadur Mahanjan is ex-
hausted and “burnt out” after 
several hours’ work on both 
the furnaces and handling the 
scorching hot casting moulds 
and crucibles.

Fig. 106: The casting of this Buddha statue is a total success and the rough-
est parts of the clay mould have been knocked off. It is clear that the figure 
has been cast from below: the molten metal first flowed through the three 
thick channels of the so-called tripod (left; similar to fig. 35, right), then 
spread via a circle of further casting ducts and around the plinth of the 
statue (in the centre of the photograph) and finally flowed from all sides into 
the actual mould of the figure right down to the head.

Fig. 107: Raju, who along with his brother Umesh worked long and hard  
to make all the wax models, is obviously the most eager to see how his 
brass Buddha statues have turned out. Full of curiosity he breaks many of 
the casting moulds open with an iron hook immediately after casting and 
quenching.
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Fig. 109: Pieces of the casting and mould: sometimes negative outlines  
of the piece or statue (left) can be clearly seen on the inner surface of frag-
ments of the clay mould.

Fig. 110: The reward for a good wax model and a successful casting. The  
reddish casting skin still displays many small irregularities which will need 
to be smoothed away and the stubborn black remnants of some of the cast-
ing mould clay is still stuck in some indentations. There is even a nail in the 
hair above the forehead of the Buddha, which served as a spacer between 
the inner mould, the wax model and the outer mould, which still needs to 
be removed and concealed. Only when all this trimming work has been 
completed will this head be perfectly finished (fig. 61, bottom right).

Fig. 108: Detail of the surface covered with debris after breaking open 22 
Buddha statue casts at the end of the day’ work. A) The brass lotus plinth 
with its reddish casting skin; B) the inner surface of the casting mould (hol-
low casting), oxidized red on exposure to the air; C) the core of the casting 
mould, reduced and burnt black; D1.D2) two (of three) casting channels  
(tripod); E) the reduced and burnt black inner impressions with the nega-
tives of the figures; F) oxidized red burned broken off mould outer parts.

C D1

D2
B

E
E

F

F
A
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70 moulds, driven by great curiosity about the success of the cast-
ings, there is still much to do, because the two bosses clearly 
want to see how good the yield of the day is (fig. 107) and leave 
it to the others to carry out the laborious task of removing all 
the small pieces of clay (see below figs. 110; 180, left, and 502). 
In front of me on the floor lie the countless remains of large 
and small moulds (fig. 108) and, of course, the raw casts, which 
have all come out well!

Sometimes larger parts of the mould burst off the Bud-
dha figures (fig. 109). They give us the exact picture archaeolo-
gists know from excavations of ancient casting workshops: al-
though the clay mould fragment has only been weakly fired, 
it owes its survival in the ground to having been subjected to 
heat, for unfired clay would become soft again in the soil. The 
section of the statue which gave the fragment of the mould its 
form is precisely preserved in negative (fig. 109, left). After 
hundreds of years, such finds are evidence for the existence 
of metal casting artisan activity at a given location and can, 
thanks to the negative impressions, provide information on 
the products created there.

In the case of hollow casts, because it is not visible, the in-
ner clay layer is not normally removed nowadays (fig. 108,B). 
The old statues of Buddhist deities cast by the Newar, how-
ever, were cleansed of as much of the remaining clay as possi-
ble202, presumably to allow enough space in the cavity for the 
devotional objects of the consecration (for details, pp. 176 ff. 
fig. 306).

The opening of the casting mould is like the eclosion of a but-
terfly: “The image sheds its skin of clay”203 – the perfectly mod-
elled yet still rough and mottled countenance of the deity re-
veals itself to us (fig. 110). Or quite simply, a magic moment: “It 
is at this moment that the magic of metal casting is strongest. 
The god’s figure, first seen a month before in the dull grey of 
the wax, then covered over with successive layers of clay, fi-
nally reappears – like a butterfly emerging from a chrysalis – in 
its new and beautiful garb.”204

Setbacks and disappointments:  
defective castings and repairs

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sources of information: Raju 
Shakya, wax modeller (top, 
fig. 132), 26 and 30.09.2013; Hari 
Shresta, specialist in repairing 
smaller imperfections, using the 
welding torch (bottom, fig. 138), 
27.09.2013.

Sometimes it happens that a model builder fails to notice that 
a clay mould has developed very fine cracks when drying. Dur-
ing casting, some molten metal then penetrates these flaws, 
later recognisable on the exposed statue as delicate “efflores-
cences” (fig. 111205). Such imperfections are harmless and can 
easily be scraped or filed off. If a crack is already recognised 
during casting it is quickly covered over with a patch of wet 
clay (see above, fig. 87). In former times, smaller holes in a cast 
piece were concealed with small patches (fig. 513); today, a 
welding torch is used (see below, figs. 115, 116 and 143).

If, as occasionally happens, a very defective cast or an oth-
erwise unsuccessful piece emerges from the casting mould 
(e. g. fig. 112; 113)206, the Newar casters appear to take it calmly, 
despite all the lost modelling work. András Höfer was able to 
observe that “scrap and defective castings . . . are met with se-
renity or jokes, although they can imply a not insubstantial 
financial loss”. He also mentions that the master caster puts 

202 Von Schroeder 2001, 438.
203 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 39.
204 Duncan 1976, 51.
205 The image comes from a didactic workflow series in Patan Muse-

um: M. S. Slusser, in Hagmüller 2003, 118–121 esp. 119.
206 Strahan 1997, 36 f. figs. 26–28 illustrates impressive examples of 

failed castings.
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Fig. 111: Molten metal flowed into the fine (dry) cracks, which had  
developed all around the ear in the casting form of this more or less 
life-size statue head, cast separately. These need to be polished down 
during cleaning up of this cast piece. (In the background the pieces of 
the clay casting mould from this exhibition piece in the Museum of 
Patan have been left lying there on purpose.)

Fig. 112: A typical failed cast is being freed of the last remains of the black 
moulding clay. During casting, the metal solidified too early and did not 
reach the base of the statue (detail in fig. 113). Because at this stage much 
work has already been put into the sculpting, the artisans would try to save 
it by casting a separate base and welding the two parts together. Otherwise 
the piece would have to be melted down.

Fig. 113: Details of the lower part of a Buddha statue (fig. 112) displaying the 
typical round-edged structure of a failed casting at the point where the 
metal solidified too early. Although the figures are usually cast upside-down 
and from the bottom, including the base (fig. 35), in this case, the metal 
must have flowed past the base, directly and only into the torso, arms and 
head. The ducts leading to the lower parts of the mould were probably 
blocked by foreign bodies or burst clay particles.
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72 around 9 % of the sales price of a statue to one side to offset the 
loss incurred through a failed casting207.

The fact that casting workshops in other regions produce 
a far higher rate of scrap speaks for the great expertise of the 
Newar. In smaller operations in Thailand, for example, around 
half the casts must be melted down again because they are de-
fective208.

In rare cases, the metal charge sets too early in the cast 
and forms the typical round-edged structure and cavities of 
such defective castings (fig. 113). Only smaller defects of this 
kind can be repaired and the statue thus saved, using the tra-
ditional method (hardly applied today) of “hammering in 
pieces of metal that fit”209 or welding (fig. 114). It never ceases 
to amaze me how many such smaller defects on the statues 
come to light as soon as the clay mould has been removed. We 
should distinguish between small (fig. 115) and large (fig. 116) 
flaws. Thanks to modern blowtorches both small and larger 
holes can be relatively quickly welded shut. Many small work-
shops in Patan are dedicated to repair and mounting work (see 
also below, fig. 141). If the welding rods are of the same alloy as 
that used for casting the statues (fig. 44), then the repair will 
barely be visible after polishing. However, all other tragically 
failed castings signify an immense loss of work because they 
have to be melted down (figs. 112; 113)210.

In the case of large-scale bronzes, especially large gaps can 
develop during casting (fig. 117). Depending on the size of 
the statue this principle is applied: as long as it is still worth 
it, patch it up and avoid melting down at all costs! The in-
vestment in time, fuel and technology for large bronzes (e. g. 
fig. 137) is simply too great to have to repeat the enormous cast-
ing procedure for the whole figure. 

As in all casting processes that use traditional technol-
ogy in traditional workshops, some of the metal is lost in the 
casting process, from the molten metal up to the completed 
statue. According to Ratna Jyoti Shakya, this amounts to about 
10–15 % in Patan. For example, some trimming processes, such 
as filing, inevitably lead to a certain loss of metal (only gold-
smiths and silversmiths catch the filings in the “skin” of their 
workbenches for recycling). In other casting workshops there 
is a clear awareness of the degree of loss; in Bishnupur in In-
dia, for example, the craftsmen expect considerable loss, reck-
oning with 17 % lost metal211.

Whilst in some metal casting workshops in India the en-
tire clay floor of the workshops is periodically dug over, slur-
ried and sieved to recover the smallest splashes and droplets 
of metal212, the Newar in Patan do not make so much effort to 
recover metal remnants. Ratna tells me that every six months 
specialists from a lower caste come to the workshops and 
shovel the floor material into sacks for recycling. The Newar 
themselves are not all that interested in the revenue, even for 
the occasional residue found in the floors of the silver and 

goldsmiths’ workshops. By contrast, the reclamation of pre-
cious metals from the waste produced by the gold and silver 
workshops used to be a speciality of the Dhoosa in Patan213.

Tradition and innovation

Working with heat, fire, sparks and splashes of molten metal 
appears to the uninitiated to be primitive and somewhat 
daunting. This feeling of being in the world of Hephaistos (the 
Greek god of smiths and metal craftsmen) was and is similarly 
impressive in metal workshops all over the world even if to-
day it is led by advanced technology214 and carried out using 
the most modern heatproof materials. Many aspects of this 
atmosphere have endured in many of the metal casting work-
shops of the Newar in Nepal: open fires are still burning and 
hissing, craftsmen still retreat to the darkness of their work-
shop to judge accurately the intensity of the searing heat in the 
kilns, casting moulds and crucibles, sparks still fly and sizzle 
and everything is still dusty and sooty. Just as machines make 
work such as the very demanding processes of grinding, sand-
ing or polishing easier for the Newar artisans, more efficient 
kilns, casting equipment and materials are available to them. 
But because they can rely on an experience going back for gen-
erations, they are not dependent on high-tech equipment for 
measuring the temperature and most of them (unfortunately) 
reject measures to improve work safety and occupational 
health. Artisan metal casting in Patan today is thus shaped by 
tradition but also increasingly by innovation and rationalisa-
tion.

207 Höfer 1970, 188 and 189.
208 Strahan 1997, 35.
209 Von Schroeder in Uhlig 1979, 58 (quotation); Reedy 1991b, 42 

figs. 1–4; Reedy 1996, 168. This patching technique used to be 
especially common on the south-western edge of the Himalayas, 
in Punjab (Reedy 1987, 51) and in Kashmir (Reedy 1989, 100 figs. 8 
and 9).

210 On the possibilities and limits of the repair of large and small 
casting errors, see Alsop / Charlton 1973, 40. – A defective casting 
showing an open chest section is illustrated in Schroeder 1981, 39 
fig. top left.

211 Mukherjee 1978, 326 (52 kg metal weight in the crucible, 43 kg 
finished product).

212 In detail, Levy et al. 2008, 93–95 figs. 63–79. – Can also be seen in 
the short film: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8SuEzTXCk4c 
(accessed 04.07.2015).

213 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 57 f.
214 Shrestha 1983, 30, already mentions that a pyrometer “could have 

been used” in Nepal.
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Fig. 114: Welding a casting error (figs. 115 and 116) on the back of a  
figure. With the small flame of a welding torch, a thin metal rod and 
borax as a fluxing agent (in the small dish on the left), the work can  
be accomplished very quickly.

Fig. 115: The back of a statue which has already been sanded but the 
various flaws (small holes caused by casting errors) still need to be 
welded over.

Fig. 116: The reverse of a rough castings still showing the connecting 
rods (on the elbows) and a large error on the posterior which will be 
completely welded over.

Fig. 117: Detail of a large defective piece after the clay mould shell has 
been knocked off. In this case, the casting metal set too early, because 
either the metal was not hot enough at the time of casting or cast-
ing was done too slowly. The left area, showing the black, fired cast-
ing core, had not been reached by the molten metal, and on the right, 
streaks and joints can be seen, showing that the metal was not flowing 
in a sufficient quantity and solidified too early in the form of individual 
threads. Workshop example from Mandalay (Myanmar).
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74 The crucible furnaces (bhõcā-gaḥ, fig. 88,B)

Up to a few decades ago, the furnaces for the crucibles (bhõcā-
gaḥ) consisted of a clay construction with a rectangular layout 
(fig. 118), fuelled by charcoal. Because of their small firing and 
ventilation openings, such ovens are also called kwajhya (“hot 
windows”).

They are constructed of fired bricks and can take up to 
sixteen crucibles at a time. A smaller example accommodat-
ing only six crucibles that was used in 1982 is shown in our fig-
ures 119 and 121. Clay serves as mortar, making the whole con-
structions heatproof. The ventilation shafts at the bottom of 
the “hot windows” are kept closed during operation and sealed 
with clay215.

Instead of bricks, large old crucibles can also be used to 
make a loosely-built furnace side, such as that of Ram Shakya’s 
crucible furnace (fig. 120). It is still used today, temporarily ex-
panded and covered at the top, and fired with charcoal.

A few years ago, an even simpler system could be observed, 
namely just placing the crucibles filled with metal directly 
on the charcoal in the oven. A surrounding chamber built of 
bricks was set up in order to retain the heat around the cru-
cibles. The latter were not fixed, but remained on the glowing 
charcoal which constantly needed replenishing216.

A further variation had no brick chamber, but consisted 
of a large clay pot surrounded by clay or stones. Air was intro-
duced with bellows through a hole in the side of the pot. The 
crucible containing the metal charge was inserted into the pot 
from above and the whole thing fired with coal or charcoal217.

In his day, Axel Michaels gave an exact description of the 
crucible kilns commonly used (bhvaṃcā-gaḥ)218. Such a type of 
kiln has two storeys, is fired from below and has a firing cham-
ber for the crucibles at the top. It is fired for two hours with 
coal and charcoal until the required temperature has been 
reached219. If necessary, the fire is stoked up via the ventilation 
holes using large fans and then kept at a constant heat. The 
heating of the crucibles must be done gently and gradually be-
cause they have been placed in such furnaces unfired and con-
taining the entire metal charge (fig. 121). The crucible clay has 
to be fired first in order to later withstand the high tempera-
ture, which would reach a good 1000° C220. Heating the cruci-
ble clay too quickly could lead to any remaining moisture and 
the so-called water of crystallisation (chemically bonded wa-
ter) to spontaneously vaporize, casuing the crucible to burst.

The caster ascertains whether the metal has reached its 
molten state by checking the colour221 of the flame and the 
glowing crucible on the one hand, and on the other, by hold-
ing it with the tongs and feeling whether the contents are liq-
uid or not (fig. 122). In this way he makes sure that the molten 
metal in the crucible becomes an homogeneous alloy. Cast-
ing only starts when the 6–24 crucibles in the furnace are hot 

enough and all the metal has reached the correct temperature 
for casting.

With great respect for the metal casters and their experi-
ence we learn that the crucible chamber in the furnace covered 
with the clay sealed slab is only opened when the experienced 
boss “knows” that the metal in all the crucibles really is liquid 
and hot enough222. According to Axel Michaels, some casters 
claim that they can smell when the molten metal is ready for 
casting – perhaps because of the toxic zinc oxide fumes of the 
brass? Others judge it by the colour of the flames, a reliable 
criterion for estimating the temperature in other cultures too. 
In Patan it is reported that the casters recognise that molten 
copper is ready for casting by its light green flame223. A single 
firing and melting round in the bhvaṃcā-gaḥ, from starting 
the firing with charcoal up to casting, lasts around 3–4 hours.

In the 1980s, completely improvised ad hoc constructions 
made of bricks were also built for firing the crucibles. Fired 
bricks were loosely layered on top of each other in a circular 
layout so that large gaps remained for the air supply between 
the bricks (fig. 123, in the background). The filled crucibles 
were placed inside and then they were heated up with a lot of 
charcoal until the metal melted. Similar “furnaces” are some-
times still used in Patan.

Ian Alsop and Jill Charlton, Alexander Duncan as well as Er-
berto Lo Bue describe melting furnaces in Patan, which be-
tween 1973 and 1978 were even fired with black coal. Be-
cause copper casting is being described, coal is ideal because 
of the intense heat requirement (>1083° C) but, for brass and 
bronze, such a method of firing remained an exception. In or-
der to stoke up the chopped-up black coal, paper, dried corn 
cobs, small pieces of wood and finally a little bit of charcoal 
were pre-fired224. The traditionally used fuels for the melting 

215 Mukherjee 1978, 448 fig. p. 454 (kwajhya; “coal-fired”); Shrestha 
1983, 32 f. (quotation); Domingo-Barker / Barker 1984a, 109 (with 
illustration).

216 Höfer 1970, 198 (crucible placed on a 10–15 cm thick bed of char-
coal in the furnace); Krishnan 1976, 31 f. (“. . . charcoal is spread 
over the grilled floor of the furnace chamber and the crucibles 
are arranged over it. The spaces in between the crucibles are also 
packed with charcoal. The chamber is closed with the terracotta 
lids and the fire ignited.”); Lo Bue 1981b, 76; Domingo-Bark-
er / Barker 1984a, 109 (three quarters of the crucible chamber of 
the furnace is filled with charcoal above and around the cruci-
bles).

217 Mukherjee 1978, 448 f. (“. . . pot, which is charged with coal”) with 
fig. p. 454 (5C4).

218 Michaels 1985 / 86, 177 f. fig. 16,b.c.
219 Shakya 1981, 35 (quotes a firing time of 5–6 hours).
220 Höfer 1970, 198 f.
221 Dagyab 1977, 47; Shrestha 1983, 33.
222 Domingo-Barker / Barker 1984a, 109.
223 Duncan 1976, 50.
224 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 38; Duncan 1976, 50; Lo Bue 1981b, 76 f.; von 

Schroeder 1981, 38; Lo Bue 2002, 137.
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Fig. 123: An improvised crucible furnace built of layers of offset bricks 
stands in the background of the workshop of the caster Khadga Raj 
Shakya. A glowing hot crucible is being carried with the aid of a mod-
ern two-man crucible bracket (see fig. 97) to the moulds standing ready 
in the foreground, fixed to the ground with stones. Taken in 1986 in 
Patan (Erberto Lo Bue archive).

Fig. 118: The crucible furnace 
(bhõcā-gaḥ) has been filled 
(see fig. 11.B) and a further 
oven (fig. 119) on the top left 
has been closed with a clay 
slab and is being fired from the 
side. The worker in the front 
uses a mechanical fan (made 
in India) with a winch to kindle 
the charcoal (Patan 1968 / 69, 
András Höfer archive).

Fig. 119: A crucible furnace (bhõcā-gaḥ; left in fig. 126) has been filled 
with charcoal and six crucibles and is ready to be fired. Lids stuck on to 
the top close the crucibles (figs. 529–531), ensuring a reductive atmos-
phere inside for the molten metal. To keep the heat in the furnace, the 
opening is closed with the two clay slabs standing ready below (Axel 
Michaels archive).

Fig. 120: Crucible furnaces 
have always been, and still 
are, built in a somewhat im-
provised fashion. It is impor-
tant that enough air reaches 
the charcoal from all sides to 
achieve a powerful glowing 
heat. Here, in Ram Shakya’s 
workshop (fig. 53), large old in-
dustrial crucibles have been 
used as building blocks placed 
in a circle. On the inside many 
intact crucibles used to melt 
the metal have found a place.

Fig. 121: The six crucibles in 
the melting furnace (on the 
left, fig. 126) will soon be hot 
enough for the metal inside 
to have melted. Their load 
weighs only a few kilograms, 
so the crucibles can be taken 
out with simple long crucible 
tongs (bottom left) and poured 
out over the clay moulds  
(Axel Michaels archive).

Fig. 122: Jagat Man Shakya 
checks the state of aggrega-
tion of the heated metal in the 
sealed crucibles by taking the 
crucible out of the furnace 
with the tongs and swaying it 
gently. If the metal is liquid, 
he can feel it moving and can 
start casting (András Höfer  
archive).
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Fig. 124: The sāya-gaḥ furnace 
used to heat the clay moulds 
before casting (right, fig. 126). 
The combustion chamber is 
much larger than the furnace 
for the crucibles (fig. 119) so 
that it can accommodate the 
bulky moulds. Firing is from 
the bottom, using wood. Taken 
in Patan in 1982 (Axel Michaels 
archive).

Fig. 125: The sāya-gaḥ furnace 
has now been closed and is 
fired until the casting moulds 
start to glow gently, so that 
the metal inside them does 
not solidify too quickly in the 
casting process (Axel Michaels 
archive).

Fig. 126: Here, the two traditional and most important furnaces in a 
metal casting workshop are joined back to back: on the left the bhvaṃ-
cā-gaḥ (front view in figs. 119 and 121) and the mould kiln, the sāya-gaḥ, 
on the right (view from the front, figs. 124 and 125). The openings at the 
bottom give access for the firing up process. Taken in 1982 in a work-
shop in Patan (Axel Michaels archive).

Fig. 127: In one half of Jagat Man Shakya’s Patan workshop there were 
two furnaces in 1968 / 69 (fig. 11,C.D): on the left, a thāyāyagu-gaḥ, a 
combination between a crucible furnace bhõcā-gaḥ and a mould kiln 
sāya-gaḥ; and on the right a furnace used for firing the clay moulds, 
sāya-gaḥ (András Höfer archive).

Fig. 128: Bellows made of animal skin from a casting workshop in Patan 
in 1972. At the top end, the sticks joined to the bellows are held with one 
hand by a small leather loop, pulled upwards to open it and pull air in and 
pressed together and pushed downwards to expel the air (Ethnographic 
Museum Zurich; height 77 cm, detail on top: double size).
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77of metals prior to the introduction of diesel, gas and electric-
ity were therefore charcoal for brass and black coal for copper 
(for further information on materials see below pp. 283 ff. and 
301 ff.).

The kilns for the clay moulds (sāya-gaḥ fig. 88,C)

In earlier times, when a separate crucible furnace was still 
being used (see above), the kiln for the clay moulds, sāya-gaḥ 
(fig. 126, right), was fired about two hours later. The air-dried 
casting moulds stand, as far as they all have space, in the fur-
nace from the outset (fig. 124). To keep the heat, this furnace 
is also sealed with large slabs of clay (fig. 125). The moulds are 
fired exclusively with wood, not charcoal, because the high 
flames need to reach up around the moulds225. As I could ob-
serve in Raju‘s and Umesh’s casting workshop, the moulds are 
only taken out for casting once they have begun to glow red 
(see above, and fig. 90,D.E)226.

Combination kilns for crucibles and moulds 
(thāyāyagu-gaḥ, fig. 88,D)

In Patan there was also a kind of combination kiln, made up of 
the types just described. They consisted of either a simple as-
sembly of crucible and mould furnace, arranged back-to-back 
(fig. 126), or of a single construction made of three storeys: at 
the bottom there was a firing chamber, above it a chamber for 
the crucibles and at the top a further chamber for the moulds 
that needed heating up (fig. 127, left). The construction was ef-
ficient and energy-saving, but offered little space for the cast-
ing moulds of larger statues and the chamber for the moulds 
was awkward to reach, being so high up227.

Chhabi Lal Gajurel and Karuna Kar Vaidya described and 
sketched such a kiln as follows (similar to fig. 88,D): “these cru-
cibles are placed over the fire-place of the oven called kwajhya. 
The oven is often rectangular in shape. It is made of bricks, has 
a 6’ × 6’ [1.8 × 1.8 m] floor foundation and is raised about 5’–6’ 
[1.5–1.8 m]. Over the grate-level there are two small openings 
which are kept covered with clay-slabs with two holes. When 
the metal is completely melted, these slabs are removed and 
the crucibles taken out by holding them between long iron for-
ceps together called sanyaso [old term, today: chapa-salin]. . . . 
Over the top of the oven (fig. 88D,4) there is a small chamber in 
which the clay moulds are kept heated. At the time of casting 
the moulds should be as hot. A current of air is sent up by fan-
ning at the outside of the fire-place with either a hand-oper-
ated fan or winnowing tray (nanglo).”228

Furnaces with ventilation windows:  
the kwajhya furnace

The term kwajhya does not describe a functional type of fur-
nace; rather, it refers to the dominant constructional element, 
with the ventilation window(s) being located at the bottom 
side of the furnace structure229. The term is usually translated 
as “hot window”. These openings can be closed or regulated 
with a slab of black clay. A built-in clay grid is usually part of 
the kwajhya furnace.

Kwajhya was equally used as a term for the crucible fur-
naces, dewaxing and all-purpose furnaces. Ratna explained 
a special function to me: this type of furnace is also used for 
heating up pieces of old metal so that they can more easily be 
broken up into small pieces which will fit more readily into a 
crucible.

Supplying air to the furnace with bellows

In former times, when the melting furnaces were not yet 
fuelled with diesel, let alone gas, an artificial source of air was 
needed to heat the charcoal to the necessary temperature of a 
little over 1000° C required to melt the metal in the crucibles. 
For the bellows, goatskin was originally used (Nepalese, bhao; 
fig. 128), pulled up by hand so as to fill them with air and then 
gently pressed through a nozzle230.

Traditional bellows used by blacksmiths in Tibet differ 
very little from those found by the melting furnaces in Patan. 
The simple hand bellows were made from a 90-cm-long block 
of wood, which had been bored out and had an exit hole for the 
airstream at the bottom in the middle, leading directly into the 
fire or, in our case, directly into the furnace. Yak skins were at-
tached in an airtight manner at both ends; an assistant would 
close them with both hands and then with alternating, cross-

225 In southern India dried cow dung is also used alongside firewood 
for firing the casting moulds: Nambiar 1964, 11.

226 Michaels 1985 / 86, 177 f. fig. 16,d.e.
227 Höfer 1970, 198; Shakya 1981, 35; Domingo-Barker / Barker 1984a, 

109; Michaels 1985 / 86, 180 f. – In 1978 Mukherjee described four 
kilns from Perumalapalle, Kalahasti, Muttunāyakompatti and Na-
chiarkoil in India, built on the same principle but set up different-
ly, with a lower melting chamber for the crucibles and an upper 
firing chamber for the clay moulds 273; 275 f.; 391 (illustration) and 
396 f. (illustration).

228 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 6 fig. 5 (differing from our fig. 88).
229 Shrestha 1983, 32 pl. 1; Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 2.
230 The traditional bellows used by the Patan casters have been de-

scribed only rarely, let alone depicted, e. g. by Mukherjee 1978, 449 
, fig. p. 456 (5C5). They are very similar to many animal skin bel-
lows used in India, Africa and prehistoric Europe. See also Höfer 
1976, 364 (construction of the bellows of ironsmiths in the Kath-
mandu valley); Mukherjee 1978, 282 (description) and illustrations 
on pages 174; 226; 232; 250; 265; 277; 279; 281; 344; 371; 373; 394; 411 
and 435 (Indian examples); Haas 1987, 11 fig. 20,11 (Bastar / India).
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78 wise arm movements (left-right bellows) force the air into the 
holes in the block of wood and ultimately into the fire231.

The bellows usually encountered in the twentieth-cen-
tury metal casting workshops of Patan were of an even simpler 
construction: they consisted of a small, untanned animal skin 
with fireproof cuff fittings and nozzles at the end of the cut-off 
extremities fixed in the direction of the fire. Two thin wooden 
rods were fixed at the end of the neck with two leather loops 
for the fingers of the bellows assistant, to enable him to close 
the large suction opening when blowing (fig. 128).

In the course of the twentieth century these hand bel-
lows were replaced by mechanical bellows which had to be im-
ported from India. They are made of iron and a stream of air 
is generated when a hand crank is used to turn a ventilation 
wheel inside a housing (fig. 118, front; 129; 471, left)232. With 
this type of bellows, it takes about two hours to melt 4.5 kg of 
copper using black coal. If charcoal is used, it takes twice as 
long. Bronze or brass, with their low melting temperatures, 
only need about an hour for the same quantity233. When more 
powerful bellows are required for large melting furnaces, then 
electric bellows are mostly used these days (fig. 428, left).

African-style innovation?

While describing the traditional crucibles (see below, fig. 528), 
Raju casually mentions that they used to cast smaller pieces 
by fixing directly the (dewaxed) casting mould with wet clay 
onto the full crucible, and turning the whole thing over for 
casting, at exactly the right moment.

This procedure is also called the “luted crucible” tech-
nique and corresponds exactly to the so-called “African pro-
cedure”234! It has been used since time immemorial not only 
in West Africa for yellow casting and in the Sahara by the 
Touareg as the usual technique for the casting of silver jewel-
lery (fig. 130) but it is also widespread in India235.

Through the connection between the full crucible with 
the casting mould placed on top of it, with clay spread around 
it to seal the joint, a closed inner cavity is created in which a 
reductive atmosphere soon develops during the heating and 
melting down of the metal because no more oxygen can reach 
the molten metal. This guarantees that when the whole clay 
construction is turned upside down, castings without shrink-
age cavities, inclusions and any other oxidation flaws are cre-
ated as soon as the metal has melted.

When I could hardly believe Raju’s description, knowing 
about casting technology in Africa, he made a sketch for me 
(fig. 131).

Here we have an instance of one of those many inventions 
which mankind came up with, which occurred in parallel and 
more than once in different parts of the world. It cannot be 
presumed that centuries ago Africans and Nepali had the pos-
sibility of getting in touch with each other and participate in a 

transfer of technical knowledge. Apparently, unlike in Africa, 
neither this procedure nor the associated remains of crucibles 
and moulds can be found today in the Kathmandu valley. This 
labour-intensive technique has become unprofitable and has 
been replaced by sand casting for simple individual items (see 
figs. 308–321).

231 Duncan 1964, 68.
232 Duncan 1976, 50.
233 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 42 f.
234 Also Höfer 1970, 198; Werner 1972, 154 f.; Shakya 1981, 34 and 36; 

Michaels 1985 / 86, 176 figs. 15 and 17,c; Watson 2015. – There is 
much literature on the African procedure, e. g. : Malcolm 1923, 2 
fig. 2; Gardi 1969, 69 ff. figs. 49–54; Fröhlich 1979, 14–16 figs. 14–34; 
Knöpfli 1997, 31 ff. figs. 12–26.

235 M. Mukherjee calls this technique the “Bastar technique” or “pa-
ra-casting”: Mukherjee 1978, 219 f. fig. p. 218 (Alamanda); 237–240 
fig. p. 239 (Bastar); 305 f. fig. p. 303 (Bali Dewanganj); 322, 324 and 
326 fig. p. 323 (Bishnupur); 375 (Pitala; crucible fixed onto the side 
of the casting mould); 429 fig. p. 427 (Morādābad); Mallebrein 
1984, 237; Haas 1987, 36 ff. fig. 23 (Basatar / India); Pillai et al. 2006, 
figs. 1 and 2. – On YouTube, two video documentaries by Alex 
Senior and Gillian Bormann, 1996: “The Dokhra Metal Casters of 
West Bengal Pt 2” resp. “. . . Pt 3” (10.09.2014).
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Fig. 131: “African-style casting” in Nepal depicted in a sketch by Raju Shakya, 
as it was used in earlier times in Nepal for certain kinds of smaller castings. 
– A) crucible (upside down, after turning); B) casting mould (casting funnel 
at the top); C) connecting section, stuck together with clay.

Fig. 129: In Jagat Man Shakya’s workshop, as in many others from the 1960s to 
the 1980s, Indian-made hand bellows were used to fire the different kilns and 
furnaces (centre-right). In the foreground, basins containing beeswax caught 
from the casting moulds can be seen (figs. 81–83; András Höfer archive).

Fig. 130: An example of “African-style casting” in the form of a small piece 
of jewellery (“The Cross of Agadez”) from Agadez (Niger, in 1973). A) a small 
casting mould made of unfired clay with a casting funnel on the right (in the 
middle of which the casting channel made of beeswax is visible); B) a small 
crucible which has already been fired, containing broken silver coins;  
C) Hamid Kumama connects the crucible (at the bottom) with a wet strip of 
clay to an already pre-fired and dewaxed clay mould (above); D) after the sil-
ver has melted in the crucible, the whole lot is removed from the fire with 
tongs and quickly tipped at an angle of 180°: the metal flows into the casting 
mould in a sealed, reducing atmosphere directly from the small crucible, 
without any contact with oxygen.
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80 Casting large bronzes

 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 132 
Source of information: Raju 
Shakya, (27.09.2013), one of 
today’s most talented wax 
modelling artists in Patan.

Special dimensions for  
religious pieces

Large bronzes, i. e. objects exceeding a crucible load of about 
10 kg, were cast in a special furnace; Raju made me a sketch of 
the equipment (fig. 133).

Because of the size limitations to the clay crucibles, in 
former times many crucibles containing the metal had to be 
heated and brought to the casting temperature at the same 
time, to ensure that the large moulds could be quickly filled in 
a single casting without the casting metal setting in the mean-
time236.

Some of the gilder and chaser workshops in Patan under-
take the finishing work on very large statues. Apart from the 
cast sections which need welding together (see below fig. 140), 
the large bronzes evidently need to be sanded, chased, pol-
ished and sometimes even gilded. Because of the bulk of such 
raw sections, they are sometimes found lying in the yards and 
streets of Patan (fig. 134). I was certainly quite moved when 
strolling by larger-than-life Buddhas “waiting” to be mounted 
on their lotus plinths (fig. 135).

Because in Nepal casts for very large statues for temples 
and monasteries are relatively rarely made and because I was 
unfortunately not able to observe such castings in Nepal, al-
low me a detour to Myanmar (Burma): here too large (fig. 191) 
and small (fig. 16) Buddha statues were and are cast, although 
in “the land of a thousand Buddhas” plaster of Paris dominates 
by far (figs. 188; 190)237. The mould and casting techniques are 
in themselves very similar to those in Patan in Nepal. It is how-
ever very interesting to see how the metalworkers react to the 
special requirements of especially large casting pieces.

In the large “Myanma Bronze-Moulder Cast” company in 
Mandalay, unlike in Patan, hollow casts with a solid clay core 

are produced. First a bulky core is formed for each section to 
be cast. A lot of rice husks are mixed into the material so that 
it is porous and permeable to gases during casting (fig. 40). On 
top of this, a sheet of wax is modelled, which after melting is re-
placed by brass (fig. 36). The models may also be made as plas-
ter casts by pressing the soft, warmed sheets of wax into the 
negative (fig. 58). So that the casting core and the external clay 
mould form do not displace one another, nails are also used 
as spacers or chaplets (fig. 40). The casting is made after many 
external mould layers have been applied and dried238 and after 
dewaxing. Because the moulds are so huge, many riser chan-
nels functioning as “communicating pipes”, through which the 
liquid metal can spread and evenly fill the entire mould, have 
been built into the wax models. If a riser threatens to overflow 
(fig. 136, right) then it is quickly plugged with a pat of wet clay 
(fig. 136, left). Although the specialists try their utmost to en-
sure that the moulds fill completely with metal, flaws are rel-
atively common (fig. 117), the more so the thinner-walled, i. e. 
lighter and cheaper, the statue is. In the open workshop, large 
sections stand around waiting to be assembled (fig. 137). The 
dimensions can be many times larger than life, indicative of 
a modern trend towards gigantism in Buddha statues in some 
Asian countries. The parts are welded together using thin rods 
of brass solder cast by the craftsmen in the same alloy as that 
used for the statue (fig. 44).

236 Similar instances existt in other locations, e. g. in Thailand: Stra-
han 1997, 34 f.

237 On Buddhist bronze sculptures in Myanmar-Burma: Fraser-Lu 
1981.

238 The completed outermost clay layer of an oversized casting mould 
for a Buddha torso is shown in Lo Bue 2002, fig. 16.
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Fig. 133: A furnace for dewaxing, firing and casting for producing large-scale 
bronzes in a sketch by Raju Shakya. – 1) the hollow clay casting mould;  
2) casting openings for the wax; 3) this is where the wax is caught; 4) a char-
coal fire for warming the mould before dewaxing and then for firing;  
5) a surrounding brick wall to protect the mould (which is removed before 
casting); 6) casting is into this opening, in batches “from small crucibles” 
or from a very large one [7], or, if necessary, from several large crucibles. 
The molten metal is so hot that “premature solidification is not a problem”; 
7) the position (stationary) of the large crucible. Contents: up to 150 kg of 
brass.

Fig. 134: On the roadside, in front of a bronze workshop in one of Patan’s  
artisan district, the especially large cast objects stand around waiting to be 
put together, decorated and gilded.
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Fig. 135: Two larger than life sitting Buddhas and two lotus plinths 
stand in the rain in Puran Maharjan’s workshop yard, polished and  
engraved, waiting to be mounted and gilded.
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Fig. 136: When very large pieces are moulded, the pre-heated clay mould 
is supplied with several casting holes for casting teams working simulta-
neously. The clay mould is reinforced with strong iron rods. Several other 
openings, so-called “risers” or windpipes, are ventilation channels which, 
working on the principle of “communicating vessels” first let the gases 
and then the molten metal escape upwards, so that no bubbles or cavi-
ties develop in the mould. The riser on the left was a little too low down 
and was quickly sealed with a pat of wet clay during the casting process. 
The riser on the right has cooled down after casting and, in the process of 
shrinkage during cooling, the metal has sunk by about 2–3 cm just before 
setting (similar to fig. 99). Workshop example from Mandalay (Myanmar).

Fig. 137: Large sections of a monumental statue on the working premises 
of the company “Myanma Bronze-Moulder Cast” in Mandalay (Myanmar). 
The lower torso section stands on the left, already highly polished, and on 
the right, the leg section, in a lotus position. The sitting Buddha is about 
three metres wide. The joint between the two cast sections is clearly visible 
and must fit together exactly. The shoulder sections, head and arms will be 
separately cast in four to six further parts, everything will be strengthened 
with an internal iron framework and finally welded together with brass 
rods (fig. 44).
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84 Assembling the casting sections

Fig. 138 
Source of information: Hari 
Shresta, welding torch specialist 
in Patan, specialising in the 
assembly of separately cast 
sections and repair of smaller 
flaws (27.09.2013). Hari is a 
Hindu from Biratnagar in Terai 
in south-eastern Nepal, a typical 
and clever newcomer to the 
trade who, over the course of 
fifteen years, has worked his way 
up to become a statue wholesaler 
and dealer.

Large figures are not only hollow cast, but also mostly in sep-
arate sections (fig. 134). For example, the lotus plinth (fig. 139), 
the torso, the head with the head decoration239, and sometimes 
also the lower arm and hand (fig. 140), are cast separately for 
large statues and subsequently joined together.

In the past, this was done with rivets, by crimping, mor-
tising or soft soldering240. On old metal statues, the joints and 
seams of the assembled sections are so well trimmed and fin-
ished that they are often barely visible.

Nowadays, cast sections are joined with a welding torch241, 
as I could observe in the company of Ratna, in Hari Shresta’s 
workshop and among many other specialists (fig. 114). Some-
times the butt joints of the sections to be joined together 
are specially notched. This is probably in order to make the 
welded joint even stronger (fig. 140), although welding with 
practically the same alloy is already very strong, and certainly 
more stable than soldering or riveting (fig. 369). Other crafts-
men make and use a solder consisting of 75 % casting brass 
and 25 % zinc to solder together the separate sections of a 
brass casting242.

The creation of a greater connecting surface through ser-
ration is presumably a relict from the days when softer solder-
ing was used and a greater surface area was required.

The implementation of welding torches may be a thorn in 
the side for the friends of beautiful Buddha statues, and ap-
pear to be brutal (fig. 141). Joining together heavy individual 
sections and repairing small casting flaws with traditional 
methods such as soft soldering, riveting and patching plate-
lets (fig. 513) would however be both uneconomical and give a 
less stable result today.

After processing with hot flame and hard solder, the stat-
ues look very patchy and unattractive (fig. 142); all the welding 
seams must be specially ground over and polished.

Today, rods made of the same alloy as the figures serve as 
the solder, that is, usually also brass (fig. 44).

Small casting flaws may also be filled and trimmed using 

hard soldering and welding (fig. 143)243. In this way, craftsmen 
can correct small flaws so as to make them practically invisi-
ble and without investing in a disproportionate expenditure 
of time and work, ensuring that the immense amount of work 
put into the wax model and clay mould was not in vain (see 
figs. 114–116). Severely flawed castings, on the other hand, sig-
nify that all the preparatory work has been in vain (see above, 
figs. 113 and 117).

239 Lo Bue 1981b, 78; von Schroeder 1981, 39 fig. top right (copper 
statue with separately cast lower arms).

240 Höfer 1976, 363 notes 26 and 381 (soldering formula for chased 
brass vessels: about 50 % copper and 50 % zinc, borax and pow-
dered, dried stinging nettle leaves); Rauber-Schweizer 1976, 127 f., 
figs. p. 129; 130 (soldering and crimping in traditional Tibet); Lo 
Bue 1981b, 78; Slusser et al. 1999, 221 figs. 30–33 (riveting and 
concealing the rivet heads); Reedy 1996, 173 fig. 10 (base and statue 
[Tibet, fourteenth / fifteenth century] joined with rivets).

241 As also already used by Shrestha 1983, 36.
242 Friedmann 2000, 24 (bronze cast separate sections are soldered 

together using a soft solder consisting of 50 % Sn and 50 % Pb).
243 Also Alsop / Charlton 1973, 39.

Fig. 139: A smaller Buddha statue is being welded to a separately cast lotus 
plinth. The welding rod, made of brass just like the figure (fig. 44), is held 
from above in the flame on the groove. On the right, a plinth with freshly 
welded, joined sections.
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Fig. 140: Because it would be very difficult to make the right arm of  
this sitting Buddha in a single casting with the rest of the statue, it has 
been modelled and cast separately. Now both pieces must be welded 
together (similar to fig. 142). The serrated seam ensures a tight fit.

Fig. 141: Large statues are often not cast in a single piece, but in many 
parts because this is less risky for the work on the wax model, mould 
building and finally the casting. This means, however, that the individ-
ual metal parts must be firmly joined together after having been cast 
separately and before they are polished and possibly gilded. Nowadays, 
this is carried out on a large scale with a welding torch, as shown here, 
where the right hand of a statue is being welded onto the underarm of 
the rest of the figure. The man on the left is holding the small casting 
piece in a stable position with blacksmith’s tongs.

Fig. 142: This Buddha arrived in the welding workshop for repair and 
fitting already cleaned up, chased and polished. The lower right  
underarm with the “earth touching” hand had to be welded onto the 
figure because it was cast separately. A welded joint under the right 
hand has also coloured it dark grey on the top. Under the right knee a 
small casting error also had to be welded. The next task will be to weld 
on the plinth. All seams and the surrounding dark discolouration also 
require filing, sanding and polishing until they become invisible.

Fig. 143: After casting errors have been corrected with the help of a 
welding torch and a brass rod (fig. 114), the affected areas still stand 
out, due to the presence of bare yellow drops and the surrounding dark 
discolouration, and they will need reworking.
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86 Cold work: trimming, 
cleaning, chasing, grinding 
and polishing

The wax modellers and metal casters of today would never do 
the “repetitive diligent work” of the chasers (katamkiu) them-
selves244. The people who carry out all the so-called cold work 
on the raw casts (fig. 144)245 need, according to one of Raju 
Shakya’s apprentices, three years’ training. In the casting 
workshop, they remove the remnants of the clay mould from 
the casts and the casting channels (fig. 78), they do the filing 
and grinding (using industrial sandpaper of various grains) 
and polishing (formerly with fine sand and clay powder, now-
adays with ready-made buffing wheels and polishing paste)246. 
The longer the work takes, the more frequently machines are 
used. So today, for example, large surfaces are ground with 
an angle grinder, and rotating brushes were used as early as 
1983247.

Trimming and grinding

First, the burnt clay remnants of the casting mould and the 
unsightly casting skin (figs. 78, right; 145) must be removed. 
Some of this work is done directly after casting because the 
modellers and artists want to see at once how their casts have 
turned out (fig. 107). The raw casts are then brought from 
the casting workshop to the chaser’s workshop to be further 
trimmed and decorated (fig. 156).

First, all the excess metal must be removed from the raw 
cast pieces. This includes the casting channels, possibly the 
“risers” (ventilation channels in the case of very complex 
forms), any possible imperfections (fig. 111) and the casting 
funnels, which had been placed at the top of the clay moulds so 
that the metal could be poured into them (fig. 35). In the past, 
all these ingots and rods used to be removed with hammer and 
chisel. Today, metal saws (fig. 146) or even electric angle grind-
ers are used.

Both the brittle casting clay and the rock-hard casting 
skin used to be removed with scrapers248 and the metal be-
neath smoothed off. The use of scrapers has even survived in 
a written source dated to the twelfth-century, the Mānasollāsa 
(see below, and note 460). Whilst scraping the rough metal 
surfaces smooth has been practised all over the world since 
antiquity, metal scrapers are hardly used anymore (fig. 349,D; 

461). Ratna holds this to be due to the fact that copper can 
hardly be scraped and that filing and hammering are better 
methods. Today, to remove the rough casting skin various 
pickaxe-shaped tools (fig. 107), chisels and a hand grinding 
machine called “Flex” (angle grinder) are used.

For sanding, sharp-edged sands249 and powdered clay used 
to be employed. For the final finish, at least in Tibet, yak hair 
mixed with “powdered bits of stone or sand”250 was used. The 
longer the process, the more files, sandpaper (fig. 61, bottom 
right)251 and grinding machines are used, because this stage 
of the work is especially time-consuming and laborious. For 
roughly the last fifty years, imported industrial sandpaper has 
been in use in Nepal. Today it is imported from China (fig. 543).

Depending on the grinding material used, the metal sur-
face may still be somewhat rough (fig. 147, left252) or already 
quite fine (fig. 148), but still as evenly smooth as after polish-
ing (fig. 147, right). It is barely imaginable how much work is 
carried out by hand on a Buddha statue, to rid it of its dark, 
brittle and uneven casting skin and then to achieve a beauti-
fully polished, shiny surface.

The more valuable pieces, especially the often somewhat 
porous copper casts (fig. 513), were formerly just as elabo-
rately smoothed with, in addition, both flat and contoured 
planishers and shaping tools (katān) to flatten uneven areas 
or produce sharp lines in the decorated areas (fig. 174). Flat-
tening, with chasing tools, creates little bevels in rows across 
the surface (fig. 149). According to Axel Michaels this mechan-
ical compacting of the surface of the statue is especially used 
in copper figures to prevent oxidation. These additional two 
to four days’ work for a middle-sized statue come at a price253.

244 Also Lo Bue 1981b, 78.
245 See also von Schroeder 1981, 39, with a singularly short quotation 

on cold work in the mānasollāsa, chapter 2.
246 For more information on these materials see pp. 95 and 305 f.. – 

For extensive information on the different stages of cold work, 
see: Michaels 1985 / 86, 180–193 figs. 18,d to 20,b. – Briefly also 
Rauber-Schweizer 1976, 141 f. (surface brushed and ground with a 
“hard pig bristle brush . . . . To shine the object it is polished with a 
very fine copper brush”); Lo Bue 1981b, 78; Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 8 
and 36; Reedy 1996, 168 f. (filing; Tibetan statues are often cleaned 
up better at the front than at the back ); Hurst 1996, 161 (“. . . The 
women and children finished the polishing and burnishing”); 
Brauen 2013, 67.

247 Shrestha 1983, 30.
248 Shakya 1981, 37; Shrestha 1983, 35. – In southern India, in contrast 

to Nepal, scrapers are still used for smoothing off the surfaces of 
statues: Nambiar 1964, 11 (with illustration); Pillai et al. 2006, 853; 
Levy et al. 2008, 79 fig. 59.

249 Von Schroeder 1981, 40.
250 Dagyab 1977,49.
251 Also observed by Alsop / Charlton 1973, 39 as the dominant sand-

ing medium.
252 Figures 111 and 147 come from a didactic workflow series im Patan 

Museum: M. S. Slusser, in Hagmüller 2003, 118–121 esp. 119.
253 Michaels 1985 / 86, 184 f. fig. 19,b. – Similarly, von Schroeder 1981, 

39 f.
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Fig. 144: Depending on the dimensions and complexity of the moulds, 
the statues can also be cast in sections (photograph), then trimmed 
and welded together only at the end of the process. This casting series 
from 1982 in a workshop in Patan has at any rate come out well and is 
waiting for the cold work. The three-armed casting tripods can still  
be easily recognised on the raw casts and they will be the next items to 
be sawn off (see fig. 146; Axel Michaels archive).

Fig. 145: After the initial, rough removal of the clay mould, the so-called 
casting skin of the bronze or the brass can be seen, as well as the many 
indentations still filled with dark grey remnants of clay (detail from 
fig. 78, right). Now the laborious and time-consuming “cold work”, like 
cleaning up the surfaces, sanding and polishing, and the chasing of the 
decorative details can begin.

Fig. 146: At the beginning of the cold work, the casting ducts and  
casting tripod are sawn off the statues. One previously sawn off so-
called “tripod” with the funnel and the three conduits leading down-
wards into the mould is already lying on the floor of the workshop 
(Axel Michaels archive).

Fig. 147: This didactic display shows a head illustrating the effect  
produced by a finely ground metal surface (right half of the face) and 
how it shines after elaborate polishing (left half of the face). Exhibit  
in the museum in Patan (see figs. 111 and 149).

Fig. 148: Detail of a statue after rough sanding with sandpaper and  
before being polished. Neither the adjoining section on the right nor 
the tips of the robe have yet been sanded down. Traditional grinding 
with fine quartz sand and water would cause fewer parallel marks.

Fig. 149: In former times, when statues were still cast in copper, the po-
rous solidified metal (fig. 513) often had to be compressed by hammer-
ing the surface of important areas, for example the face of the deity, 
with flat chasing tools. This exhibit can be seen in the very instructive 
“Metal Technology” exhibition in the museum in Patan.
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Fig. 153: In Newar metal art-
work, elements which look like 
engravings mostly consist of 
finely chased lines. Engraved 
lines would have been created 
with a burin to lever out metal 
splinters or shavings, whereas 
here (see fig. 176) straight and 
curved lines are punched in 
with very fine chasing tools, 
i. e. chisel-shaped steel stamps 
(examples: figs. 159; 173). In 
this way splinters are not pro-
duced.

Fig. 151: Many chasers also 
work in Puran Maharjan’s 
large workshop (fig. 156). This 
masterpiece of a “halo” (chepu) 
stands in the midst of half- 
finished works in the corner 
of the chiselling room: the 
repoussé relief surface of the 
copperplate displays contours 
sharpened by pitching tools, 
and the surface details and 
pattern have been delicately 
punched with liners. The flow-
ers and figures also stand out 
from the brown patinated 
background by virtue of their 
partial fire gilding.

Fig. 150: This four-armed Buddha has already been cleaned up, sanded and 
chased to a certain extent (details as in fig. 61, bottom right). – 1) Because of 
the complex shape, the four lower arms were cast separately and have already 
been welded on but not trimmed; 2) the decorative parts of the jewellery, robe 
and attributes have been re-chased with chasing tools and a hammer; 3) the 
smooth surfaces have been ground with sandpaper but not yet polished.

1

2

2 1
3

2
3

2

Fig. 152: Thousands of hammer 
strokes are needed to trace 
all the cast embellishments 
with a sharp chasing tool. 
The result is extremely vivid 
(figs. 154; 173).
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89The removal of the casting skin, filing, grinding and 
smoothing are laborious stages of the work; they hardly make 
any artistic demands, but are monotonous and therefore more 
tedious (fig. 150). For a larger statue still traditionally worked 
with river sand and files this process would take a whole fif-
teen days254! After this, the statue would still need to be pol-
ished.

Punching and chasing

The execution of the decorative details by the chaser after 
casting is often a measure of the effort put into a statue and 
the esteem in which it is held. This can be demonstrated by a 
comparison of the mass products for the souvenir shops and 
for export on the one hand (fig. 291), and the individually pro-
duced articles in “temple quality” on the other. Even in earlier 
days, when profit-oriented and summarily-produced indus-
trial wares did not yet exist in Nepal, surprisingly big differ-
ences in the quality of the punching and chasing of religious 
statues were accepted, as demonstrated by pieces in Buddhist 
prayer rooms (fig. 303) and museums (fig. 234,3). However, we 
do not know whether the differences in the quality of histor-
ical statues are owed to the varying conscientiousness of the 
workshops of the time, or to the individual skills of the chas-
ers, or to the cost of production.

Repoussé will be examined in greater detail later in his 
book (see pp. 205 ff.). The final “finishing” of a hammered 
metal work can also take the form of elaborate chasing and 
be enhanced even further by gilding. It is remarkable how 
embellishments in exquisite detail are still being created to-
day by working with hammer and punch, and what beautiful 
contrasts can be achieved by patination and partial gilding 
(fig. 151)!

Cold work techniques

The techniques described below all serve to decorate and fin-
ish the surface, but they differ in the following aspects255:
– The engraver cuts or incises the metal (sheet or cast) by 

removing chips of metal. This can either be done by hand, 
whereby gentle forward pushing pressure is applied 
to a burin, or with a small chisel struck with a hammer 
(fig. 158). However, in Nepalese statuary engraving is un-
common.

– The chaser pushes and distorts the metal into the desired 
sculpted form, using chasing tools or punches. The work 
is then embellished with a decorative punch (punched).

– The repoussé artist is a “chaser”: the sheet metal is  
either placed on tough chaser’s pitch (figs. 364; 366; 481) 
on top of a thin plate of tin or lead (fig. 383) or it is  

freely hammered into shape on a hand anvil (figs. 389 and 
398).

– The “cast chaser” works with punching tools (fig. 152), bu-
rins (not in Nepal), chisels (fig. 153) and in earlier times 
also with scrapers (fig. 349,D) on the statues. Many ex-
perts define chasing as a collective term for all these 
tasks.

– Punching is part of the chasing process and is carried out 
with a hammer and pattern-making punches (figs. 153; 
174).

– Chipping generally refers to cutting the metal with a ham-
mer and chisel. Decorative grooves are created by remov-
ing chips of metal; the term is also used to describe the 
separation of a piece of a metal object using a chipping 
chisel and hammer.

– Scraping is a technique which has almost died out today 
and involves the levelling of metal surfaces by shaving off 
undesired areas with both pushing and pulling scrap-
ers256.

– The compression of porous copper casts consists of an 
even hammering of the face of a statue (fig. 149) and other 
parts of the body using planishers (katān). This technique 
is no longer used because hardly any statues are cast in 
pure copper.

Extreme division of labour

Ratna introduces me, among other artisans, to Buddha 
Shakya, a proven chaser who works on the ground floor of his 
house (see below, fig. 172). Again I am allowed to ask as many 
questions as I wish (with Ratna as interpreter) and take pho-
tographs. I hear about an extreme division of labour for “cold 
work” on cast objects, when the end product has to be of very 
high quality:
– The first worker in the process grinds the figure with 

sandpaper, leaving out the head
– The second worker punches the borders of the Buddha’s 

robe with a hammer and matting punch
– The third worker punches the pattern of the robe with a 

fine chisel punch
– The fourth worker “is allowed to” grind the Buddha’s face

254 Reedy 1987, 51 (foundry in Chamba, Himāl Pradesh, north-western 
India).

255 In more detail and relating to decoration techniques in Tibet: 
Rauber-Schweizer 1976, 131–138.

256 The scraping of metal surfaces seems barely imaginable these 
days. But by putting in enough strength and using the best and 
well-sharpened scrapers larger surfaces can be both beautifully 
and efficiently smoothed. The technique was used in European 
antiquity and is still widespread in India today (Mukherjee 1978, 
169 fig. p. 170; 275 fig. p. 274; 301 and 307 fig. p. 300; 313 fig. p. 313; 
320 f. fig. p. 319; 345 fig. p. 345; 373).
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Fig. 154: The jewellery on the arm of a Buddha statue has already been 
formed with all its embellishments in wax, and cast in brass; it now 
receives its final touch at the hand of a chiseller (figs. 152; 171): all con-
tours have been traced with sharp-edged chasing tools and hard blows 
of the hammer (similar to fig. 150). In the grooves around the edge, 
semi-precious stones are sometimes set (figs. 249; 254). This multiple 
processing of the decorative elements is typical for Newar metal cast-
ing art.

Fig. 155: Detail of a standing “medicine Buddha” with a translucent 
brown patina. The combination of exquisite polishing and chiselling 
work on the ear jewellery and borders of the robe (achieved through 
punching with sharp chasing tools) and the decoration of the material 
of the robe (achieved by chiselling [similar to fig. 159]) is indicative of 
very carefully executed work.

Fig. 156: The old, traditional crafts do not seem to have any problems  
of succession: all the chisellers working in this large workshop are 
young (see also fig. 176). The fact that all the statues here are still be-
ing carefully and richly embellished is owed to their size: such large 
bronzes of Buddhist deities are destined for temples and monasteries 
(as for fig. 135) and not for private households, let alone tourist luggage.

Fig. 157: Some aspects, which an experienced and well trained Shakya 
artisan has stored in his head or can produce off the cuff (figs. 183; 
493), are too demanding for many a newcomer. Here, a young chaser is 
helped by stuck-on patterns and is following the prescribed lines with 
a chisel punch.
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91– The fifth worker polishes the brass surface of the whole 
figure

– The sixth worker or specialist gilds the statue with a mer-
cury amalgam

– The seventh worker, male or female, polishes the gilded 
surface of the whole figure with an agate stone.

This extreme division of labour is not the rule, however. In 
today’s mass production, many of the steps are left out com-
pletely and expectations are so low that semi-skilled workers 
can carry out the few essential tasks, like grinding for exam-
ple, themselves.

Characteristics of chased work

It is characteristic of the Newar artisans to form many of the 
decorative patterns in the borders, edgings and head adorn-
ment already in the wax model but to go over these patterns 
individually after casting, using suitably formed sharp chas-
ing tools257. In this way, the motifs and patterns become much 
more attractive and sharply contoured (figs. 41; 150,2; 154; 155).

As we know, the artists responsible for the outcome in 
this workflow are the modellers and not the chasers. It is 
therefore understandable that the modellers want to deter-
mine in wax what the chasers should later reproduce as a pat-
tern. As we also know, it is upholding an iconographic tradi-
tion, and not some “artistic freedom” or other as in contempo-
rary Western art, that matters. The wax modellers adhere to a 
traditional, prescribed symbolism that does not tolerate any 
small “lapses” or any whims a worker may have. “Each symbol 
has its assigned place”258.

Chasing is a long and demanding task, but it is crucial for add-
ing value to a statue. “Chiselling . . . makes the statues very 
fine and lively” (fig. 155)259. Although a chaser cannot change 
any proportions when working on a statue, he can “conceal” 
smaller casting flaws (fig. 111) and add to the beauty of a statue 
of a deity all the way to perfecting the surface. When neces-
sary, many small flaws in the raw casts used to be filled by us-
ing elaborately fitted and smoothed-off metal plates of the 
same alloy as the statues, a technique already known to the 
Greeks and Romans. In this process, rectangular indentations 
with a rounded undercut are chiselled around the holes, into 
which perfectly fitting little metal plates are hammered, with-
out soldering, adhesive or filler until they are anchored in the 
undercut (for the welding procedure commonly used today, 
see above, with fig. 143). Scrap and pieces from unsuccessful 
casts were often used as a patching material260.

A chiseller or puncher can spend days or weeks on a large 
work of art, with the object on his lap (fig. 183) or on a base, and 
with a chiselling hammer and countless punching tools in his 
hand (figs. 156; 176). But today a trend towards a lesser quality 

and delicacy of chasing work than found on many old statues 
is detectable, although the Newar have retained their skills in 
the perfect modelling of their bronze figures (fig. 291)261.

But here too the influence of the decadent tourist and ex-
port market is making itself felt, in that, because of a lack of 
ideals and values with respect to craftsmanship and for rea-
sons of cost, it is precisely this reworking which has been 
abandoned. Today the decision to chase a statue or not has be-
come the principal quality criterion, as a result of rationalisa-
tion and the optimisation of profit.

When statues which are destined for mass export are 
chased at all, then the work is carried out by non-Buddhists, 
who in the past few years have found work in the trade and es-
tablished themselves in Patan owing to the high demand for 
such works (see below, and figs. 263 and 265). The method 
these young entrants use in order to familiarise themselves 
with the old patterns and prescribed motifs can be illustrated 
by a “trick” which I could observe in a district outside Oku Ba-
hal: it consists of getting hold of drawings of traditional decora-
tive elements, making photocopies of them, cutting out the in-
dividual patterns and sticking these to the smooth surfaces of 
the statue (fig. 157, left). Then, following the photocopied lines, 
the pattern is chased with a fine chisel punch and finally the 
by now completely destroyed paper is removed (fig. 157, right).

Not engraving

What may appear at a first glance to be an engraving almost 
always proves to be the result, in Nepal, of very fine chasing 
carried out with a chasing tool and not with a burin. In other 
words, the fine grooves, hatchings etc. have not been dug 
out of the metal with a burin or cut out with a small chisel 
(fig. 158) but impressed on the surface of the metal with fine 
chisel-shaped chasing tools (fig. 153). The difference between 
these fundamentally different techniques is also rendered 
by the use of the terms “material removal” and “material dis-
placement”.

The chasers in Patan thus do not work with either hand-
held push burins (as used by engravers in Europe) or small 
chisels (as in the Orient; fig. 158, top); rather they work with 
a chasing hammer and a longer chasing chisel. Many authors 
and observers of traces of the work on the objects or in the 
workshops themselves misleadingly describe the process as 

257 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 39; Michaels 1985 / 86, 186.
258 See also Rauber-Schweizer 1976, 106, on the embellishment of 

metal in Tibet.
259 Shakya 1981, 36 (quotation). – On the elaborate chasing work on 

cast figures of gods in Mysore (India): Untracht 1968, 107 fig. left.
260 Strahan 1997, 37 fig. 30 (repairing spacer holes in Thailand by 

inserting little discs from cut-off casting channels).
261 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 40.
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Fig. 160: Greatly enlarged traces of work on a metal sur-
face. The decoration in the column on the left (A, C, E, G) 
have been punched, those on the right (B, D, F, H)  
engraved; of the lower photographs (I, J) show the two 
techniques combined (see text). A shows a detail from 
the repoussé bowl featured in fig. 422; C, E and G are sec-
tions of the singing bowl in fig. 452. The sections of the 
pictures are mostly 15 mm wide (sections: C, E, G: 9 mm; 
F: 12 mm).

Fig. 158: In contrast to the pat-
terns beaten into the metal 
with a sharp chasing tool 
(fig. 386), similar decorations 
may also be engraved with 
a burin. The example above 
from Buchara in Uzbekistan 
shows a burin, held in a simi-
lar position in the hand and hit 
in a similar way with a ham-
mer as for a punch (fig. 153). It 
may not only be struck with a 
chiselling hammer, as shown 
here, but also pushed in with 
a lot of pressure by just using 
the hand, as is usual in Europe. 
A tiny sliver of cut-out metal 
is visible in front of the burin, 
and on the round edge of the 
metal panel, the black chaser’s 
pitch. The lower picture shows 
a finished engraved section of 
a metal panel, whose upper 
surface had been previously 
blackened by the chaser to al-
low him to see the progress of 
his work more easily.

Fig. 159: A slightly enlarged view of a section of a polished and chiselled 
brass surface. The leaf pattern has been hammered with a fine, sharp 
chiselling punch (fig. 153). The straight lines may also be achieved with 
a burin, which is however rarely the case in Nepal. The intermediate 
areas outside the tendrils of the plants are filled in with a surface pat-
tern; this is achieved by the chasers with a special pattern punch.

A B

C D

E F

G H

I J
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93“engraving”262. This is technologically speaking the wrong 
term and all newer statues from Nepal are exclusively chased, 
never engraved.

Even the finest lines (figs. 423; 506) have not been en-
graved with a burin or scribing iron, but chased. Even tightly 
looped circular lines are struck with straight and rounded 
chasing tools so that both the arms of the worker and his tools 
execute circular movements while the cast object is lightly ro-
tated. The individual impressions of each strike of the chasing 
tool can only just be seen by the naked eye because they often 
overlap (fig. 159).

The piece of work is placed on a wooden base so that it 
does not wobble. If necessary, it is also held down with one 
foot or, if it is very small, fixed in position (p. 508). It is only 
turned when another part of the statue is reached during the 
process.

I would like to demonstrate with a few macro photographs that 
even the finest patterns on Nepalese artisan metalwork have 
not been engraved, but indeed chased. Some close-ups of a re-
poussé dish (figs. 422 and 423) and of a large, richly decorated 
singing bowl (figs. 452 and 465) – introduced in another sec-
tion of this volume – clearly demonstrate this under a reflected 
light microscope (fig. 160). For comparison, two obviously en-
graved object details from quite different cultures, namely an 
ancient silver pilgrim’s flask from Syria (fig. 160,F) and an en-
graved art nouveau brass box (fig. 160,B.D.H–J) are shown.

When assessing the traces left by working on the metal, 
we must bear in mind the difference mentioned above, namely 
“material removal” and “material displacement”. On the Nep-
alese objects, the detailed views show that the grooves or im-
pressions are always the same, i. e. they have been produced 
by the same tool (fig. 160,A). The examples of engravings, on 
the other hand, indicate that the engraver worked “free hand”, 
forming each line slightly differently and using changes in 
breadth or depth to allow each line to have a very individual 
appearance (fig. 160,B).

Whilst the longer grooves are engraved by experienced 
craftsmen in one go (fig. 160,D), the chasers must frequently 
reposition their chasing tool before the line is finished. This 
inevitably leads to very small indentations wherever the chisel 
has been freshly placed (fig. 160,C). If the wrong pressure is ap-
plied to the burin by an inexperienced hand, or if the metal 
is very brittle, something similar can happen in engraving, 
namely the so-called “chatter marks” (fig. 160,J).

The rounded contours of a chased decorative element 
also differ from those of an engraving: the burin used in “ma-
terial removal” leaves sharp, clean edges along the grooves 
(fig. 160,F), whereas the chasing tool used in “material dis-
placement” always pushes some metal to the side, and this 
remains visible as a tiny bulge along the groove (fig. 160,E.I). 
This situation is especially clearly visible at the interfaces and 

overlaps of individual impressions or grooves: in engraving, 
all excess materials is cut away (fig. 160,H), whereas in chas-
ing, when two lines cross, more material is pushed up and mu-
tually displaced (fig. 160,G).

The decoration of a statue by the chaser, with multiple kinds 
of chasing tools, allows him to take a few liberties, especially 
when pieces of work are destined for the market. However, de-
pending on the customer, close attention is paid to the strict 
observation of the binding traditions and to the old icono-
graphic prescriptions with respect to the patterns and their 
location on the object (see fig. 287). A degree of consensus be-
tween customer and artist is therefore required263.

Burnishing

Fig. 161 
Source of information: Ram 
Sandar Bajracharya, who runs, 
together with one assistant, 
a very small workshop in the 
Yetkha district in the old town of 
Kathmandu (02 and 04.04.2015). 
A part of his work consists of 
repairing and refurbishing used 
items made of copper, brass 
and other non-ferrous metals 
(fig. 356). Polishing is therefore 
one of his specialities.

The burnishing of the trimmed and finely ground metal sur-
face used to be done with cloths264, on which a black, rela-
tively rough burnishing paste (“korā polish”, an industrial 
polish) was spread. The burnishing had to be very thorough 
and carried out over a very long time to remove all the grind-
ing scratches, right down to the finest marks. To achieve a real 
shine, a second polishing had to be carried out with a red paste 
(“lāl polish”)265 containing iron oxide (fig. 163).

All this repetitive and time-consuming work done by hand 
is undertaken by machines today (fig. 162).

Whether the grinding and burnishing materials used in 
Indian workshops are, or were, also used in Nepal, is not al-
ways documented. Meera Mukherjee mentions that grinding 

262 For example Dagyab 1977, 48 pl. 69; Brauen 2013, 67. For the differ-
ent tools for engraving and chiseling (tracing): Lowery et al. 1977 
(engraving: 172 f. pl. 10; 179; chiseling / tracing: 173 pl. 11; 12,a.b; 
13,a–d; 180 f.).

263 Michaels 1985 / 86, 188–190 (with examples of patterns on  
figs. 21–26.).

264 Von Schroeder 1981, 40.
265 Michaels 1985 / 86, 185 f.
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Fig. 166: The potential of a well-executed mechanical polishing can be seen 
in this example of an old, twentieth-century water drinking jug (karuwā): 
on the left, it is shown dusty and with a stained patina, and on the right, 
freshly polished (as in fig. 323, on the right).

Fig. 162: The singing bowls cast in Thimi are polished on this very large 
polishing wheel. In Nepal, all other solid cast metal objects, like the 
statues of deities, items for everyday use and artefacts used in the tem-
ples are polished like this (fig. 166). Polishing by hand, which used to be 
the standard method, would be much more exhausting work.

Fig. 163: A little lump of iron oxide, also 
known as “reddle”. It was bought in 2013 in 
a shop supplying metalworker’s equipment 
in Patan (length: 4 cm). This natural prod-
uct, which is imported from India, is not 
primarily used as a polishing medium in Ne-
pal (unlike among Western goldsmiths), but 
primarily to create a red-brown patina by 
burning it in with a soldering torch (figs. 213 
and 223).

Fig. 164: At the front of this 
simple machine, driven by a 
belt and electric motor, there 
is a rotating wire brush, which 
after a long period of use has 
become worn to a small dia-
meter. It is used to clean and 
“scratch” metal objects in Ram 
Sandar Bajracharya’s work-
shop.

Fig. 165: Nowadays, polishing machines take the immense, tedious and 
laborious work off the metal craftsmens’ hands. On the right, there is a 
polishing wheel made of a cotton weave (coated with a polishing  
substance) fixed to the axle of the motor. A piece of soap lies on top of 
the motor, which can be used for “scratching” with the wire brush as 
well as a polishing agent. On the right, there are various polished cop-
per objects. The downside of this “blessing of mechanisation” is that in 
Nepal electricity is only available for a few hours at a time.
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95was done with sandy clay or with a mixture of water, cow dung 
and clay, depending on the locality and the workshop. The 
mixtures are allowed to dry into the statue and the metal sur-
face is then smoothed with a flat stone. A mix of cow dung and 
ash is also used for polishing, rubbed in for hours with a bun-
dle of hair or jute. In Aranmula (Kerala), mirror bronze, which 
is especially hard, is first filed and then ground for three hours 
with “burnt crucible ash” and a woollen cloth, and finally pol-
ished for another three hours with a woollen cloth without 
any abrasive substances until a high shine is achieved266. The 
village blacksmiths and brass smiths in the Kathmandu valley 
used to burnish their new brass vessels with a handful of wet 
rice husks (fig. 523)267, while the casting workshops for house-
hold vessels used a mix of water and brick powder for this task, 
and wood ash with water for the “finish” 268. All these methods 
can be used independently of location and on all non-ferrous 
alloys and theoretically could have also given satisfactory re-
sults when used for Buddhist bronze statues.

I was able to buy the red fine polishing substance (“lāl pol-
ish”) mentioned above, at a shop for metalworking supplies in 
Patan (fig. 163). It is nothing other than hematite (iron oxide, 
bloodstone, reddle), which has been used for over 2000 years 
in the Orient and in Europe as a substance for polishing and 
can be found in every goldsmith’s workshop in the form of 
“rouge de Paris”. The Newar apparently mix hematite powder 
with a binding agent containing fat to form a burnishing paste; 
now they increasingly buy blocks or sticks of ready-made bur-
nishing pastes in different grain sizes in the supply shops for 
metal craftsmen in Patan.

Nowadays burnishing is done exclusively by machine 
in Nepal’s towns. The metal surface to be polished is first 
“scratched” to ensure that it is completely clean. Scratching is 
a term used by European goldsmiths to refer to the brushing 
of a metal surface. On the one hand, it is essential that fine iron 
or brass wire brushes are used, and on the other, that the pro-
cess is undertaken wet. It is carried out in a basin filled with 
so-called “scratching water” or under a continuously dripping 
source of water. Scratching water is merely a solution made 
of soap, another washing substance or other natural plant ad-
ditives such as boiled-down soap nuts (fig. 215). In Ram Sun-
dar Bajracharya’s workshop there is also a simple motor which 
drives a scratching brush via a belt and can be comfortably op-
erated from the front (fig. 164). Scratching is especially wide-
spread in goldsmiths’ and silversmiths’ workshops, but there 
it is done with fine brass-wire handbrushes because of the 
delicate nature of the objects (fig. 489), something I have never 
encountered in the polishing and chasing workshops for Bud-
dhist statues in Patan.

The actual burnishing is carried out with the help of 
round, rotating buffing discs. This has been standard for some 
decades for both utility objects and statues of divinities. The 
buffing discs are a 1–4 cm thick, circular stack of many layers 

of fine cotton cut to shape. They are available in various diam-
eters, depending on the size and the surface area of the objects 
to be polished. They have a hole in the middle and the layers of 
cloth are sewn together. Those available on the market and at 
specialist shops for craftsmen are not industrially-produced 
buffing discs with a plastic core, but obviously just “piles of 
cloth” roughly sewn together in a cottage industry.

The buffing discs are fixed to the axle of the polishing mo-
tor (fig. 165), assuming that electricity is supplied by the Nepa-
lese town authorities. Some polishing paste or iron oxide dust 
(fig. 163) is then applied to the disc and the object gently pol-
ished at high speed (fig. 162). The work is hazardous, because 
a strip of cloth, a sleeve or a corner of the metal object can 
suddenly become caught up in the rotating disc and violently 
pulled in. Whilst the red iron oxide is well suited to “finish-
ing” non-ferrous as well as precious metals, the industrial pol-
ishing paste mentioned above is available in the shops in var-
ious qualities. Depending on the grain size, they are used for 
either fine grinding or polishing. Thanks to the machines and 
suitable burnishing accessories, blemishes in the casting skin 
(fig. 61, bottom left) can be removed and old patina (fig. 166) 
smoothed and polished.

Sealing the base

In the broadest sense, the sealing of the underside of a cast 
statue belongs to the “cold work”. With the exception of some 
standing figures without a lotus plinth, the statues all have a 
hole at the bottom that has been somewhat enlarged if loose 
clay mould material has been knocked or scratched out. Most 
statues have a hollow lotus plinth.

As we shall see, this cavity is filled with all kinds of conse-
crational objects and offerings at the ceremonial, ritual con-
secration of the statue (see below, pp. 176–182 with figs. 302–
307). However, most statues, i. e. those intended to be sold and 
which have no religious purpose, are simply sealed at the bot-
tom with a copper or brass sheet so that no more clay core ma-
terial can crumble out.

Using a scribing iron the craftsman first outlines the 
oval contour of the plinth on a piece of metal. This is cut out 
with shears (fig. 167) and fitted exactly into the slot cast into 
the plinth (fig. 168). The worker then takes a sharp chisel and, 
from below, knocks a few “teeth” into the edge of the lotus 

266 Mukherjee 1978, 240; 307; 326 and 410–414 (quotation); Pillai et al. 
2006, 849. – On the polishing of bronzes with the help of polishing 
steels and agates: Untracht 1968, 409 f. (illustration).

267 Höfer 1976, 386. – In Thailand brass statues are given a final polish 
with coconut oil: Strahan 1997, 40.

268 Friedmann 2000, 24 f.
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Fig. 171: Although chasing is monotonous and requires much patience, it  
requires a good eye and a high degree of concentration: unrelentingly and for 
days on end the hammer strikes the chasing tool and the chaser gives his full 
attention to his work. Stuck-on pieces of paper indicate the pattern intended.

Fig. 167: Cutting and fitting a 
base sheet in the plinth of a 
small Buddha statue. The base 
is most often inscribed with 
the “company logo” before 
completion (fig. 169).

Fig. 168: Using metal shears (at 
the front), the base of the stat-
ue’s plinth is cut out and then 
cleanly fitted into the groove 
of the plinth opening, and fi-
nally fixed by means of a few 
chiselled metal teeth. Because 
the cavity is now sealed, small 
fragments of clay can no longer 
crumble out of the statue. This 
applies to articles made in se-
rial production for export: the 
process for real cult objects is 
much more complex. In a con-
secration ritual for the deity, 
selected offerings are placed 
into the cavity by a monk or 
lama (fig. 307), and the opening 
is sealed with the metal plate 
only at the end of the cere-
mony.

Fig. 169: The base sheet of a statue is lying already cut to shape on a 
wooden base. Four vajras laid out in a cruciform are hammered into 
the copper sheeting with a hammer and chaser (see fig. 302, right 
hand); the wooden board serves as a “soft” base. Every statue-maker 
has his own vajra pattern.
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97plinth. These sharp teeth can be bent inwards over the fitted 
metal base sheet to fix it and make it dustproof.

A kind of logo is generally added to the base, in the form of 
a vajra motif or of four vajras laid out in a cruciform pattern 
(see p. 191). Every workshop has its own logo based on old tra-
dition. The vajra pattern is beaten in the metal base sheet us-
ing round edged chasing tools and a wooden board serving as 
a base for making the relief (fig. 169).

Visit to the chasing workshop of  
Raju and Umesh Shakya

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 170 
Sources of information: 
These three young chasers, 
employed by Raju and Umesh 
Shakya (fig. 13), are some of 
my informants on the topic of 
chasing (26.09.2013).

The three chasers (fig. 170) are not freelancers, as many others 
are (e. g. figs. 172; 183); they are employed by Raju and Umesh 
and have a big range of chasing tools available to them but 
no actual chisel. All their tools have relatively fine rounded 
points, even the chasing tool with which the finest indenta-
tions are “sharply” driven (figs. 154; 155, centre) into the cast 
embellishments (e. g. the borders of garments). It takes thou-
sands, if not hundreds of thousands, of hammer strikes on the 
chasing tool until all the decorative elements of a larger statue 
have been punched or chiselled in (fig. 171). I estimate that the 
assortment of chasing tools in the small chasing workshop 
contains around 100 implements (for 100 patterns or contours 
and sizes)269. They lie higgledy-piggledy on the floor of the 
workshop and I ask myself how the workers can always have 
the tool they are looking for immediately at hand. Two further 
workshop visits to freelance chasers are significantly more 
productive for documenting my work: 

Visit to the chasing workshop of  
Buddha Shakya

 
 
Fig. 172 
Source of information: Buddha 
Shakya, chaser in the Hakha 
district (between the Oku 
Bahal and Lagankhel districts 
in Patan), is one of the chasers 
who gave me information 
and insight into the chasers’ 
occupation, skill, specialisation 
and workshop equipment. He 
specialises in surface-covering 
patterns (25.03.2015).

Ratna spontaneously takes me from his home to the neigh-
bouring workshop of Buddha Shakya. Here I learn how to 
differentiate in detail between the different kinds of chasing 
work. Everything is done by hammering, using the most di-
verse chasing tools, and not engraved! Chasing tools are, as 
mentioned, short iron stamping tools with a hardened steel 
point. They can be chisel-shaped or flat, have a special contour 
or a flatter structure. Depending on the size and form of the 
chasing tool, the force of the strikes of the hammer, the spac-
ing of the chasing and the arrangement of the indentations, a 
variety of patterns and structures is created: fine lines, deep 
notches, surface patterns, spiral ornamentations, etc.

Buddha Shakya specializes in spiral surface-covering em-
bellishments which give the appearance of a background pat-
tern (figs. 159; 173, detail: bottom). The cast reliefs of the hems 
of the robe have already been re-struck by another specialist 
(figs. 152; 154; 173, detail: top). First he must divide up the ar-
eas to be decorated with a relatively rough chisel punch so that 
they are defined by deep grooves (fig. 174). Then the fine, ele-
gantly curved lines are struck. It is amazing that by using nar-
row but straight chisel punches and very closely set strikes, 
effectively rounded lines are created as if they had been em-
bossed or engraved with a burin (figs. 153; 173). The countless 
turns made during the work are made with the upper body 
and arms and not by turning the object being chased! I find it 
somewhat surprising that the chaser Buddha limits himself to 
this decoration and does not work more comprehensively and 
with somewhat more variety.

269 I do not know how many terms there are in Newari to differentiate 
between the different kinds of punching tool used. Mukherjee 
1978, 367 f., on craftsmen in Khalishahi in Orissa / India: “In use 
here are over a hundred kinds of tools – jigs, cutters, chisels etc. 
Each chisel has a name corresponding to its specific function”.
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Fig. 173: Buddha Shakya is as chaser specialised in vegetal arabesque  
patterns which he designs in rectangular sections (fig. 174). Not only are 
the straight boundary lines, but also the finely curved lines struck in with 
chisel punches of various sizes and not engraved with a burin (cut out).

Fig. 174: With a solid chisel punch, Buddha Shakya hammers quite rough 
lines in a rectangular layout onto the surfaces of the robe of a Buddha 
statue. The finest decorations in each section are not executed until the end 
of the process (fig. 173).

Fig. 175: Buddha Shakya uses such blocks of wood, onto which he fixes, 
with the help of large iron pins, his heavy statues for working with 
hammer and punches. Other chasers lay their statues on the floor 
(fig. 156), hold them in small wooden frames (fig. 264), keep them on 
their laps (fig. 183), fix them using their feet to a wooden block (fig. 176), 
or set them, if they are very small, in viscous chaser’s pitch (fig. 508).Fig. 176: A young chaser, who 

shares a small workshop with 
a colleague, works to order. He 
sits, as all chasers do, on the 
floor and secures the Buddha 
statue with his right foot to a 
block of wood (detail, fig. 153).

Fig. 177: Punches (steel stamps) become blunt after being struck with a 
hammer thousands of times and need to be reground. A grinding stone 
with many grooves indicates that it has been in service for a long time 
in the workshop of the chaser Buddha Shakya.
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99Let us cast another glance at Buddha Shakya’s workshop: 
for the quite large and heavy Buddha statues he has made him-
self a block of wood with a deep notch-shaped indentation on 
which he can lay the statues and if necessary fix them with 
metal rods (figs. 172; 175). Other chasers hold their pieces of 
work on their laps (fig. 183) or on a smaller log and hold it with 
their foot (fig. 176).

Buddha Shakya also shows me the whetstone he uses to 
grind his chasing tools after use or to shape them into the de-
sired form (fig. 177). This is necessary because only the appro-
priate chasing tool can make the desired, sharply-defined con-
tours on a statue. Nobody has ever counted the number of ham-
mer blows the chaser inflicts on a richly decorated statue – the 
number reaches the hundreds of thousands! The handles of 
the hammers suffer under the strain (fig. 175, patch them up!) 
and even the hammers become worn; equally, the steel heads 
of the chasing tools become frayed over time (fig. 484) and the 
working edges of the chasing tools become especially worn 
and must be repeatedly re-ground.

For his work on the contour and surface chasing on a 
statue some 60 cm high, Buddha needs two full days. The 
preparation with the grinding and contouring of the pattern 
of the robe’s border also requires at least the same amount of 
time and the stages of work to follow, like fire gilding and pol-
ishing, come on top of that. It is no wonder that this level of ef-
fort is no longer put into cheap export articles.

Visit to the chasing workshop of  
Subarna Shakya

 
 
Fig. 178 
Source of information: Subarna 
Shakya, a master of his craft 
of demanding chasing work 
on Buddhas statues, lives in 
the Subaha district of Patan 
(29.03.2015). He is shown 
here following the contours of 
Buddha’s mouth in metal to give 
him the perfect, iconographically 
defined smile (see fig. 182).

The esteem in which chasing work is held becomes even 
clearer when I am allowed to watch Subarna Shakya at work. 
My “door opener” in Patan one day drives me on his scooter to 
a chaser in the Subaha district. Subarna is one of those now 
rare all-round chasers. He masters all techniques with ham-
mer, chisel, file and chasing tool, and is apparently the best in 

his field in the whole of Patan. I am impressed by the precision 
and quality of his work.

Above all, Subarna works to order on large statues 
(fig. 179), which he trims, frees of their casting skin (fig. 180); 
then he finely grinds the surface (fig. 184), optimises the eye 
and mouth contours (fig. 181) and chases all the decorative el-
ements (fig. 183). I am surprised that in his small workshop 
there is only a handful of statues on which he is currently 
working. When I learn that he works on a larger top-quality 
statue for one and a half to two months, my surprise fades, es-
pecially when I make a comparison to Buddha Shakya, who 
needs two days per statue for the tendril patterns alone (see 
above). Hardly anyone still makes such an “investment” in 
quality, except possibly the abbot of a monastery, a religious 
Buddhist or a collector with a high appreciation of art, but cer-
tainly not a dealer or exporter.

First, the raw casts obtained from the metal casters are 
freed of their unclean, hard, casting skin (fig. 180). Wher-
ever possible, this is done by grinding with fine sandpaper 
(fig. 543). The uneven areas must be filed down and smoothed 
with chasing tools. If the surface is to be painted or fire-gilded 
later, then only a rough sanding is required and no polishing 
(figs. 181; 184).

Subarna knows how to shape stereotypically modelled 
and cast faces more clearly with the help of small files (fig. 181), 
little strips of sandpaper and chiselling chasers, and how to 
“sharpen” them so that the countenance of the Buddha corre-
sponds exactly to the traditional concepts of equanimity and 
contemplation with the suggestion of a smile (fig. 182). The 
thus perfected contours on the surface of the brass statue do 
not need – at least to my taste – to be further “improved” with 
even a hint of gold amalgam or a thick layer of colour!

Working with a hammer and chasing tools constitutes the 
core business of a chaser in Nepal. The variety of forms and 
contours requires Subarna Shakya to have around 150 differ-
ently shaped chasing tools at hand in his workshop, as many 
as the silver specialist Shailendra Shakya possesses (see be-
low, fig. 507). As we have already seen in the examples above 
(figs. 154; 173), the embellishments, crowns, borders to the 
robes etc. that had already been created in the wax model and 
the cast, are accentuated and the contours sharpened by the 
intensive chasing work (fig. 183). Subarna does all this and 
spends most of his time on a statue engaged in this time-con-
suming work (fig. 184). When especially beautifully formed 
images of Buddhist deities leave Subarna’s workshop (fig. 185), 
it is fair to ponder whether the subtleties and the grace of a 
face are to be credited to the wax modeller or to the master 
chaser.
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Fig. 181: In order to give the face of a Buddha the “correct” form – as set 
out in iconographical rules – and the aura expected of a deity, the high-
est degree of care is applied from the start, when the wax model is made 
(fig. 29). A skilled artist like Subarna Shakya is able to improve in the hard 
metal what has not come out perfectly in the casting. With a fine “needle 
file” the mouth of the Buddha receives his hint of a sensuous smile  
(see figs. 182 and 185).

Fig. 179: Only a few statues stand in Subarna Shakya’s small chasing 
workshop on the upper floor of his home, because each figure requires 
much effort and its production is correspondingly long (in the fore-
ground, a Chenrezig Lokeshvara). The freshly cast statues are wait-
ing here for the extensive cold work which is only carried out to order 
for discerning customers. The master craftsman works with stamp 
punches, files and sandpaper for many weeks on each new cast and 
brings the Buddhist statues to a level of perfection seldom found today.

Fig. 180: Before punching can start, the rough reddish casting skin (on the 
left) must be removed and the smooth areas of the statue sanded (right). 
This can only be achieved with mechanical and abrasive techniques such as 
filing, rasping and, above all, fine sanding.
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Fig. 182: The head of a 29-cm-tall sitting Buddha from Ratna Jyoti  
Shakya’s workshop (2015), with the uncovered parts of the body 
punched by Buddha Shakya (not visible here); the eyes and the mouth 
were re-punched after casting (see fig. 181) by the master chaser  
Subarna Shakya (fig. 178). The piece has not been gilded.

Fig. 183: Subarna Shakya punching the finger of a larger Buddha statue: 
with a slightly bent chisel punch which fits exactly in the base of the 
fingernail of the former wax model, he strikes the contour of the fin-
gernail into the metal to give it the perfect sculptural form. Given such 
attention to detail, it is not surprising that the master craftsman works 
for up to eight weeks on a statue.

Fig. 185: The face of another Buddha statue at the end of the cold work 
process with files and punches. Only the final polishing will give the 
piece its definitive shine. A subsequent gilding, especially if applied 
thickly, may cause the carefully formed contours of the face of a god to 
fade somewhat (fig. 549).

Fig. 184: Each hair, each pearl on the edge of the crown, each tendril in 
the crown is punched with the appropriate tool until all details are  
perfectly defined and razor sharp (Subarna Shakya’s atelier, 2015). Such  
a level of quality is of course never to be seen in cheap, mass-produced  
articles (fig. 291).
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102 Fire gilding

“Gold-rich Himalayas” – “gold-rich 
Nepal”

Fire gilding: the hallmark of Himalayan countries

Buddhist sacred architecture contains many construction 
components made of metal, which were fire-gilded270 by 
preference. Canopies and whole roofs are still gilded today 
(figs. 186; 371). The material cost and value attributed to metal 
is already evident in early sources: the palm-leaf manuscript 
known as the gopālarājavaṃśāvalī, which is kept in Kath-
mandu, is a chronicle containing entries from the eleventh to 
the fourteenth century and appears to have been written by a 
single hand around 1400. It contains several mentions of the 
fact that one of the Gopāla kings had temple roofs gilded at his 
own expense271.

Gilded Buddhas are particularly characteristic of the 
Himalayas (fig. 6), as are statues of Tara and figures of Rin-
poches and other Gurus, all of which may be completely or 
partially gilded. Fire gilding was, and still is, often encoun-
tered in the Buddhist regions of Nepal and Tibet, whereas 
the technique was only rarely used to the east and south, be-
tween north-eastern India and Kashmir272. A visitor to the 
Kathmandu valley cannot but marvel today at the impressive 
temple roofs and the many gilded statues of deities that are 
found everywhere, from the richest temples and monasteries 
(fig. 187) to private shrines (fig. 289). When viewing all these 
historical monuments with their gold decorations it is worth 
keeping in mind that much evidence of the past was looted 
and destroyed in 1349 during the Muslim invasion by Sham-
suddin Ilyas Shah, but rebuilt in later centuries273.

The gilding technique which has been predominantly 
used in Nepal for many centuries is fire gilding. The earliest 
evidence of this technique in China and India dates back to a 
period around the end of the third century BC274 and gilding 
with mercury is mentioned in Kautliya’s Arthaśāstra as early 
as around 300 BC275.

Analyses carried out on north-western European Bronze 
Age finds, however indicate that mercury gilding was used as 
early as the Middle Bronze Age (c. eleventh century BC) and 
the technique was commonly used in the Roman period276. 
The Newar artisans in the Kathmandu valley appear to have 
gilded their cast bronzes and copper repoussé works (fig. 412) 
with mercury amalgam since the tenth century277.

Fire gilding can be used on objects made of silver, copper 
and brass. One important factor to achieve a good-quality and 

long-lasting finish is the painstakingly thorough cleaning of 
the metal surface before it is gilded. No matter whether the ob-
ject is hammered or cast, the important thing is that the sur-
face should be absolutely clean and free from any grease to en-
sure that the gold coating adheres well to the metal.

Further, the result also crucially depends on the composi-
tion of the alloy. Whilst pure silver and copper are easy to gild, 
copper alloys are a little trickier. That is why in the past it was 
almost exclusively statues made of copper, the most suitable 
material, that were fire-gilded278. Although technically quite 
difficult, the tradition of copper casting was still alive in Patan 
until the early 1980s and was generally employed for the high-
est-quality pieces279. Nowadays, however, most of the statues 
are cast in brass.

Alloys with a zinc content of 20–25 % are considered ideal 
for fire gilding280; too much zinc would be detrimental to the 
result. The greatest danger in the process of fire gilding, how-
ever, is the presence of lead in the alloy: any lead will destroy 
the gilding. That alloys with as little lead as possible should be 
used for figures to be gilded has been known for centuries, as 
shown by analyses carried out on historical artefacts281.

According to the Nepalese artisans, fire gilding is and has 
always been by far the best and longest-lasting technique282. As 
Alexander Duncan rightly notes, the “result obtained by mer-
cury gilding, however, is far more pleasing than the modern 
technique of electroplating; the mercury process leaves a rich, 
warm coating of gold that electroplating cannot achieve”283.

270 On the technique see e. g. Lo Bue 1981b, 80 f.; Oddy et al. 1981, esp. 
97–100; Shrestha 1992; Lo Bue 1997a; Gellek / Maitland 2011, 46–48 
and 60–72.

271 Vajrācārya / Malla 1985, XVII–XIX; 124; 126; 132 (roof of a ritual 
chariot).

272 Von Schroeder in Uhlig 1979, 58 (“Whilst all bronze objects were 
gilded in Nepal, and in southern and central Tibet, only some of 
the bronze artefacts were gilded in eastern Tibet and China”); von 
Schroeder 1981, 40.

273 Shrestha 1992, 5 f. (“the trade agreement with Tibet in the 1630s 
. . . brought a good amount of gold as a revenue to the Kathmandu 
rulers”).

274 Oddy et al. 1981, 90.
275 Sarma 2001, 203 (Arthaśāstra 2.13.46).
276 Wolters 2006, 186–188. – Oddy et al. 1981, 90 f. (erroneously attrib-

uted to the third century AD?).
277 Lo Bue 1981b, 82; Oddy et al. 1981, 87 (“fire-gilding was in use at 

least from the ninth–tenth century in Nepal”); 89 (“[fire-gilding] 
not in Tibet until about the fourteenth century”); Shrestha 1992, 5.

278 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 43; Oddy et al. 1981, 92 figs. 1 and 2.
279 Oddy et al. 1981, 94.
280 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 56.
281 Oddy et al. 1981, 91–94 fig. 1. – On the general issues around high 

lead content in the substrate, see Lo Bue 1981b, 83; Lo Bue 1997a, 
575; Anheuser 1999, 40–43 figs. 30–32 [with further references].

282 See also Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 57; Shrestha 1992.
283 Duncan 1976, 52.
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Fig. 186: Repoussé roof decoration on the Kwa Bahal Temple (“Golden Tem-
ple”) in Patan. The photograph shows the terminal of a roof ornament (pota) 
with a sacred parasol and a stupa, executed in the repoussé technique.

Fig. 187: High-quality histori-
cal repoussé work on the Kwa 
Bahal Temple (“Golden Tem-
ple”) in Patan: Sariputta (a 
monk and pupil of the Buddha) 
on the left, Prajna Paramita 
(“Mother of all Buddhas of all 
time”, goddess of wisdom) in 
the centre, Buddha Ratna-
sambhava (the sacrificing Bud-
dha) on the right.
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104 Leaf gilding: the hallmark of Southeast Asia

Other predominantly Buddhist regions, on the other hand, 
primarily use the process of leaf gilding, as shown by innumer-
able pagodas and Buddha statues, for example in Burma (now 
Myanmar284), and the effigies in China or Thailand (fig. 16 in 
the background and fig. 188)285. The tedious and physically de-
manding production of gold leaf requires some 150,000 blows 
with a heavy hammer to a stack of thin fragments of high-carat 
gold leaf placed between fine sheets of parchment and tied 
together into a small parcel (fig. 189). The leaf gold produced 
in antiquity by this method could be as thin as three thou-
sandths of a millimetre; today it is possible to make leaves a 
mere ten-thousandth of a millimetre thick. This means that 
one gram of gold is sufficient to gild a surface of up to a quar-
ter of a square metre. In India and Egypt, the technique of leaf 
gilding dates back to the third millennium BC, whilst it was not 
used until much later in other parts of Asia such as China or 
Japan286. Leaf gold is still hand-made in India, Burma and else-
where287 and, in special cases, is also used on metal statuary.

Apart from metal, leaf gilding can also be applied to Bud-
dha statues made of wood, clay or stucco. Whilst clay and 
stucco figures, whether leaf-gilded or simply painted (fig. 190), 
were rather rarely made in Nepal, they were originally a lit-
tle more common in Tibet288 and quite popular in Southeast 
Asia (fig. 188). Some are still being covered in yet more gold 
leaf every day by pilgrims289. The sitting statue of the Mahā-
muni Buddha at the Hpaya-gyi Pagoda in Mandalay (Myanmar; 
fig. 191) holds the “world record”; it is 3.8 m high and the mil-
lions of donated leaves of gold affixed to it have been estimated 
to weigh 225 kg290. Leaf gilding must have also been used occa-
sionally on historical statues in Nepal and in the other Hima-
layan regions, according to the results of examinations of the 
material291. But, whilst this gilding technique has been com-
monly used for millennia and is still widespread today in var-
ious regions, it has not been in use at all for the past two or 
three generations in Nepal.

Gold leaf can be applied and secured to a metal statue in 
several ways:
– By conventional leaf gilding, i. e. applying extremely thin 

leaves of gold to a surface that has been specially pre-
pared. Nowadays the adhesives used – depending on 
the material and the degree of polish expected – are bo-
lus-glue mixtures (bole or poliment gilding) and oil-li-
tharge mixtures (known as mixtion). The latter tech-
nique, or “oil-gilding”, can be used on metals, stucco, 
stone, textiles and paper. In Nepal it was only employed 
in rare cases as an alternative to real gold paint or to fire 
gilding.

– By “hammering on a leaf of gold, to which a coat of glue 
(resin?) has been applied”292.

– By amalgamation: this technique was known to the Ro-

mans as early as the first century AD, as documented by 
a short description provided by Pliny the Elder293. As Al-
exander B. Griswold and colleagues remark, leaf gilding 
“gives a wonderfully warm sheen, which is immediately 
distinguishable from the more modern gilded bronze ob-
jects whose hue has been achieved by a process of amal-
gamation. The bronze objects, having been cleaned in a 
bath of nitric acid, are heated and rubbed with mercury, 
which causes the amalgamation to occur. The gold leaf is 
then applied and the object heated to a high temperature, 
which results in the gold being attached to the amalga-
mated surface whilst the mercury evaporates. The gold 
is fused inextricably with the bronze and the statue can 
then be carefully burnished. In the end the sculpture 
has a slightly cold sheen similar to that of freshly cleaned 
brass”294.

Other gilding techniques

Electrolytic or galvanic gilding is relatively new to Nepal; it 
was not introduced until 1979 and has not yet become widely 
used. Ratna Jyoti Shakya dismisses “electroplating” in a few 
words: “Electroplating does not look nice, is not very popular 
and not used in our area”. Also termed the “scientific method 
of gilding”, this modern method is significantly less costly 
than the traditional gilding techniques295. However, the “du-
rability of the gold layer [is] noticeably reduced in this process, 
so that it is not held in very high esteem by Nepalese crafts-

284 For a brief overview of the manufacture of bronze statues in 
Burma, see Krishnan 1976, 33; on their iconography, see Fraser-Lu 
1981. – I must thank the gilder Carmen Brugger of the “Atelier für 
Rahmengestaltung” in Basel for reviewing this chapter.

285 Von Schroeder 1981, 40; Strahan 1997, 39 f. (leaf-gilded Buddha 
statues in Thailand).

286 Lo Bue 1981b, 83; Wolters 2006, 183–186; Meyerovich / Grätz 2010, 
2 f.

287 Untracht 1997, 365 figs. 798 and 799 (Varanasi / India); Meyer-
ovich / Grätz 2010, 9 (Mandalay / Myanmar-Burma).

288 Hummel 1953, 76 (the effigies that used to be made in stucco in the 
past “no longer play a role in western and southern central Tibet 
today”); Pal 1996, 76–79; 104 (ninth century); 108 f. (eleventh cen-
tury); 131 f.; Kagan 1999, 16–20 (Bhutan and Nepal; with a detailed 
description of the technique); von Schroeder 2001, 832–881.

289 Strahan 1997, 40 (Thailand).
290 Fraser-Lu 1981, 68 (with figure); C. Bautze-Picron in Noack / de 

Castro 2014, 118 ff. esp. 123 fig. 7.
291 Three technologically identified examples are cited by Oddy et al. 

1981, 100 and 103 ff. cat. nos. 11, 16 and 49.
292 Höfer 1970, 200 (quotation); Brauen 2013, 68 (“thin gold leaf ‘glued’ 

and hammered onto the statue”).
293 Pliny Natural History 33.64–66 and 100.
294 Hummel 1953, 76; Griswold et al. 1976, 209 (quotation); Oddy et al. 

1981, 87.
295 Shrestha 1992, 5 f. (with a pessimistic view on fire gilding “. . . this 

traditional method will have to die one day sooner or later”).
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Fig. 191: In many Southeast Asian countries, not only is gold leaf used to 
gilding and adorning Buddha statuary but pieces of gold leaf (of c. 0.01 g gold 
each) are brought by pilgrims as votive offerings and placed on the statues 
in an act of worship. The most opulently “gilded” statue in the world, the 
Buddha Mahāmuni, stands in one of the most important pagodas in Manda-
lay, Burma (Myanmar).

Fig. 188: Large and small Buddha statues made of stucco, coated with 
thin gold leaf and partially painted, are part of the common furnishings 
of temples, monasteries and pagodas in Southeast Asia. This 9.5-m-tall 
standing Koṇāgamana Buddha (one of four Buddhas, here the figure  
facing east) is located in the Ananda Pagoda in Old Bagan (Myanmar).

Fig. 190: There are countless Buddha statues in the many chapels 
around the large Shwedagon Pagoda in Rangoon (today Yangon,  
Myanmar). Only a few are made of metal; many are very uniform in 
appearance and are made of stucco, painted in various colours and 
coated with gold leaf.

Fig. 189: A “gold pounder” 
in Mandalay, Myanmar. It is 
strenuous work to pound the 
package of gold-leaf wrapped 
in parchment on the ground 
hundreds of times with a 
heavy hammer until the gold 
leaves inserted between the 
individual sheets of parch-
ment have reached the desired 
thinness.
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106 men – and even less by their clientele”296. The cyanide baths 
used in this method would be slightly less detrimental to the 
craftsman’s health than fire gilding with its mercury fumes 
(see p. 111). However, a fire-gilded Buddha simply has a far no-
bler and more “vivid” sheen than a dull and monotonously gal-
vanised effigy.

Last but not least, gold painting (cold gilding) is worth men-
tioning. More detail on this method is given below, on pp. 125–
131 with figs. 242 and 243.

The formula for gold amalgam

Fig. 192 
Sources of information on fire 
gilding: Mukti Man Bajracharya, 
from the Chakupat / Bhincche 
Bahal district, who works with 
an assistant in a family-run 
enterprise and also carries out 
patination (26.09.2013), as well 
as Puna Maharajan (fig. 221), 
a member of a fairly large 
enterprise employing gilders, 
chasers and female burnishers 
in the Bal Kumari district 
(03.10.2013).

The workshop of gilder and patinator Mukti Man Bajracharya 
was my first destination on my first visit to Patan. Ratna Jyoti 
Shakya picked me up, on his motorbike, from Durbar Square 
in Patan. Beeping our horn, we zigzagged through the traffic, 
around obstacles and through potholes towards the river and 
the (generously proportioned) house of gilder and patinator 
Mukti Man Bajracharya. Ratna’s four Buddha statues were al-
ready on site and I was able to watch two people working on 
them: the process of quenching them in acid and the toxic 
fire-gilding process (with mercury fumes) took place on two 
balconies. I was wearing a protective mask, which I had bought 
specifically for this purpose; I offered two further masks, hap-
pily accepted by the two men. Fortunately, Ratna was able to 
translate the nuances of my questions and I felt that all the 
craftsmen I met that day and over the following two weeks of 
my stay began to trust me more with every conversation. As I 
was asking very targeted questions on technical details, they 
obviously realised how keen I was to know more about their 
skill and experience.

The preparation of the amalgam used to gild cast brass stat-
ues and beaten copper objects has been a closely guarded cul-
tural secret of the Newar artisans for generations, as was, in 

the past, the manufacture of the gold paint applied to the faces 
of metal statuary and to Thangka paintings on silk and cotton 
(for more information see pp. 128 and fig. 243)297.

I was therefore delighted when Mukti gave me his for-
mula298 for the preparation of the amalgam without beating 
about the bush or being secretive about it:

1 part (by weight) very thin sheet gold, 4–5 parts mercury 
and some glass powder as needed.
Sheet gold: Cut into minute shavings using a pair of scissors 

(figs. 193 and 518). “The gold must be very pure”.
Mercury: Imported from India in small plastic bottles, bought 

on the (black) market (fig. 194; see also p. 111).
Glass powder as needed: “as needed” means that it is added to 

the amalgam until the paste in the mortar has the correct 
consistency and the sharp-edged glass powder grains ac-
celerate the grinding of the fragments of gold. For this 
purpose, Mukti uses very thin shards of broken light-
bulbs (fig. 195), which are easily ground to a fine powder.

Some authors have observed other additions to the gold amal-
gam in Nepal, including salt and various types of acid. Hydro-
chloric acid has been mentioned, as have acetic and salicylic 
acid or chu pāun (in Newari, chuk in Nepalese)299.

In recent years Patan’s gilders have been experiencing eco-
nomic problems in sourcing the pure sheet gold. Even a small 
statue requires some 20 grams of amalgam300 or 3–4 grams of 
gold. Given the permanent price explosion on the Nepalese 

296 Lo Bue 1981b, 82; Michaels 1985 / 86, 193, 196 (quotation); Lo Bue 
1997a, 576. – Shrestha 1992, 5, is of a different opinion (“the scien-
tific method is fast replacing its traditional counterpart”).

297 Alphen / Alsop 2005, 105.
298 Höfer 1970, 200 (mixing ratio Au:Hg = 1:4; coarse-grained sand is 

used to grind the gold to a powder with a pestle and mortar); Höfer 
1973, 12 f. (mixing ratio Au:Hg = 1:4–5; he mentions the addition of 
thickened citrus fruit juice); Dagyab 1977, 48–50 (also with glass 
powder); Lo Bue 1997a, 577 (mixing ratio Au:Hg = 1:4.5); Mukherjee 
1978, 454 (in addition to glass powder and sand, charcoal powder 
was also added to the mortar); Oddy et al. 1981, 97 (mixing ratio 
according to a seventh / eighth-century source: Au:Hg 1:5; very 
different formulae were handed down in the west, ranging from 
1:7 to 1:8 [with earlier references]); 98 (mixing ratio in Patan Au:Hg 
= 1:4.5 to 1:4); Becker-Ritterspach 1982, 132 footnote 1 (mixture of 
1 part “gold dust” and 3 parts mercury, mixed with “quartz sand 
and a little water”. “The paste is finely pounded using a pestle and 
mortar, filtered through a piece of cloth and then applied to the 
sheet copper”); Gabriel 1999, 194 (mixing ratio in jewellery mak-
ing: Au:Hg 1:4 to 1:5); Gellek / Maitland 2011, 61 (mixing ratio Au:Hg 
1:5); 78 (other mixing ratios were ideally used on ancient, corroded 
copper surfaces).

299 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 55, and Michaels 1985 / 86, 193 (various types 
of acid, chu pāun); Brauen 2013, 68 (just salt); Shrestha 1992, 7 
(Au:Hg = 1:4; addition of salt and chu pāun). – According to Mi-
chaels 1985 / 86, 193, salicylic acid (chu pāun) consists “of lemons 
cut into pieces and cooked for 24 hours”. This formula also con-
tains charcoal powder, which is intended to make the amalgam 
black instead of silver-coloured.

300 Lo Bue 1997a, 577.
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Fig. 196: In some of the gilding workshops, instead of glass powder (fig. 195) 
a mixture of alkali feldspar and quartz used to be employed for grinding 
down the gold and mercury amalgam in the stone mortar. Here (in 1972), in 
the workshop of Bekha Ratna Shakya, a round stone served as a pestle (see 
fig. 198). Rolled gold lies in the front of the stone mortar. The gold blanks were 
stretched with the peen of a hammer, then heated (to make them softer) and 
finally thinly rolled out with a hand roller (of industrial manufacture).  
The traditional technique of making gold leaf simply involved hammering  
(description and picture from András Höfer’s archive).

Fig. 193: The preparation of gold amalgam: the rolled sheet gold 
(fig. 196, front, and fig. 518) is cut into fine shavings with a pair of  
scissors and gathered on a sheet of paper; it is then amalgamated with 
the mercury by grinding it in a mortar for several hours (description 
and picture from András Höfer’s archive).

Fig. 194: Mercury is required to amalgamate gold; the gold dissolves in 
the heavy liquid metal. Today merury has to be smuggled into Nepal 
from India.

Fig. 195: A small amount of glass powder is added to the mortar to  
assist the blending of the gold and mercury. Rather than thick bottle 
sherds, fine splinters of broken lightbulbs are used.
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108 gold market, this can pose a threat to a gilder’s livelihood (see 
also p. 292, table 6)301; after all, today the amount of gold amal-
gam mentioned here would cost as much as 150 US dollars – 
and counting!

Depending on the amount of gilding, the wear and tear 
and the age, there are considerable variations in colours and 
thicknesses302, as comparisons between newly gilded pieces 
(figs. 12, E; 549) and ancient works (figs. 248; 550) make clear. 
The few analyses available show that freshly gilded surfaces 
contain 4–20 % gold and 11–27 % mercury, whereas the per-
centages in ancient pieces are far lower (approximately 9 % Au 
and 5 % Hg). I do not know whether this is due to mechanical 
abrasion or to gradual evaporation of the mercury over time 
(pp. 315 ff.; table 8).

Apparently, the gold was sometimes also eked out by add-
ing copper to the amalgam. I cannot say whether this greatly 
altered the aesthetics and quality of the gilding; the practice 
has now ceased.

Glass powder is apparently added, not because it encour-
ages the melting process and helps prevent oxidation, but be-
cause its sharp edges act as an abrasive and help grind down 
the gold shavings303. Other metalworking enterprises in Ne-
pal use very fine quartz sand304 or feldspar powder, which is 
mixed with very pure, pulverised quartz (e. g. rock crystal) to 
achieve the same result (fig. 196)305.

Making the amalgam and preparing 
objects for gilding

Gilding is probably the most prestigious operation undertaken 
by Newar metalworkers, although forming the wax model re-
quires far greater artistic skill. Effigies of the seventh century 
AD attest to high-quality gilding on the earliest statues306.

Gold and mercury are weighed out (fig. 197) to specifica-
tion. Naturally, the quantities of gold and mercury vary, de-
pending on whether one large or three small statues, or per-
haps two sacrificial implements are to be gilded. Another im-
portant factor is whether the pieces will be fully or partially 
gilded.

First, the two metals are mixed, the mercury giving the 
gold particles a silvery glimmer307. The mixture is then put 
in a small, elongated, shallow stone mortar (fig. 198; see also 
fig. 542). The glass shards are added as required and finely 
ground down (see also fig. 196) until the paste has the right con-
sistency for applying to the metal. The mixture is diluted from 
time to time with some water so that the paste, including the 
gold, on the rim of the mortar is dissolved and washed down. 
To avoid losing any shavings or drips of the costly metals, ear-
lier gilders used to form a “dam” of fresh cow dung around the 
rim of the mortar, which kept the mixture in (fig. 199).

Any excess water is then soaked up with a sponge and the 
grinding process is repeated several times308, until the amal-
gam has reached the correct consistency. The expert gilder is 
able to gauge whether the process is complete by rubbing a lit-
tle amalgam between two fingers and checking whether the 
correct, homogeneous consistency has been reached309.

The grinding process (fig. 200) alone takes “four hours and 
longer” according to Mukti310. Using this laborious method, an 
experienced worker is able to amalgamate no more than 20–
25 grams of gold per day311. Today large-scale gilding enter-
prises in Patan can afford to have the lengthy process done by 
an electric pestle and mortar.

Copper objects (hammered or repoussé works) that are to 
be gilded are gently annealed with a blowtorch (fig. 201) – tak-
ing care not to undo hard-soldered areas – and then quenched 
in sulphuric acid (fig. 202) and thoroughly rinsed in water312. 
In the past, the bare metal surfaces would have been dipped 
in an extract of home-made lemon juice (chu pāun)313. The 
last step in the cleaning process is to “scratch-brush” the sur-
faces, i. e. to work over them carefully with a brass-wire brush 
dipped in a soapy solution, the so-called “scratching water” 
(see below) (fig. 203). As for objects cast in brass, they are not 
cleaned in acid.

Applying the amalgam

The amalgam is applied while the metal is still wet, using a 
small, thin, iron rod (fig. 204) or a home-made brush (fig. 205). 
Chuk, still made by the craftsmen themselves, is used in the 
acid-cleaning and in the scratch-brushing processes (for de-

301 Michaels 1985 / 86, 193.
302 Von Schroeder in Uhlig 1979, 59.
303 Gellek / Maitland 2011, 61.
304 Bauer 1973, 2; Höfer 1973, 12 f. – András Höfer also kindly men-

tioned to me the use of a combination of alkali feldspar and quartz 
(letter dated 02.12.2014).

305 Bauer 1973, 2 f.
306 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 1 (Changu Narayan Temple in Bhaktapur 

from the reign of King Amshuvarma).
307 Gellek / Maitland 2011, fig. p. 61.
308 Michaels 1985 / 86, 193, 194.
309 Shrestha 1992, 7. – According to another source, a dash of soy 

sauce is said to soften the amalgam (Lo Bue 1997a, 577 with foot-
note 20 and figs. 3; 4).

310 Even 7–8 hours according to Höfer 1973, 13 (and according to a 
letter from András Höfer to the author dated 02.12.2014); Michaels 
1985 / 86, 193 f. mentions 5–8 hours depending on the worker’s 
stamina.

311 Shrestha 1992, 7.
312 Michaels 1985 / 86, 193; Lo Bue 1997a, 577; Brauen 2013, 67.
313 See also note 299; Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 40 (chuk); Gellek / Mait-

land 2011, 64 (p. 72: also used as a solution to scratch-brush the 
fire-gilded surfaces).
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Fig. 203: Thanks to annealing and cleaning in sulphuric acid, the re-
maining impurities can be removed with a soapy solution and a soft wire 
brush. The repoussé decoration has not yet been gilded.

Fig. 197: Following traditional formulae, four to five parts of mercury 
(fig. 194) to one part of gold are weighed out.

Fig. 198: A heavy almond-shaped stone mortar with pestle (right).  
It takes several hours of hard work to grind the mixture of minute gold 
flecks, liquid mercury and small glass sherds in the shallow hollow to 
produce the gilding amalgam (fig. 200).

Fig. 199: Amalgam preparation in Bekha Ratna Shakya’s goldsmithing 
workshop in Patan in 1972: the first portion of cut-up gold and mercury 
(in a ratio of 1:4 or 1:5) lies in the bottom of the stone mortar. It is en-
circled by a “dam” of fresh cow-dung to prevent the gold shavings from 
flying out of the mortar during preparation of the amalgam (a jug with-
out handles [karuwā in Nepali] containing water is shown in the centre 
of the picture; description and picture from András Höfer’s archive).

Fig. 201: A copper repoussé water-offering bowl is ready to be partially 
fire gilded. Before the amalgam is applied, the bowl is heated with a 
blowtorch and then quenched in an acid bath.

Fig. 202: A lightly annealed copper bowl lying in the sulphuric acid 
bath. All oxides and other impurities have been removed from the sur-
face of the metal and it will soon be ready to have the amalgam applied.

Fig. 200: Mukti Man Bajracha-
rya grinding gold amalgam. 1) 
mortar (fig. 198); 2) pestle (also 
made of hard stone); 3) thin 
gold foil; 4) mercury in a plas-
tic container.

1
2

4 3
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Fig. 207: To assist the bond between the gold and the base metal, a  
toothbrush is used to rub the amalgam paste into the copper surface. 
Light-grey in colour from the effect of the mercury, the nitric acid is 
then washed off, while the amalgam adheres to the copper surface.

Fig. 208: The exciting  
moment in fire gilding: 
vaporising the volatile 
mercury. This man wears 
only a simple fabric mask 
for respiratory protec-
tion.

Fig. 204: A first layer of gold amalgam, still shimmering like silver, 
is applied to the dry surface with an iron pin (or with a small brush: 
fig. 205).

Fig. 205: Having gilded the head of this Buddha figure, the gilder adds 
silver-coloured amalgam to the legs of the deity. Partial fire-gilding can 
be added to any bare metal surface at any stage (fig. 213).

1

2

3

Fig. 206: The gilder’s workbench during the process of applying the 
amalgam: 1) working on the piece with a brush or iron pin; 2) nitric 
acid as a wetting agent; 3) supply of gold amalgam.

Fig. 209: Another worker in another of Patan’s gilding enterprises is 
aware of the hazardous nature of the mercury fumes, but he neverthe-
less carries on his work without protection. His Buddha figure is still 
very light in colour due to the presence of mercury.
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111tails, see footnote 333). It is made from citrus fruit314 or from 
soapnuts (fig. 215), cooked into a brown, runny brew (fig. 214).

Instead of using natural or industrial acids, metal sur-
faces were sometimes also just rubbed down with a ball of yak 
hair mixed with sharp-edged sand grains315. Other instruc-
tions recommend applying a kind of primer, i. e. burnishing 
the blank metal surfaces with sandpaper, then quickly rub-
bing them with a piece of fabric and some mercury before 
oxidation sets in, and only then applying the amalgam. This 
pre-treatment is mainly used on parts that will be exposed to 
the elements and where the gilding should therefore be par-
ticularly stable316.

A single application of the ground amalgam with a brush 
(fig. 205) “would be too thin”; several coats must therefore be 
applied. If the amalgam is to be applied only to certain details, 
a small iron rod is used (fig. 204), because it is very thin (about 
3 mm) and can be used with great precision.

This small rod is alternately dipped into the bowl of amal-
gam and a bowl of nitric acid (fig. 206,2). The acid also serves as 
a wetting agent “to help the amalgam bond with the metal”. The 
amalgam is thus rubbed onto the metal with some force (and 
not just lightly applied). It is then spread more evenly and finely 
with a toothbrush (particularly in the indentations; fig. 207). 
This method of applying the amalgam allows the gilder not just 
to gild the entire surface of a statue but obviously also to con-
fine the gilding to certain areas. Termed parcel gilding, the lat-
ter procedure is particularly popular in Nepal317 and is most of-
ten used on the faces or all the skin areas of the deities which 
are not hidden by their garments (e. g. fig. 296).

Poison!

The actual process of gilding, i. e. the evaporation of the mer-
cury and the deep fusing of the pure gold with the brass or 
copper object, takes place outside, on the balcony (fig. 208). 
An electric fan blows air from the room out into the open to 
keep everyone in the workshop from too much exposure to the 
toxic fumes.

Although the craftsmen are aware of the health risks, 
Mukti’s assistant wears only a much-used mask consisting of 
several layers of fabric (fig. 208) for protection. In Puna Maha-
rajan’s large-scale operation I even saw a gilder working with-
out any mask at all, not even a rag to protect his mouth and 
nose against the toxic mercury fumes (fig. 209)318.

Less harmful alternatives exist today, but galvanic gilding 
“is not done here”, as Mukti remarks laconically.

Ratna Jyoti Shakya reports that the fire gilders generally 
do not reach old age and often suffer from tooth loss and other 
illnesses. Others talk about poor ventilation in the workshops, 
breathing in the highly toxic mercury fumes (fig. 209)319 and 

even nitrogen oxide, and the prevalence of tuberculosis and 
Parkinson’s Disease among the gilders. “The goldsmiths are of 
the opinion that the use of curd during metal refining can save 
them from health hazards caused by their long exposure to the 
poisonous gas”320. Others believe that “a good measure of mil-
let brandy” and stuffing one’s mouth with raw (minced) meat 
during vaporisation of the gold amalgam can prevent one’s 
health from suffering or one’s teeth from falling out321.

The problem has been known for a long time; the Tibetan 
Ju Mi-Pham wrote, with respect to soldering with silver and 
mercury, as early as the late nineteenth century: “Do not al-
low the poisoning smoke into your mouth or nose as it is inju-
rious”322.

Although the Nepalese government has now banned fire 
gilding as detrimental to people’s health, and is officially at-
tempting to eliminate it by prohibiting the import of liquid 
mercury (sourced from India), it still tolerates the practice 
(fig. 297). The net result is that it is still ongoing, the govern-
ment profits from the foreign exchange proceeds of the sale 
of gold statues, and the mercury is being smuggled from India 
to Nepal. Consequently, it is bought on the black market and 
is putting a huge strain on the environment in the areas sur-
rounding the gilders’ workshops. The people use hardly any 
protection (despite knowing the risks) (figs. 208 and 209) and 
continue to ruin their health.

Vaporising the mercury

The amalgam-covered object is slowly and evenly heated – a 
process which used to take place over glowing embers323 but 

314 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 55.
315 See above, with note 250.
316 Shrestha 1992, 6; Gellek / Maitland 2011, 62 (with illustration).
317 Lo Bue 1997a, 575 f. fig. 2.
318 Exemplary protection measures were applied by the fire gilders 

working on the large restoration project of the Svayambhu Stupa 
in 2008–2010, consisting of full face masks with mercury filters 
(Gellek / Maitland 2011, 71 [with illustration]).

319 Lo Bue 1981b, 83.
320 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 28 and 56 f.
321 Höfer 1970, 200 (life-long salt-free diet; millet brandy and raw 

meat to “help the lungs ‘digest’ the mercury”); Höfer 1973, 13 
(quotation); Dagyab 1977, 49 (mouth and nose closed; imbibing 
alcohol); Oddy et al. 1981, 98 (“the artisan should have drunk a 
quantity of alcohol before starting the gilding”); Michaels 1985 / 86, 
194 (“raw minced buffalo or goat’s meat that has been kneaded for 
about 2 hours . . . put in one’s mouth . . . spit it out . . . another pro-
tection measure . . . rinse one’s mouth with brandy”); Lo Bue 1997a, 
579 (permanent brain damage as a result of mercury poisoning); 
Gellek / Maitland 2011, 71.

322 Reedy 1991b, 43.
323 Höfer 1970, 200; Shrestha 1992, 7; Lo Bue 1997a, 577; Gellek / Mait-

land 2011, 71.
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Fig. 210: Whilst raised reliefs quickly lose the mercury from their  
surfaces during the vaporising process, more heat is required for the 
crevices, and drips tend to form. To make sure the coating remains  
homogenous, it is smoothed out from time to time with a wad of cotton 
wool.

Fig. 212: After working with the blowtorch the object still looks quite 
unsightly: the copper surface has new blotches and the areas that have 
just been gilded appear very dull. It still needs to be burnished.

Fig. 213: The face of this standing Buddha is yet to receive another layer of 
gilding to improve the quality of the statue (fig. 549); gilding will also be 
applied to parts of its garment. By controlling the amount of heat used it 
is possible to do this without damaging the red-brown patina which has 
already formed.

Fig. 211: Detail of the plinth of a statue, upside-down: 1) the flame of the 
blowtorch has not yet produced the desired result; the whitish colour 
shows that mercury is still present; 2) the process of vaporisation has 
been completed and only the yellow shimmer of gold remains.

1
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113is now done with a blowtorch324. Since a modern blowtorch al-
lows him to control the flame, the gilder can direct the right 
amount of heat to the precise spot where it is required (fig. 209) 
much more easily than he could have done with the traditional 
heat source. Besides charcoal, which is used all over the world, 
dried cow dung was still being used as fuel for fire gilding up to 
a few years ago in Nepal325.

Drips that form from the heat of the flame are constantly 
redistributed across the surface and carefully rubbed onto the 
object with a cotton rag or a wad of cotton wool (fig. 210)326. The 
slower this is done, the better! The process must sometimes 
be repeated several times327.

At first, the areas that have been covered with gold amal-
gam have a silvery lustre (fig. 211,1) while they still contain 
mercury. Golden patches gradually begin to appear where the 
mercury has evaporated (fig. 211,2) and, at the end of the pro-
cess, everything is a dull golden colour, though still blotchy 
(fig. 212). Should the vaporisation be stopped too early, the 
mercury residue would leave green and white patches; a gild-
er’s experienced eye can prevent this328. Exposing the statue 
to the heat for too long would destroy the gold layer, because 
higher temperatures result in the gold being absorbed by the 
underlying metal329. The metal object is therefore never al-
lowed to start glowing during the vaporisation process; lower 
temperatures are sufficient because mercury already evapo-
rates at a temperature of 357° C. At the end of the process, the 
object is cooled in water330.

Today, in all the gilding workshops I visited, the mercury 
is vaporised over an open gas flame and released into the at-
mosphere (see above). The precious liquid metal used to be 
transported across vast distances331 in stoppered coconut 
shells or sealed seashells, and because it was – and still is – so 
valuable, it was sometimes recycled. This involved large clay 
vessels placed over the cow-dung fire and the object that was 
being gilded, and “. . . the white fumes of the mercury . . . get de-
posited in the form of tiny globules on the cooler parts of the 
clay vessel. This mercury is used for medical purposes”332. To-
day mercury is no longer recycled in Nepal.

Good-quality gilding requires several layers of gold to 
achieve a perfect surface. Two or three coats are usual, “four 
would be even better”. “The more coats, the more expensive 
the object” says Ratna.

Gilding is indeed a relatively expensive process (see p. 292) 
and the larger the gilded surface area on a statue, the higher 
its price. After my standing Buddha (fig. 296) had been gilded, 
Ratna insisted on re-gilding certain areas (on the lotus plinth). 
Technically, this is not a problem if the gas flame is directed 
correctly (fig. 213).

“Scratch-brushing” and burnishing

After cooling, the entire surface of the object is scratch-
brushed. The gilders make their own alkaline soapy solution by 
crushing soapnuts (Newari hata; Nepalese ritha; Hindi rīthā; 
Latin Sapindus mukrossi) and boiling them in water (fig. 214)333. 
These are small fruits some 2 cm in diameter (fig. 215) that can 
be bought from the local markets. When scratch-brushing, a 
brush is first used to create a lather (fig. 216) and then a tooth-
brush is employed334.

Once all residues have been removed by scratch-brush-
ing, the fire gilding, firmly fused with the base metal, is now 
fully visible, but the surface does not yet have the desired lus-
tre. It must now be burnished. This has been done for centu-
ries with an “agate burnishing stone” and a soapy lye335. For 
this stage the Newar artisans use the same hata extract as that 
used in the scratch-brushing phase. The small agate stones 
are completely smooth on their upper surface and fixed into 
a metal socket in a wooden handle; exactly the same burnish-
ing stones are still used by goldsmiths in the West (fig. 217). In-
stead of agate, thin steel burnishers336 were also sometimes 

324 Michaels 1985 / 86, 193; 194; Lo Bue 1997a, 577 fig. 6 (in 1986 kero-
sene blowtorches were used to heat the amalgam).

325 Höfer 1973, 13; Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 56.
326 Lo Bue 1997a, 577.
327 Shrestha 1992, 7 f. (“the act [of brushing and wiping] is repeated 

eight to ten times depending upon the intensity of the [charcoal] 
fire”).

328 Shrestha 1992, 8.
329 Oddy et al. 1981, 88.
330 In the past, when burning cow dung was still used to vaporise the 

mercury, a nice golden colour was apparently achieved by quench-
ing gilded surfaces with magito (Nepalese) respectively manuchha 
(Newari) while they were still warm. This is an extract of the 
ground branches of the common madder (also known as Indian 
madder, Rubia cordifolia). Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 55 f.

331 Montgomerie 1868, 156 and 1869, 190, tells of mercury being 
transported to Lhasa / Tibet in coconut and cowry shells that were 
sealed with wax.

332 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 56.
333 Oddy et al. 1981, 99 (with botanical classification as Sapindus sp.); 

Shrestha 1992, 8, terms it “Chinese soap berry (S[apindus] Sapon-
aria”); Lo Bue 1997a, 578 footnote 24. – On the use of Sapindus lye 
by Indian goldsmiths, see Untracht 1997, 299 fig. 705; by Indian 
bronze casters, see Levy et al. 2008, 81 fig. 62, middle. – Instead of 
or in addition to soapnuts, tamarind pods are also used to prepare 
scratch-brushing liquids in India and Africa (Nambiar 1964, 14; 
Mukherjee 1978, 182; 191; 240; Pillai et al. 2006, 858, and observa-
tions made by the author in the 1970s).

334 Lo Bue 1997a, fig. 7 (scratch-brushing using a fine wire brush).
335 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 55 f. and 57; Michaels 1985 / 86, 193, 196; 

Shrestha 1992, 8 (burnishing the fire-gilded areas “with the sharp 
edge of a carnelian knife”); Lo Bue 1997a, 578. – Apparently jade is 
also used as a burnishing stone on fire-gilded objects (Becker-Rit-
terspach 1982, 133 footnote 1).

336 Dagyab 1977, 49. – For steel burnishers being used to finish brass 
statues in southern India, see Levy et al. 2008, 79 fig. 61.
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Fig. 218: In this large company in Patan, at least a dozen men are  
employed in the creative work of gilding and chasing, whilst the seven 
women have the monotonous task of applying the patina mixture and the 
laborious work of polishing the gilded areas with agate stones.

Fig. 214: Made from boiled-down soapnuts, this lye is used for 
scratch-brushing (fig. 216) and burnishing (figs. 218 and 220) the cast 
figures.

Fig. 215: As in many other countries, acids and lyes for  
technical purposes are derived from plants; the soapnut 
(Sapindus mukrossi) is traditionally used in India and Nepal 
to make lye.

Fig. 216: After gilding (fig. 212) the bare and gilded areas must first 
be scratch-brushed (as shown here) and then burnished so that the 
chased lamps, cast statues and other objects may shine in full  
splendour.

Fig. 217: Agate burnishing stone from Mukti Man Bajracharya’s workshop in 
Patan. The smooth, very hard stone is attached to the wooden handle by a 
metal ferrule.
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tre and alum could be used337.

The object is vigorously burnished with the agate, a 
lengthy process which requires little skill but a great deal of 
stamina. It therefore comes as no surprise that in Mukti’s 
workshop this is generally done by his assistant, and that in 
the larger-scale gilding workshop of Puna Maharajan the task 
is exclusively carried out by women (figs. 218 and 219).

After burnishing, the gilded statues are scratch-brushed 
once more to give them the perfect lustre. This is again done 
in a soapy bath using soft toothbrushes (fig. 220).

Certain fire-gilded objects are apparently patinated after bur-
nishing, in order to “give the gold a darker colour”338. For this 
purpose, “the gilder immerses the figure in water, in which 
small red twigs had been boiled for several hours”. The twigs 
come from the Tibetan madder or Indian madder (Nepalese 
magito; Newari manuchha; Latin Rubia cordifolia).

337 Höfer 1973, 13.
338 Brauen 2013, 68.

Fig. 219: Hours of painstaking work burnishing a newly fire-gilded 
object: the tip of the agate burnishing stone must glide over the gold 
surface several times, even in the smallest crevices, to achieve a high 
shine. This is a lengthy process and requires great precision to ensure 
that the tip of the polishing stone reaches all the hollows. This method 
is used in both fire gilding and leaf gilding.

Fig. 220: The final finishing of the fire-gilding process: the surface has 
been polished with a burnishing stone (figs. 217–219) and the Buddha 
figure is now scrubbed to a high gloss with a soft toothbrush in a basin 
of soapy liquid.
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116 Patinating

Fig. 221 
Sources of information: Puran 
Maharjan is the boss of a 
relatively large company (by 
Patan standards) in the Bal 
Kumri district and my source 
of information on various types 
of work (03.10.2013). Artists, 
craftsmen and workers in fire 
gilding (figs. 205; 209), patination 
(fig. 213), punching (figs. 156; 
171) and polishing (figs. 218; 220) 
work under him.

Patinating with ferric oxide

The gilders also apply coatings to colour the brass surfaces. 
But in 2013 I could no longer observe how the old patination 
recipes were being used (see below). Today most specialists 
prepare the patina layers on the basis of iron oxide. Not only 
statues (fig. 222, right) but also copper sheet repoussé works, 
for example butter lamps for temples, are patinated in this 
way (fig. 222, left).

A brown, still slightly translucent, patina (on gold coloured 
polished brass) is achieved by using crushed red-brown iron 
oxide which has been slurried in water. Iron oxide is sold at 
the market; it comes from India and “is expensive” (1100 ru-
pees per kg; 11 US dollars  /  kg [at the 2016 rate]). In Patan in 
2013 I was able to buy, among other things, a little sample of 
very red iron oxide from a tradesman selling tools and materi-
als to the metal craftsmen (fig. 163).

This material is also used to make a thick brown coating 
patina and needs to be a natural product. It is the same raw 
material as that used by goldsmiths in Europe for polishing 
and is called “reddle” or “rouge de Paris”. This iron oxide is 
crumbled in a vessel and mixed with water to form a runny 
paste (fig. 223) which can be easily taken up on a paintbrush. 
According to Mukti Man Bajracharya, the liquid with the finely 
crushed iron oxide is then mixed with “other, but secret” sub-
stances. Generally all patination recipes are a closely guarded 
secret, kept to this day!

The patination substance is applied with a paintbrush af-
ter the partial gilding and somewhat carelessly also over the 
gold surfaces, without however sticking to it (fig. 222). Differ-
ent brushes are used, depending on the size and accessibility 

of the surfaces to be patinated (fig. 224). Excess patination ma-
terial is wiped off with a wad of cotton wool (fig. 225). Finally, 
the objects need to be dried. Although two or three brushes 
would be sufficient for this work, dozens of them have accu-
mulated in the workshop over time (fig. 226).

After drying, which can be helped along to a degree with a 
blowtorch, the iron oxide layer on the metal must be properly 
burnt in so that it lasts for a long time (fig. 551). It regularly hap-
pens that the first application of the patina does not achieve 
the desired result and the process must be repeated until a 
satisfactory result is achieved. To finish off, the patinated sur-
face is “mopped” with a toothbrush, using the same soapy lye 
as described above (p. 113). Finished!

Our own analyses of brown patinated surfaces (fig. 296) 
show, for coating patinas, a clearly increased proportion 
of iron to 3 % (table 8, samples Patan04 and 05): the iron ox-
ide used is therefore directly and clearly detectable. This is 
quite different in the case of the translucent shimmering 
copper-coloured patina as, for example on a statue of Tara 
(fig. 548). Here, this “high-grade patina” was certainly not cre-
ated with iron oxide, but rather more probably by using cad-
mium and  /  or antimony and possibly substances containing 
sulphur (table 8, sample Patan08). But there we have it: the 
higher the grade of the patina, the greater the secret of its cre-
ation!

In Puran Maharjan’s workshop the small standing Buddha 
(fig. 296; 549) has his hair coloured in typical blue. This is not 
achieved through colouration (as in fig. 292, for example), but 
by applying (fig. 227) and burning in an iron oxide-based paste. 
The “secret” of the blue lies in the significantly increased sili-
con (Si) content and possibly also sulphur and titanium, both 
of which can be traced in the pieces of work that have been 
analysed (table 8, sample Patan06). It is well known that these 
three elements – as well as copper, among others – can be re-
sponsible for a blue colour, but their mineralogical composi-
tion and the nature of any added substances was not revealed 
to me.

Patinating to create an “antique”  
surface

The artisans in Nepal showed me and explained all the stages 
of work, from modelling to casting right up to fire gilding and 
I received honest, illuminating answers to all my questions, 
except when it came to patination! Patination is used nowa-
days to give to many a figure of deities cast in brass a “noble” 
or even a certain “antique” appearance. It somewhat breaks up 
the high polish of the metal but ideally still allows the shine of 
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Fig. 222: After fire gilding certain batches of ritual vessels (e. g. butter 
lamps, left) or statues (right) can be additionally patinated. First an iron  
oxide paste is applied to the desired areas with a brush. 

Fig. 223: Patination paste for a red-brown covering coat (as for fig. 296), 
made from “reddle” or natural iron oxide mashed and mixed with  
water (fig. 163). 

Fig. 224: Using small and large brushes, the iron oxide paste (fig. 223) is 
applied (and later burnt in) to the parts which are to receive a red-brown 
patination and which have not been gilded and should not have a metallic 
sheen.

Fig. 225: Where too much has been applied by mistake, excess iron 
oxide-water paste can be wiped off with a wad of cotton wool before 
burning.

Fig. 227: Application of a dark blue paste containing iron oxide with 
a fine brush. It is subsequently burnt in under a soldering torch and 
leaves a thick blue coating on the hair of the Buddha.

Fig. 226: In Mukti Man Bajra-
charya’s gilding and patination 
workshop the tools and equip-
ment needed on a daily basis 
lie all over the floor, as well as 
a wide range of brushes where 
patina is applied.
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118 the metal to shimmer through slightly. All the pieces of work 
shown in this book display this in many different ways (see 
figs. 12,D.E; 155; 291,5.6; 393; 547; 548).

We know from European artisan metal casters that they 
prefer to “control colouration [themselves] and . . . preserve a 
desired hue. To this end, the bronzes are chemically treated”, 
for example with liver of sulphur (brown), ammonia, sodium 
chloride, ammonium chloride and acetic acid (light green), ni-
tric acid and copper nitrate (dark green) or copper nitrate and 
hydrochloric acid (antique green)339.

The Nepalese statue makers’ recipes for the patination 
of the figures of deities are, with the exception of the iron ox-
ide coating patina (see above), firmly kept as company or fam-
ily secrets, just as many professionals all over the world keep 
such information confidential.

The following procedure from Nepal, briefly outlined 
here, was documented in the twentieth century. It could come 
from a faker’s workshop! What began in the nineteenth cen-
tury as an attempt to fraudulently deceive the art and anti-
quities markets is today banned by the Nepalese state and 
scorned by most of the metal casters in Patan: artificial ageing 
using a patina is “suspected to be fake”340. According to András 
Höfer, the master casters themselves used to make their stat-
ues look old; today, the dealers would do this, using the “mod-
ern, refined methods they have developed”341.

The following eight methods do not therefore reflect the 
patination processes currently employed; rather they come 
from information found in the literature of the twentieth cen-
tury (A–G) and from one nineteenth-century source (H). Fol-
lowing them by way of experiment (figs. 228–230) mostly leads 
to unsatisfactory results, if not to no patination effect at all, as 
if the casters had sold the researchers a pup in order to pre-
serve their workshop secrets! Only the following treatments 
lead to useful results:
– For brass: salt / charcoal powder / lemon juice (recipe A) 

or salt / lemon juice (B)
– For copper and brass: liquid manure / ash / salt / mud (C)
– For copper: butter / honey (H).

Marie-Laure de Labriffe describes three methods which are 
said to have been used in Patan to give a new bronze or brass 
statue an “old” patina342:

Letting the patinating mixture work its way into 
the surface

A mix of salt, charcoal and lemon juice is applied to the blank 
(brass) cast object and covered with rice straw (chaff was used 
in the experiment). The whole is left for a few days in a sunny 
place so that the mixture can become effective. The result is 
“dark blotches on the metal”343.

Experimental application of the patination recipes: These recipes and 
a few old recipes were replicated and experimentally followed by the 
author. The parts given in the following are units of volume; fig. 228 il-
lustrates the preparations. All treatments were carried out according to 
the historical information on a polished copper plate (99,5 % Cu) as well 
as on a brass plate (10 % Zn) both measuring 2 × 5 cm; fig. 229 shows the 
results after treatment, ranging from straight after application in the 
workshop to long-term results after six months.

Experiment with patination formula A: Mix 1 part salt, 2 parts charcoal 
powder and 2 parts lemon juice into a thick slurry, apply it to the blank, 
polished metal surface and cover it with chaff (fig. 228,A). Leave it to 
take effect behind a window in the sunlight for four weeks and then 
wash it off. Result: the copper and the brass is blotchy and has become 
darker and matt but an even, covering patina has not developed; the 
brass is still partly covered with the tightly adhering black patination 
paste (fig. 229,A); after washing and dry polishing, the copper has ac-
quired a red patina and the brass a grey-brown patina (fig. 230, A).

Lengthy patination with salt and acid

A mixture of salt and lemon juice is applied to the bronze or 
copper statue, which is put in a damp place. Covered with 
cloths, the whole is left to stand for six to twelve months. If the 
effect is not strong enough, then it can be warmed with a sol-
dering lamp (petroleum burner). The result is “a greenish col-
ouration”344.

Experiment with patination formula B: Dissolve 1 part salt and 1 part 
lemon juice, mix it and thoroughly moisten some cloths with the mix-
ture. Wrap the small metal plates in the cloths (fig. 228,B) and keep 
moist and covered for ten weeks. Result: the copper and brass have matt 
blotches and are only slightly darkened (fig. 229, B); after washing and 
dry polishing, the copper display a reddish patina and the brass a grey-
brown patina (fig. 230, B).

Patinating by burying underground

A mix of liquid manure, ash, salt and mud is applied to the 
clean cast object and left to dry. To achieve a corrosive affect it 
is buried in the soil for a year. The result is “a darkening of the 
surface and possibly corrosion blotches”345.

339 Hauser 1972, 60 f. – A wide range of patination recipes in many 
shades and based on many alloys can be used: Runfola 2015.

340 See also Lo Bue 1981b, 84. – These days, in Thailand, the statue 
casters use a hot application potassium sulfide (or liver of sul-
phur?) to create a dark brown patina: Strahan 1997, 40.

341 Höfer 1970, 200.
342 de Labriffe 1973, 192.
343 The same formula is also found in Höfer 1970, 200 (quotation).
344 The same formula is also found in Höfer 1970, 200 (quotation).
345 Höfer 1970, 200 (similar formula involving covering with ash, salt 

and cow dung and being covered in moist earth for a year).
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Fig. 228: Patination experiments A–I: prepared specimens (for results, 
see figs. 229 and 230). Left platelet: copper, right platelet: brass, all 
polished. For the patination recipes, see the text. Size of metal plates, 
5 × 2 cm.
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Fig. 229: Patination experiments A–I: the tests are based on historical 
recipes passed down in Nepal (see text). Results after treatment, letting 
the mixture take effect and after washing in soapy water, but without 
having been newly polished (same metal plates, in the same order  
as figs. 228 and 230). Left platelet: copper; right platelet: brass, all pol-
ished.
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Fig. 230: Patination experiments A–I: the metal plates in the picture 
show the results at the end of the treatment. The pieces have been 
dried and lightly polished dry, i. e. they are the colour of a finished, pat-
inated statue (same platelets, in the same order as figs. 228 and 229). 
Left platelet: copper, right platelet: brass. Size of metal plates, 5 × 2 cm.
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122 Experiment with patination formula C: Use 4 parts liquid cow manure, 4 
parts wood ash, 1 part salt and 4 parts mud (clay); these are mixed into 
a thick slurry, applied to the metal (fig. 228,C) and left to dry. Then it is 
buried at a depth of about 25 cm in moist earth for 8 months. It is then 
dug up and washed. Result: the copper is distinctly darker and matt. 
The brass shines with an “noble”, slightly glossy anthracite-coloured 
patina surface (fig. 229,C); after washing and dry polishing both the 
copper and the brass display a grey mottled patina which is matt on the 
copper but has a nice shine on the brass (fig. 230,C).

Patinating by staining

With mustard seed oil

Erberto Lo Bue mentions a further “patination method” which 
appears to be particularly coarse, crude and cheap346: take 
mustard seed oil, smear it over the statue and let it soak in.

Experiment with patination formula D: Brush copious quantities of mus-
tard seed oil over the polished surface and let it soak in for a few days. 
If necessary, brush on some more oil (fig. 228,D). Because merely “let-
ting it soak” does not cause any change to the surface, the oil is burnt in 
with a gentle gas burner flame and the surface then washed. Result: the 
copper is darker and blotchy but the copper colour still shows through; 
the brass displays a “noble”, slightly glossy, almost black patina surface 
(fig. 229,D); after washing and dry polishing the copper has a weak 
brown-red patina and the brass has acquired, in place of a patina which 
shimmers through, a black varnish-like coating (fig. 230, D).

With shoe polish and paint

If required, the object can be blackened over a petroleum 
flame and then washed off again (for a dark green colour-
ation)347 or even blackened with shoe polish. A coat of black 
paint348 is even simpler and is found today in southern India 
smeared on the cheapest souvenir figures of gods. A further 
“patination possibility”, using shoe polish, is described by Axel 
Michaels349: apply “liquid black shoe polish to the statue with 
a cloth” and smoke the whole thing with a kerosene burner. 
“After that the larger surfaces of the figures are wiped down or 
they are left as they are. The aim of the first version is to dull 
the polished metal shine. In this way, the remnants of shoe pol-
ish left in the nooks and grooves make the figure look not quite 
so new and polished. . . . The second version on the other hand 
is not intended to deceive [old patina], making the statue black 
is just done for stylistic reasons”. The first version is similar to 
Harsha Ratna Shakya’s simple silver patination technique in 
Bhaktapur (fig. 231; see below, figs. 489–492).

Experiment with patination formula E: Thickly coat the polished met-
al surface with black shoe polish and let it take effect for a few days 
(fig. 228,E). Using a gentle soldering torch flame at not too high a tem-
perature, burn in the polish a little. Using a cloth, gently remove the pol-
ish until a “useful” result has been achieved: the copper is very blotchy 

and irregularly patinated, in places with black burnt in remnants of 
shoe polish; the brass is also very blotchy but has a very dark shiny pat-
ina (fig. 229, E); after washing and dry polishing the copper has a very 
blotchy, grey to black patina, and the brass has an anthracite-coloured 
coating (fig. 230, E).

The following recipes have also been passed on to us by Er-
berto Lo Bue in his informative essay on Himalayan figure 
casting350:

Patinating by annealing

In the 1960s dealers were content to use a simple method of 
making brass dark. The figures were brought to such a high 
heat that the metal surface oxidised and became almost black. 
They were then quenched. No documentation survives as to 
which copper alloys were subjected to this patination method 
by simple annealing of the statues. Depending on the compo-
sition of the casting metal, very different colourations were 
achieved through this method (see below).

Experiment with patination formula F: Gentle, lengthy annealing of the 
highly-polished sample metal plate (fig. 228,F). Quenching in cold wa-
ter. Light polishing with a cloth. Result: the copper surface has distinct, 
almost black blotches and in parts is metallic-red; the brass is matt 
and golden and does not display any patination effects (fig. 229,F); after 
washing and dry polishing the copper is still slightly blotchy and the 
brass has become matt-golden, the finish has disappeared and no pati-
nation effect has been achieved (fig. 230,F).

To supplement these vague recipes from the casting city 
of Patan in the 1960s, I alloyed various precious metals and 
“bronzes” in order to observe them in an attempt at patination 
through annealing and cooling. Because rapid quenching of the 
copper and brass samples which had been heated to around 
650° C does not lead to oxidation (see fig. 229, F), I cooled the 
glowing hot objects slowly. As is done by some bronze and sil-
versmiths in Africa and Asia, I buried the objects in fine sand 
to cool them down, so that the samples “had time”, to recrys-
tallize on the inside and to form an oxide layer on the surface. 
The results are striking because beautiful patina surfaces can 
be created both quickly and simply with this method (fig. 232, 
upper row). Whereas the hard, brittle oxide layer created on 
the metal surface by annealing flakes off immediately when 
it is harshly quenched (fig. 230,F), when cooled slowly it com-

346 Lo Bue 1981b, 83 (also with references to old, traditional protective 
coatings for bronzes, applied in the form of wax, resin, fat or curd 
cheese).

347 According to Höfer 1970, 200.
348 Charpentier 1973, 77.
349 Michaels 1985 / 86, 190 f. fig. 27.
350 Lo Bue 1981b, 84.
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123bines mostly relatively intensively with the core metal: pure 
copper (K) and silver (A) are only patinated in blotches, but on 
tin bronze (S), tin brass (T), lead bronze (B), brass (M) and even 
gold (G) beautiful and yet well adhering patinations of an ex-
quisite brown or bronze coloured shine are achieved (table 1).

Table 1: Composition (in  %) of copper alloys shown in fig. 232 and their 
patina colourations after annealing and slow cooling in sand.

Cu Sn Zn Pb Ag Au As Cr Fe Ni Patina colour

Gold G 16.01 0.69 0.79 0.03 14.04 65.78 0.17 0.00 1.10 0.37 bronze

Silver A 15.95 0.57 0.40 0.23 81.14 0.34 0.00 0.67 0.16 0.00 like antique silver

Copper K 99.79 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.08 0.00 red, black blotches 

Tin bronze S 96.00 3.72 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.00 like antique copper 

Tin brass T 92.00 7.05 0.27 0.44 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.00 bronze

Lead bronze B 74.58 11.37 0.00 13.86 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 anthracite

Brass M 84.87 4.64 7.35 1.85 1.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 dark bronze

Patinating by rubbing in fat

Another twentieth-century method involves scrubbing a cast 
bronze for days with a cloth soaked in fat and milk. This proce-
dure was also carried out experimentally: 

Experiment with patination formula G: Mix one part milk and one part 
animal fat (cow’s milk and pork dripping were used in the test) into a 
paste and thickly apply it or dab it onto the metal. Let it soak in for a 
long time (fig. 228,G) and, over a period of eight weeks, rub the fat-milk 
mixture several times into the metal surface with as rough a cloth as 
possible. – Result: copper and brass are blotchy but only slightly and ir-
regularly patinated, the surfaces still have a metallic shine (fig. 229,G). 
After washing and polishing dry the copper and the brass are still me-
tallic and have slight patches instead of a patina (fig. 230,G).

Patinating a fire-gilded surface

Smearing a gilded statue with ammonium chloride351 has 
the effect of partially destroying the gilding. The procedure 
causes slight corrosion, with which some dealers in Tibetan 
and Himalayan antiquities were able to deceive their custom-
ers. An “admissible” reddish patination of shiny gold surfaces 
was popular with the Tibetans. For fire-gilded objects, this 
was achieved by tanning substances obtained from tree bark, 
and for pieces made of solid gold, by applying the juice of sour 
apricots and gentle heating352.

Further ways of “aging” statues

Faking through “damaged remnants of gilding”

András Höfer describes an even meaner way of deceiving an-
tique collectors, a method in which the passage of time is sim-
ulated by giving the appearance of cult objects being worn by 

the passing of the centuries (fig. 248). “Only the deeper parts 
of the statue (folds, grooves etc.) not subject to any wear are 
gilded, and the edges of the gilding are sanded off. (In some 
statues I saw in the shops, this method had been very crudely 
applied.)”.

The application of fake traces of ritual use 

To lend a new statue more charm and originality as an “an-
tique” some fakers even smear red vermilion powder (sindur 
in Nepali) on the forehead and other holy body parts of the 
statue to make it look as if the statue had just been snatched 
off an altar. In order to pass off a statue to the dealers and col-
lectors as authentic and as old as possible (as for example in 
fig. 291,5.6), black sheep amongst the Newar were investing 
100 US dollars per statue for faking353, and this as early as in 
the 1960s.

Ju Mi-Pham’s historical patination formula

For the sake of completeness, it should be mentioned, that 
in historical times too, statues were deliberately patinated 
for aesthetic reasons and not with the aim to deceive. Some 
Tibetan patination recipes, documented by Ju Mi-Pham at 
the end of the nineteenth century bear witness to this. This 
is a rare piece of historical documentation, but the contents 
of the instructions are difficult to follow. They deal with the 
patination of copper, brass and even gold surfaces. An exam-
ple of how “copper is given a wrong colour” illustrates this: 
honey from medicinal plants should be taken and boiled in 
hot butter until it is shiny and reaches a thick consistency, 
then wheat chaff is added to the mixture which should then 
be left to stand overnight. The mixture, which should be green 

351 Ammonium chloride was introduced in the eighteenth century 
from China or Tibet to Nepal: Hamilton 1819, 212.

352 Details in Dagyab, 1977, 49 (it is even explained how to boil the 
statues in a galvanising acid extract containing two copper and 
one silver piece).

353 Lo Bue 1981b, 84 f.
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Fig. 231: While still warm, the excess black patination “colour”  
(see fig. 490) must be rubbed off the small silver amulet with an old rag 
so that the relief becomes clearly visible.

Fig. 232: Various copper alloys in a patination test involving simply  
annealing and slow cooling down: bottom row, before treatment in a 
polished state; top row, experimentally patinated by annealing and 
cooling in fine sand; with light polishing after patination (composition 
and letter codes: table 1).
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125by the next morning, should then be heated and applied to the 
metal. Ju Mi-Pham’s other patination recipes are, with respect 
to their practical application, even more difficult to follow354.

Experiment with patination formula H (after Ju Mi-Pham): Take one 
part butter (cow’s milk butter in our experiment) and heat it gently in a 
vessel while stirring continuously, add an equal part of honey and keep 
stirring. Scatter one part wheat chaff into the warm liquid and mix well 
while the mixture simmers. Let it cool down and rest for a day. The mix-
ture has not become green, rather light brown. Boil it again and spread 
it while hot onto the bare metal and let it work when cold over a peri-
od of ten days (fig. 228,H), then heat up using a spirit flame. Result: the 
copper has a fine “brindled”, red-brown patination; the brass displays 
partly burnt black patches of the patination substance but the surface 
is still shiny and golden in some areas (fig. 229,H). After washing and 
polishing dry, the copper has a patchy brown patina and the brass sur-
face is still metallic and only slightly blotched (fig. 230,H).

The sobering conclusion from the experimental implemen-
tation of these so-called patination formulae from the nine-
teenth and especially the twentieth century is that around half 
of the recipes written down by the travellers do not work at all! 
I cannot shake off the suspicion that fifty years ago the crafty 
metal casters of Patan were inventing things for the interested 
European anthropologists to make sure that their patination 
secrets were not revealed at any cost.

Painting

Gilded and painted faces

In historical times

A very restrained colouration is typical for many old pieces of 
work that retain their original decorative painting. Often only 
the mouth and eyes are traced with fine lines of colour applied 
to the gold base (fig. 234,1.2). Compared to the newly painted 
faces (examples on fig. 234, 4–9), the antique works therefore 
have a much less striking, colourful effect (fig. 234,1–3), which 
is no doubt owed to the natural pigments used and the pat-
ina. Antique works were fire gilded far more frequently than 
painted.

In Helmut Uhlig’s words, in Tibet “the faces of the gilded 
and ungilded statues were painted with a gold paint at the con-
secration (for details see below pp. 176 ff.). Then the eyes and 
mouth were painted on. This tradition has the disadvantage 
that the paint does not last long, so that the colour must be re-
newed frequently. In addition, peaceful representations have 
the hair painted blue, and depictions of wrathful expressions 
red.”355

The question as to whether the easily damageable col-
our was applied or renewed long after the piece was cast must 
therefore remain largely unanswered356. Figures in the Patan 
Museum (Nepal) painted in this manner date to the fifteenth 

to eighteenth centuries at the earliest357, whilst in the Berti 
Aschmann collection in the Rietberg Museum in Zurich (Swit-

354 Reedy 1991b.
355 Uhlig 1979, 59.
356 Oddy et al. 1981, 87; von Schroeder 1981, 40.
357 Vajrapani (face, fifteenth / sixteenth century; not shown); 

Amoghasiddhi (face, seventeenth / eighteenth century; fig. 234,1); 
white Tara (face, eighteenth / nineteenth century; fig. 234,2), etc. – 
Von Schroeder 1981, 40 f. fig. 44,F.H, reports on finds of cast brass 
Buddha statues from Phophar (Madhya Pradesh, India) from the 
Gupta period (fourth–sixth century) with traces of blue coloura-
tion.
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Fig. 233: Ṡākyamuni with a coloured incrustation on the face and hair. It stands 
in the museum of the King’s Palace of Stok in Ladakh (India). The decoration  
on the back is embossed in the repoussé technique and partially gilded. The 
statue itself is cast. A carefully punched decorated band runs across the breast 
of the Ṡākyamuni.

Fig. 234: Painted faces can be executed in many ways and at various lev-
els of quality. Above, three old pieces in Patan museum (1–3); in the centre, 
three statues used in rituals in the Padmavarma Mahavihar monastery in 
Patan (4–6); below, modern painted works from public places (7: Kathman-
du-Yathka), from a painter’s workshop (8: Pratap Bajracarya) and from a 
salesroom in Patan (9). Various sizes.

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9
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turies already displaying partial colouration358.

Since when cast figures have been painted at all remains 
unclear359. In the opinion of Ulrich von Schroeder, it “is un-
likely that this tradition of cold gilding could have existed 
much earlier than the sixteenth century, as is indicated by the 
fact that underneath the cold gilding of the faces of Tibetan 
images cast prior to circa the 15th century, often a shiny sur-
face, which was acquired after centuries of ritual touching, can 
be discerned”360. It can also be assumed that many old works 
were only painted long after they were produced, conceivably, 
for example, on the occasion of their reconsecration361.

Some old figures in temples and collections give the im-
pression that they are not painted with a thin colour, but 
coated in relatively thick “paint” resembling an incrusta-
tion362. Such thick layers on faces and other parts of figures of 
Buddhist deities can be light brown, red-brown, blue or green 
(e. g. fig. 233). The composition and method of application of 
such a thick, very matt “painted layer” has, to my knowledge, 
been examined only on one occasion 363.

Not only were and are the hair and face of cast figures 
painted, but sometimes repoussé work receives this treatment 
too (fig. 412; see below pp. 226 ff.)364.

Present-day colourful acrylics

In accordance with this old convention, applied with more re-
straint in earlier days, colouring the faces of the bronze stat-
ues of Buddhist deities is very popular today. It is possible that 
the increase in the cost of fire gilding is responsible for this 
development (p. 106). Whereas formerly it was especially the 
hair (blue)365, “eyebrows, eyelids, pupils and whites of the eye” 
that were delicately painted, nowadays the entire face is cov-
ered in gold colour366 and the details painted on top with other 
colours.

Today’s clientele apparently likes the coloured faces of 
the statues of Buddhist deities which are nowadays frequently 
painted (fig. 234) with gaudy acrylic colours (fig. 244). The tra-
ditional restraint (see above) may only be found on new pieces 
of work where the statues are positioned in a religious context, 
be it in temple shrines or public squares (fig. 234,6.7). Colour-
ful, even loud painting is popular on the souvenirs for tour-
ists and on the goods produced for mass export (fig. 234,8.9). 
This seems to be a new trend, because even in the temples and 
monasteries heavily painted faces of deities have become pop-
ular (fig. 234,4.5). According to Ratna Jyoti Shakya, the Japa-
nese are also increasingly demanding brighter and more col-
ourful statues; thus the dealers in Patan offer today statues in 
multicoloured “complete body paint” (fig. 290; see also p. 167). 
Alongside these, and luckily for me and my personal taste, pol-
ished shiny metal faces are nonetheless on offer (fig. 182).

A profession in itself

Fig. 235 
Source of information: Pratap 
Bajracarya (28.09.2013). 
He lives and works in the 
Ajimatha / Bubahal district and 
paints brass casts, which have 
mostly already been patinated 
and fire-gilded, with colourful, 
industrially-produced colours 
and with the expensive, but still 
traditionally-made, gold pigment 
(cold gilding).

Pratap Bajracarya also lives and works in the centre of Patan. 
Ratna brings me on the back of his motorcycle to him, at the 
very end of a labyrinth of alleys. His place of work is a room in 
his home: he paints the faces (and sometimes also other parts 
of the body) of Buddha and other statues. Naturally we sit 
down with him and chat; two of his own and two neighbouring 
children are with him because today, a Saturday, there is no 
school. The older daughter helps her father, carefully wrap-
ping the little heads of some thirty tiny Buddha figures that 
have had their faces painted here (fig. 292) in soft paper and 
cotton wool (figs. 236; 266), which she then secures with a rub-
ber band and finally wraps each figure in newspaper. Because 
she carries out this task, occasionally helped by her little sis-

358 Early examples with painting: Pal 1974, fig. 295 (face, twelfth 
century); Uhlig 1995, 48 f. cat. no. 10 (blue hair, twelfth / thirteenth 
century); 130 cat. no. 81 (face, thirteenth century); 153 cat. no. 
98 (face, fourteenth century); 160 f. cat. no. 105 (face, fourteenth 
century); 162 f. cat. no. 107 (face, around 1400); von Schroeder 
1981, 318 f. cat. no. 81B (face, 950–1050); 328 f. cat. no. 86C (face, 
1050–1150); 350 f. cat. no. 91F (face, 1200–1250); 350 f. cat. no. 91G 
(face, thirteenth century); Fisher 1997, fig. 98 (face, 1292 AD); 
Huntington / Bangdel 2003, 296 f. cat. no. 82 (hair [red], c. twelfth 
century); 396 f. cat. no. 121 (face and hair, thirteenth century); 
Alphen / Alsop 2005, 150 f. cat. no. 45 (hair, c. eleventh century).

359 Fisher 1997, 123.
360 Von Schroeder 1981, 41. – At first glance he seems to contradict 

this, when he points to the many older painted Tibetan statues 
(from the Licchavi period and later, around 750–1150) and the 
decline of painting in the Malla period (1200–1768) (von Schroeder 
2001, 432–517 and 518–529). His observation that precisely these 
older bronzes display signs of wear caused by a long period of 
ritual touching beneath the painting indicates a more recent 
application of colour.

361 Reedy 1986, 95. – On the reconsecration of statues of Buddhist 
deities see below, note 559.

362 Bhowmik 1964, 393 f.
363 Bhowmik 1964, 395.
364 Mallebrein 1984, 242 cat. nos. 27–29.
365 The blue painting of the hair of Buddhist deities used to be espe-

cially typical for western Tibet (Reedy / Reedy 1993, 315 tab. 2).
366 Lo Bue 1981b, 83; Oddy et al. 1981, 100 (with analyses of the gold 

colour ); Michaels 1985 / 86, 190 (quotation).
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128 ter, peacefully and contently, I do not get the impression of 
“child labour” (on this see also below, fig. 264).

When the painter deems it necessary, he slightly remodels 
parts of the casting before painting. That, by doing so, he by-
passes the original artistic intention of the wax modeller and 
master craftsman does not seem to bother anyone. For this re-
modelling he uses an industrial pitch for repairing water pipes 
(e. g. to fill eyes which are too deep; fig. 237). Thus the beautiful 
details of a face of a Buddha, laboriously modelled in wax and 
bronze, completely disappear under a layer of “mush”. The 
fresh layer of pitch is briefly dried over an electric heater. The 
colour is applied on top of the pitch the following day.

Painting is done without a primer, directly on top of the 
polished or patinated metal surface. At this stage the rest of 
the surface has already been polished, fire gilded and /  or pat-
inated (fig. 238). The surfaces of the parts to be painted are 
finely ground with a 100-grit abrasive cloth so that the colour 
adheres better (fig. 239).

Nowadays modern acrylic colours are used (fig. 244), 
not natural pigments and binding agents. The surprisingly 
thick, viscous colour is copiously applied with a little brush 
(fig. 240). Statues which arrive at Pratap’s atelier for painting 
will, become quite colourful in his hands (fig. 234,8). The faces 
of Buddhas painted in their entirety with a gold colour (“cold 
gilding”), plus painted on eyebrows, eyes and lips, mostly have 
a very cold, bold appearance (fig. 234,4.8), whereas well re-
worked casts without colour or gilding have a much subtler 
aura (examples illustrated in figs. 182; 185; 548). But an exuber-
ant, diligent painting can also have its charm, especially when 
the iconography demands colourfulness (fig. 241 provides an 
example). Whether gold, painting or metal, the face of the de-
ity is in this case not determined by religious specifications, 
but ultimately by the individual taste of the buyer, the reli-
gious Buddhist or the Western collector.

Every collector of Buddha statues knows how much care 
must be taken when touching the painted faces with moist 
hands! Many a dealer and shop owner has had to look on 
while a customer smeared the colour of a bonze statue’s face 
by hasty and careless handling. Despite the industrially pro-
duced colours used today, the colouring on the bronzes is not 
very stable and especially sensitive to moisture. This is why, as 
we have seen (fig. 236), the heads are carefully wrapped in cot-
ton wool and paper for transport to the point of sale (fig. 266).

Gold colour and traditional pigments

Real gold colouring

These days “cold gilding” is not understood to be an applica-
tion of metal, as in the case of fire or leaf gilding, but an ap-

plication of colour with a gold paint (fig. 242). Amazingly, the 
combination of “precious” fire-gilded parts with a “base” gold 
painted face is sometimes found on the same Buddha statu-
ette.

Traditionally, gold colour was made from a mixture of gold 
dust and a kind of gluing paste. Details of the recipe and how to 
make it were guarded as a secret by the Newar, but David and 
Janice Jackson were able to extract much information on this 
subject367.

The pigment, the gold dust itself, has to be made in ad-
vance in a laborious process. This process is a fiercely guarded 
secret, kept by a single family in Kathmandu who has a mo-
nopoly over the best gold colour in Nepal. According to Loden 
Sherap Dagyab and Erberto Lo Bue, you take the thinnest pos-
sible pieces of gold leaf, cut them into little strips and mix 
them with pulverised stones and glass. The mixture must then 
be ground down with a little water in a mortar until the little 
strips of gold leaf have disintegrated into the smallest parti-
cles among the sharp-edged grains of glass and quartz368. Such 
a mixture can rapidly smudge and lose its shine. At the end of 
the procedure, the three substances must be separated at the 
right moment by a special elutriation process and dried. Fur-
ther details on this delicate procedure are however not avail-
able.

These days “the artisans buy on the market so-called gold 
tablets weighing either 5g or 10g which they dissolve in water. 
They are very expensive” and are still made by the family men-
tioned earlier and sold at the “Peanuts Supermarket” on New 
Road in Kathmandu369. According to Ratna Jyoti Shakya, it was 
in Hong Kong that the specialist family learnt how to make 
gold dust of the best quality, and, still according to Ratna, im-
itators were unsuccessful because they failed to reach the 
same level of quality as the original.

As a glue or binding agent for the real gold colour for 
metal surfaces, the Tibetan painters used a sticky linseed ex-
tract which only needed to be ground and put into some hot 
water370. According to Ratna, a binding agent for gold pig-
ment was also extracted from buffalo skin. Today, synthetic 
glues are used. This “real” gold colour which is characterised 
by a high-quality shine similar to that of gold leaf, can also be 
found, though seldom, on wall paintings (fig. 243).

Today Pratap is using an industrially produced “gold” col-
our for the brass statues he is painting

367 Jackson / Jackson 1976, 281–283; Jackson / Jackson 1984, 85.
368 Dagyab 1977, 48 f.; more extensively: Lo Bue 1981b, 83. – On the 

production of gold dust, see also Dagyab 1977, I, 45; Jackson / Jack-
son 1976, 281; Jackson / Jackson 1984, 85.

369 Jackson / Jackson 1984, 85; Michaels 1985 / 86, 19 (quotation).
370 Jackson / Jackson 1984, 87 (in Thangka painting yet other binding 

agents for gold dust colours are in use).
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129A palette of many colours, extracted laboriously 
from natural pigments

The “seduction” of modern, stable and cheap acrylic paints 
must not detract from the fact that, up to a few years ago, nat-
ural pigments were used to mix the colours. That such colours, 
especially those on a mineral base, are just as long-lasting and 
stay fresh for centuries is beautifully illustrated by many old 
bronzes. The mostly blue coloured hair of the Buddhas is es-
pecially typical; it is painted with azurite or lazurite blue. In 
one case, even two layers of blue colour were used on top of 
each other to paint the hair on a Tibetan Milarepa statue from 
the seventeenth century: one layer consists of azurite and the 
other of lapis lazuli pigments371. The heads or crowns, which 
are sometimes red, are painted with vermillion or lead ox-
ide372.

Furthermore, the Tibetan culture, with its long tradition 
of Thangka painting (thang-ka)373, benefits from a great deal 
of experience with pigments of the most diverse origins; the 
same pigments were also mostly used for scroll painting and 
for metal statues374. Using X-ray diffraction analyses of the lay-
ers of colours on bronze statues from the fourteenth to twen-
tieth centuries, William Andrew Oddy and his team come to 
results very similar to those obtained by pigment research on 
Thangka paintings. The results of 32 analyses established the 
presence of lead oxide, vermillion, azurite blue, hauynite blue, 
zincite pink and zinc white375. In present-day India, on the 
other hand, the painting of bronze statues is relatively rare376. 
In Nepal, as more and more brass statues are painted as time 
goes on, the artisans consistently use colours industrially pro-
duced in India (fig. 244) and no longer make the colours them-
selves with natural pigments.

The many pigments which were used until recently to pro-
duce the colours were based on both mineral and vegetal ma-
terial. A glue derived from boiled skins of yak, sheep or oxen377, 
possibly mixed with linseed oil378, is used as a binding agent 
for the extremely finely ground pigment particles, a proce-
dure similar to that used for the gold colour. Adding horn to 
the extract makes a stronger glue. The minerals used are az-
urite, malachite, lapis lazuli, vermillion, lead oxide, orpiment, 
yellow ochre and calcium white. Many can be found in natu-
ral deposits in the region of the Himalayas. Depending on the 
raw materials, the shade of the colour can be changed by mor-
taring and grinding to different degrees, although a pigment 
can also be destroyed if it is milled for too long. For organic 
pigments, indigo, petals and lumps of charcoal, among others, 
can be processed. They must be pickled in soda and borax379.

The arduous extraction of mineral pigments in Tibet is de-
scribed by Veronika Ronge, using the example of blue azur-
ite and green copper oxide. The natural deposits which were 
known before the mid-twentieth century were limited to a 
small area in central Tibet, where the Tibetan government 

forced the local farmers to collect the colour minerals once 
a year. One of these village Tibetans, a girl of around 15, de-
scribed her impression years later380: “We experienced this 
as a month of torture for us, because in the quarry you could 
hardly see the sky and we did not live at home. Before work we 
had to wash our mouths and hands and also clean our faces, 
throw ourselves onto the ground and pray for the success of 
the work. In the pit we crawled around on our knees to collect 
in our green aprons the little lumps of colour which the men 
knocked with hammers out of the rocks. If at the end of the 
day you had not filled at least one silver bowl you got nothing 
to eat . . .”.

For those interested, let me refer to the extensive pigment 
documentation by David and Janice Jackson and to a long ta-
ble of colours, which shows the colours used for Thangka pic-
tures and the pigments on which they are based381.

371 Reedy 1996, 176 fig. 15.
372 Reedy / Reedy 1993, 315 tab. 2; Reedy 1996, 169.
373 Kossak 1997 (influence of Nepalese artists on Thangka painting); 

Jackson 2010 (in general).
374 Jackson / Jackson 1976, 273 f. (binding agent); 274–281 (mineral 

pigments) and 285–290 (organic pigments); Dagyab 1977, 44 (pig-
ments); Jackson / Jackson 1984, 74–89 (mineral pigments). – In the 
ancient Indian Viṣṇudharmottara purāņa, dated to around the 
sixth century AD, the same pigments are named (Shah 1961, 118).

375 Oddy et al. 1981, 100 f. (with analytical table).
376 Mukherjee 1978, 360 (Khalishahi, Orissa: “indigenous colours”: 

yellow, blue, black and vermillion).
377 Dagyab 1977, 45 f.
378 Ronge 1978, 148 footnote 4.
379 Jackson / Jackson 1976, 273 f. figs. 1–5.
380 Ronge 1978, 118 f. note. 1 and 148 note. 3.
381 Jackson / Jackson 1976. – See too the impressive colour chart by 

Atsuro Seto (artist), Tsering Dhandup (Thangka painter), David 
and Janice Jackson (art historians), The Thangkapainter’s pal-
ette / Die Farben in der Thangkamalerei: http://www.thangka.de/
Icono/colors/colors.htm (accessed 10.09.2014).
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Fig. 236: Because the daughters and neighbour’s children have a day off 
school, they watch the statue painter and chat. The oldest carries out 
simple little tasks: she takes over the wrapping up of the moisture-sen-
sitive painted faces of the little statues (fig. 292).

Fig. 237: The painter does not like the deep eyes of a beautiful Bud-
dha statue and so he fills them in with a little paste before painting the 
whole face. Other sections which are not to be painted have already 
been patinated in brown or fire-gilded.

Fig. 238: Pratap Bajracarya settles the statue which he is about to paint 
on a soft cushion on his lap. It has already been through all the other 
stages of work, from trimming the raw casting to fire gilding. The 
painter is holding a strip of sandpaper in his right hand, with which he 
first slightly roughens the metal surface of the face.

Fig. 239: The face which was sanded and beautifully polished by the 
casters and their assistants, is now roughened again with a strip of 
sandpaper so that the colour adheres better.

Fig. 240: The painting of the 
faces is the last, and optional, 
act of craftsmanship in the 
production process of a Bud-
dha statue. Whether the “pale” 
face of the divinity goes with 
the red-brown patinated robe 
and with the finely gilded 
other elements is open to 
question.
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Fig. 241: A brass Mahākāla, partially fire-gilded, patinated and painted 
(weight: 1.806 kg, height: 129 mm, analysis: table 8, Patan12–14). His 
dark appearance, his fear-inducing grimace which is supposed to 
frighten away demons, the wide-open eyes (mostly three) and the 
crown of skulls are typical of the protector deity Mahākāla. To an out-
sider, this Mahākāla comes across as rather amusing and comical and 
not exactly frightening. Ratna jokingly said that Mahākāla had such 
an angry expression on his face that he would protect the author from 
burglars at home because they would flee as soon as they set eyes on 
this abominable being! But, jesting aside: Mahākāla is a protector of 
Buddhist teaching and stands for unconditional compassion. The life-
less creature on which he is trampling is the symbol for the elimina-
tion of all obstacles.

Fig. 243: An example of high-quality gold painting: Adi-Buddha or  
Vajrasattva on the wall of the Maitreya monastery in Basgo, Ladakh  
(India).

Fig. 244: With the rise of industrially-pro-
duced colours, the natural pigments in 
the artisan products of Patan have also 
disappeared. Today, natural pigments are 
only used by a few miniature and Thangka 
painters. An imported acrylic colour 
serves here as the beige primer (fig. 240).

Fig. 242: This Ṡākyamuni-Buddha sits in 
a temple near the Swayambhunath Stupa 
near Kathmandu and was made by the 
master craftsman Kudera Simha Shakya 
from Patan. The face is carefully painted; 
the large statue has not been cast, but was 
made from sheet copper in repoussé.
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132 Inlays of metal, precious 
and semi-precious stones

Colour contrasts with different metals

Technique

The technique which will be discussed here is – unlike the 
techniques of enamelling382 which is applied onto the metal – 
also known as “inlay work” or “damascening”. First a cavity is 
“hollowed out” in the cast metal basis (e. g. brass) with a chisel. 
The edges are formed into undercuts with a swallowtailed 
cross-section. The carefully cut inlays made from metal of a 
different colour, and which may be very slightly larger than 
the cavity, are hammered into the parent metal. No glue is nec-
essary because the undercuts, now filled with the hammered 
in silver or copper, prevent the inlays from falling out. The 
compression of the material does the rest so that the inserted 
metal piece is mechanically held in place383.

Metals, alloys and colours

Inlays made of other metals or alloys are found already in very 
old bronze statues, the contrast in colour being used to high-
light the different metals384. As was also the case among the 
Greeks and Romans in the past, Tibetan-Nepalese bronze fig-
ures often have the eyes inlaid with silver (example fig. 245), 
their white shine lending them an impressive “gaze”. The eyes 
of holy animals (examples in figs. 246; 362) and other elements 
like fingernails, strings of beads and the borders of robes 
were also inlaid with copper and less frequently with silver 
(fig. 247)385.

The statues under consideration here all display very me-
ticulous inlay work on the eyes (silver), lips (copper) and so on. 
The procedure is relatively time-consuming. Small as the sil-
ver eyes may be, half a day quickly passes, even when the inlay-
ing work is carried out by proficient artisans386.

A further common combination is inlaying copper in 
brass (examples shown in figs. 245; 247) and very rarely gold 
was also used for inlaying work387. In exceptional cases, larger 
parts of a statue, such as the robe, can also be inlaid with cop-
per388. It should be possible to ascertain by eye whether these 
large areas of metal covering or inlays with a contrasting metal 
were inlaid or just hammered, plated or soldered on.

Provenance and distribution of the inlay work

In Asia the inlaying technique designed to display the colour 
contrast between different metals spread from the Swat val-
ley (northern Pakistan) and Kashmir389, where it probably de-
veloped quite independently from Mediterranean antiquity. It 
then spread to Tibet and finally across large parts of Asia.

I have checked around 130 of the bronzes from the Berti 
Aschmann collection in the Rietberg Museum in Zurich (Swit-
zerland) published by Helmut Uhlig390 for such metal inlays. 
Most of the pieces date to the tenth to sixteenth centuries and 
come from the entire Buddhist Himalayan region. It is obvi-
ously impossible to document in detail an evolutionary trend 
on the basis of a small range of items, but it is nevertheless 
possible to identify a geographical and historical trend in the 
spread of metal inlays in statues.

Copper inlays, especially for the lips, were used early (un-
til the fourteenth century) especially in Tibet and in the west-
ern Himalaya, and occasionally also in Nepal. In later centu-
ries, they seem to be only present in pieces from Tibet.

Silver inlays, mostly used for the eyes, can be found as early 
as the seventh century in the Swat region. They are histori-

382 The enamelling of cast metal statues of deities was always the ex-
ception in Nepal: Lo Bue 2002, 137 (a personal speciality of Bhima 
Shakya, from 1974).

383 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 39 f.; Reedy 1997, 67 f. fig. 3.28–31. – The 
inlaying of silver eyes is impressively described in Reedy 1987, 52 
(foundry in Chamba, Himāl Pradesh, north-western India).

384 Von Schroeder 1981, 41, map C (in Tibet very commom on pieces 
earlier than the sixteenth century and then less so, probably 
because of the increased use of fire-gilding in the fifteenth and 
sixteenth century); Lo Bue 1981b, 80 (also mentions massive gold 
and silver inlays in a fire-gilded statue); Mallebrein 1984, 157 cat. 
no. 125 (Bodhisattva Maitreya from the early eighth century with 
small silver inlaid eyes); Reedy / Reedy 1993, 315 tab. 2 (esp. many 
copper inlays in bronzes fromTibet and Kashmir); Reedy 1997, 
66–69 fig. 3.25–32.

385 A nice example with inlaid silver bead necklaces and jewellery ele-
ments in copper on a statue from the early thirteenth century: Pal 
1996, 116 f. cat. no. 18; another piece of note, a Bodhisattva from the 
second half of the thirteenth century with gold and silver inlays in 
the borders of the robes: Reynolds 1999, 224 fig. 128.

386 Reedy 1987, 51 (foundry in Chamba, Himāl Pradesh, north-western 
India).

387 Examples of gold inlays: Uhlig, 1995, 193 cat. no. 137 (figure of an 
abbot from Tibet, thirteenth / fourteenth century with a golden 
forehead dot “urna”); Reedy 1996, 174 f. figs. 13 and 14 (inlays of 
silver and gold film on a robe of a patinated[?] brass statuette from 
Tibet, fourteenth / fifteenth century).

388 For example a 155-mm-high Buddha from the twelfth / thirteenth 
century with a copper robe on his shoulders: Jackson 2010, 4 
fig. 1.3.

389 Von Schroeder 1981, 41; Reedy 1989, 103 fig. 14 (on the very com-
mon silver eye inlays and copper inlays of the lips on statues in 
Kashmir). On techniques and their spread in Asia: Untracht 1968, 
134–149 (with illustrations). – Eye inlays in silver or copper in: 
Schaeffer et al. 2013, 490, after Padma Karpo (1526–1592).

390 Uhlig 1995, 38 ff. (cat. nos. 1–141).
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133cally documented in eighth-century Tibet391 and are dominant 
there right up to the fourteenth century. Silver inlay work was, 
however, already known at the time on statues from Nepal, the 
western Himalaya, north-eastern India and Kashmir. In the fif-
teenth to sixteenth century many heads of statues had silver 
eyes, almost exclusively in Tibet (fig. 247). The fact that today 
the faces of the metal statues rarely have copper and silver in-
lays is probably related to the increase in the popularity of gold 
painting and the very demanding inlaying techniques392.

A flair for inlaid stones

The inlaying and setting of semi-precious stones, coral, pearls 
and the like in the metal images of Buddhist deities is also car-
ried out by some chasers in Patan393. They are following a tra-
dition that probably started in India and is very typical for 
Nepal394, but which is today unfortunately reduced to an aes-
thetic and technical minimum. According to Axel Michaels 
“the setting of precious and semi-precious stones probably 
appeared in Nepal in the ninth century”395. Inlaid precious 
stones on statues are not documented before the tenth / elev-
enth century396.

Already in the ancient Indian Ṡilparatna (sixteenth cen-
tury) the number eight is given for the best “stones”: (rock) 
quartz, lapis lazuli, diamond, sapphire, gold, cat’s eye, coral 
and puṣya(?). In other sources, up to a dozen, then common-
place, semi-precious stones are mentioned397. There is even 
an early seventh-century report by the Chinese Wang Xuanci, 
from the Himalayan palace of the Nepalese King Aṃśuvar-
man: “In the middle of the palace there is a tower of seven sto-
ries roofed with copper tiles. Its balustrade, grilles, columns, 
beams, and every thing therein are set with fine and even pre-
cious stones”398.

The stones

Among inlay “stones” on both old and new statues there are 
primarily turquoises, garnets (almandine), spinels and ru-
bies as well as red coral and pearls. Green or blue transparent 
“stones” can also be found399. Discretely and carefully set and 
distributed, a few small stones can have a breathtaking effect 
on a fire-gilded figure (fig. 248). It seems that rich Newar com-
missioners preferred expensive, real stones like ruby, quartz 
or lapis lazuli, whereas the Tibetans mainly expected tur-
quoise and red coral on the statues they ordered in Nepal400.

Little is known about the origins and spiritual meaning 
of the various semi-precious stones set in bronze representa-
tions in Nepal401 and Tibet. It seems that most stones, except 
turquoise and rock quartz, had to be imported to Tibet from 
India, Afghanistan or China402:

Turquoise: Whether turquoise, so often used and so popu-
lar (figs. 250, crown, top; fig. 255), was actually found and 
historically quarried in Tibet has been a bone of conten-
tion among some researchers. The nearest well-known 
deposits were however far away from the main area of 
distribution of jewellery and statues, namely in China 
(1500 km east of Patan), Afghanistan (1800 km to the 
west) and still further away in Iran. It seems that there 
are indeed turquoise deposits in Tibet, namely in the ar-
eas around Lhasa, Chamdo, Ngari-Khorsum, Bathang and 
Derge403. Turquoise was dedicated to the statues of the 
goddess Tara. In a Buddhist context, the stone has been 
widespread since time immemorial, especially in Tibet: 
“Turquoise is the standard gem of the Tibetans”. It is as-
cribed magic powers of warding off evil spirits404.

Red coral: In the early nineteenth century, coral was 
brought, amongst other things, from the “low country” 
(India) to Nepal and especially Tibet405. The very expen-
sive406, real, red coral, which still today is very popular in 
some ethnic groups in Nepal (examples shown in figs. 249 
and 252 [possibly imitation]), is now also imported from 
China, Japan, the Andaman Sea and Italy. It is made into 
semi-finished products like beads in centres such as  
Kolkata407.

391 Lo Bue 1981a, 53 (with older literature). – Hummel 1953, 76 dis-
agrees (“We already know bronzes with silver eyes from the elev-
enth century in Gu-ge [western Tibet]”).

392 So also von Schroeder 2008, 28.
393 Lo Bue 1981b, 80.
394 Sastri / Bhat 1947, 628–632; von Schroeder 1981, 41 (originally 

Gupta period [fourth–sixth century], from northern India).
395 Lo Bue 1981a, 58 (“By the 9th c. . . . Tibetans had also started to inlay 

stones in their statuary . . .”); Michaels 1985 / 86, 80 (quotation); von 
Schroeder 2001, 440 (the art of stone inlaying had already reached 
Nepal from northern India in the fifth century).

396 Von Schroeder 2001, 440, pl. 164,D–F.
397 Shukla 1996, 112 f.
398 Lo Bue 1985, 262 note 7; von Schroeder 2001, 438 note 357 (quota-

tion).
399 Reedy 1996, 169 fig. 8; Alphen / Alsop 2005, 105 f.
400 Michaels 1985 / 86, 80; Gabriel 1999, 56.
401 Gabriel 1999, 54 (“Nepal is rich in minerals . . . apparently for 

export to India . . .”: tourmaline, aquamarine, garnet, ruby . . . ).
402 Ronge 1978, 147 (turquoise deposits in Tibet; import of many other 

semi-precious stones into Tibet); Kansakar et al. 1986, 20 (about 
Burma and its many deposits of the most precious and semi-pre-
cious stones); Gabriel 1999, 49. I thank Ratna Jyoti Shakya for 
much information on the different kinds of precious stone, their 
origins and use.

403 Walker-Watson 1983.
404 Laufer 1913a, 5 (quotation); Hummel 1953, 108; von Schroeder 1981, 

41; Kagan 1999, 11; von Schroeder 2001, 440.
405 Hamilton 1819, 213; Cammann 1951, 63 and 163 (import from Ben-

gal to Tibet); von Schroeder 1981, 41; Kagan 1999, 11; von Schroeder 
2001, 440.

406 Gabriel 1999, 49 and 54 ff.
407 Gabriel 1999, 55.
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Fig. 248: The eighteen-armed Durga vanquishes the 
buffalo demon Mahisha (mahishasuramardini). The 
piece, which comes from Nepal, is dated to the four-
teenth or fifteenth century and is a good example of the 
worn gilding and the meticulous setting of semi-pre-
cious stones. Section left, 11.4 cm high.

Fig. 245: Detail of a Lama statuette in Patan museum, dated to around 
the sixteenth century. The eyes are inlaid with silver and somewhat ox-
idised, but would shine brightly if polished. The lips too, as is common 
on many figures, are inlaid with red-brown copper in the yellowish 
brass cast.

Fig. 246: Detail of a large repoussé lion (see fig. 362) in the Kwa Bahal Temple 
(“Golden Temple”) in Patan. The eyes contain rolled silver – probably fixed 
with a paste and not inlaid – and the pupils are made from a brass hemi-
sphere.

Fig. 247: A brass statuette from Tibet with the portrait of the great teacher 
Marpa (1012–1097). Parallel to the hems of the cloak there are narrow inlaid 
copper bands and the eyes are made of silver. Total height: 19.1 cm.
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135Lapis lazuli: The deposits exploited the earliest, and the 
most important with respect to quantity and quality,  
lie in north-eastern Afghanistan, and there are smaller 
deposits in Mongolia, Myanmar, Pakistan and other  
locations (figs. 248; 255). Lapis lazuli was used in Tibet in 
statues and jewellery especially408.

Pearls: The same early-nineteenth-century source (1819)
documents the early import of pearls from India, espe-
cially those exported from Bengal to Nepal409. Even in the 
old Indian Vedas 3000 years ago, pearls enjoyed a repu-
tation as “beneficial” jewels and functioned as talismans 
against all evil, sickness, poverty and demons; today they 
are regarded in Nepal as promoters of peace410. The real 
pearls imported into Nepal today traditionally come from 
India and Sri Lanka, but the many artificial pearls im-
ported from Japan dominate.

Rock quartz: Rock quartz (rock crystal) is found in Nepal 
and Tibet, but also in Afghanistan, China and particularly 
India. Already in the first centuries BC and AD, the Greek 
writers Diodorus and Strabo praised Indian rock quartz 
for its quality, and the Roman natural historian Pliny the 
Elder (c. AD 23–79) knew that “the Orient supplies it [rock 
quartz] too, because no other quartz is more valued than 
Indian”411. Inlaid rock quartz to decorate Buddha statues 
was popular especially in Nepal (fig. 250, detail)412.

Diamonds: Used to be set in statues as valuable additions 
because often no expense was spared for a perfect divin-
ity or when it came to the good reputation of a temple 
or monastery. Diamonds (vajra in Sanskrit) could come 
from India and the Himalaya, amongst other places, but 
only a few deposits are confirmed, including those in 
the Himalaya413. Nowadays practically only artificial dia-
monds from China or even the cheapest “glass diamonds” 
(e. g. fig. 249) are used.

Garnet (almandine): This is found in Nepal and Tibet, but 
also in Sri Lanka, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Myanmar, China 
and other locations. It is hardly used these days.

Ruby: Deposits exist especially in India (in the area around 
Jaipur) but also in Afghanistan, Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Af-
ghanistan and Pakistan. Rubies were particularly popu-
lar in Nepal (fig. 487 [?])414.

Emerald: Sources from western India (Rajasthan in particu-
lar), and Myanmar are used, possibly also from Afghan-
istan. Emeralds were especially used in Nepal in statues 
(fig. 250, detail: outer circle [?])415.

Amber: Amber does not always have to come from the dis-
tant Baltic, as it is also found in India and Myanmar (as 
burmite). Early exports from Burma to China (and Tibet?) 
are attested 416. It was rarely used for inlay work in Ti-
bet417. The amber used in Nepal today comes from India 
and its only remaining use is in amulets.

Glass “stones”: Imitation precious stones already found 

mention in Kauṭilya’s Arthaśāstra around 300 BC418. Glass 
inlays were used in Thailand from around the twelfth 
century onwards and were especially common in the six-
teenth century419. In the Himalaya region, they seem to 
have become a popular cheap alternative, especially in 
recent historical times, offering different colour alterna-
tives to precious stones420: “In Himalayan areas, the col-
our of a stone is more important than its material, mak-
ing glass imitations quite acceptable”421. These days, the 
cheapest glass imitations are hardly used for the metal 
statues because for these high-quality pieces of work, the 
usual semi-precious stones are not too expensive.

To sum up, it can be concluded that now as well as in earlier 
times the Tibetans and particularly the Newar prefer tur-
quoise and coral for adorning their metal statues (fig. 234,1.2). 
In India and certain peripheral parts of the Himalaya region 
(e. g. Kashmir) the use of semi-precious stones in bronzes is, 
and was, uncommon422.

As an example, I have examined the spread and frequency of 
semi-precious stones in bronze images of Buddhist deities – in 
a manner similar to my examination of the metal inlays in the 
Berti Aschmann collection (see above) – using a small series 
of selected high-quality images in the Rietberg Museum in Zu-
rich423. The approximately 130 works examined are certainly 

408 Von Schroeder 1981, 41; von Schroeder 2001, 440.
409 See note 405 and Cammann 1951, 63 and 163. – On the charac-

teristics, value and origins of pearls: Sastri / Bhat 1947, 632–639 
(Bṛhatsaṃhitā, sixth century AD); Iyer 1987, 371–374 (Bṛhatsaṃhitā, 
chapter 81, verses 1–36).

410 Gabriel 1999, 59.
411 Diodorus Siculus 2.52.2 (rock quartz “became hard through the 

strength of the divine fire”); Strabo 15.1.67 (rock quartz from 
India); Pliny Natural History 37.23–24.

412 Von Schroeder 1981, 41; von Schroeder 2001, 440.
413 Sastri / Bhat 1947, 629–632 (Bṛhatsaṃhitā); Iyer 1987, 368–370 

(Bṛhatsaṃhitā, chapter 80, verses 1–18 esp. 7; 20 types of dia-
monds); Krishnamurthy 1992, 253 f. (also with Sanskrit sources); 
Biswas 2001, 22–39 fig. 2.1 (old exhausted diamond mines in India); 
Sarma 2001, 199 (Arthaśāstra 2.11.36 [c. 300 BC]).

414 Von Schroeder 1981, 41; Iyer 1987, 375 f. (Bṛhatsaṃhitā, chapter 82, 
verses 1–11); Krishnamurthy 1992, 255 f.; Biswas 2001, 20; von 
Schroeder 2001, 440.

415 Von Schroeder 1981, 41; Iyer 1987, 368–370 (Bṛhatsaṃhitā, chap-
ter 83); von Schroeder 2001, 440.

416 Cruickshank / Ko. – See also http://www.rte.ie/radio/mooneygoe-
swild/pdf/Secrets_of_Burmite_MAPS_Complete_with_color.pdf 
(accessed 25.02.2015).

417 Von Schroeder 1981, 41; von Schroeder 2001, 440.
418 Sarma 2001, 199 (Arthaśāstra 2.11.36).
419 Strahan 1997, 40.
420 Gabriel 1999, 49.
421 Gabriel 1999, 54.
422 Reedy 1989, 100 (“stone inlays are extremely rare in Kashmir, and 

glass inlays are unknown”).
423 Uhlig 1995, 38 ff. (catalogue, cat. nos. 1–141).
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Fig. 250: Detail of a large Dipankara Buddha (the enlightened) in repoussé. 
The crown (large insert) is inlaid with many turquoises, rock crystals and a 
few other stones, all in bezel settings made of fine metal.

Fig. 252: Detail of a new large stupa with a square, stepped plinth exe-
cuted in the repoussé technique. The copper surfaces have been partially 
patinated and partially fire-gilded. The photograph shows the corner 
of a step of the plinth in which two large corals or imitations in the “ca-
bochon” form have been set in small cylindrical boxes, which are made 
of gilded copper strips which have been welded together (arrow) and to 
the base. It can also be clearly seen that the metal ring has been pressed 
closely around the stones. Here too (as in fig. 251) the settings are addi-
tionally decorated with surrounding beaded wires.

Fig. 249: Detail of a patinated brass Green Tara (fig. 548) with 2013  
inserted small, semi-precious stones (blue lapis lazuli) and glass  
imitations (red to represent coral or, on the forehead, imitating rock 
crystal or diamond). The inlays have been fixed in the hollows with  
superglue.

Fig. 251: Detail of a richly decorated piece of repoussé work (fig. 409) in 
Rabindra Shakya’s workshop. The copper sheet has been chased and 
punched but not yet fire gilded. Two small leaf embellishments have 
been soldered onto a crosspiece (similar e. g. to figs. 406 and 407) and 
there are several round and teardrop-shaped semi-precious stones  
to be inlaid. The settings are formed of small metal strips and have 
been carefully soldered on. To stabilise them, a corded (i. e. twisted) 
double wire encircles each setting, which is also soldered onto the base 
plate. After gilding and polishing, the stones are fitted, fixed in with a 
paste and for double security, the surrounding bezel setting is pressed 
inwards (as in fig. 252).

Fig. 253: This looks effective from a distance, but is carelessly executed: 
the end of a decorative ribbon made of fire-gilded, embossed copper. The 
cylindrical flat settings for the red and blue stones are roughly formed 
and irregularly soldered to the base. The stones are too small and do not 
fit into the settings properly. They have only been stuck in and on the bot-
tom left there is still some excess glue visible. The edges of the settings 
have not been crimped (as in figs. 250 and 252) around the stones.

�
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137neither very representative nor statistically significant, and 
unfortunately the information in the associated descriptive 
texts is incomplete. The easily identifiable turquoises domi-
nate by far. Red coral and blue lapis lazuli are also frequently 
found. Other, rarely used, stones are translucent green, black 
and dark red. As is all too often the case in the relevant litera-
ture, they have not been mineralogically identified.

In the tenth to fourteenth centuries such stone inlays are 
equally found in Nepal and Tibet. There are also individual in-
stances of their early occurrence in the western Himalayas 
and north-eastern India. In the fifteenth century and later, 
they were still popular in Tibet but they hardly occurred in 
Nepal (although they do again today). There are however more 
recent examples of stone inlays from China and Mongolia. 
The historical significance of these apparently clear spatial 
and temporal differences in the use of semi-precious stones 
should be examined on the basis of a much larger sample and 
with the input of gemmologists.

The once so elaborate adornment of statues of divinities with 
semi-precious stones (fig. 250) today means something quite 
different from what it had meant for many centuries424. On the 
one hand, the small stones are easily available and cheap, on 
the other hand, they are no longer set using the techniques of 
a jeweller; instead they are stuck in small hollows designed for 
this purpose in the cast (fig. 249; 548). Superglue has replaced 
the chasing hammer and encasing steel.

The settings

Precious and semi-precious stones were and are used in cast 
statues (fig. 234) and in chased repoussé works alike (fig. 250) 
and naturally also in jewellery (fig. 487). Originally a so-called 
box or bezel setting was made for each stone. To this end, a 
small, thin strip of metal is bent into a ring and soldered at the 
ends. The setting is made of the same metal as the statue or the 
repoussé work and is sometimes gilded before setting. The set-
ting ring must encircle the stone as precisely as possible, i. e. 
without a significant gap. It is soldered on the surface of the 
figure (fig. 251).

In historical times, such made-to-measure settings were 
still usual on cast statues (figs. 234,1.2; 248). Today the uni-
form gems are fixed with pitch or glue into the indentations 
provided (figs. 249; 254).

Box or bezel settings are still used today on repoussé 
works (fig. 373) and by goldsmiths (fig. 487). Especially in the 
case of complex and expensive pieces of work which have also 
been fire-gilded, no effort is spared when it comes to giving the 
masterpieces a certain degree of splendour through a multi-
plicity of gems. In Rabindra Shakya’s large repoussé workshop 
I saw a stupa commissioned by a monastery, which had just 
been finished. Its base consisted of eight separate steps and it 

measured about two metres in total height. In this work of art 
there were 168 red coral cabochons (round stones with a flat 
underside and a domed upper surface; fig. 252), almost 300 
turquoises of different sizes as well as lapis lazuli stones, all 
individually set! Added together, more than a year’s work by 
various artisans and specialists had been put into this stupa.

The traditional setting of gems in representations cast in 
copper, bronze or brass or even in precious metals is primar-
ily mechanical: light pressure is applied from the edge of the 
soldered-on box setting onto the precious stone. This requires 
great delicacy when pressing the metal (“crimping”) or when 
ensuring that it is secure by applying gentle strokes with a set-
ting punch and chiselling hammer.

Despite this mechanical method of fixing, the gems may 
also be stuck into their box settings: the adhesive used to be 
made of varnish, linseed oil and a powder made of ground 
stone, bricks or fired clay425.

Today the once common setting technique consisting of 
a frame for each stone is carried out much less painstakingly 
than in the example just described (fig. 252) and the prac-
tice is disappearing. In a high-class shop for metal statues in 
Patan I found such an example (fig. 253): although the stones 
had been set in boxes, they had not even been crimped at the 
edges. The mechanical hold is thus completely absent and re-
lies entirely on an adhesive, with the gems unevenly stuck at 
varying depths in the badly fitting box settings.

For most gems, especially large examples, a box setting is 
entirely dispensed with today, and a hollow for the gem is pre-
formed in the wax model426. During the cold work, the contour 
of every gem is vigorously struck with a punch into the hollow 
destined to receive it (fig. 41, bottom). If the hollows are not set 
deep enough in the wax, they can be quickly deepened with a 
drill, saving on time-consuming work with a punch (fig. 254). 
When I bought a Tara in Ratna’s shop (fig. 548), his daughter 
Shristi stuck the little stones in the pre-punched round hol-
lows with modern superglue, right in front of my eyes.

Gems with a sprinkling of semi-precious stones

In the stone mason Binod Shakya’s little shop “Arnico Stone 
Carving” in 2013, I had him show me a very special object, 
which captivates by the delicacy of the work and the abundant 
gem inlays (fig. 255). It is a ga’u, an amulet box made of gilded 
silver and richly and carefully decorated with turquoise, lapis 
lazuli and coral. As is mostly the case for this kind of luxury 
amulet, there are two representations: the Buddha Manjushri 
with sword and book and the Green Tara. The care with which 
the gems had been finished and their filigree settings bear wit-

424 Alphen / Alsop 2005, 106.
425 Mukherjee 1978, 453.
426 Michaels 1985 / 86, 190.
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138 ness to a long tradition of craftsmanship and the great skills of 
the artisans who produce these treasures in Patan right up to 
today.

Such pieces have been known since the nineteenth cen-
tury and were both valuable personal pieces of jewellery and 
an expression of religious devotion427. The hours of work put 
into such a meticulously executed piece of work as this are 
almost unbelievable. Alone for the tiny 7 mm turquoise head 
of a deity created in the year 2000, a Newar artist needed 
three days428. According to Ratna Jyoti Shakya such amulets 
are still made today in the Patko district in Patan and sold in 
widely differing levels of quality. They cost between 300 and 
1,000 US dollars, depending on execution. In the past, healers 
or astrologists filled them with little paper rolls with a mantra 
written on them and blessed them.

427 Reynolds 1999, 77 fig. 30 (silver and copper; with a rich relief and filigree 
decoration on the lid); Huntington / Bangdel 2003, 207 cat. no. 54A; 
Clarke 2008, 61 (forehead jewellery boxes are also made using the same 
technique and embellished with delicate stone inlays as are belt buckles 
and diverse ceremonial pieces of jewellery, ibid. 110 ff. figs. 108–117).

428 Clarke 2008, 61 pl. 43.

Fig. 255: It is a wonderful experience that such beautiful and masterfully 
produced artisan artefacts are still being made by the Newar (left: opened 
box; right: upper side of the lid). It is a Buddhist amulet box (ga‘u), which, 
on the inside (bottom left), shows the Buddha of wisdom, Manjushri, with a 
sword and book and outside, on the lid (right) the goddess Tara.

Fig. 254: The neck area of a freshly cast Tara statue has been roughly sanded 
only in its even sections, but five holes have already been drilled into the 
necklace. Small, round semi-precious stones will be stuck into these holes 
right at the end of the production process, i. e. after polishing and possibly 
gilding. It cannot be said that this is a goldsmithing technique for setting 
stones that resembles that used on historical pieces (figs. 234,2; 250).
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141The history of Newar metal 
casting

Indian sources

The knowledge of the lost wax technique has not merely been 
passed on orally, by demonstration and explanation, over 
around the last hundred generations in India and elsewhere. 
In India instructions were well-known early on, from the third 
century BC, and written down especially after the twelfth cen-
tury AD, with valuable handbooks for metal casters being pro-
duced429. The Indian metal casters and the Newar artisans in 
the Kathmandu valley were familiar with bronze casting from 
their own personal experience and the knowledge passed 
on in the oral tradition. It is fascinating to read in these old 
sources how broken statues can be repaired and old statues be 
replaced by new ones430 ; another source, albeit a much more 
recent document, discloses the composition of old soldering 
and patination formulae431.

Kauṭilya’s Arthaśāstra

The Arthaśāstra (“A Treatise on Statecraft, Economic Policy 
and Military Strategy,”) by the author Kauṭilya is in the first in-
stance a book of state politics written in around 300 BC432. It 
also contains some information on the exploitation of metal 
and the processing of gold which are worth mentioning in our 
context433.

In chapter  12 we learn about the condensation of mer-
cury from cinnabar ore, the identification of precious stones 
and the qualities and relative weights of various gold ores. The 
metals then known and used are listed by name: copper, lead, 
tin, mercury, brass, (tin- or bell-) bronze, plus two further al-
loys which cannot be accurately translated.

Chapter  13 deals with gold and goldsmiths. A workshop 
should consist of four rooms, including a room for sales, but 
for security reasons only one door to the outside (thieves 
of precious metals should be kept at bay and “if need be, be-
headed”). Much attention is paid to the setting of precious 
stones, the cleaning of gold and silver and the determination 
of its fineness and purity. To our amazement, we learn that by 
using a touchstone, 17 different standards (kākaṇis) analogous 
to the present-day 24 carat values, could be optically deter-
mined and differentiated even then, around 300 BC! The best-
known gilding techniques and fire gilding (chapter 13) as well 
as the application of gold leaf (chapter 14) known at the time 
are described in detail.

In chapter 14, techniques of special interest to us are men-
tioned, although unfortunately only in passing: solid and hol-
low casting of statues, soldering, amalgamation, setting (inlay-
ing?) and gilding.

Viṣṇudharmottara purāņa

The Viṣṇudharmottara purāņa is an old Indian set of instruc-
tions for architects dating from approximately the sixth cen-
tury AD434 which deals mainly with matters of wall painting. 
The text also seems to have been well-known in Nepal and it 
mentions sculpture and its teachings on proportion435 as well 
as hollow and solid casting.

Varāha Mihira’s Bṛhatsaṃhitā

The Bṛhatsaṃhitā was written in the sixth century AD by the 
encyclopaedist Varāha Mihira (also known as Varāhamihira) 
in Sanskrit. The work436 defines a very wide range of domains 
and knowledge of life and belief at that time. Subjects such as 
architecture, medicine, astronomy, precious stones and much 
more are covered in countless short verses. Many accounts ap-
pear rather strange today: for example, a smith would die if his 
newly-finished sword were to break while being sharpened 
(ch. 50, verse 8)437. But there are also entirely rational pieces of 
information, for example on the formula for mixing a hard sol-
der for metal joints (ch. 57, verse 8)438.

Chapters 58 and 60 are dedicated to the statues of deities 
in the temples. Besides the many definitions of the physical 
proportions of the bodies439, the various deities are also char-

429 Overview of ancient Indian and medieval sources, with older 
literature: Sivaramamurti 1962, 3 f. (survival right up to today’s 
sthapatis / casters); Sivaramamurti 1963 (supplement to the sourc-
es mentioned in this book); Werner 1972, 155 f.; Ruelius 1974, 11–18; 
von Schroeder 1981, 17–21; Shukla 1996, 108–112; Thind 2009, 71–77. 
– Historical instructions from Thailand on the production of an 
image of Buddha and its proportions: Swearer 2007, 50–55.

430 Reeves 1962, 29; von Schroeder 1981, 23–25.
431 See Reedy 1991b and below, note 487 (Tibetan encyclopaedist Ju 

Mi-Pham). – Several variations on hard soldering in early modern 
India: Mukherjee 1978, 182 (60 % Zn and 40 % “brass” as well as 
borax); 187 (67 % brass fragments and 33 % Zn); 229 (75 % “brass” 
and 25 % Sn); 364 (brass pulverised with a little tin) as well as 301, 
fig. p. 300 (soldering kiln).

432 Shamasastry 1929, 83–98.
433 For the Arthaśāstra in its geological and modern metallurgical 

setting: Sarma 2001, 44–72.
434 Shah 1958, XXII–XXVII.
435 Shah 1961, 105–108.
436 Kern 1865 (Sanskrit edition with comments in English); Sas-

tri / Bhat 1947; Iyer 1987.
437 Iyer 1987, 227.
438 Iyer 1987, 284 f.
439 Bṛhatsaṃhitā ch. 58, verse 2–28 and others: Iyer 1987, 286–290.
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142 acterised, including Buddha440: “The image of Buddha shall be 
made as seated in a lotus with the hands and feet marked with 
the figure of the lotus, with a cheerful countenance and with 
short hair”. Chapter 60 contains instructions on which mate-
rials can be used to make statues of deities (see below, fig. 686) 
and how they should be ritually cleaned. In chapters 80 to 
83 Varāha Mihira deals extensively with precious stones and 
pearls (see p. 133 f.).

Citralakṣaṇa

The Citralakṣaṇa (roughly translated as “An Essay on the Paint-
ing of Pictures”441) may be passed on as a traditionally Tibetan 
source, but it is based on a (lost) Sanskrit text. As to its age, 
it may possibly have been written before the seventh century 
AD. The essay deals with teachings on proportion, “mainly . . . 
the description of figures and their measurements”, and gives 
information on the structure of a Brahmanic image of a deity, 
in particular in relation to painting442. In verses 528–1146 the 
“body mass of the kings and other beings”, and also explicitly 
of the representations of deities, are defined in various units 
of measurement (including in aṅguli [width of a finger]) and 
the required bodily proportions of the figures are set out443. 
As an example, let us quote verse 574: “The face is divided into 
three parts, forehead, nose and chin the size of each of which 
is four inches . . .”444. Across dozens of verses the eyes, the nose, 
the limbs etc. are described in detail and their proportions 
prescribed.

Pratimālakṣaṇa

The Pratimālakṣaṇa is a text dating back to around the tenth 
century AD and is preserved in copies from the thirteenth 
century; it deals with the proportions of images, among other 
things445. A quotation from verse 6 serves to show how these 
proportions are defined: “After dividing the height of which-
ever the object [. . . is to be made] into nine [equal] parts, the face 
[of the image] should be made one tāla (i. e. one of the nine parts) 
in length and its width should be also the same”. Alongside such 
indications on proportion, the forms are also determined, for 
example the hair and hairstyles of the deities (verses 33–35) or 
their attributes (verses 53–54). “Pearl-garlands, waist-girdles, 
bracelets, armlets, earrings and well-arranged drapery should 
be made [shown] on the body” (verse 71)446.

Ṡāriputra

The Ṡāriputra is of southern Indian origin and it was copied 
many times in twelfth-century Sri Lanka. It is therefore availa-
ble in several versions and fragments. The Ṡāriputra commen-
tary used in present-day research was probably produced in 
the thirteenth or fourteenth century447.

The Ṡāriputra too is in the first place a treatise on propor-
tions (see also above, fig. 15). There is interesting information 
on the fact that the technical properties of casting are not al-
ways purely technically determined, but also have a religious 
background. Thus, in verses 11 (and 12) we read the following 
on hollow or solid casting448: “Whether he makes a moveable 
or stationary statue, the artist who wants to attain blessed-
ness by it must not make any of them with a hollow body, be it 
out of gold, iron or any other materials”449. This is interesting 
in our context because the Ṡāriputra is the “only iconometric 
text in the Buddhist tradition”450. Other instructions in the Śil-
paśāstras certainly give – on the lines of the centuries-old prac-
tical experience present in the Himalayan countries – guide-
lines for hollow casting but no precisions on measurements.

Kāśyapa-jñānakāṇḍah

The Kāśyapa-jñānakāṇḍah (“Kāśyapa’s Book of Wisdom”), 
dated to the twelfth century AD, is a ritual handbook which 
includes descriptions of the moulding and casting process of 
statues of deities from the point of view of religious devotion 
and perfection. Apart from that, we are given a small amount 
of purely technical information on the coating of the wax 
model. Great emphasis is placed on the completion of the pro-
duction process and the solemn consecration of the statues451.

Kāraṇāgama

The Hindu Kāraṇāgama dates from the twelfth century AD. 
It survives in various versions and the text has some passages 
missing. The practical note that “all impurities [floating on 
the molten metal should] be removed with a cloth” is interest-
ing452.

440 Bṛhatsaṃhitā ch. 58, verse 30–57: Iyer 1987, 286–290 (Buddha: 
verse 44, p. 290).

441 In the present book we will not go into more detail about further 
Indian sources on painting which are even less concerned with 
metal sculpture (e. g. the Citrasūtras).

442 Bhattacharya 1974, 1–3; 41–64 (English translation); Goswamy 
1976, 61–108 (English translation); Roth 1990, esp. 996 (quotation); 
Willemen 2007, 151 ff.

443 Laufer 1913b, 2–4; 149–169 or 170–183; von Schroeder 2008, 26 
(only a short mention).

444 Laufer 1913b, 152.
445 Bose 1926, 34–46; Banerjea 1956, 17; 590–599 (Sanskrit); 600–617 

(English, quoted here); Roth 1990, 996; von Schroeder 2008, 26 
(only a short mention); Willemen 2007, 153 ff. (on the Chinese copy 
159 ff.).

446 Banerjea 1956, quotations from pages 601; 605; 607 f.; 609.
447 Ruelius 1974, 6 f.
448 For both casting processes in historical Indian texts see also 

Krishnan 1976, 29; Shukla 1996, 109 f.
449 Quoted from von Schroeder 1981, 19.
450 Ruelius 1974, 6.
451 Goudriaan 1965, 167.
452 Wolters 2010, 80.
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143Rasaratna Samuccaya

The Rasaratna Samuccaya (“The Alchemy of India”) is a med-
ical and chemical treatise from the thirteenth or fourteenth 
century in which many plant- and animal-based products 
as well as metals and minerals are described453. In alchemy, 
the descriptions deal with the transformation of base metals 
(iron, tin, etc.) into silver and gold. The Rasaratna Samuccaya 
consists of 30 chapters, the first eleven dealing with medical 
issues, the eleventh with the medical applications of mercury.

The texts also contain various complex descriptions of 
ores and metallurgical processes, for example a characterisa-
tion of the colour of copper ores, an account of three kinds of 
iron and alloys like brass and bronze or an exposition of the 
production of zinc. Zinc is found in two different minerals, 
in calamine and in smithsonite. The author also reports that 
copper of the best quality was brought to India from Nepal and 
from the mines of the foreign Mleccha countries454. This mul-
tifaceted treatise concludes with a description of laboratory 
conditions and of the people working in them.

The Śilpaśāstras

The Śilpaśāstras (roughly translated as “Books of Instruction 
on the Arts and Crafts”) is a collective term for a type of text 
from various centuries. Amongst other things, they contain 
particularly extensive and frequently quoted texts about the 
craft of metal casting455:

Mānasāra

The Mānasāra is in the first place a source oriented on archi-
tecture, going back to an original dating from the fifth to sev-
enth century (the Gupta period) which was later translated in 
Sri Lanka. This later edition is the most frequently quoted to-
day. It reports on the preparation of the modelling wax (verse 
12) as well as on the making of the moulds and dewaxing (verse 
22)456. A quotation from this works serves to show how realis-
tic the Mānasāra is: “. . . The wax model is then ready to be cov-
ered with layers of mud and [when dry] must be heated and 
thereby the wax is expelled. After casting, the mould should 
be sprinkled with water to cool it so that it [the cast icon] may 
be removed after it is broken open”457.

Mānasollāsa

A further source comes from the twelfth century (AD 1131?). 
It describes, primarily and in great detail, the iconography 
of the images, the clay work on the casting moulds and cru-
cibles and the casting itself, including the heating of the 
metal458. The level of agreement between the instructions in 
the Mānasollāsa and the techniques and materials usual in 

Patan in the Middle Ages is so astonishing, that Axel Michaels 
concludes that an early transfer of know-how must have taken 
place between southern India and Nepal during the Gupta pe-
riod (fourth–sixth century) or “even earlier”. The similarities 
concern, for example, the cire perdue technique in general, 
the work with wax, the three different kinds of clay for mould 
making and their organic tempering (including rice chaff) or 
the use of a reducing agent directly when casting into the fun-
nel of the mould: this consists of a flame from a burning wick 
in the Indian Mānasollāsa flaming chunks of resin in Nepal459.

The very informative, and in places very precise, descrip-
tion includes numerous details of importance to us: the at-
tachment of the ducts (fig. 256); the first, fine moulding clay 
being filtered (both verse 81ab), the second, coarse moulding 
clay with rice husks (fig. 523) and tempered with cotton beaten 
a hundred times and mixed with salt (verse 82); the drying of 
the clay moulds (verses 83 and 84); weighing the wax models to 
determine the amount of metal needed (verse 86); the weight 
factor, the wax:metal ratio being 1:8 (verse 87); crucibles with 
the casting hole pierced in the base (verse 91; see figs. 532 and 
533); a burning wick by the filling hole to prevent oxidation 
during casting (verse 92) or the removal of the casting skin by 
scraping (verse 97)460.

453 Biswas 1987 (a subject index on the original text); Ramachandran 
1987. – The edition by Vāgbhaṭa and V. A. Dole, Rasaratnasamuc-
caya: translation and commentary in English. Banaras Aurveda 
Series 33 (Varanasi 2008²), was not available to the author.

454 Thind 2009, 71.
455 In summary: Bose 1926; Acharya 1927, 34–88; Reeves 1962, 30–35; 

Ruelius 1974, 11–14; Michaels 1985 / 86, 83 f.; von Schroeder 1981, 
18 ff. – Detailed compilation in Krishnan 1976, 1–8 (sources) and 
22–28 (comparison with current techniques); details and transla-
tions (in German) of the passages relating to metal technology in 
Michaels 1986 (with older literature), from which I quote .

456 Also Acharya 1933, 633–636; Reeves 1962, 29 f.; Sivaramamurti 
1963, 14; Nambiar 1964, 8 (text extracts); Krishnan 1976, 5–7 note 3; 
Shukla 1996, 108 f.; Levy et al. 2008, 51 f.; 60; 69; 78 (Mānasāra 
quotations in connection with actual workshop observations in 
Swamimalai / South India); Thind 2009, 75 f. – Supplementary 
information on this in Kāraṇāgama, II V 41: “If images have to be 
cast in metal, the wax must first be melted and poured [out of the 
mould] and all defects removed with a cloth” (Acharya 1933, 635 
note. 1).

457 Acharya 1927, 86 f.; translation by Ulrich von Schroeder 1981, 
18 (quotation). – German extracts, with technical comments, in 
Wolters 2010, 69.

458 Sarasvati 1936 (verse 77–97 Sanskrit and English); Reeves 1962, 
32–34; von Schroeder 1981, 20; Krishnan 1976, 1–3 note 1; Shukla 
1996, 109; Wolters 2010, 78–80 tab. 2 (German extract with techni-
cal comments).

459 Michaels 1985, 70–73 note 11–27 (the reference to the coco-
nut-shaped crucible on page 72 is obsolete, because it refers to an 
empirically optimised purpose-made form which can be found 
anywhere).

460 Extracts also in von Schroeder 1981, 20 f.
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144 Ṡilparatna

The Ṡilparatna is a southern Indian text about iconography 
and architecture dating to the sixteenth century461. Within it, 
many technical questions related to casting are also discussed: 
dewaxing (verse 32), the types of clay for casting moulds (verse 
34), the construction of clay moulds (verses 45–46), firing the 
moulds in red-hot heat (verse 48), breaking the moulds open 
after casting (verse 51) as well as the smoothing of the cast 
piece (verse 52). The Ṡilparatna deals especially extensively 
with the preparation and tempering of moulding (verses 35–
39, 41) and crucible clay (verse 40). As aggregates and temper-
ing agents cow dung, extract of areca or betel nut, brick pow-
der, finely ground ceramic fireclay, grated cotton and charcoal 
powder are all mentioned462.

In summary, the Mānasollāsa463 can be considered a very 
competently authored text that deals with important stages in 
casting which can be very tricky. By contrast, the Mānasāra, 
which was probably written earlier, contains long inconsist-
ent passages and wording which suggests that it was compiled 
on the basis “of hearsay” and without referring to practical ex-
perience. Ultimately, the Ṡilparatna is as practical and exten-
sive as the Mānasollāsa and is encyclopaedic in character.

The Śilpaśāstras even report how the finished wax model, 
i. e. the still incomplete divinity, was transferred in solemn 
procession and mid-production from the house of the wax 
artist to that of the metal caster. After casting, there was a 
second procession with priests, chanting and flowers, and a 
priestly inspection to meticulously assess the correct propor-
tions and forms of the representation of the deity (see also be-
low, fig. 287). Final small defects, e. g. on the limbs, were still 
allowed to be rectified “by re-casting those particular por-
tions. But if the defect be a major flaw, affecting, for example, 
the torso, then the whole casting will have to be condemned, a 
fresh wax model made and the image cast anew.”464

It is astonishing, and indicative of a deep cultural stabil-
ity, that ancient technical know-how, recorded in writing from 
very early on, is applied almost unchanged today by metal 
craftsmen in India and Nepal465.

Early examples of the Newar art  
of casting

This book, which is primarily concerned with the technical 
aspects of the production of Buddhist statues made from cop-
per alloys, is not the place to go into detail about the early art 
history of these images. We have already mentioned the very 
long tradition of the Newar artists in Patan and their early and 

intensive presence in Tibet (pp. 15 ff.). The old connections 
between Nepal and India on the one hand, and Tibet on the 
other, have been examined by authors competent in this do-
main, and many ancient statues from this cultural landscape 
have been thoroughly described466.

Many Buddhist bronzes from temples and monasteries 
are centuries old and show clear signs of very intensive wor-
ship: where they have been touched countless times by the 
faithful, monks and pilgrims, the metal is extremely heavily 
worn (fig. 257), which – in the case of Nepalese bronzes in par-
ticular is perceived as being especially aesthetic and authen-
tic (fig. 258)467. For example, a sitting Bodhisattva dated to the 
ninth or tenth century, only 10 cm high, has been touched so 
much that only suggestions of the eyes, nose and mouth are 
left, and the chest with the necklaces and the outstretched 
right hand have been almost completely worn down468.

The power of iconography and  
historical sketchbooks

In the Buddhist art and tradition of Tibet and all other Him-
alayan countries the proportions and smallest details of the 
images of deities are, just as they are for Indian deities469, de-

461 Extracts also in Krishnan 1976, 3–5 note 2; von Schroeder 1981, 19 f.
462 See also esp. Shukla 1996, 111 (and 112 on mould making and cast-

ing).
463 An extensively comparative summary: Michaels 1986, 101–106.
464 Reeves 1962, 30 f. (quotation). – On the same phenomenon: Achar-

ya 1927, 87; Acharya 1933, 636.
465 Michaels 1985 / 86, 84. – On the major disparities among the statue 

casters with respect to the Śilpaśāstras, ranging from indifference 
to faithfulness to the writings, see note 90.

466 Compilation of literature in notes 12 and 27 above.
467 Uhlig 1979, 59, even talks of “a reason for the loveliness and a 

characteristic of Nepalese bronzes”; Reedy 1997, 176 cat. no. H101; 
178 cat. no. H195; 181 cat. no. W119 (extremely worn examples from 
the fifth to eleventh centuries).

468 Mallebrein 1984, 157 cat. no. 126 (238 cat. no. 1 is another example 
with a completely worn down face, a Amoghapaśa from the six-
teenth century).

469 On the canon of gods in ancient Indian art and sculpture: Muker-
jee 1959, 241–244 and 252 (243 f.: “The work connected with im-
age-making, in all its minute details, should be done in a covered 
and secluded place, in a devout manner and with full control over 
the senses. While engaged in this work the image-maker should 
always meditate on the god whose image he is fashioning.”); Nam-
biar 1964, 32–45; Michaels 1986, 79. – In the twentieth century the 
ancient knowledge of the iconography and teachings on propor-
tion in India was partly consciously passed on (e. g. in Swamimalai 
[Tamil Nadu]: see above, note 89), but hit as also partly been 
entirely forgotten (Mukherjee 1978, 136 and 168 [in Varanasi]).
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Fig. 256: Wax model of a larger Buddha statue (detail from fig. 78, left), 
for which the forearms and hands have to be cast separately. Because of 
the marked undercuts, it would be difficult to produce the effigy in a sin-
gle casting. So that the molten metal is well and completely distributed 
throughout the casting mould, two ducts link the stumps of the arms with 
the thighs. They are sawn off after casting and the stumps serrated with a 
file so that welding can be successfully accomplished (fig. 140).

Fig. 257: A stone dhyani Buddha stele in the small village of Sunakóthi 
(3 km south of Patan) is surrounded by many small oil lamp bowls 
made of cast brass (bottom). Because of the veneration of passersby 
over many generations, the small figures of the kneeling benefactors, 
especially the heads, are very worn (detail, top right).
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146 fined and prescribed470. The old guidelines for wax modellers, 
metal casters and repoussé artists (fig. 260), the binding teach-
ings on proportion (examples figs. 14 and 15) and the expecta-
tions of the clients did not leave much formal leeway for the 
modelling of a figure of a deity. This has always required a high 
degree of concentration and tension when carrying out artis-
tic contract work, but it has also led to a stylistic continuity in 
the works471 that we can marvel at today in the workshops and 
shop windows of the best artisans in Patan and compare to an-
tique pieces.

Padma Karpo was a knowledgeable observer and preserver 
of the style of images of deities and their geographical spread472. 
This significant scholar lived in the sixteenth century and was 
deemed to be an important reincarnation. In 1575 he com-
pleted his “History of Buddhism” and his “Chronicle” and re-
vised them in 1580. They are two of his many philosophical and 
historical works, and they characterise the stylistically diverse 
Buddha images across time and space (northern and southern 
India, Turkestan, Bengal, West India, Nepal and Tibet). Padma 
Karpo’s descriptions address the development of bronzes from 
the seventh century until his time. Unfortunately we cannot 
trace any of the pieces he was referring to over 400 years ago473. 
Of special interest to us are his comments on alloys, on the cold 
work techniques and on the surface treatments474.

Right up to today the artists adhere with great conviction 
to what was vividly impressed on me by my sources of infor-
mation, Raju and Umesh Shakya (p. 26). They do not only feel 
obliged to keep their traditions but, even more, to follow the 
religious canon475. Jürgen Schick expressed this most aptly476: 
“The master craftsmen . . . understood the high art of enabling 
the inner meaning of the deity, the ideal for which the deity 
stands, to shine through the external form.” That this inner 
meaning of the deity can only be conveyed with a correspond-
ingly perfect execution and proportioning of a statue was for-
mulated by Ratna’s father, Man Jyoti Shakya, as follows477: 
“Whatever the outer beauty and grace of a statue, if it does not 
adhere to the exact proportions, it can never become a secret 
image nor bestow any blessing”. Man Jyoti (1917–1991; fig. 259) 
is regarded as the “most famous Newar sculptor of the twen-
tieth century” and was called “Cirīidāy” by his friends (“Mr. 
Shorty”)478.

Fortunately, not only have various “typological” seven-
teenth- to twentieth-century drawings of Buddhas and other 
deities survived479, but also detailed studies of, for example, 
the position of the hand (mudras)480. An interesting original 
shows, amongst many other notes and sketches for bronze ar-
tisans, a “construction sketch” of a Buddha figure. It is part of 
a unique book of instructions for craftsmen (ṭhyāsaphu) in the 
form of a leporello (book in the form of a concertina) and is kept 
in Patan Museum (fig. 260). The two sides reproduced here, 
with their lavishly inscribed ink drawings on paper, depict 
on one side a head facing forward and on the other the lower 

part of a Buddha figure from above with the legs in the lotus 
position. Other pages of this valuable book of sketches contain 
chemical-metallurgical formulae and sketches of proportions 
for stupas; many pages show clear elements of the repoussé 
technique, including “cutting patterns” for sheet metal481.

Ratna Jyoti Shakya’s Patan family also owns two small, old pat-
tern books (figs. 261 and 262). The one drawn on paper was 
made in 1958 by a Sherpa from Shar-Khumbu (Nepal) for Rat-
na’s father Man Jyoti Shakya482. The other, somewhat larger 
book appears to be older and is not made of paper but out 
of primed cotton fabric. It measures 16 × 16 cm and contains 
fourteen very accurate illustrations and three loosely drawn 
sketches. They are mostly of tantric, i. e. magic-mystic rep-
resentations. One of these, with a Cakrasamvara, is repro-
duced in this volume (fig. 261).

Ratna’s second book of patterns, the 1958 book mentioned 
above, is made of portrait format pages of rice paper which 
have been sewn together, each measuring 31 × 28 cm and con-
taining eighteen ink drawing and three pencil sketches. The 
five dhyani Buddhas and Bodhisattvas are depicted. The black 

470 Clark 1937; Gordon 1963, 52 (fig. p. 51); de Labriffe 1973, 189; Gris-
wold et al. 1976, 194 fig. 4 (south-east Asian proportioned Buddha); 
Peterson 1980; von Schroeder 1981, 25–33 (with illustration); 
Jackson / Jackson 1984, 45–67 and 144–147 (with many schemat-
ic drawings); Pal 1985, 143–181 cat. nos. D1–D31 (there is a large 
collection of such books of templates in the Los Angeles County 
Museum of Art Collection); Bhattacharyya 1987; Thaye 1987; Alsop 
1989, 137 f. figs. 96 and 101 (there is an extensive collection of such 
books of templates in Newark Museum); Blom 1989, 9–12; Gabriel 
1999, 191 fig. 305; Reynolds 1999, 176–179 fig. 1; Chandra / Bunce 
2002; Huntington / Bangdel 2003, 240–251 and 256 cat. no. 69; 
Alphen / Alsop 2005, 35 ff.; Guy 2007, 60 fig. 63. Construction 
sketches can also be made for other kinds of metal work: Hag-
müller 2003, 121 (excerpt from an eighteenth-century sketchbook 
with a repoussé roof ornament, gajura).

471 Michaels 1985 / 86, 84.
472 Lo Bue 1997b (source text p. 302–303); Smith 2001, 81–86.
473 Lo Bue 1997b, 253.
474 Schaeffer et al. 2013, 489–490.
475 Very extensively on this subject: Peterson 1980, esp. 241.
476 Schick 1989, 34.
477 Quotation based on: http://shakyamuniart.150m.com/figure.htm 

(accessed 14.10.2015).
478 According to his son Ratna Jyoti. Extensively in: Lo Bue 2002, 

126–129 (quotation) fig. 3.
479 Pal 1978, figs. 4 and 5; Blom 1989, 10 (“no pattern books older than 

the early fifteenth century have been found”).
480 Pal 1978, figs. 2 and 3 (seventeenth century); Beer 1999, 149–158 pls. 

73–76; Beer 2003, 308–321 (with illustration); von Schroeder 2001, 
540 and 542 (typological compilation of the leg positions [Asanas] 
and Mudras); Huntington / Bangdel 2003, 373 cat. no. 110 (with 
illustration).

481 Further pages of this document are shown in: Slusser et al. 1999, 
222–234 figs. 38 and 39.

482 Lo Bue 1981c, 125 note 27. – One of these books of templates, the 
one drawn on paper, is mentioned in Alsop / Charlton 1973, 31 and 
45.
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Fig. 258: This small Bhairava at the entrance to the Bhairavnath  
Temple in Bhaktapur (see also fig. 294, left) is completely covered in 
red sindur powder which the pilgrims or priests apply time and again  
as a ritual act. The head of the wrathful divinity is very worn due to 
constant touching by the believers.

Fig. 259: Man Jyoti Shakya (1917–1991) arranges, in 1973, in the yard 
of his workshop in Patan the individual wax section models of a large 
flame aureole which is, exceptionally, going to be cast instead of ham-
mered and embossed (see fig. 233). The small charcoal stove, the milācā 
(also fig. 536), in which the wax palette knife that is used to “stick” the 
wax parts together, is in the foreground (Erberto Lo Bue archive).

Fig. 260: Two pages from a sketchbook (ṭhyāsaphu) for metal crafts-
men. It is a copy of an eighteenth-century original kept in the Patan 
museum. The other sides (not shown here) show several individual 
parts of the statue, e. g. the extremities, which leads us to conclude 
that this is a template for a repoussé work consisting of many sections 
(and not a casting model). The sides shown here show the face and the 
foot section of a large Buddha figure with many notes in old Newari. 
There are many labels such as “forehead”, “breadth of eyes”, “nose”, 
“chin”, “ankle” etc., as well as corresponding details on measurements 
and proportion in “aṅguli” (finger width). Consequently, the nose, for 
example, should be 4 aṅguli (c. 7.5 cm = “hand”) long, which is approxi-
mately one and a half times larger than life-size.
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Fig. 261: A sample page from an old book of patterns with careful drawings 
of various Buddhist deities, which served the wax modellers and sculptors 
(of repoussé works) as a template. Here a four-headed, two-armed Cakras-
amvara with his consort (his consort of wisdom) Vajravarahi are shown. 
Height of side: 16 cm.
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Fig. 262: Sketch of a Guru Rinpoche (in the Tibetan variation of the Guru 
Padma ‘byun-gnas or Guru Pema Chungne) in black ink in an old book  
of templates. The divinity is represented with all his attributes, in an icono-
graphically precise definition and in the correct proportions (grid in red 
ink). The wax artists always had such templates next to them when  
working, but they had the details of the strict master templates precisely 
imprinted on their memories. Height of one side: 31 cm.
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150 ink drawings are sometimes supplemented with a red grid or 
red accents (jewellery, flowers). Here a Guru Rinpoche is re-
produced (fig. 262)483 as an example of the illustrations in this 
book.

The fact that in rare cases very large drawings of the con-
tours of deities – unlike the usual relatively small drawings – 
have survived shows that such templates, occasionally at a 1:1 
scale, were useful in the production of large repoussé statues. 
A good example is a drawing on handmade paper from Nepal, 
exactly 3.65 m high, which depicts a graceful sitting Buddha 
Maitrea484.

Similar line drawings of Buddhist deities do not always 
have to be guidelines for sculptors, wax modellers, chasers or 
Thangka painters, but may also be drawn as votive offerings 
and hidden inside the plinth on the occasion of the consecra-
tion of a sculpture485.

The relatively recent paper sketches in the Los Angeles 
Museum of Arts486 appear to be more formal-decorative than 
instructive. They are parts of an iconographic “model book” 
showing, for example, the eight standing Mahasattva Buddhas 
or Ganesha carrying Mahākāla.

By contrast the records of Ju Mi-Pham (1846–1912) from 
Tibet do not deal with formal templates for artists but are a 
“treatise on the western knowledge of the crafts”. It contains 
guidelines and recipes for various trades such as glass blow-
ing, paper printing or even medicine, collected from all over 
Tibet. The document, which dates back to the late nineteenth 
century, also includes instructions for metalworkers and thus 
some formulae for copper, brass and gold solder and for the 
creation of an artificial patina487.

One of the most important pieces of visual documentation 
is the pattern book of Jīvarāma from the middle of the fifteenth 
century488. Jīvarāma was a Newar artist from the Kathmandu 
valley and must have travelled to Tibet and perhaps even 
to China. On the forty sheets of paper measuring 23 × 13 cm 
which have been passed down to us there are numerous line 
drawings and coloured paintings of portrait heads, orna-
ments and figures of deities. Most could be templates for mu-
ral and Thangka paintings. Other sketches could equally have 
been templates for the modelling of bronze statuettes, such as 
the Mahākāla on sheet 11 (left), or an Ādi Buddha Vajradhara, 
beautifully rendered in colour on sheet 21 / 22, or the sixteen 
Arhats (fighters against the inner enemy; sheets 31–39). The 
heavily Tibetan- and Chinese-influenced representations 
were produced by the artist Jīvarāma in around 1435 in Tibet. 
They bear witness to his great mastery with respect to detail, 
proportions and colouration, and are regarded as the earliest 
book of templates of “Lamaist art”.

As we shall see later when we discuss repoussé works, the 
artists who sculpted the images of deities by means of chasing 
and engraving instead of casting them, also took great care to 
consult drawn drafts or templates (fig. 376).

An Insider’s View
By Ratna Jyoti Shakya

Patan’s importance as a centre  
of metals crafts

Trade and market of the statues  
some generations ago

After the art of manufacturing Buddhist icons fell into obliv-
ion in India, Nepal became the centre of the revival of tradi-
tional cast metal statue production. The Nepalese masters 
then passed on their art to the Tibetans and Bhutanese by 
schooling and training them. In Kathmandu, it was the Pala 
dynasty (AD 750–1150) which had a great influence over the 
applied arts in its time. During the late Licchavi period (c. 
AD 400–750), local influences, mythologies, religions and so-
cial demands created a great diversity in styles and contents 
within Newar Buddhism. The cultural exchange between Ti-
bet and Newar artists became more active and intense. As a 
result, Tibetan patrons appreciated early Indian elements in 
Newar bronze statues on the one hand, and demanded Tibetan 
motifs and stylistic elements on the other. Many new motifs 
were created, frequently encouraged by Tibetan patrons, thus 
deepening the links between Nepal and Tibet.

Even under the influence of Buddhist universities that 
had adopted a critical position (like Nalanda in northern In-
dia), Patan, with its historical Newar Buddhist vihars (tem-
ples) and monasteries, served as a vital link in the trans-
mission of Buddhist learning from India to Tibet. The Guru 
Marpa (1012–1092) played an important role in this; he was a 
great translator and historical missionary who brought the 
traditional Indian Vajrayan Buddhist practice to Tibet via Ne-
pal489. In the sixteenth century, a caste system was established 

483 Many thanks to Ratna Joty Shakya for permission to take photo-
graphs of both the entire books of templates and to reproduce two 
examples here.

484 Slusser 1998; Lo Bue 2002.
485 Thus two 12-cm-high drawings of a sitting Ṡākyamuni and a 

meditating Tathāgata (the enlightened) in the plinth of a thir-
teenth-century miniature stupa made from brass (Hatt 1980, 198 
figs. 8 and 9).

486 Huntington / Bangdel 2003, 256–250 cat. no. 69 figs. 1 and 2.
487 Reedy 1991b (on the patina recipes see above with figs. 228–230 

and notes 340–354).
488 Lowry 1977; Pal 1978, 156 f. fig. 219; Huntington / Bangdel 2003, 

136 f. figs. 1–3 and 141 fig. 1; Huntington 2006.
489 Heruka 1999.
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151within society, and the families of the clans were assigned to 
specific professional domains, such as metal craftsmanship, 
wood carving, stone sculpture, painting etc. During the Malla 
period (1200–1768), the government set up the “Archa Guthi”, 
an organisation dedicated to the revival of the metal crafts in 
the country.

The economic importance of Patan’s  
metal crafts for Nepal

Most bronze statues were and are crafted with the lost wax 
casting technique (cire perdue technique). This old craft is 
rooted mainly in traditional Newar neighbourhoods, like Oku 
Bahal (fig. 2), Mahabuddha and Nag Bahal in Lalitpur (Patan). 
These areas are known for their long tradition and unbroken 
lineages of talented artists dedicated to producing representa-
tions of divinities in the spirit of Mahayana Buddhism in the 
Kathmandu valley.

Today the metal crafts constitute an important economic 
aspect of Patan, since this “cottage industry” is a significant 
complement to local tourism. Many skilled and semi-skilled 
artists are needed to produce a bronze figure in the lost wax 
casting technique (fig. 12) and to bring it to a perfect finish 
(fig. 183). New Shakya apprentices and artists are involved in 
the various stages, like wax modelling, casting, welding, chis-
elling, polishing, gilding, painting etc. This represents an im-
mense effort by fully professional artists and semi-profes-
sional labour to respond to the current demands of the grow-
ing market for statues on a domestic and international level.

From early childhood on, a Shakya grows up learning and 
training in the crafts necessary to create the beautiful Buddha 
statues. In the course of this apprenticeship they specialize in 
particular sectors of the manufacturing process, art work and 
craftsmanship. Thus the practical skills and old knowledge 
are passed from father to son, from generation to generation, 
like the relationship between master and pupil in the concept 
of “dharma”490.

It was primarily the influx of Tibetans as well as tourism 
that brought a revival of the lost wax tradition back to Nepal. 
The growth of tourism after 1950, and the arrival of the Tibet-
ans from 1959 on provided a golden opportunity and a unique 
chance to improve the level of workmanship in metalworking. 
With the expulsion of the aristocratic Ranas, the end of their 
dictatorship, and the construction of a proper road in 1954 
with the assistance of the Indian government, a permanent 
gateway was opened for the Nepalese and for travellers from 
abroad. At the same time, Hinayana Buddhism flourished in 
Nepal, encouraged by the construction of Buddhist monaster-
ies in Lumbini and the preaching Buddha’s teachings in pub-
lic.

The growth of Newar’s artistic economy after the 
revival of Tibetan culture

From the twentieth century on, tourists began visiting the 
Kathmandu valley, and hundreds of copies of Shakymuni Bud-
dha, Bodhisattva, Shiva, Ganesha and other deities were pro-
duced. The trade became increasingly dependent on tour-
ists, and prices increased beyond the means of the local peo-
ple and temples. Religious institutions were seriously affected 
by a significant decrease in contributions. However, orders 
came from Asian countries like Japan, Korea, Taiwan and In-
dia, while European and American Buddhist disciples eagerly 
opened their wallets to acquire Newar Buddha representa-
tions produced by the Shakya. Thus, the spread of the Bud-
dhist doctrine of peace and non-violence in the West has cre-
ated a highly lucrative “business” and market for the beautiful 
gilded figures made in Nepal.

Boudhanath in Kathmandu, the Great Stupa, has for a long 
time been one of the historical meeting points for both pilgrims 
and traders of ritual objects. The harmonious Newar-Tibetan 
historical site of the holy Bodnath Temple became a most im-
portant venue for Tibetan refugees and many incarnated La-
mas after the Chinese occupation of Tibet during the Cultural 
Revolution of 1959. Numerous projects of Tibetan cultural ac-
tivities, such as the construction of large monastic buildings 
for the monks’ and nuns’ communities, are underway. Indeed, 
Mahayana Buddhism is flourishing in Nepal after the influx of 
great teachers from all major Tibetan schools, namely of the 
Nyingmapa, Kargyupa, Sakyapa and Ghelukpa traditions. Af-
ter the revival of monastic life in Nepal, more than a hundred 
new Tibetan monasteries have been built, filled with medium 
and larger metal statues, and all these statues have been cast 
by Shakyas and non-Shakya Newars to this day.

In the course of time, a large number of Shakya and non-
Shakya, such as the Tamrakar, Maharjan, Shrestha, Nakarmi, 
Chitrakar, Brahman, Tamang, Limbu, Maga, Biswokarma 
(Kami), even Madhesi the from Terai (southern Nepal) have 
entered the field as new partners (figs. 263–265). There was 
no earlier connection with these newcomers in the casting 
of statues but, with training and practice, they developed the 
necessary skills and abilities for chiselling and embossing 
(figs. 156; 176), which is one of the most important stages in the 
production of a Buddha. They also emerged as generous finan-
cial investors in the commercial production of the metal fig-
ures. With the growth in production of ritual objects in metal 
and an expanding market in this field, there was a correspond-
ing rise in job opportunities for young people, both local or im-
migrant.

490 Alsop / Charlton 1973.
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152 Problems of unemployment and the trend to-
wards job-seeking abroad

In the last few decades, the trend of young Nepalese seeking 
jobs abroad (“foreign job-aspirants”) has increased consider-
ably, and currently (March 2016) as many as 750 active recruit-
ment agencies are operating in this lucrative business in Ne-
pal. Half a million young people per year are taking up jobs in 
other countries; 200,000 go to Malaysia, the rest to Indonesia, 
the Middle Eastern Gulf states, South Korea and China. Only a 
negligible number are employed in the locally available field 
of art work. Recently the Nepalese government has started to 
provide the workers active abroad with free tickets and visas. 
Bank remittances from abroad play a vital role in reducing the 
national annual budget deficit of the country. So far, however, 
very few skilled Newar artists and bronze casters have been 
employed by Chinese merchants.

The worker’s situation regarding health, welfare 
and insurance

Nepal is one of the developing countries in Asia with generally 
low income and salaries. Thus, a large part of the Nepalese fi-
nance and economy depends on international aid from foreign 
donor countries for all sectors of daily life. The prime concern 
of the Nepalese population is to cover basic needs, like food, 
shelter and clothing while matters of safety and security are 
not a priority. Only a small group of rich families can afford to 
pay for things like health insurance and life insurance cover. 
Most artists, including casters and gilders, fall into the low-in-
come category. There is no civil law against, and therefore no 
penalty for, subjecting people to unprotected work with harm-
ful lead- and mercury-based metal (fig. 209), which can cause 
severe damage to the health of entire families and neighbour-
ing communities.

Traditional work versus modern high-tech

The tradition of casting statues that is currently followed is 
based on age-old techniques developed since the Middle Ages. 
The tools and materials used in the production of a beautiful 
bronze image are simple but the result is quite astonishingly 
superior to the artefacts produced with modern equipment 
and technology. The introduction of silicone rubber (figs. 273–
278) for making the matrix constituted a historic leap around 
1980. The silicone rubber is considered by some Shakya arti-
sans as a “miracle gift” because it led to a better quality of work 
and to economic benefits within a short amount of time.

The Nepalese ethnic group of the 
Newar and the Shakya clan

The Shakyas were a clan of the Vedic period (c. 1750–500 BC). 
The name of Shakya is derived from the Sanskrit word ‘sskaya, 
which means “the one who is capable or competent”491. The 
caste of the Gubhaju-Bare comprises two sub-groups, namely 
the Gubhajus or Bajracharyas and the Bares or Shakyas. How-
ever, while the occupation of the Bajracharyas is almost exclu-
sively the priesthood, the Shakyas have plied their inherited 
trade as goldsmiths, silversmiths, jewellers and statue casters 
for centuries492.

The artist A-ni-ko (AD 1245–1306; fig. 5) was a national 
hero of Nepal who played a decisive role in the artistic ex-
change and trade relationships between Nepal and China (Ti-
bet) in ancient times. Trade brought Nepal and Tibet closer 
together from the beginning of the thirteenth century AD on-
wards. A-ni-ko’s unique talent and skills in art, architecture, 
casting, painting, embroidery and more, influenced Tibet and 
China. Although A-ni-ko is one of the key figures in the arts of 
Nepal, Tibet and China, he is still poorly understood. Chinese 
sources tell us that his legendary life and career over nearly 
sixty years had a lasting artistic and spiritual influence on 
Asia, particularly China. At the peak of his activity, his accom-
plishments can be compared to those of Filippo Brunelleschi 
(1377–1446) and Benvenuto Cellini (1550–1571) in Florence, 
Leonardo da Vinci (1452–1519) in Florence, Milan and other 
cities, and Michelangelo di Lodovico Buonarroti Simoni (1475–
1564) in Florence and Rome.

The Shakyas’ Buddhist art work after the  
downfall of Tibet and in their exile in India

The prominent Shakya casters of the district of Oku Bahal in 
Patan, like Man Jyoti Shakya (c. 1917–1991; fig. 259), Siddhi Raja 
Shakya (c. 1924–2008), Nhuchhe Raj Shakya (c. 1933–2000) and 
others, carried out much work for the newly established Ti-
betan monastic communities in India in towns such as By-
alakuppe and Mandgod (Karnataka) or Dharmashala (Him-
achal Pradesh) in the 1970s. The larger than life-size gilded 
Buddha figures were made in Nepal, transported to their des-
tination and set up in the monks’ assembly rooms (fig. 288)493.

In the past six decades, the occupation of metal casting 
has been a lucrative source of income for the new generations, 
and it has provided employment opportunities for many fam-
ilies who were formerly out of work. It has brought important 
job security not only to the Newars living in the Kathmandu 

491 Kosambi 1988, p. 128.
492 Gellner 1986.
493 Lo Bue 2002.
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153valley but also to people who migrated from all sorts of differ-
ent regions to the valley.

The non-Newar-Shakya families (see above) have emerged 
as important partners in the field of bronze casting during the 
era of freedom and democracy in Nepal. Although this group 
originally had neither Shakya family ties nor Shakya skills, 
they have dramatically improved their abilities through train-
ing and learnt to master their profession. They were then able 
to generate a dependable income and created opportunities 
for occupation for other groups of the population within a 
quite short period.

For half a century uncontrolled internal migration into 
the Kathmandu valley has risen sharply so that today the 
Newars are outnumbered by the newcomers in the metal cast-
ing industry. Local investors employed cheap semi-skilled ar-
tisans to produce the metal statues. But high-quality statues 
destined for the monasteries are still being made by the Shak-
yas and their kin, even though control over the production 
for the local market and commercial purposes has gradually 
passed into the hands of non-Newars and non-Shakyas.

The Shakyas’ involvement in Buddhist metal 
craftsmanship today

Due to the geographical isolation of Nepal in the past, the 
highly developed Nepalese culture and art was not exposed 
to tourists and visitors, and the masterful work of Newar art-
ists was not accessible to outsiders for a long time. Nowadays, 
apart from being active as artists, some Shakya families are in-
volved in business, having become entrepreneurs and being 
engaged in promotional activities; they take part in interna-
tional fairs and exhibitions in Europe, Japan, China and the 
USA. Newar artists generally feel less attracted towards this 
kind of activity and hesitate to get involved; only a negligible 
number of them are actively engaged in promoting themselves 
to the outside world.

The profound relationship between 
religious art, crafts and divinities with 
in Buddhism
The purpose of this book, “The Gilded Buddha”, is to let read-
ers appreciate the history of Nepalese sculptural art, its artists 
and fundamental meaning. The lost wax casting method in the 
manufacture of often gilded Buddha statues was a sacred art 
and in itself a form of religious sadhana (meditation process). 
The resulting representations were placed in vihars (temples) 
and monasteries, where profound respect was paid to them as 
objects of devotion, blessing and meditation. This Vajrayana 

Pantheon – that is, sculpted in the form of cast figures – is paid 
homage and is worshipped with five offerings in the “panco-
pacara puja” ritual (renouncing all worldly pleasure, unen-
cumbered by sight, smell, taste, touch and hearing)494.

An artist is expected to create a work of art and live an or-
dinary worldly life at the same time. Sometimes even objec-
tions are raised at the sale of a sacred object of art or devo-
tional image, that the seller may be reborn in hell in his next 
life. But the gurus and lamas do not condone this: “unless the 
statue is made with the wrong attitude, the price charged is 
higher than usual or there is failure in its proportions and 
misuse in the way it was duplicated for vested interest495, the 
sale of a statue is considered compatible with Buddhist “per-
fect” business practice. Only when the production of a statue 
has been accompanied by sacred rituals and the finished piece 
has finally been consecrated by accredited priests or high la-
mas (see below with figs. p. 300–307) is it considered as an ob-
ject of worship and selling it is prohibited.

As mentioned earlier, 1951 was the year Nepal opened its 
doors to foreign visitors, and the growing demand for statues 
was in part held responsible for changes in some of the manu-
facturing methods and the decline in quality compared to the 
traditional Buddhist way of casting statues. Currently there 
are different levels of quality and characteristics in the metal 
Buddhist Pantheons offered on the market (see also p. 19):
– Authentic monastic or temple quality (used during festi-

vals or processions), usually housed in a shrine or prayer 
room (figs. 6; 242; 303)

– Quality expected for Buddhist devotion: for the private 
use of followers of the Buddhist religion, whether Nepa-
lese or foreign (both laymen and monks; fig. 289)

– Export quality: as tourist souvenirs, or for craft galleries 
abroad (fig. 266), or for export, in any case without devo-
tional content or function.

(Text revised by Esther Murbach and Madeleine Hummler)

494 Shakya 2005.
495 Kagan 1999.
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Fig. 263: A look inside a small workshop with three repoussé artists in the 
Sandhara district of Patan. Here, copper sheet metal is being hammered 
into reliefs (details figs. 370; 377; 388). For this purpose, the sheets have 
been embedded while hot into black slabs of “chaser’s pitch”. The repoussé 
process involves removing the metal from the pitch after every stage of 
work on one side of the sheet, so that the metal can be annealed and recrys-
tallized (to make it ductile again), turned over and re-set into the hot pitch 
(fig. 366); work with the chiselling hammer and punches can resume. In the 
workshop run by young newcomers, i. e. not by old established craftsmen 
from the Shakya clans, large-format products are made to order, for exam-
ple flame aureoles which are later mounted as frames around the statues of 
deities.

Fig. 264: This photograph of a boy, working on a small Buddha statue with 
hammer and punch in the family workshop, was taken during the Nepalese 
school holidays in 2015 in Patan (also fig. 265). Most children are however 
sent to school, because parents are well aware that education is the best in-
vestment into the future of young people.

Fig. 265: Over the past few years many newcomers have established themselves in Patan’s districts to the north and east of 
the traditional bronze casting quarter of Oku Bahal, for example in Sandhara and Subaha, and work in the growing chasing 
and welding trade. A lower age limit does not seem to exist: the boys on the left are punching cast statues (detail, fig. 157) 
and the younger boys on the right are chasing relief patterns on small sheets of brass set in chaser’s pitch.
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155Family, training and  
newcomers to the trade

Family tradition and the influence  
of “outsiders”

As we have already seen (pp. 23 ff.), Newar artisans are today 
even more dependent on external suppliers, dealers and cus-
tomers than in earlier times when more domestic raw mate-
rials were available and the sales market was almost entirely 
local. Globalisation has arrived in Nepal too and nowadays the 
raw metal which is used to produce the figures may come from 
overseas just as the final product may end up in the ownership 
of a Buddhist or collector on the other side of the world.

The friction between the producers and the dealers, the 
dependence on speculation and artificial scarcity of raw ma-
terials, the lack of buying power and associated inability to 
build up stocks of raw materials were already becoming ap-
parent around 1970. On the other hand, the solidarity between 
the Shakya artisans was quite weak then, and a cooperation 
in purchasing and sales and distribution unimaginable. The 
master metal caster Jagat Man Shakya’s opinion was pessimis-
tic at the time: “The specific customer relationships, the chain 
of middlemen, the attitude to money and the narrow profes-
sional specialisation (according to caste or occupation) are as 
old as Nepal itself and can only be changed by force. Yet who 
knows if a new order, brought about by a revolution, will be 
better than the old, which despite everything at least gives 
everyone the means to survive. It does not offer artisans any 
great perspectives for the future, although they are experi-
encing a clear upturn thanks to tourism, and will do its best to 
turn its children into civil servants and tradesmen.”496

Ratna Jyoti Shakya tells me that, only fifty years ago, almost 
the entire metalworking business in Patan was in the hands of 
forty Shakya families, both in terms of the production of reli-
gious images and the metal cast facilities. These days, around 
50,000 people are occupied in the local statue business and 
most newcomers are no longer Newar497. He sees a “growing 
market” in the opportunities for employment, especially in 
the fields of the chasing and polishing professions as well as in 
factories. People in Nepal with hardly any training could thus 
find work at home and, because they have a job in Patan, would 
not need to go abroad, e. g. to the Gulf States, to earn money.

The craftsmen who enter today the large community of 
statue makers in Patan from outside, must acquire their new 

skills as employees or as casual piece-rate workers either with 
a Shakya master craftsman (fig. 170), or be self-taught and rely 
on themselves (figs. 265; 377). An especially big influx of peo-
ple who already know how to use a welding torch from their 
first occupation (figs. 139; 141) or who are able use a chasing 
hammer and punches skilfully (fig. 263) can be identified. As 
already mentioned, these newcomers earn their living in sim-
ple, repetitive “painstaking work”, which, whilst requiring a de-
gree of manual dexterity, demands neither great artistic skills 
nor knowledge of ancient Buddhist teachings on proportion. 
Even in the child labour, which can be observed (at least in the 
long school holidays: fig. 264), it is apparent how resourceful 
people are: orders are taken from large companies which are 
then carried out in “home working” as very simple individual 
pieces (fig. 265, front right), or templates provided by the con-
tractor are photocopied and stuck to the statues, the chasing 
being done according to the guidelines and then finally re-
moved again (fig. 157). No Shakya chaser who understands the 
meaning of “monastery quality” would ever resort to such ste-
reotyped devices!

These days, Shakya craftsmen, and often the newcom-
ers too, are part of a good network and have access to their 
own sales channels. Many are members of the “Federation of 
Handicraft Association of Nepal”498. There are over 100 spe-
cialist shops of varying quality supplying the tourists in Patan, 
and in the capital city of Kathmandu there are over 400 souve-
nir shops selling goods of mostly inferior quality, plus numer-
ous homepages on the internet – including those of the Shakya 
families themselves – offering good but standardised products 
via an online business outlet to international customers499.

496 Quoted by Höfer 1970, 190. – On the methods of working, the social 
setting and the products of the best Shakya master of the twenti-
eth century: Lo Bue 2002.

497 The same trend can be found in the southern Indian casting 
centre of Swamimalai: Levy et al. 2008, 36 f.

498 See the Annual Report with a profile of the association, member-
ship lists and statistical information: Shakya 2015.

499 Four example: http://www.bodhisattvagallery.com; http://www.
handmadenepal.com.np; http://nepalhandicraft.org.np; http://
shakyamuniart.150m.com (accessed 30.08.2014). – The same trend 
is becoming apparent in the southern Indian metal casting centre 
of Swamimalai : Levy et al. 2008, 39 fig. 18.
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156 Training and teaching

The Shakya as a group of professionals or as a caste of artists 
are by no means all bronze craftsmen. “Within the Shakya 
there are many occupational groups within which the profes-
sion is passed on from father to son (sons)”500. Among their 
numbers feature people other than the specialists introduced 
in this book (wax modellers, metal casters or gilders), such as 
goldsmiths, woodcarvers, building specialists and so on. The 
artisan metal casters in Patan can trace their occupation to a 
tradition going back over hundreds of years and through sev-
eral generations within a family501.

Family businesses, both large and small, were still the rule 
in the 1970s. The following people worked in Jagat Man Shak-
ya’s workshop in Patan in around 1970: the master craftsman 
Jagat Man (26 years old), “an uncle (42), a distant cousin (33), 
two labourers (both 30), two apprentices (10 and 13) and, as 
an assistant, an older widow who lived alone. . . . The appren-
tices were trained in an imitative style and without any spe-
cial hurry: you need someone to do the simple jobs and to help 
the more experienced workers”502. Another family business 
at that time in Patan belonged to two brothers, one of whom 
created the wax models and the other who carried out all the 
other “jobs with the kilns”, meaning he was the caster. They 
had acquired their knowledge and style of working from their 
father, grandfather and great-grandfather and worked as 
the fourth generation of metal casters of Buddhist images503. 
There was another Shakya family in Patan where skills in the 
repoussé technique had also been passed on for at least three 
generations, from father to son504.

Even in around 1985 the production of metal statues of 
Buddhist deities was “. . . a family craft in Nepal. Since time 
immemorial sons have learnt it from their fathers”505. Appar-
ently, there are some families in Patan in which this artisan ac-
tivity has been practised for ten generations506.

When a son learns a profession from his father, it takes a 
long time for the boy to master the necessary skills. This gen-
erally takes at least three years507. It also sometimes happens 
that a relative or even an outsider takes up an apprenticeship 
with a master craftsman. In such cases a three-year appren-
ticeship was usual, as in the case of Siddhi Raja Shakya, who, 
in the mid-twentieth century, learnt modelling, casting and so 
on with the well-known Man Jyoti Shakya508.

Alongside the practical training with fathers and uncles 
it could happen that courses were held by designated experi-
enced master craftsmen. In 2000, for example the repoussé ar-
tisan Rāja Kumāra Shakya taught at the “arts school” that be-
longs to the Akṣeśvara monastery in Patan509.

There are, however, also cases where Newar families 
switched from other crafts to metal processing or where cast-
ers of household goods became statue makers through ba-

sic apprenticeships and teaching themselves. Such changes 
of profession to that of a statue maker are even evidenced by 
some modellers and casters who have become famous and 
were either self-taught or the sons of goldsmiths, chasers, 
farmers, vessel casters, tailors or oil lamp casters510. It seems 
that such individuals, who have not learnt the profession from 
the cradle but only when they joined an artisan business, 
bring the art in the Kathmandu valley to an even higher level 
than the previous generation through their dedication511. In 
India, where artisan activities are not so traditionally passed 
on as in Nepal, such “newcomers” to the metal casting trade 
are even more frequent512.

500 Höfer 1973, 5 (quotation); Stingelin 1992, 61 (interview with the 
statue maker Ratna Jyoti Shakya); Lo Bue 2002. – On the training 
of (metal) craftsmen in northern India: Thind 2009, 143–157.

501 Shakya 1981, 33.
502 Höfer 1970, 188.
503 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 29.
504 Slusser et al. 1999, 216 fig. 3.
505 Duncan 1976, 50; Michaels 1985 / 86, 85 (quotation).
506 Domingo-Barker / Barker 1984a, 108.
507 Lo Bue 2002, 136 (training as a silversmith and repoussé crafts-

man).
508 Lo Bue 2002, 126 and 129 f.
509 Lo Bue 2002, 125.
510 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 32; Lo Bue 2002, 135 (“his father, a gold-

smith and chaser”); 137 (“a self-taught sculptor”); 139 (“his father, 
a farmer”); 142 (“descendant of a family of pot-casters”); 144 (“son 
of a tailor”); 148 (“to help his father modelling wax . . . [for] ritual 
lamps”).

511 I. Alsop in Gellek / Maitland 2011, 42.
512 Mukherjee 1978, 30 (ancestors were wood and ivory carvers); 32 

(weavers, industrial metal casters); 36 (stone sculptors). – On the 
practices and constraints relating to the transfer of artisan skills 
over generations and the teaching in Tibet: Ronge 1978, 45–62.
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In fashion

The seemingly infinite number of Buddhist metal statues in 
the specialist shops in Patan and in the souvenir shops in Kath-
mandu gives some idea of how many bronzes are produced in 
Nepal today. However, the production which is destined for 
global export remains invisible at first sight (see also Ratna 
Jyoti Shakya, pp. 150 ff.).

I had repeatedly heard of a company allegedly called 
“Patan Enterprises” which manufactured simple “run-of-the-
mill Buddha statues” for export; these, produced on a grand 
scale and using rationalised production techniques, appar-
ently ran into the thousands. While looking for this company 
I ended up a long way from the town centre in the Lagankhel 
district, on a large circular site, the “Patan Industrial Estate”. 
The location houses around 70 companies with their produc-
tion premises and “Showrooms”. It had been founded already 
in 1963 with the intention of establishing the “crafts indus-
tries” there and to present the goods on offer to the tourists 
and exporters in an attractive manner. There are a few exhibi-
tions of statues there but not a single factory for Buddha stat-
ues cast en masse! The only company operating there is called 
“Nepal Dhalout Udhyog”; it is run by the brothers Amir Ratna 
and Pragati Ratna Shakya and produces mainly bells, using 
highly traditional methods (see pp. 194–198). State-of-the-art 
factories for Buddha statues “off the assembly line” are signif-
icantly non-existent in Nepal, unlike in China and probably 
elsewhere.

Only when you take a closer look in Patan do you discover in 
the attics of the shops (fig. 266), in the backyards (fig. 267; 545), 
on “transporters” (fig. 268) and in, usually locked, storerooms 
(fig. 269) countless half-finished and finished Buddha statues 
in rows waiting for finishing or sale and export!

The companies which produce these “goods” no longer 
see themselves as family businesses (although all of them still 
are); rather they describe themselves as “Manufacturers & Ex-
porters” (fig. 270) or something similar. None of their prem-
ises looks anything like a factory! Having abandoned the de-
manding requirements of skilful craftsmanship, they grab the 
bull by the horns, at least verbally and without any qualms, ex-
pressed in advertising slogans like “We also provide Mass Pro-
duction” (fig. 271).

What is it, however, that distinguishes the mass produc-
tion of cast metal images of deities? The decisive factor is the 
fact that the statues are complex and three dimensional: with 

arms at a certain angle, with hands shaped to form a certain 
symbolic gesture (mudra), with lavish, partly open-worked 
crowns and further attributes. Such forms, comprising many 
undercuttings, cannot be made in two-part casting moulds 
which can be re-used several times (so-called chill-moulds); 
neither can they be made in the rational sand casting process. 
Hence one is inevitably still obliged to use the complicated lost 
wax method. Thus, in theory, only the making of the wax mod-
els and the moulds remain in the quest for rationalisation and 
price reduction that aims to introduce more rational methods. 
But the making of the clay moulds has also persisted and has 
hardly given way to industrial casting mould materials such as 
gypsum-based investment materials (see below, fig. 284). This 
shows, on the one hand, how suitable wax models are for cast-
ing and how precisely and well they can be modelled with the 
traditional layers of clay (see pp. 48 ff.), and, on the other hand, 
how much cheaper it is to work with the inexhaustible supply 
of local types of clay. This situation will not change as long as 
the wages in Nepal stay low.

What remains to be rationalised is the production of the 
wax models. As we have seen (pp. 43 ff.), the majority of the fig-
ures are no longer modelled by hand but in hard wax matri-
ces (thāsā) and increasingly also with silicone rubber negatives 
(fig. 273; 274) and by using wax injection machines (fig. 281).

Workshop visit and “mechanical plant”

Fig. 272 
Source of information: Chakra 
Jyoti Shakya is a statue maker, 
chaser and businessman in the 
district of Jhaina in Patan who 
has an industrially-designed 
workshop facility, which, thanks 
to various pieces of equipment 
and machinery, makes it possible 
to produce large series of cast 
objects (27.03.2015). To provide 
creative balance, Chakra Jyoti is, 
to a certain extent, also active as 
a repoussé craftsman (fig. 417).

For a long time I searched in vain for workshops that produce 
Buddhist statues of deities in large series for the tourists and 
for export using modern methods and machines. Early one 
morning in the Jhaina district I discover the inner courtyard 
of a small Buddhist temple, in which a man and his son are 
performing their morning pūjā (devotions). On leaving and 
locking up the family temple, we greet each other in a friendly 
manner and fall into conversation. The father is called Chakra 
Jyoti Shakya and he too works in the broadest sense in the 
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Fig. 266: Mass production 1: 
the gold-painted faces of the 
small Buddha statues are  
protected for transport with 
cotton wool and small pieces of 
material.

Fig. 267: Mass production 2: 
the raw casts are transported 
from specialist to specialist 
for further processing and col-
lected in the yard. The exam-
ples shown here have just been 
sanded.
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Fig. 268: Mass production 
3: a motorbike or a bicycle 
rickshaw with “load trailer” 
(shown here) is often used for 
transport of many half-fin-
ished Buddha statues between 
the workshops.

Fig. 269: Mass production 4: 
hundreds of identical stat-
ues are lined up in temporary 
store waiting for further pro-
cessing. Are they unique spec-
imens (manufactured in “cire 
perdue”) or mass-produced 
products?

Fig. 270: The company office 
of an exporter of Buddha stat-
ues in Patan. The sign gives 
no indication of the fact that 
its large-scale production is 
still and largely carried out by 
hand.

Fig. 271: Another export busi-
ness, a few hundred metres 
from that shown in fig. 270. 
Here an even broader spec-
trum of “artisan products” is 
on offer, and the company is 
even advertising mass produc-
tion.
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160 metal casting trade. He asks if I have time and would like to see 
his work and workshop. Of course I say yes!

Chakra is extremely amiable and gives me free run to ask 
questions. He is, among other things, a repoussé artist (fig. 417), 
but his “second occupation” is the serial production of statues, 
the opposite of Ratna’s “temple quality” art. He is equipped in 
a quite “modern” manner for this production, with materials 
and various machines that help to greatly simplify and ration-
alise the many stages of the work.

Silicone rubber moulds

The constant increase in the demand for bronze Buddha stat-
ues over the last few decades and the associated desire to ra-
tionalise the former artisan handicraft as efficiently as possi-
ble have recently spawned further reproduction techniques 
which have little left in common with “individual unique pro-
duction”. Carl-Johan Charpentier identified this trend as early 
as 1973513: “Nowadays several effigies are made in permanent 
casting-moulds . . . and are generally more crude than those 
made in cire perdue . . . The use of permanent casting-moulds 
also allows the craftsmen to manufacture whole series of effi-
gies, often in a factory-like way”.

First Chakra shows me one of his negative moulds, with 
which he can produce many identical wax models (fig. 273). It 
is a silicone rubber cast of a master model of a small sitting 
Buddha including the lotus plinth (fig. 278). This white mate-
rial is also rather expensive in the West but very popular with 
dental technicians and museum conservators because it is 
very flexible and appropriate for the production of three-di-
mensionally accurate casts. You take a measured quantity of 
the thick liquid mass, weigh the intended amount of harden-
ing agent, mix both well together and pour it around the orig-
inal positive. The hardening agent causes the mass to vulcan-
ises overnight into a stable rubber which tightly encases the 
original. The silicone layer is cut open in a single plane with a 
sharp knife. Thanks to the flexible rubber, the master model 
can be removed even if it has certain undercuts. If you then 
cast the silicone mass in two parts, even the “registration pins” 
can be built in: little rods on the one half and corresponding 
indentations on the other half which enable a precise joining 
of the two halves of the mould (fig. 273). In order to save sil-
icone rubber, only thin moulds are used. So that the whole 
thing keeps its shape, both silicone moulds are provided with 
a surrounding supporting layer of epoxy resin or polyester. In 
other workshops the external support layers around the thin 
silicone moulds are made of cheap plaster (fig. 274). The joints 
of these shells are also supplied with “registration pins”. The 
mould described is for a small Buddha and is 14 cm tall, includ-
ing the white silicone mass and dark epoxy resin (fig. 273).

I was able to observe more closely the actual work with the 
silicone rubber moulds in the “Nepal Dhalout Udhyog” atelier, 

which belongs to the brothers Pragati Ratna and Amir Ratna 
Shakya (fig. 336). There they work with several rubber moulds 
at the same time or in small series. Before new wax models are 
made, the flexible negatives must be cleaned and carefully in-
serted into their plaster supports (fig. 274). From a pot of wax, 
which is kept permanently warm, the material is brushed and 
poured into the open moulds without letting the beeswax run 
over the edges (fig. 275). Silicone rubber moulds for smaller 
objects for complete casting can be joined together (fig. 273, 
bottom) and filled directly with liquid wax. When the wax is 
stiff enough, it is carefully taken out of the white outer layer 
(fig. 276), the edges neatly trimmed and then stuck to the other 
parts of the figure with a little liquid wax. The procedure is 
nothing more than a further development with modern mate-
rials of the traditional production method that uses the thāsā 
negatives made of hard wax (figs. 47; 50; 57).

The flexible silicone rubber mould, if carefully handled, 
makes it possible to produce many wax models of this kind, 
identical in shape and size. Before the rubber mould can be 
reused for a new wax model, any small fragment of wax must 
be removed from the inside (fig. 274) and the rubber carefully 
pressed into the plaster support (fig. 277). Then the procedure 
can start from the beginning again with liquid wax (fig. 275).

The advantage of this method is, on the one hand, that 
hundreds of wax casts can be made in such silicone rubber 
moulds. All the modelling work (figs. 28; 29), the individual 
production of supplementary wax negatives (fig. 47) and the 
joining of the individual parts (fig. 24) is no longer necessary: 
one wax casting = one Buddha casting model (fig. 273)! On 
the other hand, a postive made from a silicone rubber mould 
can be at least as sharply moulded in its finest details as with 
a classical thāsā hard wax mould (fig. 50) and, at a later stage, 
with white clay and fine cow dung (fig. 278).

Vulcanised rubber moulds

Chakra also still works with another type of rubber moulding 
mass: an industrial rubber mass, which is vulcanised through 
pressure and heat rather than by the addition of a hardener. 
The soft but stable beige mass is used for the serial production 
of very small decorative elements, attribute etc. in modelling 
wax (fig. 279). Such stable moulds are even more frequently 
fully injected with hot wax than silicone rubber moulds. 
Chakra uses an electrically heated model made in China called 
the “Global Vulcnizer” (fig. 280).

513 Charpentier 1973, 79 (this is also true for bells, lamps etc.).
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Of course this procedure also requires a suitable injection tool 
to warm the wax and then to inject it into the rubber moulds. 
For this purpose, Chakra uses a very simple piece of appara-
tus. It consists of a closed system with a cylindrical wax con-
tainer and integrated electric heating. A manometer and rub-
ber tube are attached above the wax container. Using a foot 
pump, high pressure can be generated in the wax container 
via the tube (fig. 281). The liquid wax is pressed directly into 
the rubber mould via a nozzle at the front of the apparatus un-
til all its cavities have been filled with wax. After a short cool-
ing period, e. g. in a basin of water, the moulds are ready to be 
filled with wax again.

Using this technique of injecting the wax into rubber 
moulds, many small individual wax part models can be made 
in a very short time (fig. 282), whereas larger silicone rubber 
moulds (fig. 273) must be open-filled with liquid wax. Using a 
little knife, the casting funnels can be removed quickly and the 
small elements can be fixed with a drop of wax to the model. 
The number of cauldrons filled with prepared stocks of Bud-
dha hairstyles (fig. 283) give a good idea of how large the pro-
duction of this workshop must be (the precision of these small 
wax models is astonishing and it comes as no surprise that 
this method is also used worldwide today for the serial pro-
duction of precious metal jewellery).

Casting plaster in flasks

The wax models produced with the help of Chakra’s “mechan-
ical plant” are only partly conventionally packed in a mul-
ti-layered clay form (see above, pp. 48 ff.). He fetches me a 
flask, some 30 cm high and made of stainless steel (fig. 284), 
which is used for the serial casting of small parts. This stable 
and heat-resistant cylinder forms the outer frame around the 
casting mould on the inside. To this end, the little wax models 
are stuck, with a little wax, to a central wax stem to form small 
“trees”. The tree must be small and must fit into the cylinder, 
otherwise a larger flask will be used. On the outside, paper is 
stuck around the perforated metal and the inner cavity filled 
with the so-called “investment material”.

Besides silicone rubber, this so-called “investment mate-
rial” is one of the materials also used in the West by goldsmiths 
and dental technicians. It consists of very finely calcined gyp-
sum which can withstand temperatures of over 1000°  C and 
makes it possible to make extremely fine casts of a wax model. 
Special industrially made moulding gypsum is expensive, but 
is easy to make yourself using ordinary gypsum: an inexpen-
sive gypsum, as used in the construction industry, is well tem-
pered with fire-clay powder. To this end, extremely fine, po-
rous ceramics must be very finely ground down and mixed 
with the gypsum powder. This special gypsum is then mixed 

with water and carefully cast around the wax model without 
letting bubbles develop on the surface of the model. The mass 
is quick-drying, porous (for gas absorption) and the form has 
great heat stability. In these respects it is at least on a par with 
the clay used by the Newar mould makers, but also more ex-
pensive. In earlier times in Tibet, the lost wax technique was 
used with a corresponding mix of “sand, held together by a 
binder, such as silicate and plaster or a similar substance”514 
but I do not know how successful this was.

Before filling the flask with the special casting gypsum, 
the “little wax tree” with the small joined up individual models 
must of course be placed inside. The wax pieces thus “embed-
ded” in the investment material in the flask are then placed, 
after the gypsum has set, in a normal electric oven for drying 
(fig. 285). In a first stage, the wax is melted at a temperature of 
100° C. Then the temperature is turned up so high that the gyp-
sum mould dries out completely, the chemically bound “crys-
tal water” also evaporates, and the outer paper shell which had 
contained the viscous gypsum burns. Only when all the mois-
ture has gone can the metal be cast in the hot, slightly glowing 
forms. At a casting temperature of about 1000° C any moisture 
potentially still present would cause a water vapour explosion 
and at the very least the destruction of the casting mould.

Vacuum casting

The actual casting with these modern materials can also be 
carried out with conventional crucibles in a manual proce-
dure (similar to that illustrated in figs. 102 and 123). But Chakra 
is also equipped for this step in line with the current state of 
the art rational processes. To complement the flask casting he 
uses a vacuum casting machine, the “Vaccume 2 in 1”, an In-
dian product (fig. 286).

The striking aspect of these new machines in Nepal is that 
all are powered by electricity. What does a team of workers do 
when there is no electricity available? Chakra and his people, 
like all large producers of metal statues in Patan, are required 
to adjust their working hours to the electricity supply! This 
circumstance draws our attention to the general dilemma the 
country faces: industrialisation does not only demand mod-
ern working methods and machines, but also requires a reli-
able infrastructure as a whole, with a functioning water and 
electricity supply, an efficient transport network and a mini-
mum of administrative harassment.

514 Gordon 1963, 50.
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Fig. 273: A silicone rubber mould for the mass produc-
tion of wax models for solid casting consists of two mould 
halves (white; see details, fig. 278) and two supports poured 
over them, here made of epoxy resin or polyester (black). 
Total height: 14 cm.

Fig. 274: Negative moulds made of silicone rubber for the serial production 
of wax models. So that the thin rubber sheets do not lose their shape, they 
are provided with an external protective coating of plaster. In the outer 
strips of the edges several “registration pins” have been installed to prevent 
the two halves of the form from slipping. In Sudip Shakya’s workshop, a 
mould for several small decorative elements and attributes of the statues of 
deities (which will be assembled later) is visible on the left; on the right an 
example with part of a statue in Pragati Ratna and Amir Ratna Shakya’s bell 
foundry.
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Fig. 275: One of Pragati Ratna and Amir Ratna Shakya’s wax model 
makers has just filled a one-sided silicone form with dark liquid bees-
wax and is letting it cool off. The hot pan with the liquid beeswax is 
standing in the forefront.

Fig. 276: This beeswax model of a dragon with an elephant’s trunk (makara) 
has just set and been taken out of a silicone rubber mould. The edges still 
have to be trimmed.

Fig. 277: Time and again new 
wax models are made with the 
silicone rubber negatives. Here 
one of Pragati Ratna and Amir 
Ratna Shakya’s workers is pre-
paring the soft mould with the 
negative of a flame aureole on 
a supporting plaster base and 
making sure that it is clean 
and sitting well, without any 
bubbles, before liquid bees-
wax is applied and poured in. 
In the background, there is a 
flat supporting base made of 
light beige polyester standing 
against the wall.

Fig. 278: A silicone rubber  
negative of the front and back 
of a Buddha figure, 10.5 cm tall 
(including the plinth). Detail 
of fig. 273.
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Fig. 279: Apart from cold vul-
canised white silicone rubber 
moulds (fig. 278), hot vulcan-
ised, colourful moulds for the 
injection of modelling wax 
have also recently come into 
use. The technique shown here 
is on the limit of industrial 
mass production.

Fig. 280: With this elec-
trically heated vulcan-
ising machine Chakra 
Jyoti Shakya and his 
team harden negative 
moulds for smaller model 
parts. These are then in-
jected into the vulcanised 
moulds with hot artificial 
wax.

Fig. 281: A simple piece of 
equipment used to inject wax 
into the rubber moulds. There 
is an electric heating for the 
wax in the housing and, on the 
right, a closable cylinder is in-
corporated for the modelling 
wax, and a simple foot pump is 
attached to a pipe to generate 
injection pressure.

Fig. 285: A normal commercially available oven serves to dewax and 
dry the “investment material” (moulding plaster) in the cuvettes (steel 
shells; fig. 284). Both the ordinary moisture and the “crystal water” 
bound up in the gypsum must be completely evaporated so as not to 
risk a steam explosion while casting the hot metal.
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Fig. 282: Injection moulding 
in both cold and hot vulcan-
ised rubber moulds is a very 
efficient way of producing the 
small elements of cast mod-
els. In this case the traditional 
beeswax has not been used, 
but industrial modelling wax. 
The different colours indicate 
the degree of hardness of the 
wax.

Fig. 284: Industrial cuvette made of perfo-
rated chrome steel. The tube is the external 
support which goes around a casting mould 
made from a heat-resistant and stable gyp-
sum / fire-clay powder mix. Small assem-
bled wax models are embedded in the mix-
ture. The mass must then dry out (hence the 
holes) so that the wax can then be removed 
by warming and the rest of the water can be 
heated to let it evaporate.

Fig. 283: Dozens of identical little skull caps made of industrial mod-
elling wax have been produced by injection moulding with warm wax. 
The thin injection channels are still visible. The individual parts are 
awaiting assembly with the other models of the effigies. They are part 
of a large serial production of small Buddha statues for the souvenir 
and export markets.

Fig. 286: The “most modern” 
tool in Chakra Jyoti Shakya’s 
machine park is this vacuum 
casting machine, which makes 
it possible to cast smaller  
statues and individual parts 
precisely and faithfully.
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Fig. 287: A monk spends some time on behalf of his monastery in Rabindra 
Shakya’s repoussé workshop (also see fig. 392). He is checking the mass  
and proportions of a stupa which has been ordered but which has not yet 
been completed. Anything deviating from what was ordered must be cor-
rected. In the case of statues of divinities, special attention is paid to the 
adherence to the traditional, prescribed iconographic details. In the worst 
case a client from a religious community can refuse to accept a finished 
piece of work and demand it to be done again.
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There are no statistics about the customers and geographical 
distribution of sales of metal statues “made by Newars in Ne-
pal”, not to mention any details about the three usually sep-
arate qualities of products, those for “monasteries and tem-
ples”, “private Buddhists” and “tourists and export”. After 
much thought, evaluation and discussions, Ratna gave me the 
following figures. They are based purely on the estimation of 
an insider and are given here without any guarantee (listed in 
decreasing order of quality of the statues):

Orders from monasteries and temples in Nepal and the  
Tibetan Buddhist diaspora in the USA and Europe

c. 5 %

Export for Buddhists and monasteries abroad (around  
half to China and many to Bhutan; example fig. 303)

c. 45 %

Sales to individual Nepalese Buddhists, partly to order  
(for private home shrines; fig. 289)

c. 1 %

Sales to tourists, pilgrims, foreign Buddhists (e. g. from  
Japan) and “Neo-Buddhists” in Nepal and India (example 
fig. 290)

c. 14 %

Export to Asia and “curiosity shops” worldwide c. 35 %

Abbots and monks, temples  
and monasteries

Temples and monasteries, represented by their abbots, were 
in most historical cases the original commissioners515 of new 
Buddhist representations of deities from Patan’s metal cast-
ers. Right up to the present day, these clients are the most 
emotionally important pillars of artisan activity because the 
“sacral orders” make the highest demands on the modellers 
and chasers. Such orders are not only precisely defined with 
respect to their iconography and proportions but also metic-
ulously checked during production and on delivery (figs. 287; 
392). As a crowning or “sanctifying” conclusion, these statues 
are always consecrated in a special ceremony.

Today these customers are not only temples and monas-
teries in Nepal, Bhutan, Ladakh etc. (in earlier times also Ti-
bet), but increasingly also Buddhist sanctuaries in eastern 
Asia, such as in China, Japan and Mongolia516. At the same 
time, the spread of a modern Buddhism in the West means 
that overseas institutions are also becoming significant buy-
ers of sacral art from Patan. As for “secondary destinations”, 
these are Buddhist monasteries and temples like those in Lon-

don, Dumfries and Wales (UK), Rikon (Switzerland, figs. 288; 
303)517, Bonn-Wachendorf (Germany) or New York and Berke-
ley (USA). When, on the other hand, museums in Europe or 
the USA order new exhibition pieces from the best artisans in 
Nepal, these works may have been produced to the same level 
of quality, but they are something entirely different from the 
ritual representations of deities made for the faithful because 
they are unconsecrated.

Practising Buddhists in Nepal,  
Asia and all over the world

Apart from the temples and monasteries in the countries of 
the Himalaya region, private individuals have also always been 
buyers of the Buddhist statues produced in Patan. Long before 
the first tourist bought such a figure as a souvenir, Buddhist 
families furnished their home shrines with statues. And they 
still do so today (fig. 289).

Man Jyoti Shakya’s518 son Ratna told me that in the first 
half of the twentieth century his father still exclusively worked 
to order but that already then some of his clients were foreign, 
namely monasteries in Bhutan and many Tibetan refugees. 
Over the last few decades the demand from Buddhist commu-
nities from all over the world has grown. Today exiled Tibet-
ans order their statues in Patan (fig. 288), as do the so-called 
“Neo-Buddhists” from India or the religious communities in 
eastern Asia mentioned previously. They value either the al-
ready familiar traditional “Himalaya style” or have recently 
“developed a taste” for Buddhist representations in the Nepa-
lese style. Then again, the statue makers have over the last few 
years consciously strived to meet the special requirements 
and “tastes” of the eastern Asian clientele. With respect to 
the iconography, i. e. the form and proportions of the deities, 
nothing is being altered, but with regard to the colouration, 
the craftsmen are happy to indulge the wealthy guests and cli-
ents (fig. 290).

515 Until recently in southern India too most religious bronzes were 
ordered by the customers and not bought from what the casters 
had in stock or from goods intended for general sale (Nambiar 
1964, 21 f.).

516 Lo Bue 2002, 121 and 135 f.; Shakya 2005, 11.
517 Lo Bue 1981c, 124; Lo Bue 2002, 128, note 22, and 138; Shakya et al. 

2013, 46 f. – On the foundation of the “Monastic Tibet Institute” 
in Rikon / Switzerland and its inauguration on 28.09.1968: Kuhn 
1996.

518 About Man Jyoti Shakya (1917–1990), “the greatest Newar sculptor 
of the twentieth century”: Lo Bue 1981c, 114; 118–125.
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Fig. 288: The prayer room of the Buddhist monastery in Rikon, Switzerland 
contains many ritual statues which were cast in Nepal, all of which have 
been consecrated. In the middle of the central shrine there is a 122-cm-high 
sitting Ṡākyamuni Buddha, which was made in the founding period of the 
monastery in around 1970 by Man Jyoti Shakya. The small statuette shown 
in figure 303 is also here (in the display case on the right).
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Fig. 289: A private house shrine of a Buddhist family in Patan. All the statues 
arranged here in the display case in the Tibetan tradition have been conse-
crated. The statues, thunderbolts (vajra) and handbells (ghanta) at the front 
and the Thangkas on the walls are in active use during celebrations, festivi-
ties and ceremonies.

Fig. 290: A Guru Rinpoche cast in brass but entirely painted in bright colours. 
The use of plenty of colour which almost completely covers the metal is a new 
trend without any roots in tradition whatsoever and whose aesthetics are 
questionable.
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170 Tourists, exporters and Asian  
boutiques

Because Nepal did not open its doors to tourism until late in 
the twentieth century, all the bronze representations of Bud-
dhist deities produced went for a long time exclusively to lo-
cal people, temples, monasteries and naturally to neighbour-
ing countries like Tibet, Bhutan, Sikkim and so on. Lately the 
demand for such Buddha figures regarded today as “souve-
nirs” has grown not only from travellers to Nepal but also from 
countless third-world shops and Asian boutiques in the West 
which sell these Newar metal casting art products in all cat-
egories of quality (fig. 291). With their “more modern”, indus-
trial production methods, other Asian countries, such as Thai-
land, China and Malaysia, are fierce competitors of the Newar 
producers in the globalised “Buddha statue business”. They 
undercut the Nepalese metal casts in terms of price as well as 
quality.

The serially produced Buddha figures acquired grotesque 
traits at an early stage, even in Nepal: the market today ac-
cepts misshapen body proportions, Buddha’s famous smile 
“is pinched and almost silly”519, and economies are made with 
painting and punching (fig. 291,6). The fast production pro-
cess creates “fingers too thick, the crown too large, the chest 
too flat, and the face nowhere near as glorious as those of 
higher quality”520. I will go into more details about this aspect 
and the process of alienation from an image of religious devo-
tion to a purely decorative object in the closing pages of this 
book (p. 309 f.).

According to estimates made by wholesalers in Patan, as 
early as in 1985 only around 10–15 % of all locally cast Buddhist 
statues still went to the Nepalese, 45–50 % were sold to tour-
ists in Nepal, and the remaining 40 % was directly exported. 
Other sources estimated the share of exports to be as much 
as 80 %521. The export trend has in the meantime become even 
stronger: around 80 % of production is indeed exported and 
around 14 % goes to tourists visiting Nepal who buy “a Buddha 
statue” as a souvenir (see the figures above). The positive as-
pect about this is that the current renaissance of Buddhism in 
the Far East and its spread to the West (Europe and the USA) 
causes consecrated statues for the faithful to be increasingly 
in demand again. The artisans of Patan rise to this challenge 
with interest and a high degree of commitment with respect 
to the quality of the craftsmanship and religious authenticity 
(on this topic see Ratna Jyoti Shakya, p. 153).

The “Federation of Handicraft Association of Nepal”, 
founded in 1972, publishes export statistics for artisan goods 
in its annual reports. Under the title “Metal Craft” not only are 
the metal statues of Buddhist deities summarised, but also all 
coppersmithing articles, singing bowls, bells etc. In the busi-
ness year 2009 / 2010 artisan articles for export made from 

metal was valued at 366 million rupees (approximately 3.4 mil-
lion US dollars at the 2016 rate). Over the following four years 
(to 2013 / 2014) this turnover grew almost continually, to 1,100 
million rupees (around 10.3 million US dollars), until the num-
bers dropped somewhat after the earthquake in the spring of 
2015 and all its accompanying difficulties522.

Among the customer countries with Nepalese metal-
craft imports, which amounts to a total value of over 
10,000,000 US dollars, the most went to the following desti-
nations, listed in descending order according to their export 
value: Tibet (2,871,028 US dollars), China, USA, the Nether-
lands, Germany, Taiwan, Canada, France, India, Japan, Swit-
zerland, Italy, UK, Hong Kong, Spain, Russia and Australia 
(103,739 US dollars)523. It comes as no surprise that countries 
with a proportionally large Buddhist population, like Tibet or 
Taiwan dominate on the one hand, and on the other the typical 
“collector countries” like the USA, Germany and others.

The issue of thieves, dealers and  
collectors of antiquities

Among today’s buyers of Buddhist bronzes in the West there 
are those who are not content with “cheap tourist quality” 
(figs. 291,4–6; 292)524 and also those who are not satisfied with 
the highest quality described in this book. I refer to collectors 
of “original works of art” who spend a great deal of money on 
real antiquities. This situation is a reflection of two great con-
tradictions:

On one side of the argument, stealing goes on in the country 
to satisfy the high demand within the international art mar-
ket. As a traveller, you get the impression that many things 
that have not been bolted down have already gone (figs. 293; 
294)525. The thieves, middlemen, smugglers, dealers and buy-

519 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 46.
520 Kagan 1999, 15.
521 Michaels 1985 / 86, 82.
522 Shakya 2015, 3.
523 Countrywise Export of Handicraft Goods – Fiscal Year 2069 / 2070 

(2012 / 2013): http://nepalhandicraft.org.np/?page_id=171 
(01.09.2014).

524 Charpentier 1973, 77 (“. . . but today there is an obvious decline 
in this craft and a great number of the effigies are quite crudely 
made”).

525 Scofield 1979, 279; Bangdel 1989; Schick 1989; Stingelin 1992; Lim-
bu 1999; Slusser et al. 1999, fig. 35; Lo Bue 2002, 131 and 140 (orders 
placed with designated artist to create replacements for statues 
stolen from temples); K. M. Dixit, in Hagmüller 2003, 94–99. – See 
also “Nepalese artwork: flying everywhere”: http://www.shakyas-
tatues.com/articles/nepaleseartwork (18.08.2014).
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Fig. 291: Variations in quality: statues of Buddhist deities can be chased very carefully (1) on the one hand, and on the other 
also very sloppily or not at all (5 and 6), because of the wide range of requirements and budgets of the dealers and buyers. 
Most of the “cheaply” executed decorations have already been modelled in wax and are not laboriously followed up with 
chisel punch after casting. At first sight, such a wealth of decoration can also be achieved in this manner (2 and 3). Even the 
carelessly worked diagonal hatching on item (4) was scratched into the soft wax in advance. In the case of item (5), no one 
took the trouble to even polish the effigy. On the other hand, the fact that great differences in quality already existed among 
antique bronzes is astonishing. The examples shown are from souvenir shops in Patan and Kathmandu.

1 2

3 4

5 6
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Fig. 293: The Sandhara fountain (the “golden” fountain) or Nugā hiti in 
Patan. It was built entirely out of stone already in the Lichchhavi era 
(fifth–eighth century) but it acquired its gilded brass waterspouts as 
late as the nineteenth or early twentieth century. The Sandhara foun-
tain has an eventful history: in 1641 it was given a fourth water out-
let (not in the picture), it was renovated in 1701, it lay dry for 39 years 
because of flooding of its reservoir in 1954, and in 2008 its left gilded 
spout was stolen (replaced today by a copy)! The small picture shows 
the original spout on the right-hand side.

Fig. 294: Two of many blots on the landscape: artefacts are stolen from 
everywhere in the country to supply the global trade in Nepalese  
cultural assets. Left behind are sad holes and gaps in temples, palaces 
and monasteries. These randomly selected examples come from the 
Bhairavnath temple in Bhaktapur (left) and the Swotha Narayan tem-
ple in Patan (right).

Fig. 292: Small and simple: such small statues, simply executed and with very 
sparse decoration, are intended for the souvenir shops and export. No Newar 
would put such a piece in his house shrine (fig. 289). This piece has had its  
little face quickly painted and needs to be protected with cotton wool and 
paper to prevent it from getting damaged in transport (fig. 236). The painter 
Pratap Bajracarya (fig. 235) can, however, also produce high-quality work with 
his fine brushes.
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rial damage in the country: “The smuggled [Kathmandu] Val-
ley images were part of a living culture rather than merely part 
of Nepal’s archaeological heritage. . . . Till they were stolen, the 
idols would have been revered, and their loss is still deeply 
felt in the bahals and villages”526. The consequence of this is 
that “the Kathmandu valley, up to a few years ago still the most 
beautiful open air museum in the world, [. . .] has in the mean-
time become a kind of supermarket for ancient art, a self-ser-
vice shop for international art theft and its contractors”527. 
That such stolen property does not go abroad as a ritual object 
for Buddhists, but purely because of its artistic and material 
value is obvious. For a religious person, as stolen statue would 
in any case be desecrated and would have to be reconsecrated 
in a complex ritual (see p. 181 f.).

On the other side of the argument, let us not forget that, in the 
throes of the Chinese Cultural Revolution and the occupation 
of Tibet, thousands of effigies of gods, Thangkas, bronze stat-
ues and stone sculptures from the monasteries were stolen or 
destroyed528. If these had not been bought up by museums and 
collectors all over the world and had not received professional 
conservation, the material and spiritual loss within Tibetan 
culture would have been even greater.

The Nepalese state is trying to prevent the illegal export of 
real antiquities by banning the export of all pieces of art over 
100 years old. The control network is however a rather loose 
net: first, the checks at customs at airports and long-distance 
roads are extremely lax; second, Nepal’s infinitely long “green 
border” is designed for checking imports rather than illegal 
art exports; and third, there are signs that the illegal export 
of cultural artefacts can be helped along by a “transfer under 
the counter” especially when Nepalese “tradesmen”529 or even 
the police themselves are involved. Jürgen Schick, who has 
lived in Nepal since 1980 and gathered extensive documenta-
tion of the plundering covering seven years, expresses it as fol-
lows: “You get the impression that they [the Nepalese authori-
ties] are rather helpless in the face of the cultural robbery go-
ing on”530. And this is despite the fact that Nepal ratified an in-
ternational UN agreement on the transfer of cultural assets as 
early as in 1976, and that the Kathmandu valley was recognised 
by UNESCO in 1979 as a World Heritage Site.

When strolling through Nepal’s alleys and holy places I am 
constantly struck by how many traces of robbery and destruc-
tion can be seen today, on almost every temple and shrine, no 
matter whether Hindu or Buddhist. Many figures and sculp-
tures made of stone and metal have been robbed of their heads 
or even more brazenly taken down completely and removed 
(fig. 294). The thieves especially like to target the toraṇas, the 
typical Nepalese semi-circular door lintels in palaces and tem-

ples. They are always richly embellished with deities and ei-
ther carefully carved in wood or chased in fire-gilded copper. 
Consequently, today the toraṇas, reliefs, temple bells etc. are 
mostly secured with heavy iron clamps and bars, which obvi-
ously neither helps the religious rituals nor enhances their as-
pect.

An inventory of monuments does not (yet) exist and loot-
ing episodes are not documented by the official authorities; 
there are no statistics on the topic. “Experts say that since the 
1960s, 30–50 % of old art treasures have disappeared from Ne-
pal. . . . This means that it is incredibly difficult to trace stolen 
art treasures and to ask international organisations for help in 
finding them again.” It would be desirable if the private docu-
mentation collected by Lain Singh Bangdel, Jürgen Schick and 
others had the effect of “making the population aware of the 
value of its cultural assets and developing a watchful eye”531.

The partial robbery of Nepal has apparently taken place 
with the involvement of local people because “in a poor coun-
try like Nepal [it is] not difficult to find someone who is pre-
pared to sell his god for a few rupees”532. This is a harsh judge-
ment and it is barely conceivable for us that religious Bud-
dhists or Hindus are behind such organisations. One group, 
the “small fry”, needs to supplement its meagre earnings with 
the occasional theft, the other group, the “big fish”, use their 
corrupt and criminal networks and become rich on a massive 
scale, hardly ever bothered by the authorities! That “in many 
cases the temple guards or even the priests are also involved in 
the business” and that one of them even “sold the old art treas-
ures and had them replaced by imitations”533, is very revealing: 
for some, private gain apparently takes precedence over ser-
vice to the holy sanctuary and the dismay of the religious com-
munity is evidently of no concern to these people.

526 K. M. Dixit, in Hagmüller 2003, 97.
527 Schick 1989, 21.
528 I am grateful to the Indologist Cornelia Mallebrein (Konstanz, 

Germany) for this point. She brought to my attention the fact that 
the market place for antiques in Peking was, for a few years after 
the ursurpation of Tibet, saturated to such an extent that the 
price for Buddhist bronzes on the world market collapsed. – See 
also Reedy 1991a, 32 f. (“The presence today of so many statues in 
Western museums and private collections is not due to their being 
willingly sold or discarded by the previous Tibetan owners, but is 
directly attributable to the relatively recent Chinese invasion of 
Tibet and the subsequent destruction of a large percentage of its 
monasteries and the death or uprooting of many practising Tibet-
an Buddhists.”); Hilton 2001; Singh 2010.

529 Schick 1989, 34 (“The statue [A Lokeshvara bronze, stolen in 1984 
from the yard of the temple of the White Machhendranath in 
Kathmandu] was recovered [by the police]. Whether it is still in 
the possession of the police today is open to question. At any rate, 
it has not up to now been returned to the priests”).

530 Schick 1989, 22.
531 Bangdel 1989; Schick 1989; Stingelin 1992, 52 (quotation); 59.
532 Stingelin 1992, 52 f.; 56 (quotation).
533 Stingelin 1992, 55.
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Fig. 295: Anti-theft measures 
can be seen everywhere today, 
they are very ugly and do not 
offer reliable protection. The 
randomly chosen examples all 
come from Patan, namely from 
a small temple in the Sandhara 
district (left), from the “Golden 
Temple” (Kwa Bahal; centre) 
and from a stupa complex in 
the Jyobahal district (right).

Fig. 296: A standing brass 
Buddha, partially fire-gilded 
and patinated brown (weight: 
3.590 kg; height: 293 mm,  
analysis: table 8, Patan01–06). 
For details of the gilded head, 
see fig. 549.
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175It is a pity that attempts are made to protect what is left 
with clumsy, massive and always extremely ugly “counter 
measures” such as iron grids and bands. The faithful and art 
lovers alike can hardly ever have an unimpeded view – except 
in the show cases of museums far away from the place of wor-
ship – of the historical objects of Nepal in their original loca-
tion, objects that bear witness to great artistic skills and pro-
found veneration (figs. 295; 333).

Ratna, who opened many doors for me in Patan, and from 
whom I purchased a very small but well executed collection of 
new bronzes (e. g. figs. 241; 296; 548) as well as one silver statue 
(figs. 494,5.6), did not want me to have any problems when tak-
ing the goods out of Nepal and with the Swiss customs. He sug-
gested that I have my five figures certified by the Archaeologi-
cal Department of Nepal as modern casts and not antiques. Be-
cause the “archaeological civil servants” close their office early, 
we already have to start at 2pm. We arrive in a narrow office 
with a customer counter behind which much chatting is go-
ing on. Several metal casters and tradespeople are presenting 
their bronzes destined for export (fig. 297); they have to weigh 
them (fig. 298), fill out a form to get a rubber stamp, which then 
results in a little label which must be tied to each object with 
string (fig. 299) for the customs officers, and then of course 
pay for the whole procedure (in my case some 10.00 US dol-
lars)534. Naturally a different department employee is respon-
sible for each step of the process which is not very conducive 
to the whole procedure. Even though I show the boss, an ar-
chaelogist, my business card and briefly tell her – a fellow ar-
chaeologist and colleague as it were – about what I am doing 
and where, she is not to be detracted from the stoic execution 
of her working day. I do not know whether, in the course of 
this repetitive and uninteresting work, any “sneaked in” an-
tique original has been recognised and rejected in the course 
of an analytical inspection of the objects presented (i. e. kept 
in the country) in line with the international UNESCO agree-
ment on the transfer of cultural assets535. At any rate I have my 
papers so that the customs officers cannot, I hope, confiscate 
anything from me before my flight the next day.

534 Stingelin 1992, 53 and 55 (“About 700 people work in the Depart-
ment of Archaeology . . . but only 25 of them are trained experts.”).

535 Limbu 1999 (up to recently only private authors and publications, 
and not the Nepalese State Archaeological Department, docu-
mented stolen cultural assets). – On faking with artificial patina 
and on the Nepalese export ban on antiquities older than 100 
years, see also Lo Bue 1981b, 84.

Fig. 299: Export licence from the Ar-
chaeological Department of Nepal: a 
little label tied with thread to the wrist 
of a Buddha statue (fig. 296), complete 
with a number, stamp and wax seal.

Fig. 297: Export checks in the 
Archaeological Department 
of Nepal in Kathmandu: many 
artisans and representatives 
of export shops bring the Bud-
dha statues that are destined 
for export to the officers to 
be checked. The aim of the 
checks is to make sure no an-
cient works are among the 
objects since their export is 
strictly forbidden. The heads 
of the statuettes look almost 
comical with their packag-
ing of cotton wool, paper and 
small pieces of material ensur-
ing that the painting does not 
smudge (see also fig. 266).

Fig. 298: Casters, dealers and tourists do not have the artisan goods they 
want to export checked in the customs office at the airport, but in the  
Archaeological Department of Nepal in the capital city. The scales on which 
every piece is weighed are very important. The “Export Certificate” does 
not only consist of a stamped list but also includes individual labels with a 
sealing wax stamp which is attached to the wrist of each statue.
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176 Consecrating the cast  
statues

 
Fig. 300 
Source of information: Sherab 
Wangchuk is a Buddhist monk 
who lives in a monastery outside 
Kathmandu and is also a member 
of its “managing staff”. I was able 
to talk to him about the nature 
and proceedings of the special 
consecration ceremony which 
new Buddha statues undergo 
(02.04.2015).

One day in 2015 I meet a small travel group at the reception of 
a hotel in Kathmandu, where Ratna Jyoti Shakya, today acting 
as a tour guide, is expecting us. He chats with a monk and in-
troduces him to me. They know each other, having met here 
today by chance, and I too fall into conversation with him. His 
name is Sherab Wangchuk, he was born in Nepal near the Ti-
betan border in a semi-nomadic farming village and as a child 
tended the sheep and yaks. Today he is a “member of the man-
agement” of his monastery on the edge of Kathmandu. When 
I ask him about the consecration of bronze and other Buddha 
statues he explains how the ritual is conducted. The essence 
of his statement is this: “A consecration ritual lends a rep-
resentation a divine aura, which is essential for meditation in 
front of the statue”.

Consecration as a Buddhist ritual

A new statue, irrespective of which Buddhist deity, is only rit-
ually pure when it has been “filled with life” by the deity in an 
elaborate consecration ritual. Buddha himself said that “ob-
jects of veneration should be consecrated in order that sen-
tient beings may have the opportunity to benefit by accumu-
lating merit through paying respect to them”536.

This ritual, which is not carried out for the masses of tour-
ist souvenirs and export goods, is considered as self-evident, 
as it always was, for certain images destined to temples, mon-
asteries and private home shrines (fig. 289). We owe to Chi-
nese pilgrims the earliest observations, dating from the fifth 
century onwards, on ritual consecrations537.

Consecration rituals for new temples, large stone statues, 
bronzes, ritual utensils like the vajra (fig. 301), bells (fig. 332)538, 

painted Thangkas539 and even prayer shrines and their con-
tents in private homes are subject to a prescribed procedure 
which can last up to a week540. The rituals are carried out by 
a high-ranking monk or religious master (vajracarya, “vajra 
carrier”), a lama or an abbot, and in recent times some rituals 
have been recorded541. The person leading the ceremony must 
know the prayers, the blessings, the gestures (mudras) and the 
procedure exactly (fig. 302). Sacrificial gifts such as cloths, in-
cense and fragrances or decorations for specific deities, Bud-
dhas or Bodhisattvas create a direct connection to them. Con-
sequently, after the correct ritual and consecration carried 
out by a designated master, a Buddha statue, be it made of gold, 
brass, wood or clay, is coequal to the true Buddha.

In Tibet the painting of the face of the deity with gold (cold 
gilding) is also thought to have been part of the consecration 
of a statue, followed by accentuating the eyes and mouth with 
colour542.

The ritual of the consecration of a divine image should 
take place at a “peaceful site, free of disease, famine or war, a 
place where people are religiously inclined, or where the Bud-
dha performed one of his twelve deeds”; “also favoured are the 
sites of temples and places where holy beings have lived”543.

Michael Ridley reports on the consecrational gifts that are 
deposited inside the statues behind the metal base sheet, un-
der the supervision of the lamas and monks in the temples: 
prayers, grain, precious stones, miniature pictures, etc.544. 
The metal base sheet is made of copper545 or brass and may 
also be inscribed. Mostly however, it is furnished with a va-
jra pattern (fig. 169). Thanks to documents occasionally placed 

536 After Tulku / Perrott 1985, 35.
537 Von Schroeder 1981, 56. – On the very different Buddha consecra-

tion in Thailand: Swearer 2007, 46–48 (consecration) and 77 ff. (the 
opening of the eyes of the Buddha); on the quite different conse-
cration ritual procedures for Hindu images of deities in India, for 
example the symbolic “chiselling of the eye” (opening the eye of 
the divinity; Mānasāra): Acharya 1927, 88 f.; Acharya 1933, 635 and 
641–647; Goudriaan 1965, 170–173; Levy et al. 2008, 103 figs. 87–89.

538 See below with notes 575 and 576.
539 Brauen 2013, 68.
540 Kagan 1999, 24, quotes the monk Khenpo Shedup Tenzin, who es-

timates the consecration process for a small bronze statue to last 
“a few hours”, and for the consecration of a large statue, a whole 
day.

541 Tulku / Perrott 1985; Rinpoche 1987. – Generally on the consecra-
tion of statues, see Hummel 1953, 75 (the filling of a figure with 
life through its consecration); Gordon 1963, 50; Dagyab 1977, 32 f.; 
Uhlig 1979, 59; Hatt 1980, 175–199; von Schroeder 1981, 56–59 esp. 
58; Reedy / Reedy 1993, 308; Bentor 1996 (with a translation of a 
consecration ritual from the fourteenth century and comment on 
pp. 91–348); Kagan 1999, 8–10 (p. 8: “images of the Buddha are the 
sacred artistic emanation body”); 20–29 (consecration); Chukha 
2007; von Schroeder 2008, 29 f.; Reedy 1997, 71–73 figs. 33–35.

542 Uhlig 1979, 59.
543 Rinpoche 1987, 54.
544 Ridley 1970, 65 f.
545 Reedy 1986, tab. p. 96 (analysis of the floor sheet: 99,6 % Cu).
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Fig. 301: Ritual objects in the prayer room of the cave monastery of 
Trakthok Gompa near Sakti, Ladakh, which, according to legend, was 
founded as early as the eighth century by Tantriker Padmasambhava 
(Guru Rinpoche [figs. 376 and 494]). From left to right: an offering box, 
a bell (ghanta), a thunderbolt (vajra, a masculine symbol in Vajrayana 
Buddhism) and an old printed text of a prayer.

Fig. 302: Lama Gendün Gyatso at a consecrational ceremony in the 
Buddhist monastery of Rikon (Switzerland). He is holding the vajra in 
his right hand and in his left the ritual bell, the ghanta. The newly  
consecrated statue is standing on the far right of the photograph.
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Fig. 303: A small statue of the Ṡākyamuni Buddha with gold painting 
on his face. It is located in the ritual room of the Buddhist monastery 
in Rikon (Switzerland, fig. 288). The “dressing” of many such figures of 
deities in colourful brocades and silks (here without any head covering 
and the white silk scarf [kadak]) is characteristic.
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179inside, the consecrations can sometimes be dated; statues in 
collections, should therefore only be opened, if at all, under 
scientific supervision and recording, so that no valuable in-
formation is lost. The demands and the curiosity of Western 
researchers are diametrically opposed to the Buddhist belief 
that the statue is filled with the life of the deity. This is why Ul-
rich von Schroeder states: “The sacred contents of such con-
secrated images should not be removed under any circum-
stances”546!

In Buddhism and in Hindu India a very important element of 
the consecration of a new statue is the “opening of the eyes” of 
the deity547. In a special ritual, a priest enables the figure to 
see the light of the world and from then on act as an embodi-
ment of the divine. Depending on religious orientation, epoch 
and region, this rite developed in quite different directions. In 
India the act is carried out with a ceremonial silver chiselling 
hammer and golden chasing tool reserved for this purpose548. 
This ceremony used to be performed by the Buddhist priests 
and monks in Nepal too. This is demonstrated by the fact that 
the priests themselves (and not the statue painters) used to 
paint the eyes onto the new statues. Today the “opening of the 
eyes” is not performed physically, only symbolically549.

After the consecration ceremony, the cult figures can be set 
up in private shrines (fig. 289), in a temple or in the chapel of a 
monastery (fig. 6). Often the deities there are “bedecked with 
precious silk clothes, head coverings and kadaks [white veils 
given as tributes]” (figs. 233; 303; 375)550.

Statues “archaeologically” investigated

Chandra L. Reedy has thoroughly, methodically and critically 
examined the phenomenon of the consecration of statues, de-
spite the religious taboo. She has X-rayed some of the objects 
in the Los Angeles County Museum of Art and even opened 
a few, extensively documented their contents, and com-
pared them with consecrational offerings from the cavities of 
other sacral bronze statues551. She describes the design of the 
bronze statues and the consecrational ceremony very compre-
hensively: “Frequently, some of the clay core, especially from 
the area in the centre of the torso, is removed after casting to 
leave a hollow area into which sacred objects are inserted dur-
ing the consecration ceremony.” As to the purpose of the con-
secration, Reedy continues: “The consecration ceremony first 
purifies an image in order to make it suitable for habitation by 
the Buddha or other deity involved. . . . The consecration cere-
mony can only be performed by a fully qualified person con-
sidered knowledgeable and proficient in all the ritual activi-
ties that need to be done; he must be stable, calm, wise, pa-

tient, honest, and without pretensions and must have received 
the required initiations and teachings. The deity is invited to 
the statue through the power of meditation, the potency of the 
ritual, and the devotion of the ceremony’s hosts. After being 
invited, a deity is drawn into the statue to be consecrated, and 
its presence is sealed by the procedures of the ritual. The cer-
emony can be performed either in a monastery or in a layper-
son’s home. It is repeated, when circumstances allow, once a 
year. After consecration the image must be kept clean and the 
spirit of consecration kept alive through the religious study 
and practice of those around it.”552

Eberhard H. Lehmann, Stefan Hartmann and Markus 
O. Speidel proceeded even more respectfully, gently and an-
alytically, by examining four sealed historical Buddha stat-
ues with the aid of neutron radiography and tomography. 
This image-producing procedure makes it possible to identify 
non-metallic, organic objects too, much better than X-rays. 
It was thus possible to see that the inner surface was coated 
with wax and that the consecrational gifts in the interior of 
the statue included wood, ceramics(?), textiles, rolls of paper 
(bound with wire) and even flowers in bud553!

Reedy describes a consecration in Tibet as follows: “During the 
consecration ceremony, holy articles are sometimes sealed in-
side the statue. While the objects are being placed inside the 
piece, the deity is invoked and infused into the work of art 
through the use of appropriate hand gestures, mantras, and 
visualizations. . . . The physical relics of holy persons can also 
be inserted. These relics may be actual parts of the body (hair, 
teeth, pieces of skull or bone, and ashes) or objects that came 
in close contact with the holy person during his or her life-
time. Other items frequently inserted are sacred images (made 
of metal, wood, or clay) and medicinal or purifying plants such 
as powdered saffron flowers or pieces of juniper tree incense”. 
And “. . . it is considered especially important that large statues 
receive this empowerment once a year to renew the blessings 

546 Von Schroeder 1981, 58.
547 Extensively explained: Bentor 1996, 33–39 and 287–289; Levy et al. 

2008, 78 fig. 54 and 103 figs. 87–89 (Swamimalai in southern India); 
Guy 2007, 60 f. (India).

548 Guy 2007, 61; Levy et al. 2008, 103 figs. 87 and 88.
549 My thanks go to Ratna Jyoti Shakya for information on the conse-

cration of Buddha statues.
550 Hummel 1953, 76.
551 Hummel 1953, 75 (opened statues have “no ritual value”); Hatt 

1980; Reedy 1986 (98: 14C dating); Reedy 1991A, esp.tab. 1 (quota-
tion; p. 27 with a note that antique hollow cast statues can even, 
with the help of the clay core, be radiocarbon-dated because 
“casting core material almost always remains in the upper arms of 
consecrated statues and is usually carbon-rich from added organic 
temper”); Reedy 1996, 167 fig. 6 (X-ray image with recognisable 
consecrational objects on the inside of the statue).

552 Reedy 1991a, 13 f.
553 Lehmann et al. 2010, esp. figs. 3,c; 5–7 (with further literature).
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Fig. 304: At the beginning of the consecration ritual, the hollow space 
inside the statue is smoked with a small fragrant burning stick.

Fig. 305: Articles prepared for inclusion inside the cast Buddha statue 
at the consecration ceremony. The small rolls of paper have mantras 
written on them and the wooden strip is part of the central tree of life, 
the long stick in the centre of the hollow space.

Fig. 306: During the consecration ceremony, small rolls of paper with 
mantras written on them, all kinds of fragrant incenses and the central 
tree of life (the red stick) are first put inside the statue.

Fig. 307: After the statue has been filled with consecrational gifts, the 
plinth is packed with mantra scrolls and other writings wrapped in 
white silk. On top of them comes a cloth to cover the base and finally a 
well-fitted copper sheet.
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181and purify the consciousness of its worshipers. . . . The main 
purpose of repeating the consecration ceremony on occasions 
other than the original completion of the work is to increase 
the holiness of the image and renew observances of respect to-
ward it”554.

First, however, the cavity on the inside of the hollow-cast 
statue is smoked out (fig. 304).

Votive offerings and devotional objects

Among the devotional objects which were, and still are, placed 
inside the bronze statues, one almost always finds a ritual 
four-edged wooden stick made of yellow sandal alūshi wood. 
It is painted golden and covered with many writings, i. e. “om-
mani-padme-hum” (fig. 463) and other mantras (fig. 305). This 
stick, which is often described as an obelisk or tree of life, 
forms a central column inside statue (fig. 306)555.

Bone splinters and powder and human hair (relics?), in-
cense, food, herbs, grains, nuts, precious stones or coins are 
frequently put into the cavities, as are textiles and mantras 
and other texts written or painted on pieces of paper, for ex-
ample with saffron colouring (fig. 307). In earlier days small 
terracotta statues of deities (ts’a ts’as) and clay stupas, some-
times wrapped in pieces of cloth, also found a place inside 
large statues556.

After the consecration and the deposition of the offer-
ings inside the statue, the statues are sealed again: either the 
copper or brass base sheet is put back on (fig. 168) or a corre-
spondingly small opening on the back of the bronze statue is 
sealed with a bronze patch557.

The examination of a medieval Buddha statue made of 
leaded brass revealed numerous pieces of silk and paper, saw-
dust, grains and nine ts’a ts’as wrapped in pieces of material 558.  
The most important consecrational gift found inside this 
statue was however a little four-headed bronze Buddha, only 
7 cm high and wrapped in silk. The figure is very worn and 
must have been in use for a long time when it was put inside 
the larger sitting figure. Its form places it in western Tibet 
or Ladakh and the style in the twelfth  /  thirteenth century. 
But the organic remains of the consecration were radiocar-
bon-dated to the fifteenth century. This suggests that the con-
tents stem from a re-consecration, not the primary consecra-
tion. Such ceremonies are only carried out in special and ex-
ceptional circumstances and by a lama or high-ranking monk, 
for example when a new temple is dedicated, on a special reli-
gious feast day, or if the statue has to move within the temple 
because of rebuilding559.

Consecration, de-consecration,  
re-consecration

The “Consecration Tantra” clearly describes the purpose and 
use of the consecration of a Buddhist statue: “The consecra-
tional ceremony should not be carried out by an ordinary per-
son. Such a consecration will bring eternal bad luck. In this 
world it will bring suffering, in the next world it will conjure 
up danger. . . If the ceremony is carried out as described in the 
relevant chapter, it will bring good Karma which will in turn 
bear both visible and invisible fruits. If the qualities of the 
statue are absolute, then blessing will be obtained. If you sac-
rifice a devotional object with sacrificial gifts and containing 
mantras you yourself will receive offerings in many lives”560.

Chandra L. Reedy is well aware, underlining this with quo-
tations from Buddhist scholars, that such a material examina-
tion of consecrated contents, always deconsecrates a statue: 
the “opening of a consecrated statue, under ordinary circum-
stances, anywhere, not only desecrates it, but kills its very es-
sence. Consecration in Buddhism is much more than a cere-
mony. A capable holy Buddhist priest invites the real Buddha 
or Buddhist deity depicted by the statue in its spirit form to in-
habit the statue and then seals it to abide permanently unto the 
end of the world.” One source also states that “a Tibetan Bud-
dhist would avoid opening a consecrated statue unless there 
was a very important reason, such as the need to disassemble 
or move a statue during the renovation or repair of a temple. 
In such cases specific rituals are performed before the con-
tents are removed, and the image must be reconsecrated after 
they are placed back inside”561. Reedy comes to the conclusion 
that the scientific findings gained by such statue openings are 
mostly of slight value and do not justify the sacrilege.

Collectors and museum staff should be aware of how 
their treatment of old, consecrated Buddha statues is seen in 
the eyes of religious Buddhists. The opening of a consecrated 
statue and the removal of the votive gifts, even sometimes 

554 Reedy 1991a, 14 f.
555 Kagan 1999, 20 f. with fig. p. 22 (with the quotation of one of the 

painted mantras).
556 See also Tucci 1932 (extensively on ts’a ts’as); Hummel 1953, 76 

figs. 59 and 60 (ts’a ts’as); Tulku / Perrott 1985, 46; Tucci 1988, 
71–109 tab. 7–42 (English edition of Tucci 1932); Slusser et al. 1999, 
222 fig. 37; Reynolds 1999, 59 pls. 31 and 32; 200 pl. 113 (ts’a ts’as); 
Chukha 2007, 3 (relics); 6 ff. (location in the statue); 8 with fig. p. 12 
(jewels); 16 f. (incense).

557 See also Reedy 1986, 95 fig. 4. – According to Krishnan 1976, 33 
note. 4, the back opening for consecrational gifts is typical for 
Tibetan statues.

558 Reedy 1986.
559 Reedy 1986, 95; Reedy 1991a, 30.
560 Quoted from Chukha 2007, 21.
561 Quoted in Reedy 1991a, 30. – In the same sense: Lehmann et al. 

2010, 417.
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182 placing the statue “in the wrong place” inevitably means de-
consecration. Christine Stingelin gives a moving example of 
this: “a pious Newar Buddhist indignantly explained to me 
that the statue of an important mother deity, which used to be 
taken only once a year out of her holy shrine so that she could 
be honoured by the faithful, was now standing on the floor of 
the National Museum, that is, not even on a plinth as would be 
appropriate for such an important goddess. Statues of deities 
must be as accessible as possible for the Nepali faithful so that 
they can perform their religious rituals. In a museum, this is 
no longer possible”562.

562 Stingelin 1992, 56.



Part 3:  
The other metal-processing crafts 
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184 Sand casting

Workshop visit

Fig. 308 
Source of information: Balram 
Kanchan Raju Rita works in 
a very small workshop on the 
ground floor of a house in the 
Oku Bahal district of Patan 
(27.03.2015). He is a sand caster 
and produces small individual 
parts in series, which are later 
assembled in other workshops 
with pieces conventionally 
produced in the lost wax 
technique.

Thanks to long walks through the streets of Patan, keeping my 
eyes open and my ears alert to the sound of hammering, and a 
lot of luck, I keep discovering more people and workshops who 
promise interesting supplementary material for this book. 
Thus I come upon Balram Kanchan Raju Rita. He is a caster, 
making small brass objects using the sand casting method. I 
am therefore able to document this technique, used to pro-
duce simpler forms which cannot have any undercuts but is 
far more streamlined than the lost wax method.

Balram crouches in a tiny, dark workshop and works in-
credibly swiftly. He sits permanently in soot and dust, con-
stantly breathing in the smoke of the little charcoal fire con-
taining the small crucible and the dust of the charcoal and 
casting sand. Luckily his brother who speaks some English 
drops by and helps with translating.

Production steps

The main piece of equipment in sand casting is the mould box 
(fig. 309), known as “sand casting flask”, and the working mate-
rial which lends the process its name, the so-called moulding 
sand (fig. 311, contents of the basin). Balram Kanchan Raju Rita 
practises sand casting using the simplest imaginable method, 
in contrast to, for example, the singing bowl casters in Thimi 
(below, figs. 427–451). He manipulates both halves of the flask 
and the corresponding lids (fig. 319) by hand and without any 
further equipment, even when he is pouring in molten brass 
at a temperature of 1000° C (fig. 316). He can only cast small ob-
jects with this kind of equipment.

First one of the two flask frames is held in one hand, one 
lid placed under it and the moulding sand poured in from 
above. When one half of the flask is full, it is pressed down 
from the top and smoothed off by pressing on the second lid 
(fig. 310). Then Balram presses the casting model, a positive in 
the shape of the desired new object just about halfway into the 
sand (fig. 311). The second frame is now filled with moulding 
sand too and smoothed off at the top. Before the next step, the 
smooth sand surface on both the boxes must be dusted with 
talcum powder (fig. 312), so that, whilst they can be pressed to-
gether, they can also be separated from one another easily.

The moulding sand is a mixture of the finest sand and an 
accurately measured amount of clay dust, which lends the 
mixture the necessary stability. The sand must not be too dry 
because it needs to be well tamped down and must not crum-
ble in the process. It is mostly kept moist with a little water, 
but in former times the casters of handbells used radish juice 
or green sugar as a binding agent (see below, note 581). Bal-
ram’s sand has only become black because of repeated use and 
being mixed with charcoal dust and soot. It needs frequent 
cleaning with a fine sieve (see fig. 430).

Now both the filled halves, with the lids on the outside, 
must be carefully brought together, since the model has to be 
pressed into the second surface of sand. So that everything 
fits nicely and the sand surrounds the model snugly, Balram 
firmly presses the two halves against one another (fig. 313). 
Using only his hands, Balram also manages to keep the two 
halves of the flask flush together, ensuring they do not shift 
during casting, which would result in “offset” miscasts. For 
larger sand casting processes this is only possible with flasks 
with inbuilt “registers” (e. g. fig. 435).

Because of the experience of the caster, all these steps 
take only seconds! Next, the two halves of the flasks are sep-
arated again, which goes well, thanks to the talcum powder 
in the joint. The positive model is taken out of its hollows in 
the sand and both halves of the negative lie there ready to be 
filled with the molten casting metal (fig. 314). With a scraping 
motion, the short casting channel from the edge of the flask 
mould to the negative must now be scraped out of the sand.

On the right-hand side, next to the caster, there is a small 
pit with the crucible and the charcoal fire. This melting hearth 
is closed on two sides with bricks and on the third with old 
tiles to keep the heat in. Since the sand mould is ready, cast-
ing can start. Balram quickly throws a handful of charcoal into 
the hearth (fig. 315). It does not matter that some chunks also 
fall into the broad crucible, onto the molten metal. Stoking up 
the fire quickly has the effect that the brass is brought to the 
casting temperature and that the glowing coals in the crucible 
ensure a reductive atmosphere, preventing slagging and oxi-
dation.

Now for the critical moment: with a small scooping cruci-
ble which is welded onto a long handle, the experienced caster 
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Fig. 309: One half of the small 
sand moulding flask, consist-
ing of the lower frame and the 
flat base plate.

Fig. 310: The lower half of the 
moulding flask filled with 
moulding sand.

Fig. 312: Talcum powder 
kept in a cloth bag is shaken 
onto the upper surface of the 
moulding flasks so that the 
two parts can be easily sepa-
rated later.

Fig. 313: Both parts of the sand 
casting mould have been filled 
and the positive model taken 
out (creating a hollow space) 
and the mould, firmly pressed 
together, is ready for casting.

Fig. 315: Balram throws a hand-
ful of charcoal into the fire 
and heats the small clay cruci-
ble containingthe brass to  
the right temperature before 
the next casting.

Fig. 311: Balram Kanchan Raju Rita presses the casting model (the posi-
tive) into the firmly compacted moulding sand in the lower half of the small 
moulding flask. In the front, the basin with the sieved moulding sand and 
next to it, on the right, the charcoal for the small melting stove (fig. 316).

Fig. 314: The two halves of the box mould have been filled with compacted 
sand; both inner surfaces show the negative impression of the model 
dusted with talcum powder.
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Fig. 316: The decisive moment: some molten metal is taken out of the cruci-
ble in the fire with a warmed iron scooping ladle and emptied into the sand 
mould in a short stream. Spilling the hot metal (heated to around 1000° C) 
would ruin the casting and seriously injure the unprotected left hand of the 
metal caster!

Fig. 319: After casting has been completed, the decorative leaf and the parts 
of the moulding flask cool down for a while in the sand basin before the 
whole procedure starts again.

Fig. 320: The pieces cast most recently lie on the floor; the older examples 
have cooled down somewhat, the most recent are still glowing red.

Fig. 321: Some examples of stored metal artefacts (from left to right):  
a small lotus throne with a tree (?), a leaf with a sprue (similar to fig. 319),  
a skull staff (khatvanga, attribute of the gods), a small sitting Buddha on a 
lotus throne (back), also with a casting funnel (analysis: table 8, Patan20).

Fig. 318: . . . and still glow-
ing red-hot. The cast piece is 
thrown on the floor to cool off 
and the moulding flask freed 
of its sand.

Fig. 317: Balram Kanchan Raju 
Rita allows himself a short 
critical glance inside while 
opening the mould: the casting 
is successful . . .
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quickly into the mould (fig. 316). He holds the four-part mould-
ing flask in his unprotected left hand and lets the hot metal 
flow a few centimetres away from his fingers into the casting 
spout! A beginner would have to clamp the parts of the mould 
together so that they are flush as well as wear protective gloves 
to reach the end of the process without mishap or burns.

In an instant the metal has already solidified and the two 
halves of the mould can be carefully separated. All eyes are 
on the still glowing result (fig. 317): the casting is a success 
(fig. 318) and the product, a small decorative leaf of a plant, can 
be taken from the mould and bits knocked out of the parts of 
the flask (fig. 319). The cast piece cools off slowly on the floor of 
the workshop alongside previously cast objects which are no 
longer glowing (fig. 320).

The procedure must be repeated for every piece, because 
sand casting is also a kind of “casting in a lost mould”, like the 
“cire perdue” technique in lost wax casting.

Processed alloys

Balram had collected the failed casts as well as some scrap 
metal in a plastic bucket (fig. 517). I have a look at the pieces 
and find among the scrap some little leaves like the ones he is 
casting today (fig. 321, bottom). Most of the objects have a de-
fect, for example a point missing or a hole, and are therefore 
mostly miscasts. He gives me three which I am happy to take 
to Switzerland for analysis. Together with Markus Helfert, 
and analytical equipment belonging to the Goethe University 
in Frankfurt am Main, Germany, we later find out that these 
leaves consist of pure brass, with hardly any impurities (ta-
ble 8, Patan20–22). Surprisingly, however, Balram’s scrap 
metal and casts all contain very different proportions of zinc: 
in the case of the three miscasts alone it varies from 5 % to 16 % 
Zn. This indicates that, in this case, different pieces of indus-
trial scrap of brass with varying proportions of zinc was col-
lected and melted down again. The loss of zinc through grad-
ual burn-off (see above, note 186) is seemingly quite unimpor-
tant here, although Balram keeps the casting brass liquid in its 
crucible in the glowing charcoal over a longer period every day 
(fig. 315). A recycling of metal with a “mishmash” of raw ma-
terials would certainly give different results: apart from the 
varying zinc content, increased and varying levels of tin, lead, 
iron and nickel would be expected.

Casting everyday items

Even if the casting of statues and utensils is very similar in 
terms of modelling techniques, mould construction, cast-
ing procedure and alloys, the production of everyday casts 
of bronze or brass items is carried out by another group of 
craftsmen, quite separate from those who create religious effi-
gies. “Since time immemorial” production has been relatively 
strictly divided into spiritual and material sectors.

Until a generation ago, the casters of religious and pro-
fane articles agreed on one thing: they work according to for-
mal specifications that are hundreds of years old, as convinc-
ingly formulated by Hanna Rauber-Schweizer with reference 
to Tibet: “The work of copying [a craft product] takes priority 
over your own creativity, because an apprentice smith or any 
other craftsman [e. g. a metal caster] is not required to pro-
duce something on his own initiative and using his own imag-
ination. An experienced smith always “knows” what a certain 
object, e. g. a water pitcher, a beer jug, etc. must look like. The 
execution of form and decoration is standardised. Obviously 
small deviations do exist (fig. 323), but have no significant in-
fluence on the metalworking as such. The desire to look for 
new forms neither exists nor is it encouraged.”563

The following notes on profane bronze casting and on 
metal chasing techniques are not the main topic of this book 
and are therefore correspondingly short.

Household items

A repertoire of traditional designs

In a traditional household in the Tibetan culture area – and 
indeed in Nepal – a number of typical, solid cast vessels, along 
with tableware hammered in copper and brass, constituted a 
strictly defined repertoire in terms of both form and usage.

In Nepal there are the commonplace cast water pitch-
ers (ankhora), the jugs for beer and rice spirit (thyaka, thapin; 
fig. 322) and especially the still widespread drinking jugs with 
a spout (karuwā; figs. 323; 328). Many of these solid vessels 
used also to be cast in “silever” (nickel silver, Alpacca silver; 
table 8, Kathmandu05+06) but nowadays are only cast in brass 
(table 8, Patan30+31)564.

563 Rauber-Schweizer 1976, 106.
564 Mukherjee 1978, 162; Friedmann 2000, 20.
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in the home, still radiate an aura of harmony of form and per-
fect shape design. How they are made by casting, chasing and 
turning has been described in detail elsewhere565, so here I 
will only briefly touch on the topic.

It is evident that simple forms do not have any undercuts 
and are produced in the more rational sand casting method566, 
and that for more complicated pieces, statues for example, the 
more complex cire perdue technique must be chosen. Corre-
spondingly, the craftsmen have become quite specialised.

The production of lighter household vessels, chased from 
sheet metal, such as the large water pitcher known as gāgri, is 
described on pp. 199 ff. (figs. 350–355).

Case study: water jugs (karuwā)

The production of “thick walled water jugs, without handles 
(karuwā)” has been briefly documented by András Höfer: “The 
individual sections of the wax model, namely neck, body with 
base, and spout are individually modelled on a lathe, put to-
gether, and then smoothed once again on the lathe (fig. 324). 
The basic shapes of the individual parts are made by hand or 
with the help of one-sided templates. The “silever” (from the 
English “silver”) needed for the casting is a shiny silver, cop-
per and iron alloy567. In the crucible, some zinc is added (12:1) 
“so that it melts more quickly”. Many metal casters also make 
bronze, silver or brass offering vessels and drinking bowls. 
Unlike the water jugs, not only are the wax models of the wa-
ter bowls lathed, but the cast objects are also lathed”568, i. e. 
turned.

We owe much supplementary information about the pro-
duction of the karuwā water jugs, and especially the ankhora 
water pitchers, to Matthew S. Friedmann: first, all the indi-
vidual sections of the vessel are shaped by hand in warm soft 
beeswax and then perfectly rounded on a small lathe (fig. 325). 
After all the elements have been fitted together, any relief dec-
orations are modelled in wax or formed and applied to the wall 
of the vessel. Small blocks of soft stone into which the negative 
pattern has previously been engraved with iron burins serve 
as templates for such small elements of decoration.

The casting mould is built around the wax model in three 
stages. The process is almost the same as that used for the 
statues of deities: first a thick sludge made of yellow clay and 
a 40 % cow dung-water mix is directly applied to the wax sur-
face and left to dry thoroughly. In all, three thin layers of this 
mixture are applied. In the next step, a layer of yellow clay, ap-
proximately 2 cm thick and containing around 40 % rice chaff 
that has been kneaded in, is applied to the inner surface. The 
same mixture is applied to the outside and everything is left 
to dry again.

In the final step, the caster prepares an especially porous 
clay mixture containing 80 % rice chaff and applies this top 

layer to both the inside and outside of the vessel (fig. 326). Af-
ter another drying session, the mould goes into the melting 
oven for the first time, but only for 20 minutes so that the wax 
melts and can be reclaimed. The mould casting of household 
goods too involves the loss of about half of the expensive bees-
wax in the pores of the clay mould.

Now the hollow moulds are put back in the kiln and fired 
in the same way as ceramics. The casting itself happens in dif-
ferent ways, depending on the workshop: either open cast-
ing, using crucibles, or closed casting using the “African-style 
technique”. The latter method involves filling the crucible with 
metal, fixing the dewaxed casting mould to it “upside-down” 
with wet clay, putting the whole thing in the melting fur-
nace and, when the metal has melted, taking the clay crucible 
mould out of the oven with fire tongs, turning it upside down 
so that the molten liquid inside can flow downwards into the 
mould (see above, fig. 131).

Unlike the statue casters, who quench their hot moulds 
in water (fig. 103), the jug casters first let their moulds cool 
in the air for 30 minutes before they break open the clay 
moulds. The raw casts made in this manner (fig. 327) need to 
be cleaned up and trimmed – like all metal cast objects – be-
fore they are put together, i. e. the casting skin is removed, and 
the joints prepared for soldering. The last stages of the work 
involve smoothing and turning the individual parts, soldering 
everything together, and finally polishing the solid jugs, bowls 
and pitchers569.

Competition and tradition

Over the last few generations, this traditional and indestructi-
ble metal tableware has been slowly displaced by modern in-
dustrial products made from stainless steel, aluminium and 
plastic570. It is also unfortunate that old objects made of sile-
ver, caresh and kans (see p. 274)571 are often melted down now-

565 Mukherjee 1978, 191 (description of turning in India); 442–451 
figs. p. 443 and 449 (product range in Nepal); Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 
41–54 figs. 32–44; Friedmann 2000, 12–27.

566 See pp. 184 ff. and 239 ff. – On traditional sand casting in Tibet: 
Dagyab 1977, 50 f.; Lo Bue 1997a, 573; in Himāl Pradesh in India: 
Reedy 1987, 52–54 figs. 13–16; in Andhra Pradesh: Mukherjee 1978, 
198–204 (with illustrations).

567 On nickel silver, which effectively consists of the main compo-
nents copper, zinc and nickel, see below, p. 274 f. note. 720. This 
information from the master craftsman is only partially con-
firmed by spectral analysis (note A. Höfer).

568 Höfer 1970, 200 f.
569 Friedmann 2000, 12–27 (slightly different and complementary 

information: Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 41–54 figs. 32–44).
570 Michaels 1985 / 86, 89; Donner 1990, 88.
571 Bauer 1970, 204 f. sample 2, analysed a water jug from Patan: 

62.05 % Cu, 36.41 % Zn, 0.06 % Pb, trace of Sn (this however  
appears to correspond to a dhalot alloy [see below note 710]).
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Fig. 322: Whilst the karuwā (fig. 323) are still used today and fortunately still 
produced (see fig. 324), thyaka jugs for beer (chang) and rice spirit (rakshi) 
like these three examples in the museum in Patan can no longer be bought 
today and, at most, can be found in private households.

Fig. 323: The typical water drinking jug (karuwā) used to be omnipresent in the Kathmandu valley. Its thick walls keep 
the contents refreshingly cool for a long time and the spout allows drinking without touching the vessel, as is custom-
ary in Nepal. The large historical piece on the left, from the Patan Museum, is made of a very light alloy (“silever”, with 
nickel = “Alpacca”, new silver) and could also have been used for ritual purposes. The smaller example on the right 
dates to the twentieth century and is also cast in Alpacca (fig. 166), while the yellowish specimen in the centre is one of 
the brass products still being made today. In a stylish hotel in Kathmandu, there are even new small karuwā contain-
ing drinking water for the guests in every room, instead of plastic bottles.

Fig. 324: The uncle of Jagat Man Shakya, a caster of Buddhist sculptures, 
worked in the same Patan workshop in 1968 / 69. He was a specialist in the 
production of brass household tableware. In the picture, he is turning a 
wax model for a karuwā (water jug) on a lathe (fig. 325) so that the model be-
comes perfectly round. On the right a youth is operating the lathe by hand, 
moving the driving belt in a back-and-forth movement (András Höfer ar-
chive).

Fig. 325: A lathe with a leather driving belt (on the right) from a pewter  
casting workshop in Patan in 1972. The contraption, which is mainly made 
out of wood, has an axle held by two bearings for manual operation (with 
the belt) on the right, and on the left at the front the driving disk, on which 
the wax models for round vessels are centred and fixed with some liquid 
wax so that they can be lathed (fig. 324) (Ethnographic museum, Zurich;  
scale c. 1:8).
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Fig. 328: It is gratifying to still observe people in Nepal today who keep their 
traditional values and objects, without giving in to the temptations of low 
prices, enamel and plastic. A woman is washing her water jug, (karuwā, see 
fig. 323) at the old fountain (mangal hiti) on Durbar Square in Patan.

Fig. 327: The three parts of a drinking jug or karuwā as raw casts, directly 
out of their separate casting moulds (fig. 326): the walls of the vessel have a 
pedestal (photographed at an angle from below), and shoulder with a pro-
jecting edge and spout. After soldering both the parts on the left, the sur-
face of the jug is smoothed on the lathe and, to finish off, the separately pol-
ished spout is soldered on (Ethnographic museum, Zurich; height 8 /13 cm).

Fig. 326: A drinking jug (karuwā, fig. 323) is made from three separate  
sections formed in wax and then lathed (fig. 324), separately cast (here the 
upper and lower wax halves are shown in their clay moulds), and then taken 
out of the mould (fig. 327), soldered together and polished (Ethnographic 
museum, Zurich; height 15 / 19 cm).
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high value as scrap.

The lighter metal vessels made from beaten sheet metal 
are also “dying out”. Even in 1985 the price ratio between hand-
made chased and soldered brass sheet household goods to 
modern cast aluminium item, stood at three to five times as 
high572. Today the competition from the masses of enamel and 
plastic tableware imported from China is substantially higher.

Today only families, and hotels of late (see fig. 335), with 
a strong awareness of tradition still order the beautiful solid 
vessels (fig. 323, centre). They are not displayed as if in a mu-
seum, but used in the households, at weddings and in hotel 
rooms to fulfil their original functions as drinking and storage 
vessels (fig. 328).

Bells

Pealing and jingling all over the land

Bells of all sizes are found in all temples in Nepal – in Buddhist 
as well as Hindu temples (figs. 4; 329; 333; 334). In the roof of 
the Nyatapola temple on Durbar Square in Bhaktapur there is 
an entire set of 528 bells creating a polyphonic chime. By way 
of contrast, some temples have very big bells, the taiga gaa. 
Sometimes the names of the donors of these bells and when 
they were cast are known. The largest historical bells in the 
country are those still hanging today in three courtyards of the 
King’s palaces in the Kathmandu valley:
– The Taleju bell on Durbar Square573 in Patan (fig. 330, cen-

tre), probably the oldest of the big bells of Nepal, commis-
sioned by King Vishnu Malla and his consort Rani Chan-
dra Lakshmi and cast in 1736

– On the Makhan Tole street, at the northern end of Durbar 
Square in Kathmandu (fig. 330, left; cast in 1797)

– In Bhaktapur, Durbar Square, a great bell (fig. 330, right), 
set up by Ranajit Malla (1722–1769), the last Malla King in 
Bhaktapur.

Caterina Bonapace and Valerio Sestini describe the ritual as-
pects of Nepal’s bells as follows: “The Nepalese bells have spe-
cific shapes and dimensions (fig. 331). They need to be differ-
ent from each other so that their individual ring-tones are dis-
tinct from one another. . . . They can be distinguished by their 
different rings. The bells have a particularly strong and sibi-
lant sound so the worshipper’s message can be transmitted 
directly to the divinity. Other musical instruments, mostly of 
Buddhist origin, like plates and singing bowls (fig. 452) have 
the same function. They are a cast with a particular alloy made 
using several different metals”574.

Vajra and ghanta: the thunderbolts and bells of 
the abbots, lamas and monks

A ritual bell, a hand-held bell called a ghanta (in Sanskrit, or 
dilbu in Tibetan), stands for something special575. They do not 
hang like normal bells for everyone in and around the temples, 
but are rung by priests and monks in many rituals and prayers 
(figs. 302; 332). “The ringing of the bells, is said to ‘herald the 
sound of emptiness’; the bell is also called vajra-ghanta. The 
female bell is always carried in the left hand, the ‘hand of wis-
dom’ of a deity or of the faithful and is usually used in conjunc-
tion with the male vajra, which is held in the right hand, the 
‘hand of method’” (figs. 289; 301; 302)576.

Vajra and ghanta are the important ritual instruments in 
Vajrayana Buddhism in the countries of the Himalaya and in-
separably linked to one another. As a pair they symbolise the 
masculine and the feminine, right and left, method and rest, 
compassion and wisdom. The vajra (in Sanskrit, or dorje in Ti-
betan), the so-called thunderbolt (fig. 295, right), is probably 
the most common Buddhist ritual object, the “symbol of the 
diamond vehicle”577.

Loot

Like the more artistic statues and ritual reliefs (see figs. 294 
and 295), the bells have also become the object of theft over re-
cent years (fig. 333)578. Whether this is due to the value of the 
metal following the significant increase in the price of cop-
per, or whether they are stolen for the international art mar-
ket is hard to judge because bells are of high material value for 
their relatively heavy weight alone. Because bells, both large 
(fig. 329) and small (figs. 4; 331), belong to the most important 
and probably the most used temple fixtures, their loss is a pain-
ful event not only for the priests but especially for the faith-
ful (fig. 334). Hence efforts have been made over many years 
to protect the larger bells under massive “iron baskets”, which 
unfortunately offer a grotesque, clumsy spectacle which vis-
ually disfigures many an entrance to a temple today (fig. 333). 
Must the followers of a living religion or world view really ac-
cept such an encroachment on the practice of their religion 

572 Michaels 1985 / 86, 89.
573 On Durbar Square in Patan: Sekler 1987.
574 Bonapace / Sestini 2003, 5 f. pl. 5.7. – On the alloys see pp. 272 ff.
575 D. Martin, The Vajra and Bell, in: Reynolds 1999, 133–139 pl. 90. – A 

good example in Huntington / Bangdel 2003, 220–223 cat. no. 59.
576 Beer 1999, 243; Beer 2003, 137 (quotation); Singh 2006, 284 f. – On 

the ritual use of vajra and handbells: Jansen 2005, 75–87.
577 Gordon 1939, 8; Mukherjee 1978, 442 and 444, figs. pp. 441 and 

446; D. Martin, The Vajra and Bell, in: Reynolds 1999, 133–139 
fig. 90; Beer 1999, 233–243 figs. 109–112; Wilpert 2001, 106 f. cat. 
no. 32; Beer 2003, 130–137 (incl. illustrations); http://de.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Vajra (accessed 07.08.2014).

578 Schick 1989, 126 figs. 166 and 167.
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Fig. 329: Small to medium-sized bells hang in all the temples. These  
examples on the Hindu Bajrabahari temple in the village Chapagaon in the 
Kathmandu valley are relatively small. The largest historical bells in Nepal 
(fig. 330) weigh up to three tonnes!

Fig. 330: The three largest historical bells in Nepal adorn the Durbar 
Squares (the squares of the kings’ palaces and temples) in Kathmandu (left), 
Patan (centre) and Bhaktapur (right). The Taleju bell in the middle is con-
sidered to be the oldest (cast in 1736).

Fig. 331: A great variety of bells do not merely decorate the entrance to the 
Hindu Baglamukhi temple in Patan. All are continually rung by the religious 
visitors to the temple, when they enter the temple for morning puja (worship) 
and when depositing a small offering.
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Fig. 332: Handbells (ghanta in Nepali; gaon in Newari; tilghu in Tibetan)  
for ritual purposes are composed of a resonating body made in the sand 
casting process and a decorated handle cast in the lost wax technique. 
Their shape and embellishment has hardly changed for generations. The 
two parts used to be joined together with pitch, but today they are screwed 
together. The clapper is joined to the inside with a metal loop. On the left: 
from Beer 1999, pl. 113; centre: twentieth-century example; right: bell  
purchased in 2015.

Fig. 334: Bells on temples in Hindu and Buddhist countries of central Asia 
are not there for decorative purposes, but omnipresent companions of the 
faithful. Every theft deprives the people of a symbol of the daily practice of 
their faith. Example from the Swachapu Ganesh temple in Kathmandu.

Fig. 333: Even the countless temple bells are under threat: many  
bells in and in front of Nepalese shrines, as here in Kathmandu, are 
protected with massive, ugly iron rods so that they are not stolen  
and melted down or sold to collectors.

Fig. 335: Bells have always been and are still, 
without interruption, a cherished part of 
the temples for Hindus and Buddhists alike, 
a daily part of their ritual. Their relevance is 
not under threat, as can be seen in this ex-
ample from the stylish heritage hotel “Kanti-
pur Temple House” in Kathmandu.
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Looking at it from this angle, it is fortunate that an awareness 
of tradition among many native Nepalese leads to a continuous 
demand for new bells and that the bell casting trade can thus 
continue to thrive. In temples, private homes and even hotels 
(fig. 335) new bells also fulfil a valuable purpose.

Visit to a workshop making large bells

Fig. 336 
Sources of information: Amir 
Ratna Shakya runs (together 
with his brother Pragati Ratna 
Shakya) the company “Nepal 
Dhalout Udhyog” in Patan’s 
industrial district of Lagankhel. 
Their speciality is the production 
of large embellished temple bells 
but the company also produces 
other articles in the lost wax 
technique (30.03.2015).

On my quest to find Buddhist statues being mass-produced by 
means of “modern” technology and equipment (they do not 
exist; see pp. 157 ff.), I end up in Lagankhel, Patan’s industrial 
district. There, a large information board informs me that the 
only company of interest for my enquiry is “Company no. 52”, 
the “Nepal Dhalout Udhyog” (Nepal Metal Industry). Here too, 
despite being in a so-called industrial estate, beeswax models, 
clay casting moulds, statues of gods and mostly bells are be-
ing produced by hand. The latter fall into the category of larger 
models and are mainly destined for use in temples and mon-
asteries. The largest bell currently being produced will reach 
a weight of 120 kg and its wax model alone, which is just being 
decorated in front of my eyes, already weighs 13 kg (fig. 337).

John Sanday has already reported on the production of 
Nepalese temple bells using the lost wax technique579: “The 
first stage of the procedure is the making of the wax model of 
the bell (fig. 337), which is then coated with a very fine textured 
clay mixed with dung to porridge-like consistency. The bells 
are then dried in the sun, after which a second and perhaps a 
third coat of the same mixture is applied and then sun-dried. 
A much coarser clay mixture is then prepared by the addition 
of rice husks and applied (fig. 338). By this time each bell has 
an outer coating about ¼” [0.6 cm] thick carefully moulded by 
hand. The bell cast [mould] is then permitted to dry for about 
five or seven weeks until it is felt that the moulds have dried 
sufficiently to be capable of withstanding the molten metal. 
The moulds are heated over a fire to melt out the wax through 
a hole in the mould (fig. 339). Then a specially prepared alloy 
made from brass, tin and copper is poured back in through 
this hole. This work is carried out early in the morning to avoid 
the heat of the day. The crucibles in which the metal is melted 

are made from a coarse clay mixture. It takes many hours to 
melt the metal and the moment of pouring is very critical and 
has to be expertly judged. Once poured, the mould is allowed 
to cool after which the clay is broken away revealing the newly 
formed metal bell inside. The metal is then cleaned and all ex-
traneous pieces are removed in preparation for the clappers 
and wind leaves which are now to be fixed (fig. 340).” So such 
bells are made in almost exactly the same way as sacral statues 
and cast household utensils.

Thanks to information provided by Amir Ratna Shakya 
(fig. 336), and my own observations and pictures, I was able to 
complement John Sanday’s observations in 2015:

Each basic bell shape is first roughly covered with warmed 
beeswax on a wheel-turned core (made of clay?). The individ-
ual applications of wax and the imprints in the soft material 
can be easily seen on the unwrought blanks (fig. 341). Then a 
kind of lathe, consisting of an electric motor, a fan belt trans-
mission for a lower rotational speed and a wide round turning 
plate is put into service (fig. 342). The piece is centred and fixed 
to this plate with liquid wax (fig. 341). The body of the bell is 
then evenly and smoothly wheel-turned. The difference with 
the metal cylinder on a conventional lathe lies in the softness 
of the wax which requires a much slower rotational speed.

The smoothed body of the bell is now placed on a base 
or a box. The wax model sections of the “crown” (for hanging 
the bell), which have been formed separately and also partly 
lathed, are stuck to the top of the bell at the centre with some 
liquid wax. The application of the various embellishments 
around the body of the bell takes the most time: evenly rolled 
threads of wax are needed for this step, similar to those re-
quired for the statues (fig. 30). Amir Ratna “sticks” these seg-
ment by segment to the unwrought bell (fig. 337). With a 
handy electric warm air blower, he gently lets the threads 
melt slightly onto the body of the bell (fig. 343). For other dec-
orative elements, like the vajras and masks (fig. 344) or lotus 
leaves, the small relief wax parts or applications are shaped 
separately. We are already familiar with this technique from 
the making of statutes (pp. 43–47 fig. 57): the warmed wax is 
pressed into the thāsā matrices (fig. 56), left to cool, taken out 
and then stuck onto the wax body of the bell. When all the dec-
orations have been applied in wax (fig. 344), the wax model is 
ready to be embedded in the various layers of clay which form 
the casting mould.

The bell foundry “Nepal Dhalout Udhyog” also makes 
small series of middle-sized, identical bells with the help of 
silicone rubber negatives (see p. 160 for the technique). A bell 

579 Sanday 1974, 5 f.; quoted in Bonapace / Sestini 2003, 108 (whether 
the round wax models of the bells are lathed or formed free hand 
is not described by Sanday ). – On the production of Indian temple 
bells in Tamil Nadu: Srinivasan 1997, 213 ff. figs. 1–2.
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Fig. 337: Attaching a smoothly rolled wax thread to the model of a bell. 
All applications are stuck on either with some liquid beeswax or care-
fully melted on with the aid of a warm air appliance (fig. 343).

Fig. 338: The beeswax model of a large bell receives several coatings of 
clay, as every model made with the lost wax method does. In the same 
way as used for the Buddha statues, two fine moulding clay layers  
are usually applied first, followed by several casting mould layers made 
from a coarse, tempered mixture (fig. 346). After the application of 
each layer, the casting mould must be dried for several days.

Fig. 339: The traditional types of oven (fig. 88) used for statue casting 
would all be too small for the casting of large heavy bells. In this  
furnace, which is a good metre wide, the large bell casting moulds are 
slowly brought to a dewaxing temperature and then fired and hard-
ened at a much higher temperature.

Fig. 340: An especially large, around 70–80 cm high, bell in Amir Ratna 
and Pragati Ratna Shakya’s foundry is ready for delivery to the cus-
tomer. The heavy forged iron pendant has been assembled, the bronze 
surface has however not been as carefully trimmed, sanded and pol-
ished as is the case for cast representations of deities and household 
goods.
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Fig. 341: A beeswax model of a bell at the start of modelling. Many soft 
pats of warm wax have been applied to a core made of clay or plaster. 
Next, they are trimmed and smoothed down on a lathe (fig. 342) until 
the surface is completely smooth and round.

Fig. 342: On the slow-turning, electrically-driven lathe, the barrels of the 
bells (right and fig. 341) are modelled “wax on wax” and smoothed through 
rotation.

Fig. 343: Working in wax on the model: Amir Ratna Shakya uses a 
warm air blower to melt the decorative elements applied to the bar-
rel. The various colours of the wax are related to its re-use: the lathed 
barrel and the vajras and leaf pattern just applied are light brown and 
made of relatively fresh wax, whereas the almost black wax threads 
which have been applied are the result of repeated clay mould de-wax-
ing and re-melting.

Fig. 344: Just before embedding the positive wax model in the clay layers of 
the casting mould, the surface of the barrel of the bell is smoothed on the 
lathe and all embellishments, also made in beeswax, are in place. Some of 
these decorative elements were made with small silicone rubber negatives 
(the vajras and masks [kirtimukha, see fig. 332]), others have been formed or 
rolled by hand.

Fig. 345: The slightly smaller 
bells (example, fig. 335) are 
not modelled as one-off pieces 
(fig. 337), but produced in 
small series. These wax mod-
els are produced in two-part 
moulds made from silicone 
rubber, as shown by the joints 
on the negatives (white ar-
rows). Hence each casting “in 
the lost mould” is actually a 
single product.

�

�
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Fig. 346: For this large bell mould, a stable reinforcement mesh made of 
thick iron wire is built into the outermost layer of the mould, which con-
sists of coarse yellow clay tempered with rice husks. This mesh, which 
holds the form together during casting, is removed after the mould has 
been broken open; the annealed wire mesh cannot be used again.

Fig. 347: At the very top of the bell casting mould there is a broad clay  
casting cup into which the molten bronze is poured. The small nozzle on 
the left is a “riser”, which allows gases to escape and enables the level of  
the molten metal to be checked.

Fig. 348: A glance inside the temporary storeroom of the bell foundry: 
the smooth sections with no relief patterns have already been turned and 
smoothed on the lathe; the trimming of the other areas and the polishing 
are yet to be carried out.

Fig. 349: A few of the tools used for the sand casting of hand bells (figs. 332 
and 301): A) wooden pounder for the fine casting sand: B) a homemade 
brush used to remove excess sand and charcoal dust; C) a turning tool for 
scraping and contouring the outside of the raw casts of the bells on the 
hand-operated lathe (fig. 325); D) a scraper (with variously shaped blades) 
for scraping off imperfections on the surface by hand and on the lathe; E) 
a handcrafted fine copper stamp for impressing vajra patterns (fig. 332) in 
the sand negative; F) a stamp for blossom rosettes; G) a stamp for the encir-
cling string of pearls. Not to scale.

A B C D E F G
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rubber, the two halves are pressed together, given an exter-
nal supporting shell and the cavity in the silicone rubber is 
filled with liquid wax. In this way, all the decorations applied 
by hand to the original model are reproduced, thanks to the 
rubber mould (fig. 345). The wax body on the inside of the bell 
must be lathed so that the model of the bell is thin-walled and 
nicely round. At the very top, above the crown, a long wax cast-
ing cup is fixed to the wax and the model is complete. Only a 
barely visible seam on the body of the bell, which shows the 
joint between the two halves of the silicone mould, bears wit-
ness to this procedure (fig. 345, arrow).

All wax models of bells, whether made in series (fig. 345) 
or single products (fig. 343), must now be coated in the cast-
ing mould clay. In a manner that resembles the method used 
for statue casting, this involves the application of many layers 
(pp. 48 ff.): first the white clay layers, tempered with cow dung, 
followed by the yellow clay layers, tempered with rice chaff 
(fig. 338), each application being followed by a sufficiently long 
drying period. The demands placed on casting moulds for 
bells are similar to those placed on the moulds used for the 
casting of large bronzes: within a very short time, 100–200 kg 
of liquid bronze, heated to approximately 1000° C, is poured 
into the moulds. This places a lot of stress and pressure on the 
mould. To allow the mould to withstand this, bell moulds are 
reinforced with a close-meshed web of thick wire (fig. 346). We 
have also seen something similar in the case of much smaller 
moulds for Buddha statues (fig. 74). At the very top of the big 
casting mould, the wax casting cup, also already moulded in 
wax (fig. 345), is similarly packed in a rough yellow clay / rice 
chaff mixture (fig. 347). To the side of this and somewhat lower 
down, there is an opening for a second tube (fig. 347, left) 
which serves as a “riser” to let the gases escape580. When the 
molten bell bronze visibly reaches this riser, then the whole 
bell mould is completely filled with molten metal (similar to 
figs. 97 and 136).

The large, well-dried moulds are placed “upside-down” on 
a brick grate in a long kiln (fig. 339). They are warmed up over 
a low fire until the wax melts out and can be caught for re-use. 
Then the moulds must be fired at a much higher temperature 
to make them more stable. Only then can casting begin.

After cooling, the bell casters can at last inspect the re-
sults: filled with curiosity they break open the moulds. The 
newly cast bells are still covered in the usual casting skin and 
one hopes that the external embellishments, which had been 
so meticulously applied to the wax model, have been repro-
duced true to form in the solid bronze. The workers leave the 
upper casting funnels on the cast piece on purpose for the 
time being, because it is easier to fix the raw cast bells onto 
a big lathe using the concentric casting cones rather than the 
somewhat unevenly formed crowns., The smooth parts are 
quickly lathed in rotation until they become smooth and nicely 

rounded (fig. 348). Only then are the casting cups above the 
crowns sawn off; the surfaces may need some polishing and 
forged hangers are attached to the very large bells (fig. 340).

The production of the “ghanta” handbells

The small handbells (ghanta; fig. 332) are made by using the 
sand casting procedure. Robert Beer describes the process as 
follows581: “Traditionally, Tibetan bells are individually made 
from the bell metal, bronze582, using the technically complex 
method of sand casting (on sand casting techniques in gen-
eral, see pp. 184 ff. and 239 ff.). In this procedure, an inner and 
outer casting mould are made for the bell cope (body). This 
consists of fine, compacted sand mixed with a binding agent, 
like radish juice or unburnt brown sugar. A plain false bell 
(core) is used for the modelling of the bell cope; the decorative 
outer surface design of the bell is carefully impressed on the 
external sand casting mould before casting. This is done with 
the aid of a selection of metal stamps (fig. 349,E–G), into which 
the most diverse motifs have been formed and with which the 
outer surface of the bell cope is to be decorated. The embellish-
ment for the crown, consisting of a lotus garland with decora-
tive petals and seed syllables, has already been moulded into 
the crown of the bell of the core. The bronze bell handle at-
tached to the crown is cast separately, using the lost wax tech-
nique, and sometimes gilded. Finally, the cope and the han-
dle are joined with resin tar; the metal clapper is fastened to 
a little fitting, a ring welded to the centre of the cope cavity”. It 
only needs to be added that these days, the parts are no longer 
stuck together but fastened together with metal screws.

Normally around five or six small handbells were cast in 
one work session and one crucible can hold enough molten 
metal for two bells. The bellows (fig. 128) were operated by the 
“strongest member of the team”. The bell casters are also able 
to recognise the moment when the bronze in the crucible has 
reached the right temperature, by the colour of the molten 
metal. The particles of ash and the cinders floating on the top 
are skimmed off with an iron rod before casting583.

Veronika and Namgyal Gonpo Ronge’s description of a 
piece of equipment for scraping off the hard casting skin is es-
pecially interesting. It is a solid burring tool, with angled, sharp 
edges in a variety of shapes (fig. 349,D). Using it is a thankless 
feat of strength and once again it is a task undertaken by the 
strongest man in the team: it must be applied with great pres-

580 In India, such risers are also installed on larger casting pieces: 
Levy et al. 2008, 64 f. fig. 36.

581 Mukherjee 1978, 442, fig. p. 441; Beer 1999, 243 fig. 113 (= our 
fig. 332, left); Beer 2003, 137 f. (quotation) with illustration. – The 
same procedure for the casting of handbells, but with more detail, 
is also described by Ronge / Ronge 1980.

582 About the alloy see below note 799.
583 Ronge / Ronge 1980, 269 f.
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ing motion584! The smooth “scraping” of raw casts has been 
known since Greek and Roman times, but has, despite its 
great efficacy, lost its significance and today it is hardly prac-
tised anywhere in the world.

The ritual ghanta handbells are still, despite their om-
nipresence in every souvenir shop in Nepal, produced using 
the classical casting alloys, as demonstrated by our newly pur-
chased example (fig. 332, right): the handle is made of brass 
(table 8, Patan27: 32 % Zn) and the bell itself consists of a cheap 
“bell brass” with a 27 % zinc content and 10 % tin (table 8, 
Patan26+26B). The addition of the expensive tin gives the bell 
its beautiful, full sound (even clearer in the case of singing 
bowls; p. 278 f.). The evident traces of nickel in our analyses 
indicate either the addition of old silever (Alpacca containing 
nickel) or a modern alloy.

Coppersmithing

This book about metal casters is not the place to go into de-
tailed descriptions of the beating of copper vessels and other 
thin-walled metal household goods and religious articles. 
Chhabi Lal Gajurel and Karuna Kar Vaidya have already writ-
ten extensively on this topic585. Like the cast household objects 
(see above), cheap imports made of baser metals are also sup-
planting handmade copper tableware in the Nepalese market.

A clan of its own: the Tamrakar

The traditional copper workers in Nepal are the Tamrakar. 
Their name stems from their working material, copper (tama 
in Nepali; tamra in Sanskrit). They are a “clan”586 traditionally 
involved in this business. There are also some smiths belong-
ing to the socially underprivileged group of the Kāmi, who for 
the last few decades have, in adition to blacksmithing, applied 
themselves to the chasing of copper vessels587.

Unlike the Newar, the Tamrakar and Kāmi are Hindus588. 
Both groups do not only work in towns, but also in villages i. e. 
they are not concentrated in Patan, but are found in all parts 
of the Kathmandu valley. The Kāmi are right at the bottom of 
the Nepalese caste system and are regarded by the rest of the 
population as unclean589.

Nepalese coppersmiths in the copper mining district of 
Ipa (20 km south-west of Patan) used to distinguish between 
three types of copper590:

584 Ronge / Ronge 1980, 270 fig. 16 (figs. 10; 13; 14; 16 and 21 [selection] 
= here fig. 349).

585 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 30–44 figs. 20–35. – Short notes on ham-
mered household vessels made from brass: Mukherjee 1978, 
442–451 figs. pp. 443 and 449; Charpentier 1973, 85 f. figs. 20–25; 
Slusser et al. 1999, 219 f. figs. 26 and 27. – Using the example of 
Tibet, the chasing work is briefly and clearly described by Raub-
er-Schweizer 1976, 117 f.

586 Mukherjee 1978, 163 f.; Becker-Ritterspach 1982, 101; Domin-
go-Barker / Barker 1984a, 108.

587 Höfer 1976, 363; 373–386 figs. 4–11 (extensive description of the 
hammering and welding of a copper water jug or gāgri).

588 Höfer 1976, 351 (Kāmi); Mukherjee 1978, 3 and 163 f. (Tamrakar).
589 Anfinset 2000, 207 (“. . . Smiths are thus to a large extent exploited 

economically by the upper castes. . . . The smiths, however, consid-
er themselves as descendants of the Hindu god Biswakarma, who 
is the protector of all handicraft and art.”).

590 After Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 15; Gabriel 1999, 52.
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Fig. 350: The beautifully shaped brass water pitchers (gāgri) which are still 
made by hand, will not disappear from the streets of Nepal until there is a 
reliable and extensive public water supply. The form is very practical: when 
empty, the pitchers can be carried by the edge or by the neck, and when 
they are full, the women put them on their hips and “embrace” the neck of 
their gāgri. The pitchers, which hold around 20 litres of water, have the ad-
vantage of being lighter and much more long-lived than clay jugs. They are, 
however, also more expensive. Today they are being displaced on the mar-
ket by gāgri made of aluminium (left photograph, in the background); even 
the cheapest versions made of ghastly, brightly coloured plastic, but  
in gāgri form, are making headway.

Fig. 352: Pilgrims bring these traditional bowls, among other things, into 
the temple grounds for the daily morning puja in the Hindu Bagalamukhi 
Temple in Patan, but today probably especially for the temple festival in-
volving an animal sacrifice being held that day. The vessel is hammered in 
brass and filled with a rice dish.

Fig. 351: A scene which could 
be seen anywhere in Nepal: 
two traditional brass gāgri 
(water pitchers) are “waiting” 
at a fountain in Patan, which 
only has water for an hour at a 
time until it is the turn of the 
owner, who is in a long queue 
waiting to fill her pitchers.
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201– gudh-copper: malleable and easily hammered into sheets
– khola-copper: fragile and useful for making an alloy like 

kas (see below p. 284)
– patru-copper: hammered into sheets and made into uten-

sils.

The techniques of the coppersmiths

The production of chased copper and brass tableware, espe-
cially the hammering and soldering techniques, has been de-
scribed elsewhere591. A short overview and a few case studies 
should suffice here.

Despite cheap competion from enamel and plastic kitchen 
utensils, imported mainly from China, a gratifying number of 
cooking basins, bowls, cans for transporting water and other 
vessels made from chased copper and brass are still used in 
Nepal today (fig. 350). Especially the beautifully formed and 
practical pitchers for transporting water (gāgri) are still seen 
in use everywhere in everyday life in Nepal and is represent-
ative of this once ubiquitous type of chased household item 
(fig. 351). These pitchers used to be made of copper or brass592 
(figs. 353; 354), but today the copper gāgri have disappeared 
and are often replaced by particularly lightweight examples 
made of aluminium. They hold around 20 litres of water.

We owe it in particular to the old traditions, materials and 
production techniques that a wide range of ritual vessels made 
from copper has survived (examples illustrated in figs. 207; 
387; 422)593.

In the backyards of the Tamrakar district in Patan copper-
smithing is still common and well anchored in the local eco-
nomic fabric (see also below, fig. 358). Metal chasing is a labo-
rious and, above all, a very lengthy process. Even if today cop-
per and brass sheeting comes ready beaten and is available 
in all thicknesses and sizes in the specialist Tamrakar shops 
in Patan (fig. 510; 515), much skill and time is needed to turn 
these metal sheets into rounded, almost closed hollow forms 
with heavy hammers and chasing anvil (fig. 361). To shape and 
curve the metal sheet requires an interaction between com-
pressing, crimping and beating and demands a high level of 
craftsmanship. The more ductile, i. e. the softer a metal sheet 
is, the easier it is to make a closed form with a narrow opening. 
The hammering of vessels makes no allowances for any crack-
ing or tearing of the metal!

Because every joint, even when soldered, is a weak point in 
a vessel, as few sections as possible are used, despite the high 
demands placed on the skill of the smith. This is why relatively 
open bowls are often hammered from a single sheet of copper 
or metal (fig. 352) whilst more complicated and especially high 
vessels are composed of three (fig. 353) or more parts (fig. 354).

The sections created by hammering the copper or brass 
sheet vessels are generally joined with a dovetailing or overlap-
ping technique, intensively hammered and then usually also 
soldered (see below, fig. 424)594. Depending on the material 
and workshop, there are differences, despite the vessels being 
of a standardised and traditional shape: the alignment of the 
segments and of the seams which need joining is not always 
executed in an identical manner. The widespread water trans-
port vessels, the gāgri which the women carry on their hips, 
are, if they are made of ductile copper, only hammered out 
of three sections and joined and soldered together with only 
two horizontal joints (fig. 353, arrows). As a solder for pieces 
made from copper, a powdered alloy of around 1:1 copper and 
zinc is used, moistened with some borax and stinging nettle 
leaves, applied to the joints of the cleaned metal surface, dried 
and finally melted595. The same gāgri vessel, but made of more 
brittle brass, must be made in more sections, which must be 
joined and in places also vertically soldered (fig. 354)596.

Such handmade metal tableware has a much longer 
lifespan than products made of ceramics or plastic. Add to 
this the value of the raw material which is recyclable and can 
be melted down again at any time. This promotes an appreci-
ation of metal objects right up to today; for example, one often 
stumbles upon “ancient” copper kettles which are still in ser-
vice (fig. 355, top) and are still used as vessels even when they 
are quite damaged (fig. 355, bottom).

At the end of this short section on Nepal’s coppersmiths, I 
would like to give an example of recycling or “renovation”. My 
source of information on polishing, Ram Sandar Bajracharya 
(fig. 161), earns a living repairing, reconditioning and polish-
ing (fig. 166) used copper and brass utensils. During my visit 
to his little workshop in the old town of Kathmandu, he is busy 
“reconditioning” a small series of used copper butter lamps. 
He burns off the leftover butter or wax and anneals the little 
dishes with a gas flame (fig. 356), “scratches” them on a rotat-
ing wire brush (fig. 164) until the surface is shiny and then pol-
ishes the lamps on a buffing wheel (fig. 165). The copper butter 
lamps, although they are handcrafted, are a cheap, mass-pro-
duced object destined to be lit in temples, placed there and 
offered to the deities. Once burnt down, they are not thrown 
away or sold off by the monks, but made “as good as new” by 

591 András Höfer, based on a thoroughly documented concrete ex-
ample: Höfer 1976, 363; 373–386 figs. 4–11. – More generally: Ga-
jurel / Vaidya 1984, 30–40 figs. 21–31.

592 Höfer 1976, 363; 373–386 figs. 4–11; Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 32 and 
35 f.

593 Examples in Muhkeriee 1978, figs. p. 443–449; Gajurel / Vaidya 
1984, 30–40 figs. 21 and 29.

594 On the soldering of hammered vessel sections in Nepal: Höfer 
1976, 381 and 385 f.

595 Höfer 1976, 363 notes 26 and 386.
596 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 33–35 figs. 22; 25–27 (“cutting pattern”).
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Fig. 354: Details of the gāgri (water pitchers) from fig. 351: the vertical and 
horizontally running butt joints of the individually chased and joined brass 
sheets are easily recognisable, and the dovetailing is even visible on the  
detail on the right. The surfaces have not yet been completely smoothed off 
by the coppersmith and still display the individual marks made by the ham-
mer.

Fig. 355: Large copper kettles with iron ferrules may not be produced 
as often as they used to be. Because of their longevity, however, they 
are still frequently encountered in Nepal. Above, a giant example in the 
Prajāpati paper factory in Bhaktapur, and below, a very old kettle used 
as a container for clay in Hera Bahadur Mahanja’s Patan foundry.

Fig. 356: With a gas flame, Ram Sandar Bajracharya is annealing a used 
copper lamp which has become sooty from the flames and blotched 
and sticky because of the yak fat or paraffin. After polishing, it will look 
like new and serve again in the temple as a shining offering to a Hindu 
or Buddhist deity.

Fig. 353: Section drawing of a chased copper gāgri (water pitcher). It 
was made in around 1970 by Kāmi smiths in the village Chautara, three 
days on foot west of Kathmandu. The arrows mark the horizontal butt 
joints of the three separately forged sections which encircle the vessel, 
and were soldered together. Scale 1:4.
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is a convincing demonstration of the high level of awareness of 
resources in Nepalese metal craftsmanship and an example of 
how modest the artisans’ material requirements are.

Workshop visit

 
 
Fig. 357 
Source of information: Ganenda 
Tamrkar, my informant on the 
chasing of large copper vessels 
(30.09.2013), does not belong to 
the caste or clan of the Shakya; 
he is a Tamrakar, i. e. a member 
of the coppersmiths (from tamra 
= copper).

I am walking around the district between Durbar Square and 
Lagankhel in Patan, where many Tamrakar coppersmiths 
are established with their shops and workshops. Unexpect-
edly, but lured by a rhythmic hammering, I come across a 
coppersmith who is hammering a giant pot with the patience 
of a saint (fig. 358). I am grateful to him for his patience and 
friendliness towards this European archaeologist taking end-
less photographs. Only later on do I discover in the neigh-
bouring copperware shop (fig. 359) that he is the brother-in-
law of the salesman Birenda Praqad Tamrkar, and that the lat-
ter’s brother, Ragendra, has his chasing workshop on the up-
per floor, where he works in the repoussé technique. Because 
I buy in the shop a “very well made” (Ratna dixit), hammered 
and chased box with the eight Buddhist auspicious emblems 
(fig. 422; for more on this see below, pp. 226 ff.), I ask if I may 
watch the brother at work upstairs (fig. 378). And so once again 
I end up in private apartments and converse splendidly both 
in English as well as by gestures with the accomplished mas-
ter Ragendra.

During my first visit to the workshop I could only observe 
Ganenda Tamrkar raising a large cauldron (around 1 m in di-
ameter; fig. 358). The vessel, which is intended for distilling 
spirits, has many large round holes in the base. The base has 
been attached and carefully beaten over (fig. 360, bottom). The 
walls are formed of a rounded sheet of metal with soldered(?) 
vertical butt joints (fig. 360, top).

Ganenda Tamrkar597 is in the process of hammering the 
middle wall section of the large distilling vessel. The base 
has already been worked, as has the somewhat thicker edge 
which is folded slightly outwards. Each stroke of the hammer 
is aligned along a horizontal spiral plane (fig. 361). The impact 
points of the strokes of the hammer are around 2 cm apart and 

do not overlap. It is astonishing how accurately and evenly 
these hammer blows strike the surface and how deliberately, 
almost slowly, the hammer is employed. Every stroke is per-
fectly aimed and the craftsman is apparently not distracted by 
anything.

Ganenda needs around four to six minutes for a series of 
hammer strokes once around the cauldron. It will take a few 
more hours until the entire wall of the vessel, which is about 
one metre tall, has been hammered through once. How often 
he intends to repeat this process and which diameter he is try-
ing to achieve is unknown to me.

Ganenda’s nephew, Birendra Prasad Tamrkar, is respon-
sible, at least partly, for the sale of the objects in the shop next 
door. However, special vessels such as the spirit distilling set 
currently being worked on are usually made to order.

In addition to the cold hammering of thin-walled copperware, 
other alloys used to forge thin-walled vessels need to be hot 
worked. A typical application of hot smithing is the production 
of bronze singing bowls that contain a very high proportion 
of tin (19–24 % Sn). A short excursus is dedicated to this pro-
cess below (pp. 245 ff.). In former times in Nepal even bronze 
sheets made of Sn32-bronze were hot-smithed on stone anvils 
and swages598.

597 Or Tamrakar. Unlike to the metal casting Shakya “clan”, the 
Tamrakar are copper and non-ferrous metalsmiths and repoussé 
artists for simpler objects (Sanday 1980, 123; Lahiri 1995, 122; 
Bonapace / Sestini 2003, 112). Repoussé works for more upmarket 
Buddhist requirements are executed by the Shakyas (see figs. 409 
and 420).

598 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984,49–52 figs. 40–45. – It is similar in India: 
Pillai et al. 2006, 852 (“The heated discs are placed on a granite 
anvil and repeatedly worked with specially constructed ham-
mers wielded by two or three workers in a regular and rhythmic 
sequence. A granite anvil is preferred to a metal one since the 
former extracts heat more slowly from the disk”).
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Fig. 358: A Large copper kettle with a perforated base is getting its final 
“touch” by regular hammering over the whole body of the vessel. This so-
called planishing makes the walls of the vessel smooth and the solder-
ing joints (fig. 360) planed off. The large kettle is an aila kayegu khashi and 
forms the middle part of a distilling set for making spirits (which is actually 
forbidden).

Fig. 359: Part of a display in 
front of a copperware shop 
in Patan. The coppersmith 
Ganenda Tamrkar (figs. 357–
361) and the repoussé artisan 
Ragendra Tamrkar (figs. 378–
386) work in the company and 
at the top of the pile of copper 
and brass vessels a beautiful 
repoussé bowl with the eight 
Buddhist auspicious emblems 
(symbols of happiness) is wait-
ing for a buyer (fig. 422).

Fig. 360: Large items like the 
copper kettle shown here 
(fig. 358) can no longer be 
raised from a single sheet of 
metal, but must be assembled 
from many pieces. The verti-
cal joint closes the large piece 
of metal sheeting forming the 
wall of the vessel and the hori-
zontal joint joins the wall to 
the round base of the vessel. 
Here the serrated joints were 
joined by overlapping and 
soldering (as in fig. 424). The 
joints are hammered until they 
become barely visible.

Fig. 361: Regular, well placed strokes with a flat planishing hammer smooth 
the copper surface and to some extent even out the joints.
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“repoussé” technique

Technology and terminology

Ian Alsop, who has probably examined the repoussé from Ne-
pal the most thoroughly, gives us a very succinct and pithy defi-
nition of this technique: “Here we see the wealth of decoration 
which the repoussé worker created by turning his work first 
one way and then the other to pound out shapes in high relief 
from the rear and then to chisel-in fine detail from the front. 
The temples of the Kathmandu valley and the great monaster-
ies of Tibet are covered and filled with decoration of this kind, 
all of it the work of Newar artists of the past”599.

Two different techniques that go hand in hand

Massive casting and thin repoussé decoration often go hand 
in hand. The two techniques are frequently combined on the 
same object600, and their surfaces are often fire-gilded. Whilst 
the modeller can correct his wax model at will before casting, 
the repoussé artist can hardly ever correct a mistake made 
while hammering or a tear in the metal. This is why the re-
poussé work on a delicate, figurative piece of work is consid-
ered even more demanding than the casting of a statue601.

The Newar artisans in Nepal may, right up to today, right-
fully claim to be, by international standards, the champions in 
this technique: “There is one major difference in the technique 
used by the Tibetan and Nepalese artists, as compared with 
the Indian. A school of repoussé work (i. e. the construction of 
images in beaten sheet metal, hammered into shape from the 
reverse side) grew up alongside the traditional technique of 
bronze casting by the cire perdue method. Many of the larger 
pieces were constructed in this manner, being made in sep-
arate sections and then joined together (e. g. fig. 362). It was, 
perhaps, the amalgamation of the artist’s and bronze caster’s 
techniques with those of the copper and goldsmith. The same 
craftsmen often produced reliquaries and god boxes, etc., and 
many other religious objects, with relief decorations executed 
by repoussé.”602

The technique of hammering “en repoussé”

Hammering in the repoussé technique (fig. 363603) is defined as 
the shaping of thin sheets of metal (copper, silver, gold etc.) 
into decorative shapes and patterns in relief604. For this pur-
pose, only relatively thin sheet metal with highly ductile prop-

erties can be employed because brittle material would quickly 
break and tear. Precious metals of the highest possible quality 
are suitable, as well as non-ferrous metals with a high copper 
content, but not the casting alloys used by the Newar605. Even 
just over 5 % too much zinc in the alloy, not to speak of lead, is 
detrimental to the quality required for hammering.

A complex repoussé work is completed in many stages. 
In a first phase of processing, the raw piece of metal is ham-
mered out on anvils into a domed or hollow shape, as a nor-
mal coppersmith would do for vessels for daily use (for details, 
see above and figs. 350–361). In a second stage, the metal sur-
faces are chased, embossed and then punched to form fine re-
liefs. This is done on a warm base of chaser’s pitch in which the 
pieces to be worked are embedded (figs. 363; 364606 and 380).

This chaser’s pitch, which the respoussé workers and chas-
ers use, is made in Nepal from tree tar, brick powder, resin, 
wax, oil etc., all mixed together607. The components are mixed 
according to each workshop’s recipe and heated and stirred 
in big iron pans (fig. 365). Depending on the composition, the 
mass is more or less hard. If old chaser’s pitch has become 
very impure after several rounds of embedding, then it can be 
melted again until it is viscous and purified with a sieve (simi-
lar to fig. 539). Nowadays chaser’s pitch, similar to the materi-
als used by goldsmiths in the West, can be bought ready-made 
in specialist shops in Patan.

So that the warm copper sheet does not separate itself 
from the heated pitch in which it has been laid, it is weighed 
down with stones or lumps of metal until it has completely 
cooled off (fig. 366). Only at the end, after chasing and embel-

599 Alsop 1989, 134 (quotation); Hagmüller 2003, 120.
600 Alsop 1986, 19 figs. 8 and 9.
601 Hummel 1954; Alsop 1986, 14 and 17.
602 Ridley 1970, 63 (quotation); Slusser et al. 1999, 216 figs. 1; 2; 4; I. Al-

sop in Gellek / Maitland 2011, 44. – On repoussé art in general and 
extensively: Slusser et al. 1999. – Repoussé work in India: Untracht 
1968, 194 f. (with illustration).

603 On the production of such repoussé bowls in Myanmar, see Untra-
cht 1968, 111 (with illustration).

604 Slusser et al. 1999, 217–222 figs. 14–20; Gellek / Maitland 2011, 50–
53. – On the repoussé technique using hammer and convex-headed 
anvils, as well as punches and chaser’s pitch in Kullu in northern 
India (Himachal Pradesh): Hingorani 2013, 66–74 figs. 3.68–3.85.– 
On traditional metal sheet production in Tibet: Dagyab 1977, 47.

605 Lo Bue 1981b, 80.
606 The picture comes from a didactic workflow series in Patan muse-

um: M. S. Slusser, in Hagmüller 2003, 118–121 esp. 120.
607 According to Höfer 1973, 12, chaser’s pitch (for gold and silver-

smiths) is mixed from brick powder and the resin of the sal tree 
(see below, note 910). Elsewhere he names cooking oil as a further 
component of chaser’s pitch (my thanks to András Höfer, Heidel-
berg for this reference, in a letter dated 02.12.2014). Alsop 1986, 
26 f., lists “wax, resin and brick powder”. Example of chaser’s pitch 
in Slusser et al. 1999, figs. 15 and 17. – On the production of chaser’s 
pitch in Kullu in northern India (Himachal Pradesh): Hingorani 
2013, 54–56 figs. 3.30–3.42 and 70.
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Fig. 362: A large lion’s head in the inner courtyard of the Kwa Bahal Temple 
(“Golden Temple”) in Patan. The lion stands here as a protector and a  
symbol of victory. It is a repoussé piece put together from many sections 
and mounted over a stone core. The slight differences in colour indicate 
variations in the alloy, which, however, are not necessarily chosen on pur-
pose. The eyes are inlaid in silver (detail fig. 246).
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Fig. 363: In all cases, the basics of the repoussé technique are applied in the 
same manner: an annealed, ductile piece of metalwork (here a large silver 
bowl) is fixed hot to a base of viscous “chaser’s pitch” (front right) and the 
light chiselling hammer drives the appropriate round-ended hand-guided 
punch to give shape to the metal. The example shown here is a sacrificial 
bowl and comes from a large silversmith’s workshop in Mandalay (Myan-
mar).

Fig. 365: In Rabindra Shakya’s large repoussé workshop in the Imadol dis-
trict of Patan a lot of chaser’s pitch is in use. In one workroom there is a spe-
cial corner set up for its production and preparation. On the left the stove 
with the large black melting pan and on the right the container for the fuel 
can be seen.

Fig. 366: A roughly cut copper 
sheet has been pressed into 
warmed, black chaser’s pitch. 
A chasing board is used as a 
base (bottom left corner). So 
that the metal does not sepa-
rate from the pitch while cool-
ing down, it has temporar-
ily been weighted down with 
stones and a small anvil (see 
fig. 402).

Fig. 364: This exhibition piece in the Patan Museum is a good illustra-
tion of repoussé (embossed) work: a once rectangular sheet of copper was 
first stuck onto on heated, ductile pitch (the so-called chaser’s pitch) – the 
other way round from what is shown here. Rises, like the nose of the angry 
god Mahākāla, are first roughly hammered in from behind, with polished, 
rounded chasing punches, making sure that the metal does not split. Then 
heat is applied to separate the metal from the pitch, the metal is annealed 
and stuck on again from the front (photographed). – Detail below: after two 
or more rounds of annealing and turning, the metal is placed on the pitch 
one final time, for the fine work. Now the details of the reliefs and all embel-
lishments can be chased with small, mostly angular punches.
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Fig. 369: Individual parts of larger statues, especially when they are made 
of embossed metal, must be attached to the statue as a whole at the end of 
the process. This used to be done mostly with rivets. The photograph shows 
a small detail of one of the two lions guarding the Jaya Varahi in Bhakta-
pur: the rivet in the forefront is an ancient brass rivet with a square washer, 
worn over the centuries, and the rivet at the rear is a modern “pop rivet” 
made of aluminium and fixed without any dexterity. Nowadays large em-
bossed sections are welded to one another (fig. 410).

Fig. 370: A “newcomer” to a small cooperative workshop (fig. 263) in 
Patan is working with a hammer and punch on a large sheet of cop-
per fixed to the pitch. Such repoussé work emerges either quite rough 
(fig. 416) or artistically accomplished (fig. 420), depending on the time 
invested and the training and skill of the artisan.

Fig. 367: The anvils used for chasing domed metal sheets stand in  
solid, heavy blocks of wood (back) or are fixed in old iron blocks  
(front) in a repoussé workshop (for large prayer wheels; fig. 389).  
The straight and partly slightly angled rods serve as a base for the  
hammering of three-dimensional forms. Especially demanding  
repoussé work requires flexible tools with exchangeable “heads” 
(figs. 400 and 401).

Fig. 368: At the silversmith’s workshop in Mandalay (Myanmar) featured in 
fig. 363, an almost completely chased and chiselled silver offering vessel is 
being subjected to an “intermediate annealing” for a final time. A few lumps 
of charcoal in an improvised stove allow the temperature to be controlled 
and adjusted. In this way only certain sections of the piece of work can be 
heated if so desired and the temperature can also be prevented from ris-
ing too much. The “intermediate annealing” and subsequent quenching in 
water cause a recrystallization of the metal microstructure and make the 
metal, which had become hard through extensive hammering, soft again so 
that it can be further worked with a chasing hammer and punch.
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the surface get finished, i. e. cleaned, polished and fire-gilded.

In the first phase of processing mentioned above, the 
sheets of metal to be hammered are worked on special an-
vils (fig. 400) or hammered into wooden (these days even alu-
minium) negative moulds (fig. 405)608. A repoussé artisan has a 
large variety of anvils at his disposal. In the simplest case, they 
are flat and suitable for the first steps in the processing of the 
flat sheets of metal (fig. 511). Other anvils have a “fist” in a great 
range of shapes and sizes: it is a flattened, round or spherical 
thickening at the end of a longish rod which can also fit into a 
cavity (fig. 367)609. The specialists work with anvils which can 
be used with many different kinds of “fists” (fig. 401). These an-
vils and “convex-headed anvils” are exposed to thousands and 
thousands of hammer blows (fig. 398) and must be either very 
heavy or anchored directly to the workshop floor in a massive 
wooden anvil base.

Because the hammering makes the copper and silver al-
loys harder and more brittle (table 3), the piece of work which 
is being formed by chasing must be repeatedly heated, but only 
until it has reached a dark red glow (fig. 368)610. After quench-
ing in water or in the sand of the workshop floor, the crystal-
line structure of the metal has readjusted itself: it has “recrys-
tallized” and thus becomes softer and more ductile again. This 
“intermediate annealing”611 primarily prevents the sheet metal 
from tearing during the repoussé process.

The repoussé technique, i. e. the chasing and chiselling of 
ductile sheet metal into sculptural forms, is, as mentioned, 
even more demanding than the modelling and casting of stat-
ues in certain aspects and with respect to some demands 
made on the artisan,. A small casting error can be remedied 
by soldering612, welding or patching, but not a badly warped 
area, let alone a torn piece of repoussé. Jan van Alphen and Ian 
Alsop summed this up as follows: “The material and technique 
[of repoussé] is unforgiving of mistakes . . . it is difficult to rec-
tify”613.

Making pieces in sections and assembling them

Larger objects and statues with significant undercuts and ex-
treme curves cannot be chased from a single sheet of metal. It 
must be made in individual sections and then assembled. In a 
Newar manuscript dating from around the seventeenth cen-
tury, the individual flat metal sheets are drawn up like cutting 
patterns (fig. 260), intended to be cut out and hammered into 
a three-dimensional form614.

When the hammered individual sections were to be as-
sembled into a complete statue, two very different methods 
were in use: either hammering the copper sheets over a carved 
wooden figure from the start615 or assembling the individual 
copper sheets to form a hollow statue616. The ensuing joining of 
the individual sections was done by riveting (fig. 369), solder-

ing or flanging (folding). Today this is carried out by welding 
(fig. 410). For large objects, an internal iron frame must pro-
vide additional support and stability.

No wonder that such large repoussé statues were, and are, 
chased and provisionally put together in the workshop of the 
master craftsman (e. g. in Patan) and then taken apart again. 
The disassembled parts used to be transported to their in-
tended destination in a monastery or temple and were only 
then finally assembled617.

Ductile sheets of copper and precious metals

Repoussé work has endlessly diverse uses as both profane and 
religious decorative elements; from the smallest piece of jew-
ellery (fig. 483) right up to a great flaming aureole (fig. 370) or 
to a large ornament on the roof of a monastery618. Correspond-
ingly there are differences in the thickness and dimensions of 
the sheets of metal and between the kinds of tools used and 
the workshop equipment. The material just needs to be thin 
and ductile enough to allow it to be hammered.

The temple doors and lintels (toraṇa; fig. 374)619, so typical 
of the Buddhist culture of the countries in the Himalaya, the 
large butter lamps (fig. 520), the ritual artefacts (e. g. fig. 372 
[silver]), the flaming aureoles of statues (also nimbus or prab-
hamandala; fig. 233), the travel and relic shrines (ga’u, fig. 373) 

608 Von Schroeder 2001, 440; example in Slusser et al. 1999, fig. 18. 
– Many Indian examples of “stake anvils” and wooden swages for 
hammering in Mukherjee 1978, e. g. p. 281 (illustration).

609 Examples in Slusser et al. 1999, figs. 14 and 27.
610 Rauber-Schweizer 1976, 119 (Tibet); Dagyab 1977, 47 (Tibet). – On 

repoussé work on silver votive bowls, as depicted in figs. 363 and 
368, their use and iconography: see Fraser-Lu in Noack / de Castro 
2014, p. 109 fig. 2; 224 f. cat. nos. 117–119.

611 Furger in preparation. – In Indian coppersmithing and chasing 
intermediate annealing is an everyday occurrence (Mukherjee 
1978, 298; 348 f.; 364 f.). – In general: Untracht 1968, 49f. and 246 f.; 
Agrawal 1971, 178; Pillai et al. 2006.

612 Rauber-Schweizer 1976, 127 f., fig. p. 129 (hard and soft soldering 
in traditional Tibet); Mukherjee 1978, 453 (75 % silver solder for 
the soldering of the finest decorative elements and stone settings 
made of brass wire in Nepal). – Bauer 1973, 1 f. sample 3, analysed a 
hard solder sample from the workshop of a village smith in Nepal: 
49.86 % Cu, 49.17 % Zn, 0.56 % Pb, 0.18 % Sn as well as traces of 12 
further metals[esp. Bi].

613 Alphen / Alsop 2005, 104.
614 Von Schroeder 1981, 42 (with illustration).
615 Von Schroeder in Uhlig 1979, 58.
616 Dagyab 1977, 47.
617 Slusser et al. 1999, 221 f.; Slusser / Giambrone 2001.
618 A few good examples from the property of the thirteenth Dalai 

Lama in Hummel, 1954.
619 Slusser et al. 1999, 216 figs. 1 and 2; 50–53; Gellek / Maitland 2011, 

42 f.
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Fig. 371: There are many decorative  
elements in various forms, visible from 
afar, on the roof of the monastery of 
Hemis (Ladakh, India). It is not quite 
clear whether they are made from brass 
or gilded copper.

Fig. 372: A three-tier dish for donations with a plinth 
and richly decorated upper fitting in the prayer room 
of the monastery of Rizong in Ladakh (India). It is a 
punched and chiselled silverplate work and, although 
no artistic masterpiece, charming. Such vessels are 
called Ratna Mandala (mandal) and serve to collect the 
offerings from the faithful. The grains of rice are par-
ticularly visible, but a silver ring, coins and banknotes 
can also be seen (to the left).

Fig. 373: A personal travel shrine (ga‘u in 
Tibetan) made from punched silverplate 
and decorated with the eight separately 
embossed and gilded auspicious em-
blems, and set with turquoise and other 
semi-precious stones. It is located, along-
side statues and other ritual utensils, in a 
glass cupboard in the Serzang Lhakhang 
Temple (“Gold and Copper Temple”) in 
Basgo (Ladakh, India) and contains a 
very high-quality silver statue of a lama 
(teacher).

Fig. 374: Detail of the door lintel (toraṇa) of the Golden Gate (Lu Dhowka) in 
Bhaktapur, which leads from Durbar Square into the palace courtyard.  
The four-headed and ten-armed Durga is represented in exquisite repoussé 
work dating to 1753, flanked at her feet by Garuda (on the left) and the demon 
Mahisasura (right).
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per and often gilded subsequently. Very fine repoussé vessels 
can also be made of dhalot, i. e. from a highly alloyed (= zinc 
rich) brass (e. g. fig. 422 with analysis in table 8, Patan18+19), 
which demonstrates how much skill was deployed when 
working this rather brittle and fragile alloy. The frequent roof 
decorations (fig. 186) and attachments (fig. 371; charta and ga-
jura) constitute a special type of such work. Götz Hagmüller 
described the meaning of such decorations on temple and 
monastery roofs very aptly: “They sanctify such pious works 
of man, linking him – and the building – with the firmament’s 
zenith, and thus with the universe and creation.”621

Even finer works are – depending on their intended pur-
pose – also chased and finely punched in sheet silver (fig. 372; 
see also fig. 363) and in very rare cases in even more mallea-
ble gold622. The little travel boxes and reliquaries which dis-
play a mastery of craftsmanship also fall into this category 
(fig. 373)623.

An age-old craft of the highest quality

Relatively soon after Buddhist bronzes appeared in the Hima-
laya region, the first accessories and images made of chased 
metal and produced in the so-called repoussé technique also 
emerged. They are mostly also fire-gilded624. Ian Alsop has 
assembled the earliest repoussé works from Nepal to have 
survived. The oldest piece, dated AD 607, is only a few years 
more recent than the oldest known cast piece (dated AD 591). 
From the eleventh century onwards, the number of preserved, 
mostly gilded, objects increases. The following period of the 
Nepalese Middle Ages, was the time of the “greatest of Ne-
pal’s repoussé workers”. Even though their art is still prac-
tised in Patan today, the standard of those times is no longer 
reached625.

Ian Alsop, among many others, described the metal dec-
orations on the golden gate of the King’s Palace of Bhaktapur 
(fig. 374) as the “most famous of the later medieval repoussé 
creations”. It was made at the behest of King Ranajit Malla in 
the eighteenth century626 and stands at the pinnacle of a long 
repoussé tradition.

Mixed casting and repoussé technique

When both techniques often appear in combination on one 
statue or temple decoration (example illustrated in fig. 233), 
their production is strictly allotted to the respective special-
ist: the wax modellers and casters on the one hand, and the 
coppersmiths and repoussé artists on the other.

If they are small, figures of deities can be cast in one go and 
in one piece using the cire perdue method without any diffi-

culty. The casting of large bronzes becomes more difficult and 
complex the greater the dimensions are (see above, fig. 133). If 
the height of a desired image, perhaps for a temple or a mon-
astery, is more than around 2 metres, then the object must be 
made in repoussé. If the representation is even larger, then 
only the head, arms and feet are hammered in metal sheet and 
joined to a figure made of masonry, clay or wood (fig. 375627). 
The switch in method, from casting to repoussé as the size in-
creases, makes economic sense since there is a significant de-
crease in the amount of metal required628.

The repoussé artisans have not only tested the “upper” 
limits of feasibility, but also created very small works, which 
are obviously more easily modelled in wax and cast in the lost 
clay mould. A gilded Indra, probably of twelfth-century date, 
was made in repoussé and is just 10 cm tall. She is even dec-
orated with semi-precious stones but only weighs 100 g629! A 
cast Indra of the same shape and size would be around ten 
times as heavy.

For “intermediate size” statues, a combined technique ex-
ists which is much less frequently encountered than the very 
frequent combination of a cast statue with a hammered nim-
bus behind it (fig. 233) mentioned above: Helmut Uhlig de-
scribes a 67-cm-tall standing Buddha Dipankara (fig. 250), 
which is made of assembled chased and casts sections. An in-
scription on the figure dates it to AD 1613. The head, body and 
plinth are made of three separate repoussé sections and joined 
to the four solid-cast hand and feet sections and finally par-
tially fire-gilded and painted630.

620 Untracht 1968, 93 (with fig.: repoussé butter lamp made from sheet 
silver); Alsop 1986, 22; Fisher 1997, 122; Gabriel 1999, 129 fig. 189 
(“worn only by men when they are travelling”); Bonapace / Sestini 
2003, 101 f.

621 Hagmüller 2003, 120 f. (quotation and picture of the roof attach-
ments on the Jokhang Temple, “Lhasa’s most sacred shrine, . . . 
made by Newar artisans”).

622 Two Buddhas from Thailand, made of pure chased gold sheeting, 
in Subhadradis Diskul / Griswold 1972, 94, fig. p. 24, cat. no. 54 
(standing figure, fourteenth / fifteenth century, height: 19 cm) and 
38 cat. no. 8 (small head, eighth / ninth century, height: 5.3 cm).

623 Hummel 1953, 107 fig. 116; Untracht 1968, 101 (with illustration); 
Charpentier 1973, 77; Dagyab 1977, pls. 1 and 19; Reynolds 1999, 
pls. 29 and 62; Clarke 2008, 78 pl. 62; 94 pls. 84 and 86; 105 pl. 102; 
Seiwert 2009, 169 fig. 442.

624 Slusser 1976, 84–87 and 90 f. fig. 6 (AD 1004).
625 Alsop 1986, 17 and 26 (quotation); Slusser et al. 1999, 215; von 

Schroeder 2001, 440 f.
626 Brown 1912, 71–73 fig. p. 72; Alsop 1986, 22 (quotation) figs. 12 and 

12a.
627 On the Maitreya of Basgo: Snellgrove / Skorupski 1977, 96 fig. 88.
628 See also Hummel 1953, 76; von Schroeder 1981, 42; von Schroeder 

2001, 440.
629 Alsop 1986, 19 fig. 7 (an even smaller, finer piece of work on fig. 6).
630 Griswold et al. 1976, 208 f. (the same combination technique is 

also used in Myanamr, Korea and Tibet); Uhlig 1979, 165 cat. no. 92 
(description of the object); von Schroeder in Uhlig 1979, 58 (de-
scription of the combining technique); von Schroeder 2001, 440.
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Fig. 375: The head, hands and feet of this 14-m-high statue of the sitting  
Buddha Maitreya are made of hammered copper and are gilded. At the time, 
in the sixteenth / seventeenth century, it would have hardly been possible 
to cast statues of this size in copper, bronze or brass. This impressive mon-
umental statue extends over two storeys of the Serzang Lhakhang-temple 
in the UNESCO World Heritage Site of Basgo (Ladakh, India).

Fig. 377: One of the many non-Newar who earn their living as semi-skilled 
workers and autodidacts in the metal business in Patan. He is working on a 
giant bed of chaser’s pitch on a large sheet of copper en repoussé. Such work 
is normally not very fine or demanding and most of the people who do it 
work to order from wholesalers on a piece rate. The young man is working 
with two colleagues (fig. 263), not in the traditional artistic district of Oku 
Bahal, but in Patan-Sandhara.

Fig. 376: A pattern sketch 
drawn by the repoussé art-
ist Kuber Singh Shakya from 
Patan (c. 1881–1957). Pad-
masambhava is depicted in 
clear, assured lines. It is a 
pre-study for a large, chased, 
gilded copper piece for the 
monastery of Khargo Cho ling 
Gonpa in Nubri (Nepal, on the 
Tibetan border).
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Given the great quantity of old chasing work on statues and 
in temples, there were probably many more repoussé artists 
in historical times than there are today. Kuber Singh Shakya 
from Patan (born around 1881, † 1957)631 was a particularly well-
known representative of his guild. He learnt his craft from his 
father Bhima Narasimha († 1931) and created very many, in-
cluding some very large, chased copper sheet, fire-gilded im-
ages of deities. They can be found in the whole of the Kath-
mandu valley, in Hindu shrines too. The artist’s drafts that 
have survived (fig. 376) are nearly as masterful as the works 
in metal themselves632. The silver doors of the temple of Pa-
shupatinath in Kathmandu (fig. 7), which were made by him, 
are particularly well known. But Kuber Singh Shakya also ex-
ecuted orders for Ladakh and Bhutan, which were provision-
ally assembled in his domestic workshop but then taken apart 
to be definitively assembled and riveted at their final destina-
tion.

The range of sheet metal forming and artistry among repoussé 
workers is immense. Some tend to produce flatter sheet metal 
objects with simpler relief patterns (fig. 377), others are ex-
perts in the production of three-dimensional and heavily or-
namented objects for daily or ritual use (fig. 387), and the real 
artists make ritual objects and representations of deities with 
an overwhelming abundance of decoration (figs. 409; 420). As 
we have seen above, they have in common the processing of 
ductile sheet metal into sculptural forms with relief decora-
tion.

For this reason I would like to distinguish between two 
groups of repoussé artisans in the following sections and 
within the framework of my workshop visits: on the one hand 
the Tamrakar who produce the simpler objects for daily use, 
and on the other the Shakya who can look back on a long tra-
dition and high-quality standards. Both communities produce 
religious objects, even though they are of different artistic 
qualities. Both are Newar, but among the Tamrakar there are 
Buddhists as well as Hindus, whereas the Shakya are, gener-
ally speaking, Buddhists633.

My first workshop visit in 2013 was to a craftsman of the 
first category.

In the family workshop of a Tamrakar 
repoussé artist

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 378 
Source of information: Ragendra 
Tamrkar, one of my informants 
on chasing and relief decoration 
(in repoussé) of objects made of 
copper and brass (30.09.2013).

I find Ragendra through his brother Birendra Prasad Tam-
rkar, who looks after the family shop on the ground floor. I had 
been attracted to this shop by the good quality of chasing work 
on the objects on display (fig. 359). Like so many craftsmen in 
family businesses in Patan, he has set up a little workshop in a 
room in the living quarters of the building. Here too beautiful 
products are created, in a modest, technically almost spartan 
establishment: there is a thin cushion for sitting on the floor, 
long anvils made of hardwood (fig. 384) and steel lie flat on the 
floor, as do wood and steel hammers and, in the way of spe-
cific tools for a repoussé artist, a set consisting of a good dozen 
punches (similar to fig. 483), a “chasing cushion” made of lead 
or pewter (fig. 379) and at least one stable board which is cov-
ered in chaser’s pitch (fig. 380).

Ragendra Tamrkar works with soft copper as well as with 
the harder brass. He acquires the metal sheets from the spe-
cialist shops in the district (fig. 515). He punches all kinds of 
patterns into these sheets; the copper is worked on a base 
of chaser’s pitch634 (fig. 380) and the brass objects are made 
somewhat more roughly on the steel anvil (fig. 511).

Ragendra’s anvil is clearly a converted piece of machin-
ery made of good steel: it is relatively narrow, just under 40 cm 
long and has a very smoothly polished surface (fig. 381). The 
steel block has apparently been converted from an old spare 
part into an anvil. Because he needs both hands for chasing, 
one for the hammer and one for the punch, he holds the pieces 
onto the anvil with his big toe (fig. 382).

631 Slusser 1998; Slusser / Giambrone 2001; Lo Bue 2002, 122–126.
632 Slusser et al. 1999, figs. 8–11; Slusser / Giambrone 2001, figs. 11 and 

17–21.
633 Mukherjee 1978, 3 (Tamrakar are Hindus, among other things 

specialising in “copper ritual vessels used by Tibetans”).
634 For the composition of the chaser’s pitch see above, note 607.
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Fig. 379: A small lead “chasing cushion” (tin would also be possible but 
lead is much cheaper). It serves as a base when chasing hard metals 
which often need turning and changing over. The imprints show that 
mainly grooves have been embossed in brass plates lying on this lead 
base (fig. 383).

Fig. 380: A relatively flat, round repoussé piece of work (a mandala) 
in Patan, “stuck” to a thick round layer of chaser’s pitch (similar to 
fig. 364). The pitch is a mixture of brick powder and the resin of the 
sal tree (see note 607). In its hot state, it must be very sticky, and when 
cooled down, relatively hard. During the chasing process (fig. 377) only 
the pitch directly under the metal being struck by the punch may give 
a little, stroke by stroke and step by step, without the metal tearing  
(detail fig. 386).

Fig. 381: An approximately 3 cm thick steel plate lies on a block of 
wood directly on an old carpet on the workshop floor “to cushion” the 
countless blows from the hammer. The two hollows in the forefront 
are there to “hollow out” the metal sheets, i. e. to function as dies. The 
anvil and chasing hammer must be well cared for: every scratch would 
leave a trace on the pieces of work, so all tools must always be polished 
smooth.

Fig. 382: A phenomenon seen in many parts of the world: craftsmen 
who traditionally carry out their work on the floor of the workshop do 
not use a vice; rather they use their feet as “third and fourth hands”. 
Ragendra Tamrkar holds down a piece of brass on the anvil with his big 
toe while carrying out the punching work on it.
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Fig. 383: Chasing a piece of brass with a punch on a lead base. For rela-
tively small, thick pieces of metal “a lead cushion” is preferred because 
fixing in chaser’s pitch (analogue to fig. 380) would be too fiddly.

Fig. 384: Ragendra Tamrkar is straightening a piece of brass which 
became a little warped during the punching process (fig. 383), with a 
“hammer” in the form of a hard lump of wood. This is heavy enough 
and does not make any dents or scratches on the piece of work as a 
steel hammer would.

Fig. 385: A guiding line is engraved parallel to the edge of a small dec-
orative relief on a metal sheet with a marking burin with an angled 
tip. So that the sharp metal edge does not injure the craftsman, he has 
stuck the burin trough a small piece of copper sheet.

Fig. 386: What in many countries is engraved in patterns with a burin 
is always done by the Newar and Tamrakar chasers with fine, rela-
tively sharp punches (detail from fig. 380). The patterns in this round 
mandala (see figs. 417 and 418) are not cut into the material with metal 
shavings being carved out, but hammered into the metal the material 
being “displaced” (see close-ups in fig. 160).
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Fig. 387: A very finely chased 
and punched ritual copper jug 
(kalasa in Nepali and Newari, 
bhumba in Tibetan) for conse-
crated water (detail: the aus-
picious emblems, the conch 
[similar to fig. 426,8]). It is 
waiting in Mukti Man Bajra-
charya’s gilding workshop for 
partial gilding and patina-
tion. The relief worked into 
the thin copper sheet is rather 
deep and required several in-
termediate annealings and 
rebedding in chaser’s pitch. 
In the final round the delicate 
grooves and dotted indenta-
tions are made with the small-
est punches.

Fig. 388: The simple punching of hollows with punches with round 
ends (so-called “dapping punches”) can hardly be described as crafts-
manship. This example (detail from fig. 263, front left) belongs the 
bottom end of the quality scale of repoussé work (the other end is illus-
trated in fig. 409 for example).

Fig. 389: A glance inside a repoussé workshop in which prayers wheels 
are almost exclusively made. From the seat of the worker a long thin 
anvil protrudes into the copper cylinder (not visible; see fig. 400), 
which offers the wooden hammer or the punch the required resistance 
to the metal.
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217For the brass work, which is carried out much more roughly 
than the copper work (see below), Ragendra uses around a 
dozen short punches (fig. 383) and the anvil mentioned earlier.

The hammering of patterns into the hard brass sheet-
ing repeatedly causes the smooth edges to become deformed 
(fig. 511). These must be periodically beaten flat again. So that 
they are not covered with imprints from the hammer, a solid 
block of hardwood is used to flatten the edges of the decorative 
platelets (fig. 384).

I notice a nice detail which shows how practical experi-
enced craftsmen are. The square brass platelets are to be sup-
plied with chased, sculpted frames (fig. 383); so that these run 
straight and parallel to the edge, Ragendra draws lines that his 
punches will follow, i. e. he carves fine scoring lines into the 
metal sheets. To ensure that the distance to the edge remains 
at a constant parallel, he uses a “burin” stuck in a little perfo-
rated copper sheet as a spacer, holding it down with his finger 
(fig. 385).

If part of his work on a brass sheet requires a soft under-
lay (e. g. when making a groove with a slightly rounded chisel 
punch, fig. 383), he uses, instead of chaser’s pitch, a “lead cush-
ion”, a round disc of some 12 cm in diameter. The impressions 
from his latest operations can be clearly seen on it (fig. 379).

The actual “repoussé work” on a thin copper sheet, which is 
embedded whilst still warm on a roughly 2 cm thick base of 
chaser’s pitch is carried out quite differently (see above and 
fig. 380). For this work, Ganenda uses the same punches as on 
the anvil but I cannot see any burin in his assortment of tools. 
His works are not only sculpturally formed but also chased 
with decorative punches (stamped). Both the chasing and the 
punching are carried out by beating into the metal and dis-
placing the metal (fig. 386), unlike in the much more common 
engraving in the West, using a burin where the grooves and 
decorations are not hammered in but carved out of the metal. 
Engraving is widespread and is found, among other places, in 
central Asia, the Orient and in the Maghreb (North Africa, see 
above, fig. 158).

In contrast to the extremely complex and finely worked re-
poussé bowl which Ganenda made, and which I was able to 
buy in the family shop (fig. 422, see below), and other chased 
copper works made by other repoussé specialists which I saw 
in the Tamrakar districts around the Mangal Bazaar in Patan 
(fig. 387), during my visit Ganenda is obviously busy with two 
much less artistically demanding orders; these are a series 
depicting the eight auspicious Buddhist emblems on square 
brass plates (fig. 511), presumably part of a wall decoration for 
a monastery, and a somewhat more finely worked copper plate 
with a large repoussé mandala with a punched “engraving” 
(fig. 386). This mandala-type disc clearly shows the difference 
in quality between this simple kind of work and the repoussé 

mandalas from the Shakya workshops (see below, figs. 417 and 
418).

I can observe even simpler repoussé work in the many 
workshops run by the semi-skilled “newcomers” to the metal 
trade in Patan: countless workers in the metalworkers’ dis-
tricts are busy with time-consuming but artistically unde-
manding orders (figs. 263; 370; 388; 389).

In addition to the manifold decorations on various kinds 
of object, let us not forget the omnipresent Buddhist prayer 
wheels: at every temple, every monastery and on every pilgrim 
trail in the whole of the Himalaya region. These cylinders dec-
orated with mantras are spun by the faithful in the belief that 
the prayer or murmured mantra will be carried further by 
the drum as long as it turns. As a rule, the prayer wheels are 
made of cylindrical chased sheet copper into which large writ-
ten characters have been worked in the repoussé technique 
(fig. 389). The so-called fist anvil, which is at least as high as 
the cylinder is deep and which is firmly stuck in the ground 
(fig. 367), is also used here as a “base” on which to work in the 
sublime letters.

In the large enterprise of a Shakya  
repoussé artist

 
 
 
Fig. 390 
Source of information: Rabindra 
Shakya, co-manager of a 
large repoussé workshop (“On 
Metal Arts and Crafts”) in the 
Imadol / Thina district on the 
south-eastern edge of Patan 
(30.03.2015).

The studio

A detailed account of high-quality, discerning repoussé work 
cannot be omitted from the documentation of Newar metal 
craftsmanship. After trying in vain in 2013, Ratna, my most im-
portant source of information and sesame, managed to organ-
ise for me an impressive workshop visit on a second attempt in 
2015. Because of his schedule, Ratna had to delegate the visits 
to his daughter Shristi, who visited two ateliers with me and 
translated my many questions, those of a professional nosey 
parker, all day long. A 25-minute march from the Oku Bahal 
district through chaotic traffic brings us to the relatively new, 
but already somewhat unsightly, district of Imadol. Here Ra-
bindra Shakya has his big and very highly regarded business 
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Fig. 393: A head of the Buddha, some 3 m high, has been chased in copper 
and mounted. The hair has already received the typical blue colouring but it 
is not yet clear which surface treatment the polished face will receive (detail 
above). Presumably the head will soon adorn a colossal statue made of plaster 
of Paris, wood or masonry. A finished stupa stands in the background, already 
partially fire-gilded and painted.

Fig. 391: A glance inside one 
half of Rabindra Shakya’s large 
workshop (see also fig. 394). 
Many big, half-finished orders 
are standing around: a stupa 
plinth, a torso of a Buddha, a 
Buddha on a giant lotus plinth, 
an iron reinforcement for a 
flame aureole, a finished flame 
aureole made from chased 
sheet copper and with a plinth 
(fig. 409), and a complete, but 
not yet gilded, Buddha statue 
(fig. 421).

Fig. 392: “Distinguished visitors from the monastery” are not rare 
guests for wax modellers, casters and repoussé artists (see also 
fig. 287). Every piece ordered is meticulously checked, because not only 
the size, but also the form, the proportions, the gestures, the attributes 
and the expression of the deity have to be correct!
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219where large to giant figures of gods, stupas and the like are 
made from sheets of copper (fig. 391; 392)635. This hammering 
work, the repoussé technique, does not only cover the produc-
tion of giant statues but also the finest chased and punched 
embellishments. Nowhere in the world is this art still so alive 
and of such high artistic standing as in Patan!

Ratna has warned his cousin Rabindra of our visit, we are 
welcome and can photograph as much as we like. At the begin-
ning, however, the boss is engaged with a monk, but later help-
fully provides me with information. The monk is here on be-
half of his monastery which has ordered a copper stupa, later 
to be gilded, and a few other ritual objects. He conscientiously 
checks and inspects (with a measuring tape) the half-finished 
pieces (figs. 287; 392).

I would immediately buy a few smaller pieces, made by Ra-
bindra himself (e. g. fig. 420), because they are made at such 
an exacting level of quality; however these works are not for 
sale but individual orders from monasteries, temples and rich 
Nepalese private clients.

Rabindra Shakya is a grandson of the famous Kuber Singh 
Shakya (see above, fig. 376) and has two brothers who also run 
respected repoussé ateliers. Thanks to this family structure, 
the chances that this high-quality handicraft, whose standard 
has continually been declining since antiquity in Europe, or 
since the Renaissance, will survive in Nepal are good.

Rough hammering on a stake anvil

Rabindra Shakya’s atelier specialises mainly in large format 
statues and stupas made of gilded sheet copper (figs. 252; 393; 
409; 419; 421). They are not cast in solid bronze, either be-
cause they are too large for this method or because it is better 
to chase the many fine decorative elements than to make them 
in the wax-modelling process. In all cases, the starting mate-
rial is a copper sheet (fig. 394). Every new large statue is me-
ticulously planned, just as a new building is planned by an ar-
chitect, and nothing is left to chance or to some spontaneous 
idea a worker may have. The outlines and the embellishments 
of every single element are drawn up on paper on a scale of 1:1 
(fig. 395). Then the copper sheets, which come as large rectan-
gular boards from the rolling mill, must be cut to shape, allow-
ing a little extra (fig. 396).

Now the embossing and chasing of the metal sheet into a 
three-dimensional form can start: either in relief (fig. 394) or 
as part of a rounded sculpture (fig. 397).

None of the relatively large elements of the relief is chis-
elled with punches and in chaser’s pitch, but beaten into shape 
on the anvil (fig. 398). For this purpose, there is a wide range 
of specialist anvils in action. Obviously a whole arsenal of dif-
ferent hammers must also be available (fig. 399). They are all 
designed for single-handed rhythmic use and for that rea-
son they all weigh more or less the same. Only their faces and 

peens are adapted to the forming process on the stake anvil. 
The work surfaces of such embossing hammers for soft cop-
per must always be well polished because every nick and every 
scratch on the tool would be transferred a hundredfold to the 
piece during hammering.

The most specific piece of equipment for the freehand 
chasing of large, relatively thick copper sheets is, however, 
a special tripod pedestal with interchangeable stake anvils 
(fig. 400). Opposite it there is a simple seat on which the ar-
tisan sits while working (fig. 398). The pedestal itself consists 
of a solid wood and steel construction. It has only three legs, 
which gives it stability. A heavy steel ring, for example from 
an old car wreck, is placed on the pedestal to weigh it down. 
A similarly solid iron rod as a central leg, square in section, is 
fixed between the two heavy wooden legs. Its base consists of a 
slightly angled foot (fig. 400, centre) and at the other end it ta-
pers off towards the worker.

Any stake anvil which is appropriate for the task in hand 
can be attached to this “spike”. Its sockets at the other end fit 
exactly onto the tip of the pedestal. Changing tools is a very 
quick process: knock off the old stake anvil with a light stroke 
of the hammer from below on the socket, attach a new one, 
quickly hammer it on tightly – ready to continue work! Hang-
ing on the wall next to the three hammering workplaces de-
scribed here are around three dozen such stake anvils, each 
with a differently shaped, polished working surface (fig. 401).

The intense deformation of the metal brought about by 
the hammering of the decorative reliefs causes metal sheets, 
even though they were once flat, to become wavy and uneven. 
In the case of large pieces of work, such unevenness cannot 
be corrected and flattened with a few hammer blows (fig. 384; 
511), as could be done for small objects. If the intensive ham-
mering has caused the metal to become hard and tense, then 
it may need a gentle intermediate annealing so that the struc-
ture of the metal can recrystallize. For the pieces to stay flat 
while cooling and until they are assembled, they are well 
weighed down on a flat surface (fig. 402).

The more a relief is shaped into a sculptured hollow ves-
sel under countless hammer blows, the greater the amount 
of material not only needs to be thinned out but needs to be 
compressed on the edges of the hollow. Because this is a very 
demanding and time-consuming task (fig. 397), working with 
smaller pieces which are then soldered together is generally 
preferred (fig. 411).

The metal sheets which have now been completely ham-
mered and decorated are only individual elements of a com-
plete piece of work. They now need to be fitted together at the 

635 www.nepaltibethandicraft.com; see the very instructive 3’15”-film 
“Repoussé as Practised by The Newar’s of The Kathmandu Valley”, 
filmed in Rabindra Shakya’s workshop by James Giambrone on: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V5oe5WDpfxA (10.03.2016).
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Fig. 394: In the second half of Rabindra’s workshop (see also fig. 391) there 
are more Buddha statues (fig. 421), a huge head (fig. 393) and several stupas. 
The oval piece of copper in the front is an element of a large sculpture that 
has a simple decoration chased by a hammer on a stake anvil (fig. 400).

Fig. 395: Large sheets of paper also belong in a repoussé workshop in 
which unique pieces of work are produced. A “cutting pattern” is made 
for each piece (= each piece of metal) on which all the embellishments 
are set out. After the master craftsman has determined the propor-
tions and the decoration in this manner, he can leave the execution in 
metal to his skilled workers.

Fig. 396: The pattern for a decoration on a scale of 1:1 on paper and fixed to a 
prepared section of sheet copper ready for the chasing of the relief.

Fig. 397: Round, sculptural forms are especially difficult to chase in metal. 
This hand could not be shaped from one piece of metal either, but is com-
posed of many pieces joined together (see fig. 411).
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Fig. 398: A relief on a flat metal 
sheet is created by “doming”. On 
the one hand very precisely aimed 
strikes of the hammer are crucial 
for the success of this work, and 
on the other, a good feeling for the 
position of the metal on the stake 
anvil (under the metal; fig. 400). 
The peen of the hammer and the 
stake anvil are slightly offset, so 
that with each stroke, the metal 
becomes slightly more “folded”, 
i. e. stretched and displaced. At the 
end of the process (fig. 394), the el-
ement can be integrated into the 
whole statue or welded to it.

Fig. 400: In Rabindra Shakya’s large repoussé workshop there are three 
anvils for chasing and shaping the copper sheets. A hand or stake anvil 
made of hardened steel (fig. 401) is inserted from the left onto the solid 
iron rod in the tripod. The worker with the hammer sits in front of it 
on the left (fig. 398).

Fig. 399: For doming, stretching, planishing and chasing the repoussé sheet 
metal, many different kinds of hammer are needed (fig. 398). Their uni-
form size shows that their application involves one hand only and countless 
blows directly onto the metal. Chiselling hammers, with which the small 
steel punches are struck directly onto the metal surface, are much smaller 
and lighter (fig. 174), whereas the embossing hammers used by the normal 
coppersmiths are much heavier (fig. 361).

Fig. 401: The hammers and small stake anvils are hung up neatly. The  
latter have polished working ends made of steel, whose shape varies greatly: 
sharp and blunt, narrow and broad, flat and rounded, straight and con-
toured.
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Fig. 402: A large flame aureole for a roughly life-size statue of a deity, chased 
from copper metal sheeting in the repoussé technique, is lying on a flat 
steel base. A sketch on the floor and heavy weights ensure that the piece of 
work does not warp after the final annealing and during temporary storage. 
Heavy die blocks normally used for the serial production of decorative ele-
ments (fig. 406) serve as weights.

Fig. 403: Repoussé artists, chasers and goldsmiths (fig. 481) must re-use 
the chasing pitch many times because its components are not cheap. 
Once a sheet of copper or silver has been completely formed and dec-
orated while fixed to the pitch, it is warmed slightly again and freed 
from its viscous base. Both small splinters and larger pieces of material 
are left behind, which is brittle when cold, often revealing details of 
the chasing work (photographed). This “waste” can be re-used almost 
indefinitely: either by melting it down with a soldering torch on the old 
base (fig. 483) or by re-melting in a large vessel (fig. 365).

Fig. 404: The “pile” of aluminium piece moulds shown here, and wait-
ing for the swaging of pieces of statues made from copper sheets, 
mostly belongs to the same figure: in the centre, the back (fig. 405), at 
the back on the right, the breast piece, and around them various ex-
tremities. The aluminium swages serve for the production of a small 
series of half life-size figures of a deity.

Fig. 405: Aluminium piece mould for the back and the shoulders of a small 
statue (see fig. 404). Soft copper sheeting can be hammered with a wooden 
hammer and neatly fitted into this negative made from stable aluminium.  
The negative can then be easily removed again.
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223edges or joined to the neighbouring pieces and then all assem-
bled to form a whole (see below).

Fine chasing with a punch on a pitch bowl

All finer work, which is mostly carried out in thinner cop-
per sheet than that used for the directly hammered pieces, 
must be executed in the classical repoussé technique in vis-
cous chaser’s pitch. In this case, given the particularly intense 
deformation of flat metal sections in relief and even in the 
rounded sculptural elements (examples on figs. 151 and 419), 
the risk of formation of fissures in the metal without embed-
ding it in viscous chaser’s pitch would just be too great!

The preparation of the chaser’s pitch (fig. 365) and the 
chasing work with the punches, hammers and pitch has al-
ready been described under various aspects (figs. 380; 417). In 
the small room in Rabindra’s company in which residual pitch 
is melted down again (fig. 365), hundreds of broken pieces are 
lying on the floor, sometimes still displaying the smashed neg-
ative of the copper sheets (fig. 403).

Other moulding and casting techniques

If several examples of the same figure need to be chased in 
sheet copper many times, then it is advantageous to make 
a set of piece moulds (dies). These are negatives, into which  
the sheet copper can be hammered true to form. For reasons 
of stability – the hammering in and chasing of the copper 
sheets – the dies are now cast in stable aluminium (fig. 404) but 
they used to be carved out of hardwood. Dividing the elements 
into many individual sections (“pieces”) is necessary so that 
later the copper and aluminium parts can easily be separated. 
This chasing of large metal sheets into round sculptural forms 
is thus carried out with accessory negatives in a manner that  
is similar to indirect casting in the lost wax method (p. 47 
fig. 58).

The aluminium matrices are moulded from clay, gyp-
sum or wax prototypes and then cast. In order to later take 
the dome-shaped metal sheets out of the matrices, they must 
not have any undercuts. Therefore the aluminium matrices 
are composed of several so-called piece-moulds. These can be 
perfectly aligned with the help of rounded in-built registra-
tion pins (fig. 405) and after chasing, removed section by sec-
tion from the hammered copper.

In Rabindra’s well-organised company, matrices are also used 
(fig. 406, left) for smaller relief elements made from thinner 
sheet copper (example on fig. 251). Such accessory moulds are 
also called dies or swage blocks. They are made from hard cast 
brass in a complex process and it only makes sense to produce 
them if the matrices can be frequently used to reproduce the 
same pattern. Such chasing accessories can also be employed 

by semi-skilled workers because their use does not require 
any artistic skills.

The work with these serial matrices or swage blocks pro-
ceeds as follows: if multiple copies of certain decorative reliefs 
are to be chased in sheet copper, then the appropriate brass 
matrix is selected (fig. 406, left) and a thin copper sheet, cut 
to shape, is tied to the swage with a short iron wire so that 
the metal cannot slip (fig. 406, centre; 407). Then, using var-
ious punches, the metal is hammered into all the hollows. The 
punches must correspond well to the hollows in terms of form 
and size: if they are too big, the sheet copper will be squashed, 
if they are too small, the relief will not be distinctly copied. 
In Kullu, at the foot of the Himalaya in Himachal Pradesh 
(north-western India), so-called “press plates” – here made 
from gold and silver sheets – are produced from very similar 
hard metal matrices: the thin metal sheets are hammered into 
the hollows, not with punches, but indirectly with an interme-
diate layer of soft pewter636. With this method, the risk of tear-
ing is much lower than when using hard steel tools. Such ma-
trices function in the same way as a blacksmith’s swage.

Rabindra Shakya and his team are repoussé artists and not 
metal casters. However, I discover in their workshop a few 
small cast decorative elements: they are of different animals, 
all about 10 cm long (fig. 408). They were cast by an external 
metal-casting company. Although they are still thin, they are 
markedly thicker and more solid than chased figures of this 
size. They are intended be cut out and mounted on a large re-
poussé work637. It only makes sense to use such separately cast 
animals rather than chased pieces if a whole series is going to 
be mounted on a large sculpture. As a rule, however, the pretty 
little elephants on Rabindra’s works of art are individually 
chased in sheet metal and not cast (figs. 409 and 421).

Assembly

A splendid, large figure of a deity with a plinth and a lavishly 
decorated aura has been put together from countless individ-
ual pieces (fig. 409). The joining techniques of earlier days – 
riveting and soft soldering – were so unstable that there was al-
ways the risk of a statue falling apart during transport. Hence, 
in the past, the repoussé artists would provisionally assemble 
the statues in their workshops to make sure that everything 
fitted together perfectly, but then they would transport the 
statue in individual sections to the customer or to the mon-
astery, where it would be definitively riveted and soldered to-
gether (p. 209).

Thanks to modern welding technology and blowtorches 

636 Hingorani 2013, 61 figs. 3.54–3.60.
637 The combination of chased and cast individual sections, e. g. torso 

and hands has been practised for centuries (see above, note 628).
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Fig. 406: Driving the copper sheets in a swage: if many individual pieces of a recurring decorative element are required, 
then making them individually in chaser’s pitch is very time-consuming (see fig. 265, front right). It can be worthwhile to 
have a swage, i. e. a solid negative cast in hard brass, in which many thin copper sheets can then be shaped . . .

Fig. 407: . . . These copper sheets are being fixed to the swages with wire.  
On an anvil (under the swage) and with chasing tools (at the upper edge of 
the picture), the copper sections are then gently hammered into the relief 
indentations and hollows without risking any tearing of the copper.

Fig. 408: Individually cast pieces can also be integrated into a repoussé piece 
of work instead of chased parts. Two little elephants, both about 10 cm long 
and walking in opposite directions, have been cast in thin brass or copper 
(reverse sides in the photograph below). They still need to be cut out and 
mounted on the figure.
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Fig. 409: The plinth and background “nimbus” or aureole for a cast or 
chased statue of a deity in Rabindra Shakya’s workshop, here shown not yet 
assembled (see fig. 421). The whole construction is made of individual cop-
per plates in relief, each decorated to a varying extent in repoussé, which 
are fixed to an internal frame of welded iron rods for reasons of stability 
(details: figs. 251 and 419).

Fig. 410: The individual lotus flower elements chased in copper sheet have 
been attached to the front of a giant throne of a god using a blowtorch and 
brass solder. The copious brass solder used ensures a high level of stability 
but does not look attractive. It will no longer be visible after fire-gilding the 
giant statue.

Fig. 411: Intricate pieces require even more “puzzle work” than large parts 
of the body. The hand of a Buddha much larger than life-size would involve 
much work if it were to be chased out of a single piece, as it used to be done. 
It is therefore welded together from many individual parts, as can be seen 
in the yellow brass solder joints between the copper parts.
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(fig. 410). Today this work can be carried out much more 
quickly and with much greater stability than in former times 
when the methods of soldering over hot charcoal or a flame 
and soldering pipe were employed. It is no wonder then that 
today many smaller parts are hammered and welded together 
instead of chasing one large sculpted part. A larger than life 
hand of a Buddha provides such an example: it is composed of 
ten halves of fingers and two sides of the metacarpals (fig. 411).

The fact that the metal sheets are copper red and the 
welded joints are a shiny brass colour does not matter because 
such complex pieces of work are usually fire-gilded to finish 
with (fig. 410).

Case studies: repoussé works

Selected examples

It is worth presenting both new and historical examples of the 
repoussé technique, which was and still is being executed and 
cultivated at the highest level in Nepal, in the form of a col-
lection of pictures. The following figures have been compiled 
with this in mind (supplemented by other examples spread 
throughout the text: figs. 6; 186; 187; 362; 422).

Historical repoussé examples 

– Fig. 412: cast Buddha statue from the seventeenth or 
eighteenth century with a nimbus (halo) made of sheet 
copper chased en repoussé, painted red and partially 
gilded. On the nimbus there are five sitting Buddhas dis-
tributed among the flower and tendril pattern (Patan Mu-
seum).

– Fig. 413: panels of deities on the back of the Hindu-Bud-
dhist Janabahal or Seto Machendranath temple in Kath-
mandu, built in around the sixteenth / seventeenth cen-
tury (the decorations may also come from the renovation 
of the nineteenth century).

– Fig. 414: detail of a door spandrel also on the Janabahal or 
Seto Machendranath temple in Kathmandu.

Contemporary repoussé examples of “normal” quality

– Fig. 415: one of the eight Buddhist auspicious emblems: 
the conch or seashell (see fig. 426). Part of a carefully 
worked commissioned piece, made in a small chasing 
workshop in the Sandhara district of Patan.

– Fig. 416: section of another piece of work, also from Sand-
hara: detail of the left half of a flame aureole (halo), ap-
proximately 90 cm high. The patterns have been rel-

atively roughly embossed; a fine stamped decoration 
is missing (unlike in fig. 419 for example). In the fore-
ground, the black chaser’s pitch.

– Fig. 417: a mandala in progress (with detail below), still 
embedded in the chaser’s pitch. Work carried out by 
Chakra Jyoti Shakya (fig. 272).

– Fig. 418: a finished mandala (with detail below), in the 
museum shop on Durbar Square in Patan.
The repoussé covered bowl extensively described below 

should also be mentioned here (fig. 422).

Contemporary repoussé masterpieces 

– Fig. 419: section of a halo (a section of fig. 409), intended 
for a roughly life-size statue of a divinity (Rabindra Shak-
ya’s workshop [fig. 390]).

– Fig. 420: Vajrapani or Mahākāla, a piece of work by Ra-
bindra Shakya, approximately life-size.

– Fig. 421: in Rabindra Shakya’s workshop: a 4-m-high Bud-
dha statue, shortly before fire-gilding and delivery to the 
client.

Repoussé bowl with the eight glorious  
Buddhist emblems

The object and its method of production

The already mentioned repoussé covered bowl (figs. 422 and 
426 [details: figs. 160,A; 423–425) weighs 780g in total. The two 
parts are, however, chased in metal sheet of differing thick-
nesses. The bowl is made of a thin brass sheet with a thickness 
of 1.0 mm and weighing 616 g. The lid is only 0.5 mm thick, its 
weight being only 164 g. The bowl itself is exceptional in that 
it is made of three parts: a round, undecorated base sheet and 
two joined wall sections, one extending over 80 mm and the 
other 590 mm. Together they give the bowl a circumference of 
670 mm and at the widest point a vessel diameter of 218 mm. 
In order to cut out the conical casing of the vessel it had to be 
processed in a trapezoidal or curved form638. The seams of the 
three parts are dovetailed, hammered and soldered639, but 
only carefully smoothed down in the decorated parts (fig. 423). 
The seam between the base and the wall is dovetailed, soldered 
and well hammered in eight evenly spread places so that they 
are only just visible both internally and externally (fig. 424). 
On the inside, the solder is partly sanded down and has the 

638 See also Rauber-Schweizer 1976, 123 f. (with sketch).
639 This process is described by Höfer 1976, 386; Dagyab 1977, 47; 

Mukherjee 1978, 188 (Jagdalpur, India), 229 (Pembarthi), 270 (Ram-
shaypet) and 306 (Bali Dewanganj); Slusser et al. 1999, 216 and 219 
figs. 6; 23–25; 29.
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Fig. 412: The “nimbus” or aureole, a ring of light or flames, and a halo in Christian art, surrounds the head of a  
medium-sized Buddha statue in Patan Museum, dated to the seventeenth / eighteenth century. Whilst the statue is 
hollow cast, the nimbus has been chased in copper sheet and then fire-gilded and painted.
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Fig. 413: The Jana Baha or Seto Machendranath Temple in the centre of Kathmandu is visited by both Hindus and  
Buddhists. The walls are covered with a wealth of fire-gilded religious representations, mostly in repoussé technique  
(a further detail of the same temple is illustrated in fig. 414). The temple decoration was probably installed in the  
seventeenth century on the occasion of restoration work.
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Fig. 414: A further example of the ubiquitous presence of the fine art of repoussé on temples. Here gilded hinge plates in the 
Jana Baha Temple in Kathmandu are illustrated (see also fig. 413). 

Fig. 415: Many works, in part as exactly and as carefully executed as those 
produced by the long-established Shakya families, have emerged from the 
many non-Newar chasing workshops in Patan (picture: conch or seashell). 
However, the newcomers to the trade usually do not have a religious Bud-
dhist background and the craftsmen produce serial pieces to fulfil orders 
from dealers and wholesalers. That this production is partly carried out 
and paid for in a piecework system is clearly far removed from the contem-
plative creation of images of deities by the real artists who make statues for 
monasteries and temples.

Fig. 416: A half-finished, relatively roughly worked copper sheet fixed 
to black chaser’s pitch (below). The raised shape on the left was com-
pleted during the first fixing session (here, from below) and the further 
relief elements are still being worked on. The contours of the deco-
ration which have been hammered with a slightly rounded chiselling 
punch are clearly visible (detail from fig. 263, centre).
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Fig. 417: A round mandala prepared by Chakra Jyoti Shakya still in progress (2015). A cut out, hot, round copper sheet has 
been placed on a base of chaser’s pitch to be worked into a relief using various steel punches struck by countless accurately 
placed hammer blows (see fig. 418). The higher the domes and hollows become, the more frequently the metal must be  
separated from the pitch, cleaned, annealed and put back into the pitch in the opposite way. The detail below is of a roughly 
pre-punched edge pattern which will be worked more finely in subsequent steps.
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Fig. 418: Today certain repoussé artists in Patan still work very carefully with an admirable degree of patience and 
meticulousness. Many weeks of work have been invested in this mandala (see fig. 417). It depicts, arranged on all four 
points of the compass, the emblem of the two hinds with the golden wheel of teaching (dharma) (detail below) and in 
the middle the eight Buddhist auspicious emblems. Diameter: c. 50 cm.
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Fig. 419: A repoussé piece which 
took many hours of work in Ra-
bindra Shakya’s workshop, made 
of a large, elaborately chased 
base and with many applied at-
tributes and decorative elements. 
The uppermost section of the au-
reole shows the winged Garuda, 
Vishnu’s mount, worshipped by 
Hindus and Buddhists alike. The 
piece is intended for an approx-
imately life-size statue of a deity 
(fig. 409) and fire-gilding and  
delivery to the customer are im-
minent.

Fig. 420: One of Rabindra Shakya’s masterpieces of a wrathful guardian of Dharma-Vajrapani (the vajra carrier)  
or Mahākāla (the black guardian). The three eyes, bared teeth, the flaming hair and the crown are typical for this 
divinity. An exquisite contemporary piece of repoussé work, made from a piece of copper sheet in many months 
of work. Height: c. 30 cm.
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Fig. 421: A chased work, finished but not gilded, in Rabindra Shakya’s workshop: a larger than life-size sitting Buddha 
sitting in front of a very highly decorated aureole (see fig. 409). The red and black contours painted on the face are pro-
visional and will, like the yellow patch of brass on the end of the nose (detail below), disappear in the course of gilding. 
The work took over a year to complete and is around 4 m high!
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Fig. 422: Case study of a re-
poussé bowl: a chased brass 
bowl with a lid, decorated 
with the eight Buddhist aus-
picious emblems (technical 
details in figs. 423 and 424; 
decoration illustrated in 
fig. 426). Weight: 780 g; di-
ameter: 218 mm; height: (in-
cluding the knob on the lid): 
173 mm; analysis: table 8, 
Patan18–19.
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Fig. 423: Two details from the “case study of a repoussé bowl”. – Above: 
the rim with a vertical joint (with the lid taken off) showing the rough 
soldering of two parts of the vessel wall and the careful chasing and 
chiselling work (detail: 50 mm wide). – Below: the second vertical joint 
is also clearly visible even after chiselling (detail: 50 mm wide).

Fig. 424: Detail from the “case study of a repoussé bowl”: the base (below) 
at the intersection with the wall (above). At the top the vertical joint of the 
soldered and hammered walls of the vessel, which were subsequently dec-
orated in the repoussé technique, is visible (right at the top), as is the perma-
nent joint between adjacent metal plates executed with delicate dovetailing 
(centre of the picture) and soldering (horizontal joint) (detail: 47 mm wide).

Fig. 425: Detail from the “case study of a repoussé bowl”: the underside of 
the lid with the knob attached via a washer (above) and the back of the relief 
in repoussé work. The dark indentations come from the punches which first 
struck the metal sheet for the lid set in pitch from behind (from below),  
and only then was the lid fixed in the pitch on the underside so that the out-
side of the lid could receive its final chased finish (from above; fig. 422, top; 
detail: 95 mm wide).
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Fig. 426: The eight auspicious emblems (for in-
terpretation, see text) are widespread in the Bud-
dhist world of imagery (examples in figs. 387; 511; 
520). The representations are like the “icons” or 
logos of our time, connected to meanings which 
are more or less known to everyone. However, 
the representational details and style vary a great 
deal, as demonstrated by the two sequences on 
the left and in the middle, and by the details of 
our “case study: repoussé bowl” (fig. 422) on the 
right (details: each 60 mm high).

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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237appearance of copper (not analysed). The lid, apart from the 
knob, is chased from a single piece.

It fits exactly onto the 12-mm-high smooth rim of the 
bowl and the surface is completely decorated (figs. 422, top; 
425). On the lid, there is a hollow chased brass knob attached 
to its centre. The mounting is achieved by means of an 8-mm-
wide hole in the lid through which the lower end of the knob 
is passed and crimped over a solid washer with a diameter of 
18 mm (fig. 425, top). The vessel is 115 mm tall, or 168 mm with 
the lid and knob.

The lidded bowl was produced in the following steps: the 
three raw metal sheets of the bowls itself were cut to shape 
(one round, two rectangular), hammered into a circular shape 
and joined together by soldering and hammering. That the 
wall of the vessel is composed of one long and one short piece 
could be caused by the craftsman not having a piece available 
that was long enough for the whole circumference. Then the 
eight bulges for the auspicious emblems and the two narrow 
encircling ridges were hammered into the metal. Similarly, 
the piece of metal already cut into a round shape for the lid 
then acquired its hammered profile. The 14 small bumps on 
which the flower pattern was later punched were also ham-
mered into the metal in advance.

After hammering into a three-dimensional shape, the 
bowl and its lid were still smooth and undecorated. Only then 
was the metal embedded in the chaser’s pitch and first the un-
derside of the metal was punched in the repoussé technique. 
Most of the decoration appears only to have been punched in 
from the outside and to have been contoured because the in-
side does not display any punch marks. It is different for the 
eight auspicious emblems on the bowl and the outer tendril 
frieze on the lid: here sharp punch marks on the inner side 
show that the outside was embedded first, the embossing was 
roughly executed from the inside and then, after “rebedding”, 
the whole repoussé finish was carried out from the outside. It 
was not absolutely necessary to carry out this work straight 
away on the flat strips of metal, although it would have been 
easier to handle the hammer and punch on “open” strips than 
inside the narrow vessel.

Whilst blunt, rounded punches were still used for the 
first round of punching and rough chasing of the small rises 
in the decoration (figs. 388; 425), the craftsman subsequently 
worked very finely on the outside, using several sharp punches 
and steel stamps (similar to figs. 171 and 507), as I have already 
described on my visit to Ganenda Prasad Tamrkar’s workshop 
(figs. 378–389). This was also carried out in several stages: first 
the actual repoussé work was carried out by deformation, in 
that the punching penetrated the metal at specific points in 
the soft chaser’s pitch underneath. For this purpose, chas-
ing punches with very rounded, highly polished tips are used 
(fig. 484, bottom), which do not cause the thin metal to tear.

A futher stage of the work consists of the subsequent ham-

mering in of the finest, surface-covering pattern in the shal-
low hollows (visible for example in figs. 159 and 423). This is 
done with so-called matrix punches or matt die stamps and is, 
strictly speaking, also a process that deforms the material. The 
third stage of work, however finely executed, is also punched: 
the thin decorative grooves on the rises in the decoration are 
gently hammered with very fine steel stamps (close-up photo 
fig. 160,A). Finally, all the repoussé pieces are pickled in a weak 
acid, cleaned (see also fig. 202) and polished.

Decoration and symbolism

Eight bulges have been hammered into the walls of the vessel. 
They show the eight auspicious Buddhist emblems (symbols 
of happiness or ashtamangala) in a very fine repoussé tech-
nique (fig. 426, right). Ratna confirmed to me the high quality 
of craftsmanship of the item I purchased and explained the 
eight symbols and their meaning640 (listed here in the classi-
cal Nepalese order):
1. Endless knot (pas in Nepali, shrivasta in Sanskrit; 

fig. 426,1): symbolises the eternal wisdom of Buddha, 
continuity and endless cycle of rebirths.

2. Lotus flower (puspa in Nepali, padma in Sanskrit; 
fig. 426,2): symbol of the pure, divine origin and harmoni-
ous unfolding of the spirit.

3. Standard / victory banner (dhwanga in Nepali, dhvaja 
in Sanskrit; fig. 426,3), erected on the summit of Mount 
Meru (mythological home of the gods): centre of the Bud-
dhist universe, and emblem of Buddha’s victory over ig-
norance.

4. Wheel (cakra in Nepali, chakra in Sanskrit; fig. 426,4): 
leads to perfection; the wheel’s hub stands for discipline, 
which the spirit gives; its eight spokes symbolise the 
eight-fold path and the practice of wisdom with respect 
to truth.

5. Holy water vessel / vase of treasure (kalasha in Nepali, 
kalasa in Sanskrit; fig. 426,5; compare with fig. 387): 
stands for the fulfilment of spiritual and material desires 
and symbolises a long life and wellbeing.

6. A pair of fishes (male and female; matsya in Nepali, su-
varnamatsya in Sanskrit; fig. 426,6): symbol of the re-
lease of the spirit, fertility, good fortune and wealth.

7. White parasol / ceremonial umbrella (chhatri in Nepali, 
chatra in Sanskrit; fig. 426,7): keeps evil desires at bay.

640 On the eight auspicious emblems (symbols of happiness): Gor-
don 1939, 8 (fig. p. 9 = our fig. 426, left); Dagyab 1977, 41, fig. 32; 
Jackson / Jackson 1984, 151; Michaels 1985 / 86, fig. 21,a (layout 
in squares ); Rinpoche 1987, 62 f.; Beer 1999, 171–187 pl. 81 (= our 
fig. 426, centre); Beer 2003, 17–35 (with illustration); Manshardt 
2006. – Newari names according to Ratna Jyoti Shakya (2015); 
Sanskrit names according to Beer 1999, 173 ff.
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238 8. White conch / seashell (sankha in Nepali, shankha in San-
skrit; fig. 426,8; see also fig. 415): stands for power and in-
dependence, and symbolises the fame of Buddha’s teach-
ings (which the sound of the conch spreads in all direc-
tions).

The zones between the eight auspicious emblems and the fine 
ridges above and below contain a somewhat more roughly 
worked tendril pattern. The outer encircling tendril frieze and 
14 small elevations on the lid are a little finer and more sculp-
turally decorated. The purely functional knob is smooth.

These eight auspicious Buddhist emblems are still omni-
present today in Nepal and in the Himalaya region. They are 
found carved on the doors of houses, punched in the deco-
ration of everyday articles, chased on silver travel shrines 
(fig. 373) and decorative brass plates (fig. 511), and so on.

Metal analyses

Markus Helfert has analysed the object in two places, on the 
underside of the bowl and on the inside of the lid (see below, 
table 8, Patan18+19). The parts are made of the same brass al-
loy containing around 34 % zinc. This corresponds roughly 
to the traditional Nepalese alloy, known as dhalot (see below, 
note 713). These alloys, which are also used in Nepal for statue 
casting, are – especially when hot – easy to work in thin metal 
sheets or chase into a sculptural form641. However, if cold 
forged, such a highly-alloyed brass easily becomes fissured 
and therefore requires a very high level of skill.

It is striking that traces of very many further elements are 
present: in total, thirteen different metals are detectable in 
the covered bowl! In contrast to the bowl, the metals arsenic, 
silver and strontium with values of around 1 % are present in 
much greater quantities in the lid; the reverse is true for nickel 
and silicon (Si). The other traces of elements make up 1.8 % of 
the bowl and as much as 4.2 % of the lid.

The many auxiliary elements present in relatively high 
proportions in this covered bowl provide a clear contrast to 
the composition of a modern industrial brass: the latter con-
tains, apart from the two main components copper and zinc, 
only two or three further detectable metals in very small quan-
tities regarded as “impurities”. These foreign elements make 
up only a few thousandths of a modern alloy; only silicon (Si) 
varies occasionally to a greater extent. All this indicates that 
the repoussé bowl is probably not a very new piece, but rather, 
as was often the case in earlier days, chased from recycled 
metal. During the recycling processes many different “impuri-
ties” can get into an alloy, because the old metal that is mixed 
in is heterogeneous (fig. 521, right) and its composition un-
known642.

Making singing bowls

Everyone in the Western alternative medicine and medita-
tion scenes talks about Asian singing bowls and they are om-
nipresent in the relevant shops; yet very little is known about 
their provenance and original function. They seem to have 
originally been used in Tibetan monasteries for the puja (a 
Buddhist ritual), for meditation and for healing purposes643. 
Ratna, however, explains to me that the bowls which are now-
adays called singing bowls were originally produced and used 
for the consumption of rice and beer. Apparently they were 
made of tin bronze – which is not very widespread today – be-
cause of its neutral taste, and hence it was commonly used as 
tableware. Country folks used to sell such used tin bronze ta-
bleware in Kathmandu for good money. The bowls are, and 
were, produced in wide areas of Nepal, for example in Chain-
pur, Bhojpur, Taplejung and Atam.

The hammered singing bowls which are well-known today 
nevertheless have antecedents which go back to the third and 
second centuries BC. In Thailand, examples have been found 
whose form (hemispherical), profile (thin walled with a thick-
ened edge), method of production (hot chased and quenched) 
and alloy (tin bronze with c. 23 % Sn) are very similar to mod-
ern singing bowls644. Thin-walled bronze bowls dating from 
the third to second centuries BC from Taxila in Pakistan, con-
taining 21.6 % tin, as well as two bowls dated to the twelfth to 
fourteenth century AD from Korea, containing around 20 % 
tin645, to name but a few examples, also belong to these his-
torical ancestors. Whether all these early pieces were used as 
normal household tableware, as musical instruments or in rit-
uals is naturally unknown.

The singing bowls are traditionally produced by ham-
mering round blanks heated to a faintly glowing state. This is 
because of the very high tin content necessary for giving the 
bowls their beautiful sound (see below p. 250). “Warm forging” 
(used because of the brittle alloy), embossing the round blanks 

641 Bhowmik 1964, 395.
642 Lo Bue 1981b, 80, even notes that because scrap metal is used, 

the “casting of different parts . . . made only a few days apart in 
the same workshop may give significantly different results in the 
composition of the alloy”.

643 Jansen 2005, 5 f.; 23–33 (Many thanks to Ruth Mattmüller for this 
reference).

644 Rajpitak / Seeley 1979.
645 Thailand: Rajpitak / Seeley 1979. – Pakistan: Marshall 1951, vol. 

2, 590; vol. 3, pl. 174,276–278 (profiles in part quite similar to the 
singing bowls, with thicker rims). – Korea: Coghlan 1951, 103–111 
fig. 21, pl. 7 (“small and large Korai bowls”; with thin rims).
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239with several hammers and the working of several pieces in a 
pile are all techniques that are particularly widespread in In-
dia646.

Because of the high level of demand from the West, sing-
ing bowls are produced today in various classes of quality, al-
loys and techniques; they are made in several locations in In-
dia, Nepal, China and other centres too. Apart from the tradi-
tional warm forging method mentioned (see below, figs. 453–
461), singing bowls are also solid cast and turned from the 
raw cast, or pressed from thick round blank metal discs, also 
turned on a lathe, i. e. pressed with substantial force on a 
fast-rotating wooden hemisphere.

Workshop visit to a singing-bowl 
foundry in Thimi

 
 
Fig. 427 
Source of information: Sujeet 
Shrestha, from Thimi, manages 
the small sandcasting company 
“Shrestha Metal Udhyog” 
with around six employees 
(29.03.2015). Every day several 
dozen singing bowls are cast, 
turned and polished in the little 
factory.

I have been pestering Ratna for a long time because I wish to 
visit a company that produces singing bowls. He takes me to a 
large singing bowl shop for tourists in the centre of Patan. The 
affable boss is called Pradeep Lamsal and agrees to drive the 
next day around 10 kilometres to Thimi where his singing bowl 
“factory” is located. Whether “his factory” is just his most im-
portant supplier or his personal property remains to be seen. 
In Thimi we shall encounter a singing bowl foundry647, but not 
a workshop in which singing bowls are laboriously hammered 
by hand (see below, p. 245 f., figs. 453–461).

The next day we drive in Ratna’s car through the chaotic 
traffic to Thimi. After much searching and detours we find 
the singing bowl “factory”: a simple house and a large corru-
gated iron shed (fig. 428)! The local manager, Sujeet Shrestha, 
is open and very helpful. His five to six workers, mostly Indian 
(!), are poor souls: they work hard, partly next to the hot cruci-
ble kiln and all is dust, nothing but dust, dust, dust. That is the 
negative side of sand casting, from which many a caster has 
succumbed to lung cancer. We can look around, ask questions 
and take photographs as we like.

Material analyses

Sujeet Shrestha even gives me three metal samples to take 
back for analysis in Switzerland and I buy a pretty, undeco-
rated bowl for 16 US dollars, made of an “expensive” tin bronze 
alloy, supposedly containing 28 % tin and which rings with a 
clear sound that carries unbelievably far.

To make it clear from the outset, depending on the de-
sired tonal colour, the cast bowls are made either of cheap 
brass containing around 33 % zinc (table 2, bowls I  /  J = ta-
ble 8, Thimi02 / 03 / 04) or of more expensive, but much better 
and longer sounding, bell bronze containing around 24 % tin 
(table 2, bowl H = table 8, Thimi01 / 05). Even in this most ex-
pensive quality, with a tin content of supposedly 28 %, “econo-
mies” were made on the amount of tin used.

Preparing the sand moulds

The company “Shrestha Metal Udhyog” is divided into the ac-
tual foundry (fig. 428), a workshop with a lathe or a polishing 
machine (figs. 162 and 446) and a storeroom for the finished 
products (fig. 451). At least two people work in the foundry: 
one fills and stuffs the moulding boxes with sand and casts 
the blanks and the other removes the excess metal from the 
freshly cast bowls and prepares the sand.

So that casts with a fine surface are produced, the positive 
model must be pressed as precisely as possible and free from 
unwanted particles into the casting sand. The most important 
aspect is, however, the consistent fineness of the moulding 
sand. To ensure this, the sand, which has become black from 
being used over a long period, is repeatedly reprocessed, the 
moisture content checked (fig. 429) and finely sieved (fig. 430; 
see above, fig. 311).

The sheet iron moulding boxes are kept on a frame 
(fig. 431). Two smaller singing bowls are cast at a time in one of 
these oval moulds. The moulding boxes consist of a lower part 

646 Mukherjee 1978, 208 f. fig. p. 211 (very difficult hammering carried 
out by many men wielding large hammers); 311 ff. (hammering of 
several half-finished pieces in piles, also carried out by many ham-
merers) ; 329 (hammering of solid, truncated cone-shaped casting 
blanks of 5–9 cm in diameter and 3.8 cm thick into bowls of 41 cm 
in diameter; up to five persons hammer the warm blanks in turn, 
in a rhythmical beat); 348 f. fig. p. 349 (three blanks in a pile ham-
mered at one time, annealed; final product 36 cm in diameter); 352 
(first hammered out individually, then in piles of up to 17 small or 
4–5 large blanks; depending on the size of the bowls, 3–4 hammer-
ers are at work ); 364 f. (first hammering on a stone anvil; 4 ham-
merers; 39 × intermediate annealings); 423 f. fig. p. 424 (alloy with 
27 % Sn; 3 hammerers); Srinivasan 1994; Pillai et al. 2006, 848–853 
figs. 5–7.

647 On this process, see also the following videos: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=DnzW8EK2HHg (Kathmandu, 2011); and 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=obPkx3ri47Q (Nepal, c. 2014) 
(accessed on 29.05.2015).
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Fig. 428: Sujeet Shrestha’s large singing bowl casting hall in Thimi. 
From the left: a stock of charcoal, large spare crucibles, bellows and 
a clay melting furnace (fig. 437); to the right of that, a caster making a 
mould (fig. 435) in the middle of a pile of casting sand (fig. 430); to the 
rear on the right, his colleague removing a casting funnel (fig. 444); 
and on the right, right at the back, a set of shelves with the sheet iron 
moulding boxes (fig. 431).

Fig. 429: The moulding sand must be frequently sieved and cleaned to 
ensure that the casts are successful (fig. 430): a loose consistency, no 
foreign bodies, a high enough proportion of clay (as a binder), optimum 
grain size and moisture level are required.

Fig. 430: Dust, drops of metal, bits of clay etc. always collect in the 
moulding sand, which would make a precise moulding of the cast-
ing model impossible. Therefore it is frequently sieved through a fine 
mesh and cleaned. Its black colour also shows that casting sand can  
be used for a very long time. Fig. 431: Depending on the size and profile of the singing bowls, two 

or three-part moulding boxes of varying dimensions are needed. 
Those that are not being used for the current series are kept on a set of 
shelves in the workshop.
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241and an upper part, the latter with four “registration marks” 
pointing downwards to prevent the two parts from slipping, 
and an oval base plate. Half of the inlet for casting the molten 
metal is welded onto each of the two main parts. This funnel 
tube opens upwards at an oblique angle.

The “moulder” puts the bottom half of the box onto the 
base plate (fig. 432, right) and fills it up with moulding sand. 
The singing bowls which are to be cast are moulded in the sand 
with the help of two model halves each: the ring-shaped rim 
section of the bowl is set “upside down” in the lower moulding 
box (fig. 435) and the semi-spherical base of the bowl is obvi-
ously also “upside down” in the upper moulding box (fig. 434, 
right). The separation into these two section moulds allows 
for the upper and lower parts of the bowls to be “built” sep-
arately and without undercuts in the sand without the risk of 
the moulding material breaking off when the models are taken 
out of the compressed sand (figs. 434 and 435). Cast brass sec-
tions, which have been smoothed and polished on the lathe, 
serve as models. A notch turned into the two joints ensures 
that the two-part models fit into one another precisely.

First, the two brass rings are knocked into the lower 
mould box so that their connecting surface is level with the 
middle of the wall of the future singing bowl. Now the lower 
sections of both the models are filed with sand and in the 
lower mould box the hollow area of both parts is also filled 
with sand. Then the smoothed off sand surface is dusted with 
talcum powder to ensure that the upper half of the mould box 
does not get stuck to it (similar to fig. 312). The hemispheri-
cal lower parts of the models of the bowls are then precisely 
placed, again “upside down,” on top of the upper sections. The 
upper mould box is then fixed on the lower mould box with 
the help of the “registration marks” and the upper mould box 
also needs to be filled with sand, which must be compressed 
with a round pestle (fig. 433).

The thorough tamping and compressing of the slightly ad-
hesive casting sand is of utmost the importance, to ensure that 
the surfaces of the models are clearly impressed in the sand on 
the one hand, and, on the other hand, that the whole mass of 
sand in both halves of the mould boxes is stable, because the 
next step consists of separating the two halves and removing 
the models. During this operation the sand must remain stable 
and not crumble. This requires very skilful and careful work.

Only when the models have been removed from their bed 
of sand (fig. 434) do the two hollows in the compacted sand 
emerge, into which the metal will be poured straight away. 
As mentioned, this removal is very tricky because not a single 
grain of sand must crumble off. For this reason, the sections 
of the model are eased out by very light tapping with a wooden 
stick (fig. 435).

Before casting can start, a casting channel must be 
scraped out in the joint between the two halves of the box 
mould, located between the iron funnel and the two halves of 

Fig. 432: The freshly emptied 
moulding box is ready for the 
next stages of work, namely 
moulding and “stuffing” in the 
sand and subsequent casting. 
On the left, there is a mould 
which has already been loaded 
and is ready for casting. If 
work proceeds speedily, then 
two singing bowls can be cast 
every fifteen minutes.

Fig. 433: Every layer of mould-
ing sand must be conscien-
tiously tamped into the boxes. 
This ensures that the models 
are precisely formed and the 
necessary stability of the fine-
grained, clay-bound sand dur-
ing casting is achieved.

Fig. 434: The lower part of the 
bowl is taken carefully out of 
its bed of sand (see fig. 435). 
The other half of the form box 
with the external impression 
of both models is on the right.

Fig. 435: After having been em-
bedded in sand, the upper part 
of a singing bowl model must 
be carefully taken out again 
and removed from the mould. 
At the back on the left, there 
is a second ring-shaped model 
part which has already been 
removed. The casting funnel 
welded onto the mould box is 
pointing downwards here.

Fig. 436: After the positive 
casting models have been 
pounded into the casting sand 
they are taken out again and 
the sections of the mould care-
fully closed. The cavity can 
just be seen by the middle fin-
ger of the mould maker (and 
to the right of that, the casting 
funnel) into which the liquid 
metal will soon be poured.
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Fig. 437: The melting furnace of the singing bowl casters is powered 
with charcoal, coking coal and a small electric fan (fig. 428). In the mid-
dle, there is a quite large crucible in which the metal is kept liquid. To 
prevent any heat loss, the opening is usually kept closed with a square 
piece of metal (above). A small crucible used for scooping out (fig. 438) 
the bronze and carrying it to the casting moulds (fig. 439) is lying on 
the molten mass.

Fig. 439: The casters are clearly aware of their routine and precision: 
nobody expects the hot molten metal to splash or a crucible to break, 
so nobody protects themselves at work.

Fig. 438: If necessary, the transport crucible can be filled up with some 
more molten metal for the next lot. If too little metal were to be cast 
into the moulds, then incomplete, failed casts would be the result and 
the whole mould building would have been wasted!

Fig. 440: The bell bronze – still red-hot in the casting funnel –  
is cooling down slowly inside the mould box.
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243the bowl cavities. This only takes a single routine movement. 
Now both halves of the box must be set flush together again, 
without damaging the compressed sand surfaces with the im-
pression of the models (fig. 436). When the two mould boxes 
are flush, only the upper lid remains to be fixed.

Casting

Every mould prepared in this manner is immediately filled 
with the molten metal. Clearly the casters do not want to risk 
the fully charged moulds standing around and becoming dam-
aged. The worker who has just pressed in the casting models 
and packed the moulding sand into the metal boxes now goes 
to the nearby furnace (fig. 428, top left) and removes the metal 
sheet cover. It reveals a strong glow, a large crucible with the 
molten bell metal and, on top of it, a smaller similarly glowing 
crucible (fig. 437). This is very quickly grabbed with long tongs, 
dipped into the molten metal and taken out, half-filled with 
metal. This amount is not sufficient for the two small singing 
bowls, and the worker must pour in more molten metal with 
an even smaller crucible (fig. 438). Now at last casting can be-
gin! Everything happens very quickly, because the quantity of 
heated metal is too small to stay liquid for long, since it cools 
down fast. The crucible is thus quickly grabbed with the tongs 
and emptied into the mould in one fell swoop. So that the two-
part box mould remains tightly together, and the upper and 
lower parts fit snugly together, it is pressed onto the floor with 
a hand or bare foot (fig. 439). The workers are apparently fully 
aware of the great risk of injury they are taking. A mishap, a 
lapse in concentration or a breakage of the crucible can cause 
the bronze, heated to a temperature of around 1000°  C, to 
splash everywhere very quickly and cause terrible, deep burns 
to hands and feet devoid of any form of protective equipment.

The casting metal has now set in the mould and is slowly 
cooling down (fig. 440). While it is still very warm, but not dan-
gerously hot, the caster knocks the mould on the floor to re-
lease the individual parts (fig. 441). After removing the upper 
lid, he shakes the contents, i. e. the moulding sand including 
the raw cast piece into a wide basin (fig. 442). Now the lower 
lid is also removed and the rest of the casting sand scraped out 
of the metal box. The raw casting continues to cool down in 
the nearby basin.

The raw casts are now swiftly picked up, still quite warm, 
by another worker, who nevertheless still uses tongs rather 
than his hands for this operation (fig. 443). With a short stick, 
he knocks the rough edges and pouring attachments off the 
bowl (fig. 444). This is unproblematic because the alloy of the 
singing bowls made here is very hard and brittle, owing to 
their high zinc or tin content. If he were to accidentally strike 
the rim of the bowl, it could easily break in two.

The raw casts deburred in this manner are piled up, 
awaiting to be turned and polished on the lathe. It now be-

Fig. 441: As soon as the bronze 
sets and the mould box is cool 
enough to touch, the whole  
is knocked a little and both 
the sand and the raw casts are 
tipped out.

Fig. 442: The sand, which  
has become somewhat stiff 
from the casting, and the still 
hot singing bowl raw casts are 
tipped out of the mould box 
into a basin.

Fig. 443: The singing bowls are 
still joined to one another via 
the casting channel and still 
very hot. The casting channel 
now needs to be knocked off.

Fig. 444: Singing bowls must 
have a clear sound and are 
therefore made of particu-
larly hard alloys. For this rea-
son, they are also very brit-
tle, which makes it easy to 
knock off the casting funnels 
and overhanging burrs (see 
fig. 146).

Fig. 445: Cast singing bowls 
are waiting to be finished off 
by turning and polishing. 
Note the casting burrs around 
the larger pieces which come 
about because the halves of the 
models are separately embed-
ded in the casting sand.
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Fig. 446: The same lathe is used for turning the wooden sleeves 
(fig. 447) and for smoothing the raw casts of the singing bowls (fig. 448). 
The driving belt (right) runs over a simple wheel-transmission with 
which the speed can be regulated.

Fig. 447: With a long turning 
tool made of hard steel, which 
is actually meant for process-
ing the singing bowl bronzes, 
the wooden supporting bases 
are lathed and fitted to the 
form of the bowl (see fig. 449).

Fig. 448: A singing bowl em-
bedded in a correspondingly 
turned wooden cylinder is be-
ing smoothed on the inside. 
The rough, grey casting skin 
is thus removed and the shiny 
bell bronze appears. The metal 
shavings fly around when the 
turner smoothes freehand the 
edge of a singing bowl with his 
lathe tool (fig. 449). The shav-
ings lying on the floor will be 
melted down again.

Fig. 449: The end of a turning tool with its 
knife-sharp working steel edges. The heavi-
ly-used front part consists of hardened and 
tempered steel which the Nepalese obtain 
from India and weld themselves to an iron 
rod.

Fig. 451: The cast and completely polished singing bowls in a little factory in 
Thimi in the Kathmandu valley await collection and sale.

Fig. 450: On the left, the raw cast of a simple singing bowl with a protruding 
edge, taken from a simple sandcasting form mould. On the right, bowls of 
the same type after turning and fine grinding.
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245comes clear that the larger singing bowls with their inwardly 
curved rim had to be divided into upper and lower sections 
of box moulds. In their raw state, the casting seams between 
the upper and lower models can also be clearly seen (fig. 445, 
top left). The shallower, smaller bowls have an everted rim 
(fig. 445, bottom) and hence they can be embedded in the cast-
ing sand in one piece, i. e. with one positive model.

Turning and burnishing

In the neighbouring workshop room there is a big lathe: the 
electric motor and transmission shaft are located right at the 
top, and the simple gearbox and the lathe itself stand on the 
floor (fig. 446). A wooden sleeve fixed inside is lathed to enable 
the metal bowls to be firmly pressed into the hollows. To lathe 
the wood, the Indian turner uses the same turning steel as he 
uses for working the metal (fig. 449).

The raw cast metal bowls are put into their lathed wooden 
hollows (fig. 447), fitted in exactly horizontally and firmly 
pressed with the spindle to ensure that they do not fly off 
across the workshop because of the high torque rate and pres-
sure put upon them with the turning tool (fig. 448).

The turning tool is made of a long handle of wrought iron 
and a “blade” made of hard industrial steel (fig. 449). This is 
imported from India and welded on in Nepal with brass sol-
der. The skilful worker operates the turning tool freehand 
and without support. In this way, first the insides of the sing-
ing bowls are turned until they are smooth, and then they are 
finely sanded with a synthetic polishing sponge, also free-
hand. After a series of bowls, the wooden sleeve is switched, 
every piece reattached and now turned and sanded on the out-
side. The difference between the surfaces of the raw casting 
and after fine sanding following the turning process is strik-
ing (fig. 450).

Polishing takes place in another workroom (fig. 162). It is 
carried out by simple motors, polishing buffs and industrial 
polishing pastes; in our case with large machines, in other 
workshops with smaller equipment (fig. 165). The completed, 
nicely polished singing bowls are simply piled up in a small 
storeroom and not carefully wrapped in paper to protect the 
polishing, for example, until they are transported for sale in 
Patan or Kathmandu or for export abroad (fig. 451).

Case study: large singing bowl with  
six images of Buddha

The bowl and how it was made

The large singing bowl presented here as an example has a di-
ameter of 338–340 mm, is 148 mm tall and weighs an impres-

sive 3.46 kg (fig. 452). It comes from a shop (in Germany), which 
is why nothing is known about either the producer or the place 
of production. It is showcased here because of its perfect pro-
duction, decoration (figs. 464 and 466) and variety of sound.

The 5.3–5.7 mm thick rim is evidence of the original thick-
ness of the round metal plate from which the bowl was initially 
expanded, “deepened” and hammered out as a hollow body. 
Countless hammer blows around the piece were necessary to 
achieve this (similar to figs. 361; 459). At the end of this pro-
cess the wall is now only about 3.5 mm thick (from an origi-
nal thickness of 4 cm). Because of the rim which has remained 
massive, the heavy bowl is nevertheless very stable and solid. 
If the brittle material had been even just slightly fissured dur-
ing the hammering, its beautiful sound would have been lost!

Although I was not able to witness the production of this bowl, 
let me briefly summarize the individual steps taken to make 
hammered singing bowls648. To this end, I examined the traces 
of work on the objects, gathered information in Nepal and a 
short video documentary on a singing bowl production unit 
in Nepal with eight employees649. The alloys intended for the 
singing bowls (see below and table 2) are melted down by the 
companies and cast into thick round metal discs or spheri-
cal flattened domes (fig. 454). Shallow round forms are used 
as “casting cups” (fig. 453). These blank discs are produced to 
create a stock (fig. 455).

On forging days one disc after another is heated to a me-
dium red glow on a fire in a hearth in the shape of a niche. 
Usually one worker sits by the hearth and often turns the 
piece in the fire so that the heat is very evenly spread over the 
half-finished product. He takes the piece out of the fire when 
it has reached the right temperature and starts working on it 
with a heavy wooden hammer (fig. 456). An archaic stone an-
vil serves as a base650. The warm piece is continually turned 
with the forging tongs and hammered with hard but fast blows 
(fig. 457). The slower the work proceeds the more frequently 
the piece has to be heated up in the fire again.

The very tin-rich alloy (table 2) proves to be well suited for 
bell casting, but not for forging and hammering, because it is 

648 For details on this process see also the films : https://www.you-
tube.com/watch?v=AitNOBvYNVk (Nepal ca. 2009); https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=vnx1sHIOptA (Nepal July 2014); examples 
from India : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zn7OxrW8Sp4 
(Westbengalen 2006) (all accessed on 29.05.2015).

649 http://www.dakiniswereld.nl (“The eight workers in this Nepalese 
Singing Bowl factory are very well off by Nepalese standards. They 
are working from 6 or 7 in the morning till 2 in the afternoon, the 
rest of the day they are off. Around 11 in the morning they have 
their lunch [Dal Bhat] break. They have rooms, beds and cooking 
equipment on the factory grounds. After working six months they 
have six months off”; 28.05.2015 [input: 15.02.2010]).

650 On stone anvils, see above, note 598.
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Fig. 452: Case study of a large singing bowl: the piece, presented here as an  
example of the production techniques and because of its rich decoration, has 
been chased both on the inside and outside (figs. 464 and 466), with details 
punched (fig. 465). Weight: 3.462 kg; diameter: 34 cm; height: 15 cm; analysis: 
table 8, collection01–02).

Fig. 453: An open, single-piece casting mould for the domed raw metal blanks for the singing bowls. | Fig. 454: A domed 
raw metal blank made of bell bronze, which will be hot-forged into a singing bowl. | Fig. 455: In the corner of the work-
shop some blank round pieces of metal (domes and discs) lie ready to be made into singing bowls. | Fig. 456: An annealed, 
half-finished singing bowl is taken out of the furnace in the background and put on a stone anvil with a trough-shaped hol-
low . . . | Fig. 457: . . . and while “warm” deepened with a heavy wooden hammer on the stone surface, or . . . | Fig. 458: . . . 
the piece is chased on a steel anvil, here with three hammerers working simultaneously . . . | Fig. 459: . . . and, towards the 
end, by a single smith who is using a special elongated hammer. | Fig. 460: Like the cast singing bowls (fig. 448), the forged 
pieces are smoothed on the inside by turning. | Fig. 461: Scraping a singing bowl by hand, applying high pressure to a 
scraper until it is smooth, is especially tiring work.

453
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247brittle and quickly becomes friable, even in an incandescent 
state. For this reason, what the makers of hammered singing 
bowls achieve and how much experience they have is truly as-
tonishing! In order to relax the structure of the metal which 
has been densified by the hammering, the blanks must be 
repeatedly annealed and quenched in water, i. e. they need 
“recrystallizing”651. Many producers of singing bowls even use 
a solution containing plenty of Himalayan salt, because they 
believe this makes the alloy more flexible.

For the bowl to retain its stability, the warmed piece some-
times needs to be placed upright on the flat steel anvil and the 
rim compressed (thickened) a little by strong hammer blows.

During the most complex phase of work, three to five peo-
ple work on the same anvil, depending on the region and the 
workshop: the foreman holds the glowing piece with the tongs 
and dictates the rhythm for the other workers (fig. 458): around 
70–90 well placed hammerstrikes per minute rain down on 
the bowl! In this manner the short phase in which the piece 
is incandescent and can be easily worked is optimally used652. 
Woe betide if a worker misses the mark and hits the edge of the 
bowl, for example: the entire work goes down the drain.

The phase of work that involves drawing up the rim, i. e. 
shaping the bulge between the flat base and the steep rim, 
is very delicate. Here the material is under especially strong 
pressure, being stretched and bulged and the risk of fissur-
ing is particularly high at this stage. Flat steel anvils are not a 
particularly suitable base for this work. This phase of work is 
therefore carried out on concave stone anvils and sometimes 
also intermittently with long stake anvils (fig. 367).

When the bowl has almost reached its final shape and size, 
only one person may gently continue hammering. At the end 
of the process, the aim is to make sure the wall has the same 
thickness and curvature throughout (fig. 459) and to smooth 
the surface evenly. For the “finish” the hammered bowl is fas-
tened onto a simple lathe and spun smooth, always on the in-
side and sometimes on the outside too (fig. 460). These simple 
machines used to be cranked by hand; today an electric motor 
accomplishes this task. On rare occasions the hammered sur-
face is still scraped by hand (fig. 461) instead of being worked 
on the lathe. To finish off, the edge is filed down to make it level 
and the polishing motor is employed to give each piece a mir-
ror finish.

Around four hours strenuous and heavy work are invested 
in the production of a single middle-sized singing bowl!

Adding the images of Buddha

After completion of the originally undecorated, smooth pol-
ished bowl, the exceptionally rich decorations and the six 
Buddha figures in our case study have been hammered in with 
fine punches, displacing material both on the inside and the 
outside of the bowl (figs. 452; 465). This also applies to the op-

ulent surface-covering pattern, the tendrils, meanders, moun-
tains, dragons and heads of demons (figs. 462; 463). The mas-
ter craftsman who chased the bowl must have had an extraor-
dinarily steady hand and a great deal of experience: punch-
ing in the enclosed space of a bowl is not simple and there are 
hardly any mistakes or “misses” to be found. All the figures 
and decorative elements have been punched and none of them 
engraved (see p. 91 f. with close-up on fig. 160).

For the inner structure of the images, the clothes and 
dragons they have been punched between the outlines with 
very fine stamping punches (as was Avalokiteshvara’s jew-
elled necklace; fig. 465). Various large circle punches, points 
and tiny crosses, which are used like small steel stamps, were 
deployed. In addition, the hair of the five dhyani Buddhas on 
the outside has been matted, with a so-called matrix punch so 
that it appears to be somewhat darker than the shiny, smooth 
metal (fig. 466).

Decoration and symbolism

Avalokiteshvara, the Bodhisattva (the enlightened) of univer-
sal compassion, is represented on the inside of the singing 
bowl in very fine punch work (fig. 464). In the far-right hand 
(of a total of four) he is holding the prayer beads, in the far-left 
the lotus blossom, and the middle two hands are joined in the 
namaskara mudra gesture (fig. 464). The prayer beads (fig. 465) 
do not need to be made of jewels, but can just as well be made 
of the well-loved and long-lasting lotus or rudraksha tree seeds 
which can be seen all over the Nepalese countryside.

On the outside of the singing bowl the five dhyani or Adi-
buddhas, the meditation Buddhas or the “five great transcen-
dental Buddhas”, are punched in653. In our example Ratna-
sambhava and Amitabhā have swapped places with respect to 
the usual order:
1. Vairochana (fig. 466,1)
2. Aksobhya (fig. 466,2)
3. Ratnasambhava (fig. 466,3)
4. Amitabhā (fig. 466,4)
5. Amoghasiddhi (fig. 466,5).

651 Each hammered singing bowl requires up to 100 interim an-
nealings in the fire followed by quenching (recrystallization) in 
water so that the pieces can be hammered a little more in fur-
ther smithing steps (after http://www.nepal-importe.de/page.
html?chapter=0&id=18 [accessed on 12.01.2015; with video]). For 
experimental observations on cold forging and quenching (recrys-
tallization) of non-ferrous metals: Furger in preparation; see also 
below, table 3.

652 See the extensive descriptions of techniques, materials and phas-
es of work in Mukherjee 1978, 342 ff.; 354 ff.; 408 ff.; 444 ff.; Srini-
vasan 1994, 697 f. figs. 59.1–59.4; Srinivasan 1997, 220 ff. figs. 7–8.

653 Singh 2006, 90 f.
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Fig. 462: Detail from a case study of a large singing bowl (fig. 466): be-
low the fret band running around the bowl a head of a demon punched 
between the five dhyani Buddhas can be seen in an insert, surrounded 
by clouds and beneath it one of the five “makara-conches” (detail: 
102 mm high).

Fig. 463: Detail from a case study of a large singing bowl (fig. 466,5): 
between the five dhyani Buddhas, two heads of demons have been 
punched in, and in one place, 32–46 mm below the rim of the bowl, the 
mantra om-mani-padme-hum (   ) has been inscribed. The burrs 
caused by this process have been finely smoothed over (detail: 108 mm 
wide); the inscription could even have been punched in a slightly glow-
ing metal.

Fig. 465: Detail from a case 
study of a large singing bowl 
(fig. 452): with the skilful use 
of a wide range of punches, for 
the lines and for the circular 
and dotted patterns, a neat, 
harmonious image of a Bud-
dha has been created in the 
hard metal of the deep bowl 
(fig. 464; detail 57 mm high).

Fig. 466: The five outer images on the singing bowl illustrated in  
figure 452: 1 Vairochana (height of figure: 120 mm, without lotus 
plinth); 2 Aksobhya (138 mm); 3 Ratnasambhava (130 mm); 4 Amitabhā 
(125 mm); 5 Amoghasiddhi (133 mm).

1 2 3 4 5
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Fig. 464: On the inside of the large singing bowl (fig. 452) there is an 
Avalokiteshvara, the Bodhisattva (the enlightened one) of universal 
compassion, in very fine chasing work. Because of the hard brass alloy, 
such carefully executed work requires a lot of time and skill.
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face and is sitting on the lotus throne. On either side of his 
head a dragon is depicted (figs. 452; 464, top). Between each of 
the five dhyanis on the outside there are heads of monsters at 
the top and beneath them dragons are punched in. Not a single 
one of these beings is the same, their representations showing 
great variety.

Material analyses

Composition

Our singing bowl was analysed in two places with a portable 
X-ray fluorescence device (pXRF) and gave almost identical re-
sults (below, table 2 and appendix table 8, collection01+02). 
What we have is a normal, highly alloyed tin bronze contain-
ing 19.5 % tin. Despite traces of ten other metals, we are not 
necessarily dealing with the mystical eight metals alloy, aṣṭa 
dhātu, which is often purported to be used for cymbals, sing-
ing bowls, wheels of fortune and images of deities from the In-
do-Buddhist cultural area. The tin-rich alloy of singing bowls 
is very close to a bronze which in Nepal was usually employed 
in the production of all kinds of kitchenware and vessels (see 
below, note 716).

Sulphur, selenium, silver and the frequently fluctuating 
silicon (Si) are only present in traces. Titanium, vanadium, 
nickel, strontium and lead were found in both samples, but 
also in only very small trace amounts, which the copper or 
tin ores used can probably account for. It is unclear whether 
the astonishingly large amount of 6 % arsenic is also due to its 
presence in arsenic-rich ores, or whether it is a deliberate ad-
dition to the bronze. Palaeometallurgists have been asking 
themselves this question for a hundred years, because the ear-
liest prehistoric copper appliances also often contain a rela-
tively high proportion of arsenic654.

Workability

The high proportion of zinc which is present in most of the 
singing bowl analyses known to me (table 2), makes the alloy 
very brittle and extremely difficult to work655. A beginner would 
already despair at the cold hammering stage of this metal be-
cause it would fissure at once under the hammering of an un-
trained hand. That a specialised branch of the profession in 
Nepal and southern India has become involved with this very 
difficult material at all is because of the incomparably beau-
tiful and profound multidimensional sonority of the instru-
ments produced. Present-day manufacturers of percussion 
instruments and accessories such as cymbals push the pro-
cessing and compaction of the most brittle copper alloys to 
the very edge of technical feasibility and keep the production 
techniques a closely guarded secret.

Lower alloy bronzes with a maximum of 10 % tin can, as 
can gold, silver and most other non-ferrous metals, be cold 
smithed, without immediately developing fissures656. The 
blank metal sheets for singing bowls, with their very high tin 
content of somewhat above 20 % (table 2) can however only be 
hammered in the so-called beta phase, i. e. at a temperature 
of 586–775° C657. Only the frequent alternation between warm 
hammering on the anvil and cold quenching in water makes it 
at all possible to hammer thick round metal plates made of tin-
rich bronze into large, thin-walled bowls (see above p. 209).

Both the large and small cymbals (fig. 467) and the massive 
gongs from India and Myanmar (kyizi) are also made of similar 
alloys. In India and the West, similar tin-rich alloys are called 
bell bronze (18–33 % Sn) and alloys even richer in tin (30–40 %), 
mirror bronze658. These metals are distinguished by their great 
hardness, brittleness (very fragile!), density, good polishabil-
ity and beautiful sound.

654 For example Carlson / Tagle 1994, 245; Thomalsky et al. 2013, tab. 
4; 8; 9 (Afghanistan).

655 Rajpitak / Seeley 1979, 27 f. ; Pillai et al. 2006.
656 Furger 1995, 158 ff. fig. 17 tab. 10; Furger in preparation.
657 Chadwick 1939, 332 ff. figs. 3 and 345; Srinivasan 1994, 697.
658 Werner 1972, 58 tab. 3.4, has analysed five triangular kyizi gongs 

from Myanamar (Burma): four are cast in bell bronze and contain 
14–21 % tin and hardly any lead or zinc, one is made of brass (40 % 
Zn; 3.7 % Sn; 2.4 % Pb); Craddock 1981, 22. – Mukherjee 1978, 26, 
reports a mix of Cu:Sn of 1:1 for southern Indian mirror bronze.

Fig. 467: The Dalai Lama is ubiquitous in many monasteries, temples and 
home shrines in the Buddhist Himalaya countries. In this private home 
shrine in Leh (Ladakh / India) his picture stands next to the statue shrine 
and is surrounded by various ritual images and objects. In the front, there 
is a large cymbal made from bell bronze, i. e. from a hard copper alloy with a 
high proportion of tin which produces a pleasant tone.
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251Silversmiths and  
silver casters

In Nepal, silver is not only popular for making small, valu-
able figures of deities, ritual vessels659 and jewellery, but it 
also forms part of traditional dress elements660. Even at the 
beginning of the twentieth century gold and silver jewellery 
was worn in Nepal to excess661. This is, however, not the place 
to enter into details about the rich spectrum of jewellery662; 
I only want to briefly look at selected aspects of silver work-
ing within the context of Nepalese metal craftsmanship. For 
this reason I shall also not examine in this book the highly spe-
cialised work of Nepal’s goldsmiths (sunar in Nepali, lukōmi in 
Newari663), who mostly belong to the Shakya clan664.

Just as the makers of Buddhist statues of deities are di-
vided into modellers, casters, chisellers, gilders etc., “each sil-
versmith [is also] . . . confined to his speciality”665. I would like 
to introduce one of these specialists:

In the silversmith’s workshop

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 468 
Source of information on 
silversmithing in Nepal: Harsha 
Ratna Shakya, from Bhaktapur 
(29.09.2013 and 07.04.2015).

Harsha Ratna Shakya is a typical and modest local silversmith. 
His clientele is mostly local. Harsha lives and works under the 
same roof in Bhaktapur, 10 km east of Patan, and works ex-
clusively with silver. Like the casters of Patan, he also belongs 
to the Shakya clan, but casts neither ornaments nor statues 
and does not make the whole range of the Nepalese and Newar 
spectrum of jewellery either. Only when necessary does he 
cast the silver blanks which he then processes by forging and 
hammering.

Harsha’s products are made of a silver-copper alloy of 
a purity of about 930–950 (table 8, Bhaktapur01–02), which 
roughly corresponds to sterling silver (925). These days he ac-

quires his raw material from pure silver bullion and not, as un-
til recently, by receiving his customer’s old silver666. His spe-
ciality is making hollow round earrings (fig. 469)667, which he 
sometimes fills with chaser’s pitch through a little hole and 
works them in the repoussé technique. Apart from earrings, 
he also makes simple chased band bracelets, Buddhist am-
ulets (fig. 492) and rings which he sets with semi-precious 
stones. His neighbours and professional colleagues in Bhakta-
pur “are specialised in different silver objects”.

An aunt of the “boss” helps out in a separate workshop 
room on the upper floor (fig. 470). She also carries out the 
hammering and bulging of the basic form of the hollow ear-
rings.

Silversmithing, hammering  
and punching

I was able to observe and document photographically the tech-
niques and equipment described below in Harsha Ratna Shak-
ya’s workshop. I have him to thank for the many answers to my 
persistent questioning.

Obtaining silver blanks

During my visits to Bhaktapur in 2013 and 2015 I was not able 
to observe the melting down of silver or the preparation of the 
blanks. Melting takes place in a small walled hearth (fig. 471). 
It has a semi-circular hollow for the charcoal fire which is 
brought to the desired temperature with a small pair of hand 
bellows.

659 Rauber-Schweizer 1976, 119 f. (with illustration; silversmith in 
Gyantse, Tibet).

660 Charpentier 1973, 83.
661 Gabriel 1999, 49.
662 In general: Gabriel 1999, esp. 192 (description of a workshop). On 

diverse aspects, see also: Lobsiger-Dellenbach 1954, 5–9 and 25, 
figs. 11 and 12; Höfer 1973; Domingo-Barker / Barker 1984b; Clarke 
2008, 40 f. and 51–61.

663 Becker-Ritterspach 1982, 101; Gabriel 1999, 191–195.
664 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 25–28 (refining processes, etc.). On the 

equipment and techniques of Indian goldsmiths: Untracht 1997, 
282–303.

665 Lobsiger-Dellenbach 1954, 25 (as specialisations, silver earring 
makers and necklace makers who always produced the same 
forms are mentioned. In those days work was only undertaken to 
order and the jeweller did not “showcase” his finished products).

666 Gabriel 1999, 192.
667 Lobsiger-Dellenbach 1954, 6 f. pl. 12, fig. 29 (= the gold or brass 

versions of Harsha Ratna Shakya’s silver earrings [fig. 485] are 
called malouali [in Newari] or moandri [in Nepali]. In 1954 such 
rings were worn by men and women, in the ear as well as the nose. 
Worn as nose rings, they were already then only on older people in 
the countryside).
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Fig. 469: Pieces of jewellery 
like these earrings being made 
here require many stages of 
work. They are therefore pro-
duced in small series because 
this is much more rational 
than making individual pairs.

Fig. 470: Family members of-
ten help in the Newar artisan 
workshops, as here Buddha-
maya Shakya, the aunt of the 
Bhaktapur silversmith Harsha 
Ratna Shakya.

Fig. 472: Bronze and silver 
pieces which have been greatly 
modified by smithing, chas-
ing or punching must be sub-
jected to intermediate anneal-
ing now and again (here with 
a soldering torch) so that the 
metal can recrystallize and be-
come softer and more mallea-
ble again.

Fig. 471: Small melting and annealing hearth in a silversmith’s workshop. 
On the right, the hearth containing the charcoal, and on the left, the hand 
bellows, which still need to be inserted into a hole in the heat-proof wall in 
the centre of the picture, are at the ready. On top of the little wall there is a 
stone dish with borax (fig. 477) and on the right, at the back, a half-finished 
earring.

Fig. 473: “Cutting patterns” or 
templates made from brass 
sheeting for cutting to size the 
sheet silver from which hol-
low earrings are to be made 
(fig. 485). The inscription 
means “X 4 big”.

Fig. 474: An anvil stands in the middle of every smith’s workshop, as here at a 
silversmith’s in Bhaktapur. The large and small holes in the surface of the tree 
trunk serve to accommodate various stake anvils (figs. 470; 480). So that the 
block and anvil stand straight, a stake anvil not currently in use has been un-
ceremoniously placed under the block.
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253The small pieces of bullion prepared by the master him-
self, and which will be made into earrings, must be annealed 
before each bout of hammering, in a manner that is similar to 
the repoussé work on copper. The warming over a weak heat 
causes the microcrystalline metal structure of the silver-cop-
per alloy to relax again. In this way, the piece of work can be 
further worked on with the hammer without the risk of it de-
veloping fissures. Although intermediate annealing on the 
charcoal in the small stove would be a possibility, it is too awk-
ward. It is simpler and faster to just switch on the gas burner 
and briefly anneal the piece on a fireproof base (fig. 472).

Hammering

The objects made most frequently in Harsha Ratna Shakya’s 
silversmith’s workshop are hollow earrings in the shape of a 
closed moon (fig. 485). The basic material is a thin, flat piece 
of silver sheet metal. So that he can forge, hammer and curve 
the material for the earrings in several steps, Harsha uses dif-
ferent “cutting patterns” made from cut-out lancet-shaped 
brass sheets which he has available in various sizes. The rings 
should all be either 50 mm or 33 mm wide (fig. 485). The ear-
ring model and its size are marked on the brass template in 
punched inscriptions (fig. 473). Marking the lines with a steel 
needle, Harsha draws the outline of the cutting pattern on the 
silver sheet metal and cuts it out.

Now the hammering of the flat metal sheet into the de-
sired earring shape can begin. First it is bent into a circle 
and then it must be curved into a domed shape. The master 
craftsman and his aunt use small stake anvils for this purpose 
which have an offset working edge at the top, which is highly 
polished so as not to damage the surface of the silver. The del-
icate pencil-shaped anvil is stuck into a small but heavy block 
of wood (fig. 474). With two hand movements a different type 
of anvil can be stuck into the base and used for other smithing 
and hammering tasks. Its offset shape (fig. 470) makes it possi-
ble to hit the stake anvil on the angled end and not on the pol-
ished working edge at the base.

The tricky hammering and bulging of the earrings into 
a closed form is done with a small cuboid buffalo horn ham-
mer which is only moderately hard (fig. 475). The hammer 
is not struck directly onto the silver sheet but only applied 
lightly, with measured force (figs. 470 and 475), to the edges of 
the metal. This special technique bends and compresses the 
metal simultaneously and to the same degree. It however re-
quires much skill and dexterity to avoid folding and tearing 
the side walls of the hollow earrings while their shape is be-
ing so radically transformed. Repeated cycles of intermediate 
annealing and cold quenching are required to ensure that the 
metal remains soft and ductile, so that it can continue to be 
worked.

The curve is perfected and smoothed with a round steel 

punch applied from the side while the earring rests on a “lead 
cushion” (fig. 476). We have already become acquainted with 
the use of such “soft flat anvils” or punching underlays in the 
workshops of the repoussé artisans (fig. 379). When the round-
ing has been completed, the edges of the metal meet inside the 
earring to form a seam. In the next step, this seam is soldered.

Soldering

When the earrings have been thinly hammered out, closed 
around their own longitudinal axis (fig. 475) and shaped into 
a moon-shaped ring, the long seam on the inside can be sol-
dered668. The piece is placed on a white soldering plate and 
the silversmith applies a little borax to the seam with a fine 
stick (fig. 477). In metallurgy, borax is a very helpful substance; 
moreover it is found in nearly inexhaustible quantities in the 
countries of the Himalaya and has been exploited and used 
here for hundreds of years (for further details, see p. 19). It 
is used as an antioxidant for fire forging in iron smithing, by 
casters to improve the flow of metal (fig. 101), and by jewellers, 
as in our case, for hard soldering.

Harsha smoothes a little borax onto the seam and puts a 
few small sequins of silver solder on top. He carefully places 
the ring on a charcoal plate, the fireproof soldering surface. 
Because hard solder has only a very slightly lower melting 
point than the piece of jewellery, it must be brought to its melt-
ing point discerningly, i. e. very selectively and at not too high 
a temperature, so that the earring itself does not melt too. To 
this end, a very small, very sharp, easily manageable flame is 
required. For over two millennia a flame which can be kindled 
from the side via a soldering tube has been used for this pur-
pose. Harsha uses a small burner consisting of a small glass 
bottle filled with spirit and a thick wick as a source of heat 
(fig. 478). He holds the yellow flame next to the prepared silver 
earring with one hand and the soldering tube with the other. 
This is a thin, delicately tapering brass tube, whose wide end 
is taken in the mouth to blow directly into the fire with the 
thin, curved end (fig. 479). The fine stream of oxygen produces 
a small, hot, blue jet of flame which heats the hammered sil-
ver and thus makes the solder on it melt. Thanks to the flux-
ing agent borax the liquid solder “shoots” into the joint; when 
cooled, the soldering is very stable and perfectly executed.

668 I thank András Höfer, Heidelberg / D, for his photographs of 1982, 
figs. 480 and 481. – For gold and silversmithing soldering tech-
niques in Nepal, see: Gabriel 1999, 194.
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Fig. 475: Deforming the thin 
silver sheet for a hollow ear-
ring (fig. 485). Bending the 
material from the periphery 
towards the middle of the ear-
ring would cause folds to ap-
pear. For the earring to remain 
true and smooth, the excess 
side material must be com-
pressed instead of folded. This 
is why a “soft” hammer made 
from buffalo horn is used and 
the thin silver is not struck, 
only lightly tapped.

Fig. 476: Applying much pres-
sure, a very solid punch with a 
semi-spherical end is pushed 
into the already extensively 
chased earring in order to 
smooth the metal. A lead cush-
ion with a semi-circular hol-
low into which the earring fits 
snugly serves as an underlay.

Fig. 478: A burner, made from 
a glass bottle with a wick and 
filled with spirit, suffices as a 
source of heat for small braz-
ing tasks (fig. 479).

Fig. 477: Harsha Ratna Shakya, a silversmith in Bhaktapur, puts a half- 
finished earring on a heat-proof surface for soldering. With a little stick,  
he first applies some borax (from the slab on the right) to the joint to be  
soldered and then a few minute shreds of soldering material.

Fig. 479: Soldering, at least hard soldering at high temperatures, is an art in it-
self. The silversmith has put his piece of work on the “soldering coal” (a small 
charcoal board) and holds the spirit flame next to the half-finished earring. At 
the same time he blows a carefully judged stream of air into the soldering tube 
which is bent at the end. This makes the flame much hotter, ensuring that the 
hard silver solder can melt. The finer the opening of the soldering tube the 
smaller the flame and the finer the soldering work that can be carried out.
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A silver wire clasp must now be attached to the thin ends of 
the earrings (fig. 485). For this purpose, the ends are trimmed 
and nicely rounded. The wire is formed into a crescent for the 
ear, and attached to one end of the earring with a small hinged 
loop and a silver rivet so that the other end of the wire can be 
inserted into the small hole: the ring is closed (fig. 485).

Chasing is a common technique in the production of jew-
ellery and is also used by many other kinds of silversmiths. 
András Höfer has documented how other jewellers in Nepal 
hammer silver sheeting into a relief shape on a steel swage 
(dapping block) (fig. 480)669 and then chasing them very finely 
in the repoussé technique670 on an underlay of chaser’s pitch 
(fig. 481).

In Bhaktapur, Harsha (fig. 482) also decorates some of his 
earrings by employing chasing techniques. He uses a large 
slab of pitch onto which he can heat-fix around twenty ear-
rings at a time with a soldering torch (fig. 483). So that he can 
use the punches to chase the patterns and domes from the in-
side, the earrings must not have been completely hammered 
beforehand. Only once the earrings have been chased from 
the inside can they be fully rounded and soldered. They are 
then filled with chaser’s pitch through a very small hole, so 
that the final fine chasing work can be carried out from the 
outside (fig. 485, left).

Punching and chasing is carried out with a small set of 
only twenty short punches with blunt, rounded work sur-
faces but very few outlines and shapes (fig. 484, bottom). A 
small, easily manageable steel tool serves as a chasing ham-
mer (fig. 484, top).

The “finish” should make the pieces of jewellery shine. To 
this end, the earrings are finely sanded and then “blanched” 
in an acid (fig. 483, top). This caustic bath causes the copper to 
dissolve out on the surface so that only pure silver is left. The 
silver shines especially brightly after polishing and later tar-
nishes much less than silver surfaces rich in copper do.

The result is simple, pretty earrings which, whilst not ar-
tistically outstanding, have been produced with much skill 
and effort in many hours of work (fig. 485). The three ear-
rings depicted weigh a total of 30 g and in 2013 cost 2300 ru-
pees all together (23 US dollars). That corresponds to a price of 
about 0.80 $ per worked gram of silver. In relation to the price 
of pure silver (see below, p. 292), this means that the artisan 
earns relatively little for his work. Yet this Newar metalwork 
from Nepal bears witness, as the Buddha statues made by the 
casters in Patan do, to a traditional handcraft which is carried 
out to this day to a highly regarded and accomplished level of 
craftsmanship.

Fire gilding and mounting gems

I was not able to observe and document the fire gilding of jew-
ellery (fig. 486), the granulation671 and the setting of stones in 
pieces of jewellery (fig. 487672).

Acid-cleaning, “scratch-brushing” and patinating

For the same reason, the “pickling” in sodium chloride, salt-
petre and alum (fig. 488) cannot be detailed in this volume and 
“scratch-brushing” has already been briefly explained in rela-
tion with household wares (above, fig. 164; here fig. 489)673.

Patination has been examined in the context of Buddhist 
bronzes (above, figs. 222–230), but not with respect to pieces 
of jewellery. In 2015 I was able to observe a very simple “pati-
nation” of a silver amulet in Bhaktapur, namely during my sec-
ond visit to Harsha Ratna Shakya (fig. 468). A lot had changed 
in the short time between my two visits: he had completely re-
arranged both his workshop and shop so that they now front 
onto the street, removed the charcoal melting hearth (fig. 471) 
and installed a larger showcase giving onto the street and en-
ticing passers-by. The much larger selection of his products 
on show is especially interesting (no longer only earrings). 
I immediately notice a small square amulet on a sitting Bud-
dha made of chased sheet silver674. Harsha asks me if I would 
like it with or without a patina. I naturally order the piece “pol-
ished, with patina”– only because I want to find out his patina-
tion recipe. The trick runs as follows: he first “scratches” and 
degreases the silver object with a fine brass-wire brush and 
soapy water (fig. 489), then he warms up the metal over a spirit 
flame and covers the object with a mix of bitumen and bees-
wax (fig. 491).

This dark patination substance is similar to chaser’s pitch 
because it is also almost black, hard when cold (fig. 490), and 
easy to melt directly on the warmed metal surface (fig. 491). 
The result is sobering: an ordinary looking black piece of 
metal with a barely recognisable Buddha relief (fig. 492, top 
right). While it is still warm, Harsha takes a cloth and rubs 
the excess black sticky bitumen mixture off the six surfaces 
(fig. 231). Thus only the hollows remain black and the domed 

669 For press sheet work carried out by silversmiths and goldsmiths 
in Nepal, see: Gabriel 1999, 194.

670 For repoussé work carried out by silversmiths and goldsmiths in 
Nepal, see: Gabriel 1999, 193 fig. 307.

671 Gabriel 1999, 195 figs. 308; 309.
672 For details of the depicted fire-gilded women’s neck jewellery 

(“Kumari jewellery”) made of silver, see also Gabriel 1999, 78 
fig. 96; Seiwert 2009, 166 fig. 437.

673 On the pickling and scratching of silver and gold jewellery in 
Nepal: Gabriel 1999, 194.

674 Similar pieces can be found in Gabriel 1999, 34 fig. 36, and 81 f. 
fig. 99 (“amulet boxes”).
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Fig. 481: The silver sheet, 
which had previously been 
hammered in relief on a dap-
ping block (fig. 480), is an-
nealed (recrystallized) to 
achieve a highly ductile state, 
quenched in cold water and 
then fixed while still warm “to 
the chaser’s pitch”. Fixed in 
this manner to a hard but mal-
leable base, the piece can be 
decorated in detail with chas-
ing tools and a small hammer 
(András Höfer archive).

Fig. 482: Harsha Ratna Shakya 
in front of his wooden anvil 
block. On the left, the angled 
chasing implement for hollow 
earrings (fig. 470) is stuck in, 
and on the right, a solid flat 
anvil on which flat pieces of 
metal are usually beaten out. 
A lead pad is lying on the anvil 
for finishing off the half-fin-
ished earrings. In front, there 
is a dish containing the brown 
chaser’s pitch (fig. 483).

Fig. 483: A chaser’s pitch board with many impressions of earrings  
decorated in repoussé work (fig. 485, left). A finished piece, which has 
just been blanched in acid, is lying on top of it, waiting to be polished.

Fig. 484: The silversmith Harsha Ratna Shakya’s small chasing set with 
eight punches and a little hammer. Chasers, who apply many kinds of deco-
rations to cast statues (figs. 41; 154; 155), work with up to 200 different tools.

Fig. 485: Earrings made by the silversmith Harsha Ratna Shakya (in 2013): 
soldered, polished and furnished with clasps made of silver wire. On the 
left, a repoussé model, in the centre and right, smoothed pieces soldered on 
the inside. The earrings are 50 mm, 51 mm and 33 mm wide.

Fig. 480: In the atelier of the goldsmith Bekha Ratna Shakya in Patan in 
1972, a dapping block (similar to fig. 406) is held onto the anvil with the toes. 
The edges (that will later be cut off ) of the piece of work are bent around 
the sides of the dapping block to prevent it from wobbling. The tracing of 
the pattern is carried out in advance with a burin-like wooden stick (not in 
the picture), whose point has been squashed until it has become soft and fi-
brous. Only then are the contours more sharply worked with iron punches 
(shown here) and chisels. The fine work which follows is undertaken on 
chaser’s pitch (fig. 481). Quite often, two small metal plates (bearing the 
same pattern) are worked one above the other on the anvil, whereby the 
contours on the lower plate come out less sharply and therefore require a 
subsequent further definition (text and photograph, András Höfer archive).
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Fig. 486: Fire gilding in Patan, in 1972 on the roof terrace of the goldsmith 
Bekha Ratna Shakya: in this case, some dry cow dung was mixed into the 
charcoal in the little hearth. By repeatedly sweeping over the surface with 
a wad of cotton wool (similar to fig. 210), the amalgam coating is roughened 
and it helps the mercury to escape. In the picture, the lower, pointed oval 
part of a piece of “Kumari jewellery” (tāyo [see also fig. 487]; text and photo-
graph, András Höfer archive).

Fig. 488: In the workshop of the goldsmith Bekha Ratna Shakya (in 1972) 
the gilded pieces of work (components of jewellery) are painted with a wa-
tery solution, a mixture of sodium chloride, saltpetre and alum, with a 
bird’s feather (picture). The pieces are then heated on the hearth for a short 
time and brushed in a lye solution (“scratched”; similar to fig. 220) until the 
golden surface has a reddish shine (text and photograph, András Höfer  
archive).

Fig. 490: The simplest patina-
tion “colour” is a mixture of  
bitumen and beeswax, hence 
not a substance which chemi-
cally oxidizes the metal  
surface or changes its colour 
in another way (length of the 
lump: c. 4 cm).

Fig. 489: Before a silver amu-
let is patinated (fig. 492) it is 
“scratched”, i. e. scrubbed in a 
strong solution of soapy water 
with a brass wire brush. This 
removes the fat on the metal 
surface and makes it shine.

Fig. 491: The silver amulet has 
been warmed over a spirit 
flame, so that the lump of bi-
tumen can be painted while 
“melting” onto the heated 
metal until all the surfaces 
have been covered in black.

Fig. 487: The goldsmith Bekha Ratna Shakya setting precious stones 
in Patan in 1972. The picture shows the setting of imitation precious 
stones in their bezels with the help of tweezers. The imitations have  
aluminium foil underlays so that they shine more (in earlier times  
little silver plates were used for this purpose). The aluminium is cut 
to shape and set on a thin layer of cotton wool. The picture shows the 
lower section of a piece of “Kumari jewellery” (tāyo in Newari) which 
has already been gilded (fig. 486) and mounted (text and photograph, 
András Höfer archive).
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Fig. 492: Four aspects of the same silver amulet at different stages of 
surface treatment by the silversmith Harsha Ratna Shakya (from top 
left to bottom right): naturally patinated (“tarnished”) in the shop dis-
play; covered with liquid bitumen; after removal of the excess colour; 
after “scratching” with a wire brush and soapy water (full size).
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259parts of the relief are shiny silver again. From a distance the 
result does indeed look quite sculptural (fig. 492, bottom left), 
but is not very satisfying because it looks more like an incrus-
tation than a semi-transparent patina. As alternative surface 
treatments, only the shiny scratched surface (fig. 492, bottom 
right) or a patina which develops slowly under the effect of ex-
posure to the air remain (fig. 492, top left).

Silver-casting

Fig. 493 
Sources of information: 
Shailendra Shakya is my 
informant on the “finishing” 
of the finest silver statues 
(28.09.2013 and 29 / 30.03.2015). 
He is a master of chasing 
decorations with especially fine 
patterns and embellishments 
(fig. 506). He and both his 
brothers work hand-in-hand as 
silver specialists: one makes the 
wax models, Sudip casts them 
and Shailendra carries out the 
cold work with chasing tools and 
hammer to perfection.

After having spent some time with the jewellery maker and 
silversmith Harsha Ratna Shakya in Bhaktapur, let us stay for 
a moment with the precious metal silver and go back to the 
stronghold of statues, Patan. I want to bring the silver chaser 
Shailendra Shakya two large photographic enlargements of 
his Guru Rinponche statuette made of solid silver, which I had 
purchased from him on my previous visit. He is very pleased 
and his mother, as usual, spontaneously serves us food and 
drink. Shailendra suggests that we visit his brother who, a 
quarter of an hour away, makes the wax models and also his 
second brother, Sudip, who casts the silver statues675. These 
statues then reach the pinnacle of craftsmanship in the hands 
of Shailendra and his punching tools. So we head off. Again I 
am able to discover new things, which, although I had them on 
my wish list, I had thus far been unable to discover in Patan. 

The three brothers specialize in especially small, but all 
the more meticulous, works, producing tiny, highly detailed 
statuettes of Buddhist and Hindu deities: Sudip is the caster, 
Shailendra the chaser and a further brother, absent today, is 
the modeller.

Because of the level of quality and dimensions involved, 
the little works of art are predestined to be cast in a more pre-
cious material than brass. For this reason, many of the broth-
ers’ pieces are made of solid silver.

The techniques used for making silver statues of deities 
are essentially the same as those used for bronze. Everything 
is however executed at a much smaller and finer scale and, 
logically, hollow casting is not used as it would be for large 
statues. Sudip and Shailendra Shakya’s little statues are solid 
cast, the only hollow area being in the vicinity of the lower 
body / plinth.

Despite the care taken at the end of the cold work phase 
(figs. 494,6; 508), the Guru Rinpoches, the Ganeshas and 
other figures are modelled (fig. 494,1.2) and cast (fig. 494,3) 
as a small series; but the finishing steps of sanding, polishing 
and elaborate chasing work are undertaken individually and 
mostly to order (fig. 494,4–6). For all individual sections of the 
wax model, little thāsā negative matrices made of hard bees-
wax are available (fig. 495,1.4)! First thin little sheets of wax 
are softened on the little milācā stove (fig. 536) so that they be-
come supple and can be easily pushed into the matrices with 
gentle pressure applied by the fingers and can be carefully re-
moved again after cooling (fig. 495,2.5). The excess wax is then 
cleanly cut away all the way round with a warmed spatula or 
knife (fig. 495,3). With a few drops of wax the back and front 
sides are fixed together, the cavity is filled with liquid wax 
and one element of the wax model is finished (fig. 495,6). For 
somewhat larger statues, whole extremities are first built of 
the smallest individual sections (fig. 496), then the head, torso, 
lower body and plinth are put together (fig. 497) and, to finish 
off, the arms are joined to the torso. When the three small 
sprues have been attached under the plinth and all the joints 
between the individual wax parts have been smoothed off, 
then the wax models are ready to be coated with the various 
layers of clay (fig. 498).

The little head, robes, crowns, pieces of jewellery, etc. are 
as perfectly modelled in wax as the artisans expect from their 
finished casts (fig. 499). The extremely fine modelling proper-
ties of the beeswax and the precise moulding qualities of the 
white clay with the added cow dung (see p.293) lend them-
selves to achieving as much detail as possible in the easily 
worked wax! Correction after casting in the hard metal would 
be far more complex and time consuming676. It is no wonder, 
especially when dealing with such small-scale precision work, 
that the modellers want to work with only the best quality wax 
(see below, fig. 541).

The subsequent mould building is also carried out in ex-
actly the same way as that employed for the large statues: two 
fine layers of white clay mixed with cow dung and two or three 
coarser layers of yellow clay tempered with plenty of rice chaff 
(see above, fig. 68). The moulds for the silver casts (fig. 500) 
are smaller than the mostly larger moulds for brass casting. If 

675 On the casting of silver and gold jewellery in the lost wax tech-
nique in Nepal (Terai): Gabriel 1999, 194 f.

676 Also Nambiar 1964, 10, for southern India.
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Fig. 494: The production steps for a Guru Rinpoche measuring only 12 cm 
in massive 800-silver: 1 and 2: wax model (with a casting chaplet [spacer] 
between the shoulder and an attribute), 3: the raw cast, untrimmed, after 
the clay mould has been knocked off; 4: embedded in chaser’s pitch for the 
chasing of the back; 5 and 6: the trimmed, chased and polished statuette 
(weight: 293 g; analysis: table 8, Patan15).

5

6
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Fig. 496: More beeswax models of sections of somewhat larger statues 
than those illustrated in fig. 494. The hands and lower arms have al-
ready been assembled from two parts.

Fig. 497: Sudip Shakya pro-
visionally holds together the 
wax model sections of an ap-
proximately 20-cm-high figure 
modelled by his brother. The 
arms (fig. 496), the crown and 
the lotus plinth are still miss-
ing. Figures greater than this 
height are usually cast in brass 
and not in silver.

Fig. 495: The creation of a small head of a Buddha in beeswax for the lost wax method: 1 and 4: thāsā negative of the 
back of the head and face made from hard wax; 2 and 5: the resulting positive moulds made of soft, warmed modelling 
wax; 3 and 6: the positive impressions cut out and put together to form the round sculpted head of the casting model 
(back and front views). Height of each image: c. 5 cm.

1 2 3
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Fig. 498: Ten identical wax models of Guru Rinpoche have just been 
completed and are standing ready to be moulded and cast. Even if not 
all figures are cast at the same time and in the same metal, the serial 
production of the wax models is still more rational than individual pro-
duction every time an order is placed.

Fig. 499: Detail of a wax model of the head of Guru Rinpoche in a some-
what larger version than that illustrated in fig. 494. Although the piece 
has not been quite finished, it can already be seen in how much detail 
many elements of the jewellery and clothes have been reproduced and 
which finer points are only executed by chasing work on the metal  
(see fig. 494,5).

4 5 6
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Fig. 500: These casting moulds for small silver statues are only about 
19 cm high but made in exactly the same way, and formed of several 
different layers of clay around the wax model, as the moulds for much 
larger statues (fig. 69).

Fig. 501: In the modelling 
workshop for small silver stat-
ues there are utensils similar 
to those found in any model-
ling atelier. A petrol stove with 
a carburettor pump supple-
ments the small traditional 
milācā stove fired by charcoal. 
In front there is a tin contain-
ing wet clay for making correc-
tions to the casting moulds.

Fig. 502: Shailendra Shakya in his little 
casting workshop, almost hidden on the 
second floor of an old Newar house. His 
presence can be heard from a long way 
away, with his permanent, fast and light 
hammering. The chaser’s pitch, in which 
a small object cast in silver is mounted 
(fig. 508), stands in the centre, on the 
workbench. On his right, there are many 
chasing tools to hand (fig. 507). In the 
foreground, a raw cast, still displaying the 
black remnants of the fired casting clay, is 
ready for chasing and polishing . . .

Fig. 503: . . . next to these in Shailendra’s atelier there are a further half  
a dozen small silver raw casts – “available on demand” to customers  
(see fig. 505).
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265you turn it over after drying, the pouring cup is at the top and 
the three main sprues (tripod) lead from there into the lotus 
plinth; the head is right at the bottom of the mould (fig. 500).

For the warming up of the wax and of the modelling tools, 
a kerosene stove stands as a second source of warmth next 
to the little milācā stove (fig. 536) in the workshop. An old 
saw blade and the long thin iron rods which are used for the 
“sticking together” of the wax model parts lie on and next to 
it (fig. 501). In front of that there is a metal box containing a 
moist mixture of yellow clay and rice husks for patching up 
drying cracks in the casting moulds. I was unfortunately una-
ble to witness the casting of a small silver statue.

Finishing and chasing

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source of information: 
Shailendra Shakya (fig. 493), 
Ratna Jyoti Shakya’s cousin, 
02.10.2013 and 29.03.2015.

The modelling and casting processes for small silver statues 
are essentially the same as for larger statues made of brass and 
bronze. The silver Guru Rinpoche I bought, only 119 mm tall 
and weighing 293 g (fig. 494), was made and worked on during 
my first visit to Nepal in 2013 after a client had ordered it to be 
cast but then withdrew from the purchase. Ratna unearthed 
the piece at his cousin’s, Shailendra Shakya, and had it fin-
ished for me.

What is remarkable about this piece is the extremely fine 
chasing work on it, which is fitting for the precious metal and 
whose decoration covers a large part of the figure (fig. 506). 
But let us start with the description of the cold work from the 
beginning.

Shailendra receives the fresh silver casts from his brother 
directly after the clay casting mould has been broken open; he 
is then responsible for all further stages of work (“cold work”) 
until delivery to the customer. The rough cast pieces still 
have the reddish or yellowish casting skin (fig. 503) and still 
have pieces of clay stuck all over them (fig. 502, foreground). 

Shailendra chips these away with a little chisel and sands all 
surfaces which will later be smooth and polished. During my 
second visit in 2015, I see in his workshop several such half-fin-
ished raw casts made from solid silver at this stage of process-
ing (fig. 503, from top left to bottom right): a twelve-handed 
Cakrasamvara made of many parts including a flame aureole 
and a plinth, a lion-headed Dakini (Singha Mukha in Sanskrit), 
a dancing Vajra Yogini, a Ganesha (detailed below, fig. 505), a 
further flame aureole and a Dakini with the head of a pig (Vajra 
Varahi; Dorje Phagmo in Tibetan). Next to the actual figures 
there are some separately cast flame aureoles and delicate lo-
tus plinths. These are generally not soldered together but the 
lower casting conduits at the bottom of the statue and on the 
aureole are filed down evenly so that they can be slotted onto 
special eyelets in the plinth which were cast simultaneously to 
enable the statuettes to be taken apart.

I order the Ganesha which is only 61 mm high and weighs 
only 88 g (fig. 503, bottom left) in this raw cast state. I know 
Shailendra’s chasing skills and that he is dependable; after ten 
days of very intensive trimming and decoration I can purchase 
the little figure from him (fig. 505, right). For the ten days chas-
ing work which give the Ganesha an accomplished, profession-
ally executed appearance, Shailendra takes 1,800 rupees. The 
cost of the silver makes up 28 % of the price and the chasing 
work alone 47 %; the rest goes to the modeller and the caster. 
This piece demonstrates very well how much fine work is in-
vested in such a tiny figure of a deity and why quality has its 
price, apart from its pure material value (similar to fig. 494):

First, still before all sprues and black burnt on remnants 
of the mould have been removed, Shailendra sands down the 
smooth surfaces of his figures (fig. 504). Any casting errors, 
like that at the base of Ganesha’s trunk (fig. 505), must be filled 
or soldered and carefully smoothed down using a silver solder 
of the same alloy as the cast because of course such repairs 
should not be visible after polishing.

Then the sprues which ensured that the molten metal 
could reach all parts of the clay mould during casting are re-
moved. In the case of Ganesha of such conduits were attached 
between the crown and the hands, between the right el-
bow and the knee, and below, on the base plate (fig. 505, left). 
Shailendra saws them off and trims the rough edges with a 
file. The coarse connections between the arms, attributes and 
body, which were cast too, must also be neatly smoothed down 
with a file, even in barely accessible places.

Now full attention can be paid to the most time-consum-
ing stage of the work on these little silver deities, the chasing. 
In Nepal chasing is carried out more finely than in any other 
country, i. e. worked with a hammer and punches to such a de-
gree that it looks as though the lines and notches had been en-
graved. This metal removing technique using a burin is how-
ever not employed in this country for the embellishment of 
statues. The punches, if they are chisel-shaped, have the effect 
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Fig. 505: This silver Ganesha, which was trimmed, carefully chiselled and 
polished (right) by Shailendra Shakya in ten days’ work is only 6 cm high. 
Before all this work, after modelling in wax and casting in silver (by Shailen-
dra’s brothers), it still did not look very attractive (left; detail from fig. 503)!

Fig. 506: Details of the silver Guru Rinpoche statuette illustrated in fig. 494. 
Face, crown, neck jewellery, hair and decoration on the robe have all been 
finely worked with small chasing tools.

Fig. 504: The four parts of 
this small silver statue of a 
Vajrapani (Tibetan: Chana 
Dorje) have only been roughly 
trimmed so far. The pegs cast 
along with the figure, which fit 
into the holes of the base (bot-
tom right), are visible: it will 
therefore remain possible to 
dismantle the object and it will 
not be soldered together.
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267of displacing the material without cutting it out, as is the case 
for engraving (see fig. 158).

The small silver figures cannot be held on the lap or put 
on blocks of wood and held down with the foot (fig. 172; 176). 
Shailendra therefore embeds his workpieces in hot, viscous 
chaser’s pitch677. After it has cooled down, the pitch holds the 
figure firmly to the chasing board on the low work tables. The 
chasing work that is now due to begin will take one or two 
weeks for a small silver statue and longer for larger statues 
(fig. 508). Uneven areas will be hammered smooth and divid-
ing lines drawn with a little chisel, beads perfected with cir-
cle punches (fig. 505), hair refined and patterns punched into 
the robe (fig. 506, right), the plinth decorated (fig. 505)and so 
forth, all using a vast array of punches. For in the workshop 
there is an impressive set of tools, with over 150 different 
punches clearly arranged in a container (fig. 507). Every metal 
craftsman has his own idea of what constitutes the ideal shape 
and size of his punches and this is why each one grinds and 
hardens his tools himself.

As soon as the surface of the metal that is lying face up has 
been completely chased (fig. 508), the pitch must be warmed 
up with the soldering torch, the workpiece turned over and 
newly embedded. Troublesome remnants of pitch on the 
metal surface can easily be burnt off with the soldering torch. 
Depending on the complexity of the figure and decorations, 
the chaser must change the position of the piece on its bed of 
pitch four or more times. After all the stamped in decorations 
have been applied, the silver statues are carefully polished and 
furnished at the bottom with a small base plate which is made 
of silver and not, is as usual in the case of brass statues, of cop-
per sheeting. The small silver gods now shine in gracious per-
fection (figs. 494,5.6; 505, right).

677 See also Lo Bue 2002, fig. 8.
Fig. 508: Shailendra Shakya needs many days to chisel a single silver 
statue (here its back). This illustration shows a Guru Rinpoche statue 
being worked: the final product (figs. 494,5.6; 506) clearly demon-
strates that it is well worth the effort. This level of quality could never 
be reached by simple casting alone.

Fig. 507: Shailendra Shakya’s large set of punching tools is typical for 
every chaser who does not only restrike the casting surface, but also 
applies countless embellishments to the work . Every punch shape 
on the metal requires a different tool. Their design and maintenance 
(fig. 177) is a matter for the boss!
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268 A look at Nepal’s  
blacksmiths

In this documentation of Nepalese metal craftsmen, the black-
smiths will also only briefly be mentioned. Great importance 
is attached to them in the fields of production of tools, the 
building industry and, in earlier days, the production of weap-
ons678. They were therefore also important suppliers of tools 
to the bronze casters and chasers in Nepal before the latter 
began to show a preference for Indian industrial products679. 
As a concrete example of the division of labour between the 
toolsmith and the chaser, let me examine the punches which 
are required in hundreds of forms.

On the occasion of our workshop visits to the chasers, we 
have seen that each specialist has access to a large set of fine 
tools which he uses on a daily basis (figs. 484; 507). The re-
quirements concerning the actual shape and later on also the 
re-grinding come directly from the chaser. This means that 
the smith only produces raw forged non-specific punches. 
The chaser then shapes, files, grinds and finally polishes the 
working end according to his needs (fig. 177). The material 
used for heavily used tools is steel, i. e. iron containing 0.5–2 % 
carbon, which, on completion of the shaping, can be hard-
ened (fig. 509). The smith as well as the chaser must be able to 
harden such tools made of hardenable steel themselves: this is 
done by first annealing over a red-hot source of heat and then 
quenching in cold water, followed by partially warming the 
sharp end until it reaches the light brown “tempering colour”, 
to be finally quenched once again in water680. This process, 
dubbed “tempering”, makes the heavily used end of the punch 
just hard enough for use without too much wear but still elas-
tic enough so that it does not splinter while in action.

The blacksmiths are mostly Kāmi (Kau, respectively Na-
karmim in Newari)681, whom we have already met in the con-
text of the work of the coppersmiths.

In 1972 András Höfer researched and documented in an 
exemplary manner a group of around a hundred members of 
blacksmithing families in Chautara, three days on foot from 
Kathmandu682. Working in a communal roofed workshop, 
they repair iron tools, forge new equipment to order and even 
hammer and solder metal vessels made of highly alloyed brass 
(see above, pp. 199 ff. fig. 353).

Blacksmiths are mostly Hindu and are not usually ethnic 
Newar, because the Kāmi683 belong to a much lower caste than 
the Shakya and Tamrakar.

678 Becker-Ritterspach 1982, 133 (smiths in the building industry 
and weapon production). – On traditional iron smelting in Nepal: 
Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 17–24.

679 On the craftsmanship of the blacksmiths in Nepal: Charpentier 
1973, 83 f. figs. 14–17; Höfer 1976. – On blacksmithing in Tibet: 
Rauber-Schweizer 1976; Ronge 1978, esp. 70; 79 f.; 82 note 7.

680 Untracht 1968, 444 f.
681 Sanday 1974, 5 (Kau); Becker-Ritterspach 1982, 101; Bonapace / Ses-

tini 2003, 108 f.
682 Höfer 1976 (with an extensive description of the workshop, mate-

rials, tools, production processes and ethnic-economic environ-
ment of the Kāmi).

683 The short profile “A Kāmi (Smith)” gives a personal glimpse into 
the profession: Brauen 1984, 240. – The old forging techniques in 
neighbouring Tibet are extensively described by Rauber-Schweiz-
er 1976 (97: Organisation of Tibetan Smiths into a central “guild 
workshop” in Lhasa for orders with very high requirements; 107: 
Tibetan smiths are held in very low social esteem); on the low 
social position of smiths in Tibet, see also Duncan 1964, 68.

Fig. 509: Two chasing tools: on the left a “raw forged chasing punch”, i. e. a 
raw punch made of hardenable steel, as prepared by the smith and sold to 
the chaser; on the right a punch with the working end ground into shape 
(below) and the top buckled by many a hammer stroke. Lengths: 125 mm 
(details on the right enlarged fourfold).
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Source of information: Ratna 
Jyoti Shakya (fig. 10), 25.09.2013 
and 29.03.2015.

The local raw materials needed by the metal workers have 
been obtained for generations684 from other groups of Newar, 
mostly directly, with no middlemen: from the farmers, the 
clay dug out of the pits in the fields all around Patan; fire-
wood, charcoal and beeswax from the mountain areas of the 
Tamang; and iron tools from the people belonging to the caste 
of the blacksmiths, the Kāmi or Kau (see above). Only in ear-
lier time were the metals iron, copper and gold mined in Nepal 
and traded to Patan (see below).

Today, metals, which have become much more expensive, 
are generally imported from India. Even a part of the beeswax 
now comes additionally from the south, as do industrially pro-
duced articles like crucibles, polishing pastes, motors, weld-
ing torches, paints etc. Nevertheless, many basic materials 
used in metal casting still come from local sources. They are 
bought either from the tradesmen in the Tamrakar districts of 
Mangal, Haugal and Tangal south of Durbar Square in Patan or 
from the specialist Shakya shops in the Oku Bahal district of 
Patan (e. g. beeswax, tools, crucibles, scrap metal, sheet met-
als, wires etc. or ordered directly from the country folk (e. g. 
clay, wood etc.). It is interesting that, because the prices for 
imported metal ingots have risen so sharply recently (2015), it 
is now again worthwhile collecting and recycling scrap metal 
in Nepal.

Metals

Fig. 510 
Sources of information: Rajendra 
Shakya manages a small shop 
with equipment for metal 
workers and cut metal sheets on 
the north edge of Durbar Square 
in Patan. He is well informed 
about metal supply in Nepal 
(30.03.2015).

The fact that the production techniques for Buddhist repre-
sentations documented in this book all concern work carried 
out in metal, should not give the impression that Buddhas made 
of other materials are not commonplace: ancient Indian writ-
ings already name “gold, copper or gold, stone, wood, bricks 
or limestone mortar” for sculptures (Ṡāriputra)685. The Indian 
encyclopaedist Varāhamihira writes in the sixth century AD in 
his Hindu work Bṛhatsaṃhitā: “An idol, made of wood or clay 
bestows long life, prosperity, strength and victory; one made 
of precious stone tends to the weal of the world; one of gold be-
stows health; of silver, fame; one of copper, increase of chil-
dren; and an idol or emblem of Siva made of stone, acquisition 
of immense landed property”686. The current uncontrolled 
proliferation of the use of materials such as diverse compacted 
materials and plastic is a consequence of commercialisation, 
mass production and the demotion of the artefacts to decora-
tive objects, which cannot be the subject of this book.

Nepal’s capacity to procure the various metals was historically 
subjected to a certain amount of fluctuation. It seems that cer-
tain raw materials that are very important for the metalwork-
ing industries in the Kathmandu valley used to be more re-
gionally exploited, smelted and transported to Patan, whereas 
today, it is more convenient to import many metals as indus-
trial ingots from India. This is despite Nepal possessing some 
deposits of its own687.

In the past Nepal was able to “boast of its goldmines” and 
it also had deposits of zinc minerals, copper and iron mines, as 
well as galena deposits from which presumably lead and silver 
were extracted. With respect to gold mining to the west of Ne-
pal the British botanist Thomas Thomson reports on the pres-

684 Höfer 1970, 189.
685 See note 87 for references to the sources.
686 Bṛhatsaṃhitā chapter 60, verse 4. – Bose 1926, 34; Sastri / Bhat 

1947, 522 (quotation); Iyer 1987, 295.
687 Von Schroeder 1981, 46 map A.
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272 ence, in the middle of the nineteenth century, of gold panners 
“a little below Khapalu688”: “I found a number of people wash-
ing the sand of the Indus for gold; but the produce seemed to 
me very trifling. . .”689.

At the beginning of the nineteenth century the competi-
tion from cheap European copper had become a threat to local 
production. Apparently the “difficulty and cost of transport 
through a very mountainous region”, the lack of a “navigable 
waterway” and “the total absence of knowledge of the locals 
about the arts of mineralogy and metallurgy” are also partly 
responsible for the demise of Nepalese copper extraction690.

Alloys

Decades ago it was already stated with admiration that “the 
ancient metal casters and artists possessed highly advanced 
knowledge of the properties of alloys made up of different 
metals. With their experience & skill they evolved out several 
forms of alloys used for different purposes such as images or 
household utensils, cooking pots and dishes. These workers 
used alloys consisting of five metals called the panch dhātu: 
They could also form alloys consisting of as many as eight met-
als, called the aṣṭa dhātu alloys. These alloys were used for 
making the images of the Jota Dhari Lokeswara (Min Nath) & 
Karuna maya Aryavalokiteswara (Machchindra Nath) both of 
Lalitpur [Patan]. These images are nearly 1500 years old.”691 I 
shall explore the legendary “magic alloy” aṣṭa dhātumore in 
greater detail and critically below, on pages 276 ff.

Early alloys, based on object analyses

Josef Riederer has analysed 48 liturgical bronzes from Asia. 
His relatively small number of samples shows very clearly that 
tin-rich bronzes, often containing more than 10 % and up to 
18 % tin come especially from southern India and Kerala692. 
Typical brasses, on the other hand, come primarily from Gu-
jarat-Rajasthan and Kashmir and contain 12–25 % zinc693. 
Very early casts from India (first–fourth century AD) are often 
made of quite pure copper, whilst later pieces (eighth–twelfth 
century) are, as mentioned, more frequently tin bronzes. 
Straightforward brasses, which were obtained by the cemen-
tation process (so-called calamine brass), appear much later, 
from about the fifteenth century onwards and over time they 
have become much more common in many regions and also 
much richer in zinc; in earlier days bronzes underwent an “in 
part drastic reduction in the tin content”694.

Ulrich von Schroeder had many more “bronzes” analysed, 
also by Josef Riederer, including pieces from the Himalaya 
region, i. e. from Nepal and Tibet. There he found that brass 
statues dominated (with 13–21 % Zn; twelfth–seventeenth cen-

tury)695. In early contexts (the Pāla period, tenth century; and 
western Tibet, twelfth century), in Nepal (sixth–fifteenth cen-
tury) and especially in Tibet (thirteenth–nineteenth century) 
he was able to identify “very many copper statues” (often >96 % 
Cu)696, as we have already seen for the very early centuries in 
South Asia. He could only find other objects made of almost 
pure copper (>96 % Cu) in the early Gandhāra material from 
the third / fourth century AD697.

Some old figures of gods may, if they have been put together 
from two cast pieces, display different alloy contents because 
there was never a situation in which only a single alloy was 
at hand in the casting workshops. In the medieval figures of 
Buddhist deities from the Himalaya region, the figure itself is 
mostly classically cast in copper, whereas it is quite possible 
for the base to be made of brass698; whether this was part of the 
original or a later addition or repair must remain open.

688 Near Chorbat / Khapalu in the Ladakh-Pakistan border area, 1150 
km north-west of Patan.

689 Thomson 1852, 212 f.
690 Kirkpatrick 1818, 121 ff. (quotations; Colonel Wiliam Kirkpatrick 

was apparently one of the first Englishmen to travel to and de-
scribe Nepal); on the same problem, see also Donner 1994, 507.

691 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 9.
692 Early tin-rich bronzes also in Thailand: Drayman-Weisser 1997, 

279 (in the seventh–tenth century with 18–23 % Sn ; in the thir-
teenth–fifteenth century still containing 2–11 % Sn).

693 Riederer 1984; Reedy 1989, 95; Thind 2009, 62 f. note 119 (brass 
cementation using calamine by old “Hindu alchemists”; with older 
literature). – On the emergence of brass casts in Thailand from the 
fifteenth century: Drayman-Weisser 1997, 279 f. (max. c. 10–28 % 
Zn).

694 Werner 1972, 67–77 tab. 4.2–4.7.; 4.10; 86–117 tab. 5.3 (p. 117 with 
a note on an Indian alloy used in a statue dated 1454 with c. 35 % 
zinc!); 123 (quotation); Lo Bue 1981a, 34; Carlson / Tagle 1994, 243 
(cementation was invented in the first century BC in Asia Minor, 
only later also in Asia; hardly known in China until the sixteenth 
century); Reedy / Harlacher 2007, 69 tab. 3 (they obtain very simi-
lar results for Sri Lanka).

695 Reedy / Reedy 1993, 315 tab. 4, also come to the same conclusion 
(around 62 % of the 106 eleventh–seventeenth-century Tibetan 
“bronzes” analysed are made of brass).

696 Differently in Reedy / Reedy 1993, 316 tab. 4 (only about 10 % of the 
106 Tibetan statues analysed are made of unalloyed copper).

697 Von Schroeder 1981, 49–52. – J. Riederer in Uhlig 1979, 63–68, 
presented another 37 statue analyses from the same area (Tibet, 
Nepal, Kashmir). Twelve of them are brasses (eleventh–sixteenth 
century; containing 0.4–9.2 % lead and tin) and ten , especially 
from Tibet and Nepal, are copper (tenth–sixteenth century, >88 % 
Cu). From outside the core of the Himalaya region seven tin bronz-
es come from Bangladesh (14–28 % Sn, hardly any Pb), one from 
Kashmir (leaded brass; ninth / tenth century, 10 % Pb) and two 
from China (copper and brass; thirteenth and fifteenth centuries). 
Among the very early pieces (Swât, Dvāravati, Pāla; sixth–twelfth 
century ) there are two made of tin bronze, two made of brass and 
one of tin, lead and brass. – A similarly broad spectrum of differ-
ing copper alloys comes from the area that includes Thailand, 
Cambodia and Laos, also in Carlson / Tagle 1994.

698 Alsop 1989, 133 fig. 88 (Padmapani Lokeshvara, Nepal, fourteenth 
century).
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geo graphical and temporal axes. In most historical assem-
blages a rich variety of alloys is found, in which copper, tin, 
zinc and lead are present as the main elements, in almost 
every imaginable combination699, as is the case in other cul-
tures too700. The regional and temporal differences recorded 
are only distinguishable thanks to the great number of statue 
analyses which have been undertaken.

Traditional alloys in the twentieth century

In Tibet701 and Nepal702 a differentiation was made early on 
between many various alloys, according to the colour desired 
and especially the technical demands placed on the raw ma-
terials; the diversity of metals in today’s industry is nothing 
new703. The choice that the caster makes when he is making 
an object is however not only determined by the mechanical 
workability, the desired colour of the metal and the casting 
properties of an alloy 

Particularly in the case of figures of deities, it is crucial 
that the casting material is well suited for a possible fire gild-
ing. Copper is rated as the most suitable metal for gilding; for 
non-ferrous metals it is important to be sure that the alloy does 
not contain any lead at all. Furthermore, in India lead was con-
sidered to be unsuitable, for religious reasons, for alloys used 
to make representations of gods704. Still, until today in south-
ern India a brass alloy containing a maximum of 19 % zinc and 
around 4 % lead is usual for the casting of religious statues705.

When considering workability, the artisan must also de-
cide how to weight the casting and the cold work: bronze is 
good for casting but laborious to engrave or punch; copper of-
ten causes great difficulties during casting but is ideal for work 
with punches (and sometimes also with burin) and brass of-
fers and acceptable compromise between good casting prop-
erties and still being relatively easy to embellish706. This may 
be why today it is the most commonly used metal for making 
representations of deities.

In 1984 Chhabi Lal Gajurel and Karuna Kar Vaidya listed the 
following traditional alloys employed by the Newar craftsmen 
in Nepal which they “used in the olden days to produce cast 
images of well-known gods & goddesses” and their mixing for-
mulae (current terminology has been added by the author)707:

Panch dhātu (equivalent to a tin brass, or Tombak708):
copper 12 pau709 = 12 pau ~95.0 % Cu 
“brass” 3 pau = 3 pau ~4.4 %Zn
kans (Cu+Sn) 0.5 pau  = 0.5 pau ~0.8 % Sn
gold 4 annas710 = 0.017 pau ~0.3 % Ag
silver 1 tolā =0.05 pau ~0.1 % Au

Aṣṭa dhātu(so-called eight metals alloy [see below]), corre-
sponds to a tin brass):

copper 1 dhārni = 12 pau ~90.2 % Cu
“brass” 3 pau = 3 pau ~7.3 %Zn
kans (Cu+Sn) 3 pau = 0.5 pau ~1.7 % Pb
zinc 0.5 pau = 0.5 pau ~1.7 % Fe
lead 0.25 pau = 0.25 pau ~0.5 % Sn
iron 1 kanwa = 0.25 pau ~0.3 % Ag
gold 4 annas = 0.017 pau ~0.1 % Au
silver 1 tolā =0.05 pau 

In 1985, according to the same author, the following simpler 
alloys 1–8 were given for household utensils for daily use711:
1. Bronze dhalot, superior quality (corresponds to a pure, 

hard but workable brass):
“brass” 1 dhārni = 12 pau 88.0 % Cu
zinc 0.5 pau = 0.5 pau 12.0 % Zn

2. Bronze dhalot, superior grade (corresponds to a very brit-
tle hard brass or to a solder)712:
copper 6 pau = 6 pau 50 % Cu
zinc 6 pau = 6 pau 50 % Zn

699 Also Lal 1956, 55 f. (with table [Nālandā / IND]); Reedy 1997, 82 f. tab. 
4.1; 86 f. tab. 4.2; 181–290 tab. A1.3.

700 For example, the composition of non-ferrous metal objects from 
sites dated to the Roman empire is similarly heterogeneous: 
Riederer 1995.

701 On the usual alloy found in old Tibet, see Dagyab 1977, 50–52 
(extensively); Ronge 1978, 146 note 10 (with older literature); 
Craddock 1981, 24 (alloy colours); Lo Bue 1981a, 43 f. (also Tibetan 
special alloys); Reedy / Reedy 1993, 308 (colour design).

702 Mukherjee 1978, 162 f. (list of traditional objects made of tin 
bronze [bell metal], brass and copper).

703 Furger 1995, 115–136 and 150–176 (with a contribution by Riederer 
1995) on non-ferrous metal alloys in Roman times around 1–400 
AD and tables 20 and 21 with over 90 industrial alloys containing 
copper from the twentieth century.

704 Mukherjee 1978, 36 (Swamimalai / Tamil Nadu).
705 Nambiar 1964, 10.
706 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 43.
707 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 9 f.
708 The same alloy is also known as “Mannheim gold”. In terms of 

nomenclature of the non-ferrous alloys I am conforming to Josef 
Riederer’s definitions of 1995, which have become established in 
European archaeology, and to the modern terminology for alloys 
in Furger 1995, tables 20 and 21.

709 1 pau = 199 g (also 233 or 245 g, depending on the source ). For 
the conversion of the Nepalese units of mass and weight into the 
metric system, I use the following table: http://www.nepalhelp.
dk/filer/Projecthelp/conversion.pdf (10.07.2014). The values given 
in Toffin 1977, 22; Donner 1994, 711, and in other sources can vary 
from these by ±5 %.

710 1 tolā = 12 annas = 100 lāl = 11.66 g (weight of an Indian rupee; “lāl” 
is a seed which was used to weigh gold): Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 12.

711 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 10.
712 Slightly deviating from this are the brass alloys in de Labriffe 1973, 

188 (with prices, note 11): 12 pau “brass” and 5 pau zinc (corre-
sponds to around 42 % Zn).
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274 3. Bronze dhalot, medium grade (corresponds to a pure, 
hard brass or Tombak):
“brass” 1 dhārni = 12 pau 81.5 % Cu
zinc 1.5 pau = 1.5 pau 18.5 % Zn

4. Dhalot, copper-coloured (corresponds to a brittle,  
but workable brass)713:
copper 1 dhārni = 12 pau 72.7 % Cu
zinc 4.5 pau = 4.5 pau 27.3 % Zn

5. Kans (a hard tin brass; hardly corresponds to a modern 
alloy; only suitable for casting):
copper 2 pau = 2 pau ~50 % Cu
satisa (?) 1 pau = 1 pau ~25 % Sn(?)
zinc 1 pau = 1 pau ~25 % Zn

6. Caresh (corresponds to a ductile tin brass, suitable for 
chasing):
copper 1 dhārni = 12 pau ~96.2 % Cu
kans (s. Nr. 5) 1 pau = 1 pau ~1.9 % Zn
  ~1,9 % Sn

7. Caresh (corresponds to a brass bronze or gun bronze):
kans (s. Nr. 5) 1 dhārni = 12 pau ~44.5 % Cu
tin 1.5 pau = 1.5 pau ~33.3 % Sn
   ~22.2 % Zn

8. Caresh, superior grade (corresponds to a hard,  
very brittle “mirror bronze”, polishable to a high gloss):
copper 6 pau = 6 pau 50 % Cu
tin 6 pau = 6 pau 50 % Sn

Dhalot is therefore a normal brass, which is used for casts of 
any kind714. In Nepal, the term is applied in various ways: for 
the archaeometrist Suyog Prajāpati from Bhaktapur, dhalot “is 
cast metal generally speaking” and according to him the only 
name for brass is liḥ, which however does not appear anywhere 
in Newar casting literature. According to Ratna Jyoti Shakya, 
the casting qualities of dhalot are worse than those of gāgri, 
and apparently unsuitable for hammering. Hence dhalot is not 
liked for sheet metal work (e. g. fig. 511), but mainly used for the 
casting of everyday utensils and massive vessels, such as the 
common water drinking jug known as karuwā (fig. 323, cen-
tre). That, perhaps only recently, 1–2 % tin and up to 6 % lead 
have been added to the dhalot alloy is shown by our analyses 
(table 8, Patan30+31). This could be the reason for the unsuita-
bility of this insufficiently defined alloy for hammering work.

The term gāgri, which does not appear in the list above, not 
only refers to the widespread large water jug (fig. 351), but also 
describes a copper alloy which is regarded as the “best brass”: 
on the one hand for high-quality statue casting, and on the 
other it is suitable for hammering. It is supposed to be well 
suited to casting and gilding and must therefore not contain 
any lead.

Caresh is, as the alloy formulae above show, a tin bronze with 
a broad spectrum, which in all cases may also contain some 
zinc. It is also called kāyaṁ715.

Kans: We also find in the source quoted above the alloy for kans, 
another bronze even more tin-rich than caresh. Kans was used 
for the production of plates which were hammered “warm”, 
i. e. at a low forging heat on stone anvils or swages by several 
smiths at the same time and is used up to today for bells716:

copper 1 dhārni ~ 2.5 kg ~ 68 % Cu
tin 5 pau ~ 1.1 kg ~ 32 % Sn

Bronzes with a high tin content of about 20 % upwards are also 
called bell bronzes in the West and have been very frequently 
used in Nepalese717 and Indian718 artisan works. Most singing 
bowls are cast from a similar alloy (table 2), with a 20–24 % tin 
content.

Silever: A further traditional brass alloy, which because of 
its white shine is often given preference over brass, is the so-
called silever which used to be mainly used for casting jugs. 
The name is a corruption of the English “silver”, because the 
alloy has a particularly bright whitish shine. It has been as-
serted that silever is a mixture of copper and iron with 1/12 
zinc, but this cannot be correct from a technical-material per-
spective or from an analytical point of view719. In reality, in the 
twentieth century silever was understood to be an alloy of al-
most identical parts of copper and zinc to which just about 1 % 
lead can be added720. Our own analyses of an old silever karuwā 
(water drinking jug, fig. 323) gave 47 % copper, 42 % zinc, 8.7 % 
nickel and only 1.11 % lead (table 8, Kathmandu05+06); the re-
sults of an analysis on new silever wire bought in 2015 from 
the metal dealer Shanta Shakya in Patan gave 58 % copper, 

713 Slightly deviating from this are the brass alloys in de Labriffe 
1973, 188 (with prices, note. 11): 12 pau copper (71 %) and 5 pau zinc 
(29 %).

714 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 45.
715 My thanks go to Suyog Prajāpati from Bhaktapur for initiating a 

discussion on archaeometry in Nepal and the various metals and 
alloys used (05.04.2015).

716 Lo Bue 1981a, 52 (“bell-metal” with 33 % or 40 % Sn); Ga-
jurel / Vaidya 1984,49 ff. (quoted proportions of Cu-Sn). – In 
Rengali in Odissa / India a very similar bronze alloy named kansa 
is used; it is alloyed with copper and 22 % tin (Mukherjee 1978, 
367); in Mirzapur in Uttar Pradesh the same term kansa signifies 
a “bell metal” with 50 % Cu and 50 % Zn (Mukherjee 1978, 420), 
corresponding to the Nepalese “caresh, superior grade”. For Tilpi 
in West Bengal, Datta et al. 2008, 382 note 2–5, give a tin content of 
20–25 % Sn for kānsa.

717 Mukherjee 1978, 449 f. (see also below, note 799).
718 Mukherjee 1978, 158; 342; 351; 363; 367; 410; 414; 423; 439 and 450 

(“. . . the correct bell-metal of kharga – 7 copper to 2 tin” [corre-
sponds to 22 % Sn]).

719 Höfer 1970, 197 and 201 note 10.
720 Höfer 1976, 393 note. 26 and 394 note 57 (alloy); Gabriel 1999, 52 

(generally; “. . . containing nickel”).
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Fig. 512: This over 2-m-high astrolabe in the observatory of the Maharahja Jai Singh (around 1730) in Jaipur in India is 
apparently made of a special “seven metals alloy”. This unproven composition is believed to prevent heat expansion of 
this precise star altimeter (detail on the right). There is hardly any evidence to support this alleged or real quality, but 
legends abound.

Fig. 511: A piece of malleable brass sheet of the dhalot type on an an-
vil. The flat steel plate (at the bottom in fig. 381) serves as a base for 
smoothing and planishing and for the first stages of the repoussé work: 
straightening the metal and initial processing with a hammer (fig. 383).
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276 35 % zinc, 7.4 % nickel and only a trace of 0.01 % lead (table 8, 
Patan25). Silever is therefore no different from “new silver” or 
“Alpacca”, a nickel-brass.

In 2015 Shanta Shakya sold silever in wire form for 
1,350 rupees per kg (c. 13 US dollars / kg). The attractive metal 
is expensive, costing around three times as much as zinc and 
almost twice as much as brass.

None of these traditional Nepalese alloys correspond to 
the well-known “Chola bronzes”. They are often, but not ex-
clusively, made of a tin brass, which is worked in southern 
India to this day. Some historical chola bronze statues from 
the ninth–thirteenth centuries contain at least 84 % copper, a 
maximum of 14 % zinc and around 2 % tin721; others consist of 
lead bronze with on average about 7 % tin, 7 % lead and only oc-
casionally up to 2 % zinc722. We cannot, however, speak of an 
actual “Chola alloy” with narrowly defined elements. Opinions 
as to whether we are dealing with a brass or with a tin bronze 
vary widely723.

The frequently cited “eight-metals” alloy “aṣṭa 
dhātu”

Historical background and definition: It is maintained about 
many old Buddhist and Hindu statues, Tibetan bells or the 
currently very popular singing bowls (fig. 452) that they are 
made of this mysterious “eight metals” alloy (octo-alloy or aṣṭa 
dhātu)724. As examples we can take the 600-year old statue of 
Min Nath and the approximately 500-year old statue of Mac-
chendra Nat, both in Patan, which are reportedly made of the 
“holy” alloy aṣṭa dhātu.

One of the objects most often presented in Asia as being 
made of a multi-metal alloy is the giant astrolabe “Yantra Raj”, 
i. e. “the king of the instruments”. It measures time and the al-
titude of stars and has a diameter of 2.12 m and a height of 2.43 
m; the Maharaja Jai Singh had it made in around 1730 for his in-
ternationally known observatory in Jaipur in India. Its round 
plate is apparently made of “molten brass”: it is 3–15 mm thick, 
weighs around 400 kg and is in places repaired with lead725. It 
still hangs today in its original location and has survived rel-
atively well in the open air (fig. 512). It is precisely this state 
of preservation but also its accuracy, no matter the tempera-
ture, that is given as an explanation to the countless visitors by 
the tour guide; it is an “ingenious alloy which does not expand 
when the temperature increases”, by virtue of the traditional 
seven- (or eight-) metals alloy, which can be read about in most 
travel books. Unfortunately the piece has not been analysed 
so far; its material is named in the older literature, albeit with 
great variations: in 1786 as copper, in 1918 as brass and in 1975 
even as iron726. Preconceived opinions, handed down asser-
tions and finally belief create more confusion than clarity.

Indeed, in the old Sanskrit sources, in the Ṡilparatna for 
example (sixteenth century), this eight-metals alloy is called 

the “aṣṭalohamaya”: according to that source, this mixture 
of metals for the representations of deities should be com-
posed of gold, silver, “bronze”, “brass”, bell metal, iron, lead 
and trāpuṣa(?), without any proportions being given727. From 
old Tibet there are also reports about an eight-metals alloy 
called li-khra, used for Buddhist sculptural imagery. Among 
others, the statue of the Jowo Ṡākyamuni in the Jokhang tem-
ple in Lhasa is reported to be made of the alloy. It is said about 
this reddish metal that the naked eye can discern the eight 
elements within it like differently coloured grains and that 
they blend to shimmer like a rainbow when seen from a dis-
tance728. From Thailand we hear that during the casting into 
the hot clay moulds “pious patrons and devout villagers may 
throw in additional metal items: pieces of gold or silver, jewel-
lery made of precious metals, coins. These melt immediately 
and become an intrinsic part of the cast image.”729

The conscious addition of a little gold to the molten metal 
for the bronze figures of Buddhist and Hindu deities is re-
garded as a sacrifice or offering to the divinity that is being 
represented. Some analysts and authors believe that they 
can detect such a conscious addition of gold at a level as low 
as 0.01 %730 and others take a concentration of 0.05 to 0.13 % 
Au as standard evidence for the ritual addition of gold to the 
metal of a statue731. A Buddhist copper casting from the eight-
eenth / nineteenth century containing 1 % silver and 1.5 % gold, 
which is clearly too much for a random “contamination” or a 
trace element from the ore, is probably the great exception732!

In modern India this custom is explicitly not, or no longer, 

721 Lal 1956, 54.
722 Srinivasan 2006, 52 (with older literature).
723 Dehejia et al. 2002, esp. 12, only report on a copper alloy with a 

“small proportion of lead and tin” (as earlier with traces of gold 
and silver).

724 Kempers 1933, 13 f.; Mukherjee 1978, 30, 318 and 456; Lo Bue 
1981b, 83 (“the myth of the octo-alloy”); Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 16; 
Kramisch 1994, 217; Lo Bue 1997a, 573; Bonapace / Sestini 2003, 
105.

725 Noti 1911, 74–76 fig. 25; Sharma 1995, 179–182 figs. 7-6 (quotation: 
p. 179). – On graduation and function: Singh 1978, 123–128; Sharma 
1995, 179–182. – On graduation, see also http://www.kultur-in-
asien.de/Jantar-Mantar/seite524.htm (accessed 14.02.2015).

726 Tiefenthaler 1786, 317 (“. . . very large astrolabes, cast in copper. . .”); 
Kaye 1918, 31 f. fig. 29 (Metal instrument I: “brass . . . possibly. . . the 
original metal instruments referred to by Jai Singh”); Blanpied 
1975, 1027 (“two seven-foot iron astrolabes”).

727 Lo Bue 1981a, 41; Shukla 1996, 109 (quotation); Pillai et al. 2006, 
857. – Also in the Viṣṇu Saṁhitā “gold and other metals” are pre-
scribed or mentioned for the casting of images of deities (Acharya 
1933, 635 note 1).

728 Dagyab 1977, 52.
729 Strahan 1997, 34 f.
730 Lo Bue 1981b, 83; Lo Bue 1997a, 573.
731 Werner 1972, 134 tab. 8.6–8.7; 146 f. tab. 9,6; 156 (highest value, 

India: 0.13 % Au); cat. nos. 167, 173 and 208. An identical top value 
of 0.13 % Au is also given by Lo Bue 1981b, 83.

732 Craddock 1981, 25; 103 fig. and cat. no. 16.
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277cultivated by some casters, but by others at least still to the ex-
tent of leaving a trace: although statues are usually cast from a 
mix of scrap metal, a little of the eight-metals mixture is added 
to the casting material to keep a “touch of holiness”733. Such 
a degree of “exponentiated dilution” naturally quickly pulls 
the values of expensive components like gold, silver and mer-
cury below the levels of traceability, even by modern analyti-
cal equipment.

Is, then, this multi-alloy a myth or in effect an old, religiously-in-
spired custom? It seems to me that, whilst a lot has been writ-
ten about this complex historical “special alloy”, it is no longer 
alloyed; Eberto Lo Bue calls it a “persistent myth among art 
historians”734. The Nepalese bronze casters, have, according to 
M. V. Krishnan, “no clear idea regarding the ratio of silver and 
gold, as these metals are not used for casting nowadays. They, 
however, claim that they know the alloy for casting images in 
paṅchalōhā (alloy of five metals [panch dhātu]) and aśtadhātu 
(alloy of eight metals [aṣṭa dhātu])”735.

Is what cannot be analysed not true? The non-metallurgically 
provable consistency in the composition of the alloys and the 
traces of certain metals (which have been added on purpose) 
just about on or even under the level of analytical detection, 
speak, in the large majority of cases, against rather than for 
the old mythical advice.

But it is not just about the presence of gold in brasses and 
bronzes! To make up the “eight metals”, the following metals 
should be present in addition to gold: silver, copper, tin, lead, 
iron, zinc and mercury (or “brass”) and, according to other 
sources, instead of those, nickel, antimony, cobalt, bismuth, 
arsenic or cadmium. There are also varieties where twelve, 
seven (Cu, Sn, Fe, Au, Ag, Hg, Sb), six (Cu, Zn, Pb, Fe, Au, As736) 
or five (Cu, Sn, Zn, Au, Ag737; panch dhātu, pañcaloha) alloying 
elements are named. In these “magic” multi-metal mixtures 
of religious character copper is always present as a base for 
the non-ferrous metals, and gold and silver in small amounts 
add a spiritual dimension. All other elements (tin, zinc, lead, 
iron etc.) differ from source to source which is possibly caused 
by identification and translation problems within the various 
sources.

The term aṣṭa dhātu is also used to be applied to alloys 
which are actually brasses and in other cases the term refers 
more to bronzes. Analyses show that only two or three ele-
ments were alloyed as main ingredients; in my opinion, other 
metals are only incidental traces rather than deliberately al-
loyed components, for example trace elements from various 
ores. Viewed objectively, elements detected at under 1 % in 
aṣṭa dhātu can hardly meet the metallurgical or technical re-
quirements of an alloy; today, they embody the more esoteric 
interpretations of the tradesmen in relation to their Western 
customers rather than historical-religious characteristics.

Let us check this specifically in relation to gold, whose 
presence in Buddhist statues and other casts is explicitly seen 
as a religious act738. In our own analyses of 25 samples (ta-
ble 8) gold is only present in fire-gilded objects and silver jew-
ellery, but never in alloys of non-ferrous metals of statues, re-
poussé works or singing bowls. With the analytical method 
used (portable X-ray fluorescence equipment, used in the “al-
loy” setting) the limit of detection for gold is about 0.01 %: any 
deliberately added gold should therefore be detectable. In the 
few known analyses of singing bowls the gold content is also 
never over 0.01 % (see table 2).

The archaeometallurgist Josef Riederer has also analysed 
around 200 bronzes from South and East Asia as well as from 
the countries of the Himalaya – these being old artefacts – and 
has come to the same consistent conclusion: in his series he 
found practically no gold and only 0–0.16 % silver739.

No gold detectable and hardly detectable traces of silver? Otto 
Werner, who contends that he has found a significant gold 
content in many antique Asian representations of deities, sees 
things quite differently. For eastern Asia, his identified aver-
ages lie at 0.007 % Au and for northern and southern India at 
around 0.0046 % Au. He goes on to say that these values exceed 

733 Mukherjee 1978, 30 (p. 31: in Natunbazar near Calcutta “occasion-
ally, at a customers’ request, a little gold and silver is added to 
brass. A drop of mercury, too, is sealed inside a hole in the image”); 
318 (“A little ball of gold and silver is inserted [after casting!] into a 
hole in the heart of the image, and sealed up”).

734 Lo Bue 1981a, 33 f. (with older literature).
735 Krishnan 1976, 30 (quotation); Pillai et al. 2006, 857. – dhātu = 

Metal; lōhā = mixture; pancha = five; aṣṭa = eight.
736 Bhowmik 1964 (cited from de Labriffe 1973, 191 note 15).
737 Differing data: Cu, Pb, Au, Ag and Zn respectively Cu, Pb, Au, 

Ag and Fe (“a trace of iron dust”; Mukherjee 1978, 38 and 408); 
in Nagarkoil the casters even believe that they know exactly the 
Śilpaśāstra formula for the five metal alloys: 1 part Au, 4 parts Ag, 
80 parts Cu (86 %), 8 parts Pb (9 %) and a trace of Fe (Mukherjee 
1978, 408 [1 % gold content in a casting brass would however be a 
completely unrealistic cost factor]). – On the “five metals alloy” see 
also Werner 1972, 132–134 tables 8.6–8.7 (analyses of the gold con-
tent); Mallebrein 1984, 237 (a five metals alloy for the “production 
of religious idols” is described in the old Indian Śilpaśāstras as 
“especially lucky” and should be composed of gold, silver, copper, 
brass and lead [also older literature]); Dehejia et al. 2002, 12 (with 
“small portions of lead and tin [in ancient times, small amounts of 
gold and silver too]”); Guy 2007, 60 (Au, Ag, Cu, Fe and brass).

738 Werner 1972, 132–134 tables 8.6–8.7, examined this question espe-
cially intensively. During his analyses he encountered a spectrum 
of between 0.005 % and less gold at the lower end and 0.6 % Au and 
more at the upper end of the spectrum; Reedy / Harlacher 2007, 
70 f. fig. 13 tab. 3 (in the early Sri Lankan bronzes, gold is more 
often identifiable than later and is also regarded by the author as a 
“ritual addition”).

739 In all samples gold was either below the limit of detection or 
so sparingly represented that it was not included in the tables. 
Riederer in Uhlig 1979, 63–68; von Schroeder 1981, 49–52 (a single 
exception with 0.24 % Ag); Riederer 1984.
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278 “considerably those originating from natural gold contamina-
tion of the alloy components, the basic value of which lies at 
0.0005 % to 0.005 % Au”. In the case of bronzes from Thailand, 
although the traditional ritual addition of some gold and sil-
ver (note 729) is documented there, the analyses of around 100 
statues of deities showed at most traces of gold on the surface 
(from the surface gilding) but the core of the alloys did not re-
veal a single trace of gold, while around 0.07–0.19 % silver was 
found in 22 cases740.

Let us suppose that the amount of silver analysed was 
added, for ritual reasons, to a middle-sized crucible contain-
ing 2 kg of molten metal for a 10 cm tall statuette; a 0.10 % sil-
ver content in the alloy would correspond to only two grams 
of silver. This corresponds to a platelet with a surface area 
of 1 cm² and 4 mm thick. Today, this small addition of silver 
would make the small statue increase the cost of the object by 
2 US dollars. The same amount of gold (2 g) would incur an im-
pressive 80 US dollars in extra costs, more or less doubling the 
price of the statue! This naïve calculation should only serve 
to demonstrate that measurable traces of gold and silver in a 
statue made of the legendary aṣṭa dhātu can greatly increase 
the price of the statue. It must remain open whether in earlier 
days an aṣṭa dhātu alloy was only very symbolically “enriched” 
with a shaving of silver and a fine crumb of gold; this would 
result in a content of only 0.001 % silver and 0.00005 % gold 
would hardly be identifiable when using the usual analytical 
equipment.

It has already been established elsewhere, in connection 
with Indian alloys, that “probably for ‹economic reasons› the 
gold and silver content of the alloys became reduced or dis-
appeared”741. Producers or dealers admit this to a certain ex-
tent and speak of a “homeopathic” content of the valuable aṣṭa 
dhatu components in their products742. Finally, the same sit-
uation is confirmed by our examination of modern singing 
bowls: quite normal, highly alloyed (because brittle and pleas-
ant sounding) tin bronzes were used to make them. By way of 
an example, see the 13 examples labelled A–H and J–O in our 
table 2. They differ, quite atypically, in their very different lev-
els of zinc, lead, iron and arsenic. Other metals are present in 
even smaller quantities and can hardly have been added on 
purpose; these are more likely to represent contamination (ta-
ble 2):

740 Werner 1972, 133 tab. 8.7; Drayman-Weisser et al. 1997, 281–287 
(Thailand).

741 Werner 1972, 156 (quotation by R. Reeves); Pillai et al. 2006, 857.
742 With reference to the products imported by Peter Hess into the 

European market, we are assured that “in order to acknowledge 
the tradition of the singing bowls [made of a copper tin bronze], 
they have added to them a further 10 metals, partly only in ho-
meopathic quantities.” (see http://www.nepal-importe.de/page.
html?chapter=0&id=18 [accessed 12.01.2015]).
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279Table 2: Metal analyses of modern (A–E, G–O) and antique (F)  
singing bowls.

Cu ( %) Sn ( %) Zn ( %) Pb ( %) Fe ( %) Au ( %) Ag ( %) Hg ( %) As ( %) Ni ( %) Sb ( %) Others ( %)

Bowl A743: 77.6 21.7 0.01 0.03 0.12 <0.01 0.03 >0.02 ? ? ? ?

Bowl B744: 74.2 19.5 0.0 0.25 0.00 0 0.05 0.00 5.86 0.31 0.16 0.19 Ti 
0.16 V

Bowl C745: 77.2 22 0.01 0.4 0.14 0.01 0.03 0.02 ? ? ? ?

Bowl D746: 77.6 22.5 ? ? 0.01 ? ? ? 0.11 0.03 ? ?

Bowl E747: 77.4 22.4 ? ? 0.03 ? ? ? 0.13 0.03 ? ?

Bowl F748: 75.4 24.0 ? ? 0.12 ? ? ? 0.13 0.01 ? ?

Bowl G749: 77.0 21.8 ? ? 0.17 ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Bowl H750: 74.9 24.0 0.66 0.11 0.17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.20 Ti

Bowls I / J751: 60.0 3.80 33.1 2.2 0.46 0 0 0 0 0.35 0.03 0.04 Ti 
0.04 Mn

Bowls K–O752: 77.2 22.5 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0 0 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.21 Ti 
0.01 V

It would be useful to compare these values with those of “old” 
(singing) bowls, but originals can hardly be found753 and the 
only analysis known to me is that of bowl F. According to my 
assessment, we cannot talk about a mystical eight metals alloy 
in modern collectors’ pieces and the supposedly added “ho-
meopathic” amounts of gold, silver and so on remain a ques-
tion of belief.

The alloys used today for representations

As we have already seen, the metal market in Patan was reg-
ularly supplied by Indian traders for several decades until 
2014. In around 1970 zinc and lead were traded in ingots, while 
copper and brass were brought onto the market in the form 
of stacks of metal sheets. The brass and copper alloys were 
both available in two varieties: one suitable for casting and of 
a composition particularly suitable for hammering and chas-
ing, for repoussé works for example754. Now (2015) the Indian 
ingots have become too expensive, which is why the metals 
and alloys in the Mangal, Haugal and Tangal districts south of 
Durbar Square in Patan are again mainly sold in the form of 
scrap metal and re-used (see below, fig. 521). The alloys are as-
sessed visually and manually with respect to colour, hardness 
and brittleness, and correspondingly sorted for recycling. Ac-
cording to Ratna Jyoti Shakya even different qualities of scrap 
copper are differentiated. As was already the case in the 1970s, 
the metal workers can once again find much stamping waste755 
and other industrial waste, sacks of rejects, rubbish and metal 
sheet cuttings in Patan’s street shops (fig. 521). In the 1980s, in-
dustrial waste was not only imported into Nepal from India, 
but even from Singapore to be melted down for statues.

The most sought after alloys for statue casting are now, as 
in the past, brass alloys containing 3–15 % zinc (table 8).

743 Hammered?, 13 cm in diameter, from Nepal, on offer on http://
www.innerpath.com/tibetan-singing-bowl-hand-hammered-5/ 
(accessed 28.06.2014).

744 Hammered, 34 cm in diameter, with punched Buddha figures 
from an art dealership (private collection), fig. 452 and table 8 
(collection 01 / 02, average).

745 Form and size unknown; according to http://www.freesangha.
com/forums/practice-tools/what-is-a-tibetan-singing-bowl/
(“analysis done by a Canadian university”; 29.06.2014).

746 Modern bowl from Payangadi, Kerala / India: Srinivasan 1994, 
702 f. tab. 59.1 (analysis no. 1).

747 “Recent” bowl from Irinjalakuda, Kerala / India: Srinivasan 1994, 
702 f. tab. 59.1 (analysis no. 2).

748 Antique, hammered bowl from Nilgiris, Tamil Nadu / India, mid-
dle to end of the first century BC: Srinivasan 1994, 702 f. tab. 59.1 
(analysis no. 4).

749 Modern bowl from Madurai, Tamil Nadu / India: Srinivasan 1994, 
702 f. tab. 59.1 (analysis no. 7).

750 Modern bowl from a foundry in Thimi / Nepal, cast, 13 cm in diam-
eter, table 8 (Thimi01).

751 Average of two identical modern bowls from a foundry in Thi-
mi / Nepal, cast, 12 cm in diameter, table 8 (Thimi02 and 03, aver-
age).

752 Average from five shop-bought bowls (in a private collection), 
all hammered, table 8 (collection03–06; average; analysis values 
showing only slight fluctuation).

753 See above under “Traditional alloy in the twentieth century”. – 
Jansen 2005, 4 and 33 (probably originating from Tibet or Nepal); 
23 (“. . . not all bowls also contain these seven metals”).

754 Höfer 1970, 197.
755 Höfer 1970, 197.
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280 Hardness properties of alloys used in Nepal 

The brasses usual today have, depending on their zinc con-
tent, a hardness of 70–80 HBW (Brinell scale of hardness ta-
ble 3) in their cast state756. Copper is even softer at 47–58 HBW. 
Adding little tin or lead would barely change anything with 
respect to hardness. The tin bronzes used for the cast sing-
ing bowls and containing around 24 % tin are much harder 
(around 250 HBW) and those made of brass with a 33 % zinc 
content even harder and more brittle (310 HBW), which lends 
them their bright, pure sound. A tin-rich, especially brittle 
singing bowl was even split by the steel ball used for testing 
(table 3, Thimi01). Also significantly harder than the copper 
and brasses used for statue casting are the Nepalese materials 
dhalot and palpali with Brinell hardness grades of 112–132 and 
around 140 in a relaxed, i. e. annealed state (table 3).

During cold hammering, the metals used for forging and 
embossing must not become too brittle, which is why high cop-
per contents are advantageous. The intensive mechanical pro-
cessing also quickly leads to hardening, which can even be 
clearly felt during hammering. The hardness may, depending 
on the alloy, be increased during this process from 93 % to 151 % 
(table 3, right-hand column). Especially in the case of brasses 
and “silever” (Alpacca) which contains nickel, a rapid and sig-
nificant hardening sets in during hammering. To prevent the 
increasingly brittle metal from fissuring it needs frequent in-
terim annealing and quenching while hammering and during 
chasing work, so that the metal structure can recrystallize (see 
also above, with notes 611 and 651).

756 The author was able to measure the hardness listed in table 3 2015 
in the laboratory of Georg-Fischer AG in Schaffhausen (CH). My 
thanks go to Dirk Lindemann, Werner Menk and Urs Werner for 
arranging everything and for permission to use the equipment.
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281Table 3: Brinell hardness measurements (HBW 2.5 / 62.5) of casting and 
chasing alloys from Nepal.

Object Table 8 pXRF-Analysis Processing HBW1 HBW2 HBW3 HBW Ø Increase ( %)

Copper, pure - 99.8 % Cu Annealed + wet quenched 49.1 50.8 42.1 47.3  

Copper, pure - 99.8 % Cu Intensively hammered 92.1 87.5 95.6 91.7 94

Copper, sample Patan23 99.9 % Cu Annealed + wet quenched 51.2 61.9 62.2 58.4  

Copper, sample Patan23 99.9 % Cu Cold hammered 89.5 84.4 91.2 88.4 51

Brass -
Cu + 7 % Zn, 5 % Sn, 
2 % Pb, 1 % Ag Annealed + wet quenched 74.4 74.3 61.8 70.2  

Brass -
Cu + 7 % Zn, 5 % Sn, 
2 % Pb, 1 % Ag Intensively hammered 179.0 176.0 173.0 176.0 151

Brass, sample Patan24 Cu + 35 % Zn Annealed + wet quenched 83.7 79.6 77.3 80.2  

Brass, sample Patan24 Cu + 35 % Zn Cold forged 111.0 188.0 165.0 154.7 93

Tin brass -
Cu + 7 % Sn, 0.3 % 
Zn Annealed + wet quenched 73.9 72.5 80.0 75.5  

Tin brass -
Cu + 7 % Sn, 0.3 % 
Zn Intensively hammered 186.0 182.0 185.0 184.3 144

Tin bronze - Cu + 4 % Sn, 0 % Zn Annealed + wet quenched 62.2 69.0 69.6 66.9  

Tin bronze - Cu + 4 % Sn, 0 % Zn Intensively hammered 140.0 147.0 156.0 147.7 121

Lead bronze -
Cu + 11 % Sn, 14 % 
Pb, 0 % Zn Annealed + wet quenched 74.9 77.3 72.4 74.9  

Lead bronze -
Cu + 11 % Sn, 14 % 
Pb, 0 % Zn Intensively hammered 162.0 150.0 159.0 157.0 110

Silever, sample Patan25
Cu + 35 % Zn, 7 % 
Ni Annealed + wet quenched 79.8 88.7 69.4 79.3  

Silever, sample Patan25
Cu + 35 % Zn, 7 % 
Ni Cold forged 182.0 208.0 162.0 184.0 132

Dhalot, sample 1
Kath-
mandu01

Cu + 36 % Zn, 0.6 % 
Sn Annealed + wet quenched 130.0 124.0 125.0 126.3  

Dhalot, sample 2
Kath-
mandu02

Cu + 35 % Zn, 2 % 
Sn, 5 % Pb Annealed + wet quenched 141.0 159.0 96.3 132.1  

Dhalot, sample 3
Kath-
mandu03

Cu + 34 % Zn, 1 % 
Sn, 5 % Pb Annealed + wet quenched 110.0 112.0 115.0 112.3  

Palpali, sample
Kath-
mandu04

Cu + 19 % Zn, 8 % 
Sn, 5 % Pb

Annealed + wet quenched 
(small fragment) 143.0 143.0 131.0 139.0  

Singing bowl, brass 
sample Thimi04

Cu + 33 % Zn, 7 % 
Sn Annealed + wet quenched 195.0 558.0 179.0 310.7  

Singing bowl, 
bronze sample Thimi05

Cu + 24 % Sn, 1 % 
Zn Annealed + wet quenched 238.0 264.0 246.0 249.3  

Thimi singing bowl Thimi01 Cu + 24 % Sn Cast + lathed (broken) -  

Thimi singing bowl Thimi01 Cu + 24 % Sn Hot forged (broken) -  

Pearl matrix (fig. 33) Patan29 Cu + 20 % Sn As bought (hardened?) 200.0 213.0 206.0 206.3  

A small die Patan28
Cu + 37 % Zn, 1 % 
Sn, 4 % Pb As bought (hardened?) 158.0 156.0 169.0 161.0  
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Fig. 513: This sitting Ṡākyamuni Buddha, at 68 cm slightly smaller than life-
size, is a copper cast from the seventeenth century. There is a long patching 
strip on the neck, and on the chest there are many visible blisters (large de-
tail), caused by the gases in the molten copper which could not all be con-
cealed.

Fig. 514: Old metal is valuable and still collected in Nepal today. In a shed 
next to the caster’s workplace, there are all kinds of copper (especially sheet 
metal remnants) and brass (particularly failed casts and cut-off pieces of 
casting conduits and tripods) lying all mixed up. Before recycling the types 
of metal must be carefully sorted (fig. 516) in order to achieve casts in the  
alloys desired.

Fig. 515: A look inside one of the many shops of the Tamrakar in Patan  
selling raw copper and brass sheeting. The Tamrakar coppersmiths have 
always obtained their supplies here and since the price of brass ingots has 
gone up, the metal casters also buy old metal (fig. 521) and metal sheeting 
(fig. 510) for melting.
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Copper was mined and smelted early on in Nepal, apparently at 
around 60 locations, but never on an industrial scale757. Other 
copper deposits in the Himalaya region are found in western 
Tibet, along the Zanskar mountain range (Ladakh, northern 
India), in the area around Kargil (Kashmir, north-western In-
dia) as well as in central and eastern Tibet758. Whilst until the 
late eighteenth century domestic copper extraction could 
cover Nepal’s local needs, mining towards the end of the nine-
teenth century had almost ground to a halt, so that even then 
copper (and iron) had to be imported from India759, where cop-
per had also already been extracted for a long time760.

In 1987 / 88 domestic copper production in Nepal lay at 
only 3 tonnes761. Using traditional small-scale technology, cop-
per ore was still mined in 1995 in the area of Mygadi in west-
ern Nepal in long mine shafts and in small mining galleries, 
washed and smelted on site with charcoal762. In 2010, how-
ever, copper extraction ceased763 and the metal dealer Rajen-
dra Shakya (fig. 510) told me in 2015 that no copper at all from 
Nepalese ores was on the market.

The casting of relatively pure copper, with its high melt-
ing point of 1085° C, is much more difficult to carry out than 
that of bronze or brass. “Consequently mis-castings are not 
rare”764. Because of the higher demands made on the use of en-
ergy, the pre-warming of the clay moulds and the flow proper-
ties of the molten liquid, Nayanjot Lahiri, referring to early In-
dian craftsmen765, said: “. . . copper craftspersons sought to ex-
plain their privileged position vis-a-vis alloy artisans in the hi-
erarchy of metalcrafting castes by highlighting certain beliefs 
about their past”. Especially the Newar in the Kathmandu val-
ley had over centuries also cast images of Buddhist gods right 
up to the seventeenth century almost exclusively in copper766, 
whereas in the rest of Asia especially the smoother flowing al-
loys bronze and brass were worked767.

The Newar mastered the high technical demands and 
the complex processes associated with the copper’s bad flow 
properties and the extreme formation of gases when casting 
copper (example of an unsuccessful casting: fig. 513) and were 
able to cover the market in Tibet with their products768. Thus 
copper statues are almost exclusively found in Nepal, Bhu-
tan and south Tibet769. Until well into the twentieth century, 
certain Newar families upheld the demanding art of copper 
casting of Buddhist representations, while many other cast-
ers were already casting in the nowadays usual brass, which 
is even better suited to punching770. Copper casting only com-
pletely disappeared from the daily lives of the craftsmen of 
Patan in about 1980, and prior to that was only still used in in-
dividual cases.

Until the twentieth century scrap metal was also used in 
Nepal for copper casting. To this end pieces of metal sheeting, 

757 Agrawal 1971, 146 ff. fig. 12 (map of stock locations); Sharma 1978, 
107–109 (“found all over Nepal”); Lo Bue 1981a, 34 and 37–40 (exten-
sively on copper from Nepal [with older literature]); von Schroeder 
1981, 46 map A (in Nepalese territory only 5 copper deposits 
mapped); Gabriel 1999, 52. – On copper mining in the district of 
Makwanpur (Ipa, 22 km south-west of Patan): Gajurel / Vaidya 
1984, 15; Gabriel 1999, 52; in the district of Ilam (Phikal, 300 km 
east-southeast of Patan): Donner 1994, 507; about deposits in the 
districts of Baglung (Gulmi, 180 km west-northwest of Patan) and 
Myagdi (210 km north-west of Patan): Whelpton 2005, 55 and 60. – 
On the historical copper smelting in India: Thind 2009, 72 f. notes 
194–199. – Ratna Jyoti Shakya also mentions old but no longer 
used copper deposits in Godavari, only 30 km distant from Patan.

758 Cammann 1951, 98 (around 1800 copper was not exported from 
Tibet); 162 f. note 7 (export from Nepal to Tibet); Duncan 1964, 19 
(copper deposits near Derge [also Dêgê, 1,500 km east of Patan], 
“furnishing metal for the bells . . . manufactured there”); Mukher-
jee 1978, 2 (Almora, northern India); 153 (Rajasthan); 163 (Patna); 
Regmi 1978, 68 notes 80–83; Rauber-Schweizer 1976, 105 (copper 
deposits in Tibet, modestly mined by government order); Ronge 
1978, 145 f. (copper extraction in Tibet); Craddock 1981 (extensively 
on the copper deposits in Tibet, with a distribution map fig. 1: 
+); Lo Bue 1981a, 34 and 40–44 (extensively on copper from Tibet 
[with older literature]; 41 copper deposits in Bhutan); Reedy 1989, 
96 (copper deposits in Kashmir); Reedy 1996, 172 notes 7–10; Reedy 
1997, 87–104 (copper deposits in Afghanistan, northern Pakistan, 
Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, Tibet and Nepal).

759 Kirkpatrick 1818, 121 f. and 152; Hamilton 1819, 213; Gajurel / Vaidya 
1984, 12 f. and 14–16 fig. 9 / 10 (smelting processes); Kansakar et al. 
1986, 19 f. (copper, lead, zinc and silver mines in Sikkim); 21 tab. 1 
(copper and metal deposits in Nepal in general); Donner 1994, 507 
(Phikal, District of Ilam) fig. 120 (map of deposits of copper, zinc, 
lead, tin and other elements); Whelpton 2005, 55 and 77; Datta et 
al. 2008, 404 (copper deposits in Bagjata, Jharkhand / India).

760 Bhowmik 1964, 395 (e. g. in Bihar, Rajasthan and Nellore [Andhra 
Pradesh] as well as in Bhutan and Sikkim).

761 Donner 1994, 507 f. table 59.
762 Extensively described by Anfinset 2000, 207–209 figs. 2 and 3.
763 Lecture “Vanishing technologies: revisiting copper mining and 

smelting in Nepal” by N. Anfinset, D. Kharel and F. Storåsam, 
given at “Buma VIII”, organised by the Korean Institute of Metals 
and Materials Congress, in Nara / Japan, unpublished. For the 
abstracts of this congress I thank Urs Werner, Schaffhausen (CH).

764 Nambiar 1964, 10 (southern India); Alsop / Charlton 1973, 29 f. (last 
copper casting carried out by a family in Patan in around 1956); Lo 
Bue 1981b, 77 f. (quotation).

765 Mukherjee 1978, cited by Lahiri 1995, 122.
766 Alsop 1989, 130; von Schroeder 2008, 20.
767 There can be no talk of clearly distinguishable “alloy provinces” 

and the regionally and temporally related “bronzes” generally 
display a great degree of heterogeneity. Of the 18 statue analyses 
on bronzes from the eighth–twelfth century from Nālandā (Bihar, 
north-eastern India) two proved to be copper (>97 % Cu), four lead 
bronzes, three brass, two lead brass and one tin brass, Lal 1956, 
55 f. [with table]). In southern India some lead was mixed into the 
copper to improve its casting qualities (Nambiar 1964, 10).

768 Von Schroeder 1981, 39; Michaels 1985 / 86, 81; von Schroeder 2001, 
438; Alphen / Alsop 2005, 104.

769 Von Schroeder 1981, 49–53 map B.
770 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 29–35; Lo Bue 2002, 135 (as an alternative to 

pure copper, or brass, in the twentieth century, 90 % copper was 
alloyed with 10 % brass as a compromise which corresponds to a 
copper alloy containing around 3 % zinc. These days, such an alloy 
is termed gun metal, red brass or tombak); and 137 (short revival of 
copper instead of brass casting around 1968).
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284 pieces of machines and suchlike, even copper wire771 were col-
lected (fig. 514), chopped into small pieces and “hammered to 
the smallest possible size and jammed into a . . . crucible. . .”772. 
If scrap copper was scarce, then it was bought at the market, 
preferably in sheet form773, which could be easily broken up 
and placed into the crucible in small pieces. This is again the 
case (fig. 515), in parallel with the current increase in prices 
for imported metal and the renaissance of recycling.

It is obvious that copper for hammering, for example for 
household goods, or for repoussé works must satisfy higher 
demands than copper for the casting of statues. Even in ear-
lier times in Tibet, more brittle casting copper was cheaper 
than good-quality hammering copper774. Too many alloyed 
foreign metals or too much contamination make copper brit-
tle and useless for work processes that require deforming the 
metal. In a casting piece which does not undergo any deform-
ing work, this is mostly irrelevant.

We have already seen (with note 590) that Nepalese cop-
persmiths used to differentiate between three kinds of cop-
per: gudh (good for hammering in sheets), khola (brittle, good 
for adding as an alloy to kas [also kans, see above]) and patru 
(also hammered into sheet metal and utensils). In 2015, the 
metal dealer Shanta Shakya also had three kinds of copper 
on offer, but does not describe them in terms of deformabil-
ity, but in terms of their surface qualities: the cheaper quality 
in sheet form for 1,000 rupees per kg is dull, whereas the ex-
pensive quality, also in sheet form and costing 1,250 rupees, is 
wonderfully polishable. The “best copper you can get” comes 
from Japan and costs a staggering 1,700 rupees per kg!

Brass alloys are also differentiated: right up to the present 
day at a market in Nepal, a distinction is made between gāgri 
and dhalot (for characterisation, see p. 274).

Brass

 
 
 
Source of information: Rajendra 
Shakya (fig. 510), owner of a little 
shop for metals sheeting and 
other supplies for metal workers, 
26.03.2015.

We have already reported on the traditionally used brass al-
loys in Nepal775. Currently in Nepal, the majority of statues 
and utensils are cast from old or industrial brass, and most re-
cently once again from collected scrap metal. I suspect that the 
high demand for brass for statue casting was also met in Nepal 
locally in the past. In the Kathmandu valley in the course of 

the eleventh to seventeenth centuries, brass very slowly took 
over from copper, which had been the standard metal used for 
statue casting776.

Geographically, brass statues are dominant and wide-
spread, and can be found across the entire Himalaya belt777, 
in the whole of India and East Asia, although, in our narrower 
area of interest, the zinc necessary for the production of brass 
is almost exclusively found in the form of ores in northern In-
dia and Nepal778.

Raw brass has been imported for over 200 years in increas-
ing bulk from India into Nepal779. As Ratna, Raju and Umesh 
explained to me, until 2013 hardly any collected recycling ma-
terial was melted down anymore, only industrial ingots from 
India (above, note 184).

Zinc

Because metallic zinc for the alloying of brass was only avail-
able in sufficient quantities from the eighteenth century on-
wards, brass was probably made by cementation of local cop-
per with imported zinc ores780. Such ores, or even the alloyed 
brass, would have been available in Nepal itself781, as well as 
from Rajasthan (Zarwar), Kashmir or even Burma. Closer, 
however, are Sikkim, where copper and zinc ores are equally 

771 Bauer 1973, 1 f. sample 1 (hammering copper made of old tele-
phone wires, chemically analysed: main content Cu, with traces of 
13 other metals, especially Sn).

772 Lo Bue 1981b, 76 f.
773 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 29 and 42.
774 Rauber-Schweizer 1976, 108.
775 Extensively in Lo Bue 1981a, 44–47. – Brass in old India: Nambiar 

1964, 10; Biswas 2001, 141–153 Tab. 5.1. Brass in the ancient Near 
East: Greiff et al. 2012, 420–424.

776 Craddock 1981, 11 f.; Lo Bue 1981a, 47 (“from, the 11th century 
onwards . . .”); Michaels 1985 / 86, 82. – Apparently brass casting also 
became established in Thailand in the fifteenth century (Strahan 
1997, 40).

777 Extensively in Lo Bue 1981a, 47–49.
778 Lo Bue 1981a, 46 f. (zinc deposits in Tibet) and 47 (in Nepal); von 

Schroeder 1981, maps A and B.
779 Hamilton 1819, 213. – Until 1959 Indian brass, copper and iron 

also had to be imported into Tibet: Rauber-Schweizer 1976, 104. 
– Today (and in the twentieth century) brasses are processed in 
India in a great variety of alloys, depending on the intended use 
and consequently with various methods of processing: Mukherjee 
1978, 323 (13 % Zn); 367 f. (20 % Zn); 374 (35 % Zn, 7 % Pb); 358 and 
374 (each 38 % Zn); 423 (40 % Zn); 347 (41 % Zn; “is worked like 
bell-metal”); 363 (44 % Zn); 416 (47 % Zn; for bells); 420 (50 % Zn); 
351 (75 % Zn; “this seems extraordinary, and hard to believe”) and 
246 (95 % Zn; “a soft alloy”).

780 On the production of brass (and the relevant Indian sources) see 
Craddock 1981, 12–16; Lo Bue 1981a, 45 and 48 (zinc ores in Tibet); 
Reedy 1997, 80 f. – On the cementation process, see Furger 2017, 
experiment 7 (with older literature).

781 Sharma 1978, 199 f. (only isolated zinc and lead deposits in Nepal); 
Lo Bue 1981a, 34; von Schroeder 1981, 46 map A (four zinc deposits 
mapped in the territory of Nepal).
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285available782, and Ganesh Himāl (in Nepal, on the border with 
Tibet), where there are zinc ore deposits containing lead783. 
According to Rajendra Shakya, zinc is the only metal that is 
mined and extracted in Nepal today.

On the import of zinc to Nepal, Ratna Jyoti Shakya tells me 
a story about something which just happened. For an outsider 
this anecdote may seem almost amusing, but for the people af-
fected it was tragic: in 2013 the metal casters in Oku Bahal in 
Patan got together and placed a collective order in India for a 
large delivery of zinc . . . they paid in advance so that the deal 
could be closed at all. The delivery, however, consisted of val-
ueless bricks instead of the metal ingots ordered! The Newar 
rightly felt deceived. The amount of money embezzled by the 
criminal suppliers was 5 million rupees (around 50,000 US dol-
lars) and the case is still being pursued in the courts (2015).

Brass alloys

As mentioned, when assessing the prices for brass a differ-
ence must be made between the qualities dhalot and gāgri: the 
first is a straightforward pure casting brass for undemand-
ing vessels and the second (gāgri) is unanimously held to be 
of better quality. Gāgri-scrap metal (fig. 521, right), despite its 
sought-after quality, still costs much less today (2015) than the 
equivalent imported industrial brass ingots.

For about three hundred years, as explained above, brass 
has been the dominant alloy for Buddhist bronze figures, but 
it had already been used earlier for casting. Opinions concern-
ing the start of making brass into statues in Nepal vary. On the 
one hand Marie-Laure de Labriffe considers it to have begun 
only at the end of the seventeenth century: “It would therefore 
seem that the production of brass statues must have started 
after the seventeenth century”784. On the other hand, Erberto 
Lo Bue dates the beginning of brass working by Newar casters 
back to the tenth / eleventh centuries785, which is more likely, 
based on a Tibetan stupa for relics radiocarbon-dated to the 
thirteenth century786.

By contrast, the special brass silever (see above, note 720), 
which was used among other things for the casting of jugs and 
other similar objects (figs. 322; 323, left and right), was bought 
by the casters on the market787; it is still available today in wire 
form from metal specialists in Patan (table 8, Patan25).

Recycling and scrap metal

In earlier days, the recycling of scrap metal, especially of cop-
per and brass, was apparently very common788. Until 2013 the 
demand for these metals was so great that it could not have 
been satisfied without the import of ingots from India.

In the late twentieth century, the remelting of “old brass 
utensil waste” was still common. This type of old metal is 
called khu in Newari and for a long time could be obtained 

cheaply (see below). Of course nowadays scrap metal and 
waste from casting workshops are also mixed into the molten 
ingots (fig. 516): it would be a waste not to reuse the valuable 
metal which has accrued as scrap! Evidently attention is paid 
to brass going to brass and copper to copper, and the material 
is correspondingly sorted out before being melted down again 
(figs. 514; 517)789.

When, however, not enough old metal was available, the 
dhalot mixtures used to be alloyed ad hoc (see p. 273 f.)790. In 
around 1970 alloying was still carried out in the metal casting 
workshops by the casters themselves: for “one Buddha statue 
[by master metal caster Jagat Man] the following amounts 
were used: 1 measure [in weight] of old brass from a jug (gāgri), 
2 measures of zinc, 2 measures of copper and a fifth of a meas-
ure of common salt” for the purification of the old metal791. 
This resulted in an alloy analysed as containing 56 % copper, 
38 % zinc, 3 % lead, 1 % tin and traces of silicon (Si) and iron792. 
In the 1970s, one could also buy enough supplies of alloyed 
brass at the market in Kathmandu, the preferred options be-
ing sheet metal and wires793 which could be easily broken into 
small pieces that fitted easily into the crucibles.

We have a similar situation again today (2015), caused by 
the sharp increase in the price of ingot metal. The metal goods 
dealer Rajendra Shakya (fig. 510) tells me that today in Ne-
pal, not only is scrap metal collected to be melted down again 
(fig. 521), but that in the country even brass and copper sheet 
is rolled from it.

782 Bhowmik 1964, 395 f.; Mukherjee 1978, 153 (zinc ore from Zawar 
near Udaipur in Rajasthan); Reedy 1989, 96 (zinc ores in Rajasthan 
and a few in Kashmir); Reedy 1997, 105; Biswas 2001, 75 f.

783 Von Schroeder 1981, 46 map A; Kansakar et al. 1986, 19 f. (lead 
and zinc mines in Ganesh Himāl); Kansakar et al. 1986, 21 tab. 1; 
28 (zinc deposits in Nepal generally). – A distribution map of zinc 
deposits in the entire India-Tibet-Burma region in Craddock 1981, 
fig. 1.

784 de Labriffe 1973, 191 note 15. – Also Bhowmik 1964, 396, who works 
on the premise that brass was always made from alloying copper 
with metalic zinc and not much earlier by cementation of copper 
with zinc ores.

785 Lo Bue 1981b, 82.
786 W. T. Chase / I. V. Bene / L. Zycherman in Hatt 1980, 212 f. table 

p. 214 (3 samples with 6 analyses: 20.2–25.3 % Zn; 1.5–2.7 % Pb; 
1.1–1.3 % Fe; Rest Cu, no Sn).

787 Höfer 1970, 197.
788 Krishnan 1976, 31 (“Broken brass and copper utensils are used for 

casting. Hence it is difficult to determine the exact composition 
of the alloy”); Lo Bue 1981b, 76; Shrestha 1983, 33. – For traditional 
casts in India: Lahiri 1995, 125–128.

789 On the issue of the recycling of old metal and the associated heter-
ogenisation of the alloy: Strahan 1997, 35.

790 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 45.
791 Höfer 1970, 197. – In India cooking salt is also added to old metal in 

the crucibles as a fluxing agent: Haas 1987, 36.
792 Höfer 1980, 57 (note 7).
793 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 30 and 42.
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Fig. 517: Balram Kanchan Raju Rita’s metal supply consists exclusively of 
lumps of old metal and failed castings which he keeps ready to be melted 
down in a cauldron.

Fig. 516: Master metal caster Hera has already melted the 120 kg of brass  
ingots in his furnace. To finish off, he throws in a few sawn-off casting ducts 
(connecting channels and tripods) from the last casting so that the scrap 
can be reused. In a raised position on the right there is a barrel containing 
diesel for powering the relatively “modern” furnace.
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In the early centuries of statue casting actual tin bronze was 
the dominant alloy used in the countries south of the Hima-
laya. Brass (i. e. copper with zinc) does not appear there un-
til the seventeenth century and rapidly displaced bronze (see 
above, note 784). Old Indian sources give proportions for the al-
loying of bronzes in which the tin content varies by 11–20 %794.

Ulrich von Schroeder has had several “bronzes” of deities 
from the Indian-Tibetan area analysed and was able to estab-
lish that statues made from tin bronze are most common in 
the eastern parts of India, Nepal and Tibet and even more so in 
areas further east (Burma etc.), where natural tin and copper 
deposits are known to exist795, since in Nepal and Tibet there 
is practically no tin796.

If today a caster wants to work in bronze, he will also ac-
quire this metal from the market. The price lies exactly be-
tween that of brass and copper797. Up to a few decades ago, 
when the recycling of old metal was standard, a favourite was 
the old, massive kitchenware typical for Nepal which repre-
sented “the best bronze”798. In the revived scrap metal trade 
of the twenty-first century, there is hardly any old tin bronze 
tableware left to be used, because these days almost all metal 
kitchenware cast in the country and not a cheap import is 
made of brass or Alpacca (silever; examples in fig. 323).

A special bronze, namely the particularly tin-rich bell 
metal (see above, p. 274), contains around 17–25 % tin. It was ei-
ther alloyed – “they melt 12 pao (also pau = c. 0.24 kg) of copper 
with 3½ pao of tin in a crucible”799 – or it was imported, 200 
years ago from the Indian lowlands800. Today the bell metal 
as well as the most valuable alloys for the singing bowls (see 
p. 278) come from recycling copper, into which a sufficiently 
high content of expensive tin from ingots is alloyed.

Tin

It seems that tin, which is alloyed with copper to produce 
bronze, always had to be imported into Nepal801, even though 
there are tin deposits of unknown quantities in the country it-
self802. The procurement of tin to produce bronze used to be as 
difficult in Asia as it was in Europe because tin is only found 
in a few locations in quantities warranting exploitation803. For 
this reason, long transport distances had to be accepted.

The tin deposits closest to Nepal can be found to the south, 
in Bihar (at a distance of 400 km from Patan), in the south-west, 
near Jaipur (950 km distant), far to the south in Baster-Mal-
kangiri (1,100 km distant), far to the west in Chorasan / Afghan-
istan (some 2,500 km distant) and in large amounts far to the 
east in Myanmar (1,500 km distant)804.

The tin ingots used in Nepal today in the production of 
singing bowls, cymbals and bells also largely come from India 
but seemingly also from tin-rich Myanmar. Tin is much more 
expensive than all other base metals: in 2015 it cost in massive 
ingots form 3,200 rupees per kg (32 US dollars / kg). It is there-
fore unsurprising that tin is saved on, most conspicuously in 
the case of cast singing bowls which should apparently con-
tain 28 % tin but are shown in analysis to only contain 24 % (see 
p. 239).

Silver

The origin of the silver which used to be worked in Nepal is not 
clear805. It could have been extracted from the local galena de-
posits, for which there is however no evidence or archaeomet-
ric proof806. In 1819 Francis Buchanan Hamilton noted silver 
among other things in a list of imported goods from Tibet to 

794 Summarised by Lo Bue 1981a, 49 (with older literature).
795 Lo Bue 1981a, 49; von Schroeder 1981, 49–53 map B.
796 Lo Bue 1981a, 34.
797 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 43.
798 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 42 f.
799 Results for a bronze containing 22.6 % Sn. – Mukherjee 1978, 449 f. 

(quotation); Lo Bue 1981a, 51 f.
800 Hamilton 1819, 213. – Today (and in the twentieth century) tin 

bronze and especially bell metal with a high tin content are pro-
cessed in very variable alloys in India: Mukherjee 1978, 327 (6 % 
Sn); 410 (17 %); 225 (20 %); 158, 342, 363, 367 and 439 (each 22 % Sn); 
351 (25 %); 423 (27 %); 410 (29 %) and 439 (19–36 %). – Even higher 
alloyed bronzes (>30 % Sn) are called mirror bronze, which is espe-
cially lightly coloured and polishable but also extremely brittle: 
Mukherjee 1978, 414 (50 % Sn); Datta et al. 2008, 382.

801 Kirkpatrick 1818, 148 f. (also zinc); Craddock 1981, 10.
802 Kansakar et al. 1986, 21 tab. 1; Craddock 1981, fig. 1 (distribution 

map). – In von Schroeder 1981, 46 map A, but no tin deposit is 
mapped.

803 Muhly 1985.
804 Lal 1956, 57 (tin deposits near Hazaribagh, Bihar); Agrawal 1971, 

146 fig. 12 (map of deposits); 168 tabs. 27–29; Franklin et al. 1978, 
4 f.; 29 ff. especially 36 and 41; Mukherjee 1978, 153 (tin from the 
area around Jaipur); von Schroeder 1981, 46 map A (the important 
tin deposits in Roman antiquity from Wales are at a linear dis-
tance of 1,600 km from Rome); Muhly 1985, 275; Reedy 1989, 96 (tin 
deposits in Afghanistan, Iran and Bihar); Reedy 1997, 81; 105; Datta 
et al. 2008, 405 (Baster-Malkangiri and Myanamar); Thomalsky et 
al. 2013, figs. 2a.b; 12.

805 Lo Bue 1981a, 53 (silver mines in Nepal [with older literature]); 
Kansakar et al. 1986, 19 f. (copper, lead, zinc and silver mines in 
Sikkim) and 21 tab. 1 (copper, lead, zinc, tin, mercury, gold and 
silver deposits known today in Nepal); Gabriel 1999, 51 (“silver is 
not found in Nepal”).

806 As assumed by Kirkpatrick 1818, 122; von Schroeder 1981, 46 map 
A (only one silver and one lead deposit [presumably also contain-
ing silver] mapped in the area of Bhutan). – Written documen-
tation on various silver deposits exits as early as 300 BC: Sarma 
2001, 201 (Arthaśāstra 2.13.10).
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288 Nepal. Tibetan silver deposits were indeed exploited and 
smelted but additional silver frequently had to be imported 
from countries like China, Afghanistan and India into Nepal 
because of the high demand807. During the British colonial 
time in India the Nepalese jewellers used to obtain silver by 
melting down silver rupees808. Today silver from north-east-
ern India809 is available in Nepal via procurement in Hong 
Kong. Unlike the base metals, it is not purchased from shops 
but from the banks.

Gold

Gold, like copper was also extracted early on in Nepal, but also 
imported from Tibet and possibly from Ladakh and Mongo-
lia810. In the narrower field of work of the Newar artisans the 
specific sources were as follows: 

In Tibet811: both eastern and western Tibet812, near Gar-
tok on the Ladakh-Tibet border (650 km west-northwest of 
Patan)813, the Chomorang mountains (490 km west-northwest 
of Patan)814, valleys to the east of the Yangtze (“mined in many 
streams”)815.

In Nepal816: in the Kali Gandaki river in Mustang (around 
120 km west of Patan)817, in Thantap (200 km west of Patan)818, 
in the Sun Kosi river (“The River of Gold”; 30–300 km east of 
Patan).

In Ladakh: Thok-Jalung, Rudok, Manasarovar and Kailasa 
(some 490 km north-west of Patan)819.

Gold was originally panned from gold dust from the rivers of 
the Himalaya820. The traditional smelting and preparation of 
gold in Nepal with the help of silver and borax is not the sub-
ject of this book821. In the past enough gold was extracted in 
the countries of the Himalaya to satisfy the demand for statues 
and jewellery. Today gold prospecting is forbidden in Nepal822.

Whilst gold statuettes are extremely rare in the Tibet-
an-Nepalese cultures823, the valuable precious metal was 
sometimes used for special ritual utensils like butter lamps 
and of course especially for jewellery824.

The gold which is needed by the artisans who specialize 
in fire gilding (fig. 518), is bought in relatively small quantities 
from the goldsmiths today, because only they have licences 
to purchase gold from the banks. It is thinly rolled in order to 
produce the amalgam (see above, figs. 193 and 200,3).

The run on gold is global and omnipresent today. This has 
also lead to an explosion in the price of gold in Nepal (see be-
low).

Mercury

Mercury used to be primarily extracted from the red mineral 
hingul which was also used as a colouring pigment. Hingul is 
also known as red cinnabar (vermillion, mercury sulphide) 
and is the most common mercury ore. It is not clear whether 
the mercury, already needed at an early stage for fire gilding 
in Nepal, was extracted in Nepal itself or whether it had to be 
partially imported from Tibet, China or India825. In Tibet and 

807 R. Sanders in Turner 1800, 252 (lead mines in Tibet with silver de-
posits); Hamilton 1819, 212; Cammann 1951, 30 f. note 18; 58; 97 f.; 
Regmi 1978, 68 note 84 and 85; Ronge 1978, 118 note 4; 145 note 2; 
Reedy 1997, 106 (Afghanistan); Biswas 2001, 77; Thomalsky et al. 
2013, figs. 2a.b; 12. – Extensively in Lo Bue 1981a, 52 f.

808 Gabriel 1999, 51.
809 Von Schroeder 1981, 46 map A.
810 Gold deposits mapped in von Schroeder 1981, 46 map A; extensive-

ly in Lo Bue 1981a, 54–58; Gabriel 1999, 50 (Tibet). – Written docu-
mentation on various gold deposits exits as early as 300 BC: Sarma 
2001, 200 (Arthaśāstra 2.13.3).

811 On the gold deposits in the whole of Tibet: Montgomerie 1869, 189; 
Cammann 1951, 30 note 8; 55 f.; 97 f.; 114; 148; 162 (gold dust from 
Tibet traded to Nepal); 164; Ronge 1978, 143–145; Reedy 1997, 106 f.

812 Rauber-Schweizer 1976, 105 (but still additional gold imports from 
India “for the golden roofs of the monasteries and for the statues 
of the gods”); Ronge 1978, 118 notes 1 and 143–145.

813 Montgomerie 1869, 183–184.
814 Montgomerie 1869, 187.
815 Duncan 1964, 19.
816 On the gold deposits in the whole of Nepal: Sharma 1978, 111, and 

Kansakar et al. 1986, 21 tab. 1; 28. – On Nepal’s “lucrative” (gold) 
trade agreement with Tibet in 1630 and the then provision of 
Lhasa with gold dust from Mongolia: Regmi 1978, 24, and Shrestha 
1992, 5.

817 Donner 1990, 88; Gabriel 1999, 50.
818 Donner 1994, 498.
819 Montgomerie 1869, 197; Tucci 1956, 97; Waller 1990, 108–116 and 

120 f. (extensively).
820 R. Sanders in Turner 1800, 251 (rich deposits in Tibet); Kirkpatrick 

1818, 151 f.; Hamilton 1819, 212 (gold dust from Tibet imported into 
Nepal); Thomson 1852, 212 f. and 146; Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 29 f. 
and 55; Donner 1990, 88; see also above, note 688.

821 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 24–30 figs. 16–19. – On the techniques of gold 
extraction used in Tibet: Montgomerie 1869, 189.

822 Gabriel 1999, 50.
823 A small 9 cm tall statuette of a sitting Buddha made of gold from 

the sixth / seventh century, as well as gold sheet decorated in re-
poussé technique showing Buddha and pupils, eleventh / twelfth 
century (both from Myanmar) in Fraser-Lu 1981, 62 (with illustra-
tion) and 65 (with illustration).

824 Lo Bue 1981a, 57 f.; Domingo-Barker / Barker 1984b; Clarke 2008. 
825 R. Sanders in Turner 1800, 252 (cinnabar deposits in Tibet) and 

259 f. (mercury extraction from cinnabar with the help of alum 
and “nitre” [an alkali, sodium bicarbonate] in a clay pot); Kirkpat-
rick 1818, 123 f. (local deposits presumed) and 148 f. (imported); 
Hamilton 1819, 212 (imported from China); Cammann 1951, 98 f. 
note 69 (cinnabar is mined in Tibet as a pigment but not used as a 
source of mercury); Ronge 1978, 145 notes 6 and 7 (mercury extrac-
tion in Tibet); Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 55 and 56 f.; Kansakar et al. 
1986, 21 tab. 1 (deposits in Nepal).
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Fig. 519: The evolution of the price of the most important metals in Nepal 
as well as that of beeswax and moulding clay. Figures are only available for 
a few years. With the exception of the price of gold in 1867 (only in table 6), 
prices only started to be published in the mid-twentieth century. Never-
theless the three graphs still show the trend of rising prices over the last 
65 years, especially recently (varying price ranges!). The increase in prices 
affects all goods to more or less the same extent; the most marked increase 
must have been around 2000, but here concrete figures are not available. 
– At the top: Au = gold; Ag = silver (the precious metals gold and silver are 
given in rupees per gram, all other materials in rupees per kg). – In the cen-
tre: Zn = tin; Br / Ms = brass; Cu = copper. – Below: WC / WL = white clay; BW 
=beeswax.

Fig. 518: Thinly rolled sheets of very pure gold are the raw material 
used to make amalgam for the fire-gilding process. A relatively large 
quantity of gold is invested every year in gilding the Buddha statues 
in Patan. For licensing reasons the gilders must buy it from the gold-
smiths.
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290 even in Nepal, there are cinnabar deposits which are suita-
ble for mercury extraction and which were indeed exploited 
and processed in the vicinity of Bathang (100 km south-east 
of Lhasa)826. Mercury was certainly traded from India to Ne-
pal and Tibet and this is the usual situation in Patan today (see 
above, fig. 194).

Price trends

Because of increasing prices, taxes and import duties827 on 
metals but also on beeswax and charcoal, the casting of stat-
ues has become an increasingly expensive matter over the 
last few generations (fig. 519)828. Relatively early on therefore, 
“the production costs of the metals wrought in Nepal became 
increasingly more expensive compared to those imported 
from India, especially because of the growing transport costs, 
which in turn were caused by the decay of the bridges in Nepal. 
The price competition from India was also soon to play a role 
vis à vis those metal objects that were still being produced in 
Nepal. It is therefore not surprising that the domestic mining 
and smelting industries have almost completely disappeared 
from the economic and geographical face of Nepal”829.

A compounding factor is that the traditional fire gilding is 
made more difficult by the official import ban on mercury; it is 
available on the black market but hence even more costly. Gal-
vanising gold plating, a slightly healthier alternative, is out of 
the question in Nepal, out of conviction that this method pro-
duces far less beautiful results than the traditional method 
which is damaging to health. The leaf gilding of Buddha stat-
ues (example on fig. 16, back) which is usual in East Asia does 
not come near the aesthetic qualities of fire gilding and would 
never be accepted as an alternative by the Newar artists and 
their spoilt customers.

On the other hand, the demand for statuettes, especially 
because of the increasing number of tourists in Nepal830 and 
exports, is becoming ever greater. This is why the businesses 
of the modellers, casters, chasers, gilders and others are still 
flourishing today in Patan on a solid economic basis, unlike, 
for example, in Tansen located 180 km to the west of Patan831.

Copper

Copper used to be employed in Nepal for the casting of figures 
in the lost wax technique and has been needed for the produc-
tion of vessels and repoussé works for hundreds of years (ex-
ample on fig. 520). The evolution of its price is symptomatic 
of that of raw materials in Nepal (table 4). Today (2015) Nep-
alese copper production has collapsed, due to mismanage-
ment and the heavy influence of copper imports from Japan, 
China and India832. Because of the price-driven return from 

the collection and recycling of scrap metal, much sheet and 
scrap metal copper has recently (2015) entered the market and 
some Tamarkar dealers have adjusted their offer correspond-
ingly (fig. 521). In 2015 the price for 1 kg of such collected cop-
per parts and sheets was 800–1250 rupees (8–12 US dollars; ta-
ble 4; fig. 519, centre).

Table 4: Evolution of the price of copper in Nepal from 1950 to today 
(1 dhārni = 2.25 kg; rupee:dollar rate based on the exchange rate in 
2015).

1950 1968 1973 1977 1982 / 84 2015

? ingots?833 ingots834 ingots835 ingots836 sheets, 
wire and 
old metal

20 
Rs / dhārni

24 
Rs / dhārni

44–80 
Rs / dhārni

150 
Rs / dhārni

– –

(9 Rs / kg) (11 Rs / kg) (20–36 
Rs / kg)

(67 Rs / kg) 80-90  
Rs / kg

800–1250  
Rs / kg

0.09  
USD / kg

0.11  
USD / kg

0.20–0.35  
USD / kg

0.67  
USD / kg

0.86  
USD / kg

8–12  
USD / kg

Brass and zinc

The price increase in the cost of brass which is most com-
monly used today followed a similar path (table 5; fig. 519, cen-
tre). The prices quoted in the sources for the 1960s and 1970s 
contradict each other somewhat: why, for example, scrap 
brass was more expensive than ingot brass must remain un-
answered, but from today’s point of view prices appear to have 
been astonishingly low only a few decades ago.

During the time of my observations in Nepal an extreme 
increase in the cost of imported brass ingots occurred in a 
very short period. In 2013 it was still worthwhile melting down 
imported ingots for statue casting because their alloys were 
constant. Just one and half years later the casters tell me that 
they are again buying, like in the old days, old metal for remelt-
ing. As soon as I am in the Tamarkar (coppersmiths) district of 
the town again, I look out for shops which also sell old metal. 

826 Lo Bue 1981a, 59–61 (with older literature); 61 (mercury from Nepal 
and China).

827 On the trade balance between India and Nepal and on the ratio 
between tariffed and smuggled goods: Whelpton 2005, 152 f.

828 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 12. – On the scarcity of charcoal : Donner 
1994, 507.

829 Donner 1994, 507 (quotation) and 512.
830 Donner 1990, 86 f.
831 “A one time famous metal casting industry of Tansen (Taskar of 

Tansen, Palpa: West Nepal) has virtually collapsed even if there is 
a greater demand of their produce.” (Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 12).

832 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 17.
833 Höfer 1980, 56.
834 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 43.
835 Höfer 1980, 56.
836 de Labriffe 1973, 188 note 11; Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 16 f.; Michaels 

1985 / 86, 87.
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Fig. 521: Ever since metal has been cast anywhere in the world, old and de-
fective pieces have been melted down again. Metal as a raw material was 
and is simply too expensive to be thrown away (see figs. 514 and 517). Look-
ing into three sacks in the streets of the Tamarkar traders in Patan shows 
the extent to which old and scrap metal is still collected today, to be sorted 
according to alloy and then bought by the casters for melting down again. 
The situation is all the more acute since the prices for imported ingots of 
brass have shot up and recycling has become more worthwhile than it has 
ever been!

Fig. 520: This giant, almost man-size butter lamp made from copper sheet metal demonstrates what can be achieved 
by artistic chasing. The first and last of the eight Buddhist auspicious emblems are depicted in the insert on the left:  
at the bottom, the endless knot and above it the conch (see fig. 426). The piece is standing, alongside several small but-
ter lamps cast in brass, in an anteroom of a temple in the Trakthok Gompa monastery, near Sakti, Ladakh (India).
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292 At last I find a copper shop near the Mangal Bazaar, which also 
sells scrap to the casters. So it would seem that scrap metal is 
again being collected on a large scale in Nepal. Neatly divided 
into copper and brass (fig. 521), all kinds of metal waste fill the 
sacks ready for sale.

Table 5: Evolution of the price of brass in Nepal from 1968 to today 
(1 dhārni = 2.25 kg; rupee:dollar rate according to the exchange rate in 
2015).

Metallic zinc, needed for the alloying of brass but which could 
not be produced in earlier days, is also of course on sale on the 
market in Patan today. It too has rapidly increased in price 
(fig. 519, centre; see tables 4–6): in 1968 it still only cost 15 ru-
pees per dhārni (2.25 kg) and in 1977 already 60 rupees for the 
same amount842. This would correspond to 7 and 27 rupees 
per kg by today’s measures and exchange rates. A little later, 
in 1982, ingot zinc commanded a price of 33 rupees per kg in 
Nepal (0.34 US dollars / kg)843 and today (2015) in the districts 
of Mangal, Haugal and Tangal it has reached 400–700 rupees 
per kg (c. 4–7 US dollars), depending on the dealer and the fin-
ishing: the cheapest is zinc in heavy ingots (400 Rs. / kg), but in 
the form of small grains of zinc drops the metal costs as much 
as 950 rupees per kg (9.50 US dollars / kg). It is relatively pure, 
containing only 1.78 % impurities (table 8, Patan32).

Silver

In 1954 a customer would pay by weight for the jewellery she 
ordered from her silversmith (see above, note 667). The value 
of one tolā (11.7 g) of worked silver was then two rupees844, 
corresponding to 0.17 rupees per gram. In September 2013 
the value of 1 g of best quality silver (999) was 150 rupees, i. e. 
around 1.40 US dollars. After only one and a half years, in April 
2015, the price had fallen to 60–68 rupees per gram of pure sil-
ver. At the same time, sterling silver of a purity of 925 cost 7 % 
less. The fluctuations in Nepal are a manifestation of the glob-
ally unstable silver prices.

For the sale of old silver in the 82 % Ag category in 2013 I 
was given a market price of only 0.47 US dollars per gram.

Despite these fluctuations in price, Ratna Jyoti Shakya in-
forms me that silver imports from India doubled in quantity 
from 2013 to 2014. According to him, the increase in demand 

and the high prices also lead to clever “businessmen” buying 
silver in China at low prices and smuggling it in to Nepal!

Gold

The price of gold rose even earlier and faster (fig. 519, top). We 
can even compare prices as far back as the nineteenth cen-
tury (table 6). Today the price of gold in Nepal lies at around 
4,100 rupees per gram (42 US dollars / g [2013]) and 4,800 Rs / g 
(50 US dollars [2015]). The gold recycled in the country is three 
per cent cheaper than the imported bars. The price of gold in 
Nepal is subject to the powerful fluctuations on the interna-
tional market, as is the price of silver.

These costs obviously have a direct effect on fire gilding. 
Even if the layer of gold on the statues is relatively thin, a par-
tial gilding – not to mention a complete gilding – is very expen-
sive today. For a middle gilding thickness, five grams of gold 
are calculated for a statue weighing one kilogram845. Depend-
ing on the thickness of the application, this comes to 0.005–
0.025 grams of gold at a value of 23–112 rupees for a flat sec-
tion measuring 1 cm². This means, that for a small, fully gilded 
statue weighing around 1 kg, about 210 US dollars need to be 
calculated for the gold alone.

Table 6: Evolution of the price of gold in Nepal from 1867 to today  
(1 tolā = 11.66 g; rupee:dollar rate based on the exchange rate in 2015).

1867 around 
1950

1982 1984 1997 2013 2015

gold 
dust846

gold dust, 
bars?847

bars? bars848 bars?849 bars bars

5.5–6  
Rs / tolā

27–30 
Rs / tolā

2500 
Rs / tolā

3000 
Rs / tolā

8300 
Rs / tolā

– –

(0.94–1.03  
Rs / g)

(2.57  
Rs / g)

(214 
Rs / g)

(257 
Rs / g)

(710  
Rs / g)

4100 
Rs / g

4800 
Rs / g

c. 0.01  
USD / g

0.03  
USD / g

0.22  
USD / g

2.61  
USD / g

7  
USD / g

42  
USD / g

50  
USD / g

1968 1970 1973 1977 1982 2015

?837 old 
metal838

ingots839 ingots840 ingots841 old metal, 
sheets, 
wires

21 
Rs / dhārni

(85 
Rs / dhārni)

29–32 
Rs / dhārni

68–70 
Rs / dhārni

– –

(9 Rs / kg) (38 Rs / kg) (14 Rs / kg) (31 Rs / kg) 80 Rs / kg 700–1000 
Rs / kg

0,09  
USD / kg

0,38  
USD / kg

ca. 0,12  
USD / kg

0,30  
USD / kg

0,81  
USD / kg

7–10  
USD / kg

837 Höfer 1980, 56.
838 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 41. – Hurst 1996, 160: “good quality scrap is 

very hard to find”.
839 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 43.
840 Höfer 1980, 56.
841 Michaels 1985 / 86, 87.
842 Höfer 1980, 56.
843 Michaels 1985 / 86, 87 (calculated at the rate of exchange at the time 

of writing).
844 Lobsiger-Dellenbach 1954, 25.
845 Michaels 1985 / 86, 193 (3–4 g of gold are needed for a small statue); 

Shrestha 1992, 7 (quotation). – See also above, note 301.
846 Montgomerie 1869, 190.
847 Gabriel 1999, 50.
848 According to Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 24; prices around 1950 and 

1984 calculated on the rupee exchange rate from 2014! Price of 
gold in 1982, Michaels 1985 / 86, 193.

849 Gabriel 1999, 50.
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293The clays and their  
preparation

The clays for making moulds (see above, figs. 59–77) are bought 
on the market. Clay – unlike most of the other raw materials 
used by the casters like raw metals, mercury and borax – is 
therefore available relatively cheaply from local sources850.

According to Ratna Devi Shakya (fig. 59), the different 
kinds of clay all come from the Kathmandu valley, even though 
they are not sourced from specific clay beds.

Ratna Jyoti Shakya tells me that the farmers from the 
Kathmandu valley used to come on foot to the casters in Patan, 
carrying the white and yellow clay which they had quarried. 
One load was divided into two baskets hung on either end 
of a yoke. The route travelled to transport the clay was usu-
ally about 30 km long, which meant a day’s work! Today the 
clays still come on order to Patan, but the farmers transport 
2000 kg at a time by tractor into town.

“White clay” (mesiṃ-cā)

The clay mix used for the inner layers of the clay moulds 
(fig. 60) must be extremely fine-grained, render the wax sur-
face as exactly as possible and should not develop cracks when 
heated. For this purpose a mix of “white clay” and cow dung is 
mixed in a proportion of 1:1 (see above figs. 65 and 522)851.

According to Raju, the cow dung should be very fresh and 
under no circumstances dried. The dung, fresh from the cow, 
the clay and some water are mixed into a thin paste (fig. 522) 
which is then poured through a perforated basin. The long 
chrome steel metal basins (c. 70 × 40 × 10 cm) used in Raju and 
Umesh’s workshop for this purpose has many holes in it, each 
measuring around 3 mm across852; “so that the first layer takes 
on a very exact impression of the wax, the slurry must be very 
fine”. Clearly it is especially the very finest digested fibres in 
the dung and the chemically soluble substances that reach the 
moulding slurry, the so-called “sizing agent”. The tempering 
with organic dung prevents the formation of dry cracks, en-
sures a certain degree of gas permeability, and increases the 
stability of the clay moulds.

That the organic tempering of the white clay is done spe-
cifically with cow dung and not ox, goat, sheep or horse drop-
pings, is, according to some researchers, based on the old In-
dian belief that only holy substances, and certainly nothing 
impure, should be used to make figures of gods. Thus the use 

of dungs from other impure animals would also be unimagina-
ble for the production of holy images in Nepal 853. In the opin-
ion of some Nepalese casters this interpretation is not at all 
true and purely superstition854.

According to András Höfer, the first layer with the cow 
dung (fig. 66) should “provide protection from too rapid cool-
ing . . . because the organic materials within develop heat dur-
ing the burning out process and at the same time make the 
clay layer porous, which regulates heat loss”855.

The “white clay” which usually comes in canvas bags, is 
light grey; it becomes quite hard on drying, and in 1982 cost 
5 rupees per “load” (dhoko), i. e. 30–40 kg, on the Mangal Ba-
zaar in Patan856. This corresponds to less than 0.01 US dollars 
per kg at today’s rate of exchange. In 1968 the price was 1.5 ru-
pees and in 1977 already 3 rupees for the same amount of clay 
(see fig. 519, bottom)857.

Chhabi Lal Gajurel and Karuna Kar Vaidya have described 
various varieties of clay, including for clay mould construc-
tion858: “A special kind of clay is needed for use in mould-mak-
ing. This clay called ma(i)s(h)incha (white clay) is generally 
found near a natural deposit of black clay called kalimati859. 
This clay dries very hard and exhibits a yellowish tinge”.

Layer stripping of the clay deposits which lie under the 
humus-rich soil of the crop fields is carried out at many loca-
tions in the Kathmandu valley.

850 Mukherjee 1978, 455; Hurst 1996, 162.
851 Höfer 1970, 196 (proportions of 1:1 in the mixture); de Labriffe 

1973, 190 (50 % cow dung and 50 % white clay); Duncan 1976, 49 
(1:1); Michaels 1985 / 86, 99 (1:1); Müller-Böker 1996, 112 f. – Another 
“white clay” (tāki-cā), which is obtained from the Bāgmati Gorge 
near Bhaṇḍārikharkā (2–5 km south-west of Patan) is mentioned 
by Müller-Böker 1996, 111. It is used as a washing and colouring 
substance, and, according to Ratna Jyoti Shakya, also for crucibles 
and kiln grids. – Cow dung is also used in the finest clay mould 
mixtures in India (Mukherjee 1978 [in several casting workshops]) 
and Thailand (Strahan 1997, 33).

852 Analogue to Shrestha 1983, 34.
853 Shrestha 1983, 31.
854 Kagan 1999, 13 and Ratna Jyoti Shakya (in conversation in 2015).
855 Höfer 1970, 196.
856 Michaels 1985 / 86, 88.
857 Höfer 1980, 56.
858 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 2; 4.
859 J. E. O’Rourke / C. K. Sharma et al., Geological sketch of the west-

ern half of the Kathmandu Valley with notes on ground water 
(1958): “Kalimati (gray mud) found in the central part of the [Kath-
mandu] valley” (cited according to Boesch 1968, 177 note 3); Beck-
er-Ritterpach 1982, 111–113 (with further clays for house building 
and floor coverings). On the stratification of Kalimati clays: Goddu 
2004, 56 tab. 6.
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Fig. 522: The mixing and sieving of the fine inner layers made of white 
moulding clay and fresh cow dung, as carried out in former times, here in 
1968 / 69 in Jagat Man Shakya’s workshop in Patan. The rougher particles  
in the dung must be set aside in the rectangular sieving basin so that the in-
ner mould layers make a precise impression of the wax model, uncontami-
nated by any foreign bodies (András Höfer archive).

Fig. 523: Rice chaff used to temper the “yellow clay” 
(fig. 62). The organic particles combust in the clay of the 
casting moulds, making them porous so that the gases 
can be gently disseminated in the moulds without burst-
ing them.

Fig. 524: Large, industrially produced melting crucibles from Raju and 
Umesh’s workshop (2014). It was bought either in the market or in a casting 
supply shop in Patan and is imported from India. Casters have not made 
crucibles themselves for years (like those in figs. 528 and 529 for example).

Fig. 525: Nowadays in Patan many accessories, raw metals, tools and sup-
plies for metal artisans are sold in several, variously specialised shops. 
These items either used to be made by the artisans themselves or bought at 
the Mangal Bazaar. The photograph shows Niranjan Shakya’s crucible shop 
in the Oku Bahal district.
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295“Yellow clay” (mahāsụ-cā)

“Another variety of clay used in mould-making is the yellow 
coloured clay”860. For the outer layers of the casting moulds 
rice husks (fig. 523) are kneaded ino the yellow clay (see above, 
fig. 68)861. This is measured by eye for the next coating of the 
model, the proportions being one part yellow clay to one part 
rice husks862. The further out we go the denser the clay be-
comes so that the outermost layer consists of 2–3 parts clay 
and only one part rice husks863. Other mould builders, how-
ever, use the same mahāsụ-cā mix with rice husks or rice chaff 
for all layers.

Depending on how far it must be transported, yellow clay, 
mahāsụ-cā, costs the same or a little more than white clay. The 
market price in 1982 was 7 rupees per load (instead of 5 rupees 
for white clay) and therefore less than 0.01 US dollars per kg at 
today’s rate of exchange864. Five and fourteen years earlier the 
price for the same amount was 3 and 1 rupee respectively865.

As mentioned, the white and yellow clay was brought on 
foot to Patan by the local farmers who carried the load in bas-
kets on their shoulders. Today they drive the approximately 30 
km journey by tractor to deliver, without middlemen, directly 
to the mould makers.

According to Ulrike Müller-Böker yellow clay contains he-
matite and goethite and is also found, among other places, in 
Tikā-Bhairaw near Lele Kholā, 10 km south of Patan. It is usu-
ally only stripped in small amounts, depending on current 
needs and the size of the transport866; it may also come from 
pits closer by.

“Black clay” (gathi-cā)

Black clay is a raw material867 less frequently used than white 
and yellow clay for making moulds and other items. It used 
to be popular for making crucibles (see below pp. 297 ff. with 
fig. 527) and today it is still used for making small furnaces. 
Not only can it be fired at a high temperature, it becomes more  
stable after firing than the yellow clay, mahāsụ-cā868.

“This particularly dark clay is considered to be the most 
heat resistant clay and is the most likely to prevent the lower 
clay layers, and thus the whole casting mould, from burst-
ing. It is more expensive than the other two types of clay.”869 
It is therefore sometimes used – mixed with rice husks – in 
mould-making for very large casting pieces, to form the out-
ermost and final layer because it gives even better protection 
against pressure from gases and breakage.

The provenance of the “black clay” is in the south-west of 
the Kathmandu valley, near Cāpāgāū. In 1982 it was the most 
expensive of all the types of clay found at the market in Patan 

and cost 10 rupees per “load” or dhoko (<0.01 US dollars / kg), 
twice the price of white clay at the time (see above)870.

Other clays (e. g. gicha)

Many kinds of clay are used in the Kathmandu valley for build-
ing houses, making bricks and tiles, producing pottery and 
many other uses871. The gicha clay, which is sometimes also 
mentioned in connection with metal casting872, is a clay which 
is primarily suited to potteries, just as the almost black kalo-
mato (hakūcha in Newari) clay worked in huge amounts by the 
potters in Bhaktapur.

860 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 2; 4. – According to Ratna Jyoti Shakya the 
pahelo mato clay (Becker-Ritterpach 1982, 111) is also a yellow clay.

861 On the dehusking of rice in Nepal and the accumulation of husks: 
Lobsiger-Dellenbach 1953, 56–58.

862 The same proportions, 1:1, are also stated by de Labriffe 1973, 191, 
and Duncan 1976, 49. Shrestha 1983, 34, names a somewhat in-
comprehensible mix of “clay, rice skin and yellow clay in the ratio 
1:1:1”.

863 Höfer 1970, 196 (for the middle layers “1 measure of mahāsụ-cā 
clay and 2 measures of rice husks” and for the outermost layers 
“1 measure of mahāsụ-cā and 1 measure of rice husks”); Shrestha 
1983, 35 (proportions of yellow clay to rice husks: first layers 2:1, 
outer layers 3:1); Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 2; 5 (proportions: up to 3:1).

864 Michaels 1985 / 86, 88.
865 Höfer 1980, 54.
866 Müller-Böker 1996, 110.
867 Mukherjee 1978, 455; Michaels 1985 / 86, 102; Müller-Böker 1996, 

113.
868 Höfer 1970, 197.
869 Michaels 1985 / 86, 102.
870 Michaels 1985 / 86, 102 and 88. – On the prices from 1968 and 1977, 

see Höfer 1980, 56 (1.5 and 8–10 rupees per load).
871 Becker-Ritterpach 1982, 111–113; Müller-Böker 1996, 109–115.
872 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 5.
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Fig. 526: A sketch by Raju 
Shakya (see text) showing a 
crucible (bhoncha) handmade 
by the casters from especially 
heat-resistant “black clay”. The 
crucible is handled with big 
iron tongs. The tap on the right 
will be opened for casting.

Fig. 527: In the lower part of 
the crucibles used and made 
by the casters themselves 
there was either a small inbuilt 
clay tap (fig. 526, bottom right) 
or a “predetermined break-
ing point” (picture) which 
was then opened for pouring 
(workshop photograph from 
1982; Axel Michaels archive).

Fig. 528: Black clay crucibles (bhoncha) made by hand, i. e. without a potter’s 
wheel, have been lined up for drying. These homemade crucibles (examples 
from 1982) have been replaced today in the workshops of Patan by indus-
trial crucibles imported from India (Axel Michaels archive).

Fig. 530: A crucible filled with 
pieces of metal (fig. 529) is 
sealed with a clay lid. Here too 
the black clay is well tempered 
with rice husks, so that dur-
ing firing the organic elements 
carbonize, creating cavities 
through which the gases can 
disseminate without allowing 
oxygen to penetrate the cruci-
ble and reach the metal (Axel 
Michaels archive).

Fig. 531: The meticulous seal-
ing of the lid onto the cruci-
ble ensures that everything is 
completely closed all round. 
Only when the metal inside 
has melted (fig. 122), will the 
“predetermined breaking 
point” (fig. 527) on the crucible 
be pierced with an iron rod  
for pouring (Axel Michaels  
archive).

Fig. 529: The crucibles (bhoncha) used to be made and dried in the tradi-
tional way (fig. 528) and then filled with small pieces of old or scrap metal 
(photograph from Patan in 1982). Today ingots of metal are melted in indus-
trial crucibles (fig. 9). The quantity corresponds to 8–10 times the weight  
of the wax model (Axel Michaels archive).
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Sources of information: Raju Shakya (fig. 132) and Umesh Shakya 
(fig. 13, right), 27.09.2013; email dated 13.10.2013; Niranjan Shakya & 
Son’s (fig. 525), tradesmen for metal casting supplies in the Oku Bahal 
district, 25.03.2015.

Industrial crucibles today

The melting crucibles used today (bhoncha) are steep-sided 
to cylindrical industrial products (figs. 524; 525). They are 
imported from India873. These especially heat-resistant im-
ported crucibles have been used for over 35 years for the del-
icate melting of copper at over 1000° C874. For the “intermedi-
ate transport” of the molten metal from the melting furnace 
to the moulds Hera Bahadur Mahanjan uses a small graphite 
crucible about 18 cm tall (figs. 97; 98; 101). Everywhere where 
melting takes place in mobile crucibles, vessels with a net ca-
pacity of around 25 kg (brass) are used. Five to six or even 14–
15 such crucibles are heated at a time in large, closed furnaces 
(figs. 119; 121)875.

Nowadays several dealers in Patan stock these imported 
graphite crucibles (fig. 525). Niranjan Shakya, for example, 
offers many different sizes, labelled “size 1” to “size 150”. He 
asks for 80 rupees per unit, i. e. the smallest, perhaps for gold-
smiths, costs 80 rupees (0.8 US dollars) and the largest, “size 
150” 12,000 rupees (120 US dollars). At another dealer’s nearby 
I discover very tiny crucibles which are only intended for 
sale to gold and silversmiths (fig. 535). Although they too are 
wheelthrown, they are not made of graphite clay and could be 
locally made.

It is interesting to see how the broken off bases of old, 
faulty crucibles are still used as casting moulds for round “flat 
ingots”, if after a day of casting, molten casting residue has to 
be taken out of the furnace (fig. 93,B).

The old crucibles made of “black clay”

Raju sketches and explains crucibles (bhoncha, also bhocā) 
made in the traditional way (fig. 526): up to a few years ago they 
were made from special “black clay” (gathi-cā) by the casters 
themselves (see above). Mashed or very finely ground rice 
chaff was added to the clay in a proportion of 1:1876.

During the freehand moulding of the crucible, a round 
hole of the thickness of a finger is made sideways in the lower 

side of the wall of the crucible; it is then filled with a clay plug 
with a small knob at the end and then sealed (fig. 526, bottom 
right). Instead of a hole with a clay plug, a small protrusion on 
the lower wall of the crucible can also be built in (fig. 527): this 
“predetermined breaking point” makes it possible to quickly 
punch a small hole into the crucible wall to act as a spout im-
mediately before casting877. The crucible then goes as it is, i. e. 
without firing the dried clay into a stable ceramic, into the 
melting fire.

The crucibles are therefore placed, dried (fig. 528) but not 
fired into the fire. The lid is stuck on with clay (figs. 530; 531) 
after the crucible has been filled with the chopped-up cast-
ing metal (fig. 529). In this way a closed atmosphere is created 
on the inside without any danger of oxidation forming within 
the metal. The crucible is then put in the melting furnace and 
heated up very gently so that the clay does not burst. As soon 
as the molten metal is hot enough and mixed well by swinging 
the crucible (fig. 122), the spout in the lower part of the wall of 
the crucible (fig. 526) is knocked off with an iron rod, or the 
predetermined protrusion is knocked through (fig. 527). This 
process was already described in the Mānasollāsa, an ancient 
Indian source from the twelfth century878.

Ratna Shakya writes of these old crucibles879: “The orig-
inal crucibles for metal castings were made by the casters 
themselves and they could only be used once. They were made 
of a particular black earth mixed with rice husks and sand.”

Other authors who saw these crucibles still in use in the 1970s 
and 1980s have also described their construction and func-
tioning:

The bulbous crucible with a neck section and large open-
ing were made by hand (without a potter’s wheel). The cruci-

873 The graphite crucibles used in the many casting workshops in 
Swamimalai in southern India have a capacity of 1–60 kg metal 
and are today made in Salem (150 km north-west of Swamimalai). 
The graphite tempering is mined in Rajamandri (Andhra Pradesh, 
750 km south-east of Salem): Nambiar 1964, 10; Levy et al. 2008, 73 
fig. 47.

874 Lo Bue 1981b, 76 (“open glazed ceramic crucible 20 cm high and 
16 cm in external diameter”).

875 Hurst 1996, 160 f.
876 Also Shrestha 1983, 32 fig. 2, right; Domingo-Barker / Barker 

1984a, 109 fig. p. 110 upper centre (knocking the crucible nodule 
with an iron rod); Michaels 1985 / 86, 173. – Mixture for crucible 
clay according to de Labriffe 1973, 192: 50 % fathi ca [gathi-cā] and 
50 % rice chaff; according to Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 44: gicha-clay: 
1 dhārni (2,27 kg); chopped rice chaff: 1 pathi (4,4 litres) and sand 
(4 handfuls).

877 Höfer 1970, 198, pl. 2, fig. 3.
878 On the Mānasollāsa in general, see above, notes 458–460; text on 

the breaking through of the casting hole in the crucible : Wolters 
210, 80.

879 Email dated 11.10.2013.
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Fig. 534: The handmade melting crucibles also used to look like this in 
Nepal (example in the workshop of a silversmith in Mandalay, Myan-
mar). The closed variety can be pictured with a lid sealed on and a “tap” 
at the base (as fig. 527).

Fig. 532: A traditionally designed crucible (bhoncha) made of black 
clay, with a sealed lid and filled with casting material being cast into 
the moulds. When the metal has melted, either the small casting hole 
in the lower part of the crucible is broken open just before casting or 
a clay tap is knocked off. The closed system prevents oxidation or any 
foreign bodies contaminating the molten metal.

Fig. 533: The crucibles used in former times and made by the casters 
themselves (fig. 528) were sealed after having been filled with the cast-
ing material (figs. 530; 531), heated in the crucible furnace to the cast-
ing temperature and then pierced on the side (see fig. 527) so that the 
molten metal could run in a thin stream into the clay mould (photo-
graph from 1982; Axel Michaels archive). Nowadays a small industrial 
crucible, which can be repeatedly immersed in the large melting oven 
and filled up again, is used (figs. 98; 538).

Fig. 535: Such very small crucibles (height: 2–4 cm) are only employed 
by gold and silversmiths who are used to working with small quanti-
ties. Unlike the large imported graphite crucibles (figs. 93 and 525), 
these miniature crucibles seem to be homemade from local clays in  
Nepal.
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have held 5–10 kg of metal880.

The lid, which was put on after drying the mould and 
filling the crucible with the casting metal (fig. 529), was ei-
ther also made of black clay or of the mahāsụ-cā yellow clay 
(fig. 530)881. It is stuck on or sealed to the opening of the cru-
cible with some clay (fig. 531). This sealing has, as mentioned, 
the advantage that during the melting of a brass alloy, there is 
no risk of oxidation882 or of zinc burn-off883.

Casting takes place when the lifted crucible “swashes” be-
cause the metal has now become molten. The crucible must 
now be set at an angle so that the little plug can be quickly bro-
ken off or knocked through with an iron rod (which, Raju tells 
me, went well). Casting then takes the form of a precise stream 
of molten metal poured from the narrow opening of the hole 
in the crucible directly into the moulds standing at the ready, 
without any great risk of oxidation (figs. 532; 533)884.

In around 1985 Axel Michaels was able to observe that 
sometimes a second layer of white clay (mesiṃ-cā) and over 
that a third layer of yellow clay (mahāsụ-cā) was smoothed 
over the handmade crucible made of gathi-cā clay. Then in 
the lower third of the crucible a small dome was formed with 
the fingers, similar to the inserted clay spout described and 
sketched by Raju (fig. 526, bottom right). Finally, in this case, 
the crucible was also filled to the brim with scrap metal, and a 
lid made of fragments of crucibles put on top and stuck down 
with moist mahāsụ-cā clay so that metal and crucible formed 
a closed entity (fig. 527)885.

Such crucibles made by the casters themselves usually 
only survived one round of melting (fig. 534)886. It seems that 
forty years ago, these crucibles sealed with a stuck-on clay lid 
were still used for bronze and brass casting and heated with 
charcoal; they were explicitly not for copper which had to be 
heated in open industrial graphite crucibles with hard coal to 
even higher temperatures887. Presumably experience showed 
that liquid alloys under a lid do not undergo much change be-
cause, on the one hand, oxidation and contamination of the 
molten metal can thus be prevented, and on the other hand, 
the tin or zinc burn-off can also be largely avoided in this 
way888. Nothing is known of a melting substance which could 
be added to reduce oxidation889.

Steve Hurst also reports on a Newar method for the pro-
duction of crucibles890, which, in particular with respect to 
the addition of paper, deviates from that of our source of in-
formation891: “Black clay and rice husk are used in equal parts. 
They are kneaded together into a paste. To this, ground-up Ne-
pali paper892 is added (this is paper made from vegetable mate-
rial, not rag paper; Nepali paper makers use bark digested in 
an alkali solution, straw, bamboo, sugar cane or leaves). When 
the paste is the consistency of modelling clay, a crucible is 
formed by hand. The account does not say by what method, 
but it is probably coil or pinch. The crucible is then dried in 

the sun. Finally the crucible is coated inside with borax and 
fired in the kiln, raising the temperature to red heat.”

Crucibles for processing gold

Gajurel and Vaidya have described the production of crucibles 
which were used for the extraction, refining and separation 
of gold in quite a similar manner: “A mixture of husk (1 part), 
black clay (1 part) and some pieces of Nepali paper is treated 
with water and vigorously kneaded. A rough crucible is then 
made by hand and dried in the sun. After about 2 hours, it is 
plastered with a little borax and burnt in fire to red-hot. The 
fired crucible is used in melting gold and is called bhoncha (in 
Newari).

This crucible was made neither freehand nor on a potter’s 
wheel. A 13–20 mm thick layer of clay was modelled as evenly 
as possible, pat by pat onto a conical wooden cylinder which 
was then left to dry893.

Nowadays both small and very small crucibles for gold-
smiths are available from specialised shops in Patan (fig. 535).

880 Höfer 1970, 197 f. (max. 25 cm high, 20 cm in diameter, thickness of 
the wall 2–3 cm); de Labriffe 1973, 192 (30 cm high, capacity 4 kg); 
Lo Bue 1981b, 78 (24 cm high [emphasises that these handmade 
crucibles were oval]); Shakya 1981, 35 (capacity 5–6 kg); Domin-
go-Barker / Barker 1984a, 109 (pear-shaped crucible with lid for 
4 kg of metal); Michaels 1985 / 86, 172 and 176 (20–25 cm high, diam-
eter of 12–15 cm, thickness of the wall 2–3 cm, capacity 5 kg).

881 Höfer 1970, 197.
882 Krishnan 1976, 32.
883 Lo Bue 1981b, 78. – Archaeometric experiments on zinc burn-off : 

Furger 2017, experiments 6 and 9.
884 Höfer 1970, 199; Lo Bue 1981b,78; Shakya 1981, 35. – de Labriffe’s 

description 1973, 192, differs slightly: “The crucibles are perfo-
rated with a hook and the metal is poured out . . .”. – Illustrated in 
Mukherjee 1978, 448 with fig. p. 454 (= our fig. 532; pouring out 
through the hole) and Domingo-Barker / Barker 1984a, 109 f. with 
fig. p. 110 (knocking in a hole).

885 Michaels 1985 / 86, 173–176 fig. 15; 180.
886 Lo Bue 1981b, 78.
887 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 41 f.
888 See above, note 883.
889 In India these were documented as fluxing agents: Mukherjee 

1978, 279 (charcoal or lumps of dry cow dung); 305 (“little salt”).
890 The usual methods in India for producing crucibles only differ 

slightly from those in Nepal: Mukherjee 1978, 303 (first layer: a 3:1 
clay and rice chaff mix; second layer: “clay with bran”); 357 (clay 
and “crushed burnt paddy husk” in a proportion of 4:1); Pillai et al. 
2006, 851 (“a well-ground mixture of local clay and jute fibers”).

891 Hurst 1996, 162.
892 Traditional Nepalese paper is until today made with cotton, 

among other things, and scooped by hand. It is also used in the 
modelling of clay statue “reinforcements”.

893 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 25 and 44 fig. 36 (whether the crucibles 
are fired before use is not clear); 25–28 (on the techniques of gold 
processing [refining, separation etc.]).
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Fig. 536: In one of Shailendra and Sudip Shakya’s family workshops 
there is, next to a newer petrol stove (fig. 501), a traditional small clay 
oven (milācā). It has been operated with charcoal for generations. The 
charcoal is put on the vented oven base (see figs. 20; 25). The air rises 
from below and kindles the charcoal and the ash falls through the grid. 
The artisans value this source of heat not only for its regular and ex-
tensive radiation of heat, but also because it is not dependent on the 
un reliable electricity supply in Nepal.

Fig. 537: Newar artisans handle raw materials economically. As soon 
as all casting moulds have been fired in the mould kiln, all the wooden 
chippings and boards which can be re-used again are extinguished in 
water. By the next casting day they will be dry and can be used again 
for firing. Wood serves as a source of heat in all cases where the tem-
perature has to be both quickly and precisely controlled. As a source of 
intensive long-term heat, charcoal is more suitable.

Fig. 538: This modern, diesel-powered melting furnace stands right at the 
back of Heras’s casting shed in the inner yard (fig. 91,B). The master has 
just refilled his small transport crucible with molten brass from the  
furnace to cast it into the prefired moulds standing at the ready (fig. 98).
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Charcoal

Charcoal (gol, koilā) is still used relatively often today in the 
metal casting trade, and is still the standard fuel for “heating 
up” and annealing employed by blacksmiths and silversmiths. 
The situation was similar some thirty years ago: “The main fuel 
used for heating the oven (fig. 120) is wood charcoal, which is 
produced in the woody mountains near Lalitpur [Patan] by the 
hilly tribes, specially by the Gurungs & the Tamangs. They are 
professional hewers of wood & charcoal makers. The main va-
rieties of wood used for charcoal making are Katus, Banjh and 
Phalant”. These are charcoals, obtained from the chinquapin 
(Castanopsis), grey oak (Quercus leuctotrichophora) and the 
Nepalese buk oak (Quercus lamellosa)894.

Instead of using open charcoal kilns, the country people 
burn the charcoal in round pits, about 1 m deep895. These are 
filled with layers of wood running transversally and diagonally 
over one another until it is filled to well above the edge. The 
charcoal makers then cover the little mound with branches 
and leaves and finish it off with some earth. The fire is kin-
dled from the bottom so that the smouldering fire can spread 
through the whole load of wood without developing flames. 
The charcoal-making fire lasts between about 12 and 18 hours. 
At the end, the fire must be smothered, not extinguished with 
water.

Today, all the craftsmen who are dependent on charcoal 
have a supply problem: since the Nepalese state has forbidden 
the felling of trees as an environmental protection measure, 
permission to fell trees must be obtained from the district for-
ester896.

For this reason, the charcoal sold on the market to the 
metal craftsmen has become expensive897; it still comes from 
the broader surroundings of Kathmandu. In 1982 one “load” 
of charcoal cost 120 rupees on the market, corresponding to 
a dhoko of 30–40 kg (c. 0.05 US dollars / kg)898. Today charcoal 
has already been replaced by about 50 % by “modern” sources 
of energy and charcoal needs searching for on the market. The 
environmental protection measures mentioned above, which 
forbid making charcoal without state permission, are clearly 
responsible for this. But the wax modellers still like to work 
with charcoal, for example when using the miniature ovens, 
the milācā, to warm up their pieces of wax and metal spatulas 
(fig. 536; see above, fig. 20).

Wood

Wood produces a heat which can be kindled quickly and whose 
intensity can be easily regulated. In order to reach the highest 
temperatures, as for example in a melting furnace for cruci-
bles (fig. 120), or to maintain a lasting constant temperature, 
as in the wax modeller’s little ovens (figs. 19; 25; 536), a blazing 
or smoking wood fire is not suitable.

In the metal casting trade, wood is mainly used in ovens 
used for the dewaxing and pre-warming of casting moulds 
(fig. 537; see above pages 58 and 63).

In Nepal, any trunk wood which burns well is used for 
firing in the metal casting workshops. The very useful wood 
of the sal tree (Shorea robusta) is very popular for building 
houses899 and is too expensive to be used as fuel. In India (Bas-
tar), however, the dry wood of the sal tree has certainly been 
used for the firing of casting moulds900. Today further limi-
tations are placed on the use of this tree in that the Nepalese 
state is attempting to prevent the excessive exploitation of the 
tree population and regulate which trees can be felled.

Fossil fuels

Black coal

At the end of the 1970s, when pure copper with its high melt-
ing temperature had to be melted down, the kilns in Patan 
were fired with black coal (see above, 224)901. In those days, 
good black coal was imported from India902 and was also used 
there in some metal casting workshops for the melting of the 
contents of the crucibles903.

894 Storrs / Storrs 1998, 232 f.; 238 f. – I thank Ratna Jyoti Shakya and 
Shristi Shakya for their translation and botanical identification.

895 Höfer 1976, 363; Shrestha 1983, 31; Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 2 f. (quo-
tation).

896 For various pieces of information on the current state of making 
charcoal in Nepal I thank Ratna Jyoti Shakya.

897 Donner 1994, 507 (deforestation, especially in smelting areas due 
to excessive charcoal production [up to the demise of small-scale 
mining]).

898 Michaels 1985 / 86, 88 (converted according to the 2015 exchange 
rate).

899 Sakhua in Nepali. – Storrs / Storrs 1998, 264 f. (“Sal is the most 
important timber tree in India and Nepal”); 358.

900 Haas 1987, 38.
901 Lo Bue 1981b, 76 f.; von Schroeder 2008, 27.
902 Michaels 1985 / 86, 87.
903 Nambiar 1964, 11 (Swamimalai); Mukherjee 1978, 243, 305 (in Bali 

Dewanganj black coal is first put on the grid in the melting kiln 
around the crucible and charcoal is used later on in the process); 
326 (in Bishnupur melting took place on a large scale with 32 kg of 
black coal and 523 kg of metal); Levy et al. 2008, 70 fig. 42 (kindling 
of the crucible fire pit with charcoal, fire kept going with coke).
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302 Some authors also mention that in earlier times māṭi koilā 
was also used instead of black coal to fire the crucible fur-
naces904. According to Ratna Jyoti Shakya, this was a brown 
coal (lignite), which was mined in the Kathmandu valley, e. g. 
near Lukunḍol (Bāgmati) and its vicinity. Māṭi koilā is however 
very impure, produces much smoke and contains only one 
third of the heating energy of a good black coal.

Diesel

According to Ratna’s estimations, today only around half of 
the crucible furnaces are traditionally heated with charcoal 
(fig. 120); the rest are fuelled with diesel, as I was able to ob-
serve in the case of a melting furnace with a capacity of 140 kg 
of brass in Raju and Umesh Shakya’s workshop (fig. 538).

Beeswax and other  
modelling materials

Modelling wax for the model

Pure beeswax (maine in Nepali; sī in Newari) is, according to 
information provided by all modellers and casters, essential 
for high-quality modelling and de-waxing. “Only wild bees 
produce good wax, which enables the best castings”. However, 
some believe that its working qualities can be “improved” 
even more by the addition of certain substances (quoting Raju 
Shakya).

Evidently the valuable modelling wax is reclaimed from 
every clay mould in the melting out process (see above, figs. 81 
and 82), because beeswax is a very precious raw material 
(fig. 541). If it has been thinned out, it may need to be treated 
again to become the best mixture for re-use (figs. 539; 540), a 
procedure which requires plenty of experience905. My source 
of information, Raju, is even of the opinion that “wax used the 
second time round, meaning the darker wax reclaimed from 
the de-waxing of a clay mould, is even better than new wax” 
(see fig. 343)906.

Additives and thinners

Various additives can indeed be worked into the beeswax. On 
the one hand, they bring down the price of the beeswax, and 
on the other, they allow mixes to be made which are optimal 
in warm or cold weather907. The thinning out of beeswax with 
materials of lower quality is however scorned and at most tol-
erated for products in the “Tourist and Export Quality” range. 

904 Müller-Böker 1996, 115 f.
905 Lo Bue 1981b, 76: “The wax will be re-used for modelling, after 

replacement of its vegetable ghee”.
906 Thus presumably too in an ancient Indian source, the Mānasollāsa 

(twelfth century ?): Michaels 1986, 79 with note. 3.
907 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 42. – Sivaramamurti 1962, 4, lists, for India, 

the following additives to modelling wax: incense, castor oil, lamp 
soot and camphor; Nambiar 1964, 9, names a few additives to 
beeswax in southern India; Mukherjee 1978, lists, for some casting 
workshops in India, the usual wax mixtures with the following 
additives to the beeswax: resin (p. 222; 383 f.; 412), resin powder 
dhuna (p. 361), castor oil (p. 222), Mahua oil (p. 383 f.; Madhuca 
indica), coconut oil (p. 412), “Avana Kania oil” (p. 412).
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303Cheap materials, entirely without beeswax, like paraffin, are 
“useless” in the eyes of the artists and professionals.

Yak fat is also used to thin the wax and ghee (purified but-
ter; mahwah)908 is regarded as an especially “cheap variant”.

Sal dhup (in Newari; silā in Nepali), the resin from the sal tree 
(also shala tree, Shorea robusta), purchased from within Ne-
pal and from India, is also often used as an additive for mak-
ing the expensive natural wax go further909. The desired con-
sistency of the modelling mass can be optimised, depending 
on the temperatures in summer and winter by adding more or 
less sal dhup910. As a “summer wax” a mixture of 50 % beeswax 
and 50 % sal dhup has been passed down911.

A further substance added to the beeswax that is popular 
in the cold winters to make the wax more flexible, is the oil (ci-
uri ghyo) of the Indian butter tree (Madhuca butyracea)912 in-
stead of ghee. It is used in the proportion of one part butter 
tree oil to twelve parts beeswax and the two ingredients are 
boiled together for half an hour913. In 1973 the oil cost ten ru-
pees per dhārni (2.27 kg; c. 0.04 US dollars / kg)914 and in 2015 
around 500 rupees per kg (5 US dollars / kg). The oil from mus-
tard seeds is also used as an alternative915.

Whether the recycled wax from the clay moulds is cleaned 
(fig. 129) or a new mixture of wax and additives is made, a great 
deal of attention must be paid to the task in hand. Because no 
contamination in the modelling wax can be tolerated, it is gen-
tly melted down in a pot and poured through a cotton cloth 
(fig. 540) or through a fine sieve (fig. 539). Only then can it be 
used to produce sheet wax (fig. 17), parts of figures (figs. 25; 
29), whole statues (fig. 24) or negative matrices (fig. 50).

Sources of supply for beeswax

The beeswax is harvested, as far as it can satisfy the great de-
mand for it from the casters, by the Tamang, the “mountain 
people” in the area north of Kathmandu916. This ethnic group 
also supplies wood and charcoal (see above). Right up to the 
present day, the modellers in Patan like to obtain their wax 
from the Tamang beekeepers917. They harvest it in the regions 
around Triśulī, Barabise, Pokhara and from the Ārun valley918, 
regions which lie 60 to 140 km to the west and a maximum of 
200 km as the crow flies to the east of Patan. A further, espe-
cially high-quality beeswax that is very popular with the mod-
ellers, has to be transported from the southern province of Te-
rai.

In 1985 Axel Michaels reported that wax was imported 
from Burma / Myanmar to Nepal919. Ratna Jyoti Shakya assures 
me however that in the early twenty-first century Nepal still 
harvests enough beeswax itself and that only low quality par-
affin is imported from India for some “wax models”920.

Even in 1984 Chhabi Lal Gajurel and Karuna Kar Vaidya 
were well aware that “beekeeping is one of the chief occu-
pations of the mountain people. The metal workers (called 
thakamis) get their supply of beeswax from the mountain 
dwellers. The cost of beeswax has gone up to 100–120 rupees 
per dhārni” (table 7; fig. 519, bottom).

Table 7: Evolution of the price of beeswax in Nepal from around 1965 to 
today (1 dhārni = 2.25 kg; rupee:dollar rate at 2015 exchange rate).

~ 1965? 1968 1977921 1985922 ~ 1985923 2015

20  
Rs / dhārni

27  
Rs / dhārni

72–75  
Rs / dhārni

120  
Rs / dhārni

100–120  
Rs / dhārni

–

(9  
Rs / kg)

(12  
Rs / kg)

(32–33  
Rs / kg)

53  
Rs / kg

(44–53  
Rs / kg)

500–750  
Rs / kg

0.09  
USD / kg

0.12  
USD / kg

c. 0.33  
USD / kg

0.54  
USD / kg

0.45–0.54  
USD / kg

5–7  
USD / kg

In Patan in the autumn of 2013, I was able to discover from a 
tradesman of tools and supplies for the metal workers that 
he differentiates between two or three qualities of bees-
wax (fig. 541) which cost between 500 and 750 rupees per kg 
(5–7 US dollars). In the spring of 2015 “best quality” Nepalese 

908 Duncan 1976, 48.
909 On sal dhup, see also p. 305. – Höfer 1970, 191 (“The resin of an 

[unidentified] species of pine”); Lo Bue 1981b, 70 (calls silā [“a 
tree resin imported from India”], presumes however an error in 
translation); Shakya 1981, 34 (gives a recipe with beeswax and “a 
kind of gum (Silaha)” in a ratio of 10:1. Here too silā is probably 
meant). András Höfer (Heidelberg / Germany) drew my attention to 
the issue of the botanical name of the Indian butter tree (Madhuca 
butyracea and not Bassia butyracea) (letter dated 02.12.2014: “. . . 
I came across the work of the Nepalese botanist K. Shrestha, . . . A 
field guide to Nepali names for plants [Kathmandu 1984²] 28 . . .”).

910 Mukherjee 1978, 451 (“yellow and black dhuna grains”, with de-
tailed description of the mixture with wax and the preparation of 
the modelling material); Shrestha 1983, 32 f.; Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 
3; Hurst 1996, 157 (tree resin and ghee); Bonapace / Sestini 2003, 
104; Shakya et al. 2013, 55.

911 Michaels 1985 / 86, 91.
912 Also Diploknema butyracea or Aesandra butyracea. On the butter 

tree (chiura in Nepali) in Nepal: Storrs / Storrs 1998, 14 f.; 351.
913 Höfer 1970, 191; Lo Bue 1981b, 70 f.; Michaels 1985 / 86, 91 (1 to 1½ 

parts butter tree oil to 12 parts wax).
914 de Labriffe 1973, 189 note 12.
915 Lo Bue 1981b, 72; Shrestha 1983, 31.
916 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 2. – On the Tamang mountain people in 

general: Macdonald 1980 (with older lierature); Singh 2006, 266.
917 Based on information from Ratna, Raju and Umesh in 2013; also 

according to Höfer 1970, 191, and Michaels 1985 / 86, 89 fig. 2a.
918 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 42; Michaels 1985 / 86, 91.
919 Michaels 1985 / 86, 87.
920 Indian casters seem to use paraffin as a standard additive to bees-

wax these days: Levy et al. 2008, 56 fig. 29.
921 Höfer 1980, 56 (1968 and 1977).
922 Shrestha 1983, 31.
923 Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 2 and 280 (on the harvesting and prepara-

tion of beeswax in Nepal, idem. 276–278); Michaels 1985 / 86, 87 
(1982: 112 rupees per dhārni).
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Fig. 539: A simple sieve hammered out of copper and provided with 
numerous small holes for cleaning the modelling wax. Clothes are also 
used for this purpose (fig. 540) (Ethnographic Museum Zurich; length 
38 cm).

Fig. 540: Beeswax is always contaminated – whether from recycling 
when it comes out of the casting moulds (fig. 82), or from mixing with 
various additives. Purification is carried out by warming it carefully 
until it melts (in the copper pot on the right), mixing it well and then 
sieving it with either a close-meshed cotton cloth or a fine metal sieve 
(fig. 539) (Axel Michaels archive).

Fig. 541: A kilogram of pure, 
top-quality beeswax from a 
supply shop for bronze casters 
in Patan.

Fig. 542: Many of the bronze casters and other statue artisans need 
equipment and tools made by other specialists (but still in Nepal), and 
sold in various shops in the corresponding districts. In the picture the 
range on offer shows stone mortars used by the gilders to pound the 
amalgam (fig. 198), in a shop belonging to a stone masonry company in 
the Dhalchhen district of Patan.

Fig. 543: For a few generations already, practical sandpaper of vari-
ous grit sizes has replaced quartz sand and other traditional sanding 
agents. Today it is mostly imported to Nepal from China (“Aluminium” 
= Aluminium oxide or corundum, is the most common industrial  
sanding agent).
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305beeswax, from a different tradesman, cost 700 rupees per kg 
(7 US dollars) and cheap imported beeswax from India only 
300 rupees (3 US dollars / kg). The difference in quality is, ac-
cording to the modellers, enormous; they base this opinion on 
the need for the best modelling waxes for the cire perdue tech-
nique to be especially fine, flexible and easily formed. In 2015 
a third tradesman stocked four qualities of wax (from 210 ru-
pees / kg) and proudly showed me his most expensive qual-
ity: “beeswax from the jungle”, as he says and explains that it 
comes from Terai, the lowland in the south of Nepal, and that 
it is especially supple and very popular with artisans. It also 
comes at a price: 650 rupees per kg (6.50 US dollars / kg).

The tradesmen also stock large blocks of ready-mixed wax 
substitute based on paraffin at a much lower price (200 rupees 
= 0.20 US dollars per kg [in 2015]).

Other materials and  
auxiliary supplies

Let us take a brief look at various other auxiliary supplies, ma-
terials and machines which until the present day have kept 
their place in the metal casting trade in Nepal. Some other 
working materials and appliances would have been unimag-
inable three or four generations ago. I am listing them in the 
order of their introduction to Nepal: 

Iron tools: Since the beginnings of metal casting activities, 
tools like tongs for working in the fire (fig. 98), hammers 
for forging and chasing (figs. 172; 358; 399), scissors for 
cutting the wax sheets (fig. 26), files for smoothing off raw 
casts (fig. 181), punches for embossing (fig. 153; 509) and 
other tools have been needed.

Stone mortars: Some of the stone masons in Patan and the 
surrounding areas who also make Buddhist and Hindu 
ritual images, among other things, keep a small supply of 
almond-shaped mortars (fig. 542), as needed by the gild-
ers for mixing the amalgam (fig. 198).

Borax: The borax which is used for soldering and cast-
ing (swāk) is cheap; in 2015 it cost 125 rupees per kg 
(1.25 US dollars). The tradesman Rajendra Shakya 
(fig. 510) says that it mostly comes from the USA, much 
more seldom from India, China or Turkey. Chinese borax 
is unpopular with the customers because it is of a “much 
lower quality” (see details above, note 61 and fig. 101).

Sal dhup: The resin of the sal tree (Shorea robusta) is mixed 
into the beeswax used for modelling (see above, notes 
909–911). It comes from Nepal, but was evidently im-
ported in some periods from India. In 2015 one kg in pow-
der form cost 135–140 rupees (1.40 US dollars / kg).

Paraffin: This material, which no longer has any connection 
with a natural product, is also used as a cheap way of 
thinning the modelling wax or even replacing it entirely. 
At a price of 200 rupees per kg, it is however a little more 
expensive than sal dhup.

Sandpaper: Industrially produced sandpaper has been used 
in Nepal since the twentieth century. It plays a very im-
portant role in the removal of the rough, hard casting 
skin and in the preparation for polishing. Using different 
grain sizes, very rough surface irregularities can be re-
moved with one size and a finely ground surface achieved 
with another grain size (e. g. before painting, fig. 239). 
Whilst, in earlier days, sandpaper was procured from 
India, today it comes from China (fig. 543). Various ma-
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306 chines fitted with taut sandpaper are now increasingly 
frequently used.

Hand fans: These robust little paddle wheel ventilators are a 
great help not only to casters, but also modellers, smiths 
and others, and a welcome replacement for the bellows 
made from whole animal skins which used to be stand-
ard (fig. 128). They are fitted with a hand crank and con-
sidered “fit for Nepal” still today, i. e. always reliable and 
practically maintenance-free, not requiring any elec-
trici ty (fig. 118, front; 129; 471, left)924.

Polishing buffs made from cotton: These round piles of layers 
of cotton material sewn together and with a hole in the 
middle are evidently local cottage industry products, able 
to compete with the industrial goods (figs. 162; 165).

Polishing pastes: The locally mixed “lāl polish” made on the 
basis of very finely ground and pulverised hematite (iron 
oxide) is but one of the polishing pastes available from 
the suppliers of goods for metal workers in Patan.

Acids and other chemicals: Various chemicals are needed for 
the pickling of the metals before fire gilding, for patina-
tion, for the “scratching” of a surface with wire brushes, 
or for trimming or soldering. These would have been ex-
tracted in earlier days from plants (soap nut, sal tree, lem-
ons, tamarinds etc.925). Today the chemicals are bought 
from shops in the form of highly concentrated industrial 
products (sulphur [fig. 202], saltpetre [fig. 206,2], salt, 
acetic acid etc.).

Machines and motors: As mentioned many times before, 
many labour-intensive, time-consuming and / or repet-
itive tasks are performed today with the help of ma-
chines. Amongst these feature polishing motors (fig. 165), 
electric industrial blowers (fig. 428, back), drying cup-
boards (fig. 285) to speed up the drying out of the cuvettes 
(fig. 284), vulcanising machines for hardening the indus-
trial rubber moulds (fig. 280), injection machines for fill-
ing re-usable rubber negative moulds with wax (fig. 281) 
and sometimes even vacuum casting machines (fig. 286). 
All these appliances would make many of the stages 
in the production process much easier were it not for 
the long power cuts occurring on an almost daily basis. 
Many a time did I hear: “I will do that when the electricity 
comes back on again”.

924 Duncan 1976, 50.
925 Storrs / Storrs 1998, 27 f.; 250 f.; 264 f.
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Fig. 544: Both these relatively 
small Buddha statues are 
cast in brass and patinated in 
brown. In addition, the head of 
the statue on the left has been 
traditionally painted (cold 
gilding) and both demonstrate 
meticulous chasing work on 
the heads and borders of the 
robes carried out after cast-
ing. These simple examples 
show that articles of a reason-
able quality are produced in 
Patan even for the souvenir 
and export trades; the works 
in the shop displays just need 
to be carefully and critically 
assessed.

Fig. 545: Dozens of Buddha statues are awaiting further processing in a 
yard. The uniformity of the casts is proof that their wax models all come 
from the same (silicone rubber) mould and were certainly not elaborately 
modelled by hand. The dark patches are remnants of the casting skin 
and the light areas are smooth parts of the body which have already been 
sanded. Statues like this are then happily put on the market as “handmade”. 
This can only refer to the clay mould construction, the little cold work un-
dertaken (sanding and polishing) and the painting or gilding, but not the 
modelling. If the pieces are touted as “unique” it just means that every indi-
vidual figure has been cast “in the lost mould” (made from clay).
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The current boom in demand for Buddhist bronze effigies 
from tourists in Nepal and businesses exporting to retail out-
lets in Europe, Asia and America has led to statues which were 
originally regarded as spiritual and religious objects in the Ti-
beto-Nepalese cultural region being demoted to the status of 
collectibles, and even purely decorative objects. Nevertheless, 
this has improved the economic situation of the casting arti-
sans and resulted in a growing “potential for small industry in 
Nepal”926.

As early as 1973, Marie-Laure de Labriffe remarked of the 
Newar craftworkers that “whilst many artisans are giving up 
their crafts, the casters, in view of the increasing demand in 
the export sector, are opening up new workshops”927. As long 
as the demand from foreign Buddhists for statues and ritual 
utensils is responsible for this, then the tradition, artistic 
skills and ritual authenticity are safeguarded. According to 
Ratna Jyoti, his father, Man Jyoti Shakya, had considered the 
statue business in Patan to be a “dying art” some fifty years ago.

In the current economic climate, the boom in demand 
for exclusively material souvenirs and decorative objects has 
given rise to a tendency to rationalise and streamline produc-
tion, to the use of reproduction processes (e. g. making wax 
casts from silicone rubber moulds) and, most importantly, to a 
significant loss of individuality and quality, much to the regret 
and chagrin of the traditionalists. Axel Michaels put it sarcas-
tically: “The taste of the tourists determines the range and 
also, sadly, the tastelessness, of the goods on offer”928. In re-
cent years, the unavoidable consequence has been the spread 
of mass-produced items929, which no longer have anything in 
common with the unique articles traditionally hand-modelled 
in wax and cast in the lost-wax technique. Forty years ago, 
hundreds of bronze Buddhas were already being produced 
in this manner every month in the Kathmandu valley930. To-
day, hundreds are made every single day. Only the great earth-
quake of April 2015 was a temporary setback and caused a de-
cline in employment and production. The prices the artisans 
are paid for the finished bronze statues for export barely cover 
the costs of the family-run enterprises (see above, p. 25) and 
the merchants have to try to absorb the fluctuations in the 
market. Many seem to be left with only two choices: “mecha-
nise or die”931. A glimmer of hope comes from the increasingly 
frequent orders from Buddhists from Asia, Europe and Amer-
ica, which are executed to a high standard and ritually con-
secrated by monks or lamas. However, the quality of most of 
the objects, which, by virtue of the lost-wax technique “in the 
lost mould” are still custom-made items, is extremely threat-

ened due to these rock-bottom prices; in many workshops, the 
inevitable result is a loss of true aesthetic quality. It comes as 
no surprise that the metalworking enterprises only accounted 
for 0.8 % of the manufacturing industry of Nepal or 1.7 % of the 
total national earnings in 1986 / 87932.

There are, however, also glimmers of hope: fortunately, Newar 
artisans who pride themselves on their work still produce 
objects in the traditional manner and to very high standards 
(fig. 544). “In recent times, artistic traditions have experi-
enced a veritable renaissance” writes the Nepal expert Ian Al-
sop933, and, thanks to the great skill and the authentic spirit-
uality of these artisans, Nepalese Buddhist sculptures are be-
ing ordered from Patan’s workshops not just by monasteries 
and temples in the Himalayan countries but from all over the 
world.

We must truly not begrudge the casters and other met-
alworkers certain innovations in the manufacturing process 
that simplify the time-consuming work while not impair-
ing the quality of the products934. I am not referring to the 
above-mentioned silicone rubber moulds used in mass pro-
duction, but rather to resources such as diesel and electricity, 
electrical fans for the furnaces or efficient grinding and bur-
nishing motors.

Fortunately, alongside the tourist demand for cheap 
mass-produced objects (fig. 545), a new market for religious 
statuary has emerged in recent decades, which puts an em-
phasis on artistic quality and iconographic authenticity. I am 
thinking in particular of the demand created by emigrants, es-
pecially Tibetan exiles, who have built Buddhist temples all 
over the world and wish to furnish them with beautiful stat-
uary. Recently, Patan has seen an increase in the number of 
Buddhist customers from East Asia.

Some of the Newar artists still have the skills required to 
create traditional “temple quality” statues of deities935. In fu-
ture, quality awareness among collectors from all over the 
world could also be a motivating force for preserving truly per-
fectionist craftsmanship: the more the theft of antiquities is 

926 Shrestha 1983, 29 f.; Michaels 1985 / 86, 83 (quotation).
927 de Labriffe 1973, 188. – The same observations were also made by 

Alsop and Charlton at that time: Alsop / Charlton 1973, 29.
928 Michaels 1985 / 86, 82 f. (quotation). – In the same vein, also Al-

sop / Charlton 1973, 26 and 40 f.
929 Attempts at streamlining the process were apparently already 

being made in the 1980s but had not yet been introduced into the 
actual production at that stage (Gajurel / Vaidya 1984, 12).

930 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 40 f.
931 Shrestha 1983, 29 f.; Michaels 1985 / 86, 88 (quotation).
932 Donner 1994, 460 f. tab. 52.
933 I. Alsop in Gellek / Maitland 2011, 42.
934 Lo Bue 1981b, 85; Alphen / Alsop 2005, 106.
935 Alsop / Charlton 1973, 26, 30, 41, 43 and 49 already commented on 

this trend.
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310 curbed, the more likely it will become – or so I would hope – 
that at least some connoisseurs of beautiful Buddhist art will 
switch to new but perfectly made pieces from Patan, and this 
in turn should contribute to the preservation of this family 
tradition936.

In recent times, another field of activity has opened up 
for tradition-conscious artisans: the restoration of ancient 
temple features. An excellent example is the restoration pro-
ject that was carried out, to current scientific conservation 
standards, on the Svayambhu Stupa west of Kathmandu. From 
2008 to 2010 dozens of repoussé artists, casters, chasers, gild-
ers, burnishers and others worked on the total restoration of 
one of the oldest Buddhist monuments in Nepal under the su-
pervision of restoration specialists and a critical team of con-
sultants937. One can only hope that this project, which was 
founded by a sponsor in California, will motivate the Nepalese 
authorities to take care of the cultural heritage of their coun-
try and to further expand their national heritage conservation 
structures. This is particularly urgent after the destruction 
wreaked by the earthquake of 2015.

The craftworking techniques and products which this book 
has recorded with such admiration are nevertheless, under 
threat from economic pressures. Today no Nepalese dealer or 
exporter would pay artisans a fair price for loving care and at-
tention to detail – the competition from unaspiring mass pro-
ducers and suppliers of cheap products is simply too strong 
both at home and abroad. Only if travellers in Nepal itself and 
collectors worldwide are prepared to sharpen their eye for 
quality and detail and to pay a fair price for the huge amount 
of work involved, will there still be true Patan masters in the 
next generation, working with the meticulous skill and care 
needed to create statues of Buddhist deities of great harmony 
and radiance.

I believe and sincerely hope that this positive attitude to-
wards bronze casting will survive as long as there are devout 
Buddhists seeking beautiful and iconographically perfect fig-
ures for their private domestic shrines, monasteries and tem-
ples, ordering top-quality effigies, large and small, from the 
Newar artists in Patan, and collectors worldwide who value 
perfectly crafted Buddha statues.

936 A similar opinion was voiced by Hagmüller 2003, 96.
937 Gellek / Maitland 2011, esp. 44 (I. Alsop).
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The first and most detailed part of this book documents the 
techniques, materials and facilities that have been used in the 
artisans’ workshops in Patan (Nepal) for hundreds of years to 
produce Buddhist copper and brass statuary. Effigies of all 
sizes, of Buddha and Tara, Bodhisattvas, Gurus and Lamas, 
were cast, and continue to be cast, in the lost-wax technique. 
This technique involves first making a positive beeswax model 
of the figure and then coating it with several layers of specially 
prepared clay. Once these have dried out completely, they form 
the actual casting mould, which is heated so that the precious 
molten wax can be poured out and retained for reuse. So that 
the mould can withstand the temperature of the molten metal 
(more than 1000° C), it must be fired like pottery before it can 
be used for casting. The metal is melted in a crucible and then 
free-poured into the mould. The latter is cracked open imme-
diately afterwards to expose the rough cast. At this stage the 
process of modelling and creating the mould has already taken 
several days’ work – and yet this is only the half-way point.

The rough and unsightly “casting skin” must now be man-
ually removed, which today is usually done by filing or by us-
ing a rough grinding machine. The blank metal surfaces are 
then not just finely polished but decorated in several different 
ways, including chasing, fire gilding, patinating and painting. 
The degree of care taken with the chasing is today what dis-
tinguishes traditional high-quality works from meaningless 
mass-produced items. Historical pieces generally exhibit very 
elaborate chasing and decoration with hammer and punches; 
nowadays such care is only given to pieces of “temple quality”, 
whilst the mass-produced cast objects of “tourist and export 
quality” that end up in retail outlets all over the world have 
barely been worked at all. High-quality statues, on the other 
hand, can even have inlays of precious stones or eyes made of 
silver. The text of this book, accompanied by a large number of 
colour photographs, describes all these techniques in detail.

The book not merely documents the very high-quality 
craftsmanship involved in the casting of Buddhist statues in 
Nepal today; for each individual technique and material used, 
both now and in the past, historical and geographical compar-
isons are made with neighbouring India and the other Hima-
layan countries.

The second part of the book outlines the historical and 
social background of the non-ferrous metalworking indus-
try and its specialists in Nepal, and in Patan in particular. One 
chapter  is devoted to the old Sanskrit “specialist literature” 
and its technical and iconographical instructions, while other 
chapters discuss the clientele, modern-day mass production 

and the ritual consecration of the statues in a religious con-
text. In addition, Ratna Joty Shakya provides an insider’s view 
of Patan as a stronghold of metalworking, steeped in tradition, 
and a characterisation of the Shakya clan of casting families.

In somewhat less detail than in part 1, and by way of 
rounding off the subject, part 3 gives a description of the other 
important metalworking techniques used in Nepal.

Finally, the fourth part lists the raw materials and tools re-
quired for metalworking. The list is complemented by a wealth 
of geographical and historical information and also contains 
figures illustrating the price explosion that characterises Ne-
pal’s leap into a globalised world.

In the chapter entitled “Outlook”, the author gives his per-
sonal view of the current state of the old craft. He describes 
how, on the one hand, widespread indifference, combined 
with ongoing theft and looting, is endangering Nepal’s cultural 
heritage, while, on the other hand, the casters of the Shakya 
clan in Patan are torn nowadays between preserving their an-
cient art and ensuring their financial survival.

A short appendix presents a number of surface analyses 
of metal raw materials and statues, accompanied by a com-
mentary. A detailed list of references itemizes the numerous 
sources quoted in the footnotes.
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312 Zusammenfassung

Dieses Buch dokumentiert in seinem ersten und ausführlich-
sten Teil die Techniken, Materialien und Einrichtungen, die 
seit Jahrhunderten in den Werkstätten der Kunsthandwerker 
von Patan (Nepal) bei der Herstellung buddhistischer Statuen 
aus Kupfer und Messing zur Einsatz kommen. Die grossen und 
kleinen Bildnisse von Buddha, Tara, Bodhisattvas, Gurus und 
Lamas wurden und werden im Wachsausschmelzverfahren 
gegossen. Hierfür wird zuerst ein Positivmodell der Figur aus 
Bienenwachs geformt und anschliessend mit mehreren, spez-
iell gemischten Lehmschichten überzogen. Diese ergeben, 
nach dem ausgiebigen Trocknen, die Gussform. Zuerst muss 
diese allerdings noch erwärmt werden, damit man das wert-
volle Wachs ausgiessen und zur Wiederverwertung auffangen 
kann. Damit die Form der über 1000° C heissen und flüssigen 
Gussspeise standhält, muss sie vor dem Guss wie Keramik ge-
brannt werden. Das Metall wird in Tiegeln aufgeschmolzen 
und in offenem Strahl in die Formen gefüllt. Diese werden 
unmittelbar danach aufgeschlagen, so dass der Rohguss zum 
Vorschein kommt. Bis zu diesem Stadium haben das Modelli-
eren und der Formenbau bereits viele Tage Arbeit erfordert – 
und dennoch ist jetzt erst etwa die Hälfte aller Arbeiten getan.

Die rohe, unschöne «Gusshaut» muss jetzt mecha-
nisch entfernt werden, was heute meist durch Feilen oder 
mit einer groben Schleifmaschine erfolgt. Die blanke Met-
alloberfläche wird anschliessend nicht nur fein geschliffen, 
sondern auf sehr unterschiedliche Weise verziert: es wird 
ziseliert, feuervergoldet, patiniert und gemalt. Der Aufwand 
an Ziselierarberit ist heute der Gradmesser zwischen tradi-
tioneller Qualitätsarbeit und ausdrucksloser Massenproduk-
tion: Die historischen Stücke sind in der Regel sehr aufwen-
dig mit Hammer und Punzen ziseliert und verziert. Heute 
wird diese Sorgfalt nur noch Stücken der «temple quality» zu-
teil, während die Massenware der «tourist and export qual-
ity» als kaum nachbearbeitete Güsse in den Verkaufsgeschäf-
ten auf der gesamten Welt landen. In gut gemachten Statuen 
können auf der anderen Seite sogar Edelsteine oder Silberau-
gen eingelegt sein. All diese Techniken werden hier eingehend 
beschrieben und in vielen Farbbildern dokumentiert.

Das Buch zeigt nicht nur das aktuelle, auf sehr hohem 
Niveau betriebene Kunsthanderk des buddhistischen Stat-
uengusses in Nepal. Zu jeder einzelnen Technik und zu den 
heute und früher verwendeten Materialien werden jeweils 
historische und geographische Bezüge zu Indien und den be-
nachbarten Himalayaländern hergestellt.

Im zweiten Teil kommen der geschichtliche und der ge-
sellschaftliche Hintergrund rund um das Buntmetallgewerbe 

und seine Spezialisten in Nepal – und vor allem in Patan – zur 
Sprache. Der altindischen Sanskrit-«Fachliteratur» mit ihren 
technischen und ikonographischen Vorgaben ist ein Kapitel 
gewidnet, genauso wie den Abnehmerkreisen, der heutigen 
Massenproduktion oder der rituellen Weihung der Statuen 
im religiösen Kontext. Ratna Joty Shakya steuert als «Insider» 
zudem eine Würdigung Patans als traditionsreiche Hoch-
burg der Metallverarbeitung und eine Charakterisierung des 
«Clans» der Shakya-Giesserfamilien bei.

In Teil 3 werden in etwas knapperer Form als in Teil 1 und 
zur Abrundung des Themas die anderen wichtigen Techniken 
der Metallverarbeitung in Nepal beschrieben.

Im vierten Teil folgt schliesslich eine Aufstellung der im 
Metallhandwerk benötigten Rohstoffe und Arbeitsmaterial-
ien. Sie wird mit vielen geografischen und historischen In-
formationen ergänzt und umfasst auch konkrete Angaben 
zur rasanten Preis entwicklung, die typisch ist für den Sprung 
Nepals in eine globalisierte Welt.

Im «Ausblick» nimmt der Autor schliesslich persönlich 
Stellung zum heutigen Stand dieses alten Kunstgewerbes. Er 
schildert einerseits, wie das Kulturerbe in Nepal durch Desin-
teresse und durch Raub und Plünderung gefährdet ist und an-
dererseits, wie hin- und hergerissen die Giessergesellschaft 
der Shakya in Patan heute zwischen der Wahrung ihrer alten 
Kunst und dem materiellen Überleben ist.

In einem kurzen Anhang werden einige Oberfläche-
nanalysen von metallischen Rohmaterialien und Statuen 
vorgelegt und kommentiert. Ein ausführliches Literaturver-
zeichnis schlüsselt die zahlreichen Quellen auf, die in den 
Fussnoten eingearbeitet sind.
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313Appendix:  
pXRF analyses  
of Buddhist  
metal objects

 
 
Fig. 546 
Source of information / analysis: 
Markus Helfert, archaeologist, 
specialist of Roman ceramics 
and portable pXRF X-ray 
fluorescence analysis, analysed 
all the alloys listed in table 8 
(15.12.2013 and 18.04.2015). The 
portable X-ray fluorescence 
analyser used was made available 
by the Goethe University in 
Frankfurt am Main (Germany).

Many analyses of the alloys of religious images in the Asian 
Himalaya region have been carried out and interpreted938. The 
aim of the few analyses presented here is merely to flesh out 
the information given on some of the objects examined in de-
tail in this book and some of the material samples collected 
by the author to provide accurate information on the compo-
sition of the metal. Markus Helfert from the Goethe Univer-
sity in Frankfurt am Main in Germany, very kindly carried out 
these analyses (table 8939).

Alloy?

The Buddhist figures collected and analysed within the frame-
work of this book are made of the following alloys: 

Object (fig. no.; analysis  
number in table 8):

Results of alloy analysis:

Standing Buddha (fig. 296;  
Patan01):

Brass with 3.2 % zinc (+ 0.8 % Sn)

Green Tara (fig. 548; Patan07): Brass with 14.1 % zinc (+ 0.3 % Sn)

Karmapa Lama (fig. 547;  
Patan09):

Brass with 13.7 % zinc (+ 0.3 % Sn)

Mahākāla (fig. 241; Patan12): Brass with 14.5 % zinc (+ 0.3 % Sn)

Guru Rinpoche (fig. 494,5.6; 
Patan15a+15b):

800 Silver (+ 0.6 % Sn)940

Earrings from Bhaktapur 
(Bhaktpur01+02:)

935 Silver (sterling silver)  
(+ 0.8 % Sn)

Object (fig. no.; analysis  
number in table 8):

Results of alloy analysis:

Repoussé box (fig. 422;  
Patan18+19):

Brass with 34 % zinc

Buddha Cochin (fig. 550; 
Cochin01):

Brass with 35.3 % zinc (+ 3.6 % As; 
0.2 % Sn)

Large singing bowl (fig. 452; 
Collection01+02):

Tin bronze with 19.5 % tin (+ 5.8 % 
As) (not an “eight metals alloy /  aṣṭa 
dhātu”)

“Silver” Buddha (around 1960; 
collection07+08):

Nickel silver with 8 % nickel  
(+ Al, Zn, Pb, Sn)

Comment on the alloys

Clearly the historical metal statues of Buddhist gods from the 
Asian-Himalaya area are made of a whole range of different al-
loys (see note 938). Depending on location and time, pure cop-
per, tin bronze or brass were dominant. Due to frequent re-
cycling, the occasional addition of lead, and the lack of trade 
with standardised ingots, every image was made of a slightly 
different alloy composition.

At the end of the twentieth century many modern casts 
from Nepal evidently contained only 1–4 % zinc941. This alloy 
can be found in the standing Buddha (fig. 296). The three other 
statuettes bought in 2013 in Nepal, the green Tara (fig. 548), a 
Karmapa Lama (fig. 547) and a colorful Mahākāla (fig. 241), 
were clearly cast from standardised industrial brass ingots 
as used by Raju and Umesh Shakya (see pages 59 and 279). An 
older Nepalese Buddha bought in Cochin / India (fig. 550) also 
contains 35.3 % zinc. Its “contamination” with 3.6 % arsenic 
and 0.2 % tin are an indication of its pre-industrial production.

The objects made of hammered and not cast non-ferrous 
metals are the brass box lid with the eight Buddhist auspicious 
emblems in the repoussé technique (fig. 422) and the large tin 
bronze singing bowl with six punched Buddhas (fig. 452). The 
repoussé box (fig. 422) is made of a very higly alloyed brass 
with 34 % zinc. This is a rather brittle brass which is very dif-
ficult to hammer. It must be assumed that, in order to carry 
out the repoussé work and to create the thin metal sheet, the 
work must have been subject to many intermediate anneal-
ings and at some stages even hot hammered. The few singing 
bowls which have been analysed (table 2) contain 20 % tin and 
are usually chased in a “warm”, i. e. in a ductile phase of dark 

938 For example Werner 1972; Duncan 1976, 52; von Schroeder 1981; 
Riederer 1984; Carlson / Tagle 1994; Reedy 1997, 281–290 tab. A1.3. 
– On the method and interpretation of the alloy analyses, Crad-
dock 1981, 20–25 fig. 11; 103–124 tab. 1.

939 Including a few supplementary analyses on pieces which were 
already in the author’s collection.

940 A silver statue weighing 5 kg in the shop of a caster in Patan was 
made of an 850 alloy (Alsop / Charlton 1973, 43).

941 Craddock 1981, 22.
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Fig. 547: A small brass Karmapa Lama figure patinated in varying hues 
(weight: 1.250 kg; height: 122 mm; analysis: table 8, Patan 09–11).

Fig. 548: A Green Tara cast in brass, patinated and decorated with 
small stuck-on semi-precious stones in their indentations (for details, 
see fig. 249; weight: 3.616 kg; height: 223 mm; analysis: table 8, Patan 
07–08). – “As for Sarasvati, with Tara the Newar artists took the opportu-
nity to demonstrate their mastery in representing feminine beauty in  
the image of a lovely goddess of compassion. They created images of 
Tara that belong to the most beautiful Nepalese works of art” (Schick 
1989, 35).

Fig. 549: New gilding applied 
with a thick layer of amalgam 
to a small standing Buddha 
(detail of fig. 296). The gener-
ous coating of gold gives it a 
very dense and compact ap-
pearance. The cold work un-
dertaken on the cast brass 
face gave it extremely finely 
worked, delicate contours; 
the gilding process has now 
made them appear somewhat 
blurred and indistinct. Height 
of the head: 62 mm.

Fig. 550: An earlier “bronze” 
from Nepal for comparison 
(with fig. 549): the fire gilding 
on this small brass statue of 
a sitting Buddha (35.3 % zinc, 
3.6 % arsenic, 0.2 % tin) is pati-
nated and the gilding has par-
tially worn off due to its long 
period of use. Archaeomet-
ric measurements show that 
the surface still contains 8.9 % 
gold, but only 4.6 % mercury 
(table 8). Height of the head: 
70 mm.
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315red heat (see above, p. 247 note 646), because the high tin con-
tent makes it difficult to carry out cold hammering without 
the formation of fissures942.

Of the only three objects with a silver shine in our series 
of analyses (table 8) the Guru Rinpoche cast in around 2012 
(fig. 494,5.6) is made of “800” silver, with a 0.6 % trace of tin. 
The earrings made in 2013 in Bhaktapur (fig. 485) with a con-
tent of 93–95 % Ag are made of the sterling silver that is usual 
for today’s jewellery (“935” silver); apart from copper, they also 
contain a trace of tin (0.8 % Sn).

A Buddha bought in around 1960 in northern India as a 
“silver statue” (not depicted) proved on analysis to be made of 
a modern alloy containing 8 % nickel and no silver at all: it is 
“nickel silver” or Alpacca. From a metallurgical point of view 
the object appears rather strange, with a heterogeneous dis-
tribution of zinc, lead and aluminium as well as traces of tin, 
arsenic and antimony (table 8, collection07+08). It is some-
times found as an alloy type in today’s tourist shops and bou-
tiques, where the Buddha figures are given a noble appearance 
by adding of good dose of nickel, probably sometimes with the 
intent to deceive.

The other analyses are examined more closely in the chap-
ters on singing bowls (see p. 250) and metal (see p. 271) 

Gilding?

The objects which have been fire gilded display the following 
surface values for gold and mercury:

Object (fig. no.; analyses number in table 8): Traces in fire gilding:

Standing Buddha (figs. 296; 549; 
Patan02+03):

3.5–
19.5 % Au

15.8–
26.8 % Hg

Mahākāla (fig. 241; Patan14): 17.2 % Au 11.4 % Hg

Buddha Cochin (fig. 550; Cochin02): 8.9 % Au 4.6 % Hg

Comment on the fire gildings 

As we have seen in the chapter on fire gilding, it is important 
to heat the gold-mercury amalgam applied to the statue just 
long enough to ensure that most of the mercury evaporates, 
but not so long as to damage the thin layer of gold which re-
mains (see above, fig. 211). Differing amounts of mercury resi-
due on the surface of the object could therefore be due to var-
iations in the intensity of the evaporation. Such a case is pre-
sented by our standing Buddha (fig. 549), where large differ-
ences between the right arm and the chest area, ranging from 
15.8 % to 26.8 % Hg, were ascertained.

The gold content, but in particular the mercury resi-
dues, also seem to decline with the increasing age of the ob-

942 Furger 1995, 155 f. fig. 13; 160 and 174.

Fig. 551: The burning in of the brown patina layer must be undertaken 
with care: on the one hand, the iron oxide should adhere well to the 
surface, and on the other hand, the fire gilding which has already been 
applied must not be burnt off.
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316 Table 8: Metal analyses of 19 blank or intentionally patinated surfaces of new “bronzes”  
from Nepal (Patan01–19.26.27.30.31; Kathmandu05 / 06; Bhaktapur01 / 02; Cochin01 / 02);  
of metal samples from shops and workshops in Patan (Patan20–25) and Kathmandu (Kathmandu01–04);  
as well as of a few objects from private collections (collection01–08).  
X-ray fluorescence analyses (p-XRF) in the “alloy” setting carried out by Markus Helfert.

Sample Object Location /  Question Cu Sn Zn Pb As Al Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Se Zr Nb Mo Ru Pd Ag Cd Sb W Au Hg Bi Mg Si P S

Patan01 Standing Buddha (fig. 296) Bottom, blank: casting alloy 93.333 0.822 3.190 0.157 0.100 0.893 0.160 0.300     0.175   0.290                       0.142   0.100 1.290    

Patan02 Standing Buddha (fig. 296) Gilding, right arm 56.359 0.871 2.546 0.990 2.496   0.260   0.830 0.140 0.940   0.160           0.800   0.190 0.420   19.530 15.748 0.300   0.160 1.940  

Patan03 Standing Buddha (fig. 296) Gilding, chest 36.422 0.836 1.927 0.450 2.410   0.210   0.200 0.220 0.610   0.220           0.800 0.231 0.400 0.730   3.464 26.838 0.540 0.100   0.325  

Patan04 Standing Buddha (fig. 296) Patination, left leg 91.383 0.826 3.890 0.990 1.443   0.430 0.670     2.949   0.220                       0.740 0.400        

Patan05 Standing Buddha (fig. 296) Patination, robe 86.125 0.740 3.235 0.120 0.100 4.768 0.350 0.250   0.700 3.450   0.270                       0.410     1.410   0.445

Patan06 Standing Buddha (fig. 296) Patination, hair 73.740 0.615 2.660 0.550 0.822 0.759 0.990 0.390     7.758   0.310   0.200                   0.854 0.300   11.992   1.199

Patan07 Green Tara (fig. 548) Base, blank: casting alloy 81.925 0.300 14.112 0.225 0.100 0.315         0.154   0.700         0.200                   2.530   0.726

Patan08 Green Tara (fig. 548) Patination, right lower arm 82.381 0.310 15.491 0.230 0.100           0.133   0.140         0.200     0.900 0.900           0.350   1.553

Patan09 Karmapa Lama (fig. 547) Base, blank: casting alloy 81.780 0.250 13.679 0.250 0.100 0.447         0.120 0.400 0.330         0.200   0.700   0.110         0.100 1.743   1.987

Patan10 Karmapa Lama (fig. 547) Patination, left hand 82.534 0.240 14.580 0.350 0.100 0.279         0.218   0.360             0.700   0.900           0.489   1.588

Patan11 Karmapa Lama (fig. 547) Patination, hat 77.465 0.210 14.282 0.350 0.100   0.500       0.151   0.380               0.500 0.800         0.100 0.271   7.447

Patan12 Mahākāla (fig. 241) Base, blank: casting alloy 78.793 0.270 14.496 0.210 2.268 0.577 0.210 0.250     0.870   0.210                             1.449   2.215

Patan13 Mahākāla (fig. 241) Patination, right knee 55.989 0.440 13.966 0.310 0.100   0.460 0.140     0.934   0.300           0.100   0.290 0.320   17.152 11.353 0.310 0.100 0.336    

Patan14 Mahākāla (fig. 241 Gilding, left foot 75.819 0.350 16.900 0.230 2.342   0.100       0.136   0.310             0.700               0.519   4.985

Patan15a Guru Rinpoche (fig. 494,5.6) Base, blank: casting alloy 9.760 0.562           0.480 0.531   0.390                 85.140               4.160    

Patan15b Guru Rinpoche (fig. 494,5.6) Base, blank: casting alloy 19.390 0.569 0.280     1.980 0.810   0.484   0.163                 76.672             0.100 1.592    

Patan16 Sitting Buddha (fig. 291,1) Right shoulder, blank: casting alloy 73.18 0.06 26.31 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Patan17 Sitting Buddha (fig. 291,1) Plinth, behind, blank: casting alloy 73.40 0.06 26.06 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Patan18 Repoussé box (fig. 422) Base, blank: alloy 63.171 0.127 34.350 0.228 0.100 0.648 0.130 0.190     0.192   0.660             0.100 0.140 0.130           1.463    

Patan19 Repoussé box (fig. 422) Inside of lid, blank: alloy 63.442 0.370 33.327 0.480 1.142 0.510 0.100 0.450     0.520   0.270             0.900   0.130           1.251   0.850

Patan20 Small Buddha (fig. 321, right) Scrap metal: alloy 83.52 0.05 16.14 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Patan21 Small Vajra Scrap metal: alloy 85.63 0.47 13.57 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Patan22 Cast piece with a jug (fig. 517, front right) Scrap metal: alloy 94.75 0.02 4.99 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Patan23 Material sample “Copper” 99.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Patan24 Material sample “Brass” 63.68 0.25 34.98 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.12 0.00 0.01 0.07 0.00 0.84 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Patan25 Material sample “Silever” 57.47 0.03 34.96 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.06 0.01 7.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Patan26 Ritual hand bell (fig. 332, right) Edge: alloy 59.03 9.63 27.08 3.10 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.43 0.00 0.48 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00

Patan26_B Ritual hand bell (fig. 332, right) Edge: alloy 58.78 9.61 27.06 3.23 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.51 0.00 0.49 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.02

Patan27 Ritual hand bell (fig. 332, right) Handle: alloy 66.91 0.28 31.93 0.44 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01

Patan28 Tool “die” Casting alloy 56.40 1.03 37.33 3.53 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.03 0.30 0.62 0.01 0.58 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Patan29 Tool “pearl matrix” (fig. 33) Casting alloy 79.61 19.74 0.05 0.04 0.08 0.00 0.16 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Patan30 Water pitcher “karuwā” (fig. 323, centre) Yellow metal, edge: alloy 57.18 1.89 34.07 5.29 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.69 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.02

Patan31 Water pitcher “karuwā” (fig. 323, centre) Yellow metal, standing ring: alloy 59.28 1.59 31.43 5.99 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.66 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.41 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.02

Patan32 Material sample “Zinc” 0.00 0.00 98.22 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.12 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 1.26 0.00 0.00 0.00

Kathmandu01 Material sample “Dhalot” 57.11 0.64 35.79 4.92 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.77 0.00 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.00

Kathmandu02 Material sample “Dhalot” 55.17 1.88 35.41 4.84 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.79 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.00

Kathmandu03 Material sample “Dhalot” 57.76 0.97 33.74 5.88 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.59 0.00 0.63 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.27 0.00

Kathmandu04 Material sample “Palpal” 66.24 8.02 19.22 4.50 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.88 0.07 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.49 0.00 0.00 0.37 0.07

Kathmandu05 Water pitcher “karuwā” (fig. 323, right) White metal, edge: alloy 47.24 0.26 41.87 1.11 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.78 0.01 8.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Kathmandu06 Water pitcher “karuwā” (fig. 323, right) White metal, standing ring: alloy 46.84 0.24 42.15 1.11 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.14 0.04 0.79 0.00 8.63 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Bhaktapur01 Earring, repoussé (fig. 485, left) Surface: alloy 4.482 0.792 0.242       0.590   0.720   0.445 0.300               92.884 0.520     0.190       0.273    

Bhaktapur02 Earring, smooth (fig. 485, centre) Surface: alloy 2.915 0.785         0.330   0.740                     95.242 0.144 0.760         0.100 0.980    
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317Table 8: Metal analyses of 19 blank or intentionally patinated surfaces of new “bronzes”  
from Nepal (Patan01–19.26.27.30.31; Kathmandu05 / 06; Bhaktapur01 / 02; Cochin01 / 02);  
of metal samples from shops and workshops in Patan (Patan20–25) and Kathmandu (Kathmandu01–04);  
as well as of a few objects from private collections (collection01–08).  
X-ray fluorescence analyses (p-XRF) in the “alloy” setting carried out by Markus Helfert.

Sample Object Location /  Question Cu Sn Zn Pb As Al Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Se Zr Nb Mo Ru Pd Ag Cd Sb W Au Hg Bi Mg Si P S

Patan01 Standing Buddha (fig. 296) Bottom, blank: casting alloy 93.333 0.822 3.190 0.157 0.100 0.893 0.160 0.300     0.175   0.290                       0.142   0.100 1.290    

Patan02 Standing Buddha (fig. 296) Gilding, right arm 56.359 0.871 2.546 0.990 2.496   0.260   0.830 0.140 0.940   0.160           0.800   0.190 0.420   19.530 15.748 0.300   0.160 1.940  

Patan03 Standing Buddha (fig. 296) Gilding, chest 36.422 0.836 1.927 0.450 2.410   0.210   0.200 0.220 0.610   0.220           0.800 0.231 0.400 0.730   3.464 26.838 0.540 0.100   0.325  

Patan04 Standing Buddha (fig. 296) Patination, left leg 91.383 0.826 3.890 0.990 1.443   0.430 0.670     2.949   0.220                       0.740 0.400        

Patan05 Standing Buddha (fig. 296) Patination, robe 86.125 0.740 3.235 0.120 0.100 4.768 0.350 0.250   0.700 3.450   0.270                       0.410     1.410   0.445

Patan06 Standing Buddha (fig. 296) Patination, hair 73.740 0.615 2.660 0.550 0.822 0.759 0.990 0.390     7.758   0.310   0.200                   0.854 0.300   11.992   1.199

Patan07 Green Tara (fig. 548) Base, blank: casting alloy 81.925 0.300 14.112 0.225 0.100 0.315         0.154   0.700         0.200                   2.530   0.726

Patan08 Green Tara (fig. 548) Patination, right lower arm 82.381 0.310 15.491 0.230 0.100           0.133   0.140         0.200     0.900 0.900           0.350   1.553

Patan09 Karmapa Lama (fig. 547) Base, blank: casting alloy 81.780 0.250 13.679 0.250 0.100 0.447         0.120 0.400 0.330         0.200   0.700   0.110         0.100 1.743   1.987

Patan10 Karmapa Lama (fig. 547) Patination, left hand 82.534 0.240 14.580 0.350 0.100 0.279         0.218   0.360             0.700   0.900           0.489   1.588

Patan11 Karmapa Lama (fig. 547) Patination, hat 77.465 0.210 14.282 0.350 0.100   0.500       0.151   0.380               0.500 0.800         0.100 0.271   7.447

Patan12 Mahākāla (fig. 241) Base, blank: casting alloy 78.793 0.270 14.496 0.210 2.268 0.577 0.210 0.250     0.870   0.210                             1.449   2.215

Patan13 Mahākāla (fig. 241) Patination, right knee 55.989 0.440 13.966 0.310 0.100   0.460 0.140     0.934   0.300           0.100   0.290 0.320   17.152 11.353 0.310 0.100 0.336    

Patan14 Mahākāla (fig. 241 Gilding, left foot 75.819 0.350 16.900 0.230 2.342   0.100       0.136   0.310             0.700               0.519   4.985

Patan15a Guru Rinpoche (fig. 494,5.6) Base, blank: casting alloy 9.760 0.562           0.480 0.531   0.390                 85.140               4.160    

Patan15b Guru Rinpoche (fig. 494,5.6) Base, blank: casting alloy 19.390 0.569 0.280     1.980 0.810   0.484   0.163                 76.672             0.100 1.592    

Patan16 Sitting Buddha (fig. 291,1) Right shoulder, blank: casting alloy 73.18 0.06 26.31 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Patan17 Sitting Buddha (fig. 291,1) Plinth, behind, blank: casting alloy 73.40 0.06 26.06 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Patan18 Repoussé box (fig. 422) Base, blank: alloy 63.171 0.127 34.350 0.228 0.100 0.648 0.130 0.190     0.192   0.660             0.100 0.140 0.130           1.463    

Patan19 Repoussé box (fig. 422) Inside of lid, blank: alloy 63.442 0.370 33.327 0.480 1.142 0.510 0.100 0.450     0.520   0.270             0.900   0.130           1.251   0.850

Patan20 Small Buddha (fig. 321, right) Scrap metal: alloy 83.52 0.05 16.14 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Patan21 Small Vajra Scrap metal: alloy 85.63 0.47 13.57 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Patan22 Cast piece with a jug (fig. 517, front right) Scrap metal: alloy 94.75 0.02 4.99 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Patan23 Material sample “Copper” 99.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Patan24 Material sample “Brass” 63.68 0.25 34.98 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.12 0.00 0.01 0.07 0.00 0.84 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Patan25 Material sample “Silever” 57.47 0.03 34.96 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.06 0.01 7.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Patan26 Ritual hand bell (fig. 332, right) Edge: alloy 59.03 9.63 27.08 3.10 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.43 0.00 0.48 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00

Patan26_B Ritual hand bell (fig. 332, right) Edge: alloy 58.78 9.61 27.06 3.23 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.51 0.00 0.49 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.02

Patan27 Ritual hand bell (fig. 332, right) Handle: alloy 66.91 0.28 31.93 0.44 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01

Patan28 Tool “die” Casting alloy 56.40 1.03 37.33 3.53 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.03 0.30 0.62 0.01 0.58 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Patan29 Tool “pearl matrix” (fig. 33) Casting alloy 79.61 19.74 0.05 0.04 0.08 0.00 0.16 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Patan30 Water pitcher “karuwā” (fig. 323, centre) Yellow metal, edge: alloy 57.18 1.89 34.07 5.29 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.69 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.02

Patan31 Water pitcher “karuwā” (fig. 323, centre) Yellow metal, standing ring: alloy 59.28 1.59 31.43 5.99 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.66 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.41 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.02

Patan32 Material sample “Zinc” 0.00 0.00 98.22 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.12 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 1.26 0.00 0.00 0.00

Kathmandu01 Material sample “Dhalot” 57.11 0.64 35.79 4.92 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.77 0.00 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.00

Kathmandu02 Material sample “Dhalot” 55.17 1.88 35.41 4.84 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.79 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.00

Kathmandu03 Material sample “Dhalot” 57.76 0.97 33.74 5.88 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.59 0.00 0.63 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.27 0.00

Kathmandu04 Material sample “Palpal” 66.24 8.02 19.22 4.50 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.88 0.07 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.49 0.00 0.00 0.37 0.07

Kathmandu05 Water pitcher “karuwā” (fig. 323, right) White metal, edge: alloy 47.24 0.26 41.87 1.11 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.78 0.01 8.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Kathmandu06 Water pitcher “karuwā” (fig. 323, right) White metal, standing ring: alloy 46.84 0.24 42.15 1.11 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.14 0.04 0.79 0.00 8.63 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Bhaktapur01 Earring, repoussé (fig. 485, left) Surface: alloy 4.482 0.792 0.242       0.590   0.720   0.445 0.300               92.884 0.520     0.190       0.273    

Bhaktapur02 Earring, smooth (fig. 485, centre) Surface: alloy 2.915 0.785         0.330   0.740                     95.242 0.144 0.760         0.100 0.980    
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Sample Object Location /  Question Cu Sn Zn Pb As Al Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Se Zr Nb Mo Ru Pd Ag Cd Sb W Au Hg Bi Mg Si P S

Thimi01 Small singing bowl H Cast: alloy 74.86 24.00 0.66 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Thimi02 Small singing bowl I Cast: alloy 60.36 3.90 32.63 2.17 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.46 0.00 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01

Thimi03 Small singing bowl J Cast: alloy 59.40 3.70 33.64 2.33 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.45 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Thimi04 Material sample “brass singing bowl” Alloy 57.02 7.14 32.52 2.46 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Thimi05 Material sample “bronze singing bowl” Alloy 75.07 23.83 0.64 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Thimi06 Material sample “tin” Alloy /  contamination 0.08 98.65 0.02 0.04 0.11 0.00 0.85 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Cochin01 Buddha Cochin (fig. 550) Base, blank: casting alloy 58.124 0.190 35.258   3.590   0.150 0.500     0.100     0.500       0.200     0.100   0.352   1.422 0.130   0.910 0.758  

Cochin02 Buddha Cochin (fig. 550) Gilding, right arm 75.143 0.110 8.186 0.970 0.100   0.240 0.800     0.142               0.900   0.220 0.200   8.918 4.631 0.140 0.100 0.289 2.384  

Collection01 Large singing bowl B (fig. 452) Hammered, edge A: alloy 74.440 19.600   0.260 5.569   0.190 0.120         0.230 0.600           0.110   0.156                

Collection02 Large singing bowl B (fig. 452) Hammered, edge B: alloy 73.920 19.330   0.240 6.145   0.181 0.270         0.380                 0.168           0.610   0.130

Collection03 Small singing bowl K Hammered: alloy 77.55 22.14 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.22 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Collection03_B Small singing bowl L Hammered: alloy 76.46 23.17 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Collection04 Small singing bowl M Hammered: alloy 78.07 21.71 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Collection05 Middle-sized singing bowl N Hammered: alloy 77.01 22.73 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.21 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Collection06 Large singing bowl O Hammered: alloy 76.86 22.92 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Collection07 “Silver-Buddha” (around 1960) Left knee: alloy 55.910 1.220 3.422 1.736 0.100 1.288 0.180       1.577 0.380 8.210               0.800 0.132       0.120   0.264    

Collection08 “Silver-Buddha” (around 1960) Blank area, back: alloy 5.831 1.164 28.197 3.358 0.100 4.873 0.490 0.320     1.529 0.330 7.584                 0.830       0.150   2.249    
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Sample Object Location /  Question Cu Sn Zn Pb As Al Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Se Zr Nb Mo Ru Pd Ag Cd Sb W Au Hg Bi Mg Si P S

Thimi01 Small singing bowl H Cast: alloy 74.86 24.00 0.66 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Thimi02 Small singing bowl I Cast: alloy 60.36 3.90 32.63 2.17 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.46 0.00 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01

Thimi03 Small singing bowl J Cast: alloy 59.40 3.70 33.64 2.33 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.45 0.00 0.36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Thimi04 Material sample “brass singing bowl” Alloy 57.02 7.14 32.52 2.46 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Thimi05 Material sample “bronze singing bowl” Alloy 75.07 23.83 0.64 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Thimi06 Material sample “tin” Alloy /  contamination 0.08 98.65 0.02 0.04 0.11 0.00 0.85 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Cochin01 Buddha Cochin (fig. 550) Base, blank: casting alloy 58.124 0.190 35.258   3.590   0.150 0.500     0.100     0.500       0.200     0.100   0.352   1.422 0.130   0.910 0.758  

Cochin02 Buddha Cochin (fig. 550) Gilding, right arm 75.143 0.110 8.186 0.970 0.100   0.240 0.800     0.142               0.900   0.220 0.200   8.918 4.631 0.140 0.100 0.289 2.384  

Collection01 Large singing bowl B (fig. 452) Hammered, edge A: alloy 74.440 19.600   0.260 5.569   0.190 0.120         0.230 0.600           0.110   0.156                

Collection02 Large singing bowl B (fig. 452) Hammered, edge B: alloy 73.920 19.330   0.240 6.145   0.181 0.270         0.380                 0.168           0.610   0.130

Collection03 Small singing bowl K Hammered: alloy 77.55 22.14 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.22 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Collection03_B Small singing bowl L Hammered: alloy 76.46 23.17 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Collection04 Small singing bowl M Hammered: alloy 78.07 21.71 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Collection05 Middle-sized singing bowl N Hammered: alloy 77.01 22.73 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.21 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Collection06 Large singing bowl O Hammered: alloy 76.86 22.92 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Collection07 “Silver-Buddha” (around 1960) Left knee: alloy 55.910 1.220 3.422 1.736 0.100 1.288 0.180       1.577 0.380 8.210               0.800 0.132       0.120   0.264    

Collection08 “Silver-Buddha” (around 1960) Blank area, back: alloy 5.831 1.164 28.197 3.358 0.100 4.873 0.490 0.320     1.529 0.330 7.584                 0.830       0.150   2.249    
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320 ject because both the newly-gilded objects (standing Buddha 
and Mahākāla) display, in part quite distinctly, levels of over 
10 % Hg on the surface, whereas the over fifty-year old or older 
Buddha figure (“Cochin02”, fig. 550) only has levels of 4.6 % 
Hg. This is confirmed by other much older objects in muse-
ums which have been analysed in the laboratory of the Brit-
ish Museum: these antique Himalayan bronzes with traces of 
fire gilding show levels of only 0.2 to 0.5 % mercury on the sur-
face943.

Patination?

The patinations display the following features:

Object: Patina 
colour

Iron Arse-
nic

Lead Others

Standing Buddha 
(fig. 296):

red 
brown

3.0–
3.5 % 
Fe

0.1–
1.4 % 
As

0.1–
1.0 % 
Pb

Standing Buddha 
(fig. 296):

blue 
black

7.8 % 
Fe

0.8 % 
As

0.6 % 
Pb

11 % Si

Green Tara (fig. 548): light 
brown

0.1 % 
Fe

0.1 % 
As

0.2 % 
Pb

1.6 % S; 
0.9 % Cd

Karmapa Lama,  
hand (fig. 547):

light 
brown

0.2 % 
Fe

0.1 % 
As

0.4 % 
Pb

Karmapa Lama,  
hat (fig. 547):

dark 
blue 

0.2 % 
Fe

0.1 % 
As

0.4 % 
Pb

7.5 % S

Mahākāla, knee 
(fig. 241):

dark 
blue

0.1 % 
Fe

2.3 % 
As

0.2 % 
Pb

5.0 % S

Comment on the artifical patinas 

The patinations described above, containing iron oxide dust 
crushed in water and first painted on and then burnt in 
(fig. 551; extensively on p. 116 with fig. 224) give a good cover-
age of thick red-brown or blue-black patina to the shiny cast-
ing metal (e. g. fig. 296). In our surface analysis, the standing 
Buddha’s red-brown robe showed a 3.0–3.5 % iron content 
and the blue-black patinated hair section 7.8 % iron (table 8, 
Patan04–06). The high levels of arsenic, lead or silicon, which 
were detectable in some cases, could be due to the “further but 
secret substances” mentioned above, and which are responsi-
ble for making the iron oxide adhere well to the metal.

Non-covering, metallically translucent patinations are ev-
idently produced without the addition of substances contain-
ing iron. The surfaces of the green Tara (fig. 548) and the Kar-
mapa Lama (fig. 547) do not give, with respect to the metals de-
tected, any indication of the production of the modern “noble 
patina”. As we have seen (p. 125), the casters and patinators 
have various “secret recipes” which, with the help of partly or-
ganic substances like charcoal powder, lemon juice, liquid ma-
nure, ash, mustard oil, fat, milk or salt, are intended to give the 

pieces an “antique” appearance. Such substances and treat-
ments are obviously hardly traceable through metal analysis. 
A dark patina on a smoothly ground metal surface can be gen-
erated by simple heating or annealing, without the addition 
of any substances at all. This processing through oxidation is 
even less provable.

The dark blue patination on the hat of a Karmapa Lama 
(fig. 547) and the robe of a Mahākāla (fig. 241) both display an 
increased sulphur content (7.5 % and 5 % respectively). The sec-
ond object also contains 2.3 % arsenic which, however, comes 
from the alloy (table 8, Patan 12). The blue possibly comes from 
copper oxide (CuSO4) or from the blue-grey to black copper 
sulphide (Cu2S). How it was produced is unknown to me.

Just as the artisans make a secret of their traditional and 
modern patination recipes, the analyses of purely the metal 
also reveal very little about their composition and production! 

943 Oddy et al. 1981, 87 f. – Very similar results were obtained by Carl-
son / Tagle 1994, 244, in the surface analysis of 81 museum objects 
from Thailand, Cambodia and Laos, of which ten were gilded; 
traces of mercury were only found however in two of them.
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C celsius
cm centimetre
ed., eds. editor, editors
g gram
kg kilogram
mm millimetre
pl. plural
publ. publisher
Rs rupee
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Alex R. Furger.
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(1982 = Michaels 1985, fig. 4d).

Fig. 31: Photograph by Axel Michaels, Heidelberg  
(1982 = Michaels 1985, fig. 5b).

Fig. 35:  Photograph by András Höfer, Heidelberg  
(1968 / 69 = Höfer 1980, fig. 4 / 5).
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(Myanmar).

Fig. 37: Photograph by Axel Michaels, Heidelberg (1982 = Michaels 1985, 
fig. 6b).
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quired from András Höfer, 1972); with kind permission of the Ethno-
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Fig. 50: Photograph by Axel Michaels, Heidelberg  
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Fig. 60: Photograph by Axel Michaels, Heidelberg  
(1982 = Michaels 1985, fig. 11b).
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from András Höfer, 1972); with kind permission of the Ethnographic  
Museum, University of Zurich; photographs by Alex R. Furger.

Fig. 146: Photograph by Axel Michaels, Heidelberg  
(1982 = Michaels 1986, fig. 18c).

Fig. 191: Photograph by Richard Kohler, Rubigen (Switzerland).
Figs. 193. 196. 199. 480. 481. 487. 486. 488: photographs by András Höfer,  

Heidelberg (1972).
Fig. 247: Metropolitan Museum New York, request dated 09.09.2014 (see 

also http://www.metmuseum.org/collection/the-collection-online/
search/37630 [accessed 12.05.2015]); photographs by Alex R. Furger.

Fig. 248: Metropolitan Museum New York, request dated 09.09.2014 (see also 
https://archive.org/details/mma_durga_as_slayer_of_the_buffalo_de-
mon_mahisha_mahishasura_mardini_38341 [accessed 12.05.2015]);  
photographs by Alex R. Furger.

Figs. 261 and 262: Based on two historical instructional books owned by the 
family of Man Jyoti Shakya and his son Ratna Jyoti Shakya; repro-photo-
graph by Alex R. Furger.

Fig. 259: Photograph by Nicole Authier (1973), Erberto Lo Bue archive, 
Cesena / Italy.

Figs. 302. 304–306. 307: from Chukha 2007; photographs by the Tibet Institute, 
Rikon / Switzerland.

Fig. 324:  Photograph by András Höfer, Heidelberg (1968 / 69 = Höfer 1980, 
fig. 13).

Fig. 325: Ethnographic Museum, Zurich, inventory number 14084a.b  
(acquired from András Höfer, 1972); with kind permission of the Ethno-
graphic Museum, University of Zurich; photographs by Alex R. Furger.

Fig. 326: Ethnographic Museum Zurich, inventory number 14081a.b  
(acquired from András Höfer, 1972); with kind permission of the Ethno-
graphic Museum, University of Zurich; photographs by Alex R. Furger.
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Fig. 353: After Höfer 1976, fig. 11.
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photograph by Alex R. Furger.
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